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CHAPTER vlIl 

FORESlS 
2B. We have limited our enquiries regarding the forest lands of 

SeOPII 01' THK ORAP- British India to an examination of the uses at. present 
'l'F.L· made of such of them as are under the management 
of the Fore.'t Department for agricultural purposes in providing fodder 
for livestock, fuel and timber for the rural population, and protection 
for soils liable tQ erosion. There appear to be directions in which these 
uSt's might be considerably extended. Before stating the views we have 
teached on the 8ubject, it will be convenient to give a brief account of 
the ext~nt and distribution of these lands and of the declared policy of 
Government in regard to their use for agricultural purposes. . 

.215. .As the Table we give below shows, rather more than twenty per 

STATI8TIOS. 
cent of the area of British India is classified as 
land notified under the Indian Forest Act and 

administered by the Forest Department. This percentage would be 
IIlightly increased if forest areas in charge of other departments, and 
the few privately owned forests, were included. 

In a circular issued by tho Government of India in 1894,· tl1e forests 
of India were broadly classed under four heads; forests the preservation 
of which is essential on climatic or physical grounds; forests which 
afford a supply of valuable timbers for commercial purposes; minor 
iorest.s which include tracts which, though true forests, produce only the 
inferi~r sorts of timber or the smaller growths of the better sorts; and 
pastures and grazing ground proper which are usually forests only in name. 
If the forest area under the management of the Forest Department were 
all wooded and evenly distributed over the country, it would be sufficient .•.. 
to supply all the needs of the agricultural community, if those neetis lIlAy 
be measured by the proportion between forests and cultivation usually 
lwld to be deRi.·able in other countries. Unfortunately, much of the 
area consists of waste ground, often entirely devoid of trees, sometimes 
indeed of vegetation of any kind. Further, the distribution of the 
forest area as between province and province is markedly irregular, as. 
the followulg Tahle will show ;-

/l'orest landl 'fI,()tified.und~, the Indian Forest Act and administered 
by the FO'fesl Department in 1925-26. , 
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.Area of forest lands I Pereentage 

I '. I of 001.6to 
Protected Unclll88Od! Tot.al. 001. 2 

I' 6 -( 6 7 
I ___ I-...!....,- -:"""'---1 __ _ 

sq. mil.. sq. mUes sq. miles 'sq. mil .. 'I 811. miles I. 

m:~~ ~:m .. ~~4 95:374' l~lm i !n 
99.927 19.677 •.•• ••.• 19.677 , 19'6 

It~:~: 10'm :::: 1 3~ 10.~ ! In 

I 
.Area of -

province 
Reserved 

2 8 

97,281 1.652 '.37~ I 671 6,695 : 6'8 . 
•. 106,720 6.185 2 39 6228 • 4'8 ' 

61.720 I 1.026 .... I 2.611 3;637 i 6'0 

North·West Frontier Province •. 
Punjab .. 
United Provinces •• 
Minor Adm1nlstratlonB 

Total .. ~:099.888 99.8981 7.750 I 117,2921 224.940° 20" 

The classification of the notified forest area into "Reserved," 
" Protected" and " Unclassed" needs a few words of explanation. 
Th~ distinction bet.ween "Reserved" and "Protected" forests is 
that; in the former, there are few or no rights of user and therefore it is 
possible to prohibit the exercise of all such rights except those specially 
defined. In" Protected" forests, there are established and acknowledged 
rights of user, and the exercise of these is permitted, subject to such 
restrictions as it may be found necessary to impose in the interests 
of the right-holders and of future generations. The essential distinction 
between the two classes of foreats was happily summarised by the 
Government of India in the circular referred to above; "speaking 
broadly, ina reserved forest everything is an offence that is not 
permitted, while, in a protected forest, nothing is an offence that is 
not prohibited." Cultivators and breeders of cattle are admitted 
to reserved forests but, in the interests of timber production, which 
is their main object, it is necessary to define rigidly what the cultivator 
and breeder may do and they are, therefore, administered under the 
stringent provisions of Chapter II of the, Indian Forest Act of 1927. 
Protected forests are unimportant except in the Punjab. In practice, 
they are, for the most part, forests in which, for one reason or 
another, . it has been considered impolitic to restrict rights too 
rigidly. They are administered under the provisions of Chapter IV 
of the Indian Forest Act. The area of unclassed forests is large in 
Burma, Assam and Bengal. These forests are for the most part 
situated in inaccessible and undeveloped hill tracts, and the only 

·measure of control which is exercised over them is the prohibition of 
the felling of certain reserved trees. They possess very great potentia
lities, but their exploitation has hitherto to a great extent proved an 
insoluble !lroblem. 

216. !n the north and east of India, especially, the agricultural 
PBO;EC'l.IOll' O~ TKB population is in a very much worse position, in 

FORESTS. respect of the benefits the forests confer on it, 
than the percentage figures would indicate. All over India, the 
forests proper are-at a distance from centres of close cultivation. In 
the Punjab.' the United Provinces and Bengal, the forests clothe the 

·The dillerenee betweeo thl. 8gure and that (IS5,~ square m11et;) 8'veJl in the .. Agrlc8ltura' 
etau.uOl of India .. Is mainly dlle to the fBOt that the .ta~Uca glTeD In the IaHa do DOt. in.luds th. 
06,37' aquare miles of unolaMed forest In Burma. 
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foothills and lower slopes of the Himalayas and are almost entirely 
out of reach of the. cultivators in the plains. In the Central Provinces; 
Bombayand Madras, the agricultural popnlation are somewhat better 
off, as a larger proportion of the forest area is interspersed among 
cultivated land. But, even in those provinces, the bulk of the forests 
is inaccessible to the vast majority of cultivators. We were told that, in 
Bombay, not more than one-third of the forest area is within' reach 
of the general agricultural population. The relations between forestry 
and agriculture are necessarily influenced at every point by the 
general remoteness of the timber forests from the cultivation of the 
plains. The distances involved and the difficulties of transport 
between the hills and the plains result in the great mass of the 
agricultural population deriving little or no direct benefit from the 
forests proper. On the other hand, there is almost always some 
cultivation on the outskirts of these forests and areas of cultivation 
and of grazing, which, in the aggregate, are considerable, occur within 
the forest boundaries. It is the population in such areas, partly pastoral 
and nomadic, partly agricultural and settled, but always sparse, that is 
most directly affected by the manner in which the forests proper are 
administered. It is in such regions that the officers of the Forest Depart
ment are mainly employed. There is, therefore, apt to be lack 
of contact, not only with the mass of the cultivators, whose concern is 
with the management of such of the forest lands as lie in the plains within 
reach of their own cultivation, but also with the agricultural departments. 
Many of the forests in the plains, as has already been remarked, are 
forests only in name. Few timber trees are to be found in them, but 
they provide a eertain amount of fuel and grazing. 

217. In his report on the improvement of Indian agriculture, 
UTILISATION 01' Dr. Voelcker emphasised the importance of forests 

rOREsrs FOR AoruCUL· in agricultural economy and, therefore of directing 
TURAL PURP0811:8. h ]. f th 'h . 

(i) GENBRAL PRIN. t e po lCY 0 e Forest Department so t at It 
Oll'LBS. • should serve agricultural interests. The compre
hensive Circular on forest policy, which was issued by the Government 
of India in 1894, the year after his report was presented, and to which 
reference has already been made, was theouJ;come of his recommend~~ons 
on this point. As this Circular itIirgoverns the policy of tlle" forest 
departments, it appears desirable that a brief summary of the main 
propositions laid down in it should here be given. The full text of the 
Circular will be found in Appendix V. 

The Government of India stated, at the outset, that "the ~ole object 
with which State forests are administered is the pUblic be~efit." In 
regulating and restricting the rights and privileges of user in a f~rest area, 
the cardinal principle to be observed is that those rights and privileges 
must be limited, otherwise than for the benefit of right E.nd privilege 
holders, only where the advantage to be derived by the general public is 
great and then only in such degree as is absolutely necessary ~ secure that 
advantage. It was further laid down that, subject to certain conditions, 
~heclaims of_~tiVation-=-are stronger than-ilia-claims o[lorest-1>res_crv-
~~i?n.. The conditionS to which the application of this-priiiCiple should be 

110 l' 286-1711 . 
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subject were that t.he honeycombing of a valuable forest by patches of 
cultivation should not be allowed; that cultivation must be permanent; 
that it must not be merely nominal and an excuse for the creation of 
pastoral or semf-pastoral villages; and that it must not be allowed to 
extend so as to encroach upon the minimum area of forest lands of the 
country, and the reasonable forest requirements, present and prospective, 
of the-neighbourhood in which it is situated. Finally, the Government 
of India laid down that minor forests and pastures and grazing grounds 
must be managed mainly in the interests of the population of the tract. 
In regard both to fuel and fodder reserves and to grazing areas pure and 
simple, especially such as lay in the midst of cultivated tract.s, they 
asked local governments to consider whether it was necessary to class 
these, or, if they were already so classed, to retain them as forest' areas; 
and, if this question were decided in the affirmative, whether H would not 
be better to constitute them protected rather than reserved forests . 

. We are in cordial agreement with the exposition of the general policy 
which should govern the relations between forests and agriculture as 
given in this important Circular. 

218. Reference to grazing in forests has been made in paragraph 180 

(ii) GRAZING, 
of our chapter on Animal Husbandry. Some further 
particulars may now be given. Grazing rights are 

extensive, as grazing is permitted over about 58,000 square miles out of 
the total area of 99,898 square miles of reserved forests, or, excluding 
Burma, 9ver about 51,000 outof 71,000 square miles. Some 6,500 square 
nllies of protected forests out of a total area of ,7,750 square miles 
are open to grazing, as are All the unclassed forests 'under departmental 
control. The number of animals grazed in the forests of the provinces 
chiefly affected, in the year ending 31st March 1926, is shown in the 
~able below :-

Number 
Tot&) of &nim&ls Tot&) Percent· 

number per aqu&re number ' &ge gr&Z-
of live- mile of of live. ing in 
stock forest st.ock forests 

Province gr&zed in lands in pro· to tot&l 
the forests (&dminis. vince nnmoor 

tered by 
the :I!'orest 

(in 000'8) Dep&rt. (in 000'8) 
mont) . 

~ 

Bomb&y - -- .. .. 2,398 160 17,9Il 13-4 

Contral ProvinI:es and Bernr 3,027 179 13,723 25-7 

Madras .. < 
" .. 2,445 126 41,044 0'9 

( 

Punj&b 
<, 3,270 489 25,273 13'0 .. .. 

United Provinces 1,065 204 41,473 " 2'6 ", .. 
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Complaints of de/ir).ite damage to forests, as" the result of permitting 
grazing in them, were made in the Punjab, in Bombay, and in certain 
areas of the Central and United Provinces. Elsewhere, the chief 
conservat()rs of forests, who gave evidence before us, seemed satisfied 
that, on the whole, no material damage was being caused. 

There can, however, be no doubt that, both from the agricultural and, 
forest point of view, the replacement of grazing by grass cutting Nould, \ 
in many inst&nces, be an improvement. The advantages from the point of 
view of livestock have already been explained in Chapter VII, and it is 
clear that the risk of damage to the forests would also be minimised. 
An experiment which the Forest Department in Bengal is making is of 
ink>rest in this connection. Grass cutting for stall feeding is encouraged 
by the levy of a merely nominal fee for the cutting of fodder and by the 
provision of cattle sheds surrounded by fenced exercise paddocks. This 
applies only to the hills. In the plains, the cattle are considered to be 
too inferior in quality to make a similar experiment worth while. 
Experiments of this character might well be made in other tracts in 
which conditions appear suitable. 

Whilst the fees charged for grazing vary greatly from district to district 
and province to province, they are everywhere low. For bullocks and 
cows the range is from one to twelve annas per animal per year. A 
large inerease in existing grazing fees is out of the question. Even a very 
moderate increase would be likely ro arouse resentment and react 
unfavourably on those friendly relations between the people and the Forest 
Department which are essential, if forests are to be properly protected and 
utilised for the general benefit. Any drastic restriction of the number of 
cattle allowed to graze in a given area would also be open ro the same 
objections. We can only state our conviction that it is desirable, in the 
illk>rests both of forest conservancy and of cattle improvement, that the 
grazing of inferior cattle in the forests should be discouraged. In all 
c.ases, the aim should ~l!tQ_seclll"~a du~pr~op;i0.!l_of-C'~cuttil!& to 
gr_a_~g5ne~ l! fo}!8! tr~ct. Preference in regard to grazing should also, as 
far as practit'able, be given to young stock and to animals of good quality. 
We recognise that this policy can only be carried out, if it has the support 
of popular opinion. We hope that that support will be forthcoming as 
the quality of the cultivato~'8 cattle improves and he comes to realise 
t.hat selective control of grazing exercised in favour of 8uperior stock is 

,essential to the promotion of improvement. . ' . 

Since it cannot be doubted that grazing in forests will, for a very long 
time ,to come, be an important feature of forest eeonO,my. we COllsider it 
essential that the intensity of grazing consistent both with tJle proper 
development of the forest and the preservation of desirable gral'~es should 
be determined as S()on as possible. The Chid Conservator of Forests in 
the United Provinces ittformed us that knowledge in both tdcse respects 
is at present defective. • 

219. The desirability of encouraging grass cuttiiig and f",dder I't.orltgc 

( .... ) F bas led U8 to consider whether the agriculturist ill 
II. ODDER. • 11 h' I . h f gettmg ate 8sslstance w IIC orest art'as are 
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capable of gi~g him in the way of 'fodder supplies. Grass cuttiDg is 
permitted in all the areas open to grazing and in certain additional 
areas which bring the total area of reserved and protected forests, in 
which it is allowed, up to nearly 77,000 square miles; . 

It is necessa~ to distinguish, at the outset, betwe~n th(9quite 
dis.!.~~Amct!~IJ.8 which forest lands fulfil in regard to fodder supplies. 
They act as fodder reserves in times of scarcity and famine and they are 
also sources from which many cultivators draw their annual supplies' 
of fodder .. It is, however, only for thll cultivator living on the outskirts 
of forest lands or within a distance of not more than ££teen to twenty 
miles from them that they fulfil the second of these functions. For 
the greater part of the forest area is, as we have seen, remote from 
cultivation and the limit is soon reached beyond which it 
becomes uneconomical for the cultivator to transport fodder by road or 
to have it brought to him by rail. The Chief Conservator in the United 
Provinces informed us that the freight charges made it unprofitable to 
send even baled fodder more than fifty miles by rail. From experi
ments conducted by the Forest Department in the Central Provinces 
in 1912-13 it seems doubtful, indeed, whether the ordinary cultivator 
is at present willing to purchase fodder at all. He showed no disposition 
to take it when it was offered at four anrias a maund which works out at 
under six pence a cwt. This fodder was offered at cost price. The question 
of fodder supplies which will be available, in ordinary times, in those areas 
which will be retained as forests,after the reclassification we recommend 
in paragraph ~ has been carried out, requires careful examination by 
forest and agrIcUltural officers in consultation. As the quality of his 
cattle improves, we anticipate that the present disinclination of the 
cultivator to purchase fodder may disappear and that an active demand 
for it may arise. Railways should encourage this change of attitude on 
the part of the cultivator by offering the lowest rates for the transport 
of fodder compatible with their position as profit-earning concerns. The 
capacity of forest lands in certain parts of the country to supply fodder 
in large quantities is undoubted and if, by means of propaganda, the use 
of dried grass for feeding increases, the railways will stand to gain by 
the development of a new line of traffic. 

Throughout periods of fodder famine, forests assist cultivators to 
maintain their livestock in two separate ways; grass is cut, pressed and 
baled for export to affected tracts and animals from these tracts are" 
driven to the forests to graze there. In every season, a small amount 
of hay is made iE. forest areas to supply such markets as exist locally, 
and, in £11 provinces, forest officers are most anxious to increase the 
demand !.or dried fodder, since grass· cutting is preferable to grazing 
from the point of view of forestry. Unfortunately, the demand for dried 
grass is usually very small; thus dried fodder which forests might yield 
is largely wasted.' Since forests are usually found in districta of heavy 
rainfall, and <the local cultivators are neither numerous nor in need of 
fodder, a large waste of grazing resources may often be inevitable. But 
much more use of forest grass might be made if cultivators were 
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convmced of the need for feeding their cattle'»etter than they now do; 
for, as has been pointed out in Chapter VII, dried grass is commonly 
regarded by cultivators as being a fodder only to be used in 
times of scarcity. The result is that, partly because cultivators are 
unwilling to purchase dried grass, or even to cut it for themselves, and 
partly because forests are so often far removed from tillage areas, a 
great demand arises only in famine years. The demand is then IYlet, so 
far as the grass crop of the year can be made to meet it, for very little 
hay is stored as a famine reserv!!. As hay, when properly thatched, 
will keep Bound in stacks for several years, the question of a~cumulating 
a large stock against famine periods has often arisen. The Bombay 
Forest Department has given special attention to this subject and their 
aim now is to be able to supply about 20,000 tons in a year of scarcity. 
With this object in 'view, about 4,500 tons of hay are made annually 
and, when a sufficient stock has been accumulated, the surplus is' sold. 
Unless there is scarcity, even the small quantity annually offered for 
sale meets with a poor demand and losses of from Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 per ton 
may be incurred on the amount sold. The 20,000 tons of hay available. 
in a famine year would, if used to supplement existing resources, 
maintain liI~ in some 40,000 to 60,000 cattle, and would thus be of much 
use, if one or two districts only suffered from famine, but would afford 

·.little protection to a precarious tract in which cattle were numbered ,by 
tlle million. 

AJJ a general measure for famine relief, the storage of hay would only 
be a practicable measure if the demand in normal years were such that 
very much larger quantities of hay than are at present made in the 
forests could be marketed annually at prices approximately covering 
the cost of production. '. 

Apart from physical difficulties imposed by distance and cost of 
trallBport. the great obstacle to be surmounted is the attitude of the 
average cultivator to his livestock. This subject we have dealt with 
elsewhere; our immediate object is to point out its bearing on famine 
protection measures. '. 

220. The position in regard to fuel is in some respects very ~ to 
(i,,) FUEL nOM that in regard to fodder .. A l}.miting !~ct.?.r..~ ~!te .. cost 

BXI8TINO rORESTS. of tr~p()r!i_bI..rQ~d or rail. The Chief Conservator 
onorests in the Uriited Provinces was specially 

emphatic on this point. He informed us that the supply of firewdod in 
rural areas depends greatly on the cost of transport from the forests and 
that the forests of Gorakhpur division were an almost 8I)litary e=ception to 
the ~eneral position, which is that ~anti!~ ~salable ..fuel . .llre lefUo 
rot..in:-th~ . fQ.re~t. He added that special means ot transport,..such as 
fIamways. are seldom profitable when firewood alone is concerned. and 
that the otlly remedy likely to be of much value was the reduction 
of the r~tes charged for carriage of-fuel by rail. which appear excessive 
and senously curtail export. These rates adverllely affe".lt the export 
of charcoal and bamboos as well as of fuel. His evidence and that given 
by the Conservator of . Forests. Bengal, shows the urgent need of a 
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thorough examination of the whole 'economics 'of the ~upply of fuel to 
the cultivator. The practice of burning cowdung cakes is partly, no 
doubt, the result Of preference. It is a slow-burning fuel and a fire once 
started can be left to take care of itself. But, apart from preference, 
cowdung is at present the only certain supply of fuel which the great 
majority of cultivators can obtain. As we have pointed out in Chapter 
IV, before any intensive campaign: of propaganda in favour of the substi
tution of another form of fuel can be justified, not only must a supply 
of that fuel be available but data proving that it is cheaper for the culti
vator to use the substitute offered him than to burn his manure must 
have been obtained. Such data will require to be based on an investiga
tion in each tract of the loss, in terms of the local crop production, involved 
in burning cowdung, and of the calorific value of the woods or charcoal 
available in the locality as compared with that of coal, when price is taken 
into consideration. We would draw attention to the investigation* 
recently carried out by the Agricultural Chemist in the l;>unjab and his 
research assistant on the loss in terms of crop production by burning 
cowdung as illustrating the kind of investigation we have in mind. In 
this connection, we consider that the railways should review their charges 
for the conveyance of wood, charcoal and coal, and should pitch their rates 
as low as possible, so as to secUre the large potential traffic resulting 
from the importation into the rural districts, in bulk, of any or all of : 
these fuels. In deciding the relative cheapness of the different classes of 
fuels, it will be necessary to experiment with suitable cheap stoves in order 
to ascertain their efficiency value for each class of fuel. In any area in 

. which it has been proved that wood is. an economical fuel, steps. 
should be taken by the forest departments, where this has not already 
been done, to establish fuel depots for groups of villages. The 
co-operation of the railway authorities should be sought in the establish
ment of fuel depots at stations. 

221. If the investigation which we recommend is to be carried out with 
(v) NEW SOURCES OF the thoroughness which its importance demands, 

woon AND CHARCOAL it is. essential that it should include an enquiry into 
FOB "UEL. the economic possibilities of ~tabli~_hIDg.-pla!U;a.tions· 
for fu~l and ~he_ crea~ion or~xtensi?n, for ~he s~~e.j>urp<>.~e,. Qf plalltati~ns 
along canal Danks anal-lie lliargms of nvers and streams. TIle maID- . 
tenariC:eofplantations along nveraaiiustreams;-eSp6dally in their upper 
reaches, has the additional advantage of tending to confine them within 
definite channels and thus preventing the deppsit on fertile riverain land 
of coarse sands and gravels as the result of frequent changes in direction. 
We have rderred, in Chapter IV, to the value of afforestation in cases of 
erosion and, in Chapter X, to the possibility that Government may 
find, on tae ground of profit alone, that it pays to place·irrigated land 
under plantations. The investigation we have here in 'view is of much 
wider scope; 'but a ~tudy of the economics of both these special cases 
should be included in; it. We consider that the Forest Department 
would be the illost suitable agency for carrying out this investigation . 

• See Agricultural Journal oJ India, Vol. XXI, Part II (March 1926), page lID: 
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2:aa. We haV: received ~o evidence indicat'ithat any dearth of wood 
It';) TIMBER FOR for implements, carts, waterlifts, or other general 

OE""JuL AGlUt'lTL- purposes is experienced. The amount of wood 
TC'JtAL PURPOSBI!. used by the cultivator in each village for these 
general purposes is not large. An instance, to which we have referred in 
paragraph 105, Chapter IV, suggests, however, that the mass produc
tion of wooden articles required by the cultivator would effect a large 
Saving in cost. If mass production is undertaken in or near the 
forests, the question of how cheaply it is possible to distribute the manu- I 

factured article will also require investigation. 
223. Where forests are situated in districts of heavy rainfall and are of 

" rapid growth, it does not appear that the forest 
(v .. ) SUPPLY 011 LEA}' departments raise any objection to the use of leaf 

MOULD. f h . d f h mould. Indeed, one ate reasons asslgne or t e 
Jack of interest in green manures in Madras is that humus from the 
forests is available. The difficulty of transporting so bulky a material 
must prevent its use at any distance from the forests, and the amount 
which can be taken annually without detriment to tree growth is strictly 
limited. This is not a source, therefore, from which any general supply of 
additional nutriment to soils under crop can be looked for . 
. 224. The development, by the forest departments, of forest industries 

. '(viii) FOREST IN. is a matter of great importance to the agricul
DCSTRJis. turist. We are, therefore, glad to observe that 
considerable attention is being paid to the commercial possibilities 
of minor forest products. An important section of the Research Institute 
at Dehra Dun deal'! with this work, both generally and also with special 
respect to the forest products of the United Provinces. The testing of the 
suitability of various woods for use as containers and the treatment of 
bamboo for the production of paper pulp on a commercial scale are two 
important aspects of the industrial activities of the Institute. In 
the P~~, a _ utilisatioIL(:wle has beeD:-cr~~ted which is mainly 
concerned wlth the extraction of resin--:---Eurn18 also has a utilisation 
circle, the main· object of which is to get local industries to use Burma 
timbers for such purposes as manufacture of matches and of boxell. 
In the Central Provinces, an officer has been placed on special duty 
for the investigation and study of new forest industries and the 
finding of markets for them. The Forest Department in Madras IH~8 
a minor forest produce section and has also installed a modern plant 
at Olavakot, about thirty-five miles from Coirnbatore, where w()()d~ 
tre being tested for ,all purposes .. Altho\lgh in Bombny and Bengal 
there are at present no special agellcies for the 6x?loitatic,n of forll/1t 
produ1s, the evidence we took has IIatiRfied us that the fonllt d11Imrl .• 
?ulnts ~ both presidencies are alive to the p08!\ihilities of, and t1.e 1106(\ fOf. 
mdustrIaI development. We considnr it deHirablll that a {orl'Ht ul,ilil4l,t,ioll 

.• officer should be appointed in every province in order t.Jlltt' tho dtlvel0l'" 
qtent of forest industries may be made the Itllfinitfl refillollHihilil,y (If 
one officer. . • . 

In. many cases, cultivators in the neighbourhootl of forOlltM ILrtl 11111,1111, 
to win f.rorn the land sufficient to maiutain thll1TlHoIvllf1 'Wit,11U1I1l 811011' 
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supplementary means of livelihood. It·is clea~ ~. fJJ.erefore,' that, if new 
industries can be started,' or llxisting industries developed, in which: 
cultivators can participate, they will derive great benefit from them: ' The 
making of charcoal as a by -product, the extraction of turpentine, the culti
vation and processing of lac, all provide suitable subsidiary occupations. 
There is also scope for the extraction of essences from medicinal herbs, and 
of oils,.gums, resins and dyeing and tanning materials from forest trees and 
plants. It has recently been shown by the Madras Forest Department that 
excellent barrels can be made from local woods. There is a potential 
demand for cheap wooden handles and frames for agricultural implements 
to be satisfied, especially if and when local factories are established for 
the mass production of improved implements. Many even of the 
lesser known Indian woods are of fine qu,ality; their suitability for furni-

_ ture and other purposes is now being investigated at Dehra Dun, 
and when their valuable properties have been demonstrated, new 
markets for them may be anticipated. 

We consider that there is a wide field for both experiment and develop
ment and that, in exploiting forest produce of all kinds, it is very 
desirable that the forest departments should work in close touch with 
those responsible for the development of rural industries. 

In concluding our remarks on the extent to which forest products are, . 
oJ; can be, utilised for agricultural purposes, we desire to draw attention' 
m the estimated value of forest produce annually taken from lands under 
the administration of the forest departments .by free grantees, usually 
villagers, and by holders of various rights and privileges. In 1925-26, the 
value'of the produce thU: taken was estimated at Rs. 701akhs. Not 
all of it was taken by cultivators, but as "grass and grazing ", 
account for over Rs. 45 lakhs and as nearly all the wood used for agricul-

, tura! implements is included in the total, it is clear that the cultivators' 
share must be substantial. The figures for 1925-26 are reproduced in 
Appendix VI. 

225. Owing to the reservation as forest of the slopes of hills, hill streams 
often have their source within forest limits. It is 

(ix) DISAFFORESTA· true that the rights of villages to use the water of 
TION TO PROMOTE h h b d b h LRBlGATION WOllK8. sue streams ave een preserve. ut we ave 

noticed places where the water supply might be 
improved by new works, which could not be carried out without the 
permission of the Forest Department. In paragraph 279, Chapter X, 
we have recommended an investigation by special officers of the possibili· 
ties of sma!l irrigation works and we desire to point out that, if land is 
required for the purpose within forest limits, it should be freely 
disafforested . . - ' 

226. We have dealt with afforestation as a local remedy for soil 
• erosion in the plains in Chapter IV, paragraph 79 •• 

SOIL PROTEOTION'It remains to consider the measures which can be' 
AND TlIfPROVEMENT. 

(i) PEBMANi:NT adopted to check the remoter causes of that erosion. 
AFFORESTATION. The important functions performed by forests in 

regard to the conservation of rainfall are well known. 
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A wooded area, esp~cial1;'on a steeply sloping watershed, acts like a 
sponge; it holds up the rainfall from immedi8.te dispersal along the lines 
of the local drainage and ensures the absorption of much of it in the sub
soil, thus assisting in maintaining the ge:neral water level of the district. 
This sponge-like action of the forest and the network of interlacing 
roota effectually prevent the deposition in the fertile valleys of sterile 
inorganio8oil from the hilly slopes~ 

The cessation of uncontrolled "shifting cultivation," which is 
recommended in paragraph 228, should arrest further harmful deforesta
tion in hill districta. But there is no province in India which has not 
suffered already, to a more or less serious degree, from such deforestation. 
In the Central Provinces, Assam and B1IDD.a, the damage has not yet 
affected areas of settled cultivation, and, in the Central Provinces, shifting 
cUltivation has been stopped. In the Punjab, the United Provinces, 
Bengal and Bombay, serious deterioration is still taking place owing to 
the deforestation of the Siwalik /Iond Kumaon Hills, of the Chittagong 
hill tracts, and of the Deccan outcrops and Konkan hills. In regions 
of heavy rainfall, that is, where the rainfall is over 60 inches, the 
essential remedy is protection against damage by cultivators and 
their goats and cattle in order to allow of natural regeneration. In 
tracts of light rainfall, there is no generally satisfactory remedy, but, 

·in carefully selected areas, artificial regeneration might. be possible 
though at heavy cost. 

227. When the soil has reached a stage of exhaustion which requires 
(ii) more prolonged treatment than is provided by the 
An;:~~:::' ordinary seasonal fallowing, temporary afforestation 

may, under certain conditioDs, provide a suitable 
method of restoring fertility. Plantations of babuZ' trees are made 
for this purpose in Sind. The babuZ is a leguminous plant, and, 1 

by means of such plantations, which are ordinarily allowed to stand on the, 
ground for ten or twelve years, a combined form of manuring by growing 
a leguminous crop and by the formation of leaf mould is achieved. The 
cost of planting and maintenance during the' period of growth is' 
a pproximately set off by the sale or use of the annual crop of seed 
pods Which are a valuable fodder for goats; the sale of the wood for 
fuel when the plantation is cut down realises from Rs. 70. to 
Rs. 90 per acre. . 

228. In many parts of India, the practice of "shifting cultivation OJ 

(iii) SlIIJ'TINa variously known asjhu~ing, kumri, taungya or poilu 
OULTIVATION. still persists. Virgin forest is felled and burned, 

an~ the land thus prepared is cropped for two or>three se~sons, after 
which the process is repeated on a new plot. 

In tracts where the population is small as compared with the area 
u.ndeIt~orest, this method of cultivation, however wasteful, is compara
tn:-ely l1lJlOCUOUS, provided that it is followed by no serious erosion of the 
soil Many of those tribes, whose traditional 'method..of cultivation 
is by shifting cultivation, are increasing in nuinbers and find it each. 
year more difficult to discover suitable areas of forest land\ We think, 

.' i: " . 
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therefore, that the time has come when a determined attempt should be 
made to bring this practice under control and, by education and, 
possibly, by an increase in the grants given towards the labour expensse 
of terracing and bunding, such as are already in force, for instance, in 
the Naga Hills in Assam, to persuade the people to adopt stable 
methods of cultivation and to forego their migratory habits. Shifting 
cultiva);ion in the Central Provinces, which used to be 'of considerable 
extent, has been gradually stopped and the methods by which this was 
effected may be worth studying by officers faced with this problem in 
?ther provinces. 

It is scarcely necessary to state that we see no objection to the 
controlled system of shifting cultivation described to us in Bengal, under 
which the necessary labour for replanting clear felled forest is obtained 
by allowing a certain fraction of the forest area to be placed in rotation 
under temporary cultivation. 

It is of some interest to note that no complaints were made to us 
regarding the tree loppings used in the Tab system of cultivation under 
which, in some regions of heavy rainfall, alternate layers of cowdung, 
loppings and leaves of trees, grass and earth are heaped on the ground 
which is to form the'seed bed, the whole is set on fire and the ashes 
mingled with the soil. In 1893, when Dr. Voelcker wrote his report,· 
one of the main grievances cultivators in Bombay had against the Forest' 
Department was that, in their desire to exploit the forests commercially, 
the department restricted unduly the lopping of trees for this' 
purpose. , 

229. Dr. Voelcker also pointed out that areas had been taken up in 
FOREST ADMIN IS· the past for growing timber which were not fitted 

TRATiON. for that purpose. Since his report was written, 
• (i) REOLASSIFIOA. 
, TION 011' FOREST considerable areas of forest lands have been released 

LANDS, and thrown open to general cultivation. In the 
Central Provinces, for example, the area of forest lands has, since 
1906·07, been reduced by 2,500 square miles, which represents a 
fall of over ten per cent in the total forest area. We were iuformed by 
the Chief Conservator of Forests that disafforestation in that province 
had probably reached its limit. In the plains of the Punjab, where 
extension of irrigation is making agriculture possible over large areas 
which were formerly waste, disafforestation has taken place on a very 
extensive scale during the past quarter of a century. Of the total area 
of 5,500 square miles of forest lands administered by the Forest Depart
ment in t1.e plainJ at the beginning of the century, 3,000 square miles 
have alreacly been released, and it is proposed shortly to release a further 
1,000 squ&re miles, thus leaving ()uly 1,500 square miles of forest 
land under ~he. :Forest Department in the plains. We understand 
that, in Burma, reconsideration of the areas reserved for forest is now 
in progress. Reclassifi<)ation of the forest area has made great progress 
il), Madras. Local committees for all but six districts have been 
appointed by Government to examine aud report on the classification 
of the fQrests.as "provinrial" and "local" with a view to deciding 
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whieh areas should be transferred' to the pancJuzyat manjtgement which 
ill described in the following paragraph. About. 3,200 square milcs have 
already been handed over to panchayatlJ. It would seem that reclassi
fic.ation was specially needed in Madras, where we were Wormed hy the 
Chief Conservator of Forests that extensive tracts of land, which had 
only a few trees on them and were little more than grazing grounds had 
been constitut.ed forest reserves. In Bengal, the Indian Tea A,sscdation 
informed ns that ce,rtain tracts of land eminently suitable for tea or other 
cultivation are still reserved as forest. I 

We consider that disafforestation inthe Punjab is proceeding as rapidly 
Ill! is desirable, and we trust that the local Government will satisfy 
themselves, as a result of the general investigation into the fuel position 
v.hieh we recommend in paragraph 220, that the disafforestation of the 
!dditionall,OOO square miles is justified in the general interest. 
V'Forty or fifty years ago, when there were forest departments, but no 
~gricultural departments, and when the problems arising out of the. 
pressure of population on the soil and the necessity for cattle im
provement had not assumed the importance they now possess, it was 
natural that the forest departments should be regarded as the only 
departments capable of turning to advantageous use large areas of State 
land which were lYing neglected and which were not required for cultiva
tion. The result was that the presence of trees or scrub jungle was 
considered sufficient justification for notifying, as forest, land which was, 
in reality, more suited for grazing or for cultivation than for the growth 
of trees. We consider that the time has come when a systematic 
feclassification of this type of land is required. The ideal to be aimed 
at in all provinces is to distinguish between land which is suitable 
for the growth of good timber trees or for fuel plantations (including 
land, the preservation of which under forests is desirable on climatic or 
physical grounds), land which is suitable neither for, timlier, fuel planta
tions nor for ordinary cultivation, but may possess possibilities for deve
Jopment as fodder reserves and grazing grounds, and land which is 
suitable for ordinary cultivation. 

Subject to what is said in the following paragraphs, land ~f the first 
type should, in general, be managed by the fore~t departments, althougli 
there may be cases in which the pressure of population is such that in
different agriculture is preferable to reservation for the growth of timber. 
Land of the second class, of which the forest departments still, in the 
aggregate, hold wide areas should no loriger remain under the manage
ment of the forest departments, as at present constituted, except where 
the areas are so intimately connected with true forests as to inake their 
separation administratively impracticable. Where good land suitable' 
for cultivation is either actually nnder forest or retained by tile forest 
d~partments with a view to afforestation, any propoJ!al for its 
disafforestatioJl will require careful examination frOID the point of view 
of maintaining a sufficiency of timber for the needs of the provinoe.' In 
any case in which disafforestation is decided upon, the s~tability of th, 
landfolBuch uses as the establishment of a largescale cattle breeding farm. 
should be considered before it is released for ordinary cultivatipn. Even' 
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if it may 'be' inexpedient, for various reasons, to'take any immediate 
action on the results of· reclassification. the fact that reclassification 
has been effected will place the provincial authorities in a much 
stronger position in making the best possible use of the land at their 
disposal. I ' 

230. The most promising method of establisbiD=-~~to be 
{ill V;LLAom FOREST found in handing over to village ement certain 

AND IroREST PANORA. more or less wooded areas now under the ,management 
YATS. of the forest departments. There are many forest 
areas so interspersed among cultivation as to make their COI18erva
tion for the production of commercial timber impracticable if, in 
accordance with the declared policy of Government on the subject, 
the interests and needs of the local population are to be the first consider
ation of forest management. To the Madras Government belongs the 
credit of a bold attempt to interest the villagers in the protection and 
development of such areas by investing them with the responsibility for 
management, which is exercised through a popularly elected committee 
known as a ~orest panc]t.ayat. As we have mentioned, about 3,200 
square miles of forest lands have already been handed over to 
panchayat management. The panchayats are supervised by a special 
panchayat officer who works under the Board of Revenue. The Board 
fixes the rent to be paid for the panchayat area and the number of cattle 
which !llB-Y graze in any particular area. All other details of 
management are left entirely to the panchayat.' Where the area when 
under the management of the Forest Department yielded a net revenue, 
the rent fixed is always less than this. In some calJes, no rent is levie!'i ' 
and in others, it is charged for three years only. As transfers to the 
panchayats only commenced on any considerable scale in 1923, it is not 
possible to pronounce a definite opinion on the success of the movement 
but it is reported that there is a growing improvement in the protection 
of the reserves and in the interest taken by the villagers in limiting the 
number of cattle admitted to them, in enforcing the accepted grazing 
rates and in closing the reserves temporarily to improve pasture. The 
Chief Conservator of Forests, Madras, expressed himself as hopeful of 
the future of the system and the Director of Agriculture regarded it as 
one of the best attempts which have been made in recent years to solve 
the problem of utilising forest lands to the fullest extent for the cultivator's 
needs. The forest administration of the United Provinces has recently 
placed an officer on special duty to studj the Madras scheme. In the 
Central Provinces and in Bombay, we found opinion somewhat divided on 
t"he questiou whethar popular management of this character was feasible 
and, in the Punjab, the view was taken that it would be impracticable. 
Circumstsuces differ so much in the different provinces, both in regard 
to the type of forest lands available and the character of the local 
population, that th~, experiment in Madras may prove' to be unsuitable 
for adoption all over Il).dia, however successful it may be in Maw'as itself. 
We consider, h,0wever, that the management by the people, for the people, 

, of the forests close to their villages possesses so many desirable featur~ 
,that every, eftort should be n;l8.de to ensure its success. 
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231. In the precerung paragraphs, w~ nave recommel!ded 8: teclaBBifica
tion of .the Jands now sch¢uled as forest areas, and 

(iii) NECESSITY roB also the allooatlOllorcertain forest -Linds for the 
BBCU88IFlCATlOlil OF purpose of establishing village forests on the lines 
JT1<L'TIOI<8 of FOBEST. • fIled' Madr 
OFFlcn8. which are bemg 0 ow m as. If these 

recommendations are carried out, some reduction 
in the area. at present administered by the forest departments"would 
result. In the case of village forests, the main change which would be 
effected would be that guidance in managing them, and propaganda 
direct.ed to ensuring their being put to the best use, would replace the 
present methods of control. Areas cJaBBed as culturable would be 
transferred from the forest to the' revenue departments. Areas classed 
as grazing lands might, in some cases, be similarly transferred; but we 
are of opinion that, for the most part, they iIhouldremain under the 
forest departments, which, even after such a reclassification as we have 
lIuggested, would have in their charge extensive tracts open to grazing 
in the areas still classed as forest. Some forest officers have given close 
attention to. grazing questions, and, provided the changes in adminis
trative machinery which we suggest below are given effect to, it does 
not appear that any advantage would be gained by transferring forest 
land, reclassed as grazing land, to the charge of some other department, 
except for reasons ot economy. 

The .. cardinal principle" to be observed by the forest officer has 
been admirably laid down in the Government of India's Circular from 
which we have quoted in paragraph 217 above; .as a principle it cannot 
be questioned, but, if examined from the point of view of administration, 
it seems to us to place too heavy a responsibilty on the individual. 
officer. Although forest officers are frequently placed in a difficult 
.position, they have generally been successful in reconailing their duty as 
guardians, on behalf of the public, of valuable forest property, with 
their other duties of affording to villB.gers the maximum advantages 
which forest grazing areas are capable of giving them. We are of opinion. 
however, that with the reclassification of forest areas, there should be at 
least an attempt-for we recognise that a sharp distinction would not 
always be pOBBible-to reclassify the functions of the forest officer. 

The true timber-producing forests of India and Burma are a rich 
pOBBession, bringing in large revenues to the State, so·that, in the public 
interests, they must be carefully managed; but this is not all, for, 
as we have seen, the timber resources of India are meagre enough, and 
~he pressure of the world's timber supplies is increasmg rapHly. ThUlt, 
m the interests of future generations, it is essential that wastt-o should be 
prevented and that efforts should be made to ensure that timb .. .r supplies 
m the future are greater than they now are. It is with the timber 
forests that the work of the. forest departments is. in the main, 
concerned; and the interests of forest officers cannot' fail to be bomid up 
in their development. ' . 

These gr?Bt forests are for the most part situated in the hills; but 
OIl tho plams, there are areas interspersed with cultivation, but classed 
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8S "forest:' .the exte~t of whlch in the Itggrcgate is considerable. These 
areas ar~ of relatively little value as a source of revenue, but of considerable 
importance to neighbouring cultivators, and they are possessed of a 
potential value that we do not think has yet been sufficiently recognised .. 
BecaUBe of theil small commercial value, and also because the important 
forests give scope for all the energies of the existing forest staff, little 
attention has been given to the development of this second type of 
forest property. Nor do we think it likely that it ever will receive the 
attention that should be given to it unless it is placed under the 
management of a division of the Forest Department directly responsible 
f9r its development. 

During the past half century, the population of British India has 
increased by some sixty-two millions or thirty-three per cent, and with this 
increase the time is rapidly passing when the country can afford to neglect 
any resources which offer opportunities of improvement. In our chapter 
on Statistics, we draw attention to the areas now officially classed as 
"culturable waste" and" land not available for cUltivation," and we 
recQmmend that this classification be re-examiiled. We think it. likely 
that within these vast areas, which together include about forty-five per 
cent of the total surface of British India, there could be found much land, 
which, though unsuited for commercial affOlestation, might, if placed 
under the charge of a minor forests division, be used to grow fuel and 
provide better grazing than it now does, or might be added to the village 
forests. managed by panchayats, to which we refer in paragraph 230 above . 
.AB an illustration, we may cite the waste land.. in the Etawah district. 
The Chief Couservator of Forests, United Provinces, pointed out to us how 
greatly land of this description could be improved by protection. At 
the same time he explained that it would be difficult to proceed rapidly 
with the work of improvement since experience of the best methods of 
treating such waste was lacking, and there were syl Y'icultural problems to . 
he solved. Until a trained staff is available for experimental work in 
sylviculture and grassland improvement, it is clearly impossible to expect 
that progress can be made in the solution of the difficult questions which 
would at once be met with in attempting to use to better advantage areas . 
sclected for reclamation from the vast areas now classed as waste. One 
line of improvement is now being experimented with by the Bom'bay 
Forest Department. Attempts are being made to increase the density of ' 
thp. grassy covering of waste land by controlling grazing, so as to allow 
grass to seed in one season and to give time, in the next, for young plants 
to establish themselves before livestock are admitted. It is undoubted 
that, if fore~t officers, in consultation with agricultural departments, were 
free to give t.heir time to this line of work, and if their sucoesses were 
assessed, not by the immediat.e income which the areas under their care 
yielded, but 1-y the improvement effected in the quality of grazing areas, it 
could be claimed th&t a problem of much importance was being attacked 
by a comm0IDtense method. 

. . 
In our ohapter on Animal Husbandry, it has been shown how great the 

need for fodder is in India, and how much waste there is in the U.Stl ~<1W 
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being made of grazing lauds. Much of the fault is due t{) the ~nltivator ; 
but here we are not concerned with his short-cominga,'and, in any case, 
the attitude of those whose object is to effect improvement should not 
be that adopted by the cultivator. Our own difficulty, like that of the 
forest officer in charge of a tract of grazing, is that we can give no definite 
assurance that, within a given period of years, the work of the improver 
would prove profitable to the tax-payer. The subject has received no 
close study and the experience hitherto accumulated has been slight: 
We can only say that, without close study, no improvement can be looked 
for, that the subject is too important to be neglected, and that officers in 
charge of experiments, which have as their object the improvement of 
grazing areas, should not feel that their principal duty is the commercial 
one imposed on the existing forest departments. 

Similarly in the case of village forests. To begin with, at least, much 
experimental work will be called for, and that not only of a sylvicultural 
kind, for experience must be collected in methods of controlling these 
village forests, and in the forms of propaganda that would be effective in 
popularising them. Forest panchayats and co-operative societies formed 
for the planting and management of village lands are not the only bodies 
on the plains in need of guidance in the selection of species for planting 
and the management of young plantations. We have seen, in the course 
of our tours. plantations lining canal banks which could have been much 
improved, if they had been designed and planted by officers trained in 
sylviculture. Indeed, it is not possible to travel extensively in India 
without being impressed with the small use made of the opportunities 
which the country offers the sylviculturist. One district visited was 
markedly difi .. rent from most others and inquiry showed that the result 
was the work of a single enthusiastic tree planter in charge of it some 
sixty years before. 

In :JUr chapter on Irrigation, we lay stre88 on the importance of the 
oonstitution of irrigated forest plantations in the tract that will be irrigat
ed by the Sukkur Barrage project. Here we desire to draw attention to 
the importance of the establishment, in advance, of nurseries for the trees 
that will be required in large numbers. The selection of suitable trees 
And their growth to the right age for transplantation are matters in which 
the forest departments should be closely concerned, but in which we note 
with regret that they do not appear to have been invited to co-operate or 
even to have been consulted. So also in respect 01 road-side trees, we 
consider that tile forest departments should be in a position to render 
more assistance than appears to have been hitherto invited. 

-' 
232. We do not wish it to be understood that, in every case, the 
(i .. ) FORMATION OJ!" difterentiation of functions which we sugggst above 

lmIOR I!"ORlI8T8' should follow the same pattern; what we recommend 
DlVI810~8. • . is that, in each province, Government should aim at 
estab~hJ?~ ~§!livis~!!!.. witJEn~forest departments, the officers in 
one dlVI8l0n' to be responsible for 'llleCfiarge of. forests, the 
preservation of which is desirable on climatic or physical grounds 
and of commercial forests, that is, of those forests managed 

110 Y 286-18 
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: with· a vie~ to direct profits from the. sale of timber and other 
forest products;· the other division to be in charge of IIlilior forests, 
fuel plantations, village woodlands, and waste land, now chiefly 
used for grazing and often included under "unclassed forests.
Officers of this /lacond. division, in addition to the conservation of the 
natural resources of such areas, should be definitely charged with the,: 
resp~sibility of developing them, and with this object in view should 
be encouraged to make experiments in sylviculture and in the 
improvement of grazing areas. . 

We Jllake this recommendation not because we are able to point out 
means by which the extensive wastes of India can easily be improved. 
We believe that improvement will be difficult, and that success, without 
careful study and experimental work, will not be possible. Nor do we 
suppose that, when means for effecting improvement are devised, the 
spread of improved conditions will be rapid. It is, indeed, because they 
,are likely to be slow that we recommend there should be no delay in 
attacking the subject. Experience in such matters cannot be gained 
quickly; on the other hand, as population increases, the urgent demand 
for action calculated to increase the produce of waste land is certain to 
grow. We are satisfied that a share of the attention which has hitherto 
been bestowed on the valuable section of the country's forest property 
should now be spared for, and concentrated on, the problems presented 
by that section of the forest land now regarded and treated as "waste." 

The differentiation we have recommended above is, in effect, that which 
is at present being carried out in Madras. The main difference between 
the suggestion we have put forward and the policy which has been 
adopted in that province is that, under our proposals, two divisions will 
be established within the Forest Department itself whereas, in Madras, 
the village forests have been transferred to the supervision of the 
Revenue Department. The Madras system has the advantage that it 
leaves highly trained forest officers entirely free to concentrate on what 
we agree is their main function, that of exploiting the timber forests, and 
that it marks a definite cleavage with the tradition of rigid administra
tion in the interests of revenue which, in the minds of a very large section 
of the rural community, has become inseparably associated with the 
Forest Department. The question whether the new division we propose 
should continue under the Forest Department or be placed under the' 
Revenue Depa.rtment is one for decision in the light of local conditions. 
If the first alternative is adopted, we would stress our conviction that 
the object of our proposal will be entirely frustrated if the new division 
is regardeCl as a s~urce of revenue or if any attempt is made to enforce 
restrictions which are entirely appropriate when the adequate protection 
of the fo~ests proper is in question. If the supervision of the management 
of village fQl'ests is entrusted to the Revenue Department, we consider 
it most desirable that that department should have the advice and 
assistance of • officers who ,possess a knowledge of forestry, more especially 
of sylviculture. We would, therefore, suggest that officers of the Forest 
Department possessed of the tact and enthusiaSm which are as essential 
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8S technical knowledge to the success of the schemes we nave in view J 

should be se()onded from the regular line of that department to 
undertake this work. 

We are aware that a further burden Will be imposed on a small body of 
officers if the recommendations we make in this paragraph are accepted. 
For the administration of 108,000 square miles of reserved and protected 
forests the State employs some 360 officers in the Indian and BOme 300 
officen: in the provincial Forest Service. The revenue which they ha.ve 
secured for the State has risen in thirty years from Rs.166 la.khs gross to 
Rs. 599 lakhs, and from Rs. 75 lakhs net to Rs. 260 lakhs. When we 
suggest that more attention should be given to the needs of agriculture, 
we do not fail to appreciate the good work that has been done for the 
tax-payer; and we recognise that our proposals -will require an increase 
of personnel and of expenditure. 

233. We made a point of asking the directors of agriculture and 
(r) RELATIONS BB· forest officers who gave evidence before WI whether 

'!"WEill< THB FORBST they were satisfied that the relations between the 
~JrD AORICULTUlLAL • 
DEPARTIlBJrTS. forest and agrIcultural departments were 
sufficiently close. We consider that it may be accepted that relations 
between the two departments are generally satisfactory. The formation 
of the minor forests divisions, which we have recommended in 
the preceding paragraph, should lead to still closer relations between the 
lor est and agricultural departments. We consider that further 
advantages would result if a forest officer on first appoint
ment to the Forest Department underwent a definite course 
of instruction at an agricultural college. We recommend, 
in Chapter X. a similar procedure for irrigation officers. There is a 
close parallel between the respective relationships of the forest and 
irrigation departments to agriculture. In both cases, it is a matter 'of 
adjllSting administrative action to meet the requirements and wishes of 
the cultivator, so far as this is compatible with the public interest. 
In the control of natural resources, the peasant is prone to take a short
sighted view of even his own interests. A knowledge of agricultural 
practice and some familiarity with the point of view of the cultivator is of 
much assistance in enabling an officer to exercise the necessary restraint 
with the least possible friction. It is true that the forest officer does not 
in the ordinary course of his duty come iuto such intimate touch with the 

. inain body of cultivators as the irrigation officer, but the interests of a 
(lonsiderahie number of cultivators on the margins of the forests and in 
enclaves in forest lands are very closely affected by.forest foHcy; the 
devel~p~e'lt of forest industries will also bring the forest depaItments into 
m~re ID~te relations with the agriculturist .. If care is taken to aelect 
SUlta hIe lnstructors, much could be learnt in a short course modelled on 
the lines of ~he rural economy coorse held at the J:yallpur Agricultural 
'College.. Th!s. cours~ lasts one month and is designed to give officers of 
the India~ Ci.vil S.ervIce, the Irrigation, Co-operation and .other depart
menta an lDSlght mto the work of the Punjah Agricultural Department. 
'The knowledge acquired should be tested by an examination. 

)(0 y 286-IBa ' 
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In addition to this short course of theoretical instruction, we. consider 
that a forest officer, when first posted to the minor forest.s division, 
should be attached for a period of not less than three months to the 
headquarters of the provincial agricultural department, with the object of 
making himself thoroughly acquainted with the view of the department 
as to the needs of the cultivators in the vicinity of the forests which he is 
to adI.J.inister and in the province generally. Part of this period should 
be devoted to a special study of co-operative methods of organisation. 

234. The conclusions and recommenda
SUMMABY OP CqN<'LUSION8 tions in this chapter may be summarised 

AND BBCOMMENDATIONS. 8S followa :_ 

(1) Grass cutting should be encouraged as an alternative to grazing 
(paragraph 218). . ' 

(2) The grazing of inferior cattle in the forests should be discouraged 
(paragraph 218). 

(3) The intensity of grazing consistent with the proper development 
of the forest and the preservation of desirable grasses should be 
determined as soon as possible (paragraph 218). 

(4) The question of fodder supplies from forest areas requires 
careful examination by forest and agricultural officers in consultation 
(paragraph 219). 

(5) Fodder should be transported by the railways at the cheapest 
possible rates (paragraph 219). 

(6) An investigation int() the cost and efficiency of wood and 
charcoal relative to that of coal is urgently required. (paragraph 220). 

(7) The railway rates for the transport of wood, charcoal and coal 
should be examined (paragraph 220). 

(8) The investigation recommended in (6) should include an enquiry 
into the economic possibilities of afforestation for fuel supplies. 
(paragraph 221). ' 

(9) Forests cannot furnish any gent".ral supply of humus for plant 
food (paragraph 223). . 

(10) The initiation of new, and the development of existing, forest. 
industries are matters of great importance to the agricultural 
population in the vicinity (paragraph 224). 

(11) There is a wide field for both experiment and development in 
regard tQ these ipdustries (paragraph 224). 

(12) i'Ol('st lands required for the construction of small irrigation 
works phould be freely disafforested (paragraph 225~. 

(13) In regions of heavy rainfall, the essential remedy against 
harmful deforestation is protection against damage by cultivators 
and their goats and.cattle in order to allow of natural regeneration. 
In tracts of light rainfall, there is no generally satisfactory remedy 
but, in carefully selected areas, artificial regeneration might be, 
possible though at high cost (par;agraph 226). . 
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(14) Temporary afforestation is, under certain conditions, a rmn(ldy 
for restoring the fertility of exhausted soils (paragraph 227). 

:15) All" shifting cultivation" should be brought under control with 
a view to the practice being entirely stopped wherever it is productive 
i)f harmful results (paragraph 228). 

(16) Forest areas in each province should be classified with a 
view to det-ermini.ng those areas which are most suitable fer the 
growth of timber or the preservation of which under forests is desira
ble on climatic or physical grounds. those which are most suitable for 
development as fodder reserves or grazing grounds and those which 
should be handed over for ordinary cultivation (paragraph 229). 

(17) 'The most promising method of establishing village foresta 
is to be found in handing over to village management certain more 
i)r less wooded areas now under the management of the Forest 
Department (paragraph 230). 

(18) The creation of a special agency is required to manage minor 
forests, to give advice and technical assistance to forest panchayat8 
and co-operative afforestation societies, and generally to develop to 
their utmost economic capacity the forest resources of the plains 
{paragraph 231). 

(19) The question whether this branch should be part of the Forest 
Department or should work under the Revenue Department is one to 
be decided in the light of the local conditions (paragraph 232). 

(20) The relations between the forest and agricultural departments 
are generally satisfactory, but it would be advantageous if short 
C~UTIt"A were instituted at, the agricultural colleges for all newly 
recl_~~ forest officers and if forest officers were attached to the head-

. quarters of the provincial agricultural department before being posted 
to the new minor forests division (paragraph 233). 
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CHAPTER IX 

DISEASES OF LIVESTOCK AND THEIR CONTROL 

235. The scope of this chapter may be briefly indicated. We 
SOOPE OJ' .THB endeavour to show the harmful effect of cattle 

OHAPTEB. dlseases on agricultural development; we describe 
in some detail the character of rinderpest and the methods required 
to control it; we discuss the meagre provision at present made for 
veterinary aid; finally, we discuss the provision of superior and subordi
nate veterinary services and of scientific guidance for those engaged in 
combating disease. 

236. The control of livestock diseases presents a very difficult 
THE RAVAGES Oll' problem. Their character and the ravages they 

DISBASE. cause call for the services of veterinarians possessed 
of a thorough training and a high degree of professional skill. On the 
other harid, the poverty of cultivators and the large cattle population 
make it essential that, if cultivators' cattle are to get any attention beyond 
inoculation when epidemics break out, a large number of officers, who 
have sufficient knowledge to treat cattle intelligently, provided 
they are directed and guided by qualified veterinary surgeons, must be 
provided at low cost to the public. 

It is, we believe, agreed that the working capital of the cultivator is 
mainly represented by his livestock. Estimates of the total value of 
Indian livestock have been attempted but sufficient has been said 
in Chapter VII to show that little reliance can be placed on them. 
That the aggregate value of livestock in this country is very great 
cannot, however, be questioned. It is equally indisputable that the 
annual losses from disease are very heavy and that these press hardly 
on the cultivator who may have to pay Rs. 50 to Rs. 150 to replace .. 
good bullock and Rs. 100 to Rs. 200 to replace a good cow or she-buffalo 
which has been killed by disease. Although efforts are made in all 
provinces to ascertain the number of deaths due to certain diseases. the 
statistica.l information collected, unfortunately, gives little indication of 
the actua.l financiallosBes sustained by cultivators. The recorded deaths 
from three .. widesptead diseases in the years 1923-24 to 1926-27 were 
as follows ~-

1923-24 1924-25 1925-26 1926-21' 

(in 000'8) 
A 

r 

Rinderpest 94'3 155'5 275'9 202'2 
• 38'S 36'4 HlIllIlorrhlOgic septicemia 41'2 32'7 

Foot-and-mouth disease 9'4 12'9 19'9 13'6. 
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These figures in themselves are sxna1l in relation to the total cattle 
population and the most striking point which emerges from them is the 
rapid increase in the number of deaths from rinderpest in the first three 
years to which they relate. This is accounted for by the fact that rinder
pest is a disease which, though always present in some part of India, 
has waves of virulence from time to time which take three or four years 
to reach their cr\lst. 

There is, however, reason to believe that the figures in the Table above 
are very far from revealing the true state of affairs. That this is so is 
strikingly shown by an examination of the figures for Burma, one of 
the two provinces in which the notification of deaths from cattle diseases 
has been Jnade compulsory by legislation. An Agricultural Committee, 
which examined the point in 1925, concluded that the losses due to 
epidemics had been very much underestimated. It further stated that 
the figures supplied by the Civil Veterinary Department olearly showed 
that the number of deaths of cattle were far in excess of those reported. 
That these views were not exaggerated is clearly brought out by a com
parison between the number of deaths from diseases and natural causes 
in Burma in the ten years 1915 to 1924 and the niunber of cattle 80S 

returned in the annual cattle censuses. If the number of deaths were 
correctly reported, the average life of Burmese cattle would work out 
at 54 years. 

Not only is it probable that the deaths from epidemic diseases are 
several times greater than those actually reported, but the loss by death 
is only a small part. of the loss the cultivato~ sufiers from this cause. 
Hmmorrhagic septicrem.i.a is a very fatal disease. The peroentage. of 
deaths from rinderpest is also very high when it attacks hill cattle or 
those produced by crossing with European breeds. Rinderpest is not so 
deadly when it attacks the ordinary cattle of the plains but, thou~h the 
average mortality, which fluotuates widely, may not be more than thirty 
per cent of those affected, the remaining seventy per cent are enfeebled 
by disease. Similarly, in the case of foot-and-mouth disease, for one 
animal that dies, ninety-nine may be temporarily incapacitated. If 
the crude figures given above are weighted by the considerations we have 
in'llicated, it will be evident that epidemic diseases cause great direct 
injury to the cultivator through the death of his cattle and also 
entail extensive indirect losses through the illness of his working or 
milking stock. There must also often be indirect 108ses from the 
imperfect cultivation of crops when working animals are stricken 
by disease. . 

Some iudication of the direct and indirect losses due to cattle disease 
, may be o?tained if the subject is approached from another point of view. 

An exammation of the reasons which lead cultivators to ·borrow from 
co-<>perative credit societies shows that there is extensive borrowing for 
the purchase of cattle. The figures for the four provinces for which 
returns under this head are available are given in 'the following 
Table :-
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Loans granted by co-operative credit. societies for the purchase of caUle 

Province 

ihar .ad Orissa .. 
adras .. 
unjab 

B 
M 
P 
U nited Provinces; . 

, 

,Sum 
borrowed, I 
1924-25 

(Ra. lakhs) I 
.. 7'33 
.. n'91 .. 32'95 
.. 18'03 

, . 
Percentage Sum Percentage borrow~d. of total 1925-26 of total 
advances 

(Ra. lakhs) advances 

13'0 9'25 n·o 
7'5 n'85 7'0 

20'75 37'52 20'5 
37'7 16'49 36'7 

On the bas18 of the PUllJab figures. It has been calculated that 
the cultivators spend four crores a year on the purchase of cattle. 
'The need of loans is, of course, not necessarily due to disease. 
A cultivator may want to buy additional cattle or to replace 
bullocks which are worn out, but the experience of credit societies 
in one provill.ce in which the subject has been examined· is that 
borrowing for cattle purchase is mainly due to losses caused by 
disease. Ail will be, seen in Chapter' XIII, co-operative societies 
provide a relatively small amount . of the finance required by 
cultivators. The more usual source of credit is still the moneylender 
and there can be little doubt that cattle disease often compels resort to 
him. What the outbreak of an epidemic amongst their cattle means to 
cultivators who are struggling to keep free from heavy debt will be . 
realised by a reference' to our discussion of indebtedness. The loss of 
a pair of bullocks at a critical stage of cultivation, and the partial failure 
of a single crop in consequence, may place a cultivator wholly in the 
power of the moneylender and ultimately involve him in ruin. 

Tuberculosis among cattle is not the scourge in India that it is in so 
many other countries. If animals are kept in confipement, as they 
usually are for town milk supply, it may not be Wlcommon ; but it rarely 
affects the cultivator's livestock which are freely exposed to sun and 
air. There are, however, other wasting diseases which must cause great 
losses. Chief amongst these are the diseases due to animal parasites, 
such as round worms. flat worms and protozoa. It has been ascertained J 
that such parasites are extremely common, but little is known of their 
economic importance. In countries in which this subject has received 
.a.ttention, the losses among livestock because of parasitic infection have 
been shown to be great. There can be little doubt that the' condition 
of many of the wasted animals to be seen on the common grazing grounds 
all over India is, in part, due to parasitic infection; and, although in 
the absence of any' extended enquiry into the damage done by such 
diseases, no definite statement can be made, it may be surmised that 
over the <frier parts of the country the losses caused may be considerable 
and that, in ,the damper regions, they are probably heavy. 

There is another form of loss which the country suffers because of the 
prevalence of Jivestock"diseases. In Chapter VII, we have referred to 
the lack of private enterprise in improving breeds 0.£ cattle. The reasons 
for this are no doubt manifold but one of them is the uncertainty of 
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animal life. In some localities, this is the usual reallon given by culti. 
Yators for attempting to keep more cattle than they can fl'lld llrop(·rly ; 
reserves are maintained lest some should be carried off by diKeaMe. '1'1111 
attention of the cultivator is, therefore, directed to increasing numb"rK 
when it ... hould be cOl,lcentrated on improving quality. Again, the ri,.k 
of di~ease must deter those of the larger zami~dars who might ot.hcrwiHe 
be willing to engage in cattle breeding. 

It wo;u1d have been helpful to the discussion of the subject matter of 
this chapter if we had been able to frame an estimate of the extent to 
which the burden of disease iI!lpoverishes agriculture. But the setting 
out of any figure to which the term " estimate" could properly he 
applied is not possible. It is not merely that the statistics of deaths 
from contagious diseases are entirely unreliable; there are also losl'>es 
which occur through illness, through crop failures, through, borrowing 
and subsequent indebtedne88, and through the attitude towards questions 
of stock improvement created in the minds of both large and small land· 
holders. These we 8re quite unable to value in terms of money. We 
are, however, satisfied that though the losses caused to agriculturists by 
disease in livestock cannot be calculated, they are immense. 

237. The outstanding problem which faces the Civil Veterinary 
COl<TBOL ow CONT". Department in India is thus the control of contagious 

()10~8 DISIUSES. and infectious diseases. Upon this fact hinge the 
(I) GXlfBB4L. proposals we make in regard to the organisation of 

the provincial departments, the training of their staff and the research, 
they should undertake. They will thus be more readily understood if 
we discuss at this point the measures necessary to combat disease. It 
would burden our Report unduly if we were to deal in detail with the 
incidence and control of epidemic diseases in general. We shall; there
fore, refer only to rinderpest, both because it is in itself the most formid
able disease of cattle in thill country and because the measures necessary 
to control it are typical of other contagious diseases. 

Rinderpest was formerly the most dreaded of all livestock scoUrges 
in western countries. It was the great outbreak of this" cattle plague" 
in England in 1865 that led to the Cattle Diseases Prevention Act of 1866 
and the systematic control of livestock diseases in Britain. In 1920, an 
outbreak of rinderpest in Belgium, due to Indian cattle which were 
transhipped at Antwerp for Brazil, caused widespread alarm among 
the. stockowners of adjacent countries; but prompt veterinary 
pohce measures were taken and the disease was quickly stamped 
out. Ind~d, scientific 'methods of dealing with ~attle disease had 
made such progress since it had last appeared in western Europe 
that the stockowner's estimate of the danger to be apprehe~ded from 
outbreaka was revised. In some countries, the advance of veterinary 
medicine has been such that rinderpest is now regarded as" disease that, 
through resolute action, can be brought under more or les8 speedy 
(lontroL. ) , 

~he success achieved in stamping out rinderpest on the 130 farms 
, whICh were affected in Belgium raises the question whether it might not 
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be stamped out in India, for the virus which causes it is both vulnerable 
and short-lived outside the body of an animal. We sought the. 
opinions of all the expert witnesses who appeared before us in India 
and in England on possible measures for controlling rinderpest, for 
a signal benefit would be conferred on the Indian cultivator if his cattle 
could be protected from it .. We have come to the conclusion that 
measures for stamping it out onthe lines adopted in other countries 
are not possible in India. The disease is wide-lipread, effective 
isolation on a large scale would be so expensive as to be 'imprac
ticable, and. owing to the sentiment of the Hindu population, the 
destruction of healthy animals which have been in contact with 
infected ones could not be contemplated. We have considered 
the possibility of isolating and safeguarding parts of India by belts of 
protected country interposed between permanently infected areas and 
areas from which the disease has been eradicated by the adoption of 
intensive measures. Within such a belt, all cattle of whatever quality 
or age would require to be immunised by the serum-simultaneous 
method of inoculation. This is a method which has proved successful 
in South Africa and we think that. at a later stage, it might be 
used with good effect in parts of India; but until the staffs of the 
veterinary departments in this country have been much strength
ened, until the prevalence of the disease has been greatly reduced by 
other methods and until experience has been gained both by (iQvernment 
and the public of the enforcement of such legislation and administrative 
orders as would be oalled for, we do not recommend that this policy 
should be adopted. There is much preliminary work to be done, the 
character of which we shall presently explain, before even parts of the 
country can be freed from rinderpest and kept reasonably safe ,from 
re-infection. In the meantime, rinderpest and other contagious diseases 
must in the main be combated by measures which aim at protecting 
the individual anima! rather than by measures which aim at stamping 
out the source of infection. A" stamping out" policy can o~y be 
successfully applied to diseases which are rare or which have been 

. reduced to small proportions. 

238. A brief description of the general character of rinderpest and . 
(il) CONTROL OF of the methods adopted by veterinarians in 

BINDBBl'EST. combating it appears an essential preliminary to 
the consideration of the measures we recommend for bringing this 
and similar epidemio diseases under control. .-

Rinderpest is cau~ed by a minute organism which gains entrance to 
the body in, food which has been contaminated by the discharges of an 
infected an,ima!. Urine is the most dangerous of these discharges. The 
organism survives only a few hours outside the body of an animal. Sur-' 
viva! in 8unsh:ne is probably limited to about eight hours and in a dark 
cattle shed to about 'torty-eight. Cattle begin to exhibit symptoms of 
febrile disease ~om two 'LO six days after infection. The violence· of the 
disease varies with the breed and is greatest in E~opean cattle and 
least in the indigenous breeds of the plains.. Cross-bred animals and 



Indian hill cattle are intermediate in susceptibility. The virulence of out
breab varies &8 does the virulence of the disease in different breeds and 
hence the great differences in the number of deaths from this cause 
recorded from year to year. In the worst cases, cattle die about ten 
days after infection; in milder outbreaks, t~ey may live for t~ee weeks . 
.AD animal recovering from rinderpest may continue to be a source of 
infection until ita temperature is normal. The. risk of infect.ion is 
greatest when the fever has reached its height and is beginning to 
subside. Alter recovery, an animal is immune from further attack. 
This immunity, which is believed to be permanent, is due to the 
fact that when attacked by the disease, the tissues of the animal 
produce" anti-bodies", that is, structures which destroy the germs of 
rinderpest. These structures. can be identified in the blood. It is 
by the use of these anti-bodies that protection is conferred on healthy 
animals. The blood serum of an animal which has recovered from the 
disease is injected into cattle which it is desired to protect,in doses propor
tionate to their body weight and their breed. Experience has shown 
that the following doses of standard Muktesar serum are sufficient to 
protect animals of the following breeds. The do.sage for each breed has 
been calculated On the basis of a body weight of 600 lbs. The dose for 

. each individual animal is, of course, regulated according to its actual 
body weight. --

Hariana breed 30 cubic centimetres 
Sahiwal do. 40 do. 
Sindhi do. 60 do. 
Delhi buffaloes 60 do. 
Himalayan hill cattle .. 90 do. 
Half-bred Ayrshire do. 125-150 do. 
Pure-bred Ayrshire do. 250-300 do. 

As the anti-bodies introduced into the blood in the serum are rapidly 
excreted from the system, protection lasts only for a brief period. With 
the dOBes commonly used, an animal is safe for a period of nine to 
fifteen days. Animals after protection by serum are allowed to mix 
freely with infected stock in the hope that they may contract a mild 
from of rinderpest and thus become permanently immune. 

The method of protection described above, which is known as the 
.. serum-alone" or passive method. is now very largely and effectively 
used in India in checking outbreaks of rinderpest. Serum manufactured 
'at the Imperial Institute of Veterinary Research at Muktesar and its 
substation at lzatn&gar near Bareilly is supplied to proviIkcial govern
ments. Indian States and other authorities in doses' of 5 c.c. at three 
annas per does. Nearly 5'4 million doses, almost all for uSe in India, 
were provided in 1926-27, as compared With slightly over 200,000 twenty 
years earlier. 

The " serum-alone " method is, however, subject to the very serious 
limitation that it confers complete immimity for less tbn a fortnight 
wh~lst infection may persist in a village for a much longer period. 
Animals are therefore liable to contract disease unless re-inoculated 
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and when they do so, the process is discredited in the eyes of 
their owners. Re-inoculation, on the other hand, is not only expensive 
but, when an outbreak is widespread, is often impossible. 

The principle on which protected animals are exposed to infection is 
sound but it would appear that in practice the chances that the disease 
will be contracted 'at the right moment are not good. To ensure infection, 
theref.pre, another process known as the "serum-simultaneous," or 
active, method of conferring immunity has been devised. In this process. 
a small quahtity (from t to 1 c.c.) of blood containing the Virua of rinder
pest is injected into th~ animal at the same time that serum is used. 
A mild attack of rinderpest follows, the tissues of the animal prepare 
their own anti-bodies and an immunity which, in some instances, has 
been found to be permanent and, in others, to last for about three years 
is Bet up. . 

It is now about thirty years since the serum-simultaneous method was 
first used. Its efficacy has been proved in countries as far. apart as 
Russia, South Africa and the Philippines where, in all cases, satisfactory 
results have been secured; but it is Egyptian experience which is of 
'special interest to India. This, at the outset, was disastrous as a heavy 
mortality followed inoculation, but the causes were detected, the method 
perfected and the treatment continued with the result that the mortality 
for some years past has been reduced to negligible proportions. In 1923, 
for example, when rinderpest appeared in Upper Egypt, some 250,000 
cattle were inoculated but the total number of deaths from the disease in 
that year in the eleven provinces affected was only 2.206. Those of us 
who visited Egypt were shown the arrangements made for the preparation 
of serum and were assured by the officer in charge that no administrative 
difficulties were encountered in applying the method on a large scale. The 
fellaheen do ilOt offer any opposition to the treatment, which has recently 
been made compulsory, and the progranime of work now mapped out is the 
immunisation ofthe cattle in two Egyptian provinces (approximately the 
equivalent of Indian districts) each year, until the whole country has been. 
covered. As has been pointed out in Cha,pter VII, tht> number 
of cattle kept per 100 acres of cultivated land is very much smaller in 
Egypt than it is in India. The number of cattle to be inoculated annually 
in Egypt under the present programme would normally be about 60,000 
but if, as in 1923, rinderpest appeared in several localities, a much larger 
number might be protected. It may be noted that, in Egypt, the cost of 
producing the material for inoculation appears to be higher than it is in 
India. We did not ascertain the exact cost but were informed that 
the upkeep. ~f the laboratories at Abbassia, which are mainly though not 
exclusively. used for rinderpest control, amounted to about £10,000 
annually. A substantial item in the cost arises from the need for the 
importation of the cattle requited in the process of serum and virus 
preparation, whereas in India, suitable cattle, hill bulls and buffaloes, 
are found within the country. In Egypt, 'it is held that cattle once 
inoculated by .the simlStaneous method are permanently immune and 
definite evidence of long immunity after treatment has been secured in 
the large herds belonging to the State Domains Department. It has 
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recentlv been found at Muktesar that cattle inoculated as calves 
were ~gain distinctly susceptible at three years old; but we are 
informed that. if immunity is foUnd to be disappearing after a short term 
of years, it could be revived by the very simple process of re-inoqulating 
the animal with a small dose of virulent blood. 

Notwithstanding the ample evidence which is available of the excellent 
results which have followed the adoption of the serum-simul-wneous 
method in other countries, in some of ,,'hich it is now the standard treat
ment for rinderpest, there is still much discussion of its value in India. 
The herds in which it has been tested in this country have for the most 
part been the property of the Military Farms Department. Those now 
responsible for the management of the inoculated herds are satisfied with 
the results and believe in the method. Where failures have occurred, 
there is no evidence that the blood used to introduce the virus was, in fact, 
effective. Failures may have been due to the death of the organism, 
owing to delay in transmission of the virus from Muktesar to the farm 
where it was used. The special precautions which are now required in 
testing the virulent blood on receipt were formerly not applied. 

239. Only one experiment on an extensive scale with the serum-
(iii) EXPERIENCB IN simultaneous method has so far been made in India. 

1HB MY80BB 8TATB For an account of the circumstances in :.whieh 
011' THE BEBUlI-SIMUL· this was carried out we are indebted to the 
TANEOtJS MBTHOD OJ' • '. 
IlfOCULATIOI{ WOB Director of the Mysore AgrICultural Department. 
BII{DBBPB8T. • Outbreaks of rinderpest occurred at two large-
cattle fairs in that State in April, 1925. There were over 20,000 cattle 
at each fair and as there was no legislation enabling the authorities 
to regul.ate the movement of animals, rinderpest shortly afterwards 
broke out in 600 villages in five different districts of the State. The 
serum-alone method of inoculation was tried, but proved useless becaus~ 
infection remained in the villages and protected cattle soon became 
re-infected. The veterinary staff was usually too busy with fresh 
outbreaks to re-visit villages already treated and, when it was able 
to do so, it was found almost impossible to get cultivators to agree 
to a second inoculation as they had lost faith in the value of the
method. In these circumstances, it was decided to discontinue the 
serum-alone method and to risk the use of the serum-simultaneous 
method, although the serum in stock was not of the required quality ~ 
and although very few members of the staff had had any experience 
of active immunisation. During the first three rrronths, 6,954 cattle 
in 49 villages were protected in this way with only five deaths, whilst 
1,301 cattle not inoculated contracted the disease of which 516 died. As 
the serum used was under strength, the reaction after inoculation was 
severe and the small number of deaths supplied reassuring e9idence of 
the safety of the method. The object lesson was not lost on cultivators, 
a.nd even cattle owners in unaffected villages began to ask for serum-
SImultaneous inoculation for their animals. <) 

.No charge was made for inoculation and the campaign ~aB prosecuted 
WIth great vigour, until by the middle of January, ~926, some 34,80()' 
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animals had been successfully protected; the mortality after inocula
ti<\Il was about 8 per 1000. In view of the high cost of treatment 
and the great benefit conferred on cultivators, the Mysore Government 
~ecided to charge a fee of one rupee per head. The result was 
remarkable.' In spite of the havoc still being caused by disease and 
t.he proved value of the treatment, inoculations dropped from nearly 
35,000 in the first half of the year to little more than 5,000 in the 
second.. 

240. Experience in Mysore thus shows-and there is no reason to 
believe that adjacent parts of BritiEh India would 

(iii) RISKS INVOL-
VED IN SERUM- furnish grounds for a different view-that the serum-
SIMULTANEOUS INO- simultaneous inoculation is safe, effective and rea.dily 
OULATION. accepted by cultivators whose cattle are dying 
of rinderpest. It also shows how unwilling the cultivator is. to pay 
for it. 

As, however, this method of inoculation is still very commonly regarded 
in India as a dangerous remedy-as' it undoubtedly is when unskilfully 
applied-the question of the degree of safety attaching to the process 
requires some further examination. As already mentioned, a high 
mortality accompanied the first attempts at active immunisation in Egypt: 
and there was an unfortunate experience in India on a much smaller scale. 
The cause of death has been satisfactorily accounted for in Egypt and, 
for some fifteen years, the value of the process has been increasingly 
recognised. In 1917-18, when 100,000 cattle were inoculated in Nyasa
land with the object of providing a protecting belt for South Africa, 
there were many deaths, the number of which was reported at "not 
more than 5 per cent." In other countries too, such losses as 1 . 3 per cent 
for 10,000 cattle inoculated in South' Africa, l' 5 per cent for two 
million cattle inoculated in Russia and 2 per cent for 7,000 inoculated 
In the Sudan have been recorded. As even the smallest of these losses 
would be too large a figure to contemplate in the event of extensive 
campaigns against rinderpest being undertaken in this country, the 
nature of the risks involved has to be carefully considered before 
the adoption of the serum-simultaneous method can be recommended 
for India. 

These risks are ofthe two kinds which may be described as inevitable 
and accidental. In a. met,hod which introduces living virus into the 
body of an animal and endeavours to control its action, there is a risk, 
which, however small, is inevitable. The dose of serum is designed to 
protect th~ pormal animal and is carefully proportioned to its task. As 
we have seen, that'task requires a. very much larger dose of serum for' 
European 'than for Indian cattle; but, just as breeds vary widely in the 
protectiorfrequired, so may individuals vary within the breed; and thus 
the reaction produced by the injection of virus may occasionally be so 
severe as to cause Math. From the experience already gained in India, 
we regard this risk as vflry slight, and indeed negligible so far as the breeds 
of the plains are concerned, provided the control of the operations against 
disease is in the hands of a competent veterinary surgeon using 
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standardised materia13; but,' in the case of European stock imported 
into India, and debilitated by the change of climate, there is some 
evidence that the risk may be consider~ble. 

The accidental risks in using the serum-simuItaneous method arise 
from the introduction of diseases other than rinderpest with the virulent 
blood; or from the stirring into activity of disease germs already present 
in the animal but incapable of doing harm until the disturbance of the 
lIystem caused by the virus of rinderpest lowers the vitality of the patient. 
'1'he first of these accidents, the introduction of another disease, was 
sh'lwn to be the chief cause o,f the heavy death rate sometimes experienced 

. in South Africa; it was also a complicating factor in Russia. The 
disease in question which is due to a piroplasm parasite is not 
likely to harm Indian cattle already "salted" against it, but it is 
very fatal to European cattle. In some Indian cattle, however, which 
are already infected with piroplasms, the effect of serum-simul
taneous inoculation is to Bet up a degree of fever. which .might prove 
fatal to a debilitated animal. A second parasite of Indian cattle may 
also be aroused to mischievous activity by this method of inoculation 
and may produce a disease similar to dysentery. But, though these 
accidental risks of mortality were formerly considered so serious a danger 
as to make the value of the serum-simultaneous method of inoculation 
questionable, they ha.ve now been largely ·eli.minated as the result of 
recent research. A method of preparing blood infected with rinderpest 
but free from other parasites dangerous to cattle has been discovered 
at Mul'teaar. Moreover, by microscopic examination of the blood of 
the cattle used to supply virus, it is p088ible to determine whether it 
contains dangerous parasites and so to avoid its use. Should impure 
blood be used inadvertently, -the case can be lluccessfully treated by 
using certain drugs which are readily available. 

Our examination of the evidence available as to the results obtained 
in India and in other countries from the use of the serum-simultaneous 
method of inoculation has led us to the conclusion that the introduction 
of this method is strongly to be recommended and that, indeed, it offers 
the only hopeful means of combating the ravages of rinderpest. Provided 
the materials used for inoculation are properly controlled and the work 
of inoculation is carried out under the supervision of an experienced 
veterinary surgeon, careful to guard against such accidents as may 
oocur, the risk involved is so slight that, in view of the great benefits 
incurred, it should be accepted w~thout hesitation. 

241. Th~re are, how~ver, practical difficulties to be overcome in .,a 
(v) DumCULTIBS serum-simultaneous inoculation llampaigIi to which 

L1][ELY TO BBEIfCO~. brief allusion must be made. Bullocks after inocula
'l'EBBD 1I'.llI' DlOCI7· tion must be rested for about _ fifteen alloys until' 
LATtOI!l CAKPAIGI!l, , 
,. . recovery takes place. Cows temporaply decrease 

theIr Jleld of IDIlk but quickly recover, and we, were informed in 
Egypt that the wide experience there obtained ~ustifies the conclusion 
tha,t the full milk flow quickly returns. Cows ~dvanced 'in pregnancy, 
.delicate calves under a month old, and animals weak or debilitated from 
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any cau~e are unsuitable' subjects for inoculation. In India, the 
prejudice against handling blood in any form has also to be taken into 
account. There is finally the risk, real though not very considerable, 
that rinderpest may be introduced into a district from which it is absent; 
for inoculated cattle are infectious and must not be allowed to mix with 
others. These practical difficulties indicate that some opposition to 
the qse of this method may be anticipated. Objection· is 
often raised to the serum-alone method which does not involve 
the handling .of blood, or the temporary loss of labour and milk, and it 
is obvious from this that opposition would be much increased if 
serum-simultaneous inoculation were in question. We have, therefore, 
considered the desirability of conferring general compulsory powers on 
officers who engage in inoculation campaigns in accordance with the 
policy which is being followed in Egypt. We are of opinion that this 
step would not be desirable in present conditions. It was not until 
the Egyptian fellaheen had become accustomed to have their cattle 
immunised on a votuntary basis that compulsion was introduced, and we 
think that cultivators should be given an opportunity of seeing what 
inoculation can do to protect their cattle before they are required to 
accept compulsory measures. 

242. If no opposition were to be anticipated, we should have 
( .) P CY TO Blil recommended that inoculation campaigns should be 
va OLI d' h fir' . h b . 

FOLr.OWEDIN COM]jAT· starte m test mstance m t e est breeding 
DIG RINDERPEST. areas and especially in those districts in which 
government bulls are being supplied. We hope that co-operative 
breeding societies and cow-keeping societies, such as the milk unions of 
Bengal will, by having their cattle immunised, give a lead to the 
cultivators generally. But the villager is least likely to harden his 
heart against inoculation when cattle plague is upon him, and we 
recommend that to begin with, apart from work among societies, the 
serum-simultaneous method should be adopted in combating actual 
outbreaks of rinderpest. These are, unfortunately, numerous enough 
in India to give both veterinary officers and cultivators ample opport
unities of studying the results. 

The policy we have in view for the control and treatment of livestock 
diseases in India is one which can only be worked up to gradually; more 
men, more funds and more experience are all called for. The question. 
therefore, arises as to the immediate line of action which should be adopted 
in combating rinderpest. We consider that, whenever outbreaks occur. 
efforts shop.ld be concentrated on protecting all the more valuable animals 
by the serum-simultaneous method. It would not, in any case, be 
possible to protect all animals, since cows in advanced pregnancy and 
very weak animals could not safely be so treated. Valuable pregnant 
cows should pe temporarily protected by the serum-alone method, but as 
the pressure of work during an outbreak would usually be great, the least 
valuable stock should Ie neglected. The extent to which inoculation by 
serum alone should proceed side by side with simultaneous inoculation 
can only be decided by the veterinary offioer in·charge of the operations. 
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In a widespread outbreak, it is obvioUsly better to protect valuable ani
mals throughout the whole area affected than to spend time in protecting 
every animal in particular villages. The objection to leaving unpr~tected 
animals in a village where the serum-alone method has been used IS that 
dangerous foci of disease remain which may undo the whole of the benefit 
conferred by temporarily protecting animals; but, when the valuable 
animals have all been permanently protected, subsequent outbreah in 
the village need cause no alarm t~ those responsible for checking disease. 
Indeed, in Mysore, such subsequent outbreaks proved distinctly useful as. 
they proved to cultivators whose cattle had been protected that they had 
been well advised to agree to the operation, and to owners who had 
refused to have their cattle inoculated that they had acted foolishly. 

2-13. Inoculation, not only against rinderpest but against other 
(.';i) FaIlS roB contagious diseases, is usually done without cost 

IJllOCULATIOlJ. to the cultivator. Sometimes, however, a 
small charge is made as by some of the districti boards in Bengal. 
In Bombay, where rinderpest serum is provided free, a charge oftwo 
annas is made for doses of other vaccines. • It is the invariable expuience 
that where charges, however small, are made for such preparations, 
their use is greatly checked and it was for this reason that the fee of 
Rs. 2 per head for inoculation by the serum-simultaneous method, which 
had been levied for some time in the Madras Presidency, was abolished 
from January 1st, 1926. We recommend that all fees for inoculation 
not only !lgainst rinderpest but also against other contagious diseases 
should be abolished. The revenue derived from them is very/small as 
compared with the expenditure, and they undoubtedly act as a grave 
deterrent to an extended use of preventive inoculation. We recognise 
that the widespread adoption of the serum-simultaneous method must 
involve an appreciable increase in expenditure if no charge is levied when 
it is used. For the cattle of the plains, the cost of the doses of serum and 
virus works out at about one rupee per head; but there is little doubt 
that, if the work were carried out systematically on a large scale, the 
cost could be greatly reduced, possibly to not more than half this sum. 
We shall return to tbis point in discussing the work of th& Imperial 
Institute of Veterinary Research at Muktesar. 

244. Whilst we do not think that, in present conditions, compulsory 
(lIi'i) COIlPULSOBY inoculation is. advisable in dealing with the 

D<OCULATIOJll. cultivators' cattle, there is one class of cattle 
owner who should, in our opinion, be required to have his cattle 
permanently protected; we refer to milk sellers registered 11y muni
ciralit~es. Wherever muID.cipalities do not possess the legal 'vower to 
prescnbe the registration of milk sellers or to enforce immurusation, 
we think that power should be conferred. Recent experience in 
Madras where a large number of cross-bred European., cattle are 
ke.pt has sho~ the advisability of the course we hr.ve recommended. 
MIlk sellera m that city are licensed and their~ cattle sheds milk 
~hop8, etc., are inspected by officers of the Health Department, but 
It does not ap?ear that the maintenance in health of dairy cattle has 
engaged attentIOn, as no veterinary surgeon is employed permanently 
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by the Corporation. Outbreaks of rinderpest are not common 
in Madras city; that w~ich occUlTed in the latter half of 1926 
was the third, in twenty years and it is not surprising, in these 
circumstances, that milkmen should be unwilling to adopt serum
simultaneous inoculation which temporarily arrests the How of 
milk. The consequences of this unwillingness may, however, be 
seriuus as the following approximate figures for the recent outbreak 
will show :-

India.n Cross-bred 
oows cows 

Number of cattle attacked 9,500 850 
Number of deaths 140 121 
Percentage of deaths 1'47 14'23 

It will be seen that the disease in this case was not of a virulent type; 
the percentage of deaths .among Indian cattle was very small, but that 
amongst the European cross-breds was ten times as large. 

Our reasons for recommending compulsory inoculation for such 
cities as Madras are two. The city population must be protected from 
a sudden and serious curtailment of the milk supply and the cultivator 
must be protected from the spread of disease through the susceptible 
cross-bred cows kept by licensed milkmen. Licensed milkmen, purchas
ing a cow in-calf, should be compelled to have it protected shortly after 
it has calved. They should similarly be compelled to protect cows in 
milk as Boon as bought. It would be necessary-for the municipality 
to provide an isolation hospital for inoculated animals as they would 
constitute a danger to other animals if they were kept in the ordinary 
cowsheds. 

245. Rinderpest, although the most important, is only one of the. 

(iz) CONCLUSION. 
serious infectious diseases to which Indian livestock 
are liable. In discussing the measures which should 

be undertaken to deal with it, sufficient has been said to show that 
the suppression of epidemics must make large demanas on the 
professional skill, the energy and the judgment of the officers in 
charge of the operations, and that the type of education which such 
officers should possess is of a different order from that necessary for 
officers competent to deal with the diseases and injuries that come 
within ordinary veterinary dispensary practice. It will also be 
evident that to cope successfully with epidemic diseases, the number 
of officers employed by provincial governments must be largely 
increased.. Befor~ we formulate our proposals under these heads, it 
will be~onvenient if we discuss the question of legislation against 
disease ~nd descri1;>e the present position in regard to veterinary aid. 

246. If the policy we outline in this chapter is accepted, we are 
LEG I 8 LeA. T 101\ confident that a great reduction can be effected in 

AGAINST DISEASE. tJ1e immense losses now caused to cultivators and 
to the publE as a whole by the ravages of disease. No staff, however 
large and however skilled, can be fully effective unless Government 
have the power to control the spread of infection by veterinary police 
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measures. We recognise that such measures present much greater 
difficulty in India than in the' countries in which they are now 
commonly adopted and it is partly for this reason that we lay such 
emphasis on the training of officers for the superior veterinary services. 
Conditions in India call for initiative, judgment, tact and high professional 
skill in a far greater degree than they do in countries in which rigorous 
police measures are possible. But it would be faip neither to the veter
inary departments nor to the tax-paying public, which is called upon to 
contribute large sums for the suppression of disease, if no attempts 
were made to give this work such aid. as it is possible to give it by 
It'gislation. 

More attention to the question of controlling disease appears to have 
been given in Madras than in any other province. A Cattle Diseases Act 
was passed in that presidency as early as 1866 and is ,still in operation. 
Under the powers conferred by this Act, the notmcationof certain 
dmeascs has been made compulsory; movements within the presidency 
can be regulated; " standstill" orders, for example, can be made should 
disealle break out during cattle fairs; and the carcases of animals which 
have died of dis:J3se can be destroyed. 

But, though the powers conferred by the Act are extensive, their effects 
are very limited owing to the difficulty of applying them effectively. 
Some sections of the Act have, however, served a useful purpose. When, 
for instance, a rinderpest outbreak is being dealt with, inoculation with 

. anti-rinderpest serum is made compulsory and, where cultivators have 
objected, a few prosecutions have resulted in inoculation being carried 
out with little difficulty. In Burma, the Cattle Disease Rules of 1914 
which apply to all areas in which the Burma Village Act, 1907, is in 
force enable outbreaks of disease to be dealt with on much the same lines 
as in Madras, with the important exception that inoculation cannot be 
made compulsory. ' 

The difficulties which have been encountered in enforcing legislation for 
the control of cattle disease in Madras have also been encountered in 
Burma: There are obvious objections to enactments the provisions of 
which cannot be strictly enforced and we should have hesitated to make 
any recommendations on this point were we not convinced that the 
advantages of legislation greatly outweigh these objections. 

Under the Devolution Rules, legislation in respect of animal diseases 
is a central subject to such an extent as may be declared by any Act of 
the Indian Legislature. We recommend that a Contagious Di:leases of 
Animals Act should be passed for the whole of British India so that 
a wliform procedure may be possible throughout the countrl' The 
Act should empower local governments to apply by admirustrative 
order to any tract such of its provisions as may be appliC'.jI.ble in the 
cU:!;umstanoos of the case. 

The Act should be sufficiently comprehensive to ensure. that all.the 
powers likely to be required in dealing with any disease may be legalised 
and, following the usual lines of such legislation, should deal with the 
action required of provincial governments and district boards or other 

1110 y286-19a 
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local authorities and their officers, the reporting· of disease, the isolation 
of infected animals and of animals which have been in contact with 
them, the disposal of the carcases of diseased animals and of other 
infective material, disinfection, the closure of markets and fairs, the 
regulation of movement and the compulsory inoculation of animals 
which have been in contact with infected animals. 

A-list of the diseaBes to which the Act applies should be given in a 
schedule appended to it and model rules should be drawn up by 8 com
mittee, on which the veterinary departments should be adequately 
represented. These rules should be published by the Government 
of India. 

If legislation of this character were enacted, it would be possible for 
officers dealing with an outbreak to determine which of the powers 
conferred by it could usefully be applied in a particular ease, and to move 
the provincial governments to take suitable action. The existence of 
model rules would make it unlikely that there would be any departure 
from them without good cause, and thus, whilst the elasticity necessary 
to meet local conditions would exist, the general procedure throughout 
India would tend to be the .same. In the United States, where the 
position is somewhat similar to that in India, the individual States 
are responsible for· the enforcement, within their own territories, of 
regulations for the control of livestock diseases, but, in the event of an 
outbreak of contagious disease, the Federal Government adopts the 
measures required to prevent it from spreading beyond the boundaries of 
the States affected. If uniformity of action in dealing with the various 
contagious diseases is adopted by the provincial veterinary departments, 
we do not consider it necessary at this stage that the Government of 
India should follow the example of the Federal Government. The 
present position in respect of the prevalence of epidemic disease is very 
different in the two countries. If, as we trust will prove the case, an 
outbreak of a dangerous disease eventuaUy. becomes as rare an occur
rence in India as, for example, an outbreak of foot-and-mouth disease 
is now in the United States, the intervention of the central Govern
ment may be eisential; but this period is still so distant that the mea
sures likely to be called for when it arrives need not now be discussed. 

A more immediate problem is presented by the Indian States. The 
mutual benefit to be derived from a united effort to check the spread 
of disease is so great that we are hopeful that Indian States will be pre
pared to copy the legislation enacted by the Government of India \and 
to adop~the model rules drawn up for use in British India. It is in this 
hope that we suggest, in paragraph 258, that provision should be made 
for the>training of students from those States at the college selected for 
the training of candidates for the provincial veterinary services in British 
India, and, in papgraph 263, that the States should be treated in exactly 
the same way as provincial governments in regard to the charges made 
for the ptoduc:ts manufactured at Muktesar. Where small States 
employ veterinary assistant surgeons but are unable to employ fully 
q ualifi.ed veterinary surgeons, it should be possible for them to arrange for 
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the expert guidance necessary, either by obtaining the part-time services 
of an officer working in an adjoining British district, or by joining with' 
other. States to engage a veterinary surgeon who would supervise the 
work of their dispensaries and organise a staff to combat [outbreaks of 
disease. -

247. In 1868, Lord Mayo, as Viceroy, appointed a Commission to 
Tn PBESBlfT POSI. report on cattle disease in India and the mea&ures 

TIO. or VBTBRllUBY necessary for their prevention and cure. The report 
AID. of the Commisfion included a recommendation 
for a Civil Veterinary Establishment. The Famine Commission of 1880 
made no recommendations on this subject; it recommended, however, 
the constitution of an Agricultural Department, and the Secretary of 
State, in 1882, urged that this should give early and careful attention to 
the subject of cattle diaease. In 1883, a commission recommended the 
formation of a Civil Veterinary Department, but want of funds 
prevented anything from being done. In 1886, the Government of 
India recommended to the Secretary of Sta.te the formation of a Civil 
Veterinary Department but it was not until 1891 that such 
a department was formed. 

Apart from a few practitioners in the large towns, there are no 
veterinary surgeons in private practice in India. Veterinary aid is 
thus, except to a negligible extent, provided by officers employed 
either directly under Government or by local boards and a comparison 
of the number of these with the total cattle population reveals that 
there is only one of them to every hundred thousand cattle ; but even 
this single practitioner cannot be regarded as a whole-time officer for 
cattle, as there are a number of other domestic animals requiring his aid. 
Moreover, of the officers employed, only one in fifteen can claim to be a 
qualified veterinary surgeon. The others have been trained only as 
veterinary assistant surgeons. 

For the whole of British India, there are in civil employ about 
32 veterinary surgeons in the Indian Veterinary Service and 52 in 
the provincial veterinary services, whilst the number of veterinary 
inspectors and veterinary assistant surgeons in 1927 was about 1,400. 
A number of the superior staff are employed in teaching and other 
duties. Thus some 33 gazetted officers only are available for the control 
and treatment of disease, and, of this small corps. fewer than one half 
are licensed to practise veterinary medicine and surgery through posses
sing the cliploma of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. 

These figures sufficiently show the inadequacy of the existing'arrange
menta for controlling contagious diseases and attending to, animals 
suffering from ordinary ailments and from injuries. Many tUck and 
wounded animals do, in fact, receive treatmt'nt of some kind from persons 
who have had no training in veterinary matters. ExperiencE?has taught 
the value of certain remedies and these may at times lie used empirically 
with good effect; but there is much crude quack~ry and St is unlikely 
that animals gain a8 much as they lose from treatment by untrained 
men. The position, therefore, is that thll. effective trea~ent of the 
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diseases of livestock in India depends upon veterinary assistant surgeons 
employed, as a rule, under district boards, inspected by a small staff 
promoted from their ranks, supervised by a very small administrative 
staff of veterinary surgeons and instructed by a still smaller staff of 
expert teachers and research workers. " 

To education' and research we shall refer at a later stage. 
We propose, in the first instance, to examine the provision made for 
the diagnosis, control and treatment of disease. As was the case in 
our chapter on Animal Husbandry, our remarks apply mainly to 
cattle. Except in the hospitals attached to the veterinary colleges, in 
those northern districts in which horse breeding is still* in their charge, 
and when cases arise under the Glanders and Farcy Act, officers of the 
Civil Veterinary Department have little concern with horses. Equine 
diseases in India are mainly treated by army veterinary surgeons. 
Sheep suffer to some extent from epidemic diseases; it may also be 
inferred that they suffer heavily from parasitic diseases, as they do in 
other countries, but the small value of sheep and goats has resulted in 
little attention being given to diseases amongst them and abnost 
nothing "is lmOWh of the extent of the losses caused in flocks by 
preventible disease. Elephants, though few in. number, are very 
valuable and, in Assam and Burma, their diseases have received some 
specia.l study. Similarly,l>ecause of their local value, attention has been 
paid to disease in camels in the Punjab and Sind. The diseases of dogs, 
especially rabies, are of much public interest and dogs are an important 
class of patient in veterinary hospitals in the towns; but in mofussil 
practice, they may be left out of account, " 

All the major provinces employ a very small staff of fully qualified 
veterinary surgeons but, in other respects, the arrangetneJJts-p.18de for 
combating animal disease differ somewhat widely. In the Punjab, and 
in Burma as a temporary measure, the Veterinary Department is under 
the administrative control of the Director of Agriculture. Bengal, 
Bombay, Burma, Madras and the Punjab possess veterinary colleges 
and Bihar and Orissa will shortly do so, but it is onJy in Madras and 
Burma that the college is under the direction of the offioer responsible for 
the supervision of the staff controlling disease. In the other provinces, 
the prinoipal of the college and the officer in general control of district 
work, variously designated Veterinary Adviser, Chief Superintendent, 
Superintendent or Director, are entirely independent. Bombay has two 
superintendents, one for the presidency proper and one for Sind, who 
is also in.charge of Ajmer-Merwara. • 

It is, again, only in Madras that the local Government have under
taken ful'l responsibility for veterinary aid and that the district staff is 
both employed and paid by Government. In other provinces, hospitals 
and dispenSJ,tries are, with few exceptions, provided and maintained 
by local boards,. though Government usually give grants-in-aid. 

• When the Clivi! Veteri~ry Department was constituted, it was intended tha~, it 
should have charge of horse breeding. There was soon afterwards a. change of policy: 
but in abouthaJf the Punjab distriots, and in Sind, horse, mule and donkey breeding 
is still in oharge of the department.. 
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They are staffed hy veterinary assistants whose services are 
lent by Government. In Bombay, Burma, the Central Provinces and 
the Punjab, the cost of all veterinary assistants whether they are in 
charge of hospitals and dispensaries or are itinerating officers, is borne 
by provincial revenues. In Assam, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and the 
United Provinces, veterinary assistants actually receive their pay from 
the local Government but, in Bengal, the whole and, in the other three 

,provinces, the greater part of it is contributed by the local board 
concerned. 

In all provinces except Madras, the veterinary assistant employed by I 

a local board is thus subject, in varying degrees, to dual control, that of 
the head of th" provincial veterinary department and that of the local 
body by which he is employed, The control of the district board i~, 
however, strictly limited as it has no power to appoint, punish, transfer 
or dismiss a veterinary assistant, though it would appear that, in some 
provinces, due weight is given to its views in this respect. It was 
held by many witnesses before us that this system of. dual control gave 
rise to considerable administrative difficulties especially where assistants 
in charge of dispensaries are liable to be called up by the chief 
veterinary officer of the province to assist in dealing with outbreaks of 
contagious disease. We shall revert to the question of organisation but, 
before doing so, we propose to examine the nature of the work which 
veterinary departments are called upon to undertake. 

248. As we have seen, private veterinary practitioners do ~ot exist 

W
in India; we were assured that, in present 

OBK OP VBTEBI- di - . uld b· ·bl f .. 
lfABY DISPENSARIBS. con tIOns, It wo e ImpoSSI e or a practItIOner 

, to make a living in a rural area. ,Veterinary aid 
has, in a very few instances, been provided by large landholders and 
philanthropic bodies, but, were it not for the system described in the 
preceding paragraphs, relief to sick and wounded animals would be 
entirely out of reach of all but a minute fraction of the population. The 
offirers in charge of dispensaries and the itinerating veterinary assistants 
are called upon by livestock owners to treat ordinary non-contagious 
diseases and to dress wounds; they are also required to share in 
castration campaigns and to assist provincial officers when outbreaks of 
contagious disease occur. They thus replace the private practitioners 
of other countries. 

A common and legitimate complaint against many of the existing 
dispen.~aries is that they are located in the district headquarters or in 
other towns, so that while they are useful to the owners of cattle and 

. horses living in or near headquarters and are freely used by them, they 
are neither accessible to, nor patronised by, ordinary cultivators. The 
true cause of complaint, however, is not that there have been error~ iIi 
the selection of sites for dispensaries, but that the dispensaries in 
most provinces are much too few in number .• In allflrovinces, the aim 

•. The num~rs of veterinary hospitals and dispensaries in i926-27 we:re: Punjab 219, 
Uruted ProVUlces 149, Bihar and Oriosa 122, Bombay (including SindJ 122, Central 
Province8 and Berar 94, Madras 87, Bengal 4 7, Assam 45, N orth-W est Frontier Province 
19 and Burma 5. . 
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should he to provide a veterinary hospital with accommodation for 
in-patients at' district headquarters, and in addition a number of 
dispensaries serving subdivisions of the district. If only two or three 
dispensaries can be provided within a district, central market towns are 
obviously the most suitable locations for them. It is clear that, in 
districts in which, cattle alone may number a million, cultivators cannot 
be gteatly aided by the provision of two or three dispellllaries only. 

To meet the obvious shortcomings of the single dispensary serving a 
large tract of country, the staff attached to dispensaries should be 
increased and men sent out to tour in the surrounding villages. They 
should carry with them a small box of drugs and prescribe such other 
remedies as can be readily obtained in the bazaars. It is true, as was 
pointed out to us, that the objections to the system of itinerating 
veterinary assistants which prevails in most provinces are that the work 
of these assistants is difficult to supervise and that touring officers are 
of no use in cases calling for continuous treatment. On the other 
hand, even a single visit may prove of value in many cases, especially 
in treating and giving directions for the care of wounds; and it may be 
remarked that no form of propaganda is likely to be more effective than 
timely aid given to a cultivator by a trained officer. We think that 
objections to the system of touring assistants would be very largely met 
and that the value of most veterinary dispensaries would be more tharl 
doubled if they were the headquarters of two or more veterinary 
assistants, one of whom WAS in constant attendance at the dispensary 
and one or more left free for touring. 

249. The main work of a State veterinary service should be the 
WORK 01' THB PRO- control of ('.ontagious 'diseases, disastrous to the 

vnrOlAL VETERINARY whole community in their economic effects and 
DIilPARTlIIIIlNTS. in some cases dangerous also to human health. 
As contrast.ed with the veterinary assistant of India or the private 
practitioner of western countries who attends the sick and wounded 
animals of the stockowner in order to save him loss, the veterinary 
surgeon in State employ labours in the intere~ts of the whole 
population. In stopping the onrush of a disease, be is as much a public 
servant as the engineer who, by the construction of embankment.s, 
preserves a district from floods; in eliminating and destroying the 
sources of infection of anthrax or rabies; he protects human life just as 
does the medical officer who seeks to detect and destroy the sources of 
infection of cholera or plague. It is, indeed, recognition of the fact 
that tb~ veterinary officer is capable of protecting the interests of 
the whole communit.y and not merely those of the owner of livestock 
that. half led, in recent years, to the. employment of State 
veterinary surgeons, remunerated from public funds, in most civilised 
countries . • 

It has been argued by some witnesses that there is no such justific-
ation for th~ appoinfiment by public authorities of veterinary officers 
whose work relates merely to diseases of a non-infectious kind, or 
to operations and wounds. In this case, the content.ion is that the 
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oWner of the afiected animal should pay for the services rendered. 
We agree with this argument in principle, and are of opinion t.hat, 
in developing the veterinary services in India, the justice of the 
contention that the stockowner himself should be responsible for the 
treatment of his' sick and wounded animals, where 'epidemic and public 
health matters are not involved, should never be lost sight of; but 
aa a practical policy at the present time, we regard it as both unsuitable 
and undesirable. It haa already been stated that, in existing conditions, 
private veterinary practitioners cannot earn a livelihood in rural areas. 
Unless, therefore, Government or district boards take the init.iative, 
veterinary aid is beyond the reach of the rural community. Moreover, 
quite ap8~ from the consideration that it should be repugnant to public 
opinion to permit preventible suffering in domestic animals, it cannot, 
we think, be disputed that, where the community consists to so large an 
extent of cultivators who, individually, are too poor to secure the 
benefits which modem veterinary medicine can confer, local bodies as 
trustees of the welfare of the public whom they serve should devote 
a part of the funds at their disposal to the provision .of veterinary 
assistance. 

In India, the need exists for both the types of veterinary officer referred 
to in the foregoing paragraphs, and both types are now employed, We 
desire to difterentiate clearly between their functions and their training. 
To the training we shall allude in a later paragraph. The work of 
controlling operations against epidemic disease is one which calls for the 
employment of fully qualified veterinary surgeons. The duty of control 
must rest'with the provincial governments and we are of opinion that so 
far as is practicable, their own staft should consist of fully qualified 
veterinarians. The duty of providing a local veterinary service for 
treating diseases not scheduled as contagious and dealing with operations 
and wounds should, when the necessary arrangements can be made, 
rest with local bodies. Those local bodies who maintain an approved 
service of veterinary assistant surgeons should receive grants-in-aid 
from Government, and ~he work of these veterinary assistants, whether 
in dispensaries or as itinerating officers, should be supervised and guided 
by . the qualified veterinarians employed by the province, The 
legislation which we recommend in paragraph 246 would prescribe the 
action to be taken on the outbreak of an epidemic by local bodies in 
receipt of grants. In outline, it may be stated that the services of all 
veterinary assistant surgeons in the area of the local authority in which 
disease occurred would be placed under the direction of the provincial 
veterinary surgeon in charge, and that, under the schen1~ which we 
.discuss in paragraph 253 below, the services of veterinaiy assistant 
surgeons from other districts might be made available. We· shall now 
proceed to explain our proposals in greater detail. It wJll be evident 
that they can only be brought into operation gradually, that inter~ 
arrangements will be called for, and that what· will be. necessary, if 
our re<Jommendations are accepted, is preparation for a change in 
organisation rather than any immediate change. 



250. No satisfactory progress can be made in combating contagious 
STRENGTH OF· THE diseases of livestock, or even in dealing with the 

VETERINARY SER· other ailments of cattle, unless the staff of the 
VIOES. veterinary departments in all provinces is very 
greJl,tly expanded. The field for veterinary activity in this country 
is so' vast that tb,e measure of expansion required. is a matter on which 
it is not easy to arrive at a definite decision. Our view is that the 
aim should be to provide on an average at least one veterinary 
assistant surgeon for every 25,000 cattle and one qualified veterinary 
surgeon for each district, who would have, on an average, about 600,000 
cattle, in addition to other livestock, in the area under his charge. 
There are 272 districts in British India, so that, on this basis, the 
number of Provincial Service officers required would be in the neighbour
hood of 300, allowing provision for leave reserve. The number' of 
veterinary assistant surgeons would roughly be increased fourfold, that 
is, to about 6,000 officers. 

Livestock disease in British India could not be effectively handled 
without the cb-operation .and assistance of Indian States, a. point to 
which we have referred in paragraph 246. If provisions were made 
by them on the same scale as we have assumed to be desirable for British 
India, the total number of qualified veterinary surgeons employed in 
India, apart from any private veterinary surgeons and a certain number . 
serving under municipalities, would be at least 330 and the total number 
of veterinary assistant surgeons ",ould exceed 7,500.* To the superior 
staff must be added the 'staff of the veterinary colleges, the officers 
employed in. supervising duties, and provision for leave reserves. The 
total number of qualified veterinary surgeons in the employment of 
Government and that of .Indian States would thus be over 400, as 
against rather under a hundred at present. 

To those accustomed to the standards of western countries, our 
suggestions for the protection from epidemic diseases and for veterinary 
treatment of Indian livestock may well appear to be quite inadequate, 
but they represent a. very large increase on the provision now made for 
veterinary aid and, by the time the increase in staff we have suggested 
is reached, we have little doubt that another enquiry into the position 
of agriculture in India will have become due. Our successors will then 
be able, in the light of experience gained in the interval, to determine 
what further provision for the control of disease may be called for. 

The first need created by an effort to give effect to the proposals we 
have adumbrated above would be the need for more money; but, even 
if an unbroken succession of prosperous years and of satisfactory budgets 
were to o~ercome financial obstacles, India could not immediately deal 
successfully with the problems of livestock disease. Experience has 
still to be g'loined in the application, in Indian conditions, of such 
remedies as serum"simultaneous inoculation against rinderpest. The 
cultivator mUf\t be wolf over to exchange his present dislike and passive, 

• The tot.&l number of livestock in Indian States is not known. These figurea are 
based on the numbers returned by those States for which statistics are available. 
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if not active, opposition to such remedies for willingn:Ss to take his share 
in the campaign against di.<;ease. Plans are required for the supply of 
serum in very large quantities; it may be that additional sub-stations to 
Muktesar will be called for. Again, the. whole subject of training 
qualified veterinary surgeons in India. must be examined afresh; for 
the neew. of an expert stafi of the dimensions we contemplate could not 
be met hy continuing the practice of sending students tQ other countries 
to obtain a full training in veterinary medicine and surgery. There is 
thus much to be done before anything approaching adequate provision 
can he D1l\de for dealing with the diseases of Indian livestock. But the 
work is of a kind which can, indeed must, be dealt with in stages, if it is 
to be handled efiectively, and we have already marked out the first stage 
for action. This is immediate recourse to the serum-&imultaneouB method 
of inoculation in combating outbreaks of rinderpest. Experience in 
Mysore has shown how much can be done with a staff hastily improvised 
and trained and what is possible in Mysore is not impossible in British 
India. 

~51. We now turn to the consideration of the manner in which the 
enlarged veterinary services we contemplate should 

OBOAI<ISATIOI< OF 
be organised. We would suggest that the chief TUB VKTKRl!<ABY 

SERVICES. veterinary officer in a province shonld be styled 
<i, TUE SUPEBIOR Director of Veterinary Services. We would further 

SEBVICES. 
suggest that the present arrangement under which the 

Veterinary Department in the Punjab is under the administrative 
control of the Director of Agriculture should be terminated. We 
are unable to regard an arrangement under which the head of one 
technical department is in charge of another as a satisfactory one. 
The additional work which will be thrown upon directors of agriculture 
by the recommendations we make elsewhere in our Report furnishes 
an additional reason for making the Veterinary Department in the 
Punjab independent of the Agricultural Department. We consider 
that the principal of the veterinary college should stand in the same 
relation to the Director of Veterinary Services in his province as does 
the prineipa.l of an agricultura.l college to the Director of Agricultnre. 
The posts both of Director of Veterinary Services and of principal of 
a veterinary college should be scheduled as selection posts outside the 
cadre of the provincial veterinary services. It is most important that 
the holders of these posts should be officers of ability and strong 
personality 0.8 they will be responsible for carrying out the . large 
expansion of veterinary activities which we propose. If officers of the 
requisite capacity for these post.s are not forthcoming in the veterinary 
department of a particular province, we think that the local g6vernment 
should, in the first instance, turn to the veterinary department of 
another province. If suitable officers cannot be spared from any of the 
provincial departments, the local government should, we' consider, be 
prepared to recruit an officer from outside the ccuntry. • 

Both the present heads of the veterinary departments. in the plOv.inces 
and the principals of the veterinary colleges receive pay on the ordwary 
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time scale plus a personal allowance, unle88 they are in the selection 
grade, in which case they receive the pay of that grade only. ,Ve 
consider that the. pay of both posts should be reconsidered and 
that a Bcale should be fixed commensurate with the responsibilities 
which will attach to them if our recommendations for the expansion of 
veterinary activities are ~ccepted. 

Under the Director of Veterinary Services, there would be deputy 
directors in charge of circles. In present conditions, all the major 
provinces, except Bombay, are divided into such circles, which vary 
in number from two in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa to six in Madras and, 
the United Provinces. These are in ('harge either of members of the Indian 
Veterinary Service, an all-India service, or of the provincial veterinary 
services, except in Assam, where they are in charge of veterinary 
inspectors. Recruitment for the Indian Veterinary Service, as for other 
all-India services working in the transferred departments, has now ceased 
and the duties of that service will ultimately be taken over by the new 
superior provincial veterinary services. The main change in the present 
system involved in 'our proposals is that they provide for a qualified 
veterinary surgeon for each district and, in these circumstances, we 
consider that it will be sufficient if each province is divided into two or 
three circles only, each of which would be in charge of a deputy director 
who would be a member of the Indian Veterinary Service, so long as any 
member of this remains in service, or of the new superior provincial 
veterinary services. We suggest that an appropriate scale of pay for 
these services would be the existing scale of the Indian Veterinary, 
Service. We contemjJlate that vacancies in it will ordinarily be filled 
by promotion from members of the provincial veterinary services, but 
direct recruitment should be resorted to whenever an officer with the 
requisite abilities is not available from this source. The duties of the 
deputy directors will be responsible, and care should be taken to 
appoint to these posts men who are in all respects well qualified for 
the work to be done. 

So far as district work is concerned, the Provincial Veterinary Service 
in each province will consist of the qualified veterinary surgeons we suggest 
for each district who might be designated" district veterinary surgeons." 
The primary duty of this service will be the ,control of epidemic diseases. 
While we recommend that provincial governments should aim at 
providing,as many veterinary surgeons as there are districts in the 
province, we think it unlikely that at first these officers could always be 
stationed iJi"the districts of which they were in charge. The headquarters 
of the distI'ict staff would be settled by the Director of the department, 
and would depend on local conditions. In the early stages of rinderpest 
control, while this disease was prevalent, veterinary surgeons would 
frequently be 'called \lpon to leave their districts, but,at a later stage, when 
epidemics were less prevalent, we hope that they would be able to spend 
the greater paft of their time within their districts where there would be 
much for them to do. The work of the veterinary assistant surgeons 
would require inspection and guidance. The veterinary surgeon would 
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act as a consultant, helping assistant surgeons with difficult cases. The 
efficiency of the inexpensive service which we propose for enabling 
cultivators to get treatment for their cattle would depend largely on 
the qualification of the district veterinary surgeon. Moreover, in most 
cases he would be the only officer having experience in the treatment of 
other animals than cattle. For the provincial veterinary services, we 
consider that the present rate of pay, viz., Rs. 250 to Rs. 750, 
would be suitable. Complaints have been made of the difficulty 
of obtaining sufficiently well qualified candidates for these services and 
higher salaries have been suggested as the remedy. The crux of the matter 
appears to us to lie in the nature of the training required. It is natural 
that a student who has to meet the great expense and personal incon
venience involved in proceeding to Europe to qualify himself for employ
ment and who, since the total number of appointments is small, has no 
certainty, in present conditions, that employment will be forthcoming, 
should expect a high initial salary when he does receive an appointment. 
If, however, training were provided in India and a large and expanding 
service, offering some degree of certainty of employment, were forth
coming, the position would be very different. In these circumstances, 
we consider that the scale we suggest should be sufficient to attract suitable 
candidates, provided that a good training~ qualifying candidates for admis
sion to the service, is given in this country. Any higher scale would 
make this !lervice so expensive as to check the rapid expansion which 
we consider so important. We deal with the question of training in 
paragraph 257 below. The safeguards which we recommend in 
our chapter on The Agricultural Services, paragraph 556, in regard to 
the recruitment, discipline and conditions of service of agricultural 
officers are equally desirable in the case of veterinary officers. 

252. The subordinate veterinary services employed in district work 
(ii) Tn 8UBOB. ordinarily consist of veterinary assistants who are, 

DIJlATB V~TBBIJlABY for the most part, lent to local bodies and of a smalla 
SBBVIOES. : number of veterinary inspectors, promoted "from 
the ranks of the assistants, who are directly under the control of the 
chief veterinary officer of the province. In Ma.dras, there are no veteri
nary inspectors. We do not contemplate the continuance of this gra.de 
under th~ proposals we have outlined above as their inspection work 
.would, in course of time, be taken over by· the veterinary surgeon in 
charge of each district. Men of ability, who now rise to be inspectors, 
could, in future, be encouraged to take the full veterinary qualification. 
Should the prevalence of disease in a province make this course 
necessary, veterinary assistant surgeons might be employed undeI 
district veterinary surgeons as inspectors. . The enlarged staff 01 
veterinary assistants would continue to work under local bodielil. There 
is no question in connection with the organisation of the veterinary 
departments to which we have given more anxiove cons1deration than 
the relatIons between the veterinary departments and local bodies in 
regard to these assistants. We have stated our view tMt the provision 
of veterinary aid for diseases not scheduled as contagious and fOI 

.injuries should be the direct concern of local bodies, whilst the 
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control of contagious diseases and the maintenance of the efficiency 
of the local staff should be the concern of the provincial governments. 
We have pointed out that this distinction is not clearly recognised 
in present conditions and that the veterinary staff in the employ 
of local bodies may be called upon to deal with outbreaks of 
contagious disea'se outside their own districts. We have men
tioned the unsatisfactory eharacter of the arrangement under which 
local bodies have no control over the veterinary assistants employed by 
them in regard to appointments, transfers, promotions, punishments 
and dismissals though, in some provinces, weight is given to their views 
in this respect. There is a considerable body of. opinion which holds 
that local bodies would take a far greater interest in veterinary matters 
if they possessed full powers of control over the veterinary assistants 
working under them, as they would then reali~e that they were responsi
ble for the success or failure of a veterinary dispensary or of the touring 
work done by an assistant. On the other hand, it has to be recognised 
that, if inspection and advice remained with the provincial veterinary 
services, the absence of any powers of control over tbe staff in charge of 
dispensaries or engaged in touring work might lead to a decline in effi
ciency. The funds at tbe disposal of local bodies are far from adequate 
to all the demands on them and, if the subordinate veterinarv staff were 
handed over to their complete control, it is possible that the provision 
for veterinary aid might figure to an even smaller extent in their budgets 
than it does at present. Again, it can hardly be doubted that service 
in 8 provincial department is ordinarily regarded as offering bett,er pros
pects and greater security of tenure than employment under local bodies 
and that this consideration may weigh with those who are contemplating 
taking up veterinary work and may affect admissions to the veterinary 
colleges. There is also the risk that local bodies in remote or unhealthl' 
districts might find it difficult to recruit men. 

We are not in favour of the complete provinciaIisation of the 
veterinary departments as in Madras. In existing conditions, the 
considerations mentioned above appear to us to show that the 
disadvantages of an immediate transfer to local boards of complete 
control over veterinary assistant surgeons would outweigh the 
advantages. We look forward, however, to the time when local 
bodies will come to realise to the full their responsibilities for providing 
veterinary aid and when the control of all veterinary work, apart from 
that connected with the control and prevention of epidemic disease, can 
be entrust~ to them. When that time comes, the assistance given by all 
local goveriments to this branch of veterinary aid would tab the form 
of a conditional grant-in-aid which might be given on a pro rata basis. 
The change in the direction of transfer of greater responsibilities to local 
bodies in respect of veterina.ry matters can only be made gradually and 
the rate of progreSs will differ in different provinces. Once complet~ 
transfer is effected, wt have no doubt that it would be made a condi
tion on which' a grant-in-aid would be given that local bodies should 
look to the provincial veterinary services for advice and inspection 
and should consult the directors of veterinary services in regard to a.ll 
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appointments. In the meantime, we consider that the system at 
present adopted in some provinces under which local bodies are 
COD suited in regard to appointments, transfers, promotions, punishments 
and dismissals should be extended to all provinces. We would suggest 
that, when an appointment of a veterinary assistant to a dispensary or 
for touring work under a local board is made, the Director of Veterinary 
Services should supply the local board with a panel of three or four 
names from which it might make a selection. 

253. We contemplate that the provincial staff to be employed to control 
VIITI!]lnUBYaBSIIBVIi contagious and infectious diseases should ulti

COBPI all' ASSISTANT' mately consist exclusively of qualified veterinary 
BUBOJION8. surgeons. It will, however, be obvious that, even 
if the full number of officers We have postulated w~re available, they 
would require more assistance with inoculation work than could be given 
by veterinary a88istant surgeons in the affected districts when operations 
were being conducted, on any large scale. The question therefore 
arises as to the manner in which this assistance should be provided when 
the complete control over the staff of veterinary assistant surgeons has 
been transferred to local boards. We think that the method likely to 
prove most successful would be to establish in each province a "Veteri
nary Reserve Corps" of selected veterinary assistants who could be 
called up for duty in any part of the province when an epidemic 
occurred. Experienced veterinary assistants would be lIelected for 
membership of this corps by arrangement with the local boards under 
which they were working. Selection for semce in it should be 
regard~ as a distinction' and provincial governments should grant 
members of it personal allowances which might take the form of a 
fixed annual grant or of an addition of, say, ten to fifteen per cent to 
salari es. 

A possible objection which may be raised to this scheme is that dis
trict boards would regard it with disfavour inasmuch as their dispcnsa-, 
ries might from time to time be left without a veterinary assistant in 
charge. 'Where a single officer only is available for a dispensary, it would 
be undesUable to take him away except in cases of special urgency. We 
have, how~ver, suggested that thjl aim should be to provide two or more 
officers fet each dispensary, one or more of whom would be mainly 
6Dgaged ill touring work. Where such provision is made, the surplus 
officer or tfficers could be spared temporarily without difficulty for work 
on conta.~ou8 disease. If disease actually oce.ured within the district 
itself, no ~uestion of freeing officers for local work would nise ; and, 
in many lases, it could be claimed that no more useful. serviqe could be 
rendered ~ the stockowners of a district by its veterinary assistants 
t~an they would give by sharing in an attempt to prevent contagious 
disease tom entering their own district from adjacent. areas. Our 
scheme tlus is that a veterinary assistant should be whopy under the 
control ola local board until called up to combat an outbr~ak of disease; 
h~ would not be called up for bervice outside his district unless, 
Wlth the COlBent of the board, his name had previously been entered on 
the roll' of \he Veterinary Reserve' Corps and he would return to his 
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dispensary 01' touring work as soon as the duty for which he had been 
called up was completed. His pay and allowances during his absence from 
his district would be borne by the local Government. If discretion is 
used in selecting the reserve, it may, we think, be anticipated that local 
boards would regard an invitation to one of their assistants to serve in 
the Veterinary Reserve Corps as a recognition of their own interest in 
veterinary matters. 

So long as veterinary assistants are few in number, the yeterinary 
Reserve Corps of a province must be small and the directors of veteri
nary services would no doubt be careful to carry district boards witb 
tbem in calling up officers to assist the provincial staff. But if, as we 
hope, the number of veterinary assistant surgeons increases rapidly, a 
Veterinary Reserve Corps of from 100 to 150 picked men might be pro- , 
vided for the major provinces and a mobile corps of this size would 
prove of great assistance to provincial officers engaged in suppressing 
outbreaks of contagious and infectious diseases. . 

254. We have recommended that the existing number of veterinary 
PRIVATE ASSOOlA- assistant surgeons should be increased fourfold. If 

TIONS AND VETERI- this increase is to be secured within a reasonable 
~ARY AID. period of time, it must be brought about mailliy 
through the action of local boards but, so long as suitable dispensaries 
are provided to which a veterinary assistant surgeon or one stationary 
and one touring officer can be attached, we do not think that any 
advantage is to be gained by adhering toone stereotyped form. 
It must, however, be recognised that provinciallOnd local authorities 
cannot be expected to make themselves responsible for a complete 
veterinary service. We have suggested that one veterinary assistant 
surgeon on an average should be provided for each 25,000 cattle, • 
but one man cannot be expected to attend to the ailments of so many. 
The organisation we have recomtnended. can only be regarded as 
providing a framework round which a more complete ~rvice can 
grow up~ Private effort must be encouraged in every poss;ble way to 
supplement the efforts of Government and of local b>rues even 
if the dispensaries it provides fall short of the standard 6f those which 
local boards themselves maintain. That interest in veterimry matters 
leading to active steps towards self-help can be aroused has leen sbown 
by experience in the Rangpur district of Bengal, where the c)mbination 
of the special interest of the chairman of the district board in veterinary 
work and the desire of the cultivators tQ obtain veterinlry aid :has 
resulted i!l funds for seven dispensaries being collected 10lally. The 
employment of veterinary assistants of their own by co-operat:ve societies 
or associations of cultivators might well lead the way to thf establish
ment of the private practitioner whose coming would be BUcl a boon to 

. the cultivat,or. The founding of dispensaries may be conmended to 
. benefactors ~s an ol:lject worthy of support. Under the willof tbe late 
Mi. N. M. Wadia,C.I.E.,funds were provided through which s.me twenty 
dispensaries nave already been erected in the Bombay Presdency, the 
Trustees having contributed Rs.15,OOO annually for the purPose on tbe 
condition that fifty per cent of the cost is found from ot1er sources. 
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In the immediate future, it Beems probable that private associations 
emplo.\'i~g veterinary assistants .would find it necessary to offer fixed 

. 8al"r;08 with increments corresponding to those given by local boards 
to their oUicer!!; but when, as the re~ult of the work of the boards, culti
vators in increasing numbers demand veterinary aid and follow the 
elmmple of the Rangpur district, we think that the best method of securing 
satit;factorv service will be for the associations to offer a fixed minimum 
".Iary ana" to tmcourage the recipient to augment it by private practice. 
:\Iembers of the association would be entitled to hit:! services either free 
or at a prescribed and reduced rate. The terms would be laid down in 
the cOllditions of appointment and might vary in different cases. The 
aim would be to induc~ a qualified veterinary assistant to settle in a large 

, village or populous district in which local residents believed there was a 
r~asonable prollpect of his eventually finding sufficient private practice, 

.. JJut in which the veterinary assistant himself regarded the risk as too 
gr·-.t to accept without some guarantee. Benefactors following the 

, <,XL.. 11ule olthe late Mr. W adia and providing funds for dispensaries, would 
greatly ellhance the value of their gifts by endowing the institution with I' 
a sum sufficient to enable a village or small town to secure the services 
o( a vet~rinary assistant surgeon. 

2015. The first and most important question which demands the 
'l'HB TBAI~lliG OJ' attention of the authorities ~ responsible for an 

VETeRINARY PBACTI· enlarged and more efficient veterinary service is 
TIONERS. the manner in which that service should be trained . 

. We realise that it must take time to bring the strength of the veterinary 
'wrviccs up to what, in our opinion, should be regarded as the minimum 
required to enable them to deal effectively with the diseases of livestock , 
:n India, but it is, none the less, necessary that the lines on which the 
expan1.od service should be trained should be settled witho{!.t dday. 

The tyPe of training which is r,equired to provide fully qualified 
,'cterinary surgeons, and also veterinary assistant surgeons, has been very 

. fully discussed by veterinary officers in India in recent years. General 
agree men t has been reached as to the character of the curriculum required, 
hut there has been somedifierence of opinion as to the length of time over 

I which veterinary studies should extend. On the one hand, it was pointed 
out that the salaries of veterinary assistant surgeons were not such as to 

, justify candidates taking the long course of study required to train a 
well qualified veterinary surgeon and that the aim should therefore be to 
provide a course of two years' duration for veterinary assistants whose 
emoluments would usually run from Rs. 60 to Rs. 150 per mensem ... On 
the other hand, it was contended that a course of three years was neces
sary to give the minimum training required and that, if a cours~ of this 
length ~ere provided, the better students would qualify themselves for 
promotIOn to posts in the provincial services either by takil'g post
g:"duat.e courses or by continuing their studieR privately: The latter 
Vlew is. the one that has, until recently, guided the· policy. of those 
responsIble for veterinary education in this country, and the policy was 
one :-,'e11 adapted both to the position of veterinary studies alld the 
re<{wrements of the Indian veterinary services a generation ago. At 

1II0Y 286-20 
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that time, the work of Pasteur and other great biologists had scarcely 
influencod the curricula of schools of veterinary medicine. The training 
in these schools was largely empirical since science was not then in a 
position to give much assistance to tb.e v!\terinary pra.ctitioner. His 
art was the re~ult of experience, and training in it consisted largely in 
imparting to students the lessons which skilful practitioners had 
learned in treating disease. The subject matter of courses of study jn 
veterinary medicine has undergone a remarkable expansion in recent 
years and the importance of scientific training for the student has greatly 
increased. It is now felt that the ordinary four years' course, whieh 
students preparing for such a qualification as that of the Royal College 
of Veterinary Surgeons have to undergo, is the minimum required to 
train the ordinary practitioner and that all who aspire to become leaders' 
.in their profession must give a longer period than this to their college 
studies. Again, a generation ago, there'was no question of providing, 
in India, a full course of study in veterinary subjects. The aim was 
to train veterinary asilistants only, and a three years' course;~ tts . 
then regarded as adequate for this purpose. It was not until 1919 
that one veterinary college, that at Lahore, adopted a four year!!' 
course. .. 

There was one fundamental point on which theJ!J was a difference of 
opinion amongst those veterinary authorities Who, in 1918 and 1923, 

, discussed the future of veterinary training in India. This was in regard 
to the eXtent to which, in veterinary medicine, those responsible for 
providing education can depend upon students, whose early training is 
admittedly incomplete, making the deficiencies of that training good 

, subsequently, and thus qualifying themselves for more responsiJJle 
work than that at which the college training aims. In veterinAry 
as in h«m.an medicine, skill comes with experience. For this reason 
it was argued that the courses at present provided, whilst inadequate 
to the needs of students who might desire to pass such an examination' 
as that of the Royal College of Veterill9ry Surgeons, were sufficient to 
enable a really good l:ltudent, prepared to apply himself to study after 
leaving college, to become a well qualified practitioner in veterinary 
medicine and surgery, and so Were suited to Indian conditions. The 
other view taken was that it was impossible, within a period of three 
years, to combine the scientific and technical training that a qualified 
veterinary surgeon should possess and that, as provision should exist 
for giving a full training in India, the better pIan, desirable alike in 
the interests of the majority of the students and of the requirements 
of the country, would be to distinguish sharply between the courses of 
study oftered. . ... 

It; ,ap!>ears to us that, however suitable the courses of study offered in 
India have been to the conditions hitherto existmg, they are not adapted 
to the needs o~ .the two large services of veterinary surgeons and 
veterinary' assistant surgeons which we have in view .. , We are of opinion 
that two entirely distinct courses of study should be framed, with differ- . 
ent entrance requirements and different classes at each stage. The 
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req uirements of the two services cannot be met by providing one course, 
the be.~t students passing through which would be appointed to the 
superior service and the poorer students to the lower service. It might 
be open, to students who fWlld to qualify for the superior service to seek 
entrance to the lower; but the only avenue of approa9h to the latter 
should he the production of a certificate that the examination qualifyi~g 
for aJmi"sion to it has actually been passed. " 

It will thu.'! be necessary to provide two independent cou.rses of 
training. one qualifying for admission to the superior a~d one to the 
lower veterinary service. Before discussing the arrangements which 

• HhoulJ be made for these. we propose to examine t1!e nature of the 
tn.ining which should be given. 

2!j1). We recommend that the framing of a suitable curriculu~l for 
Tue 'TRAININO OF training veterinary assistant su.rgeons should be 

VE'TBIUlBRY ASSIST' referred t.o a body of experts. An examination of 
.utI'StlROBONS, the discussions on edu(;'ation at the veterinary 
c.Quferences held in 1919 and 1923 suggests no reason to anticipate that 
there will be any difficulty in deciding upon a suitable Cllfficulum. The 
uiiterillg, views on t~is point which were expressed at the conferences 
were mainly the res··t of the absence of a definite objective. If the 
policy We recommend in this chapter is accepted, that objective 
will be clearly defined. In some provinces, it should be possible to 
provide a satisfactory training for veterinary assistant surgeons in two 
years; in others, a course lasting for three years may be essential. The 
length of time required for the satisfactory completion of any syllabus 
of studies that may be agreed upon as suitable must depend both on the 
preliminary education and capacity of the average student and the sLill 
of the average teacher. We attach importance to the selection of sub
jects. In veterinary 'education in India, the anatomy, phYblology Ilnd 
dilleascd of the ox must take the position so largely occupied by the horse 
in cou.rses of study drawn up for students in western countries. 
We think that it would be a mistake to attempt to inclu~e in a short 
('ourse any subject the study of which is not essential to the attainment 
of the purpose for which the student is being trained. The fully 
quaWied veterinary su.rgeon may be required to treat the diseases of 

_ any dQmestic animal and his cou.rse of study must be framed with this 
object in view. The veterinary assistant su.rgeon. on the other hand. 
would usu.a.lly be called upon to treat the diseases of ruminants and 
mainly of cattle; throughout his cou.rse, this pu.rpose should dominate 
his studies. It would. for example, be undesirable to make the course 
in an~tomy merely a shorter edition of the existing course given at 
veterinary colleges. It must be a different cou.rse in which special 
prominence should be given to the anatomy of the ox tribe. and 'in 
which the remaining six animal types usually mcluded,in the anatomical 
cou.rse should be dealt with either very briefly, Gr not at all. If the 
range of the subjects prescribed were restricted in this'way, it might 
be possible to reduce the length of the course and at the same time to 
improve the quality of the training given in the selected subjects.. The 

-)10 Y 286-2Oa 
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ettjance qualification should ordinarily be an examination of tlie 
Iuatriculation standard. Study of a new subject in a language other t,han n 

1heir own presents a serious difficulty to many of those entering short 
courses and, in some colleges, it may be possible, to overcome this by 
providing instruction in the vernacular in one or more classes .. \Vhere a
province has more than one vernacular, English must obviously continue 
to be th~ medium of instruction but, in this. case, colleges might 
advantageously employ tutors to assist students, especially first year 
students, in their private reading. :, 

257. In 1922, a committee consisting of the principals of veterinary 
TRAINING OF TBJI: colleges and others discussed the curriculum desir

PROVINOIAL VETERI- able for training veterinary surgeons. A schemt 
NARY SERVICES_ for a course of study lasting for four years was 
drawn up and the opinion was expressed that the course was of a suffi
ciently high standard to warrant university recognition and the.bestowal 
of the degree of B.Sc. in v,eterinary science on students who passed the 
appropriate examinations at the end of it. The Veterinary Conference' 
which met in 1923 approved the course" as a curriculum representing 
the present minimum requirements for the training of Indians in 
India up to the highest standard of veterinary education neces
sary for the country, as demanded py the Public Services Commission 
of H1l2-14." 

The course thus approved corresponds generally' to the courses of 
training offered in British veterinary colleges to students preparing fqr 
the diploma of membership of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeonf 
Such courses extend over four years and admission to them is gamed by 
pa~sing an entrance examination, or by the presentationpf 8 certificate 
showing that the applicant has passed a matriculation or other specifiec 
examinatio."1_ With the view of encouraging the study of scielJce among 
students preparing for the veterinary profession, several British 
universities now offer degrees in veterinary science. _ The time taken 
by students preparing bot,h for the degree and for the qualification of 
the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons is usually five years. For 
veterinary students who desire to enter the employ· of some public 
authority rnther than to engage in private practice, the -Royal 
College of Veterinary Surgeons "offers a diploma in State vete,rinary, 
medicine, and certain higher degrees or diplomas are also given by 
unive~sitles. 

In view, of the general character Of the duties which, under or 
recommendations, would fall to veterinary surgeons in the provinci; 
veterinary services in India, we are ·of opinion that the education, 
training provided should extend over a period of not less than five yea 
from matriculation. It would not, in our view, be possible to include 
a shorter course tho instruction in science which all well-trained veterina 
surgeons now requiri:. Indeed, if regard is had only to the subjeC' 
which should b'e included in the course, the period of study might w, 
be six yea.rs; for, in a.ddition to the subjects which the student 
British colleges has to take to qualify as a practitioner, there U':l 
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~b.e subjects required for the diploma in State veterinary medicine, 
ilJme of which should be included in an Indian curriculum. In 
the interests of the student, however, it is very desirable that the course 
qualifying for entry to the provincial. veterinary services should ,not 
take more than nV8 years. We cOilsIder that the course should end 
ill a degree, for _ wPich purpose it would be necessary to affiliate 
enlleaes giving such a course to a university. By conference between 
univ~rsity and veterinary authQrities, it should be possible to devise a 
Fatisfa.ctory five years' .course combining the necessary amount of science 
to qualify for a degree and the necessary professional training to qualify 
the student to practise as a veterinary surgeon. In our view, a 
satisfactory Course of training for the provincial veterinary services 
could easily be provided in India. The su~ject has received careful 
.. ttpntion from vekrinary experts; the framework of a suitable 
course has already been constructed; minor adjustments are no doubt 
desirable but these can, we think, be settled without difliculty by 
.'onference between the university and veterinary authorities 
concerned. 

258.' We have recommended that the course of training for the provin
cial veterinary services should be entirely separated 

EST.lBLllIIlMBl'lT OF from that for veterinary assistant surgeons. The 
I. eRYTUL VBTRBI- question therefore arises whether higher veterinary 
lfl.RY COLLEGB. d' ' h ld b'· h' . . e ucatlOn s ou ~ gIVen at t e eXlStmg vetennary 
colleges or 'at an all-India institution. Financial considerations will 
euder the enlargement of the provincial veterinary services we 
. I;e recommended a gradual one but, even when those services reach 

.Ie strength we have suggested, the number of appointments to be 
;illed' in anyone province annually will not be large. It wil~ 
cehainly not be sufficient, in our view, to justify the expansion of the 
college!!· in the matter of staff, equipment and possibly also t£ buildings, 
which would be necessary if two separate courses of instruction were 
given at all of them. Nor do we think that the number o~ candidates 
who would be in training at anyone time requires the establish
ment of a new central veterinary college. We have examined the 
possibility of utilising the Imperial Institute of Veterinary Research 
at l\1uktesar as an educational centre. Apart from the 'considerations 
of interference with re!!earch work, and the manufacture of sera 
and vaccines, that this would involve, the inaccessibility of l\Iuktesar 
rend~rs it entirely unsuitable 'for the lengthy .course of training 
reqlllred f~r candidates for the' provincial veterinary services. 
As the pnmary function of those- services will be the control and 
prevention of contagioWl disease, this course should either -include, or 
• supplemented by, a short period of work at Muktesar but 
li~ !S, in our opinion. all that this institution should be e~perted to 
'( VIde. In present conditions, we consider that the cost. satisfactory 
thod of providing a suitable curriculum is to be found in training can
'~',~es for th.e provincial veterinary services in all provinces at one of the 

.... )~ng vetennary colleges. Further enquiry would be necessary before a 
~lon could be arrived at as to which of the colleges should be selected 
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for this purpose. The additional staff required to enable the college 
s.elected to undertake the training of men for the provincial veterinary 
services, in addition to that of veterinary assistant surgeons for 
its own province, should be provided by the Government of India. 
Any expenditure involved in the provision of additional equipment 
and possibly also of buildings should, we consider, be met by that 
Government as part of its contribution towards the eradication of 
epidemic disease in India, which is a matter of Imperial importance . 
. To the extent that the selected college fulfilled the functions of an all
India veterinary college, it would be a central agency for professional 
training an~ no alteration in the Devolution Rules would be necessary to 
permit expenditure on it from central revenues. The fUrther question 
arises whether the higher training thus provided should be open to any 
stlldent desiring to quality himself for admission to the provincialveteri
nary services or whether it should be confined to candidates selected by 
the Government of India, provincial governments and Indian States. 
We consider it more probable, in present conditions, that an efficient 
veterinary service will be built up if the second of these alternatives is 
adopted and, therefore, recommend that the course should be open oZ¥y 
to candidates nominated by the Government of India, provincial govern: 
ments or Indian States who would receive a suitable stipend from t4e 
authority nominating them during their period of training. 

We recommend that, at the outset, one college only should be selected 
for this purpose because the first objective should be the provision at the 
earliest possible moment of an adequately staffed and thoroughly equipped 
institution which can provide the Indian student in his o"\\'n country with 
the training which a fully qualified veterinary surgeon requires. When 
"this object has been attained, it may be found that the demand for 
training;l)f this character is such as to justify sinlllar arrangements at 
a second college. 

259. The future of veterinary m;dicine in this country will largely 
depend upon the attention which is paid in the next 

TaE STAFF OF THE f t h t ffin f h t' 11 C1 
VETERINABYOOLLEQBS. ew years 0 t e sag 0 t eve ermary co eoes. 

In general, an effort should be made to secure the 
best men available from whatever source for all colleges and the 
observations which we make ill our chapter on The Ah'Ticnltural ServiCES, 
paragraph 568, apply with equal force to the recruitment of the sta.ff of 
veterinary colleges. This staff should, we consider, form part of the new 
superior provincial veterinary services. The scale of pay suggested for 
these s~rvices is t,he present scale of the Indian Veterinary Service. As 
the teachipg dutieR will be of great importance and the sellior members of 
the staff ~'ill be expected to engage also in research, this scale of pay 
may not prove sufficient, in all casl'S, to secure men of the calibre 
required.· Wh~re necessary, therefore, local governments should be 
prepared to grant 8S an addition to the ordinary time scale, special pay 
personal to. the individua.l officer and based on r,is qualifications and 
experience. As a rule, special recruitment will be necessary, but officers 
in the ordinary line of the Indian Veterinary Service and the ne.w 
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sllperior provincial veterinary services should be eligible for appointment. 
~o di.~tinctjon in respect of quality of staff should be made between 
the college selected for training the superior stall and the colleges training 
veterinary assistant surgeons only. The qualifications required in the 
teachers may differ in kind, but not in importance. The scientific attain
ments of the staff employed in training candidates for the superior 
service must range over a wider field; but the successful training of 
recruits for the subordinate service will make equal, possibly even , 
greater, demands on the skill of the teacher. Wide experience in their 
profession, as well as high pedagogic qualifications, will be very necessary 
in the instructors who will be called upon to provide the iar!e number of 
veterinary assistant surgeons required by district boards and other 
bodies. The salaries that such bodies are prepared to offer in present 
conditions are low and no substantial advance in them can be expected, 
if the number of men we anticipate is to be employed. It follows that 
the technical training must be short and inexpensive but it does not 
necessarily follow that the officers provided will be inefficient, or 
unfitted for the work they will be called upon to undertake, if highly 
qualified and experienced teachers are secured by the colleges which 
train them. 

It is, we believe, only necessary to point to the very large number of 
tnen who would require training under our proposals, to justify the 
contention that the professors and lecturers at the colleges should be most 
carefully selected. The dut,ies in which these officers and those engaged 
in research would be employed would be altoget,her difierent from those 
falling to officers employed in district work; thus, in those provinces in 
which there are veterinary colleges there would be two groups of veterinary 
officers, a relatively large grO\1P combating disease in the field, and a small 
group engaged in teaching and research. While, as in agriculture, a change 
between members of these two groups would at times be desirable, in 
general, it would be better that those who entered the educational branch 
and proved good teachers s¥ould not be tempted to abandon college 
duties by the prospects, or fancied prospects, of more rapid promotion in 
the larger district service. The building up of a good teaqhing staff would 
be facilitated if arrangements could be made whereby a lecturer in one 
provincial college could accept a professorship in' another without 
prejudicing his pension rights or prospects. Local governments might not 
wiIlingly part with a good young officer, but,: if in one case, they lost, in 
another they might gain by a system of free exchange between colleges, 
and the need for competent teachers is so great that we hope governments 

• may take a broad view, and adopt regulations with respect to exchange 
of professors a:nd lecturers which would be likely to stre!'l.gthen the 
tea.ching profession. . 

~ix veterinary colleges will be available for the training of veterinary 
88SlBtant surgeona for nine provinces and for the Indian-.States. We do 

. n?t reco~end additions to the number for the present. There will be 
difficulty, In certain cases, in providing an adequate stair for existing 
colleges. We regard it as i,mportant that the standard of training 
ahould be approximately the same in all cases. 
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260. In no'sphere had scientific research conferred greater benefits en 
RE9EAROH ON agriculture than by the provision of means of 

DI~:S"SES OF ANIMALS. controlling livestock disense and it may be added 
\I) INTRODUOTORY. '" 

REMARKS. that IndIa has no reason to be dissatISfied WIth the 
contributions which its scientific workers have made to world knowledge 
during the last thirty years. In view of the re«ord of good work standing 
to the credit of the civil veterinary departments in this country, we 
consider it a hopeful sign that almost every expert witness who appearcd 
before us dwelt on the existing lack of knowledge rather t!lanon past 
achievements, and insisted on the need for greater u.ttention to research. 
We have no. intention of questioning this need; but, in reviewing the 
position, we have felt that, in some directions, scient;.fic knowledge 
has already outst.ripped administrative action and it is for t.his reason 
that we have placed in the forefront of our proposals the creation of a, 
large and well-trained executive service of veterinary surgeons qualified 
to apply laboratory discoveries to the control of disease in the field. 

261. Before we dear in some detail with the work of the Imperial 
(ii) RESEARCH IN Veterinary Research Institute at Muktesar, we desire 

THE PROVINCES. to emphasise the importance of research to students 
undergoing training. In Chapter XV, we clis£uss the desirability of 
associating teaching and research in connection with agricultural 
education and need here, therefore, only state our view that the 
quality of the veterinary surgeons of the future will depend, in no 

. small degree, on the extent to which research is carried on at the colleges 
where they are trained. We agree with those witnesses who hold that, 
in addition to the work at a central research institution, investigation 
should be fostered in the provinces and, if this view is accepted, we 
consider that the natural centres for sucb work sbould be the veterinary 
colleges.. We found, everywhere, evidence that the officers of the 
provincial vet.erinary departments take a keen in~rest in the work which 
is proceeding at Mu1.i;esar and we desire to see this interest continued 
among members of the enlarged. provincial services. There is much 
research in which provincial institutions are likely to be called upon to 
share and it may pe found necessary to establish one or more posts to 
be held by investigators, free from teaching duties. A beginning in 
this direction has already been made in" the Punjab where a post of 
Veterinary Research Officer has recep.tly been created at the Labore 
Veterinary College, but we consider that special posts will generally be 
unnecessary if tbe senior officers employed in the colleges are men (If such 
calibre.as to be well qualified to undertake research, and our view is that 
they should be expected and encouraged to undertake in'Testigatioll~ 
in their own specia.l spher~s. 

'262. The question of establishing a central research instit,ute for India 
(iii) THB • IMPMUL does n~t arise .. An institute is alread! in being ~hicll 

INSTITUTB OF VBTERIS- has to Its credIt a record of work whICh could hardly 
NARY RESEARCH. have been anticipated when, in 1890, the first • 
Imperial Bacteriologist began his rel'earches at PQona. There are certain 
questions in connection with thi~ institute which we have t~ discuss. 
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Their nature will be better understood if we give a brief outline of 
its history. The work originally assigned by Government to the Imperial 
Bacteriologist was .. to investigate diseases of domesticated animals 
in all provinces in India and to ascertain, as far as possible, bv 
biological research both in the laboratory and, when necessary, at the 
place of outbreak, the means of preventing and curing such diseases. " 
Investigations into rinderpest and surra were undertaken at once but 
Poona proved unsuitable as a centre for the investigation of rinderpest. 
For effective work on this disease, it was necessary to have at command 
hill cattle, which are highly susceptible to it, and it was this consideration 
which led, in 1893, to the removal'of the laboratory to Muktesar in the 
Kumaon hills of the United Provinces at an altitude of 7,500 feet above 
sea level. In that year, a South African worker discovered t,hat the 
injection into healthy animals of the blood, or blood serum, of animals 
recovering after rinderpest conferred protection for a short period. This 
discovery was followed up at Muktesar and, in 1901, a small quantity of 
serum was seht out for experiment.al use. T4e provincial departments 
were at first supplied with serum free but, as the work passed beyond 
the experimental stage and the demands for anti-rinderpest serum and 
for other products of the Institute became heavy, a charge for rinderpest 
serum was imposed in 1911 and for other products in 1917. In 1922-23, 
the charges were raised fifty per cent in order to close the gap between 
income and expenditure. Early in 1923, the Indian Retrenchment 
Committee recommended that steps should be taken to place the Institute 
on a self-supporting basis as it saw no reason why the central Government 
shouJd produce sera and vaccines for the use of local governments at 
a financial loss. It was not, however, until 1925-26 that this aim was 
achieved. The surplus of income m'er expenditure in that and the 
following year amounted to about Rs. 4·5lakhs. 

The small laboratory established in 1893 has now grOWJl into an 
extensive institut,ion. The Muktesar estate is 3,450 acres in extent; the 
greater part of this is managed as forest land under a working plan 
drawn up by the Forest Department, but some 730 acres, of which 200 
acres are under cultivation, are retained for buildings and the mainten
ance of livestock. The area of the sub-station at Izatnagar near Bareilly 
is 800 acres, of which 700 are under cultivation. At this sub-station, 
scra for combating rinderpest and hremorrhagic septicremia are prod~ccd 
in bulk, and, at Muktesar, atbention is now concentrated on the more 
delicate 'york for which it is specially adapted by its situation, l!Uch 
as the standardisation of products prior to issue, the manufacture of 
products requiring closer expert supervision, a cooler envitolllnent, and 
special resealch work . 
• • The total production of sera and vaccines at Muktesar ~s now very, 
.large; in 1926-27,6'6 million doses were manufactured, of which 6'2 
million doses were issued. The bulk of these consistcd of rindsrpest serum, 
the figures of manufacture and issue of which wert>.5 ~7 and 5'4 million 
"5 c.c. doses respectively. The extensive scale on which se,a and ·vacci~es 
are prepared and the insistence that Muktesar should be self-sUl'portlllg 

. have given rise to the e.rroneous impression that this institution, 
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though established for research work, has developed ·into a factory. 
It is true that there is a very large manufacture of products but it is not 
true that the factory dominates the research institute. The manu
facture and despatch of sera on the present scale would not have been 
possible if it had not been preceded and guided by laboratory work but, 
and this is the iqtportant matter, there would have been no demand 
in India for sera and vaccines on the present scale if the veterinary 
departments had been without the guidance of Muktesar. We have 
been furnished with a list of over eighty papers issued between 1896 
and 1919 on rinderpest, surra, anthrax, hremorrhagic septicremia, 
piroplasmosis, and a number of other diseases and, since 1919, the 
amount of research has shown no signs of decreasing. In fraIDing our 
recommendations in regard to the control of rinderpest, we have had 
occasion to examine the experience gained in other countries faced with 
this problem and our view is that, though other countries have made 
more use of the scrum-simultaneous method of inoculation, no country 
can claim a better knowledge of the measures required in employing 
this method with certainty and safety than India, and that for this 
knowledge this country is primarily indebted to the Muktesar Institute. 

Muktesar is some twenty miles from the nearest railway station 
in the Himalayan foot hills and its inaccessibility, which prevented 
our visiting it, was frequently referred to in the course of evidence. 
If a new site for a veterinary research institut,e were now to be selected, 
it is possible that a hill district less remote from a railway but offering 
similar advantages to Muktesar could be found; but, on the whole, we 
are disposed to the view that too much stress has been laid on the 
unsuitability of the Muktesar site. In selecting a suitable location 
for an institution of this kind, considerations of more importance 
than accessibility to members of a Royal Commission, or even to senior 
officers ofcGovernment, have to be borne in mind. Work is being done 
on highly dangerous diseases and isolation is, therefore, essential. So 
important is it that a leading authority, having in view the laboratories 
of his own country, reported to be among the finest of their kind, 
recently suggested the establishment of laboratories in a widely 
different latitude, in which it. would be safe to deal with diseases 
which, if investigated within the territory affected by them, might be a 
source of danger. Those who selected Muktesar as the site of a research 
institute showed commendable foresight in providing a station at which 
diseases of the Indian plains could be studied with safety. Again, as 
we have seen, Muktesar offers special advantages for investigations on 
rinderpebt, owing to the high susceptibility of hill cattle to this disease, 
and knowledge of rinderpest would undoubtedly not have been as full 
as it now is,' if a site on the plains had been selected in 1893. A labora
tory in the hills is also necessary from another point of view. Many of die 
technical operations "'hicb have to be carried out in the course of investi
gations require a'cO(lI climate. Quite apart, therefore, from the personal 
convenience of investigators, 80 high temperature might limit the scope 
of the research work 'which an institution like Muktesar, engaged on 
investigations into a. wide range of diseases, might be called upon to 
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regard to staff,we deal with in our chapter on The Agricultural Services. 
It is hoped that Pusa, in addition to occupying a premier position in 
agricultural research, will become a post-graduate teaching centre for 
all India. Muktesar will continue to be mainly a research station except 
for the short course there which we ha ve suggest~d should be 'included 
in, or should supplement, the course of training for the provincial veteri
nary services_ As recruitment to the Indian Veterinary Service has 
ceased, some other arrangements will have to be made for regulating the 
conditions of service of those who may be appointed in the future. We 
are inclined to. think that, as the number of superior posts at Muktesar 
is so small, no advantage would be gained, in present condition8, by the 
formation of a central veterinary eervice and that, when an appointment, 
including that ·of the Director, blls vacant, the officer recruited to fill 
it should be given a scale of pay in accordance with his special qualif.
catiooR and experience. 

In addition to the staff details of which are given above, a menial staff, 
which numbers about a hundred, is employed as laboratory attendants, 
peons, watchmen, etc., and there are nearly SOO cattlemen and outdoor 
workers. The administrative work which falls upon the Director is 
therefore heavy and must seriously hamper his research work. Various 
suggestions have been made for dealing with this difficulty. It has been 
.proposed that the direction of the Muktesar Institute should be entrusted 
to a senior veterinary officer whose work would be of an admiDistrative 
character, and that ~esearch should be conducted under his supervision 
by a specially qualified staff. We are opposed to this proposal. For 
work at Muktesar, a very special training is necessary; the work is 
scientific rather than professional, and a veterinary or medical quali.
fication, in itself, affords no guarantee that an officer has the training 
required to undertake, much less to direct, research_ In the past, 
distingu!'ilhed members of both the veterinary and medical professions 
have directed the work at Muktesar but their success was due quite as 
much to personal as to professional qualifications. Seniority is, in itself, 
a disqualification rather than a qualification for directing research. In 
his evidence before us, Sir John Russell, Director of the Rothamsted 
Experimental Station, expressed the view that" few men are able. to 
evolye new ideas after the age of about 45 or to adapt themselves to 
new conceptions in science after.the age of 50." We agree as to the 
advantages of youth in all forms of pioneer work j and we strongly 
deprecat,e the idea that the dire(,torship of a research institute should be 
the reward of seniority in ~ervice. 

It d0~s not appear feasible to separate the research work at Mul·tesar 
from the .administrative, including the manufacturing, side_' An 
arrangement of this character would almost certainly give rise to 
friction between the officers responsible for the two branches of work. 
The Director of the Institute must, in our view, control all its acthities 
and we conside~ t.1].at he should, in future, as at present, be selected 
for his scientific qualifications and on the ground that he is, in the 
words in which the appointment was last advertised, "a first class 
veterinary pathologist." 
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The best solution of the difficulty arising from the heavy administra
tive work involved in controlling ~ large estate such as that at Muktesar, 
and in the manufacture and issue of Bera and vaccine on the scale that this 
has now reached, appears to us to lie in attaching to the staff of the 
IllBtitute an officer with administrative experience such as is to be found 
in the ranks of the Indian Civil Service or of the Provincial Civil Service. 
This officer, who should be an officer of some standing in his service, would 
take over the whole of the administrative side of the IllBtitute, but would 
work under the general control of the Dire'ctor. In this connection, we 

. would stress the importance we attach to providing scientific institutions 
-with a tllOroughly competent staff for estate management and secretarial 

'work. So far as is possible, the time of highly qualified research workers 
should be used in investigation, and not in duties for which competent 
officers can be found without difficulty. 

263. We have mentioned the recommendation of the Indian Retrench-

(' ) T ••• ment Committee of 1922 that Muktesar should be run 
IV HB nlu.1I0~ If . b' Th' h b 

POBITlOll or MUKTB- on a se -supportmg aS18. IS may ave een a 
BAlL desirable policy at a time of great financial stringency; 
but we do not regard it as suitable for permanent adoption. We consider 
that an etlort should be made to distinguish as fully as possible between the 
expenditure on research and that on manufacturing operations. Muktesar, 
on its factory side, should be regarded as an all-India institution maintain
ed to supply provincial governments and Indian States with sera and 
vaccines at cost price. Centralised manufacture means cheap production 
and, in our view, the right course would be to return to each province or 
State any profits which may accrue from the sale of sera and vaccines. 
This return might be made in the form of a bonus in proportion to the 
purchases and declared at intervals of three to five years BO as to cover the 
fluctuations in the cost of production. 'The cost of research should be 
met by definite grants for this purpose and should depend on the'expend
iture which the work in progress may call for, and not on the profits realised 
from manufacturing operations. If it were found impracticable complete
ly to dissociate the cost of research from that of production, the difficulty 
might be met by an arrangement under which, before a bonus was declared 
on the profits of manufacture, a portion, say, ten to fifteen per cent, was 
credited in the research budget. ' 

264. It was strongly urged upon us by several expert veterinary 

THE RELATIONS 011 
TRB GOVRRNMEHT OF 
INDIA TO TBK PRO, 

witnesses that the Government of India should 
revive the appointment of Inspector General, Civil 
Veterinary Department, which was abolished in 1912, 

VINC!IS IN VIITERI· or that, at least, a Veterinary Adviser comparable in 
NARY MATTKKS. h ld b status with the Agricultural Adviser ,s ou e 
appointed. We are unable to support this suggestion. We have through
out assumed that the responsibility for controlling contagious diseases 
must rest with local governments. These diseases arl"> so widespread 
as to be beyond the scope of " stamping out" measu.'es and it is at the 
" stamping out" stage that central control becomes highly \"aluable and 
indeed, it may be, essential. We have considered whether the duti08 of 
Adviser to the Government of India on veterinary matters might not be 
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combined wi$ those of the Director of the MuHesar Institute, as the 
duties of Agricultural Adviser ha ve been combined with the directors 11 i P of 
the Pusa Institute~ We are not in favour of this course. We have pointed 
out that the Director of Muktesar req un-es very special qualifications, but 
these do not include that knowledge of local conditions which would 
make him a suit.able Adviser to the Government of Inwa. 

We are of opinion that the necessities of the case can be adequately 
met under the proposals we make for the organisation of agricultural 
research in Chapter III. In that chapter and in Chapter VII,. we have 
recommended that one whole-time member of the Council of 
Agricultural Research should represent animal husbandry. Sho~ld 
the officer holding this post have a veterinary qualification, he would 
be available to advise Government on veterinary matters; but whether 
he were a veterinary surgeon or not, we consider it necessary that there 
should be a small Standing Committee of the Research Council to deal 
with veterinary subjects, with the representative of animal husbandry in 
the chair. One main duty of this Standing Committee would be to secure 
co-operation between the provinces in controlling contagious diseases_ 
The form of legislation we have recommended is permissive and the 
measures required to deal with diseases in different conditions may vary. 
Legitimate differences of opinion may therefore exist between technical 
officers as to t.he measures best suited to meet particular emergencies. 
The whole position points to the need for conference and agreement, not to 
t,he carrying out by officers of orders, merely beca.use they are orders_ 

The Standing Committee on Veterinary Subjects which we contemplate 
would function as a nucleus committee. It should be free to co-opt 
members for special subjects, and the usual course would be to form 
committees after a conference had been held on the subject for which a 
~pecial committee was required. There are two subjects mentioned in 
this chapter for which special committees would no doubt be set up 
without delay. One is the serum-simultaneous campaign we have recom
mended; the progress of field operationa would require very carefulsiudy 
by veterinary experts. . The other is veterinary education. A o)ommittee 
on this subject would be required to consider such matters as syllabuses, 
and negotiations with university authorities in regard to elltrahre 
requirements and degrees, and with the Royal College of Veterinary 
Surgeons and similar bodies in regard to professional qualifications. 

We recommend that the administrative cont.rol of the Muk-tesar 
Institute at pre,qent vested in the Agricultural AdviRer to the Government 
of India should pass to the Director of the InRtitute, whose position, 
vis-a-vis the Muktesar Inst.itute on the one hand and on the other the 
Council of ~gricuJtural Research, would be precisely that of the Dir~ctor 
of Pusa to his own inst.itution and to the Council. 

StlMMARY, OF 0011- 265. The conclusions and recommendatiom. in this 
OLUSIONS AND REOOM-' h . 
MENDATIONS. ~ c apter may be summarlSed as follows :-

(1) It isimpossible to frame any est.imate of the losses to agriculture 
caused by cont.agious diseases but they are undoubte(Uy immense 
(uara!!I'al)h 236). 
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(2) RinderJ'f'st is the most formida~le disease of cattle in India 
(paragraph 237). t: 

(3) Measures for stamping out rinderpest on the lines possible in 
European countries are not practicable in India (paragraph 237). 

(t) Similarly, the time is not yet ripe for the establishment of 
protective belts on the South African model (paragraph 237). 

(5) In pre!;ent conditions in India, rinderpest and other contagious 
diseases must be combated by measures aiming at the protection of the 
individual animal rather than by measures which aim at stamping 

.' out the source of infection (paragraph 237). 
(6) The serum-simultaneous method of inoculation offers the only 

hopeful method of combating the ravages of rinderpest and its 
employment on a large scalI! is, therefore, strongly recommendrd 
(paragraph 240). 

(7) With proper safeguards, this method involves a risk so slight, 
that, in view of the benefits conferred, it should be accepted 
(paragrll.ph 240). 

(8) There are, however, practical difficulties which indicate that 
some opposition from cultivators to the employment of this method 
may be anticipated. General resort to compulsory inoculation would, 
however, be undesirable at present (paragraph 241). 

(9) It may be hoped that co-operative breeding societies and milk 
unions, by agreeing to the immunisation of their cattle, will give a lead 
to cultivators generally (paragraph 242). 

(10) Apart from work amongst such societies, the serum-simultane
ous1nethod should be adopt.ed, at the outset, when combating actual 
outbreaks of rinderpest (paragraph 242).' 

(11) As the inoculation of all cat,tle by the serum-simultaneous 
method is not po!\sihle during a widespread outbreak, efforts should be 
concentrated on protecting the more valuable cattle. The extent 
to which the serum-alone method should be used concurrently with 
the serum-simultaneous method must be decided by the veterinary 
officer in charge of the operations (paragraph 242). 

(12) All inoculation against di.~ease should be done freeol charge 
(paragraph 243). 

. (13) Although compulsory inoculation against rinderpest is not 
'recommended generally, it should be enforced for all animals ke-l,t by 
milksellers in large cities (paragraph 244). 

(\4).An All-India Contagious Diseases of Animals Act should he 
passed with a view to ensuring a uniform procedure in denling wit,h 
contagious diseases (pa.ragraph 246). • 

(1~) In ~ll provinces, the aim 8hould be to pro\ ide 0. voterinary 
hospItal WIth accOlIlPlodation for in-patient8 at district hcadqutlrftl1'8. 
and, in addition, "number of diRpensaries serving 8ubdivil4iollll (If 

the district. The value of dispensaries would be grt1at,lr enhanced if 
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two Or more veterinary ~ssistants ''Were attached to them, one 01 

more of whom would be free for touripg dutie.3 (puagraph 248). 

(16) The principle that the stockowner should be responsible fOJ 
obtaining tr,eatment for sick and wounded animals, where epidemic 
and public health matters are not involved, is sound but its 
enforcement is not practicable.' 9r. desirable in present conditions 
(paragraph 249). 

(17) The control of measures for treating and preventing the spread 
of contagious diseases should be regarded as the concern of the provin
cial governments; the duty of providing a local veterinary service 
for treating diseases not scheduled as contagious and for dealing with 
operations and wounds should, when the necessary arrangements can 
be made, rest with local bodies (paragraph 249) . 

• (18) The' present aim should be to provide, on an average, one 
qualified veterinary surgeon for every district. in British India and one 
yeterinaryassistant surgeon for each 25,000 cattle (paragraph 250). 

(19) The total number of veterinary surgeons required, including 
provision for Indian States, would be over 400 and of veterinary 
assistant surgeons OVer 7,500 (paragraph 250). 

(20) The chief veterinary officer in each province should be styled 
Director of Veterinary Services (paragraph 251). 

(21) The Veterinary Department in the Punjab should be 
independent of the Agricultural Department (paragraph 251). 

(22) The Principal of a provincial veterinary college should stand 
in the same relation to the Director of Veterinary Services as the 
Principal of an agricultural college to the Direct.or of Agricvlture 
(para(Tfaph 251). 

(23) The posts of Director of Veterinary Services, and Principal of a 
veterinary college, should be scheduled as selection posts outside 
the cadre (paragraph 251). 

(24) The pay of both posts should be re-examined and a scale fixed 
commensurate with the responsibilities which will attach to them, i 
the rE'commenda~ion made for the t"xtension of veterinary activitie 
are accept.ed (paragraph 251). 

(25) Each province should be divided, for veterinary purpose 
into two or three circles, e~ch of which should be in charge of a deput 
director who would be a member of the Indian Veterinarv Service, s 
long as .any members of this remain in service, or of the ~ew superi 
provincial veterinary serviOfs (paragraph 251). 

(26) .An appropriate scale of pay for the Dew superior prOvine1· 
veterinary services would be the existing scale for the Indi, 
Veterinar,Y Service (paragraph 251). . . 

(27) The qualified veterinary surgeells prcviqed for the diBtri . 
,vould constitute the })rovincial Veterinary Service (paragraph.2f 
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(28) The primary duty of this service would be the control of 
eplrl~mic disease, but it would abo be entrusted with the supervision 
of di'lpensaries and of touring veterinary assistants (paragraph 251). 

(29) The present rate of pay of the provincial veterinary services 
is suitable for the enlarged service recommended (paragraph 251). 

(30) The safeguards recommended in Chapter XIX in regard to the 
recruituwnt, discipline and conditions of service of agricultural officers 
are equally desirable in the case of veterinary officers (para-
graph 25J). . 

(31) The .grade of veterinary inspectors where it exists should be 
abolished when a sufficient number of fully qualified veterinary 
surgeons is available. Should the prevalence of disease in a province 
make this course necessary, veterinary assistant surgeons might be 
employed under district veterinary surgeons as inspectors (para
graph 252). 

(32) The complete provincialisation of the veterinary departments 
is not recommended (paragraph 252). 

(33) The subordinate veterinary services will continue as at present 
to be mainly employed by local boards (paragraph 252). 

(34) The immediate transfer to local boards of complete control 
over veterinary assistant surgeons employed by them is not recom
mended. Progress in the direction of transferring greater 
responsibility to local bodies in veterinary matters cll.n only be 
mado gradually (paragraph 252). 

(35) When complete transfer is made, government assistance 
should take the form of a grant-in-aid, preferably on a pro rata 
basis, which would be made on condition that local bodies should 
look to the provincial veterinary serviees for advice and ID'Ipection 
and should consult the Director of Veterinary Services in regard to all 
appointments (paragraph 252). 

(36) In the meantime, local bodies should be consulted in regard to 
appointments, transfers, promotions, punishments and dismissals of 
veterinary assistant surgeons (paragraph 252). 

(37) When complete control over veterinary assistant surgeons 
has been transferred to local boards, a Veterinary Reserve Corps (If 

, selected veterinary assistants should be formed (paragraph 253). 
(38) Private effort should be encouraged in every possible way to 

supplement the efforts of Government and of local bodies to provide 
veterinary aid (paragraph 254). 

(39) For the training of veterinary surgeons and assistant surgeons 
respectively, two entirely distinct courses of study are required 
with different entrance requirements and different clal'''les at, all 
stages (paragraph 255)., 

(40) 'l'he framing of a suitable curricUlum for traininlJ veterinary 
assistant surgeons should be. referred to a body of experts (paragraph 
256). 
)to y 28~21 
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(41) The course for veterinary assistant surgeons should extend 
over two or three years. Special prominence should be given in the 
course to the anat{)my, physiology, and diseases of cattle (paragraph 
256). . 

(42) The course of study ·for veterinary surgeons, which should 
ext.end over a 'period of five years from matriculation and should end 
in a degr~e, should be settled by conference between the university 

. and veterinary authorities (paragraph 25;). 
(4.3) Tho establishment of an all-India veterinary college is not 

recommended nor is the expansion of Muktesar as- lI:n educational 
centre (paragraph 258). 

(44) At the outset, one of the existing veterinary colleges sh0 
be selecteu for thtl training of veterinary surgeons but the trainill.' 
should include or be supplemented by a short period of work at 
Mul"tesar (paragraph 258). 

(45) The course should be open only to candidates nominated 
by the Gov€rnment of India, provincial governments or Indian 
Stat~s (paragraph 258). 

(46) The additional expenditure involved in adallting the selected 
college to undertake higher veterinary education should be met by 
the Government of India (paragraph 258). 

(4;) Officels recruited for veterinary education and research 
should be members of the new superior provincial vet~rinary services. 
Where necessary, local governments should be prepared to grant 
special pay ~8 an addit.ion to the pay on the ordinary time scale. The 
special pay should be ~rsonal to the 'individual officer and should bt" 
based on his qualifications and experience (paragraph 259). 

(48), The provincial veterinary college should be the natural centre 
for research work in the provinces. All senior officers employed in the 
colleges should be expected and encouraged to undertake investi
gations in their own special spheres (paragraph 261). 

(49) Muktesar is well suited for the prosecution of research into 
animal disease and a second Imperial Instituta of Veterinary 
Research is not required. In view of its isolation, Government should, 
however, take all reasonable measures to increase the amenities 
of life at Muktesar (paragraph 262). , 

(50) The scientifio staff at Muktesar should always be maintained 
at full strength and the appointments at present vacant should be 
filledc as soon as suitably qualified candidates are available (para
graph 26.2). 

(51) ,Then an appointment at Muktesar, including that of the 
Director, falL~ vacant, the officer recruited to £11 it should be givl'n 
a scale' of ray commensurate with his special qualifications and 
experience (parf>graph 262). 

(52) The Director of the Mukt.esar Institute should he sdect,ed 
on the ground of scientific qualifications (paragraph 262). 
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(53) An officer with administrative experience should be attached 
to the staff of the Muktesar Institute to relieve the Director of 
administrative work (paragraph 262). 

(54) Scientific institutions such as Muktesar should be provided 
with a thoroughly competent staff for secretarial 'Work and estate 
management (parRgraph 262). 

(55) The expenditure on research work at Muktesar should be 
separated as fully as possible from that on manufacturing operations. 
Provinces and States should share in any profits from the manu
facture of sera and vaccines in proportion to their purchases 
(paragraph 263). . 

(56) The revival of the appointment of Inspector General, Civil 
Veterinary Department. or the creation of a post of Veterinary 
Adviser to the Government of India is not recommended (paragraph 
264). 

(57) A small Standing Committee 01 the Council of Agricultural 
. Research to deal with veterinary matters should be constituted. 
The chairman of the Committee should be the whole-time member 
representing animal husbandry on the Council of Agricultural Research 
(pars graph 264). 

(58) This Standing Committee should have the power of co-opting 
members and of constituting special committees for particular subjects 
{paragraph 264). 

(59) The administrative control of the Muktesar Institute should 
pass to the Director of the Institute '(paragraph 264) . 

. ~o Y 286-2111 
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CHAPTER X 

IRRIGATION 

266. Irrigation plays so large a part in agriculture in India that no 
investigation into rural conditions in this country 

INTBODUCTOBY. wC'uld be complete which failed to examine its 
present position and future possibilities from the agricultural point 
of view. The problems which the irrigation engineer is called 
upon to solve necessarily differ widely in different parts of India, but 
it may be said that. in general, these problems fall into three main 
classes. 

In the first class, the problem is how best to utilise the waters of riv'lrs 
without recourse to the construction of storage works. In some cases, this 
is possible without raising the natural level 01 the river. In others, it 
entails the construction of weirs. The problem is in general solved by 
conducting the water drawn off from the rivers along contour levels 
sufficiently high above the general level of the fields to be irrigated to 
permit the water to flow on to them by gravity. The irrigation canals 
of the Punjab supply notable examples of overcoming the difficulties 
of crossing secondary lines of drainage, and of 80 aligning the main 
courses and subsidiary channels that the maximum area of the country 
is benefited. 

The second main division consists of the problems arising out of the 
management of the deltas of rivers in such 8 way as to combine the 
protection of cultivation from wandering rivers with theregula.r supply 
of water necessary to the full development of cultivation in these fertile 
areas. The chief examples of the successful solution of these problems 
are to be found in the management of the deltas of the Godavari, the 
Kistna and the Cauvery in the Madras Presidency. We shall have 
occasion to notice, later on in this chapter, the need for examining what 
can be done in the case of the far more difficult problems presented by 
the Ganges delta in Bengal. 

The third class of works are those in which the surplus wa.ter, whether 
the result of monsoon rains or melting snows, is stored by means 
of dams across the line of jIow and released gradually as required 
for the purposes of cultivation. Some notable works of this character 
have alrpady been constructed and, when the great projects now in 
progress for utilising the waters of the rivers are completed, it will be, 
in the mailL, only from works of this class that any large extension 
of irrigation may be anticipated. 

The reaBens which have led to the construction of irrigation works 
vary as greatly' aft do tIie types of those works. In some cases, fur 
example, in Bind &nd over large area~ or the Punjab, where the rainfall 
is normally insufficient to ripen the crop, no cultivation is possible until 
schemes of irrigation carry the essential water to the land. In other cases, 
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as in parts of the Deccan, the rainfall, though normally sufficient to ripen 
the crop, is yet BO precarious that without irrigation there can be no 
assurance to the cultivator that his crops will mature. Yet again there 
are cases where irrigation is needed more as a precaution against famine 
than as a requirement of the normal year. The canals in the United 
Provinces, Bihar and Orissa and the Central Provinces provide 
examples of this type. 

The last general examination of the position in regard to irrigation 
in India was carried out by the Indian Irrigation Commission which 
was appointed in 1901. The Report cf that Commission which appeared 
in 1903 was BO comprehensive and its recommendations so exhaustive 
that no further enquiry of a similar character has been considered neces
sary. The great development of irrigation which has since taken 
place has been, in the main, on the lines laid down by the 
Commission. 

267. In Chapter I, we have mentioned the obstacles to agricultural 

BT&TIS'l'IO.u.. 
development consequent on the unequal distribution 
of the rainfall of India over the country, its frequently 

irregular distribution throughout the season and its liability to failure or 
serious deficiency. Except in the submontane tracts of the 
Himalayas, East Bengal, Assam, Lower Burma and the narrow strip 
between the Western Ghats and the Arabian Sea, the absolute security 
of the harvest throughout India depends on the existence of some 
form of irrigation. From time immemorial, therefore,the cultivatAlrs 
have BOught to supplement and conserve the rainfall by the con
struction of wells and storage reservoirs, and by bunding streams. 
In some parts of India, considerable capacity for organisation was 
developed for this purpose as the phad system of irrigation which 
still exists in the Nasik and Khandesh districts of the Bombay 
Presidency and the innum.erabl~ tanks in the Madras hesidency, 
many of which are undoubtedly of great antiquity, bear witness. 
There are some notable instances of large irrigation works carried out 
in ancient days in India. The oldest and most famous of these is the 
Grand Anient across the Cauvery in Madras which dates back some 
1600 years and, even before the improvements effected in the nineteenth 
century, irrigated over 600,000 acres. In the north, two canals Wt:re 
CODJjtructed from the Jumna; that now represented by the Western 
Jumna Canal is attributed to Firoz Shah in the fourteenth century and 
was renovated by Akbar in 1568 and remodelled by Ali Mardan ~n 
in 1628, while work on the second, which developed into the existmg 
Eastern Jumna Canal. was started by Shah Jehan in the seV'enteenth 
century. The original Upper Bari Doab Canal was built by early 
rulers and brought water to Lahore and to the sacred tank of AmritsaT. 
Some of the inundation canals taking off from the Indus are also of 
ancient date. These· examples suggested the constroctidn of those 
large perennial irrigation works which have been sue}; a notable feature of 
British administration. 

The Table below shows the development of irrigation in Bri~is~ In~ia 
since the year 1908-09, the first year in which figures for lrTJgatlon 
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were recorded in the "Agricultural Statistics of India" in a fairly 
complete lorm :-

Yea.r 

, percentagell 
increase 

GrosH or decrease 
area sowne , ovel' 

, _____ ~08-09 I. 
Gross area 
irrigatedt 

I Percentage II Percentage 
inorease ,of, area 

lover Irrigated 

I 1908-09 to area 

1908-09 
1914-15 
1920-21 
1924-25 
1925-26 

I 
'" 
" ! 

.. I 
I 

"I 

Acres 

(in O?O's) 

246,189 
260,641 
239,202 
259,784 
256,9111 

______ 1 ______ -

I 

I sown 
A-c-re-s--I----I----

(in OOO's) I 
45,681 
50,644 
52,519 
48,429 
50,813 

18'6 
10-9 19'4 
16-0 22'0 
6-0 18'6 

ll'2 19-8 

The area irrigated in 1920-21 was the largest which has yet been 
recorded, The fall in subsequent years was due to the fact that timely 
rains, and especially timely winter rains, considerably rf'duce the 
demand for water everywhere, more especia.lly in the United Provinces 
and the Central Provinces, -

The part which irrigation plays in the rural economy of the difierent 
provinces varies greatly from province to province as will he seen from 
the Table given below which brings out clearly its importance in Sind, 
the Punjab, the North-West Frontier Province, Madras, the United 
Provinces and Bihar and Orissa., The figures are averages of the 
five years 1921-22 to 1925-26:-

Proviuce Grou areA 
sowne 

i Gro88 area of I P t 
'orops irrigatedt ercen age 
(f of area 

I ~r:n~~dn- I irrigated to 

___________ Iprivate 801U'CE'S)! llrea sown 

AssaJU. 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa , _ 

Bo ba {
Propel', , 

my .. Sind .. 
Burma 
CentnLl Provinces and Be 
Madr .. 
N, W, }', !Tovinoe 
Punjab 
United Provi .. ce& 

Minor Administrations 

" 
rar 
.. .. .. 
.. .. 

I .. ' , 
.. I 

"I .. 
" .. .. .. .. .. .. 

Total .. 

Acres 

(in OOO's) 

6,3i9 
27,777 
31,021 
27,764 

4,451 
17,172 
26,726 
37,691 
2,673 

30,970 
43,739 

807 

257,170 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I Aores 

(in OOO's) 

364 6'7 
1,710 6'2 
5,386 17'4 
1,092 3'9 
3,281 73-7 
1,436 8'4 
1,1I0 4'2 

11,203 29'7 
919 34'4 

13,644 44'1 
9,630 22-0 

156 19'3 

-------- --
49,936 J9'4 

eArea.s sown twioe are counted twice. 
tAreaa sown twice under irrigation are counted twit'e. 



AREA IRRIGATED IN BRITISH INDIA 
Ncte:_ The figures for this graph I:ave been taken from the annLlal 

VO/Llmes of Jlgricultural Statistics of British India. 
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The figures in the above Table have been extracted from the latest 
issue of the" Agricultural Statistics of India." Figures for government 
irrigation systems, that is for irrigation under works which have been 
oonstructed or which are maintained, wholly or partially, by the State 
are given in the Table below, the figures in which are taken from the 
II Annual Review of Irrigation in India" :-

J'rovlnoe 

Almer 11 ......... 
Auam " 
BaJuclJi5tan 
J1enll81 " 
Bihar aDd Orlua •• 
Bombay { !'roper •• 

8lDd •• 
Burma._ ." 
central ProviDcoo and 

Jjerar 
Madr .. " "" 
N. W.II'. ProviDoe •• 
Punlab " 
UnIted PtovlDceo 

IN at area trrIg~~ by , PerOODtage 
80wn government 01 area 

(average Irrt~atlOD I Irrigated 
lor 6 yean works i to total 
1921·22 to (average lor 5: not Area 
1926·26) yean 1921-22: 10WD 

to 1926·26) 

I Percentage I " 
Capital net retllcll EstuIl8ted 
coat 01 I on capItal I value of 
govern-, cost 01 Icrops 

raised 011 ment Irrigation a~as 
lrrl~atJon works rec~lv~ng 
works to (average for State Imgation 

19~5-26 1~~~5:~6t;'! to 1925-26) 
e~d of I 6 years ~~~nrgl~r2: 

1---:·--1-·- :-_.- .--
! 

(111000'1) 

269 
6,842 

240 
23,504 
25,222 
21,072 
',069 

16,580 I 
24,39. 
S3,099 

2,840 
26,491 I 
85,899 

Acree 

(In 000'8) , 

20 

23 
100 
922 
4as 

8,466 
138 

488 
7,1116 

889 
10,383 

2.413 I 

7"' 

11:8 
0"4 
S"6 
1"6 

8~':;& 

'"' 
1-8 

21'7 
16'6 
39"2 
7'0 

Lakhs 

S5 

32 
4,20 
6,21 
9,50 
Ii ... t 
3.86 

5,41 
12,47 

2,81 
28,04 
18,30 

o::i 
- 0'4 

2'0 
1"6 
6"2 , 
6"1 

- O"S 
1"6 
8"2 

16"S 
6"2 

Rs" 

Lakb. 

7i 

" 6. 
84 

6,5~ 
5,01 

10,77 
1,il8 

2,68 
38,ti~' 

2,90 
66,76 
.~ 

TotAl 
----1----1------

.. 224,622 I 26.581 11 . 8 9M4 1 7' 4 1,60,29 

• Escl .... ve of tlIe vaJne 01 crops raised on aomo three mlllfon acres irrIgated by non-capita) works. 

It will be seen that, on the average of the five years ending with 
1925-26, n·s per cent of the entire cropped area of the coun¥y was 
irrigated by government irrigation works and that the collective value 
of the crops so irriga.ted amounted to one-and-a-half times the total 
capital expended on the works. 

268. The works which, between them, irrigate approximately fifty 
million acres of land are classified in the statistics 

GUlIBAL DlIISOBIP- published by the Government of India under four 
::~~I' lBJUGA.TIO. heads: canals, tanks, wells and "other sources." 

As explained by the Irrigation Commission. under 
.. canals" come all works of any considerable size for diverting the 
water of streams or rivers, and carrying them on to the land; under 
.. tanks," all works for the storage of water, and all natural dep18ssions 
of which the water is used for irrigation; and under .. wells," works 
for giving aooess to the subterranean supply, or to the 'waters of 
rivers which, running deep below the level of the ground, have 
to be lifted vertically before they can be used for ~ow ~igation . 
.. Other sources" have never been clearly defined b1Jt COnsISt for the 
most part of temporary bunds for the storage of rainfall, of lift irrigation 
from rivers, and of channels from rivers and streams which are too 
8JD&ll to be classed as canals. The areas irrigated from the different 
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classes of works are given in the following Table. 
averages of the five years 1921-22 to 1925-26 :-

The figures are 

Province . Canals Wella I Tanks Other 
sources Total 

._ .... - -._-- ---- --.-- :. ---- -.---;---- 1-----

Assam 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa •• 
IIombay {~oper •• 

Sind •• 
Burma 
Central Provinces 

and IIerar. 

Acres 

(in 000'8) 

191 
289 

1,812 
290 

2,930 
889 
946 

Acres I 
(inOOO's) 

32 
628 

6~ '1 
18 1 

1171 
Madras • • 3,803 1,654 
N. W. F. Provinoe. 769 89 

Acres 

(in OOO's) 

1 
616 

1,709 
109 

1 
196 

(a) 

3,362 

Punjab 9,836 3,386 16 
United Provinces. 2,080 4,737 66 

Acres \. 
(in ooO's) 

172 i 
507 

1,205 
38 

127 
299 
46 

467 
67 

120 
2,317 

tiona. i 

Acres 

(in ooO's) 

364 
1,493 
6,354 

968 
3,101 
1,401 
1,109 

9,286 
916 

13,356 
9,199 

144 Minor Administra'i 28 88 28 

Tota.l ,. 23,86~~\ 11,322 6,100 I 6,406 I 46,690· 

Canals are thus of greater importance than the other three classes 
together. Irrigation under tanks is most extensive in the Madras Presi
deney where there a.re over 35,000 of them, of which about 28,000 are 
ill th" ryotwari area of the province; of the latter about 25,000 are in 
charge of the Revenue Department and the remainder in charge of the 
Publio Works Department. The total area irrigated l,y tanks in that 
province is nearly as large as that irrigated by canals. Well irrigation is 
m.ost important in the United Provinces where it accounts for more than 
ha.lf the total irrigated area. Even in the Punjab, where the irrigation 
under tanks and " other sources" is negligible, the area irrigated by wells 
amounts to a quarter of the total irrigated area. The greater part of the 
area under "other sources" is c'ontributed by the United Provinces 
(2' 3 million acres) and by Bihar and Orissa (1'2 million acres). 

269. We do not propose to describe in detail the existil'l.g canal systems 
of India or the projects for their extension which 

POSSIBLE DEVELOP, are now in process of construction or are contem-
MENTS 01' IRRIGATION ltd Th' rt f . . t' t Ind' 
tiNDER OANALS- P a ,e . e lmpo ance 0 lInga Ion 0 lan 

(i) THE PuNJAB. agriculture h, however, so profound and, notwith-
standing recent developments, the possibilities of 

its extension are still so great that some mention of these projects is 
inevitable. The very brief description of the most important of them 
which is all that can here be given must not be regarded as in any 
way illdic~tiJig a preference on our part for a particular scheme. 

Although, by the sl..-ilful utilisation of the waters of the Indus and of 
its tributaries as well as of those of the Jumna, the area. und,er 
irrigation from government works in the Punjab has steadily increased 

(a) Inoluded und~r " Canals." 
• The difIerenoe between thia figure and that of 49,936,000 acres in the second Table 

on page 326 is due to the faot that the latter figuro include. areas sown twioe under 
irrigation. . 
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from 2·3 million ·acres in 1887-88 to an average of 10·4 million 
acres from 1921-22 to 1925-26 and vast tracts of pre0arious culti
vation and even of actual desert have been converted into most 
fertile agricultural land, the p08sioilities of further expansion are 
far from exhausted. The Sutlej Valley project will, whelJ. completed 
in 1933-34, provide perennial irrigation for two million acres. It will 
alao greatly improve the irrigation of another three million acres 
which are at present dependent on inundation canals, that is, on 
canals which have no weirs at their head and the supplies in which 
consequcntly fluctuate with the ~tural water level in the river. Of 
the area under perennial irrigation, over a million-and-a-half acres will 
be in tho Bahawalpur and Bikanir States. This is the only large project 
at present under construction in the Punjab but other great schemes 
are under consideration. The ThaI project, if carried out even on a 
much smaller scale than was at first contemplated,will command an 
area of nAarly a million-and.a-half acres in the Sind Sagar Doab in the 
desert districts of Mianwali and Muzaffargarh. The Haveli project 
will bring perennial irrigation to an area of about 700,000 acres in tracts 
in the Jhang and Muzaffargarh districts. All these projects comprise 
weirs or barrages to raise the level of the water in the river bed. 

The next stage in the exploitation of t~e Punjab river system will 
in volve the construction of storage works. The Irrigation Commission 
pointoo out that only six per cent of the rainfall is utilised in artificial 
irrigation, and that the rivers carry off uselessly to the sea a volume of 
water six times greater: on the other hand, they concluded that 
.. storage is so costly even in the most favourable circumstances that 
very few irrigation works which depend on it are remunerative." 

The Sutlej Dam project proposes the construction of four storage 
rescrvoirs: of which the first, the Bhakra Dam-400 feet high-would 
impound 112,385 million cubic feet, and add two million acres 
of ram cultivation between theSutlej and the Jumna rivers. A 
project for the utilisation of the WoolIar Lake in Kashmir a.B a 
storage reservoir from which to supplement the supplies in the three 
linked canals at the commencement i)f the rabi season was prepared in 
1915 but is at present in abeyance as it has not yet been possible to 
reach an agreement with the Kashmir Darbar. 

It should here be mentioned that progress with the Thal project has 
been indefinitely postponed pending the settlement of the dispute which 
has arisen between the governments of Bombay and the Punjab in regard 
to the further utilisation of the waters of the Indus. We have no 
comments to offer on the merits of the question but, in a. subsequent 
paragraph, we discuss the question of machinery for the settlement of 
disputes of this character. 

270. As the agricultural problems of Sind are entirely different from 
those of the remainder of the Bombay Presidency, 

(it) BIND. to which it is a.ttached for adminif;'trati~e purposes, 
it is convenient to deal with it as a separate entity. . The existing canals 
in Sind are entirely'of the inundation type. It is only 'hom May to 
September, when the Indus is in flood, that they provide water, 
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and then only in fluctuating quantities. The Sukkur Barrage which 
is being constructed across the Indus just below Sukkur and which, 
when completed, will be the greatest work of its kind in the world, will 
completely change this. It is anticipated that it will irrigate over five 
million acres, of which two million acres are at present very unsatisfac
torily irrigated from the existing inundation canals. We deal in detail 
with the problems presented by this gre!l.t project in paragraphs 290 and 
291 below. 

271. The only project of importance Which is under construction or in 
... contemplation in the United Provinces is the Sarda. 

p~~~~o~: UBlTBD Canal which is designed primarily t\)' irrigate the 
Sarda.-Ganges Doab. It is estimated that the canal 

will irrigate annually an area of about l' 7 million ·acres.· The area. 
irrigated annually by the existing canals in the province in a'year of keen 
demand reaches nearly three million acres. The Sarda Canal, when fully 
developed, will add over fifty per cent to that arE'.>l. and will ra.isethe 
total maximum area irrigated annually to close upon four-and-a-half 
million acres. 

The completion of the Sarda Canal will for all practical purposes mark 
the completion of the present projects of canal irrigation in the United 
Provinces. All the princip~ available resources for perennial irrigation 
will then have been tapped. ,It may, at eome future date, be found 
feasible to construct a Lower Sarda Canal, but, in thp. immediate future. 
the only openings for expansion lie in carrying out certain protective 
works such as supplementary storage reservoirs on some of the existing 
canals. Works of this character can at most add not more thA.D. two or 
three hundred thousand acres to the total canal irrigation for the 
province. 

272. The great irrigation systems of the Madras, Presidency, t1& 
(iv) M'ADB,AS. Godavari, the Kistna and the Cauvery, differ com-

pletely in -character from those already described. 
They are, in the main, deltaic and the problem has been t() regulate the 
supply rather.J~~~end it ~eW--a.r~ So successfully has this 
been done that river conservaJ:lcy has been achieved at the same time and 
no problems have arisen in the deltas of the Madras rivers analogous 

I to those which perplex the engineers of Bengal, Burma and Orissa. 
Credit for this cannot, however, be entirely taken by the irrigation 
engineers; for, as they would be the first to admit, the character of the
BOil which derives from the uplands of the peninsula has made their task 
much easier than that which has been presented to the engineers who 
deal wit.h the soils of northern India. The works consist of weirs- by 
",-hich a sufficient head of water is obtained to irrigate the lands of t1& 
deltas and 'of sluices and regulators by means of which the water is 
conducted over these; lands. By works of this character on the
Godavari, the Kistna and the Cauvery rivers; some 2' 4 million acres 
of fertile deltaic lands have been afforded the benefits of an assured. 
supply of water. There has been no great expansion of irrigation in 
these tracts since th? Irrigation Commission reported, but there is 
undoubtedly scope for development, though·on entirely different lines 
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from those which have hitherto been fQllo~ed. The only example 
of a great storage reservoir in the ~Iadras Presidency at present is 
the Periyar system. The main feature of this system is the impound
ing, by the construction of a large dam, 3,000 feet above sea 'level, 
of the waters of a river which would otherwise have flowed into the', 
Arabian Sea and their diversion to the other side of the peninsula 
through a tunnel bored through the main watershed of the country. 
The new works under construction or consideration would also be 
storage reservoirs which would impound the waters of the great rivers of 
the province, their tributaries and othel' streams. They would not only 
supplement existing supplies which, even now, are not always sufficient 
for the whole of the area normally irrigated in the first crop season but 
would also make possible the cultivation of second crops which, if grown 
at all, are now grown all "dry" crops. Such storage works are in reality 
a combination of tank and canalll;rigation and, 80S they are expensive to 
construct, it will be necessary to levy a comparatively high rate for the 
water Ilul'plied to the cultivator. H is estimated that the Cauvery-Mettur 
project, which is at present under construction, will improve the supply 
of an area of 1'04 million acres already under irrigation and will bring 
under irrigation a new area of 221,000 acres of first crop and 90,000 
acres of second crop. It will also supplement the supply to an 
existing wet area of 80,000 acres now irrigated by inferior and 
unreliable sources of supply.. The construction of the Cauvery-Mettur 
project 'Ya.s gnly rendered possible by an agreement with the Mysore 
DarDar which was reached as recently as 1924. Of the Same type, 
but of larger scope, are two projects, which have long been under 
~onsideration, the Kj"tna and .. he- Tongablla~ts Hitherto. 
~echnical and financial considerations and the fact that an agreement 
with an Indian State, that of Hyderabad, in regard to the use of water 
was involved have stood in the way of their execution. Attention is 
lOW being concentrated on a revised Bcheme for impounding th: waters 
)f the Tungabhadra by the construction of a reservoir at Timmala
~uram in the Bellary district. This would provide water for a wide 
~xtension of irrigation, mainly in the districts of Bellary, Anantapur 
md Kistna; and would protect a large area of dry cultivation in a tract 
iable to scarcity. As in the case of the irrigation projects under con
ideration in the Punjab, we have mentioned these projects here merely 
18 an indication of the opportunities which . still exist for an eXtension 
,f irrigation on a large scale in the Madras Presidency, with all the advan
ages that would thereby acorue to the agricultural population. We 
.re not in a position to express any opinion as to the feasibility ot 
he Kistna or the Tungabhadra projects either from the financial or the 
echnical point of view, but we cannot refrain from pointing out the 
ransformation which would be eHected by the construction of the latter 
,roject in that part of the Madras Presidency which is at present least 
Ulmune from famine and scarcity. In our opinion, howeTer, the project 
hould in no case be proceeded with until a thorough'investigation· .h88 
,een made and a definite decision reached as to the suitabllity of the 
,lack ootton soil of that .area. f~r irrigation, a question pn which th~ 
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evidence before us showed that there was considerable difierence of 
opinion. 

A much smaller project for utilising part of the supplies available from 
the Tungabhadra' river is at present under consideration. This is the 
Bellary West project which would bring under irrigation au area of 
57,600 acres in the Bellary district. A larger project, the Upper Bhavani 
project, which provides for the irrigation of 110,000 acres of first crop 
and 60,000 acres of second crop in the Coimbatore district, a tract which 
noeds protection, deserves mention here as it marks a new departure in 
irrigation in Madras. It is primarily designed for the irrigation of dry 
crops, instead of rice which is much the most important crop grown 
under irrigation in Madras. 

273. In the Bombay Presidency proper, irrigation by canals is con

(II) TIIB BOMBAY 
PBBSIDBNOT 
PBOPEB. 

fined to the Deccan and (on a very small scale) to 
Gujarat. The most important works are of the 
reservoir tyPe in which Bombay led the way. The 
Khadak Wasla Dam across the Mutha river, ten 

milos above Poona, was completed in 1879 and was the first of its kind 
in India. The total area irrigated from government works in the 
Bombay Presidency proper is only about 450,000 acres and as the 
works were, in the main, designed for protective purposes, there is, 
with very few exceptions, a heavy annual loss on their worl-ing. 
Financial considerations, therefore, seriously limit the possibilities 
of extending works of this class. This is the more unfortunate as 
the rainfall of the Western Ghats which they utilise is unfailing. Such 
opportunities of extension as present themselves are, however, receiving 
dUA ~tt.. .. tio... A new dam, the Lloyd Dam at Bhatgar, which we 
visited in the autumn of 1926, and the subsidiary canals are designed 
to proteot three talukas in the Sholapur district, which are specially liable 
to famine, and also to improve existing irrigation. 

274. The figures we have given in paragraph 268 show that, after 
w canals, wells are the most important source of 

BUB AND TANK& irrigation. These vary greatly in construction and 
capacity. They may be mere holes in the ground, elaborate masonry 
struotures of great width and considerable depth, or tubes of small bore, 
from which. by power pumping, large supplies of water can be obtained 
continuonsly throughout the year. Wells of the first of these tyPes may 
irrigate Eon acra or two in their immediate vicinity, wells of the last. 
ma.y have a capacity of 35,000 gallons an hour and may irrigate as much 
as 150 acres in addition to affording protection to another 100 acres. 
BetwlMln the two extremes come masonry wells in the floor of which 
perforated pipes have been sunk which tap largely increased supplies, 
often at no great depth. Wells of this tyPe have been most successful 
in the United Provinces. In Madras, small wells, sunk for the purpose 
of supplementing irrigation from tanks the supply of which is precarious, 
are very common. . 

The type p£ well used is largely determined by the geological formation 
and the conditions for successful well-sinking are generally far 
more favourable in northern than in peninsular India. This is specially 
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true of tube wells. Notwithstanding the diHerences in the local 
conditions, there is no province in India in which well irrigation might 
not be largely extended with advantage. 

Tanks, like wells, comprise a great diversity of works, varying from 
storage reservoirs the distributary channels from which irrigate several 
thousand acres to works which irrigate a few acres only. Occasionally 
they act as regulators and storage reserves for canals, and sometimes 
their purpose is to maintain the water level in the wells in their immediate 
neighbourhood. The larger tanks are, with very few exceptions, 
government works as are the numerous smaU tanks in the ryotwari areas 
of Madras and in Bombay. Elsewhere, the smaller tanks are, for the 
most part, owned by village communities and by private individuals. 

275. In our questioIlll8ire, we specially invited suggestions for new 
irrigation schemes and for the extension or im,.!::_ IBBIGATIOll' provement of existing schemes. We also asked 
for mention of any local obstacles to the promotion of 

irrigation by canals, tanks and wells and for opinions as to whether the 
existing methods of distributing canal water to cultivators gave 
satisfaction. The viewl! "xproaood by MtnA!\SeS were Ilt>t confined to 
these 8ubjeots and, as our enquiry progressed, other mattlm .... ,,,l1IW><i 
importance. 

We have already explained the circumstances in whicli>ve refrain 
from comment on the suggestions we received in regard to new irrigation 
schemes and the improvement of existing schemes. The technical 
advisers of the provincial governments are in a far better position than we 
are to pronounce on the feasibility of these suggestions and we trust that. 
they will receive due consideration. In these circumstances, we have 
only one recommendation to make under this head. It appears to us. 
that no sufficient provision has anywhere bten made for a systematic 
review of the position in regard to outstanding irrigation projects. 
Fur financial or other adeq1late reasons, it may be impossible to proceed 
with a scheme, however promising, when it is first worked out. We 

. consider that, until a definite decision to take no further action has been 
reached, the scheme should be periodically reviewed by the provincial 
Government. If this is done, any change in circumstances which makelt 
it feasible to proceed with it will be brought to notice. If a definite 
decision is reached to take no further action by the State, a public
announcement should be made of the reasons which have led 
Government no~ to proceed with the scheme. 

276. As the result of the constitutional ehanges which followad on 
the pas"ing of the Government of India Aot of 1919~ 

ExTBNSIOll' 01' irrigation, with certain limitations which will be 
PBOTIIOTlVB lRBl·. mentioned later, became a provincial sub)· ect. 
GATlO. 

administered by the reserved side of .the local 
government. This alteration in the constitutional pOSItion removed 
the previously existing restrictions on the powers of th~ provinciat 
governments to undertake protective schemes of irrigati.on. Pri~r 
to 1919, irrigation works were, from the point of view of thell finanCIal 
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Tesults, divided into three classes; " productive works, " the capital out
lay on which had been sanctioned against loan funds in the expectation 
that the works would prove directly remunerative; " protective works" 
which were not considered likely to fulfil the conditions of a productive 
work but which were sanctioned against the Famine Fund on the ground 
of their protective value; and" minor works, " outlay on which was met 
fro m general revenues and which included all works which were not classed 
as productive or protective. Protective works were thus financed from 
the general revenues ofthe country. After the great famine of 1877-78, 
it was decided to set apart every year a sum of Rs. 150 lakhs, known as 
the Famine Relief and Insurance Fund, for famine relief, the construction 
-of protective works, and the avoidance and reduction of debt. Of this 
amount, one-half, or Rs. 75lakhs, was to be allotted to protective railways 
.and canals; the charge on the Fund on account of protective railways, 
however, ceased to be imposed and the whole of the Rs. 75 lakhs became 
available for irrigation works. In 1910, the allotment was found to be 
insufficient for the programme of construction then contemplated and the 
Secretary of State sanctioned the provision of an annual subsidy not ex
.ceeding Rs. 25lakhs for the purpose. The full allotment of Rs. 100 lakhs 
was, howevlll.lIe.v- worked Up to ; Ns. 86lakhs were spent inI913-14 and 

-Lts.841akhs III 1914-15, after which expenditure was restricted owing 
to cirCumstanCP'1I ariaing out of the war, The expenditure of this amount 
'was govel'Ij.ed by the principles laid down by the Irrigation Commission. 
'The Commission considered that, in general, it would be permissible to 
spend up to three times its direct "protective" value for each acre 
irrigated, worked out by a formula* which the,. suggested, 
to which might be added the capitalised value of the net revenue 
.anticipated from each such acre, in payment of the water provided. . The 
sum of these items was the so-called "permissible capital outlay per 
acre" ..IDd, in the case of every·protective work submitted for sanction, 
it had to be shown that the permissible outlay would not be exceeded. 
'The restrictions thus imposed were removed on the introduction of the 
Reforms. In cases in which local governments are unable to finance 
'protective schemes of irrigation from current revenues or from the Famine 

• The formula suggested was :

X = ~p=--=F~ 
n-a 

Where X = The dirt'ct protective nlue of an irrigated acre, or the capitalised value, 
at ~u y~rs' purchase, of the saving in average annual cost of famine 

• whICh \\'111 be effected by every acre brought under irrigation. 
F = Estunated total cost of famine in the given tract for a period of 25 years, 

or quarter of a century. 
p ~ Popu~atlon of the tract. with necessary addition for prospective increase. 
n = Area. lD acl't's which should be protected by irrigation for p~ch head of 

the population. 
.' • a = A.rea in acres al:re&dy protected. . 

The co-efficient,- n ' was a variable one in Mch tract but the Commission held that 
in insecure tracts, it would probably never be less thanO'3 OJ' more than 0'5 and that 
otheJ' thinlls being equal such &8 the character of the cultivation and the nature of 
-the staple ~rop~, the value of • n • should diminish as the area normally cropped per head 
.of populatuHl lDcruased. ' 
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Insurance Fund which. under the Devolution Rules, they are bound to 
Irulintain, it is open to them to raise the funds required by loan provided 
that, if the project appears to the Governor General in Council to be 
one which is unlikely to yield a return of not less than such percentage 
all he may from time to time prescribe, arrangements are made for the 
Ilmortisation of the debt. We trust that the recent relaxation of the 
rultlS on this point will encourage, so far all the financial situation mav 
allow, the construction of further protective works. -

277. The evidence we received did not establish the existence of 
serious dissatisfaction amongst cultivators with 

DnmuBvno. O. the present method of distributing water. It 
WATIIB. is true that we received complaints in regard 
to short supplies, arbitrary withdrawal of supplies and the like, but, in 
a business so extensive as the distribution of water in India has become, 
isolated complaints of this character are to be expected and are Dot in 
themselves sufficient to show that the system of distribution generally 
is at fault. We have, however, examined. the question in some detail 
all it hall an important bearing on the subject matter of our enquiries. 

That there is an enormous waste of water by the cultivator in the 
canal-irrigated tracts of India is ~iversally admitted. It hall been 
estimated that the amount of excess water applied to crops such a,;,J 

wheat in northern India is from thirty to fifty per cent. The contrast in 
this respect between land irrigated by canals and land irrigated by wells is 
very striking. The waste of canal water is usually attributed to the 
fact that, when the cultivator lifts water from a well, he realises that 
he is paying in time and labour for every gallon he uses ; when he 
irrigates his land from a canal, the water is provided for him and he 
pays Dot by the amount he uses but by the area he irrigates or, 
in the Punjab, by the area of the crop matured. He has, therefore, 
little incentive to. economise water and to see that it is notO wasted 
between the government channel and his fields. This is net, however, 
the whole explanation. No "small proportion of the wastage is due to 
uncertainty of supply. With a well, the cultivator has the source of 
supply entirely at his disposal and can, without risk, give a light watering 
if he considers that is all that is required; with canal irrigation, he often 
does not know definitely when the next watering will be possible; he, 
therefore, applies water in large quantities, in the hope that this will tide 
him over the period of unknown length during which it i,s not obtainable. 
Unfortunately, the evil effects of this uneconomic use of water are not 
confined to the wastage of water which could be used more profitably 
el~ewhere; they often extend to definite damage to the soil~ Thl! 
marked deterioration of some ten per cent of the total area c('mmanded 
by the Deccan canals in the Bombay Presidency must largely be 
attributed to this cause. 

The problem of preventing this waste of water, of S'lcuriftg greater 
certainty to the cultivator as to the supply he will recehe and of relieving 
him from any harassIruDt and interference from the staff which records 
his irrigation has long engaged the attention of irrigation experts in 
India. The view taken by the Indian Irrigation Commission was that it 
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would be a gr~at advantage both to the Government and the. cultivators, 
jf the latter could be induced to takeover their supplies at the outlets, 
to arrange all details of internal distribution between themselves and 
to relieve the canal administration of all further responsibility and ot 
the great expense of recording the details of the irrigation and of making 
the final measurements and assessments. Their general conclusion was, 
however. that the system of charging by volume could not, in spite of all 
its advantages, be safely introduced in India until a system of distribu
tion by modules of the type which it might be proposed to use had 
been in force for a time sufficiently long to enable the people to understand 
what was proposed. They held that, even then, the change in the system 
·of assessment should not be forced but should be introdnced gradually, 
as the people learned to appreciate its advantages. They added that it 
was an end to be aimed at and that irrigation officers should be encouraged 
to design and experiment on modules which would be suited to the 
conditions to be met with in practice, until the work of distribution 
could be carried out with all the regularity and certainty which were 
essential to the success of any scheme of charging by volume. 

We have quoted the views of the Irrigation Commission on this point 
at length as they mark the starting point of investigations into the 
possibility of more scientific and equitable distribution of water which 
appear, in the Punjab and Bombay, to have crystallised into scepticism 
on the part of the engineers as to the possibility of the sale of 
water by volume. It was represented to us that assessment at volumetric 
rates instead of by areas irrigated, though advantageous to the big 
cultivator, ill quite unsuited to the interests of the smaller men; tha.t 
no reduction in staff or in working expenses would be secured by its 
adoption; that no meter is yet obtainable at reasona,ble cost which 
will give measu.rements as accurate as measurements by area; that 
there is no meter which cannot be tampered with, 80 that, with 
quantity measurements, the temptation to dishonesty wou.ld be enor
mously greater tha.n with area measurements ; that the charges for water 
would not be in proportion to the profits of the cultivators which have 
hitherto been considered the fair basis for assessment; and, finally, that 
the staff would lose tonch with the conditions of the cultivators and their 
difficulties and that irregular practices due to laziness and dishonesty 
would arise which would reduce the general efficiency and cause damage 
in adjoining areas. 

We fully admit the force of these objections but, none the less, we 
feel that it is impossible to hold that the system of sale of water by 
volume has yet received the fair trial which alone can determine whether 
it is wortJiy of adoption on its merits. The suggestion was made to us 
that, if the cultivators could be induced to experiment roughly fot them
selves, prpgress in the solution of what is unquestionably a most 
complicated proQ.lem would be more rapid. Suitable meters might 
be installed pn each outlet of one or more channels and water charged 
for on one outlet by volume and on the next J>y area. The figures 
obtained should prove very useful and worth the expense involved, 



• .8I!pooially as the cultivator who paid by volume should speedily develop 
economical methods, and a comparison of his crops with those of his 
'neighbours should indicate whether excessive irrigation not only means 
loss of water but also actual damage to the growing crop. We consider 
that this view has much to commend it and that further inveBtigation 
and experiment are eminently desirable, both in the Punjab and elsewhere, 
before a final decision against the sale of water by volume iB reached. 

The scepticism. of irrigation engineers in regard to the sale of water by 
volume does not mean that no progress has been made in recent years in 
the improvement of the system of distribution. This is far from the case. 
Every ditltributary in the Punjab has been, or is being, fitted with a meter 
80 that th~ ·uact amount of water passed into the distributary is known. 
The meter functions with a module, which is an apparatus deBigned 

.to fix the proportion of water taken from the canal and to give aB even 
a distribution as pOBsible from the head to the tail, independently of 
any rise.or fall in the level of the water in the canal. By this means, 
considerable economy of Bupply has been effected, enabling irrigation 
to be extended to areas for which water was not previously 
available, and the opportunities for harassment and interference 
by the subordinate stafi have been greatly reduced. It is held that the 
new system inspires confidence in the cultivator, especially in the 
small man, but there is one respect in which there appears reason 
to doubt this. Even under the area system of distribution, there are 
some cultivators who make their water go much further than otherB. 
It was represented to us that the good cultivator who utilises his water 
in the irrigation of a larger area than his neighbour is promptly penalised 
by a reduction in the capacity of hiB outlet. It would appear obvious 
that, once the cultivator is aware that he will not be permitted to retain 
the benefit of an economical use of wakr, he ceases to have any incentive 
to economy ... It was stated in evidence that the Baving of water thus 
effected might enable the cultivators at the tail end of a distributary 
to receive wat.er of which they would otherwise be deprived and that the 
Irrigation Department has an obligation to fulfil its responsibilitieB to 
these cultivators by every means possible. We agree that this is a 
strong argument for the economical use of water in general, but we are 
unable to accept it as justification for reduction of supply to a specially 
skilful cultivator. If savings are to be effected, it is the careless and 
wasteful user of water who should first be penalised. We are of opinion, 
therefore, that the cultivator should be regarded as having a right to an 
outlet of a definite and uniform capacity in proportion to his area and 
that no reduction in this capacity should be made in any indIvidual 
case solely bocause it is found that a larger area is irrigated.than that 
for which the outlet was designed. 

278. .Aa regards'the agency of distribution, we can see no ,d~antage 
in the proposal made to us by seVeral wItnesses 

AOEllcY 011' DISTRI-. • h·· t· 
BUTIOIf. that thIS should be transferred from t. e IrrIga !OD 

to the agricultural departments. Closer co-operatlOn 
between the two departments in this and other matters is no doubt ve? 
desirable and we recur to tbis point later, but the acceptance of thIS 
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suggestion would involve the diversion of the agricultural departmente 
from their legitimate functions to work for which they are wholly untitted. 
As between government and private agency, we are of opinion thai 
there is at present no practical alternative to the system of government 
control over distribution down to the field distributaries. The question 
of agency is closely linked with that of methods of distribution and, 
as we hava already indicated, there can be little doubt that the general 
introduction of the sale of water by volume would greatly facilitate the 
substitution of private for official management of the minor distributaries. 
Co-operative action in this respect has so far made little headway. One 
instance in which. the co-operative distribution of water on an acreage 
basis-<>n the Nira Canal in the Bombay Deccan by.cultivators in the 
village of Malegaon-has proved successful was brought to our notice 
in the Bombay Presidency. Irrigation panchayats for the manage
ment of minor irrigation works and of branch channels have in 
some instances worked with fair success in Madras and the possibilities 
of the panchayat system for the control of field distributaries were 
hopefully spoken of, on the basis of recent experience, by a Chief 
Engineer for Irrigation in the Punjab. It is important that the real 
obstacle to) entrUBting the distribution of water to private agency 
should be clearly grasped. It is not the lack of facilities to measure 
water accurately and b control supplies to distributaries from 
canals and their main branches. Meters and modules have been 
devised which are held to measure and control water in a satisfactory 
manner. The fundamental obstacle is the attitude of the cultivator 
himself. Water is so vital a need to him that he is not at present 
prepared· to entrust his interests in this matter to the decision of 
his fellows. The formation of irrigation panchayats for the management 
of field. distributaries points the way and it is collective action 
in this limited sphere which will best develop the mutual confidence 
necessary for the successful management of the larger distributaries. 
The progress of education, and the experience gained in other directions, 
such as the communal management of forests and the co-operative supply 
of credit, should also play their part in rendering the distribution of water 
by private agency possible. 

279. The figures we have given in th.is chapter have shown the 

MINOR WORKS. 
importance to the cultivator of the smaller storage 
works and of "other sources" of irrigation. We 

do not consider that the construction, preservation and improvement 
of theue minor works have, in the past, received the attention from Govern
ment wh~ch that importance justifies. To mention only one instance. 
we were informed by the Secretary for Irrigation to the Government 
of the United Provinces, that there was ('ndless scope for small tank 
schemes in t~at province. In :Madras, the fact that over wide areas 
the only source IIf irrigation is the conservation of the annual rainfall 
has ensure<l that due attention is paid by Government to works of this 
character. Up to date, nearly a crore-and-a-half of rupees have been 
spent on the restoration of tanks. In that province, all government 
works irl~ating less than 200 acres, except such as for special reasons 
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have been transferred to the charge of the Public Works Department, 
are in charge of a ./ Minor Irrigation Department" which works under 
the Collector of the district and is, in effect, a subordinate branch of 
the Revenue Department. The maintenance of minor irrigation works 
by the Revenue Department is, as a rule, limited to the repair of 
masonry and earth work and the reconstruction of damaged works. If 
anything beyond this is required, the assistance of the Public Works 
Department is invoked. In Bombay, special attention has recently 
been paid to this subject and, in 1925, a superintending engineer 
was placed on Ilpecial duty "to investigate natural resources for the 
protection of lands from famine" for which purpose he was given 
a staff of. thtee assistant engineers and eight survey parties. Hi.i 
operations are, however, confined to the insecure tracts of the Bombay 
Presidency, except that two subordinates have been placed under his 
orders to give advice to cultivators outside those tracts. In the Punjab, 
a Rural Sanitary Board which was first started in 1920 as a Drainage 
Board, has been responsible for various minor irrigation works in the 
cOlH"se of its work of supervising or co-ordinating operations for the 
prevention or cure of waterlogging. 

We are of opinion that much could be done to promote the develop
ment of minor works, if the example of the Bombay Government were 
followed in other provinces, and we would also suggest that the operations 
in Bombay should be extended to districts outside the insecure tracts. 
In our view, an agency is wanted, to which the cultivator who 
wishes to improve his land by utilising the natural sources of water supply 
can turn for technical advice and assistance. This agency should not 
wait for the cultivator to consult it, but should go to him and urge 
him to adopt the scheme best calculated to utilise his available water 
supply to the fullest advantage. The personnel should"regard its 
flmction as educative rather than purely advisory. The Madras 
system does not provide such a staff, but there is probably less 
scope for the construction of small private irrigation works in the 
ryutwari tracts of that province than there is elsewhere. Had -such 
advice and assistance been available in the past, it is probable, to say 
the least, that many taccav-i loans w cultivators for land improvement 
would have been utilised to better purpose than they have been. 

We refrain from proposing detailed arrangements for giving effect to 
our recommendations under this head as we· apprehend that a Buggestion 
for the formation of a separate Minor Irrigation Department might give 
rise to administrative ,difficulties, The object we have in vidW would' 
b~ acllievcd if, ill each province, one or more officers with s~itable subor
-dinate ~taff were made directly responsible for the investigation of the 
possibilities of small irrigation works and for advising and assisting the 
cultiv~tors in regard to all question" connected with sUGh works. Spe~ial 
attentIOn should be devoted to the formation and assip..tance of co-operative 
irrigation societies for the oonst,ructio~ of small works and for keeping 
existing works in proper order by the removal of silt and the repairs of 
embankments. The officer or officers entnlBted with these duties would 
ordinarily be selected from the Irrigation Branch of the lIldiall Service 
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of Engineers. It is essential that the work should he done in the closest 
association with both,the revenue and agricultural departments. In 
thus recommending the formation of a special agency within the provin
cial irrigation departments to deal with the investigation and construction 
of minor works, it is far from our intention in any way to criticise those 
departments for any failure in this respect in the past. Where small 
schemes possessing no engineering features of interest have to compete 
for attention with important projects presenting problems which demand 
the highest professional qualities for their solution, it is both natural 
and proper that they should take the second place. In these circum
stances, we are persuaded that it is only by making minor works the 
definite responsibility of a specialagenoy that they will receive the 
attention to which their value to the cultivator, especially to the smaller 
man, entitles them. 

280. Irrigation from tube wells is a comparatively recent 
development in India. There were few such 
wells in existence when the Indian Irrigation 

Commission reported. Wells of this type are almost entirely in 
private ownership and, except in the United Provinces, are privately 
financed, though a loan under the Land Improvement Loans Act may 
be given for their construction. Technical advice and assistance are, 
however, freely given by the government department concerned and the 
well is, in fact, usually installed by that department subject to the 
payment of moderate fees for the services it renders. In Madras, pumping 
and boring operations ha.ve been entrusted tq the Department of 
Industries and, in the Central Provinces, to the Public Works Depart
ment; in other provinces they are in the charge of the Agricultural 
Department. 

The assistance given in the United Provinces in the ccnstruction of 
tube wells goes much further than that described above. In that province, 
the landholder pays the cost price of the actual material left in his posses
sion on the completion of the work, that is, for the tube, the engine and 
pumping plant, all overhead charges and depreciation and interest on 
the capital invested in the boring equipment being borne by Government. 
The followin~ figures have been supplied to us by the Director of Agri
culture, United Provinces, as giving "a reasonably accurate estimate 
of the 'all in cost' of a 15 inch strainer tube well and pumping plant 
giving 35,000 gallons of water per hour" :-

(i):> Paid by landholder 
(ii) O,:;erhead charges borne by Government (1926} 

(iii) Depreciation (ten per cent) and interest (six per 

Rs. 
8,000 
4,987 

cent) on capital invested in boring equipment 960 
Thus, towards, the expenditure of a well costing in round figures 

Rs. 14,000, GoV6!'nment contribute about Rs. 6,000. In addition 
to the assistmce thus given, zamindars, who undertake to multiply 
seed for Government or to lease land to Govemml'nt for demon
stration purposes, may receive, in special cases, grants-in-aid up 
to a maximum of Rs. 3,000. We understand that, in practice, such 
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grants are invariably applied for and are given at the maximun: 
rate. 

The main points for examination in connection with tube welis ar, 
three in number, the conditions'I1llder which they can be regarded as l 

paying proposition, the degree of responsibility which Governmen 
should assume for their construction and the department of Governmen 
which should be charged with that responsibility. 

The point at which the cost of sinking and operating a tube wei 
becomes such that the undertaking ceases to be profitable is obviousl) 
not a fixed one, but must vary, not only with the first cost of sinkinl 
the well, but also with the flow of water per hour, the character an< 
extent of ground irrigable, the nature of the crops grown and th, 
marketing facilities which are available. All that tan be said witl 
confidence, in present conditions, is that irrigation from tube weill 
is never cheap as compared with canal irrigation. The Director oj 
Agriculture in the United Provinces informed us that it does noi 
pay unless intensive cultivation is adopted and unless a valuable crol 
such as sugarcane, potatoes or tobacco is grown. He added that it if 
not a business proposition to irrigate only wheat or other rahi crops grOWlJ 
on thE indigenous system, with yields of fifteen maunds per acre, excep1 
in cases in which the discharge is high and the lift low. We considel 
that a landholder is entitled to obtain from the Agricultural Department 
sufficiently definite information to enable him to decide whether, if watel 
is found at a certain depth and with a certain minimum discharge at thE 
surface, it will pay him, in the local conditions of soil and of marketin€ 
facilities, to install such a well. The department entrusted with the charg€ 
of pumping and boring operations should make detailed investigation! 
with a view to the collection of this information. These investigations 
should include a systematic survey of the subsoil water supp,lies. 

The degree of responsibility which should be assumed by Government 
for the development of tube well irrigation should be limited to the supply 
of the economic data just mentioned and of expert advice, to the provi
sion of finance, where required, on the taccavi system and to placing at 
the disposal of the landholder, on payment of a reasonable fee, the boring 
equipment and skilled labour required. We can see no justification fOI 
the system of subsidies which has been adopted in the United Provinces 
and recommend that it should be terminated. In so far as the subsidy 
may have served to popularise tube wells, we are of opinion that more 
satisfactory results would have been obtained if the work had been 
undertaken directly by the Agricultural Department. If the wells had 
been sunk in typical areas and utilised for intensive cultivation under 
the close supervision of the department, it would now be °in a position 
to supply the data on the absence of which we have commented. The 
benefits of the subsidy have so far been entirely confined.to the large 
landholder. If the wells had been operated as $Ve have suggested, 
under the supervision of officers whose business it wOlll~ have been to 
~upply ~o~tion to all enquirers, this might have led to deve~opments 
ill the dlIection of co-operative action which would have asslsted the 
small cultivator. We would mention that the Punjab Government have 



recently a.pproved a scheme for the installation of an experimental battery 
of si.xteen tube wells, operated hy one prime mover, which will irrigate an 
area of 6,400 acres. This !lcheme, when it comes into operation, should 
throw much valuable light on the econ8mics of tube well irrigation. 

The equipment required for pumping and boring operations is at 
present provided by Government and in tracts in which the scope of 
tube. wells is limited or in which they are still a novelty, this must, we 
think, continue ~o be the case for some time to come. But in areas such 
as those in the United Provinces in which wells are being sunk in increasing 
numbers, privat~ enterprise should not be discouraged by government 
competition in the manufacture of the plant, in hiring it out and in the 
provision of the skilled staff required to operate it and to effect repairs 
when necessary. Government cannot undertake responsibilities of 
this kind for an indefinite period and on an ever increasing scale. The 
limits of justifiable pioneering enterprise in this respect appear to us 
to have been aln>ady exceeded in the United Provinces. Even in areas 
in which tube wells are not at present in great demand, the longer the 
transfer to private enterprise is postponed, the more difficult it will 
eventually prove. 

Except in Madras and the Central Provinces, the Agricultural Depart
ment is the department which is responsible for pumping and boring 

. operations. Apart from the fact that the agricultural engineers in 
the United Provinces and the Punjab have given special att~ntion to the 
design and the techniqu.e of sinking tube wells and to the manufacture 
of the plant required, we consider that it is the department which is 
best fit,ted to undertake the work. The greatest incentive to private 
enterprise in sinking tube wells obviously exists in areas which have not 
the benefit of canal irrigation, that is, in tracts outside the normal 
operations bf the Irrigation Department which would not, therefore, be 
in a position sati~factorily t{) supervise their construction and working. 
At the same time, it should. be mentioned that the sinking of tube 
wells in waterlogged areas is often the most appropriate method of 
lowering the subsoil water. Again, the question whether, in any 
locality, a tube well is likely to prove a paying proposition depends, 
in part, on the depth from which the subsoil water has to be lifted 
and, in part, on the agricultural possibilities of the land to be 
irrigated and the marketing facilities available in the neighbourhood. 
These are matters in regard to which the Agricultural Department 
and its agricultural engineers are in the best position to advise. 
We wou1d here reiterate the view already expressed in paragraph 106, 
Chapter IV,. that, where pumping and boring operations a.re in 
progress in any province on a. considerable scale, III separate branch 
of the engineering section of the Agricultural Department should 

. be cpnstituted w}lich would c{)ncent.rate on them alone. 

281. There has, on the whole, been little or no expansion in the are& 
• under well irrigation sinoe the Irrigation Commis-

ORDINARY WIilLUI. • • 
81011 reported, as the figures III Appendix VII 

show. The area irrigated by wells in British India in 1902-03 was 



11'6 million acres; in 1925-26, it was 11-7 million acres. There were 
great fluot.uations in the intervening period and the immense value of 
wells in years of drought is shown by the figures for the bad years, 1907-08, 
1918-19 and 1920-21, in ea.oh of whioh the. area irrigat,ed by wells 
was over 14 million acres. The figures include those for 
tube wells, but the area under these is too small to affect them 
appreciably. The figures hardly give a true impression. Where there 
has been extensive construction of canals, these have superseded wells 
in several areas, the C{lst of irrigation from canals* being but a 
fraction of that from wells.t This is specially true of the Punjab.t 
Even when the expansion of canal irrigation, which has rendered 
wells unneeessary in large areas, is taken into consideration, it is 
disappointing that so little progress in sinking ordinary wells should 
have been made since the beginning d this century. Difficulties and 
costof construction, the tenure on which land is held, the fragmentation 
of holdingR, disputes amongst co-sharers, the uncertain return on the 
money invested and the power available for lifting water have all, either 
singly or in combination, proved limiting factors in ~his respect. Lack 
of water is rarely an obstacle in the alluvial tracts of the north; in 
peninsular India, it is often a difficulty. 

The oonstruction of wells is essentially a matter for private enterprise, 
but there are many ways in which the agrioultural and irrigation depart
ments can help the landholder. The agency for minor irrigation works 
which we have recommended in paragraph 279, the agency for research 
into irrigation problems which we propose in paragraph 287 and the 
branch of the engineering section of the Agricultural Department which, 
under our suggestions in paragraph 106, Chapter IV, would deal with 
water-lifts should all be able to give the cultivator substantial assistance 
in the appropriate direction. Much useful. work can be done in inves
t igating the methods of constructing and of lining wells most sniia ble to his 
conditions. The systematic surveys of subsoil water supplies, which we 
have recommended in the preceding paragraph, will enable advice to be 
given him in regard to the probabilities of finding water. The agricultural 
engineer should be able to work out for him the' cheapest and most 
efficient method of raising water when it has been found. If assistance 
is given in these ways, any reluctance to sink wells which arises from 
uncertainties as to whether they will payor from lack of skill in construct
ing them should be overcome. Difficulties will still remain. Where 
holJings are very small, the cost of construction of a well may prove 
out of all proportion to the benefits to be derived from it by the individual 
cultivator. The only remedy in such circumstances lies in shfoJ:ing the 
cost of construction amongst a number of small holders, bu,~ the risk of 

--.----- .- -_. ~----
-About R •. 3-8 per acre. 
t About Re. 22ler acre. ' 
t Aree. irrigate from wells in the Punjab :- Acres. 

1868-69 4,1112,000 
1918-19 3,829,000 
1926-27 . . . • . ., 3,484,000 

The decline is due to the extension of canal irrigation to tracts formerly dependent on 
wells. . 



disputes is likely to prove a deterrent to joint action. The difficulty 
might be overcome by the formation of a small co-operative society for 
the sinking and working of the well. An increase in the number of 
ordinary wells is sq desirgble that we consider tbat every effort should 
be made to encourage the formation of such societies. It is a matter 
for regret that, in some parts of India, the number of abandoned 
wells is ISfge. In tracts such as the Bombay Deccan, this is 
doubtless due to a fall in the subsoil water level which has madethp 
,~orking of wells unprofitable; but, in general, the abandonment of 
wells would seem to be due to fragmentation of holdings and disputes 
in regard to tho division of the supply. We would suggest that, in 
tracts where the number of abandoned wells is at all numerous. a 
special enquiry sbould be, made by the Revenue Department into' the 
reasons why the wells have fallen into disuse with a view to ascertain-

• ing whether the difficulties can be ·removed. 

282. As has already been explained in paragraph 268, the other 
sources of irrigation are of very various kinds.' 
Although, in the aggregate, over ten per cent of the 

total irrigated area is irrigated from these sources and they are thus of 
great importance to cultivation, each individual work is usually quite 
small. There is great scope, we consider, for extending works of 
this character and also for increasing the efficiency of those already 
constructed. We trust that this development will be assisted by the 
suggestions made in paragraph 279 for the extension of minor works 
generally, Qf which these" other sourceR " form an important part. 

We desire, in particular, to draw attention in this connection to the 
possibilities of extending irrigation from small streams by menns of 
power-driven pumps placed on the banks, or on temporary stages or 
floats wh~re the permanent bank is at some distance from the water. 
We consider t.hat this source of irrigation provides opportunities for' 
fully protecting the harvest over many thousands of acres. Failure to 
turn these opportunities to account in the past has probably been due 
to several causes, amongst others, to the difficulties of securing suitable 
pumps, especially pumps combining a low lift with a high discharging 
capacity, the general lack of knowledge how to manage them and of 
facilities for effecting repairs, the cost of installation which places them 
beyond the reach of the small cultivator, unless he is able to oombine 
with his neighbours, and the obvious difficulties of such combination. 
The difficulty of combination is probably the most serious and can, we 
t,hink, .be best cvercome by the formation of co-operative societies, the 
encouragement of which we have urged in the preceding paragraph in 
the case of 6rdinary wells. But there is also a wide field of opportunity 
for the branch of the agricultural engineering section, which will 
be responsible for pumping operations under the suggestions made 
by us in 'Chap'ter IV, to devise cheap and efficient pumps with 
suitable staging or floating platforms, where these are required 
to mount tnem, and to induce private enterprise to undertake 
their multiplication and the establishment of a repairing service 
for them. 

OTHlIIR SOURCES. 
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283. In its administrative aspect, irrigation presents in a marked 
degree thc problem of co-ordinating satisfactorily 

'l'W~:"TI= AO-: the relations between two highly skilled services 
OIJLTUJU.L A.D TO of technical officers. The raison d' etr6 of the 
IB!UOATIO. DBPABT- Irrigation Department is to assist the agr\culturist 
Ion:...... by providing an assured supply of water. Each 
scheme of irrigation presents its own special agricultural problems. It 
might be thought, therefore, that no new project would be- initiated 
by the Irrigation Department without the fullest consultation with 
the Agricultural Department both in regard to the suitability of the 
soil for irrigation, including the conformation of the subsoil, the nature 
of the crops that would be grown and the character of the supply 
that would be required for them. Such preliminary consultations do i 
not, however, appear to be the universal practice. We were informed 
by the Director of Agriculture, Madras, that he and his department had 
no contact whatever with the Irrigation Department. Dr. Mann, the 
late Director of Agriculture, Bombay, expressed a desire for closer rela
tions between the two departments. On the other hand, the directors 
of agriculture in the Pnnjab, the United Provinces and the Central 
Provinces declared themselves satisfied with the degree of contact 
maint&ined between the two departments which, however, is of a person· 
al character and owes little or nothing to official organisation directed 
to that end. Yet it is from the Punjab that there comes a striking 
illustration of the need for consultation of the kind here contemplated. 
Two years after the colonisation of the Lower Ban Doab canal area. 
was commenced, a soil survey revealed the fact that the area of cultur
able land was very Considerably less than that which had been originally 
anticipated. Whilst we agree with the view that successful co-opera
tion between any two departments must depend in very large measure 
on the personality of the heads of those departments, we are of' opinion 
that the existence of formal official orders stressing the necessity of such 
co-operation would be salutary. Orders directing that the views of 
the Director of Agriculture must be obtained at an early stage on the 
agricultural aspect of all new irrigation schemes would serve as a 
reminder to both departments of the need for that close co-operation 
between them which alone can secure the adequate discharge of their 
responsibilities to the agricultural community. 

Weare further of opinion that, when there is occasion for . conaultation 
between. the heads of the agricultural and irrigation departments, their 
vie~s should be placed formally on record. Conditions of service in 
India make frequent changes of officers inevitable and it is, tht"tefore, 
aU the more important that a permanent record should be k:ept of the 
views of those responsible for important decisions, together with any 
relevant data. Our object is to secure that the documents which are 
really material to the decisions reached by heads of dep8rtmehts should 
be readily available. • 

We have little doubt that co-operation between the agr~ultural and 
irrigation departments would be rendered easier if the officers of the 
one department possessed a more intimate knowledge of the WOl'king of 



the other than they do at present. We would suggest, therefore, that 
, the possibility of instituting a short course in agriculture for irriga.tion 
officers and in irrigation for agricultural officers should be carefully 
examined. Such instruction could, we think, best be given at the 
agricultural colleges. . 

In regard to the curriculum at theBe college&, we are aware that little, 
if any, scope is left for the inclusion of new subjects and it may be found 
undesirable to add to it even a short course of lectures in irrigation 
especially if any effurt is made, as it' should be, to give the student a 
practical insight into the workings of the irrigation system of the pro
vince. The institution of a short post-graduate or post-certificate 
course in irrigation will, therefore, in all probability be found preferable. 
This course would be open to all students but would be compulsory for 
junior officers of the agricultural departments. It would be confined to 
an exposition of the salient features of the irrigation systems of the 
province, their problems and potentialities, the methods of distributlOu 
of water and the ways in which the agricultural officer can assist thc 
irrigation engineer. The irrigation engineer, on the other hand, would 
be expected to acq uaint himself with the agricultural aspect of the soil~ 
of the province, the nature and requirements of the crops grown under 
irrigation and the agricultural practices of the cultivators in the irrigated 
tracts. If care is taken to select suitable instructors, much could be 
learnt in a short course modelled on the iines of the rural economy course 
held at the Lyallpur Agricultural College to which we have already 
referred in paragraph 233, Chapter VIII. This course lasts one month 
and is designed to give officers of the Irrigation and other departments 
an insight into the work of the Punjab Agricultural Department. 
The knowledge acquired should, if possible, be tested by an 
examination. 

2840. 'We consider that the time has come to devise means whereby 

THB IRRIGATION 

DEPARTMENTS AND 
THill CULTIVATOR. 

the cultivators, for the furtherance of whose interests 
the irrigation departments exist, should have a 
more direct avenue of approach to the responsible 
officers of the department and to Government. At 

present, though full advantage is taken of the opportunities afforded by 
visits of inspection from the superior officers of the irrigation and 
revenue departments and by the right of interpellation possessed 
by members of the provincial legislat:ureR, the representation of their 
needs is, in the main, effected through the subordinate officials of 
the irrigation and revenue departments. We do not wish to minimise 
the value of any of these channels of communication. in particular 
that provided by the proVincial legislatures, which should certainly 
constitute the cultivator's ultimate protection. But something 
further 'is required to prevent questions arising out of the 
distributidn of-water from reaching a stage at which any sect.ion of 
the rural cOIllIDlLlity regards itself as aggrieved. We would therefore 
suggest the- creation, in those provinces in which irrigation is of 
importance, of an organisation on the analogy of the local railway 
advisory committees which would be composed of representatives of 



the irrigation, revenue and agricultural department!!, with a majority 
of non-official members who should, if possible, be cultivators_ The 
functions of this organisation would be to examine representutionR made 
to it by inrlividual cultivators and by a'l80ciations of cultivators, and to 
arrange that such of them as contained points of substance should 
receive careful attention at the hands of Government. Whether an 
organisation of this character should be constituted for a province as a 
whole or for l'articular inigation sy!1tem.'l is a. matter we would leave 
to the discretion of the provincial· governments, but we consider it 
essential that the non-official members of it should themselves be 
landholders or cultivators in the irrigated tracts for which it is 
formed. Advisory committees for irrigation already exist in the 
Godavari, Kistna and Cauvery deltas in Madras and appear to be 
working effectively. In the Central Provinces, there is a Standing 
Committee for Irrigation co~po!\ed mainly of members of the 
Legislative Council, but its duties appear to be the consideration of 
important new proposals rather than the .examination of grievances. 
The more thorough I; such grievances are aired and the sooner they 
receive a preliminary investigation and sifting at the hands of the 
district officers and of local agricultural associations and kindred bodies 
the better for all concerned, but there should remain a definite right of 
access to Rome central organisation constituted as we have 8uggested.* 

285. Before the constitutional changes which followed the pass~g 
CKKTBAL OROANI- of the Government of India Act of 1919, the Govern-

BATtON. ment of India were the real owners of every major 
irrigation work in India, the position of the provin

cial governments being very much akin to that of managing agents. 
The capital required for the works was found by the central Govern
ment and no original estimate could be sanctioned by any lower 
authority. After the Secretary of State or the Government of India 
had accorded sanction to a new major work, a term which included all 
productive and protective works, some of them costing even less than a 
lakh of rupees, the project was construc:tcd by the local governments as 
agent!' of the Government of India, whose control was exercised through 
the medium of the Inspector General of Irrigation. The position 
was completely changed by the Reforms as the result of which, 
as already mentioned,. irrigation became a provincial subject, 
administered by the reserved side of t.he local governments. Although, 
under the new Constitution, the funds for all Dew works have 
to be provided by the local governments, a specific limitation" has 
been placed on their powerR. It. is laid down that the sanction of 
the Secretary of ~tate is nece!lSary to capital expenditure on irrigation 

-Mr. Calvert dissents from this recommendation. He considers that where the Northern 
India Canal and Drainage Act is in force and 'Yhere suitable rules have been fr~ed there
un~er, ~mple provision exists for full consideration of cultivators' grie"ances and oppor. 
turutY.lS proVlded for appeal to· Superintending Engineers and Commissioners. Else
w~ere In temporarily settled provinces, he considers that the Collector. is the most 
IlUltable authority to deal with such grievances. Organisations of the kind recommended 
would, h~ considers. be of little use to the oultivators while they would provide yet further 
opporturuty for misrepreaentatioa. 
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and similar works, if the project concerned materially affects the 
interests of more than one local government, if the original estimate . 
exceeds Rs. 50 lakhs, if a revised estimate exceeds by fifteen percent an 
original estimate sanctioned by the Secretary of State or if a further 
revised estimate has been proposed after one revised estimate has been 
sanctioned by the Secretary of State. The effect of this limitation is to 
give the Government of India a greater measure of control over 
irrigation matters than they possess in regard to other reserved 
subjects. For the exercise of this control they rely upon the advice of 
their Consulting Engineer who has replaced the Inspector General 
of Irrigation. . The position thus created has given rise to difficulties 
and we were informed by Mr. Harris, who, at the time he gave 
evidence before us, was performing the duties of Consulting Engineer 
to the Government of India, that it had been ascertained that 
whilst provincial governments were agreed that it was very de8irable 
that they should be able to obtain a second opinion on their irrigation 
projects, they strongly objected to interferenclt once a project had 
been sanctioned. 

Rivers and drainage lines do not respect provincial boundaries, and the 
evidence we received in the course of our enquiry convinced us of the 
urgent need for the creation of an organisation which would not only 
enable provincial governments to obtain a second opinion in regard to 
their irrigation projects but would also be in a position to give the Govern
ment of India authoritati ve ad vice in regard to the settlement of disputes 
between provinces arising out of claims to the same source of supply. In 
these circumstances, we welcome the recent constitution by the Govern
ment of India of a Central Irrigation Board,· of which the Consulting 
Engineer to the Government of fnilia and all the chief engineers 
for irrigation in the provinces are members. The Board will work 
thl'Qugh sub-committees consisting of those engineers with recent 
experience of works akin to those to be discussed. These sub
committees will be convened by the Government of India at 
the instance of the local government concerned when a new 
project is about to be sanctioned or when a province finds itself in 
difficulties in any technical matter. We understand tJ!at three such 
sub-committees have already been convened.. This armngement has 
many advantages, not the least of which is that, as the Government of 
Indi~ have the right to convene sub-committees for their )own purposes, 
they have now a ready means of obtaining competent advice on such 
cen~ral questions as irrigation schemes affecting two ].>rovinces, or a 
provine$' and an Indian State, and on irrigation sche~ which they 
are required to submit for the sanction of the Secretary of State in 
Council. The Consulting Engineer to the Government of India is not 
necessarily ,member of all sub-committees and the incumbent of the 
post has, thel3fore, been required to take up, in addition to his 
technical.work, the duties which formerly devolved on the Deputy 
Secretary to the Government of India in the Department of Industries 
IUld Labour. 
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Whilst the constitution of the Central Irrigation Board and the manner 
in which it will function will result in the benefit of experience gained 
in one province being placed at the disposal of other provinces, we are 
£If opinion that something more than this is required. We do not consider 
that it is, in itBelf, sufficient to secure that general dissemination of 
technical information throughout the provincial irrigation departments 
which we regard as desirable. We have been impressed in this, as in 
80 many other directions, with the ignorance in one province of what 
is going on in others. Unless steps are taken to remedy this defect, 
that ignorance will become even more marked with the establishment 
of the provincial stations for research into irrigation matters which we 
recommend in the following paragraph. We, therefore, propose the 
estabtibhmpnt of a Central Bureau of Information for Irrigation, the head
quarters of which would be at Delhi and which might suitably be placed 
in charge of the Consulting Engineer to the Government of India. The 
main functions of the Bureau would be to establish and maintain a 
comprehensive library of irrigation publications, both Indian and foreign, 
which could be consulted by irrigation engineers and to act as a clearing 
house of information needed by provincial officers. It should, however, 
be something more than a mere repository of information and a centre for 
answering enquiries. It should endeavour to reach a wider public than 
the irrigation departments and to keep agricultural officers, and the 
public generally, in touch with irrigation developments in India and 
abroad. 

An additional means of bringing the irrigation engineers in the 
provinces into closer touch with each other would be provided by annual 
or biennial meetings and we consider it very desirable that such meetings 
should be arranged. They should be held in rotation in the difIerent 
provinces and in localities which possess features of special interest to 
the irrigation engineer. 

286. The Irrigation Commission expressed itself as struck by the 
small amount of attention which appeared to have 

TH. nBD FOB mBl· been "';ven by the departments of sgn'culture and 
QATION BBSUBCH. • o' • 

public works to matters connected Wlththe 
application of water to cultivated crops and recommended that systematic 
experiments should be made and carried on continuously for a series of 
years, with the object of solving the numerous problems which arise 
in connection with the distribution and application of water to the land. 
The waterlogging of lalld as a result of defective irrigation was forced 
on the attention of Government so long ago as 1832, and the long hi::tory 
of the Western Jumna Canal, one of the oldest in India, has afforded 
ample lessons in hydraulic engineering. The experience thereby gained, 
however, was not sufficient to prevent the recurrence of the evil in the 
new canal colonies of the Punjab. The problem has received continuous 
attention from the Government and its engineers, but,the difficulty is 
to discover a measure that would not be too costly. Exp~riments in 
drainage, in lining the canals, in limiting irrigation, and so on, have 
been tried and, in 1925, a. special committee of enquiry was appointed .• , 
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The reverse problem of de~icc~tion or sinking of the water table is 

presented in the Jullundur Doab and is ascribed to the great increase 
of well irrigation. A detailed investigation confirmed popular opinion 
on the subject but led to no other recommendation than a restriction on 
the construction of new wells. 

The treatm~nt' of alkaline lands has received more prolonged attention, 
but the investigation has suffered from interruptions and more 
systematic and continuous research is required to discover measures 
to deal with this widespread evil. 

, The water requirements of crops have been studied on empirical 
lines by, irrigation engineers who keep a careful record of the 
depth of water supplied per acre irrigated, and they incline to the opinion 
that nothing further of practical value is likely to accrue from research: 
The scientific study of the problems was begun at Pusa some years ago 
but was not continued.; the Bombay Irrigation Department.is carrying 
out an investigation of considerable interest at Hadapsar, but elsewhere 
little is being done. Even in the Punjab, where the importan!:e of 
irrigation is almost supreme, it is only recently that a scien,tific research 
officer has been appointed for irrigation research and the question of 
a farm where problems could be studied under field conditions has not 
gone further than the earmarking of an area of land. No scheme for its 
working has so far matured and no staff has yet been appointed. It is 
hardly neee!3sary to add that, when the era of construction of large 
irrigation works, draws to a close, as there is every reason to believe 
that it soon will, economy in the use of water will be the deterrruning 
factor in the extension of cultivation. 

287. We are strongly of opinion, therefore, that more attention should 
be paid in all provinces in which irrigation is of 

OIWANlSATION OF importance to research on t,he problems to which 
~~~C~ION RE- it gives rise. The value of irrigation research 

has, as we have noted, been recognised of late in 
Bombay, where a special irrigation division was formed in 1916 to enquire. 
into problems which the agricultural and irrigation department.s had till 
then been investigating from different points of view; and in the Punjab, 
where the scientific research officer mentioned above, who will shortly 
have a permanent and suitably equipped. hydrological laboratory, was 
appointed in 1924. In both the.'le provinces, there are now officers 
t'ngaged on the investigation of a wide range of irrigation problems such 
as the study of movements of the water table ,and their effect in 
prouucing waterlogging on the one hand or desiccation on the other, the 
water r~quirements of crops under field conditions, improved methods of 
irrigation' both as regards th~ distribution of water by modules and the 
layout of land for irrigation and hydrodynamical problems connected with 
such' qU'est.iolls as the de~ign of irrigation works and water-borne silt. 
Whilst, we cons~det that the example set by the Punjab and Bombay 
should be followed in other provinces, we have no desire to lay down I).ny 
hard a'nd fast lines on which such research should be conducted and would 
leave it to each province to decide upon the organisation it rilquires. In 
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some provinces, a single officer assisted by a'sUbordinate staff may prove 
sufficient; in others, a special research division of the provincial irrigation 
department may be required. Much depends on the nature of the prob
l6JJUI to be investigated. Waterlogging, for exam~le, primarily requires 
investigation by an engineer, but he will need to learn from the 
agriculturist the minimum depth below the soil surface to which the 
water'table must be kept in order to ensure successful cropping in the 
locality. Agricultural experience is also wanted to determine the amount 
of water which a crop requires and its di'3tribution through the 
period of its development in order to produce its maximum yield. 
Yet again, in attacking the problem of alkali formation, the services of 
the chemist as well as of the agriculturist and the engineer have to be 
requisitionerl. Whilst we do not advocate any rigid type of organisation 
for irrigation research, we would insist most strongly on the closest associa
tion between the irrigation and agricultural departments in regard to 

. it. 'In the Bombay Presidency, we found that the irrigation research 
station at Hadapsar and the neighbouring agricultural farm at Manjri 
were Dot agreed on the aim to be pursued in studying the water require
ments of crops. At the Hadapsar station, the aim was to discover the 
minimum amount of water which would mature an average crop so 
that the water available might be spread over the maximum area; at 
l\Ianjtli farm, it was to ascertl),in the amount of water which should be 
given ill 9rder to secure the greatest yield. Such disagreement not 
only involves waste of energy but also if,' as it obviously must, 
it results in conflicting advice to the cultivator, it gravely militates 
against the usefulness of both stations. It is, therefore, in our view, 
essential that the heads of the two departments should 1I011aborate 
in the presentation to the local government of an agreed ·list of the 
irrigation problems to be investigated in the order of urgency and import
ance. Where the nature of the problem requires the establishment of a 
research station, it may also be desirable that they should submit a scheme 
for staffing it jointly with irrigation and agricultural officera. We 
cannot stress too strongly the necessity for continuity in this, as in other 
branches of research, if any results of value are to be obtained. 

It should, we think, be made clear to both irrigation and agricuftural 
officers that the institution by Government of a special research organisa
tion is not intended in any way to indicate discouragement of research 
by officers who have not been specially detailed for such work. 'Individual 
irrigation engineers in the Punjab at various times during the past thirty 
years have, for instance, done valuable research work .on the evolution 
of modules and on materials for waterproofing canals and distrih.utaries. 
It should, therefore, be one of the most important duties of the officers 
in charge of the special research stations to watch for UBeW suggestions 
from all quarters and to encourage the efforts of those who make them 
b~ placing 'apparatus and information at their aispossl 80 far-as 
this ,can be done without detriment to J;h~ regular work of 
the stations. • ..'. 

In this connection, we would draw attention to the pari 'which could 
he plared by the scientific sWl of the Il\diltl\ universities in the solution 

,l 
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of irrigation problems for whicli geological, chemical or mechanical. 
knowledge is required. 'It has, . for exa:mple, been lIuggested 'that a 
sunken range of rocks is' a factor which influences the water table of the· 
Punjab plains: the verification of the existence of such a range and the 
determination of its features is work for the geologist but it 
might prove of the greatest value to the. irrigation engineer. 
The discovery of a suitable material for lining canals which ~would 
bring the cost of that method of preventing waterlogging within 
the sphere of practical politics ~ght well prove the decisive factor in 
restoring waterlogged areas to cultivation. In these and other directions, 
th~ scientific staff of the Indian universities could render material help 
to the irrigation engineer. 

The investigation of the problems ~f irrigation in the Empire generally 
will doubtless receive an impet.us from the prominence given to the 
subject in the Imperial Agricultural Conference held in Lond6n in the 
autUDlIl of 1927. We have no doubt that irrigation engineers 1n:.1ndia 
will be able to make a valuable contribution to the solution of these 
problems. The precise way in which this contribution can best b~made 
will need careful consideration. We are confident that Indian bpinion 
would warmly welcome a decision to establish an all-Empire res~8rch· 
station in India. The new expcriencethus made mutually available 
between the staff of the st.ation and the officers of the irngation 
and agricultural depa.rtments should contribute much towards the 
a.dvancement of research in irrigation both in India and 'throughout. 
the Empire. The authorities responsible for the decision on this point 
may be assured that Indian opinion will welcome an arrangement by 
which the personnel of an aU-Empire station in India ·whould De 
controlled, . and the administration conducted, in precisely the same 
manner as in the case of the other stations in the chain. 

288. If, as we hold, the necessity for research into irrigation problems 
in all provinces in which irrigation is of importance 

NEC~srfi FOR A has been established, the question arises whether 
OENTRAL STATION h f h k uld b . d 
FOB IBRIGATIOK BE. muc 0 t e wor co not e carne out at a 
8lW1Oll. central station with consequent sa.ving in staff 

and expense. The number of officers qualified to 
undertake research of this character is limited and the establishment 
of a central station might enable their services to be utilised to greater 
advantage. But, apart entirely from t4e administrative problems which 
are presented by the fact that irrigation is now a provincial subject, we are 
doubtfo.!l whether the problems arising out .of irrigation are sufficiently 
common to all provinces to make the establishment of a central 
research station either necesfiary or desirable. Of these problems, that 
presented by alkali formations.is undoubtedly the one which is most 
common to.the irrigated tract.s of India but such little work as has been 
done on it goes, to show that these formations are by no means 
universallY due to the same causes. Again, the problem presented by 
waterlogging in the alluvial tracta of the north is entirely difierent from 
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that in the trap and crystalline formations of the south, whilst the water 
requir~ments of the crops grown in sub-tropical India difftlr greatly from 
those of the crops grown in the peninsula. b such circumstances we 
are incMed to doubt whether any provincial irrigation department w'ould 
be willing to accept and work on the results obtained at a re~earch station 
situated in another province without further independent enquiry. The 
object we have in view, that of making the experience of one province 
available to others, can, we think, best be secured by the Central 
Bureau of Information, the eatablishment of which we have recommended 
in paragraph 285 above. The work carried on at each provincial 
research station should be reviewed from time to time by a committee 
appointed by the local government in consultation with the Central 
Board of Irrigation and the Council of Agricultural Research. Whilst we 
do not recommend the establishment of a central research station, it will 
be obvious that an officer who has made a special study of a problem 
in one province would be in a position to render substantial help to 
another province eVen though the 10081 conditions in that province 
might be different from those in his own. We consider, therefore, that 
the interchange between provincp.!I of specialist officers-the number 
of which is, in the nature of the case, bound to be very limited-should 
be encouraged. 

289. It would appear that many of the troubles which have arisen in 
D IN Oil .UBVBYS the irrigated tract.s of India in regard to water-

BA A • logging and the formation of alkali lands have been 
due to failure properly to correlate a new irrigation system with the 
natural drainage of the tract. We have little doubt that the 
lesson has been learnt and that, where this is not already the practice, 
a careful drainage survey which should include estimates for 
drainage construction will, in future, form an integral part of all 
new irrigation projects. The importance of the control of surface 
drainage is not, however, confined to canal-irrigated areas. We have 
drawn attention to one aspect of it in connection with soil erosion. 
In paragraph 292 below, we draw attentiqn to yet· another aspeot 
of it in Bengal. The Indian Sugar Committee pointed out the 
importance of proper drainage as a factor in the successful culti
vation of sugarcane and drew special attention to the system of drainage 
which is practised in Java. The Committee~ecorumended that 
a drainage survey should be canied out in the submontane had.s 
of the United Provinces in. which, from Saharanpur to Gorakhpur, with 
the exception of Bahraich, the area under sugarcane is large. The 
necessity for a complete draiDftge scheme was also brought prominently 
to our notice in the North-West Frontier Province-. In these (;Jcum
stances, we support the suggestion made by Mr. Howard in :b.is book on 
" Crop Production in India" that drainage maps should be drawn up 
by competent engineers who pop-sess the necessary agricultural insight. 
As he points out, once such .maps have been construct.ld, it will 
be easy to control all. such undertakings as the. construction of 
roads, railways, canals and embankments and to Bee. ~hat nothing 
interferes with crop production. From the drainage maps it will be 
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a short Htep to the preparation of a series of monographs on the river 
systems of India such as already exists in European countries like 
Italy. Those of our members who have visited Egypt have been 
impressed with the attention there given to the systematic drainage 
of irrigated land. We understand, too, that in the United States of 
America, where large irrigation Bchemes have been carried /)ut, 
drainage question!;! have now assumed first place in importance among 
subjects receiving the attention of research workers; since it is found 
that, if the free downward percolation of wat~r is arresterl, alkali 
troubles almost invariably follow. 

~OO. V{hilst we have not been in a position to present an e.xhaui;tive 
review of the irrigation problems of the different 

• IRRIGATION IN SI:tjD. provinces, t,here are four questions to the impor-
(.) PROBJ"EMS AND f hi h d' dr . I tt t' 
POSSIBILITIES. tance 0 w c we eSITe to aw speCla a en Ion. 

These are the problems and opportunities which 
arise from the prospective wide extension of irrigation in Sind and 
the irrigation problems in Bengal, the North-West Frontier Province 
and Baluchistan. 

We have mentioned that the great Sukkur Barrage which is now being 
constructed across the Indus belowSukkur, the work on which we inspect
ed in March, 1927, will provide perennial irrigation for some five million 
acres of land, of which two million acres now receive an unsatisfac,tory 
supply from inunrlation canals and three million acres arE' uncultivated 
for lack of irrigation. It is anticipated that water will be available in 
1931 and that, although it may take forty years before irrigation is 
developed to the final sta.ge, the most rapid progress will take place 
frOID 1935 to 1938. There can be no doubt that this vast project provides 
a unique opportunity for putting into practice the lessons to be drawn 
from irrigation experience elsewhere in India. There is every reason to 
believe that the greatness of the opportunity thus presented is fully 
realisf'd but there are a few points we wish to emphasise. We have 
care~ully examined the project from the point of ~iew of its effect on 
cultivation and on the welfare of the rural population. There is at pre;;:ent 
considerable difference in the agricultural conditions on the right and left 
banks of the Indus. The area on the left bank is mainly a cotton area, the 
agricultural organisation of which is based on one irrigated crop in three 
~artl. Wheat and rice are the principal crops on the right bank anrl 8 

crop is taken every year.· The first question for special investigation is 
the kind of crops the cultivation of which can confidently lJe recommended 
to the cultivator in all the tracts to be brought under perennial irrigation. 
It shoUld be ascertained whether the distinction between the crops which 
are grown-on the right and left banks is based on a real difference in 
conditions of soil, water supply or climat.e, in fact, on anything more 
definite than a preference on the part of the cultivator. It should further 
be decided'how1ar it is pmdent, in the left bank area, to rely on cot.ton 
only as the main cfop or whether efiorts should be made to find alternative 
money crops' which can be grown successfully in this tract. We note 
that OOrseem has been grown with success, The Agricultural Department 
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shuuld examine the pos6ibility of encouraging the development of a 
dairy indw;try based on fodder crops grown on irrigated land. A system 
{Jf ~xed farming mig~t well prove ~f ~uch val~e both from the point 
of view of dIrect financial return and III Its effect III promotina and mai:l. 
tainill~ soil fertility;. but this last advant~ge. will depend upon the 
adoptIOn by the cultivator of sound practice III conserving and using 
lWtural manure. We need hardly emphasise the desirability that the 
water requirements of the crops which will be grown when perennial 
irri;!;ation is assured should be determined as soon Ill' p,)scibl\~ anrl that 
from the outset, investigations should be carried out with a view to 
ensuring that the problems which have arisen in other irrigated tracta 
from waterlogging and alkaline formations do not appear in this tract. 
We attach great importance to obtaining timely and authoritative 
inforrnation in regard to these and kindred matters which affect the 
welfare of the cultivator. The tract appears to us to be one in which the 
eRtablishment of a joint irrigation and agricu1t.lU'Gl "tatiUll f1Jr~aTCh -
into irrigation problems at the earliest pOBSible moment is eminently 
desirable. In 1924, the Government of Bombay appointed a committee 
to consider the administrative developments that were necessary for the 
provision of agricultural advice to zamindars confronted with an entirely 
novel system of irrigation; and the opening of the research and experi
ment station at Sakrand in 1925 has been the first step in a programme 
of vast importance. 

No decision appears to have yet been taken on the point 
whether the Agricultural Department in Sind should be separated 
from the department in the Presidency proper and placed und~ -
separate Director. The urgency of the closest collaboration between 
agricultural, revenue and irrigational officers has been already)iet---
forth, and we deem it our duty to advise the GOVI::rIlIDf'Tl+-Mlaf the 
Chic:-l r"V'-'Due and irrigat.iona1 offiv.at! Should have re~dy acces~ to 
agncultural adVIce at the headquarters of the Provmce of Smd. 
T·he agricultural problems of Sind will, in, our opinion, assume such 
importance as a result of the construction of t.he Barrage that 
we consider the province should have its own Director of Agriculture 
with headquarters at Karachi. The work at the Sakrand farm 
and its sub-stations will fully occupy the time of a deputy director 
of agriculture. 

'IV e recognise that Sind under Barrag~ irrigation will contain as 
important and comprehensive a system of agriculture as Egypt has 
to-day and we consider that the welfare of the people demands a 
cha.in of experimental stations subsidiary to Sakrand, and a full staff of 
competent officers. We are convinced that the financial ret'1mS to the 
St:~te from expenditure on a far-sighted policy will be on the most 
generous scale. 

The training of the staff for Sind is a matter of considerable 
difficulty. We are informed that the arrangement with the 
Punjab Government, whereby Sindhi candidates attended the 
college at Lyallpur, was given up owing to a financial disagreement; 
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and we would suggest that this matter should be adjusted at the earliest 
possible date. 

We trust that, in the very natural preoccupation due to the construc
tion of the Sukkur Barrage, the possibilities of irrigation development 
in other parts of Sind will not be entirely lost sight of. The evidence 
we recorded at Karll-chi showed that there are certain areas outside the 
area commanded by the Sukkur Barrage project in which there are 
considerable possibilities for schemt's for pumping water from rivers, 
canals and other sources, as the water requires to be lift,ed a few feet 
only. The problem which is thus one of evolving a suitable pump 
combining a low lift with a high discharging capacity should be 
investigated by the engineering section of the Agricultural Department. 

291. The principles which should be adopted in disposing of such of 
the areas which will come under irrigation as 

(i':) Tv" 1>v.TNnrPl:ES lIIe still at the disposal of Government requirE' 
TO BB ADOPTED IN to be settled witLout delay. 'We conceive 
DISPOSING OF GOVERN- h h f II hr _. . . I h 
IllENT LAND. t at t ese a into t ee mam diVISIons. n t e 

first place, the claims of the indigenous population 
in the face of the general immigration from outside which will 
be essential to the proper development of the tract will require oareful 
consideration. We trust that some equitable solution will be found which 
will ensure to the labourer (hari) as well as to the landholder in Sind a first 
claim to those lands in the newly irrigated tracts which are at the disposal 
of Government. We consider, however, that theimmigrlltion of a certain 
number of progressive cultivators, including those, familiar with the 
I·ossibilities of irrigation elsewhere, should have a beneficial effect 
on the local standarw of cultivation, and we, therefore, recommend that 
provision for them should be included in the allocation of 8uch lanw. 

lIlt\.4 "p.l'Aln\l vlace" it is important that the manner in which the 
areas at the dllipobal of Uoverl1~tt"'" .. hould be allocated shollLl he 
determined as soon as possible. In such schemes,- the sruall hoiller 
must form the backbone of any intensive system of cultivation and 
should be encouraged in every possible way. But it will probably 
be as important here, as in the Punjab colonies, to insi!lt that the 
small holder shall himself cultivato his grant and shall not be 
allowed to grow int.o a petty absentee landlord. In the Punjab. 
it is a condition of all, peasant grants that the grantee shall settle 
permanent,ly on the estate and build himself a house there. These 
conditions must be fulfilled before occupancy rights can be 
acquired, and even when, later, the grantee is permitted to acquire 
proprietary rights, the sRle is conditional on the continued observance 
of tlus cOI)dition. The value of the small holder is 60 linked up with his 
rp.sidence on the ('state that we think that the attempt should be made 
in Sind to ensure observllnce of this condition on lines conformable to 
the prevailing systems of tenure. 

If any applicants for larger grants are forthcoming who can b(' 
trusted to .:arry on agriculture by progressive methods and who 
possess such public spirit as would lead them to contribute substantially 
t.o t.he social advancement of t.heir smaller neighbours, then we 
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consider that an improvement in social and economic conditions 
will be likely to result from interspersing a suitable proportion 
of these amongst the population. We are also of opinion that 
provi~ion should be made for a few large grants of land of 80me 2,000 to 
4,000 acres on terminable leases to individuals or groups of 
individuals. The actual cultivation would, no doubt, be carried on 
by tenants, but these would have skilled guidance and the grant as 
a whole would derive all the benefit that follows from a single control. 
In this way, as the Indian Cotton Committee pointed out, the 
agricultural development of the tract would be greatly facilitated. 
Further, the large scale production, which these grants would mean, 
would assist the surrounding small holders in marketing their 
produce, and should go far to solve the difficult problem of securing a 
proper price for it. 

III tL..i<t GOnncction, WI' BTl! imprCfl8cd by the many advantages attaching 
.,,... the plo.nt,ing of extensive and homog<=<>oUD........., ....-it>hamngre ~ .. ~-
of cotton well suited to 10cI>1 oondiwuna. Where this can be achieved, the 
risk of deterioration by cross-fertilisation between the improved variety 
and inferior cottons is removed. Furthermore, the fact that local 
ginneries handle no cotton other than the approved variety iDBures to the 
cultivators a supply of pure seed at the lowest possible cost. Again, 
marketing arrangements are greatly facilitated by the existence in the 
tract of a large volume of one variety 01 high class cotton. Purchasers 
soon discover that cotton from such a tract ca.n be rt,lh,1l "-pun. "<>-til. "--

purity and quality. The reputation of the district for cotton is established-. 
and soon becomes widely known, and, if marketing arrangements are 
satisfactory, the cultivator is thus assured of the maximum premium for 
the high quality of his produce. The information at our disposal 
goes to show that, in the Indian State of Rajpipla, where regulations 
have been enforced over a period of four years compelling the cultivator 
to grow cotton of an approved variety, highly e.ncou:rnging-1'e8ults have 
already been obtxtined. Again, Governmen1i in the Sudan have taken 
power to enforce the creatiun and maintenance of areas in which one 
variety of cotton only is grown. Here also results have, we are tol~, 
entirely justified the wisdom of this provision. With these facts ill 
mind, we ·would suggest to the Government of Bombay that they 
should very 'carefully examine the possibilities of attaching to 
occupancy rights in Crown lands to be newly. colonised· as part of 
the Sukkur Barrage scheme, the obligation to BOW only such 
cotton as may be provided or approved by the Department Qf 
Agriculture. The cotton of the entire tract could then be kept }\lll'e by 
the application of the Cotton Tranaport Act. We are well aW!1re 
that such a suggestion involves a departure from existiIig practice, 
but we are of opinion that the benefits in terms of financial ad~antage 
to the cultivator and to the community are likely to be so (lonslderable 
as fully to justify a bold experiment in the direction ipdicated. 

The third problem to be conaidered is that of securing .. adequaw, fuel 
supplies to the irrigated area. It is clear from the PunJab expen~nce 
t.hat no private person is likely to undertake the formation of plantatlons 
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in irrigated areas owing to the length of time which must elapse before 
they yield a return in any way comparable with that from ordinary culti
vation. The evidence we took in the Punjab showed that such plantations 
do not come into full bearing for fifteen years, after which they may yield 
a net profit of as much as Rs. 25, or, allowing for the water rate paid per 
acre, Rs. 28. It is estimated that the interim. revenue received from the 
plantation during the first fifteen years should meet, and, perhaps, slightly 
exceed, the cost (including interest on capital outlay) of ita formation 
and maintenance. It is possible that Government would obtain a larger 
return from land placed under plantations than would be received if the 
land were disposed of in t,he ordinary way. For the reasons given in our 
chapter on Foresta, the establishment of such plantations is most 
desirable if they can be shown to be profitable. We recommend that 
the financial considerations involved should be carefully examined and 
that, if the result is gatisfactory, the FureAt Q,nd JrrigetjuJI ,1el'artwt'llls 
should. in consultanon, aecme what percental:e of t.ho .ut'3 at lho:: 

disposal of Government can suitably be allotted to the establishment 
of such plantations and how far the provision of a wider belt of 
land along the canal banks than it is customary to devote to the growth 
of trees would meet the case. The two departments should then work 
out a definite scheme for the formation of plantations, either along canal 
banks or in isolated blocks elsewhere. 

--9011.- ~probrem 1n Bengal differs from that in most other parts of 
India in that it arises from the presence of too 

B~~~. posrrrON IN much rather than of too little water. Even in th6 
west of the province, which has a comparatively short 

rainy season and, therefore, offers conRiderable scope for the extension 
of irrigation, the liability of low lying lands to inundation by river 
flood is a serious obstacle to the extension 9f cultivation of such 
a profitable ~rop a8 ~lt1garcane. The intimate relation between 
the drainage system of the province and the prevalence of 
malaria and water-borne diseases and the bearing this has on the 
well-being of the population are fully realised. The improvement of the 
drainage system has accordingly long been regarded as the most potent 
weapon which can be forged in the fight against disease. It is essential to 
the transport of jute and other agricultural produce in a proVlllce WhICh 
depends 80 largp.ly on ita waterways as a means of communication that 
they should be kept open to navigation, but, in their upper reaches. the 
l~pid extension of the water hyacinth makes this a t.ask of ever increasing 
difficulty and they are throughout liable to silting and deterioration owing 
to changes in the general drainage system. The Irrigation Depart
ment, whiCh has thus t.o fulfil a multiplicity of functions which do not 
fall to the lot of similar departmenta elsewhere, only became a separate 
department. in 1921, when it was formed out of the Public Works 
Department. It' ilJ a small department which consists, in ita superior 
ranks, of thee Chief Engineer and Secretary to Government and four 
superintending engineers. The relative importance. of the activities 
of this department in regard t.o irrigation, navigation and embankm~nt$ 
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and drainage can be gauged from the following figures taken from 
ita report for 1925-26 :-

I. Irrigation-

Area 
irrigated. 

Acres 

Midnapur Canal. . 75,698) 99534 
Eden Canal 23,836 f ' 

II. Navigable canals .. 
III. Embankments and 

Length of 
main and 

branch 
channels. 

Miles 

70) 97 
27 S 

1,886 

drainage-total length of embankments. 1,298 
Thus the Irrigation Department in Bengal has to deal more with the 

improvement of navigation and sanitary conditions and the control of 
flood water than with irrigation proper. 

AB we have mentioned, there are areas in Bengal, especially in the west 
of the province, which are suited for an extension of canal irrigatIon 
and of minor works of all kinds. We would refer in passing to· the 
excellent. work which is being done in the Bankura and, to a lesser 
extent, in the Birbh~m districts by co-operative irrigation. societies. 
Weare glad to note the assistance which is given by the Irrigation 
Department to these societies. 

It is not, however, the problems connected with irrigation proper 
that have caused us concern so much as those which arise in regard 
to drainage and the preservation' of existing river channels from 
deterioration. TheRe problems are singularly complex and difficult. 

No single department can be expected adequately to deal with all the 
water problems of Bengal and the first step which should be taken 
towards their solution is the complete separation of the irrigation 
branch from the navigation and' embankments and drainage branches 
and the formation of two entirely separate departments. - ~--

No general survey of the irrigation possibilities of Bengal has yet been 
made. The first duty of the new Irrigation Department would, 
thArefore, be to formulate a general scheme for irrigation development 
based on a survey in such detail as would ensure ordered progress. 
This is a point of special importance in tracts which, in the nature of 
things, do not lend themselves to large projects and where facilities 
'for the construction of a number of small schemes exist in the same 
drainage area. . 

We would next draw attention to the critical importance of the work 
which Ilwaits the new department which would deal with navigation, 
embankments and drainage and which might be re-named the Waterways 
and Navigation Department. . 

The problems of the Gangetic delta and the Damodar river are typl~l 
of those associated throughout the world with rivers w)lOse courses lie 
thro~h br.oad alluvial plains a.nd at whose mouths exhnsive deltas have 
developed. Such rivers, in their natural state and when.uncontrolled 
by the hand of man, tend in seasons of flood to overflow their ba~8 
and to spill their water over large areas of alluvial land. By the actIon 
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of the swollen burrent upon the soft soil of which their banks and beds 
are composed, they tend also to change their course, sometimes by many 
miles from season to season. Thus, both the ra,ising of the land level 
and the creation of new deltaic land take place more or less evenly 
over the whole lateral area of the tract. It is these two processes in 
combined action that have built up the alluvial deposits of the sub
continent and also the deltaic lands lying at the mout.hs of the great 
rivers. They are continuous in their operation and to-day, as in past 
centuries, it is by them that the rock masses of the Himalayas are 
compelled to pay constant tribute alike to the rich plains of the interior 
and the extending mud banks of the Sunderbunds. 

Favourable agricultural conditions and convenience of communication 
and tra11~port, combined often with considerations of military advantage, 
lead man to build his habitations and to prosecute his commercial activities 
on the banks of great rivers. In order to protect himself and his property 
against risk of floods, he heightens the river banks by building embank
ments, bUilds or, as they are known in America, levees; and so contrives, 
even during periods of flood, to confine the stream within its normal 
channels. But the waters of the river continue to carry their burden of 
silt and, at seasons when the stream is slack, large quantities of this are 
deposited in the bed of the river. The force of the current tends in flood 
season W scour, and so to lower, the river bed. But in the:flat reaches of 
a river where the stream is broad and the current slow, the tendency often 
is for deposit to outweigh denudation and thus, over a series of years, 
to raise the beu of the river and with it the flood level. This, in turn 
brings about the necessity for the construction of still higher embank
ments, until finally a stage is reached at which the surface of the river, 
flowing high above the level of the adjacent lands, has ceased altogether 
to relieve the riparian tracts of their superfluous water: the river can 
no longer drain the lands through which it flows. 

Where no bun,zs prevent the river from overflowing its banks, the 
floods of each succeeding season bring a further deposit of fertile silt to 
wide areas of territory: while, at the same time, the flood waters cleanse 
and purify the surface of the land, sweeping away decaying vegetable 
aUfl animal matter and purging the st,reams, ditches and ponds of 
insects and impurities, many of them harmful to man and beast. Inevi
tably the bunding of such rivers must, to some extent, incline both to 
arrest this natural regeneration of fertility and to give rise to a deteriora
tion in t,bp. health of the population in the riverain ·tracts. There can 
be ~ttle doubt that certain districts have tended, as a. consequence of 
the lllterference by man with the forces of Nature, to decline in natural 
fertility and to become the bree(ling ground of malaria and other diseases; 
This process is occasionally, and sometimes seriously, aggravated by 
the construction of railway and road embankments across the lines of 
nat.ural <lrainago. 

This group of prvblems is by no means confined to north and north
eastern India, It has presented itself with tragic emphasis in the United 
States by the devastating floods of 1927 in the Mississippi Valley. It is 
known to exist in many other parts of the world. 
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The problems that await solution in Bengal, if, indeed, all the problems 
I)resented can be completely BOlved, are thus complex in the extreme. 
The order in which they should be attacked, the nature of the measures 
to be adopted, and the amount which can properly be spent on them, 
having regard to other urgent calla on the public purse, will all require 
most careful investigation and the provincial legislature will rightly 
require an authoritative opinion on these questions as a preliminary to 
granting ita approval to any scheme which may be put before it. We 
accordingly reoommend to the earnest coIlBideration of the Bengal 
Government the desirability of appointing a committee of experts which 
should include among ita members at least one who is familiar with the 
management of the deltas of large rivers in other countries, such as, for 
t'xample, that of the Mississippi and we would suggest that one of the 
"llecific directions to such a committee IIhould be to consider and report 
upon the advisability of setting up a Provincial Waterways Board. 

293. The irrigation problems of the North-West Frontier Province 
must be considered not in respect of the magnitude 

IRBJOArION IN of the irrigation systems of that small province 
"rHE NORTH-WERT but in relation to their importance to the well-being 
FHONTIEJI PaOVINCL of the agricultural community. The province 

possesses three government canal systems which, 
between them, irrigate 370,000 acres or sixteen per cent of the total 
cropped area, a percentage which is only exceeded in Sind, the 
Punjab and Madras. More important in the aggregate, however, 
.are the district and private canals which, between them, irrigate another 
400,000 acres. By far the greater part of tl.." .it> unuer. me \l11:y~
.canals which, with the excp.pboJl. 01 the Paharpur Canal ill the Dera 
Ismail Khan di"t.ict which was constructed by the Punjab irrigation 
-engineers, were constructed by the people themselves with or without 
the help of Government and are in the charge of the deputy commissioner 
.of the district. They were constructed without competent, or, indeed, 
any, technical supervision and it is not surprising, therefore, that they 
.are badly aligned, scantily provided with drainage crossings, ill regulated 
.and altogether badly equipped. We were informed that the canalll in the 
Dera Ismail Khan district, whioh at the time of our inquiry had no 
engineering staff in charge of them, are in a specially unsatisfac~ry 
.condition, which arises, in the main, from the fact that there is no dIrect 
outlet to the Indus for the waters of the many torrents which come down 
from the surrounding hilla in violent spate during the monsoon months 
and which, in consequence, wipe out bunds, breach canals and turn 
valuable lands into a network of ravines. The result is that considerable 
areas are going out of cultivation and many villages are being forsaken. 

We would suggest that the possibility of transferring the most important 
district canals, if not all of them, to the charge of the Irrigation Depart
ment should be examined. We were informed that such. & transfer was 
effected in the case of the Kabul River Canal in 1903-0J and that the area 
under irrigation on that canalin.oreased by forty-five per sent in seven 
years from that date. If, for reasons of the existence of which we .are 
not aware, there are objections to the transfer of the canals to the 
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Irrigation Department, we are of opinion that steps should be taken to 
ensure that the deputy commissioners have the assistance of a competent 
staff in dealing with them. 

294. We have heard two witnesses in regard to the agricultural 
position in Baluchistan and we are impressed by the 

IN testimony which they both gave as to the extent IRRIGATION 
BALUOlIIBTAN. 

to wldch a!ITicultural progress in that area must 
be dependent upon enhanced ~upplies of water. Since we heard this 
evidence. we have been informed that the officer who is investigDting 
water control in W aziristan will also examine the possibilities of extending 
irrigation in Baluchistan. We consider that it is impossible for one 
·officer to carry out, adequately, investigations in areas so extensive and 
so widely separated as Waziristan and Baluchistan. We, therefore, 
recommend that an examination of the possibilities of extending irriga· 
tion in Baluchistan should be forthwith undertaken by an officer specially 
selected for that purpose and that he should be assisted by a suitable 
subordinate staff. 

295. The natural reserves of water power available in cArtain parts of 
India, notably in the submontane districts of the 

HYDRO·lIiLliiOTBIO Himalayas and in the Western Ghats, including 
DlIiVELOPMENT. N'l . , 'd bi It' I b bi the 1 gu'lS, are COnsl era e. 18 a so pro a e 
that opportunities exist for obtaining power by utilising falls of a few feet 
on rivers in the plains, atld by t.he construction of similar falls on canals 
by a suitable alignment of the canal gradients. As regards canals, we 
understand that attention is now being paid in new irrigation projects 
to thls source of power, WlIl"l.. .. k ll!rl certainlv not be neglected iu vit:w 
of possible future demands for power both 101. i...dnstrial and agricultural 
purposes, The possibilities of this source of power have betm. strikingly 
illustrated by the success of the hydro-electric scheme carried out by 
our late colleague, Sir Ganga Ram, at Renala in the Lower Bari Doab 
Canal Colony of the Punjab, which we visited in February, 1927, where 
80,000 acres are irrigated by a six feet fall. 

From the agricultural standpoint, electric power has at present two 
main uses, as a motive power for machinery including pumps, and as 
a means of obtaining supplies of synthetic nitrogen from the air. 
Experiments are beirig conducted with a view to applying electricity 
on a. commercial scale as a stimulus to plant growth. This is a 
possibility which need hardly be seriously considered at present and, 
in any event, the power required would probably be insufficient to make 
generation for this purpose alone economic. The desiderata in all these 
cases are cheapness and wide diffusion. The circumstances of the Indian 
cultivator Jhake it improbable that, for a long time to come, if ever, 
there will be an appreciable demand for electric power for agricultural 
machinery or that there will be much scope for the use of electricity as a 
stimulus to plant" ~wth. In paragraph 89, Chapter IV, we have given 
reasons'for d~ubting whether the manufacture, in this country, of 
synthetic nitrogen from the a.ir is likely to prove a. commercial proposition. 
In existing conditions, therefore, the immediate' openings for electric 
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power for agricultural purposes are confined to pumping schemes. The 
experience of other countries suggests. that, in the present state of 
electrical development, power can only be profitably developed for urban 
and indWltrial purposes and that its economio use in agriculture must 
depend upon the availability of a surplus which is not required for these 
purposes and which would otherwise go to waste. We recognise, 
however, that the possibility of utilising electricity for the purpose of 
rai~ing water from wells may make its use profitable in India, otherwise 
than as a mere surplus of power required for urban and industrial 
purposes. We have been informed that a considerable development of 
the industrial use of electric power may be expected in Lahore and 
Amritsar and their immediate neighboUrhood. Such an area as this, 
we consider, ofiers the best prospects for testing the agricultural uses 
to which electric power, surplus to industrial requirements, can be put 
and we have no doubt that' the Government of the Punjab will see that 
full advantage is taken of this and of any other opportunity which 
may present itself. 

Whilst the development of its hydro·electric schemes is now a matter 
for which each province is entirely responsible, we consider that, as in 
the case of irrigation problems, it would be of great value to the provinces 
if some central organisation existed from which information in regard 
to hydro-electric developments in India. as well as in other countries could 
be obt.ained. We recommend, therefore, that the Central Information 
Bureau, the formation of which we have proposed in paragraph 285 above, 
should 110180 act as a clearing house of information on hydro-electric matters 
and that a section of its library should be devoted to literature on the 
subject. Expert advice in regard to any particular scheme of .develop
ment can, we think, be best obtained from a firm of consulting engineers 
of which there are many of recogLi.;;ed eminence. This is a course which, 
to mention two instances, has been followed in regard to the Yunzalin 
hydro-electric project for the water supply of Rangoon and the Pykara 
hydro-electric project in Madras. It should prove less expensive than 
that of retaining the services of an expert permanently at the headquarters: 
of the Government of India and has the further advantage that it 
in no way involves any interference with provincial independence in 
the matter. 

As regards the orderly development of hydro-electric schemes through
out India, it is, perhaps, fortunate that the natural centres of hydro-electric 
development are widely separated and it does not seem probable that 
problems similar to those which have arisen from the conflicting claims 
of more than one province to irrigation supplies will here occur. The
contingency that when the development of natural sites has made greater 
progres.'l, questions afiecting more than one province may arIse cannot, 
however, be entirely overlooked. If such a situation should occur, 
the best method of dealing with it would probably be the,appointment of 
an ad hoc committee of experts. 

Another contingency which has to be provided against is t\J.e prem~tnre 
development of easily accessible sites in the lower reaches of rIvers 
where they debouch from the hills on to the plains. The efiect of such 
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development 'would be to create vested interests which might ultimately 
impede the development of sites which may exist further upstream in the 
reces:;es of the hills but which have yet to be surveyed. These remote 
sites may represent sources of power of the greatest importance and no 
action should be taken which would hinder their ultimate utilisation. 
We commend this point to the special attention of local governments. 

296. The conclusions and recommenda
SUJOUBY OF OONOLUSIONS tions in this chapter may be summarised 

AlrD REOOMMENDATIONS. as follows :_ 

(1) There should be a periodic revision of the position in regard to 
all outstanding irrigation projects (paragraph 275). 

(2) The relaxation of the financial rules which formerly governed 
the construction of protective works should furnish a stimulus to the 
construction of this class of works (paragraph 276). 

(3) Further investigation and experiment should be undertaken 
before a final decision against the sale of water by volume is reached 
(paragraph 277). 

(4) No reduction in the capacity of an outlet should be made in 
individual cases if it is found that irrigation is done over a larger area 
than that for which the outlet was designed (paragraph 277). 

(5) No change should lie made in the agency charged with the distri
butbn of water but the fonnat.iun of irrigation pallchayats should be 
encouraged (paragraph 278). 

(6) The construction and maintenance of minor irrigation works 
should be entrusted to a special agency (paragraph 279). 

(7) The department entrusted with the charge of pumping and 
boring operations should make detailed investigations into the 
economics of tube well irrigation and should also carry out a systematic 
survey of subsoil water supplies (paragraph 280). 

(8) Government assistance in regard to the construction of tube 
wells should be limited to the provision of information, of technical 
advice and of finance, where required, on the tac.cavi system and to 
placing boring equipment and skilled labour at the disposal of the 
landholder on payment of a moderate fee (paragraph 280). 

(9) The system of subsidising tube wells at present in force in the 
United Provinces should be discontinued (paragraph 280). 

(10) Private enterprise in the construction and maintenance of tube 
wells showdnot be discouraged by Government competition 
(paragraph 280). 

(11) Pumping and boring operations should be entrusted to the 
agricultural departments (paragraph 280). 

(12) The construction of ordinary wells is essentially a matter for 
private enterprise, but there are many ways in which the agricul
tural and ir~igation departments can help the landholder (para
graph 281). 

(13) In Q.istricts where holdings are very small, every effort should 
be made to encourage the co-operative sinking. and working of wells 
(paragraph 281). 
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(14) In tracts in which the number of abandoned wells is at aU 
numerous, a special enquiry should be made into the cause of abandon
ment (paragraph 281). 

(15) The extension of irrigation from small streams by means of 
power driven pumps should be encouraged (paragraph 282). 

(16) Closer relations should be established between the agricultural 
and the irrigation departments (paragraph 283). 

(17) Short courses in agriculture for irrigation officers and in irriga
tion for agricultural officers should be instituted (paragraph 283). 

(IS) An organisation on the analogy of local railway advisory 
committees should be established to deal with complaints in regard to 
irrigation matters (paragraph 284). 

(19) A Central Bureau of Information on irrigation matt~s should 
be established (paragraph ,285). 

(20) Frequent conferences of irrigation engineers should De ne1a 
(paragraph 285). 

(21) More attention should be paid to research on irrigation 
problems in all provinces in which irrigation is of importance 
(paragraph 287). 

(22) There should be the fullest collaboration in such research 
between the agricultural and irrigation departments (paragraph 287). 

(23) The assistance of the Indian universities in irrigation research 
should be enlisted (paragraph 287). 

(24) The neceRRity for a central station for irrigation research has 
not been established but the work of each provincial station should be 
reviewed from time to time by a committee appointed by the local 
government in consultation with the Central Board of Irrigation and 
the Council of Agricultural Research (paragraph 288). 

(25) The interchange between provinces of officers engaged in 
reBearch on irrigation is desirable (paragraph 288). 

(26) Drainage maps should be prepared (paragraph 289). 
(27) In view of the importance of the Sukkur Barrage project, the 

chief revenue and irrigational officers should have ready access t() 
agricultural advice at the headquarters of the Province ot :Sma~' The--
appointment of a Director of Agriculture with headquarters at 
Karachi is, therefore, recommended (paragraph 290). 

(2S) In addition to the station at Sakrand, a chain of subsidiary 
research stations should be established and there should be a full staff 
of competent officers for all the stationS (paragraph 290) .• 

(29) The question of training agricultural students from ~ind 
at the Lyallf>ur Agricultural College should be re-exammed 
(paragraph 290). • 

(30) The possibility of developing irrigation in parts of Sind .not 
commanded by the Sukkur Barrage project should not tJe lost SIght 
of (paragraph 290). 
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(31) The" principles which should be adopted in disposing of the 
areas which will come under irrigation under the Sukkur Barrage 
project and which are still at the disposal of Government should be 
determined without delay more especially in regard to the claims of 
the indigenous cultivators, the manner of allocatingtlie areas and the 
provision of fuel supplies (paragraph 291). 

(32) The Irrigation Department in Bengal should be divided 
into two entirely separate departments, one to deal with irrigation 
proper and the other with navigation,· embankments and drainage 
(paragraph 292). 

(33) The first duty of the new Irrigation Department should be to 
formulate a general scheme of irrigation development (para~aph 292). 

(3i) The problems presented by the river systems of Bengal require 
investigation by a committee of experts (paragraph 292). 

(35) The posslbllit,y of transferring the district canals in the North· 
West Frontier Province to the charge of the Irrigation Department 
should be examined (paragraph 293). 

(36) An examination of the possibilities of extending irrigation in 
Baluchistan should be forthwith undertaken (paragraph 294). 

(37) The Central Bureau of Information for Irrigation should also 
deal with matters arising out of hydro-electrio development 
{paragraph 295). 

(38) Advice in regard to provincial hydro-electrio schemes should 
be obtained from firms of consulting engineers (paragraph 295). 

(39) Should disputes between provinces in any matters arising out 
of hydro-eleotric development occur, these should be referred to 
committees appointed ad hoc (paragraph 295). 
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CHAPTER XI 

COMMUNICATIONS AND MARKETING 

297. The prosperity of the agriculturist and the success of any poli( 
. • of general agricultural improvement depend to a vel 

,:COPB 0, THB OHAP: large degree on the facilities which the agricultur 
TEa. community has at it.s disposal for marketing to t1 
beHt advantage such of its produce as is surplus to its own requir, 
ments. Tranflportation is an integral part of marketing, and model 
commercial development tends everywhere to' enhance the value an 
importance of good communications. The building of railways in Ind: 
has made commercially possible the movement of produce from are! 
of surplus production to other parts of the sub-continent, while railway 
together with the steamship, have linked the cultivators of India wit 
Jrulrkets throughout the world. Local distribution of commodities ht 
bf.en facilitated by the construction of a road system of which the mOl 
imJK,rlant roads are, for the most part, metalled and bridged. Ell 
other roads and lanes in India are usually in a bad condition and goo, 
markets are of little help to the cultivator unless he can transport hi 
prouulle to them cheaply and promptly. The handicap imposed on th 
cultiv~tor in selling his produce by the lack of a passable route betwee: 
his holding and the local market town may bar to him the markets (] 
Europe or America. We propose, first, to discuss the present stat~ (] 
communications in India as an essential preliminary to the considera.tlOI 
in the second part of this chapter, of the marketing and distribution 0 

agricultural produce. 

Oommunication8 

298. As a factor in rural progress, we consider improvement 0 

communications of the utmost importance. 1m 
Tn DIl'ORTANCK provement in communications and the spread 0: 

0' QUOD C'HDIUNICA- li .. 1 la d f h 1 TIO"'". teracy are mtimate y re te, or t e c osel 
connection between town .and country which all 

improvement in the communications between them brings about 
must inevitably stimulate the more backward rural community 
to demand a higher standard of education as part of a. higher general 
standard of living. Isolation perpetuates ignoranc~ Good roade 
promote the free excliange-of1dealf no-iewthan that of merchandise, 
Here, however, .we are concerned mainly with the material aspect 
of the question, that is,with communications as they affect the pros
perity of the cultivator. GObd communications, in combination with 
efficient marketing arrangements, enable produce to be moved cheaply 
and quickly to places where the demand ~or it is active Il:nd secure 
the equalisation of prices for particular classes of produce throughout 
the country, and both these factors react favourably on the price which 
the average cultivator receives. They frequently open Ollt to him alter
native markets and the element of competition between market and 
market that follows usually operates greatly to the advantage of ~he 
producer. Defective communications hetween the point of productlOn 
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and the local market liinder the movement of goods and make primary' 
marketing costly, the additional charge ordin~rily falling upon .the 
shoulders of the cultivator. In extreme cases, difficulty of commUDlca
tions may leave the cultivator entirely at the mercy of the local dealer 
who alone has at his command enough pack or cart bullocks to under
take the transport of produce to the nearest market: • In the case of pro
duce exported from the area of produ?tion to n:eet a distant ~emand, the 
addition to the cost of primary marketmg resultmg from defectIve commu
nications may appear trivial when viewed froin the angle of the consumer. 
in relation to the prices paid by him. But from the point of view of t~e 
cultivator, such charges may, when measured over the whole volume of his 
produce marketed in any season, represent. a substantial diminution of 
thp return which he may receive on his industry. The cost of transporta
tion does not depend on distance alone, nor does it always vary directly 
with distance; the difficulties arising from the distances between the 
points of supply and demand may be offset by improvements in com
,JUunications and cheapening of transport. Efficient communications exer
cise an immediate effect on the factor of time which is an essential element 
in the price factor. Time assumes a special importance where the dis
Tarity in prices tending to induce movement is one that fluctuates so 
rapidly that the margin may be narrowed and the transaction rendered 
unprofitable after the goods have been consigned; or where the extreme 
perishaJ::ility of produce renders rapid transport essential or i~se.s 
prolll1>itive charges for refrigeration and other special treatment. The 
provision of good communIcations in any area will often bring wit . the 
range of profitable cultivation several crops, not one of which" could be 
grown on a commercial basis until its extraction from the area of produc
tionfas made commercially possible by the cheapening of transporta
tion.'/ It has been the improvement in communications since the middle 
of the last century that, more than any other factor, has brought about the 
change from subsistence farming to the growing of money crops, such as 
cotton, jute, groundnut and tobacco, and this tendency is active at the 
present time. Again, defective communications; by increasing the cost 
of importing goods into any area, raise the price of such goods to the 
villager. In short, the true income of the cultivator is largely dependent 
on the efficiency of communications. 

A consideration which is often overlooked in this connection is that 
Illl,d communications tend to increase the amount of absentee la.ndlordism 
wifTi"its consequent evils. The large landholder has little inducement to 
uve on liiS estate and to do his best to develop it, if, by so doing, he is cut 
off from the society of his fellows and from other amenities to which he 
has become accustomed. 

Again, had communicationR, by imp~ngJ\..ru>JJ,S,tant strain on the h!)aJth 
and stamina ~"~~e draught animals, seriously reduce their efficiency for 
th~ll ~pOrtant w~rk .of c~ivation. ~.fitil.t.Fhi~.p. ~he Q1arketing 
of Jcharil prod14ce cOlUCldes Wlth _the preparatlOn of the grolinuTor~and 
tbe Bowing of, rlthi crops, bad coillmunications' serIously aggravate the 
!ltrain whi~h ~?st in Any event fall on the bullock power. of the tract 
at this perlOd of the year. " 
---or .... .-, .. - ------. ... .< 
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'2~~, : 'W~ have awaIt at some length, in Chapter I, on the benefits 
'" - which improved communications in India have 

AOO"ARI~!( WiTt already conferred upon tlie rural communit It 
OTHEK COtTNTaJ,l!S. h . b inf d L.. ,y. . 

~ . must not, oW-Elfer, e erre uom this that we 
f'Ilgald the IJresent state of commlJDications 88 satisfactory, In spite 
of the developments' of the last haH ~entury, -this is very far from being 
the case·and Ltdia must still be regarded as a backward ccuntry in 
respect both. 'of railways and roads. The In~an Railway Committee 
of 1921 pointed out the " humble position" that India occupies if a 
comparison is made between the milage of railway per head of popula
tion in this and "ther, countries. The position occupied by India 

. in this re~p'erl! \\'ill be cleM ·from the following Table, The figures, 
have been . taken from the" Railway Statistics of the United States 
fjf Americ.a for the year ending December 31st, 1926, " published by the 
Slason .Thompson Bureau of Railway News and Statistics of Chicago. 
The countries included in this Table have been selected because their 
extent, or the predominantly agricultural character of their population, 
or both, make a comparison with India of . special relevance, 

Milage I Miles of 

Countries - ---.---- i Iin:oter 

State Total, square 
railways railways' miles 

Ilnha.bi
tants per 

mile of 
line 

- ----------------------- -----. .' 
Unit<.d States ef Amerioa 
CaMda 
India . .. " 

. ItWlsia in E!urope " . 
Australia and New Zealaad., 

. Argentiee ,. ",. 
Uuion of South Africa ."., . . 

20,596 
27,264 
24,509 
28,277 .. 3,985 
1l.47,8 . 

249,398 
40,351 , 
38,579 
35,528 
28,748 
23,429 
12,481 

8'42 
1'0 
2'2 
1'5 
0'9 

; 2'0 
2'4 

469 
222 

7,894 
3,709 

238 
376 
605 

The comparison, in the Table'below, between the milage of roads in 
the.'nine major provinces of India and the United States of America is 
of int.el'est ' 

Nine major provinoes United States of . of India America 

Density of popula.ion per square mile" 240 31'5 
-----_. 

Per 100 Per Per 100 Per 
sq, miles 100,000 of sq, miles 100,000 of 

of area • popula.tion of area popula.tion 

, 
< 

Milage of all roads .. .. 20'18 84 ·80'00 2.550 
Surfaced roads .. .. 5'38 22 12'05 383 

. 
Percentage of roads surfaced .. 26'0 • 15'0 

! 

With, these preliminary observations; we pass, first, to a ()onsideratlou 
of the roads, 

MO y 286-24 
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300. Until1854-55,such main roads as existed in India wer~ in'charge 

HISTORIOAL. 
of military boards, one for each 'Presidency. One' 
historic highway deserves special mention. In the 

middle of the sixteenth century, the Emperor Sher Shah built a highway 
from the Punjab to the city of Sunargaon. (Calcutta). During the 
Governor Generalship of Lord William Bentinck (1828-1835), the idea of. 
a highway connecting the north of India with Bengal' was revived and. 
resulted in the famous Grand Trunk Road linking Peshawar with Delhi 
and Calcutta. In 1855, the boards were abolished,and their -duties taken 

-Over by the newly organised rubli!) Works Department. Wit.h this step 
the era of road making in the modern sense may be -said to have 
commenced though, even before that date, c()JlSiderable progress had. 
been made in the construction of metalled roads between the large cities 
of what are now the United Provinces. It was about this time that the 
influence of railways upon the construction of roads began to make 'its,elf 
felt. As the railway system extended, it beoame increasingly necessary to 
build roads to feed the railwaysratherthan to co~pete with them and this 
in turn led to a demand, which remains to-day far from being completely 
satisfied, for bridged and metalled roads which would give aecess ,to. the 
railways at all times of the year. Another stimulus to road construc
tion came later with the adoption of the policy of local control Over local 
affairs initiated by Lord Mayo and developed by Lord Ripon. Criticisma. 
of the condition of the roads maintajned by 10,cal authoritaes were 
frequently made in the evidence before us and it is, therefore, worthy 
of mention that the extension of local control was, at· the outset 
and for long, accompanied by considerable improvement in local 
communications. '. . '.' . -' . 

301. .. Roads, bridges, ferries, tunnels, rop~ways; caUseway~ imd other 
TaB PBB811NT POSI· means of communication", except such as have 

TION. been declared by the Governor General in Council 
to be of military importance, are a transfer.!"~d lIubjQct in all the major 
provinces. The extent to which focal-governments have delegated to 
local authorities the rellponsibiJity for the construction and maintenance 
. of roads varies greatly from province to province, as does the measure 
of financial assistance given by the Government. Decentralisation has 
been carried to its furthest point in Bengal. In that province, the total 
road milage maintained by the district boards is 35,200 as compared 
with 1,615 miles maintained by the Public Works Department outside 
Calcutta. The entire cost of construction and repair of the district 
board roads is met from the roads and public works cesses and the 
Government give no direct subsidy towards it. With the exception of 

·a few hill"roads and of roads in the Agency tracts of Madras, the 'roads 
in that province are also entirely in charge of the local authorities but 
they receive~ very substantial financial assistance, from provincial 
revenues. The "fhole cost of the maintenance of trunk roads. within 
certain limits, as well as that of constructing bridges and causeways on 
them, is borne by the Government,provided the condition of tlese. works 
is satisfactorily reported on by the Public Works Department. The 
Government also contribute half the cost of maintewnce of second class 
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rOads and of t~e oonstruction pf bridges and caUBeways on them, subject 
to a nulximum which is fixed for each district. Other roads are a charge' 

· on looal funda •.. In other provinces, except the Punjab, roads fall into 
· two main cla.'lSes, those of provincial importance which are maintained 
by the Publio Works Department and local roads which are maintained 

.by local bodies. Except in the United Provinces, where grants are given 
: only in special cases, the expenditure incurred by local bodies on local 
road.1 is met in part by subsidies from provincial revenues. Some 
provincial roads in the' Central Provinces have been handed over to 
district board~ and the whole estimated cost of construction and main
tenance of these roads is met by a grant from provincial revenues. In all 

'provinces, except the Punjab and the United Provinces, the sanction of 
the looal Government, the Commissioner of the division or of an officer 
'of the fublic 'Works Department is required to the plans and estimates 
of original works when the estimates exceed certain prescribed limits. 
Such sanction is only required in the United Provinces when the district 

· board does not possess a qualified engineer. Works costing more than 
Ra. 5,000 have then to be carried out by the Public Works Department, 
and' the. lIame agency ia als'o employed for works in Assam which are 
beyond the capacity 'of the district staff .. 

• Road,ll in the PIgljaqhllove been classified very systematically. Class I 
'roadBcomrist-"of the arteries of the road system. These radiate 
mostly from Lahore and are 'so arranged that every district headquarters 
is on one of the roads of the system, as are also towns with a population, 
of over 20,000. Class II roads are those second in provincial imporlance 
to class I. , They inc1ud,e rOads passing through more than one district, 
those connecting towns with a population of 5,000 and over, important 
'trading centres aod markets snd places of pilgrimage with each other, 
with the railway and with the arterial road system; they also connect all 
tahsil headquarters with the headquarters of the district. Other roads 
JaIl in class ur. All class I roads have been taken over by the Public 
Wor~ Department and are" a charge on provincial revenues, Roads in 
class II are in charge of district boards but the cost both of maintaining 
and developing them is shared between government revenues and local 
funds. The proportion of the cost which is borne by provincial revenues 
· vari~s from district to district. The provincial contribution takes the 
form of a grant:-in-aid which is made by the Communications Board 
which has recently been constituted for the province, on consideration 
of the circumstances of the district. 

: It should: be added that the roads, or rather lanes, connecting villages, 
whiohare hot on any through line of communications, with the road 
lyBtelllof the district do not ordinarily come within the purview either 
of the Public Works Department or of the local boards, though in some' 
p'rovincea, such 'as Bombay, small amounts are occasibnally spent on 
them. by the local boards concerned. Such roads, which are often mere 
tracks tha.t can only be used during dry weather, are a ma.tter for the 
villagers themselves.' In Madras, the Government have, however, since 
1925-26, given a~ annual grant of several Iakhs of rupees for their 

JlO y 286-U.1 ' 
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construction subject to the condition that an equal amount is provided 
by the district board concerned. 

302. We received a large volume of evidence to the effect that the 
condition of the roads in India has deteriorated in 

THB DEVELOPMENT OF d h t d te' ,.' h b 
MOTOR TRANSPORT recent years an t a e nora.lon as een most 

. marked where the roads are maintained by local 
bodies. The rising cost of labour and material and the increasing strain 
this has involved on the resources of local boards, which have never been 
adequate to all the demands on them, are in themselves sufficient to 
account for the condition of many roads. The appearance of a 
new factor, the development of motor traffic, has in every district seriously 
aggravated these' difficulties. The private motor car and the public 
motor omnibus have brought into existence an entirely new range of 
problems of road construction and maintenance, but it is the motor 
passenger services which have sprung up with astonishing rapidity 
all over India and Burma which have done most to increase the com
plexityof these problems. There are, as yet, few instances in :which, for 
the transport of agricultural produce, the motor lorry has displaced the 
bullock cart even in the large industrial centres. It is -doubtful. 
whether it will ever supersede the bullock cart for short distance 
traffic in rural areas, as the cultivator is bardly likely to find it a cheaper 
method of transporting his produce to the nearest market than by his 
own bullocks. For longer distances, its use is severely limited by the 
condition of the roads and by the obstacles presented by the many un. 
bridged rivers which still exist even on main routes of communication. 

303. 'The rapid expansion of motor traffic has compelled both the 
Imperial and provincial governments to face the 

ROAD BOARDS IN THE f h h ds f Indi 
PROVINOES. act t at t e roa 0 a can no longer be regarded 

as a matter of purely local concern to the extent 
they have been in the past. Road boards have been established in 
Bombay, Burma, Madras, the Punjab and the United Provinces. 'Their 
functions are in the main advisory and it is only in the Punjab and 
Burma that the Communications Board, as it is termed in those 
provinces, has wider functions and has embarked upon an ordered 
programme of road development. The Punjab Communications Board 
consists of twelve official and seven non-official members, the officials 
representing those departments which are interested in the development . 
of rural communications. It not only advises on the classification 
of roads, as do the road boards in other provinces, but it distributes 
the grants-in-aid from provincial funds which are given for their 
construction and mainteJlance. The grant-in-aid for the latter object is 
made conditional upon satisfactory maintenance. The Burma Com
munications Board has somewhat similar powers and its Road Com
mittee has, since 1924, considered 241 projects and approved of work 
estimated to oast Rs. 467 lakhs. 

304. Even mote significant of the importance which the problems 
• of road transport in India have recently assumed 

THE ROAD DEVBLOP. h b h . b h Go 
MENT COIllMITTEI!l. as een t e app!>mtment Y t e vernment of 

India, ull<\er Jt Resolution isslled by th~ 
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Commerce Department ,on November 3rd, 1927, of a CODlDlitt.ee 
• consi.4ing of fourteen members of the central legislatures to inve1;ti· 

gate them. The Committee has been requested to examine the 
de8irabjlity of developing the road system of India and, in particular, 
the means by which such development can most suitably be financed. 
It has further been asked to consider, with due regard to the distribution 
of central and provincial functions, whether it is desirable that steps 
should be taken for the co-ordination of road development and research 
in road coMtruction by the formation of a Central Road Board or 
otherwise. 

305. The appointment of a special committee to investigate the whole 
question of road ievelopment in India renders it 

NIIOBS81TY roB TSB unnecessary for us to discuss the problems which 
DBVBLOPlIlUfT 01' ill 'd' 'd' xh' I 
RO .. na OTKBB THAllI W come un er Its COnsl eratlOn as e austlve y 
IIAII< ROAD&. &8 we should otherwise have done in view of their 
intimate bearing on our own enquiries. We have little doubt that the 
Committee's recommendations will result in the constitution of road 
boards for all provinces and'trust that such boards will have not mer~y 
ad visory functions but will be entrusted with functions similar to those 
which have been given to the Communications Boards in the Punjab and 
Burma. The constitution of such boards, especially if a Central' Road 
Board for India is concurrently established, will furnish a much needed 
stimulus to an active policy of road development in all provinces. In 
our opinion, the cultivating classes cannot fail ultimately to derive great 
benefit from the adoption of such a policy. It should also benefit the 
railway systems, for all improvements in communications create traffic. 
It would, however, appear from the terms of reference to the Committee 
and from. the questionnaire which it has issued to local governments 
that its main concern is with the ,arterial roads of India with special 
reference to the needs of motor transport. In these circumstances, we 
would stress the importance of including roads which, under the Punjab 
system of classification, would fall in class III, and of village roads, 
in any ordered programme of road developmellt. The provision of 
excellent main roads adequate in all respects for every form of transport 
is of little benefit to the cultivator if his access to them is hampered by 
the condition of the road which connects his village with them. What 
matters most to him is the state of the road between his village and the 
main road and his market. We agree with the view expressed by the 
Indian Taxation Enquiry Committee, and implicit in the appointment of 
the Road Development Committee, that it is difficult to eXhggerate the 
political and economic advantsges of the development of rapid means of 
transport in India and that it is desirable that the developmel1t of motor 
transport services should be encouraged. We should, however, cOD.l:'ider 
it unfortunate if the growing sense of the need for improving main 10ads 

. were to divert attention from the need for improving the subsidiary \ 
comnlunicationswhich are of even greater importance to the cultivator. 
We, therefore, hold that along with the policy of developing main roads 
should go that of developing communications between t~em and the 
villages which are not situated immedia.tely on them. We are glad to 
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observe that the danger that increased attention to main roads may 
lead to the neglect of roads at present classified under class III has been ' 
recognised in the Punjab and that it is the intention eventually to remove 
the distinction between them and class II roads, 

306. In view of the appointment of the Road Development Committee, 
we make no suggestions as to the manner in which 

ao~:IIIl>III:rLA!~EN;'J' the development of ~he arterial roads should be 
financed. We have little doubt that one result of 

the Committ!'le'slabours will be the complete reclassification of the road 
systems of all provinces and that many more roads will be included in 
the arterial system than is at present the case: We hope, in any 
case, that- local bodies will be relieved of a large part of their 
financial obligations in respect of such roads. We would express the 
earnest hope that any funds thus set free will be devoted to the construc
tion and maintenance of roads which do not fall within the arterial road 
system. Such roads must continue to be, in the main, the concern 6f 
local bodies but we are strongly of opinion that, as will be the case, in 
the Punjab when these roads are transferred from class III to class II, 
the local governments should give liberal financial assistance to loeal 
boards in the discharge of their duties towards them. Grants-in-aid in 
the Punjab are made in consideration, inter alia, of the financial circum
stances. of the local boards. We entirely approve this policy as it c&lJ. 
hardly be regarded as equitable that the cultivator in a particular 
district should be handicapped as compared with the cultivator in 
another part of the province by the fact that his district board is too 
poor to construct new roads or to maintain in tolerable order those 
already in its charge. The development of all roads would 
undoubtedly be much more rapid if the policy of financing a road pro
gramme from loans rather than from current revenues were accepted and 
if the rules governing provincial loans made provision for such a policy. 
The annual amount required for the amortisation of provincial loans 
raised for this purpose should not be a heavy charge on the resources of 
a province, as roads and works connected with them are works of a 
quasi-permanent character. 

One of the most important considerations in framing any programme 
of road development is the cost of maintenance. It is obviously of little 
use constructing new roads unless there is a reasonable certainty that 
funds will be forthcoming to keep them in proper order. The cost of 
maintenance must often be the determining factor in a decision whether 
& road should be metalled or not. 

In areas which are newly brought under irrigation such as those which 
will comel.under the Sukkur Barrage project, the provision of an 
adequate road system is obviously the duty of the State. Part of the 
sale proceeds of land at its disposal may well be utilised for this purpose. 
The cost of sucp road construction should be largely set oll by the 
increased price ret.lised for land situated on the roads. I 

307. We have mentioned that, in Madras, the local Government have, 
'THII l>IIIVIIILOPMENT since 1925-26, given an annullol grant of several 

01' VILLAOIII aOADS. lakhs of rupees for the construction of village roads, 
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subject to the condition that an equal amount is provided by the 
district board. No grant is, however, paid for the maintenance of such 
road.'!. Burma is the only other province in which specific provision 
has been made for these roads. The provision made in 1927-28 
&IIlounted to approximately one lakh of rupees. In the Punjab, the 
Communications Board has offered a two-thirds grant-in-aid to any 
district board which submits a programme for improving village roads 
in a group of villages. 

It must, we think, be recognised that, even if local bodies are relieved 
to a substantial extent of their financial responsibilities in respect of 
arterial roads, their staff and funds will still be hardly adequate to the 
work which lies before them in developing class III roads. Most 
of them will not be in a position to do much, if anything, for village roads. 
The policy followed in the thre.. provinces mentioned above, which 
:we cordially approve, is evidence that something can be done to advance 
matters in this respect. But for some time to come and until the more 
urgent needs of the 'roads which fall definitely within the district roaa 
system have been satisfied, any improvement in the condition of village 
roads must depend largely, if not entirely,. on the efforts of the villagers 
themselves. Some improvements could, we think, be effected if the 
villagers could be induced to realise their joint interest in the matter. 
The construction of new roads, in all but very few instances, will be 
beyond their resources and assistance from provincial or local board 
funds will be required. The maintenance of the roads is, however, on a 
different footing. Here, labour is the most important factor and it should 
be forthcoming if the tradition of corporate labour which still exists in 
many parts of India, notably in respect of repairs to~' or irrigation 
works in Madras, could be translated into action. e point out 
in our chapter 'on Rural Industries and Labour that,' most parts of 
India, there are long periods of the year when the villager has much spare 
time on his hands and the utilisation of some of this on the improvement 
of his roads, whether they are within the village itself or connect it with 
an arterial or 10C~1 oard road, should not be entirely outSide. the sphere 
of practical politics. 'The village panchayats which have been established 
in some provinc should prove useful agents for this purpose. The 
co-operative movement, especially in the Punjab, has shown what can 
be done to improve village amenities in other respects and could well be 
brought into play here also. Any efforts at self-help should be encouraged 
in every possible way and such financial assistance as can be made 
available should first be given to villages which are willing to 
tax themselves either in the form of money or of the provision, 
of labour. 

308. We consider that all district boards should have the services of a 

N 
qualified engineer. We cannot regard it as satis-

ECES8l:TY ]rOB A • • h uld b . . h 
QUALmED DISTRICT factory that district board roads B 0 e ill c arge 
BOABD BNGDrEEBmG of a subordinate of the supervisor or o"erseer clas~, as 
8TAlrlr.· they are, for example, in some districts of the Uwted 
ProvinceS, even if the agency of the Public Works Department has to be 
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caned in for original works and repairs costing more than a certain 
amount.· We are aware that the efficiency of the district board engineer
ing staff must depend to a very large extent on the resourees of the local 
board, but, however straitened may be the finances of the board, we 
cannot but think ~hat the employment of a competent engineer must 
in the end prove a wise economy. We, therefore, recommend that it· 
shoUld be insisted on in all cases. 

309. In dealing with the irrigation problems of Bengal in Chapter X, 
I we have mentioned the serious effects on the health 

NTERFERENCE OF f di· hi h fr h· f 
ROADS· WITH DRAIN· 0 a strIct w c may ensue om t e roter erence 
AOE LINES. with natural drainage lines by the construction of 
road embankments. The problem is one which is by no means confined 
to Bengal and we consider that special attention should be paid to the 
point in all schemes of road development, whether undertaken by the 
Public Works Department or by locltlbodies. We consider that no 
local body should be permitted to embar~ upon any scheme which 
involves the raising of a road above the level of the surrounding country 
unless the approval of the provincial Road Board or, where no such 
board has been constituted, that of the provincial Government has 
been obtained. 

310. Road bridges over ntdlahs and other natural obstacles are 

ROAD BRIDGES. 
still too generally lacking. In addition to the 
inconvenience thereby occasioned to traffic, 

material damage to the cultivators' cattle frequently results from 
4e strain of dragging heavy loads up precipitous slopes. We think 
that local authorities may not in all cases be aware of the concessions 
allowed by the railway authorities for the building of road bridges alopg
side of railway bridges. Details of these concessions are given in Chapter 
IV of the Rules for the preparation of railway projects (revised edition 
1926) and we would suggest that the special attention of all local authori
ties should be drawn to them. 

3U. The active policy of railway development in every direction, which 
RAILWAY DEVELOP· is being pursued both by the Railway Board and 

MENT. by the railway sy"tems of India and which has beep 
greatly facilitated by the separation of the railway budget from the general 
budget, cannot fail to exercise a profound influence upon rural develop
ment generally. The programme of expansion which has been under
t~ken will, during the next five years, add another 6,000 miles of open 
lines to the 38,579 miles of railway already in existence, of which 27,264 
are owned by the State, 13,169 being worked direct by State agency and 
the remainder by companies on its behalf. Another 3,000 miles will be 
under consUuction at the end of that period. We welcome this progres
sive policy and we have no doubt that the optimism underlying it is 
w,ll-founded. We are confident that the construction of feeder lines in 
tracts where the in~ications are reasonably promising will be justified by 
the volume o~ traffic forthcoming. We note, for instance, that in the 
case of the Shahdara-Narowal Railway, which was o.pened in December 
J !l26, the actual gross earnings for the first six months of working have 
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exceeded the estimates by no less than twenty-five per cent. Experience' 
in India since the earliest days of railway construction goes to show 
that the rural population is very ready to take full advantage of 
opportunities for transport by rail, whether of passengers or of goods. 

312. In the development of communications generally, railways and 

R 
roads should be regarded as complementary each to 

OAD. AXD BAlL- Th d li ks h . 
WAYS:... pOUOY 0., the other. e roa system n up t e cultI-
OO·OBDllUTIOlf. wtor's holding with the local markets and the 
nearest railway station, while the railway provides the connecting links 
between the area of production and consumers at a dist3nce, and between 
the manufacturer in the town and the cultivator who purchases his 
ploughs, his fertilisers, or his cloth. Without good and sufficient roads, 
no railway can collect for transport enough produce to render its opera
tions profitable, while the best of roads cannot place the producer of crops 
destined for markets overseas or in distant parts of the sub-continent 
in touch with the consumer. We trust that it may be found possible 
in the future to avoid in India the senseless and wasteful competition 
between rail and motor traffic that is to-day taking place in many European 
countries. We apprehend that, where roads exist parallel to railways, 
it may be difficult to arrange for a policy of co-operation between the two 
forms of transport. But, in planning new programmes of. road and 
railway extensions, We hope that roads may be designed to serve rather 
as feeders of the railways than as competitors for such traffic as the railway 
is capable of carrying efficiently and economically. We think it probable 
that conditions of weather in India, which combine extreme dryness for 
many months of the year with continuous and heavy rainfall concentrated 
in a shorter period, may be found to render the maintenance of roads 
capable of carrying heavy motor traffic extremely expensive. In many 
parts of the country, the dearth of good road-making material is likely 
seriously to aggravate these difficulties. 1.or these re8sop~.;;wQ.hold that 
every attempt shou~G_be made to a void the transport over long distances, 
by road. of passenger and goods traffic which could be carried by railtnore 
cheaply and with equal.convenience: It may be- held that"road trausport 
will not attract traffic unless this can be carried as cheaply as on the 
railways. The fact is, however, that, whereas the railways have to pay 

• for the whole cost and upkeep of their permanent way, the motor car, 
in too many instances, depends to a great extent ~or the financing of its 
II permanent way" upon the pockets of the tax-payers. From the 
national point of view, needlessly expensive transportation is to be de
precated as involving avoidable destruction of wealth, and this is true 
whether the cost is defrayed from private or public sources. 

313. The question of freight rates was raised by several ,witnesses. 

F There has been practically no increase in the rates 
REIORT BATES. • ul 1 d' .. f h on agrw tura pro uce SIDce 1913, ID spIte 0 t e 

great rise in its value during the last fourteen, years, more 
es:pecially at the end of the war period, and the lact that the 
prIces of all forms .of produce, with the exception of rlJ.w jute, are 
still markedly above the pre-war level. ~ght rates are ordinarily the 
hea ~~8~~l1gl~eaddition to thll_'prime cost of produce exported. by rail 
.,...-- - ._- -- - _ .. 
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{rom thure,a..o£ prod~tion. In a competitive market, they amount to 8 

heavy charge on the gross price ultimately paid for the produce and, to the 
cultivator who is selling his commodity at a distance, they amount to 
a substantial proportion of the price he receives at the place of sale. A 
comparatively small difference in rates may mean the closing of im
portant markets to a crop grower in any particular area and a consequent 
loss to the cultivators and the railways. We are not inclined to accept the 
view that rates are generally too high, but we recommend a periodical 
revision of rates with a view to the adjustment of their incidence as 
between various sorts of produce according to their relative ability to 
bear and that arrangements should be made by the Railway Board for 
this purpose. 

We have "dealt with freight rates, in so far as they affect the cost to 
the agriculturist of his fertilisers and implements, in Chapter IV. We 
have there suggested that the railway authorities should consider whether 
further concessions might not be given in respect of these as any con
siderable increase in crop yields, resulting from their use, must eventually 
lead to an increase in traffic and thus benefit the railways concerned. 
An anomaly in regard to the rates on agricultural implements, which 
was brought to our notice and appears deserving of examination is the 
classification of sugarcane mills, which are not at present included 
under agricultural in'lplements. A point raised by the Imperial Dairy 
Expert was that the. railways charged the same amount for the carriage 

. of a newly born calf by passenger train as is charged for a full grown 
cow and that this constituted a hardship to the Indian cattle trade as 
Indian cows are useless as milkers unless accompanied by their calves. 
Newly. born calves can take up but little space and we consider that a 
calf aged one month or under should not be charged for when travelling 
with its dam. 

314. It was further suggested that the railway authorities shoUld take 
THE DEVELOPMENT active steps to encourage the development of traffic 

011' II'RUIT AND MILK in certain kinds of agricultural produc~. Fruit 
TBAII'FIO. and milk were the two products most prominently 
mentioned in this connection. It does not appear to us that the railways 
can justly be accused of any lack of enterprise in respect of either of 
these or of any unwillingness to meet their special transport requirements. 
Ice-cooled vans for the carriage of the more delicat.e kinds of fruits have 
already been brought into use, chiefly op. the North-Western Railway. 
The extensive employment of refrigerator or cold-storage vans for this 
form of traffic must depend on the extent to which it develops and on 
the establjshment of cold-storage depots at suitable centres. We trust 
that railway administrations will continue to pursue a liberal and 
progressive policy in providing the facilities required. In the initial 
stages of the. development of an industry such as fruit growing, 
the agricultural departments should interpret to the railway, authori
ties the requirements of the growers in the matter of facilities on th& 
railways, such as special vans, rapid transit, and accommodation at 
terminal points. When this is done, and provided it is clear that the 
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venture offers firm prospects of profitable traffio within a reas~nable 
period of time, we have no doubt that the railway authorities will do 
their best to meet the needs of the industry. 

315. There is, however, one point in connection with railway transport 
TUB TBAJr8POBT or which, in our view,calls for immediate examination 

(l.l.TTLL by the railway authorities. It appears that, owing 
to the high rates which are charged for the transport of cattle I 
by passenger or paroel express trains, they are usually sent by slow, 
goods trains and frequently in badly ventilated and unsuitable trucks.1 
The only provillion on the subject at present is a railway rule that at the 
request and risk of owners, cattle, after travelling for 200 miles, may 
be unloaded at a junction or other first class station and allowed to 
break journey for not more than 24 hours. We think that this rule in its 
present permissive form is probably an insufficient safeguard. We, 
therefore, recommend that the Railway Board should investigate its 
working and make suitable amendments, if it appears that cruelty to 
cattle, if not permanent injury, may result from present conditions. We 
should ourselves see no objection to its being made a definite responsibility 
of the owner that cattle should be rested and fed at fixed intervals 
en route provided that the railways on their part supply reasonable 
faoilities. We would further suggest that the feasibility of transporting 
all milch cattle by passenger or parcel express train at the rates at present 
charged for their carriage by goods train, and also of improving the type 
of wagon used for the transport of all cattle, should be investigated. In 
existing conditions, a large number of good milch cows are imported 
into Calcutta and Bombay by milk vendors who sell them for 
slaughter at the end of the lactation period as they cannot afford 
to stall feed them until they· calve again or to send them back to the 
distriots. In such circumstances, any measures which facilitated the 
rapid transport of cattle at reasonable :tates would furnish a valuable 
contribution to the solution of some d the problems oonnected with 
animal husbandry which we have discussed in Chapter VII. 

316. We consider that closer co-operation between the railway and 
CO-OPBIUTIOl'l BII. agrioultural departments would be secured if the 

TWIIIIl'I THII &AILWAY Direotor of Agriculture, or preferably the marketing 
AND A.GBIOULTUBAL officer whose appointment we suggest later in this 
DIIPA.BTMXII1t. h b f h I I d' c apter, were a mem er 0 t e oca a VlSory 
committee which has been oons1ituted tor all the important railway 
systems. Individual cultivatoDl are not in a position to :use the 
machinery provided by the Railway Rates Advisory Committee or to bring 
to the notice of the railway authorities any disability under.which they 
labour in respect of such natters as shortage of wagons, pilfering 
en ,~e or the rough handling of goods in transit. The presence on an 
adVISory committee of an officer with special knowledge of marketing 
. conditions would provide a very suitable channel tor the ventilation 

, of complaints of the latter character. It would also be.an important 
part of the duties of that officer to secure the removal of anomalies in 
rates for agricultural produets. 
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317: The \ high cost of constructing and maintaining metalled roads 
OTHER FORMS 011' for heavy traffic has led to the suggestion that a less 

TRANSPORT. expensive alternative to the metalled road could be 
found in an agricultura.l tramway which might actually prove a source 
of profit. The agricultural tramway is, in effect, a cheap type 
of railway built under the Indian Tramways Act of 1886 or a 
provincial Act and subject to the control of the provincial Govern
ment instead of that of the Government of India. The possibilities 
of this form of transport have been examined in some detail in the 
Punjab. The view there held is that, within the ~elve mile radius which 
represents the limits within which agricultural produce ilewil 91liiily to 
a market centre, direct marketing in the cultivator's own cart is quicker 
and also, if allowance is made for double handling, cheaper for all except 
the few villages situated on the tramway. Outside the twelve mile radius, 
the tramway . offers no advantages which could not be better secured 
by railway development. The conclusion which has been reached is 
that, provided new railways develop along the lines and to the extent 
at present anticipated, no case can be made out for the introduction of 
tramways to develop rural transport. We entirely agree with this view 
in provinces where conditions are similar to the Punjab. There are, 
however, districts where good roads may be specially difficult to maintain 
and to which railway extension in the near future is unlikely. We have 
in view Buch'conditions as occur in the Brahmaputra Valley or in the 
plains of Lower Burma. 

It does not appea.r that the introduction of the caterpillar or 
so-called·" roadless" tractor would be of any material assistance 
in opening up rural areas. It is admitted that even for this the 
condition of all village roads and of many district roads would have to be 
improved and that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to provide a 
service on which the cultivator or the village trader could rely to 
transport his produce at the precise moment when he wished to market 
it. We are strongly of opinio:.l., therefore, that, except in the special 
circumstances mentioned above, the most urgent need is to improve 
roads, in order, in the first place,\o cheapen and facilitate carriage by 
cart and, in the second, to render a. great extension of motor services 
possible. Local governments will, it, our view, be well advised to devote 

)heir whole attention to the needs of the country cart and of the motor 
car or lorry in preference to experinenting with oth~r forms of road 
transport. This applies even to mount'linous districts where the produc
tion of fruit, potatoes and garden cropa is seriously handicapped by bad 
and expensive transport. We recogniJe that the improvement of road 
communications in such areas mustinvoive a much heavier outlay than. 
in the plains but we have very grave u>ubts whether any project for 
opening them up by rerial ropeways could be carried to a satisfactory 
conclusion. • 

318. Waterwa}'l! are a valuable and extensively used means of 

W 
• communication in north-eastern India and Burma •. 

ATE&WAYS. Th nl . b '- . tl . ' e 0 y pomt rougut prorolnen y to our notice 
in connection with them was the extent to which their use is hampered 
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by the lipread of the water hracinth in Assam, Btmgal and Burma. This 
pest~nrus iii Benga:r-where it nbt only completely blocKs the 
smaner waterways and renders the navigation of the larger ones very 
difficult, but spreads during the monsoon to cultivated land which it drives 
out of cultivation. We were informed that an estimate that about 
three per ~ent of the occupied land in the Faridpur district was lying 
derelict from this cause was a reasonable one. In Madras, the water 
hyacinth is dealt with under the provisions of the Agricultural Pests anu 
Dil;eaBeS Act of 1919,and, in Burma and Assam, under those of the Water 
Hyacinth Acts of 1917 and 1926 respectively. No special legislation has 
been enacted in Bengal where it is most needed. The Assam legislation is 
of very recent date and we received no evidence as to how far it is serving 
its purpose. The operations against the pest in Madras appear to have 
been successful whilst we were informed that, in Burma, the position is 
practically stationary. We consider it most desirable that legislation 
on the lines of that in force in other· provinces should be enacted 
immediately in Bengal and that the operations against the pest should 
be conducted by the Waterways and Navigation Department, the forma
tion of which we have suggested in the preceding chapter. It is open 
to doubt, however, whether legislation prescribing the destruction of 
the water hyacinth, or measures to prevent its spread such as the construc
tion of storage pounds or floating fences, will prove more than a palliative .. 
Research into the p088ibilities of eradicating it by the adoption of 
scientific methods such as spraying and the utilisation of insect, fungus 
and bacteriological enemies of the pest has not so far yielded any tangible 
results. Further research is urgently needed and, in view of the fact 
that the pest has appeared on an extensive scale in four provinces, we 
consider that the formulation of a programme for work of this character 
should be one of the first questions to be taken up by the Council 
of Agricultural Research. 

319. The evidence we re,peived showed ~at the post and telegraph 
POST UD TELB. facilities available in rural areas are, on the whole, as 

OMPB OFFICES. satisfactory as can be expected in present conditions . 
.AJty great expansion in these facilities must wait upon the spread of 
literacy. Posts and telegraphs, like railways, are a central subject but 
their development, in common with that of railways, is a matter in which 
provincial governments are closely interested and it is desirable that 
thei! views regarding the action to be taken to promote it should be 
re~pected as far ~s possible. The point is of importance in connection 
WIth the establishment of new offices. These are opened only if estima
ted to prove remunerative or if the local Government guarantee that a 
~ertain minimum !"evenue will be forthcoming. The guarantee is given 
ill respect of each new office opened but it should, in our opinion, be 
pe~ible for the local Government to set off the profits of one office 
agBlnst the 1088 from another and to give their guarantetl in respect of 
a number of offices for a term. of years. The Pos~ and Telegraph~ 
Department would then be concerned only with the return from· all 
the new offices for the period fixed. The adoption of this course 
sh~uld lead· to an appreciable increase in the activities of the 
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conditions of marketing encourage a super!luity of middlemen. ; The 
pressure of life, too, particularly in the more highly populated ,tracts 
of the country, tends to operate- in the same llirection, llince ~ drives 
men to seek a living, however insufficient and insecUre, wherever QPpor; 
tunity offers. Apart from the organisation or producers ior the, sale 
of produce, the most effective means of removing unnecessary middlemen 
are the provision of good roads, and the establishment of a sufficient 
number of well regulated markets, easy of access to the cUltivator: 
For the framing of a sound and comprehensive policy for improve
ment in marketing, exact knowledge of the methods of distribution 
applicable. to any particular class of produce, including. c,211eetiol\, 
storl$.e, transp?rt, and, w~ere' it exists, manipulation,. togeth~r wit~ .. 
detaIled anaTysis of the prIce structure at every stage III the operatIon; 
is essential. . 

321. Markets in India are numerous. In Bihar and Orissa, for illi;titnce, 
DESOBIPTIVE. there are no less than 432 principal markets and 

2,464 minor markets. In all provinces, markets 
vary greatly in character and importance. At one end of the Bcale are 
the elaborate modern man/lis of the Punjab canal colonies which consist of 
a set of shops built round three or four sides of 3 rectangle, 3 wide brick 
pavement being provided for unloading, examining, cleaning, weighing 
and bagging the grain. In front of the pavement, there is a wide metalled 
road surrounding an open space used for parking carts. The. market . ~ 
as near to the railway goods platform as possible and sometimes a railway 
siding runs into it. In such markets, grain is the main product sold. 
Cotton on the way to the market is frequently intercepted by the agents 
of the ginneries who also, to an increasing extent, buy it before it leaves the 
village. Cotton brought into the market is nominally sold there before 
being carted to the ginneries where the.real sale takes place. Adja
cent to the grain market are cotton ginneries, a market for imported 
timber, iron and steel, and bazaars, the shops in which supply everything 
that the cultivator requires and which is not available in his own village. 
At the other end of the scale are the small village markets which 
are often little more than open spaces with' accommodation of a ,very 
temporary character. 

The organisation of the different markets also ~ries ·widely. rn. 
Bihar and Orissa, all markets are' privately owned ~nd rents or tolls 
are levied by the landholder on whose lands they are situated or by a 
person who holds a lease from him. In most provinces, there are both . 
public and private markets, the former being directly under the control 
of a district board or municipality and the latter being licensed by the 
local authority concerned. It is only in Berar that the constitution of 
markets is regulated by special legislation, the Berar Cotton and Grain 
Markets Law of. 1897, and that their management is in the hands of 
elected committees. An Act for the regulation of cotton markets in the 
Bombay Presi,dency has recently been passed by the Legislative Council 
?f that pro~ce, but; at the tim.e Qf writin~, has no~ yet bee~ brou~h~ 
Jnto operatIOn. . 
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322. No systematic survey of the conditions under which agricuitural 
ABSElI'CB o. ur.OB~ produce is ~rketed i~ In~ has yet been mad~ 

luno. 'II' BBO~D T ill any proTlnce. 'While It was clear from the 
IlASnTlNO OO!lDI- outset of our enquiry that it would not be possible 
TION8. • for us, from the angle of an all-India enquiry over 
the whole field of agriculture, to examine in detail the marketing and 
distribution of each important crop in every province, we hoped that 
the material forthcoming in answer to our questionnaire might provide 
us with a sufficient body of facts upon which to form general conclusions 
as to the marketing of the more important crops. Only to a limited 
extent has this proved to be the case. It is clear that the agricultural 
departments have hitherto had at their disposal neither the financial 
mean.~ nor the trained personnel required to carry out marketing surveys. 
Moreover, unofficial organisations of middlemen in a position to collect 
and collate information on matters of fact in connection with the 
business of their members are very rare in India. Some valuable 
investigations on the marketing of cotton are in process of being 
carried out by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. But much of the 
information essential to an exhaustive study of marketing conditions 
has never yet been collected. In a subsequent paragraph, We make 
suggestions for the organisation of marketing surveys and for the training 
of the necessary personnel. A brief description of the systelllS under 
which cotton is marketed in Khandesh, jute in Bengal and rice in Burma, 
based on such material as is available, will enable the reasons for the 
proposals we shall make for the establishment of properly regulated 
markets to be more readily understood. 

323. The investigations of the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
TRB IIIAlIKETl}(O O. have shown that the cultivators of cotton in the 

COTTOIf Ilf KHAN. Khandesh districts of the Bombay Presidency are 
DBSR. not hampered by indebtedness in selling' their 
produce to the same extent as are cultivators in some other tracts 
such as north Gujarat and are comparatively free to dispose of 
it as they please. The commonest method of sale is, however. 
in the village' to a visiting trader or more rarely to a resident 
trader. These traders are often financed by ginneries, and by brokers 
known as adatyas. Moneylenders seldom purchase the unginned 
cotton. A considerable number of cultivators sell in the larger 
markets, the proportion being much higher in West than in East 
Khandesh. In the two largest markets, the number of carts of unginned 
cotton brought in by actual growers represented sixty and twenty-seven 
per cent, respectively, of the total number of carts coming into those 
markets. In the smaller market.~, it vaned. from twelve to eighty-five 
per cent. The system of sales adopted in the markets is everywhere 
much the same. The carts collect in the early morning, the brokers show 
samples to the merchants, bids are made secretly between them under a 
cloth and the seller accepts the rate fixed. These sampks, consisting of 
as much as five to eight seers from each cart, are invariably regarded as 
the perquisite of the merchant, whether or not a sale is effected. Nor 
memorandum is given to the seller at this stage. The carts are then 

1(0 y 286-25 
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removed to the ginning factories where weighment and often the real 
bargaining take place. Allowances are frequently claimed on the ground 
that the cotton is not lip to sample, or is damp or has a low ginning per" 
centage. Such claims are made after weighment is begun and the 
cultivator has usulJ.lly no option but to accept the new rate. A memo
randum of the weight· and rate is given to the cultivator and it is 
on this that payment is, made. The enquiries made by the Indian 
Central Cotton Committee elicited definite instances in which 
deductions were made from the rate of the day, first in the market 
and subsequently in the ginning factory. Sellers in almost all 
markets are compelled to employ a broker and cannot sell direct. 
In some markets, Indian firms buy direct from the seller's broker, 
in others, they employ brokers. Foreign firms always employ 
brokers. In a few markets, brokers act for both buyers and sellers. 
The rates are calculated by the buyers on the basis of prices telegraphed 
from Bombay. In the Dhulia market in West Khandesh, the practice 
of posting the local rate of the day for unginned cotton is now adopted. 
No system of posting these rates in the markets exists elsewhere and, in all 
cases, the cultivator is dependent on buyers or brokers for information 
about rates. The system adopted for paying the men employed to 
weigh the cotton varies greatly from market to market. In some case~, 
weighmen are paid by the buyer, in some by both buyer and seller. 
In other markets, the weigher is the employee of the broker or the gin 
owner. The charges levied also differ greatly from market to market. 
At Amalner, the biggest market· in East KhanJesh, they consist of a 
charge of two annas per cart for ground rent and Rs. 2-0-6 for brokerage 
and other charges. These charges are levied on unginned cotton weighing 
more than 432 seers and less than 792 Beers. Of the total of Rs. 2-0-6, 
as. 8 is levied for weighing, as. 2-6 for porterage, Rs.1-2-6for commission 
and as. 3-6 for charities. A fixed allowance of 5 Beer. per cart is also 
taken by buyers, representing a loss to the seller of from one rupee to 
21 rupees. The enquiries made by the Indian Central Cotton Committee 
showed that greater use of the markets is not made by cultivators 
because of the disputes which arise after \veighment has comme~ced'i~ 
regard to the rate and became of arbitrary deductions from the weight. 

324. Between the cultivator of jute in Bengal and the export market 
on the one hand or the jute mill on the other, there 

THE MABUTING OJ' b f . Th th . 
lUTE IN BENGAL may e 88 many as our agenCIes. ere are ' e 

.. faria, bepari, aratdar or mahajan and the baler. 
The faria is a small dealer who buys small quantities of jute and sells 
it to the bepari. The bepari is financed by the '1nahajan or aratdar who 
passes on the jute to the baler. This chain of middlemen is not, however, 
universal. The bepari. often deals direct with the cultivator and, if 
he is a wealthy man, dispenses with the a,atdar. The aratda, is often 
eliminated also by the baling firms who advance money direct to the 
beparis: whilst"in east.ern Bengal, the cultivator frequently deals with 
the baling 'firm direct, if it has an agency within a reasonable distance. 
Thefaria is a dealer and not a commission agent.· The bepan is either 
a dealer or a comm~sion agent according as he works on his own capital 
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or on that of the aratdar or the baler. The araJms'f is merely a financier 
who takes interest at the rate of four annas per mallnd of jute on the 
money he advances. The margins of the various middlemen are estimated 
all from' two to six annas per maund of jut.e for the faria according 
to the season, four annas to one rupee for the bepar;, and four annas for 
the aralAlar. The margin of. the baling firms, from which they have 
to meet the co~t of handling and storing as well as that of freight to 
Calcutta and inlIurance, is placed at Rs. 1-6. The difference het-ween 
the price received by the cultivator and the price paid by the jute mill 
or the exporter is thus estimated at from Rs. 2 to Rs. 2-8 per mauna 
which represents twenty per cent of the total price. 

3:.!5. In Burma, unhusked rice is usually purchased from the threshing 
floor by the local trailer who is known as a jungle 

TRIll IL!.BJ[ETlNG OF broker. He is seldom a man of means and is merely 
BlU8 1]1 BUBIlA. fl· I d I 'din; h an agent 0 oca ea ers reS1 g In t e surrounding 
JJlarke~ al1d in milling centres. His commission on purchases varifs 
from Re. 1 to Rs. 2 on each 100 baskets delivered. He is in most 
cases better informed than the seller as to the trend of the market but the 
ruling price is usua.lly well known in the village, information obtained 
from the Press or by telegraphic advice from Rangoon being passed on 
from cultivator to cultivator. When the price is settled, difficulties 
arise over the size of the basket to be used for measurement, the point at 
issue being whether the broker's or the village basket should be used 
for this purpose. Carting or transport has next to be arranged for. The 
CORt of this is naturally included in the price fixed. The cultivator may 
or may not agree to cart to the nearest point of shipment at a recognised 
rate, which varies from eight annas to one rupee per ton mile according to 
the supply of carts a vaila ble and the urgency of moving the purchase. The 
jungle broker delivers the unhusked rice to his principal usually at some 
local railway siding or river station. The principal may either store it for a 
rii'e in the maJ,"ket, send it to the local rice mill to be husked or forward it 
to a large rice mill at Rangoon. If the second of these methods is adopted, 
t·he unhusked rice is either milled straight or first parboiled. The smaller 
ffiiller is in a position to pay a better price for his produce than the 
larger one as he buys a more uniform sample, and, therefore, gets a better 
outturn from it and ;he has not to pay for the transport of husk. His 
(JUtturn is Bent to brokers or large shippers in Rangoon. The balance of 
the crop which is not handled by the small miller is dealt with by the 
large millers in the ports of Rangoon, Akyab; Baasein and Moulmein, 
who receive it by rail or river. It is bought on a w~ight-cum-volume 
basis and it is in this" respect that most disputes arise. The volume
recognised is a nine-gallon basket the weight of which must be' forty-~ix 
pounds. A bonus is paid for any weight in excess of this and a deductIOn 
is made for any weight below it. Collusion between th.e weigher, ~he 
broker and the tally clerk, however, often results in.,the seller berng 
deprived of the bonus to which he is entitled. We were uqormed that 
this method of sale is one_ of the most important defects in the sy~tem of 
marketing in Burma. Another great. defect is the mixing of different. 

)(0 y 286-2PG 
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varieties of unhusked rICe by the small brokers and adulteration by 
adding winnowings. 

326. The illustrati~we have ~~_ above sho~~hat i~ __ abundantly 
lNDEBTED:;::-:;-·-cTeadtoln.-alrtheevid~ce we J:~()~ived..!>n_tb&,J?oint .. 

, RELATION TO THB USB nameI!,-J;ll.ai.J:U!lrk~tlDg con~tI9p.Lya,ry greatly, 
OF MARKETS. 'Jio~JI!.9.-vin~(L~lL'proyince, and in respect of 
~ifferen~pr9dR<lt~jP..JJi~e_pro:viPc~ .• None the less, ill spite of the 
diverSIty of the systems under which agricultural produce is marketed in 
different parts of India, tp.ere are ~ertajn brol!d generallljatioJ;lLwl,licll 
can be made for India as a whole. It has, we think, been established that, 
'~~t~e.c~tivator is inapoJlWqn to disp?se o.f lrihprott1!~!l..iIl~ market, 
lWweyeUUUlted.itsscope andhadly 9rga~edits c aracter, heobJains a. 
~uch better, pri.ce.,ioljt, _even when. the-cast.J:li.transport is j;~~!!,jnto 
co~si(J.erlltion,..than-when.he-dispose~ Q! it}ll his own village. He may be 
compelled so to dispose of it because communications with the nearest 
market are not satisfactory or because he Ii:li.S nocattle aild carts of his own 
by which to transport it, but there can be no(Iouot that it must often be 
his indebtedness which compels him to resort tothevillag~lrader and to 
, accept the terms dictated by the latter. The full benefits of improvements 
in market' organisation cannot therefore reach the mass of cultivators 
unless their financial position is such that they can act as free agents and 
market their produce where they please. With this aspect of the problem 

) we deal in our chapter on the Fjnance of Agriculture, paragraph 361. 
, Interesting light is thrown upon it as the result of enquiries which were 
made in 1923 by the ... Punjab CommunicatiOll.8 Board which elicited that in 
~som~('1iQf the' province, of whi('~Kl!.m:ll.ia.one, the bulk of the 
Icrop was sold to the village traaer. In the adjacent district of 
! .. Rohtak, where communications are better than they are in Karnal and 
tIle co-operative movement has made greater progress, the proportion fell 
to one-half. In the prosperous~llpur district with its excellent 
communications and numero;us nUl~s, tIle wnole of the surplus prcduce 
was disposed of in the market centres. 

327, If, as we have held in the preceding paragraph, it is established 
THB IMPORTANCE OF that the cultivator obtains a much better price for 

PROPERLY ORQA· his produce when he disposes of it in a market than 
NISEO lIURKETS. h h II" hi '11 h' him w en e se s It, III S VI. age, t e Importance to 
of properly organised markets needs no emphasis. The importance of 
such markets lies not only in the functions they fulfil but in t.heir 
reactions upon production. Well regulated markets create in the mind 
of the cultivatot a feeling of confidence and of receiving fair play and this 
is the mood in which he i~ mos'freadj t.o~,!lI>nieW'ideaBand to strive tt) 
impr~~ )ti~_agric~t~a1 practice. Unless the cultivator can be cert,ain 

~
securing adequate value for the quality and purity of his produce~ 

, e effort required for an improvement in these will not be forthcoming. 
e value of the educative effect of well regulated markets on the 

producer can hr.rdly be exaggerated but it has yet to be recognised in 
India. From all provinces we received complaints of the disabilities 
under whi,ch the cultivator labours in selling his produce' in markets, 
as at present organised. It was stated that scales and weights 
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lI.nd measures were manipulated against him, a practice which 
is often rendered easier by the absence of standardised weights and 
me&l!ures and of any system of regular inspection. Deductions which 
filII entirely on him but against which he has no effective means of protest 
are made in most markets for religious and charitable purpO!les and for 
other objects. Large" samples" of his produce are taken for which he 
is not paid even when no sale is effected. Bargains between the agent 
who IWts for him and the one who negotiates for the purchaser are made 
secretly under a cloth and he remains in ignorance of what is happening. 
The broker whom he is compelled to employ in the larger markets is more 
indinpu to favour the purchaser with whom he is brought into daily 
contact than the seller whom he only sees very occasionally. This 
inclination to favour the buyer becomes more pronounced when, as not 
infrequently happens, he acts for both parties. 

328. The disabilities described in the l)receding paragraph which 
T B undoubtedly exist in almost every unregulated 

SYS~ E~:DIUB::! market in greater or less degree, and are not entirely 
HUloIBA Y JlABKBT absent .from the regulated markets of Berar, can only 
LEGISLATION. be removed by the establishment of properly regu
lated markets and we hold that the establishment of such markets would 
confer an immense boon on the cultivating classes of India. It must 
indeed, in our view, form an essential part of any ordered plan of agri
cultural development in this country, for only in this way can the work of 
the agricultural departments be brought to full fruition. The markets 
of Berar are regulated under the provisions of the Cotton and Grain 
Markets Law. Markets of the character we have in view will aLo be 
established in Bqmbaywhen the Act to which we have referred above is 
brought into op~ration. The value to the cultivator of the markets in 
Berar has been brought out in striking fashion by the enquiry into the 
marketing of agricultural produce in that trlWt which has recently been 
conducted by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. It was found that 
no less than 68 per cent of the cotton sold in that province was sold in 
these markets. In the neighbouring district of East Khandesb. in the 
Bombay Presidency, only 8· 5 per cent of the cotton sold was brought 
into the larger markets. A brief description of the Berar system and of 
the improvements which the Bombay legislation seeks to graft on it is, 
therefore, a necessary preliminary to the recommendations we have to 
make on this important subject. 

Although the law under which the Berar markets have been 
constituted is known as the Cotton and Grain Markets Law, the markets 
are in actual practice used almost exclusively for cotton. Onder the 
provisions of the law, markets and bazaars may be notified and com
mittees may be appointed to manage them. Rules may be made to 
regulate the constitution and powers of the managing committees, the 
levy, collection and disposal of fees, the conditions under which lice?Bes 
may be issued to brokers, weighmen and measurers, the placel!l for welg~
.ment and measuring, the scales, weights and measures to be used and thelf 
inspection, verification 'and correction, and so on. Unauthorised markets 
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and bazaars Dlay be prohibited. Detailed rules on these points were 
promulgated iri a notification issued in 1898. 

The main criticism which has been brought against the Berar system 
is that the market committees are unwilling to take energetic action to 
secure fair trading owing to the fact that the majority of their members 
are general commission agents or large buyers who do not wish to offend 
the class to which they belong" or on which they are very closely dependent 
for a successful season's trade. This defect is inherent in the constitution 
of the committee as the rules lay down that no person is eligible for 
appointment to the committee who has not resided within the limits 
or within five miles from the limits of the town in which the market 
is situated for at least three months prior to the date on which the list 
of persons eligible for appointment to the committee is prepared. This 
means in practice that members of the cultivating classes in the area 
served by the market are excluded from the committee and that their 
very Rubstantial interests in the proper management of the market 
receive no recognition. The Bombay legislation seeks to remove their 
disabilit.ies in this respect by providing that they shall elect not less 
thnn half the members of the market committee, of whom there will 
be not less than twelve or more than sixteen. Of the remainder, one 
will be a member nominated by the local Government, one will be elected 
by the district local board of the district in which the market is situated, 
one by the municipality, if it is lccated within municipallimitR, and the 
others by the traders in the market. The Bombay legislation provides 
that no trade allowance other than an allowance prescribed by rules 
or by laws made under it shall be made or received by any person in 
any transaction in the market. This is an advance on the Berar 
legislation which, although it forbids the taking of trade allowances, does 
not define them. Both laws provide that the market committee may 
employ such officers and servants as may be necessary for the manage
ment of the market. This is an important provision in vit'w of the com
plaints which have been made of the manner in which the cultivator is 
cheated in the matter of weighment.. The Bombay legiRJation, as does 
t.hat of Berar, prohibits the establishment of unauthorised markets 
within a pre~cribed di.~tance of markets established by law. Under the 
Berar law, any surplus of market funds remaining at the end of the 
financial year is automatically transferred to the dist.rict board or munici
pal committee in whose area the market is situated. Under the Bombay 
legislation, it can be expended only OIl certain purposes connected with the 
market which are defined in t.he Act. 

329. We entirely approve the principle underlying the Berar 
system of regulated markets and of the very 

THE RESTRICTION 011" 1 desirable improvements in that system which 
RII:QUl.ATED MARKETS iwill be effected by the Bombay legislation, and we 
TO OOl"TOl<. • .J recommend that similar markets should be 

established in other provinces. Such criticisms 
as we shall-have to offer are, in the main, confined to points of detail. 
The Berar markets are, however, as we have seen, confined almost exclu
sively to transactions in cotton and the· Bombay legislation definitely 
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limits them to that product. The first question which, therefore, arises 
for consideration is the necessity for this restriction. The object of the 
Bombay legislation as given in the" Statement of Objects and Reasons " 
is to secure to the cultivator better prices, fa.ii:er weighment and freedom 
from illegal deductions. If the establishment of regulated markets 
can secure this in respect of cotton, it can do 80 equally well in respect 
of other products 8uch as grain and oil:seeds. It appears desirable 
to point out that, although the primary object of properly regulated 
markets may be the protection of the cultivator, they have also their 
uses from the point of view of the purchaser and the public. The 
cultivator cannot he held guiltless of malpractices. Tricks of the 
trade such as the adulteration and mixing of produce are not practised 
only br the middlemen nor are they by any means confined to COttOIl. 
There 1B no measure more calculated to prevent them, in so far as they 
are due to the seller, than.the establishment of properly regulated markets 
and the buyer is much more likely to obtain satisfactory quality in such 
markets than by any other mt:thod of purchase. We, therefore, recom
mend that the system of regulated markets should be extended to products 
other than cotton. . 

330. The next question which arises is whether regulated market8 
should be established under ad hoc legislation or 

TB.s NECESSITY FOB d b la fr d .. li· 
8PIKIAL LEGISLATION un er y- ws amed un er the MUIDClpa tIes 

. Act or the District Boards Act of the province 
concerned. The latter procedure is adopted in the Central Provinces 
proper, as distinct from Berar. Under section 105 of the Central 
Provinces Municipal Act of 1903, municipal authorities have power 
to frame by-lawll which are subject to confirmation by the local 
Government, for the inspection and regulation of markets and for the 
charge of fees for the use of buildings and places therein. It does 
not, however, appear that the markets established under these provi
sions are as effectively regulated as they are in Berar and we are 
of opinion that satisfactory regulation can only be secured by provincial 
legislation arid rules framed thereunder. If the management of 
regulated markets is left to municipal councils or district boards on which 
vested interests are often strongly represented and on which pressure 
can be brought to bear in various ways, it is very doubtful if the interests 
of all the parties directly concerned, more especially those of the grower, 
will be adequately safeguarded. Municipal councils, it is true, generally 
have their market committees to look after municipal markets but, as a 
:rule, the interests of the growers are not represented on them. There is a 
I danger that the markets will be regarded merely as a source of r.evenue. to 
'the. municipality or district !x>ard c?ncerned and that the obJects "?th 
·which they have been established will be largelyfrustrated. There 18 a 
:further danger that the site selected for the mar~et may not be the most 
I suitable. A municipal council will naturally WiSh to ~ve the market 
I situated within municipallimits, whereas a site outside the town may oft~n 
be more convenient, having regard to communications by lVad and rail. 
We are, therefore, of opinion that regulated markets shoul~ o.n ly .be esta b~ 
ltished under provincial legislation. We would add that It 18 difficult to; 
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provide in a Municipal Act for all the powers which are required for the 
control of a regulated market. The only province in which an attempt 
has been made to do so is the Central Provinces. 

331. The third point which arises is whether the establishment of. 
regulated markets should be optional. It was not 

OPTIONAL ESTAB·, optional in Berar where all the markets which were 
L I 8 II MEN T 011 in existence when the Cotton and Grain Markets 
MARKETS. ..' b' Law was brought mto operation came Wlt In 

its scope, as did any subsequently established. It is worthy of 
mention that the law was not passed by the provincial Legislative Council 
but was promulgated by the Government of India in the Foreign Depart
ment for the" Hyderabad Assigned Districts" as Berar was then officially 
designated. We apprehend that the need for the establishment of 
regulated markets may not in the beginning be appreciated and we do 
not consider it desirable that their establishment should be dependent on 
the opinion of a local committee, however constituted. These markets 
are required primarily in the interests of the cultivator and it is he who is 
least likely to be adquately represented on sueh a committee. Nor is it 
probable that, at the out,set, he will be sufficiently aware of the extent of 
the assistance a properly regulated ma.rket can give him to press for its 
E'stabli~hment. 'Ve are, therefore, of opinion that the local Government 
must take the initiative and that markets should be immediately estab
lised in It few suitable centres. This is the position under the Bombay Act 
which, although it. prescribes that the district local board shall be consulted 
before a cotton market is established, leaves the final decision in the 
matter with the local Government. We are convinced that it is only in 
this way that public opinion can be educated to realise the advantages of 
markets of this character and the demand for them be created. Markets 
of this character should be self-supporting at an early stage. The initial 
expenditure on land and buildings incurred in starting them should be 
met from a loan from provincial revenues. 

332. The regulated markets, the establishment of which we 
recommend in this chapter, are intended for 

RELATIONS BRT' wholesale transactions in agricultural products. 
WRKN LOOAL AUTHO· n""1. .1 d k' bl' h d . 
RITIES AND BEOULAT. n Jlere a regluate mar et IS esta IS e In an area 
ED MARKETS. in which a wholesale market administered by a 

. '. municipal council or local board already exists, it 
wlll natUl'ally replace the latter. In such circumstances, a financial 
settlement between :the market committee and the municipal councilor 
local boar~ may be necessary, in view of the expenditure which may 
ha ve been Incurred on the provision of the market yard and of the income 
that may be derived from ground and shop rents or from market cesses 
and fees. Where the municipal or local hoard market has been estahlish
ed for ret.ail as ~ell as wholesale transaction.'l, it will probably be desirable 
to establIsh ent!l'ely separate markets for the two classes of trade. The 
wholesale market .would then be notified as a regulated market under 
the special market legislation we recommend above and a market com
mittee would be constituted forit under the provisions of that legislation. 
Unauthorised markets within a certain radius from it would be prohibited 
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by statute. The retail market would remain, as at present, under the 
admini'ltration of the municipal council or local board. Whether, in a 
regulated market, there should be one market committee for cotton 
anothl'r for'Wheat, another for oil-seeds and so on, would be a matter to ~ 
decided in the light of the local conditions. Again, should there be 
any cases in which wholesale markets fo~ di1ferent classes of produce are 
already established on different sites wit.hin the limits of a mWli(:ira1ity, 
it might be expedient to retain those sites and to constitute a separate 
market committee for each. Conditions vary so greatly in di1ferent 
provinces, and, indeed, in different districts of the same province, that it 
is not pos~ible for us to do more than indicate that the relationship of a 
regulated market to the council of any municipality or to the local board 
in the area in which the market is being established will require careful 
con!liJeration in drafting If'gislation to give effect to our recommend
atioM under this head. 

333. We now turn to the constitution of the market committee and 
other details of management. We approve the 

TUB OONSTITUTION 
OW TUB IlARIBT provisions of the Bombay Act which deal with 
COY>JT'M'EB AND these matters, especially the provision for the 
OTBEB DBTAILS ow election of not less than half the members of the 
MAI'lAOBMIINT. committee by the cotton growers of the area served 
by the market. Even this, however, may not secure entirely satis
factory representation of the growers' interests and, where it £aila to 
do so, an officer of the Agricultural Department, as the department 
which is in the best position to watch over their interests, might well 
be nominated to the committee. We would further suggest that it 
should be definitely prescribed by rule that no licensed broker should 
be eligible for ejection to the committee as a representative of the 
(lultivators. We consider it desirable that the committee should elect 
its own chairman. We would also recommend that, ordinarily, the con
stitution of the market committee should provide for the representation of 
(lo-operative societies in the area served by the market. The addition to 
the committee of nominated members should not be allowed to reduce the 
~ctual trade representatives below a cemin limit. 

One fruitful source of disputes, for the settlement of which we make 
proposals in the following paragraph, is fraudulent weighment. We 
oonsider that each market should have a weighbridge installed, with 
suitable arrangements for its use. Any cultivator wishing to do so, 
'Should be allowed to weigh his cartload of produce and also his cart when 
~mptied, and should be given free a cert·ificate of these weighments which 
.all parties doing business in that market should be required to accept 
.as final. We consider that the provision of such weighbridges should be 
made compulsory even in unregulated markets, and that the local govern
ments should take t.he necessary powers to deal with this question. 

Other details we would leave to the market committee but we would 
suggest the adoption of the following procedure as worthy of cpnsideratio~. 
A proper 8(lcount of each. individual cartload Bold should be entered In 

a book kept for the purpose before it is allowed to leave the market •. 
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Particulars ofthe load should be entered .on a printed docket. The only 
entries which would be required on the docket would be the purchaser's 
signed agreement. to buy, the rate at which he agreed to buy and the 
name of the seller. The records of individual sales should be posted up 
from these printe,d dockets in a book kept by the market comrrj;tee. 

334. There is one important respect in which the Berar and the Bombay 
SETTLEMENT OF legislation appears to us defective. No specifio 

DISPUTES. provision is made for. the settlement of disputes 
arising between the seller and the purchaser. The point would seem 
to have been intentionally omitted in the Berar Law and the rules framed 
under it. We are not aware whether it is proposed to deal with it in 
the rules which will be framed in due course, under the Bombay 
Aot, for the regulation of the powers to be exercised by the 
cotton mal'kP.t committee. It was clear from the evidence we received 
that one of the grievances against all existing markets which is most 
felt by t.he cotton grower is that he is at a great disadvantage if a dispute 
arises over the quality of his produce. The complaint made to us was 
that, though the cotton may be bought in the market on the basis of 
quality as judged by sample, the buyer, when he gets it to the ginnery, 
frequently maintains that it is not up to the sample. He, therefore, 
offers a lower price for it than that originally agreed upon and this the 
oultivator is compelled to accept, as the contents of the cart have been 
~holly or partially unloaded and he is not in a position to reload them 
and to take them elsewhere. We consider it most desirable that some 
machinery should be proVided for the settlement of all disputes, whether 
in regard to cotton or other agricultural products, and would suggest that 
it should take the form of a panchayal or a board of arbitratorfl. This 
board might consist of three members, one nominated by the buyer, one 

. by the seller and the third, who would be the chairman, selected by both 
parties from the market eommittee. If the parties failed to agree 
on a chairman, he sllOuld be nominated by the chairman of the market 
committee. As disputes in regard to cotton most frequently arise 
after the cotton has left the actual market premises, it would be necessary 
so to define the limits of the market proper as to include within them all 
ginneries within a reasonable distanoe of the market yard. 

335. Amongst the duties of the market committee should be that of 
PUBLIOATION OF placing at the disposal of those using the market 

MARKETING INFOBMA· information on such matters as the prices ruling 
TION. at the principal marketing centres of the tract and 
at the ports for the products dealt with in the market, the stocks of 
cotton or jute held by mills and the like. Very little is done in this 
direction at present. Telegrams giving ootton prices in Bombay are 
posted in the more important cotton markets in the Punjab three times 
weekly from th.e beginning of November to the end of February. The 
district boards or municipalities conoerned meet the cost of these. 
Bombay (lott-on prices are also posted in some of the markets in Berat and 
the Central Provinces and in a few markets in other parts of India. The 
market, conun.ittee would' obtain the advioe of the special marketing 
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officer, whose appointment is proposed in paragraph 348 below, in reg~Td to 
the form and manner in which information of this character, especiallyt.he 
manner in which the wholesale and futures' prices ruling in the major 
markets, should be expressed. lilly expenditure involved in publi'lhinu it 
would be a legitimate charge on market funds. c-

336. In paragraph 327, we have mentioned that, in some markets, 
PRoHIBITION 0" the broker acts for both buyer and seller and that 

BROKEM BOM: this fosters his natural predilection in fa,vour of 
ACTINO 111 A DUAL the buyer with whom he is brought into daily 
OAPACITY. h contact and on whom e i.3 largely dependent for 
a successful season's trade, as against the seller whom he only sees very 
occasionally. We cOll8ider it most desit-a ble that, either in the legislation 
for the establishment of open marketo or in the rules framed thereunder, 
there should be a definite provision prohibiting brokers from acting 
in a dual capacity. We regard it as so important in the interests of 
the cultivator that this undesirable practicle' should be stopped that 
we would suggest that the license of any broker found contravening 
the provision we propose should be cancelled for the season and, on the 
repetition of the offence, ca,ncelled permanently. 

337. The seller would be in a stronger position, when disputes such 
STOBAG. AOOOM:. as those discussed in paragraph 334 arise, if storage 

1110 DATION. accommodation . were provided in the mltrkets. 
It would not be necessary to provide such accommodation for all the 
produce coming into the market. The provision of a limited amount, 
which could be increased as the market grew in prosperity and funds 
became available, should have the necessary psychological effect in 
bringing about a greater sense of equality between the buyer and 
the seller. The storage accommodation we have in view should 
not be utilised to facilitate the speculative holding of agricultural 
produce. The provision of facilities in the market premises for this 
purpoae· would involve an undue interference with the legitimate 
functionB of the market. Facilities for the temporary storage 
of their produce by cultivators are, in our view, best provided by 
co-operative societies as they have been in the mandis of the Punjab. 
In markets in which a sufficiency of storage accommodation is not 
provided by co-operative societies, we think that market committees 
should supply the deficiency and should provide the necessary manage
ment. The future may see in operation in India the type of lic~nsed 
warehouse conducted for profit within the market premises by pnvate 
mterprise, independent of both buyer and seller, on the lines of the 
!ystem which exists in the United States of America.. The nature of 
;he agency pr"lviding the facilities is not of first imp?rtance. The 
lrgent need is for sufficiency of accommodation at the disposal of the 
:ultivator at moderate cost. • 

338. We have pointed out in our chapter on Demoastration and I!0-
THJI 178B 0" paga.nda that the regula.t~d markets, the. establish-

I~KBT8 :rOB PUB- ment o( which we have rec.ommended in this chapter, 
'OSES 0" PBOPA- " I f th 
IA!fDA. Bh~ pr~~ & most - us~ful channe or' e 

, .. , '-"'"1....-:: 
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propaganda work ~f the agricultural departments and 'that a permanent 
agricultural stall should form a prominent feature of such marke~: We 
think that a valuable stimulus to thrift would be given if,. in every im
portant market, an office of a co-operative credit society receiving deposits 
or, where this is not feasible, a.branch of a post office savings bank were 
()pened, so that cultivators, after disposing of their surplus produce, may 
be induced to keep at least a part of the sale proceeds as a deposit instead 
-of spending it in the purchase of ornaments or for other non-productive 
purposes. The possibilities offered by regula ted markets for the extension 
-of htnking business generally will no doubt receive due attention from 
the joint stock banking companies. 

339. The esta~lishment of properly regulated markets should act as a. 

S RD SATIO
- powerful agent in bringing about a reform which is 

TANDA I.. h d d . il' h' f hI' OF WRIGHTS AND muc nee e , prunar y m t e mterests 0 t e cu tl-
MEASURES. vator and, secondarily. in that of all engaged in trade 
and commerce in India. From all parts of India, we received evidence 
()f the disabilities under which the cultivator labours owing to the chaotic 
condition in which matters stand in respect of the weights and measures 
in general use in this country and of the hampering effect this has upon 
trade and commerce generally. Needless complications and'unevenness 
in practice as between market and market tend to prejudice the 
interests of the cultivator. In sixteen markets of the East Khandesh 
district of the Bombay Presidency, the maund has thirteen different values 
ranging from 21t seers at Bodwad to 80 seers at Pachora. The Indian 
Cotton Committee pointed out that, over the greater part of the Bombay 
Presidency, cotton is bought and ~old on the basis of a klwndi of 784: 
pounds of lint which is, in con8equence, known as the Bombay khandi. 
In the south of the presidency, the unit is the nag of 336 pounds. In 
Khandesh, the kha-ndi varies from 160 to 250 pounds. The Madras 
khandi is only 500 pounds of lint but, in the tract in which ' Westerns' 
cotton is grown, the unit is the nag of 312 pounds. At Cawnpore, there 
is a special cotton maund of 50 standard seers, that is about 103 pounds, 
both for lint and. kapa.~. In other parts of the United Provinces, the 
standard maund of 82 'l./7 pounds is generally used for kapaa, lint being 
sold in bales of 400 pounds. Again, in the Punjab, we were informed 
that, in the Jhelum district, six different measures by which grain is 
bought and sold are found within an area of sixty square miles. In the 
western districts of Burma, the size of the basket used for measuring 
agricultural produce, such as rice and groundnuts, is now defined from 
district to district by the number of condensed milk tins, the contents 
of which it will hold. In the eastern districts, the measure is a tin 
which holds twice as much as a condensed milk tin. Innumerable 
other examples of a similar character could be cited but those 
given are sufficient to show that there is considerable justification 
for the' view taken by both the Indian Cotton and the Indian Sugar 
Committees, and by many witnesses before us, that the present lack of 
system afior&'s great opportunities for cheating the cultivator, of which 
unscrupulous dealers and others are not slow to availthemselv6s. Model 
by-laws prescribing the nse of standard weights and measures have been 



framed by some local governments and have been adopted by municipal 
councils and district boards. It would, however, appear that they are 
Uflually ineffective in practice becaUfle the publio does not know of their 
existence and th.,re is no proper system of inspection. 

The Governmflnt of India appointed a Committee to investigate this 
subject in 1913. The Committee made a number of recommendations, 
the most important of wbjch was that the maund of 822/7 pounds should 
be declared the standard weight for India, though not for Burma. No 
action was taken by the Government of India on its report and matters 
remain much as they were prior to the appointment of the Committee. 
Weare strongly of opinion that the time has come for a re-examination 
of the position. We fully realise the obstacles to all-India legislation 

. presented by the force of local trade custom and of local tradition which 
is probably more powerful in this than in almost any other respect. 
The only hope of advance appears to us to lie in action within the limit.s of 
each province. At the same time, it is desirable that no province should 
\Uldertake legislation which might embarrass an adjacent province or, 
at some subsequent stage, render all-India legislation impracticable. We 
would, therefore, recommend that the Government of India should again 
undertake an investigation of the subject and should lay down general 
principles to which provincial governments should adhere, so far as 
this is possible without undue. interference with local trade custom. 
Both the Berar and the Bombay market legislation proviqe for the regula
tion of the kind and description of scales, weights and measures in use 
in cotton markets and for their periodical inspection, verification and 
correction. If a uniform system of weights and" measures is prescrihed
for adoption not only in all the regulated markets establit!hed in each 
province but in all factories, gins and presses, its adoption in all tran
sactions should follow within a very short period of time. A beginning 
has already been made in this direction so far as ginning and press~Dg 
factories are concerned. Under the provisions of the Cotton Ginning and 
Pressing Factories Act, local governments may make rules prescribing the 
weights and scales to be used in these factories and for their inspection 
and such rules have been made in a number of provinces. 

Burma, where the system of weights and measures is entirely diff~rent 
from that in use in any other part of the Inillan-Empite,wotITd require
separate trea tment. We are glad to note that i!teps in. the direction we 
recommend above have already been taken in that province and that 
a Bill providing standards of weights and measures for use in B~ma. has 
been introduced in the local Legislative Council. The Bill provldes, ~nter 
alia that the standard measure of capacity for unhusked rice in any dis
trict outside the Arakan division shall be the basket (tin) whiclt is deJYl~d 
as a cylindrical measure of capacity fifteen inches in height containfug 
2477 cubic inches or nine gallons. For unhusked rice in the .<\rak&fl 
di\ision and for agricultural produce other than unhusked.rice in any pal't
of Burma, the standard measures of capacity will be ~uch as ~hp Iccal 
Government may prescribe -by notification. The Bill furlher.prO":1dc; that 
the standard weights and measures only shall be used in any disYlct t~ 
and after a date to be notified by the local Government and a so 0 
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powers of inspection and oontrol. .A striking feature is the pOwer wlUch 
is taken to recover from the villagers the 'cost of equipping village 
committees with standard weights and measures, by the imposition of ~ 
tax or a cess on lands assessed to land revenue. It is explained that the 
reason for this proVision is that the total expenditure involved in a, free 
supply at the cost of Government would be considerable; and that the 
'Share of each village, if the cost is distributed over all villages, will be 
very small and its collection will do more than anything else to advertise 
the fact that standard weights and measures have been provided. 

340. We have so far dealt with marketing as it affects the individual 
Producer. We have shown that his position in 

RIIIPI1TATION 011' 
INDIAN AGRIOULTURAL relation to the distributors and Ultimate consumers 
'PRODUOTS m TlIB of his produce woUld be greatly strengthened by 
WORLD'S MABKIIITS. an improvement in the conditions in which it 
is marketed. But, though the establishment of properly regUlated 
markets· woUld mark a distinct advance towards the solution of the 
problem of securing for the cultivator the best possible price for 
his produce generally, and, in particular, the full premium for any' 
superiority in the quality of that produce, it is not in itself sufficient 
to solve that problem in its entirety. In the term "quality" 
we include not only the intrinsic superiority of the product resulting 
nom the cultivation of improved varieties but also the condition 
in which it· is marketed. The tendency all the world over is for local 
buyers to pay a flat rate for good and poor quality alike. Adequate 
recognition for qualit.y is everywhere difficult to secure. The position has 
lIsen aptly summed up by an authority on English marketing conditions 
in the statement that produce of high grade quality subsidises low grade 
supplies and that, for many commodities, there is little or no incentive 
to raise the quality level of the produced article. This statement, though 
made with special reference to marketing conditions in England, is equally 
true of India. The incentive to grow the improved varieties introduced 
by the agricultural departments is pro tanto diminished if the cultivator 
fails to obtain the full premium justified by their superiority over those 
ordinarily grown. Again, he has little incentive to market his produce 
in the hflst pos~ible condition unless that condition is recognised in the 
price he gets for it. 

Before passing on to consider the steps which can be taken to assist 
the cultivator in obtaining the full premium for quality, it will be con
~enient to discuss the reputation enjoyed by Indian agricultural produce 
m th? :world's markets. That ~uch of it is ~arketed in an unsatisfactory 
-condItIon was. clea~ from the eVldence we receIved, though it would appear 
that matters III thIS respect have considerably improved since the Board 
of Agrioulture dis~ussed the action which could profitably be taken by 
Governmen~ to dis~ow:age the adulteration and mixing of agricultural 
}Iro~~oe at Its :dle~tmg m 1917. Much valuable light was thrown on the 
~ub)ect by the eVldenoe we took in England. 

Cotton, which, 'in point of value, stands easily first in the list of India.n 
(j) COTTO.. expon:s of raw pr.oduce, is th~·commodity in regard. 

to which complamts of quality are most common 
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both in India and in Europe. In spite of the worIi: of the Indian Central 
C'Jtton CommIttee, and of the joint action by cotton trade associations 
which the Indian Central Cotton Committee is now endeavouring to 
secure, adulteration, mixing and damping still prevail to an undesirable 
degree. It has yet to be seen how far these malpractices will be checked 
by the operation of the Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act of 
1925, under the provisions of which mixed, adulterated or damped cotton 
can be traced back not only to the factory which ginned it but also to the 
original owner. It will be obvious that the prevalence of the practice of 
mixing short with long staple cotton very seriously hampers the work of 
the agricultural departments in spreading improved varieties. In 
paragraph 115. Chapter IV, we have pointed out that the position in 
rellpect of Punjab-American cotton is specially serious. . 

We were informed that bad retting, bad grading and selection and 
excessiv', moisture were characteristic of much of 

(Oi) J17U. the jute exported. It was stated that the spinning 
qualities of the jute produced in Bengal had steadily deteriorated in 
recent years. 

The most serious complaints we received had reference to Indian 
.. hemp. We were told that it was very irregular 

(II&) HBu. in quality, that fibre from different districts was 
mixed in the same bale, that it contained an excessive proportion of 
du.~t and dirt as the result mainly of retting in unclean water and that 
it was packed and baled in an unsatisfactory way. There has, however, 
been some improvement in quality of late owing to the' increasing 
proportion of the export which is treated in Bombay and Calcutta 
before shipment. 

Complaints of excessive moisture were not confined to fibres. We 
. were informed that the decortication of groundnuts 

(lll) GBOl7lID1I1J'I.'S. in a wet state is common and that this results in 
the breaking of the nuts and in deterioration owing to the increased 
percentage of fatty acids which is thus . set free during storage 
and transport. 

On the other hand, the reports on Indian oil-seeds other than 
groundnuts were satisfactory. Some suggestions for 

(II) Ou.·SBBDS, improvement were made especially in regard to 
cotton seed which frequently contains an admixture of dirt, pieces of 
iron and steel and other foreign matter, and to rape seed, the various 
descriptions of which are not always kept distinct. Indian linseed is 
preferred to that from any other country. 

There was some difference of opinion as to the quality of Indian wheat. 
We were informed by one authority that Indian 

(iii) WIlBAT. . wheat was most excellently packed and graded, 
that it was almost the only grain which is alway~ sold on the 
basis of analysis for impurity, that its quality is usually very 
even and that the allowances which have to be pa,id by the 
seller to the buyer for inferiority of quality are usually of 
minor importance. The ~tnps" add~ that the bags in which 
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Indian grain is' packed are usually better than allY other bags used in 
the grain trade and that the stowage in ships is an example of excellence. 
We were, however, told by another expert witness that the quality of 
the wheat exported from Bombay had steadily deteriorated, that it 
was sometimes damaged by weevil and damp and that one of the objec
tionable features ofthe Bombay wheat was the admixture of earth. These 
complaints had reference to the comparatively small proportion of the 
Indian exports of wheat which is shipped from Bombay, and the balance 
of opinion appears to establish that the quality of Indian wheat is, on 
the whole, well suited to the particular market that it satisfies. The 
marked improvement in recent years was attributed mainly to the form. 
of contract introduced by the London Corn Trade Association in 1912, 
under which nothing is paid for any foreign substance other than barley. 
A mixture up to two per cent of barley is permitted at the full 
contract rate but only half the rate is paid for any quantity found in 
excess of that percentage. 

The evidence before us suggests that most of th(' Indian wheat im
ported into Great Britain attracts millers in that country partly by reason 
of its extreme dryness, and partly owing to the fact that its presence in 
flour promotes the rapid growth of yeast. We have been told that, for the 
most part. Indian wheats placed upon the English market are deficient in 
gluten a!ld lack the complex quality known to bakers ail "strength," 
and that they are invariably blended by millets with wheats possessing 
these qualities. The bulk of Indian wheat exported to Great Britain 
reaches that country in the months of June, July and August, at which 
season of the year it fills a gap in the supplies of "soft" wheats im
ported from other countries. In existing conditions, the market for 
Indian wheat is thus, in the main, a 'special and limited one, and it is 
necessary to bear this in mind in interpreting much of the evidence bear
ing on the question of quality given to us by witnesses representative of 
the export trade, both in India and England. It would appear that the 
nature of the existing trade has its origin partly in the fact that the wheats 
first exported from India were the soft red wheats of the Indus basin and 
the 80ft white wheats of the Gangetic tract. The bases of the various 
grades now exported are the soft white wheats distributed for cultivation 
at the end of the nineteenth century. Since the war, the only two 
varieties which have been shipped in any appreciable quantities from 
India are Choice White Karachi and Red Karachi, the former greatly 
predominating, both of which are soft wheats. 

We have considered thE.' possibilities of the export of high-grade Indian 
wheat in volume and regularity sufficient to create and sustain a de
finite demarld. We t,runk that, from the agricultural point of view, no 
insuperable difficulties prevent the production of a strong whE.'at capable 
of entering overseas markets on a plane of quality and of average price 
well above that-at present enjoyed by Indian wheat. It has been estab
HsLed that many of the improved varieties of Indian wheats yield flour 
and loaves of "the same class as strong American wheats, and that strong, 
free-ruilling wheats can be grown in India. Having regard to the wide 
fluctuations in the volume of the surplus available for export, and to the 
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progressive tendency of large sections of the population in India to ex
change wheat for other food grains as a staple of their diet, coupled with 
the tendency for internal consumption to demand the stronger qualities 
of wheat, it would appear that a very considerable extension must ta':'~ 
place in the acreage under high-class strong wheats before there can be 
available for export a 8ufficient volume of high quality grain to establish 
the reputation essential to the securing of the full premium for quality. 
In view, however, of the extension of the area under wheat in Sind and in 
the Punjab to be anticipated as a consequence of the Sukkur Barrage 
acheme and the Sutlej Valley project respectively, we think that the pos-. 
sibilitie& of developing an export trade in high-clalls strong wheats should 
be borne in mind. We do not regard this recommendation as in any way 
illcon8L~tent with the view expressed later in the chapter as to the possi
bility of India ultimately becoming a wheat importing country. That 
time is not yet, and 80 long as there remains a surplus of wheat for export, 
it is the business of all concerned 80 to organise both production and 
marketing as to obtain for Indian wheats in overseas markets the best 
prices possible. A combined campaign by the agricultural departments 
and by exporters, supported by adequate advertisement emanating from 
the office of the Indian Trade Commissioner in London, might well 
succeed in establishing bu.'!iness of mu.ch value to cultivators in India. 

3 t 1. Sufficient has been said to show that there is considerable room 
RDIIIDIBS :rOB for improvement in the quality of much Indian 

U!l8A'lI8PACTOBY produce as it is now marketed. It is· impossible 
QUALITY. to apportion the responsibility for the conditions 
we have described in the preceding paragraph between the cultivator 
and the middleman or, again, to decide to what extent the malpractices 
l'omplained of are merely the result of carelessness or are due to 
diflhonesty. The Indian Cotton Committee found that the malpractices 
in regard to cotton for which the cultivator and the village trader are 
responsible are of minor importance compared with those carried on in 
ginning and pressing factories. Similar investigations have yet to be 
made in respect of other products. In so far as the cultivator must be 
held responsible for the condition in which his produce is marketed, 'it 
must, in justice to him, be pointed out that imperfect methods of 
preparation often arise out of circu.mstances over which he has no 
control. The bad retting of jute and hemp, for example, which is 
attribu&3d to the use of dirty water, mlist frequently be due to the 
fact that clean water is not available. 

But, whether the adulteration, mixing and damping of Indian 
agricultural produce are due to the middleman or the cultivator, it is 
unquestionable that they react most u.nfavourably upon the price the 
cultivator receives for his produce and that he will never secure the full 
premium for quality unless an end is put to them. It is pifficult to sug
gest a remedy slitable in Indian conditions. . It must be recognised th~t 
litt~ help can be expected from the individual middlemlql, ~hether ~ . 
India or abroad. His main concern is with the extent of his margm 
and the volume of his turnover. His interest in improving qliality in 

.oT286-26 
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India becomes \ even less active if he is dealing with produce from 
several countries. He IItn always protect himself by allowances for 
inferior quality which \re' often more than proportioned to the 
intrinsic inferiority of the produce. 

Appropriate action in respect of cotton can be, and is being, taken 
bv the Indian Central Cotton Committee and similar action in respect 
of jute would be one of the first tasks of the Jute Committee, the establish
ment of which we have recommended in Chapter III. As for other 
products, the Board of Agriculture in 1917 suggested that the most 
hopeful method of attacking the problem by action on the part of 
Government was by control at the port of export and the refusal to allow 
the export of produce below a certain standard of cleanliness and purity, 
such l\. standard to be fixed by, or in consultation with, representatives 
of the trade both in this country and in the countries to which the bulk 
of the produce is exported. In the United States of America. grading 
under government regulation and enforced by the Federal Department of 
Agriculture through inspecting officers, either at the port of shipment 
or elsewhere, is a prominent feature of the marketing for export of 

/' various agricultural products. Similarly, the grading of hemp in New 
Zealand and of fibres for export from the Philippines is controlled by the 
agricultural departments of those countries. We have considered the 
feasibility of introducing schemes of this nature in India. We think, 
however, that, in the present state of development of the export trade, 
the administrative difficulties involved would prove insuperable. 

Organised trade associations in India can, however, give great 
assistance. We would, in this connection, mention the valuable help' 
which the East India Cotton Asociation, by changes in its system of 
allowances, has given the Indian Central Cotton Committee in 
its efforts to furnish a general incentive to the delivering of 
cleaner and better produce. This association, though representative 
of all sections of. the cott?n trade, including exporters and 
millowners, is primarily an· association of merchants, middlemen and 
brokers. That organisation amongst the ultimate buyers can, in 
so.me instances, 'be an effective weapon is shown by the improvement 
in the quality of wheat which has been effected by the action of 
the London Corn Trade Association, but it does not appear that the 
contract under which hemp is sold has led to similar improvement in 
the quality of that product. It must be pointed out that organisation 
amongst buyers is difficult except in such a case as that of wheat in which 
by far the greater part of the exports from India go to one country, in 
this instance the United Kingdom. The evidence we received in India 
showed tkat the producer usually obtains better prices for the quality 
of his money crops, which are- also the principal export crops, than he 
does for crops destined solely for internal consumption. This is no 
doubt due both to the readiness of the ultimate consumer overseas 
to pay for quality, and to the greater efficiency of the large-scale dis
tributor engaged in the export trade as compared with that of the petty 
trader. Effective pressure to secure improved quality from the producer 
must, in the main, be applied by the agricultural or co-operative 
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departments. Propaganda. by these departments aimed at better 
cultivation and bctter methods of preparation can only be effective if it 
is based on close touch with trade requirements, more especially those of 
the export trade, and it is for this reason amongst others that we suggest 
the appointment of special marketing officers in paragraph 348 below. 

342. The question how far any improvement in the quality of Indian 
produce which is effected by the methods suggested 

Co·OUl<.t.TlVS 8llS. in the preceding paragraph will be immediately 
reHected in the price obtained by the cultivator is not one which can be 
answered with any degree of exactitude, buLilie more. .-efficient tile 
d~!ribll:t~'}g ma~hine!Jh~l!maller,j~.allWYll!l9i.rcumstance5._willbe the 
spr('niI he1\Ye~'l1LI'Q.<luCI!.~' __ I!!ld COllSUmerS' prices. The most effective 
method of enabling the cultivator to secure a full premium for superior 
quality i~ organisation for the purpose of sale. Group marketing must 
be more efficient than marketing by individuals, especially in conditions 
such as those which exist in India where the individual producer is such 
a small unit. The ideal to be aimed at is, therefore, co-operative sale 
societies which will educate the cultivator in the production ll,nd 
preparation for market of his produce, will provide a sufficient volume 
of prodtlce to make efficient grading possible and will bring the Indian 
producer into direct touch with the export market and with the large 
consumers in this country ~uch as the cotton and jute mills. We are 
well aware that it must be long before such societies will be in a 
position to undertake operations on the scale of societies in 
such countries as the United States of America. Meanwhile, the 
co-operative sale 80cietie!! which we discuss in our chapter on 
Co-operation represent a small beginning in this direction and deserve 
all the help the agricultural and co-operative departments can give 
them. The help of· the agricultural departments can be given 
most effectively in the form of allsistance in the grading of produce. 
It is axiomatic that properly graded produce must, in normal 
circum.~tances, command a higher price than produce of mixed quality. 
We, therefore, approve tho action of the Agricultural Department in 
Bombay in lending an agricultural assistant free of charge to carry out 
the grading of the cotton sold by the co-operative sale societies in the 
southern Maratha country. 

343. We con!!ider that auction sales by the agricultural departments 

AUCTION BALE. 
provide a useful m:eans of securing to the ~ultivator 
an adequate premium for the superior quality of a 

new variety grown under their supervision. Particularly is this 
the case in the early stages, when the quantity availabk is small 
and the trade is without an organisation to enable it to be taken 
up at its intrinsic value. The rapid expansion of the cultivation 
of 4 F cotton in the Punjab and of the improved varietjes of cotton 
introduced by the Bombay Agricultural Department in south 
Gujarat and the southern Maratha country was \~doubtedly 
due in very large measUfe to the fact that, at the outset, the 
cotton of these varieties was graded and sold at auctions held "by the 

)10 T 28&-26a 
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Agrioultural Department. As soon as their object had been achieved 
the auctions were discontinued in the Punjab and in south Gujarat and, 
in the southern Maratha country, they were taken over by co-operative 
sale societies. Auction sales by the agricultural departments can, 
however, only be 'regarded as a temporary expedient. The departments 
have not sufficient staff available to enable them to handle very large 
quantities of produce nor is it desirable that their energies should be 
diverted to any great extent to the discharge of this task. We consider 
that government auctions should only be continued until they can be 
taken over by co-operative societies or by private agencies which are 
willing to co-operate with the agricultural departments in any measures 
the departments may consider necessary to secure an adequate premium for 
an improved variety or to maintain their control of seed. Occasions 
may arise when auctions may prove the most suitable means of reviving 
a trade market which has become temporarily. demoralised. 

344. An important question which has come under our consideration 
in connection with the storage and movement of 

GlWlf BLlIIVATOBS. Indian agricultural produce is the feasibility of 
operating a system of grain elevators in this country. A detailed invE:sti
gation into this subject has recently been carried out...bL1'f~j?~.R. __ E. 
GordoD R E..JLO., at the instance of the North Western Railway. 
We are unable to accept the conclusions reached by Major Gordon 
in his valuable report, but we wish to acknowledge the assu.tance we 
have derived from it in formulating our own. 

The establishment of a complete grain elevator system would involve 
the erection of three distinct types of elevators. There would be smaller 
~ which woUld receIve the ~i:ii"!tthe ,imarr: markets and 
store it until it could be conveniently transported: y ra to the larger 
stations or CQIlilUmjpg eCl'iMes. At these centres there would be tf'f!ciJlaJ 
Tlev~ of considerably greater storage capacity. Finally, the;;;ould 

e e evators at the ports which would receive the grain from the railways 
and'oad It on to steamers for export. 

The ad vantages claimed for the elevator system are twofold. From 
the point of view of the r_ail~ays, it is urged that the system would lead 
to 'economies ill working owing io the introduction of transport in bulk, 
the·quicker turn round of wagons and possibly a more even distribution 
of traffio throughout the year. From th.: .. .pQi~!....2f.-J.iew-. of 
the cultivator, it is argued that he would be freed fiom exploitation, 
ana-wontd benefit from the better prices he would receive 
from the sale of properly cleaned and graded produce. He would further 
benefit fr.'.>m the economies effeoted by bulk handling and the elimination 
of disputes in. regard to ,,:eight and quality. Stress was laid, in the 
evidence before us, on the success with which the elevator system has 
been worked m North America and some of the British Dominions. 

Th.Vi~~~ed in--tela.~i?n~d 
~nternal trade l}!.gM1D reapectjIVell Wheat is theprincipal grain affected 
for,as the Table below shows, the exports of barley are of much less 
importance than those of wheat. . . 



QU/lt/'tity awl value oj wheal. and barley expaned from [nd,w by Bell 

I Export of Whe~t_! Export of barley 

______ , i Quantit~! Value I Quantity Value 

1916.17 
1111 7.18 
11118·19 
191\1·20 

'1920.21 
\!121.22 
11122.23 
1923·24 
11124·25 
1112/1·26 
19:16·27 

I 000 tone I && lakhs I 000 tons && )"khs 
749 I 910'35 I 210 226'44 

1,454 1900'27 359 404'03 
476 670'31 226 276'77 

9 20'36 2 2'70 
238 410'03 6 13'70 
81 146'83 10 20'36 

220 344'02 16 19'13 
638 9lI'81 169 176'90 

l,ll2 '11719'60 449 619'35 
212 360'24 42 66'23 
176271'07 2 2'65 

In our view, the figures in this Table are sufficient in themselves to 
condemn the elevator 8ystem as a practical measure so far as the export 
trade is concerned. The view taken in some of the evidence we received 
ill this country was that the falling off in the export of wheat from 
Karachi from an average of a million tons in the pre-war years, 1910-14, 
to one of 350,000 tons in the post-war period, 1918-26, was due to the 
inferiority of the Indian product a8 oompared with that of other countries 
and that this was largely due to the unsatisfactory conditions in which 
it is marketed which, in their turn, are the result of the absence of an 
elevator system, We are unable to accept this view, It is not borne 
out by the evidence we received in England, to which reference has been 
made in paragraph 340 above. It is our view that the fall in the exports 
of whp~t must be attributed in the main to increasing consumption in this 
country, So marked is this tendency that it would appear by no means 
improbable that India may, within a few generations, cease to be a wheat 
exporting count.ry, in spite of the increased production of wheat to be 
anticipated as the consequence of the extension of irrigation. 

The most modest scheme for an elevator 8ystem which was placed 
before us involved an expenditure of nearly two millions sterlipg, of 
which £800,000 represented the cost of an elevator at the port. The 
figures we have given above show that, even in the years when export 
is most active, it is very doubtful whether it would be sufficient to justify 
expenditure on this scale and it is clear that, in some years, the port 
elevator would be practically idle. Nor does it seem that one of the, 
advantages claimed for the elevator system, which is that it would tend 
to steady export throughout the year, could be secured. The evidence 
we received on this point in London showed that the demand for Indian 
wheat is most active in June and July, as it then fills a gap between 
supplies from other sources. The existence of an elevator system would 
not alter the seasonal character of the demand. It is not surprising, 
in these circumstances, that the proposals for an elevator'system ha va 
not received any support from the export interests involved. 



The questi~n' 4as now !.211~t~cussed from th,e point of vi~w.o.£internal 
trade. It wail-urged that a system of country and terminal elevatorl'l 

"itt-th-eJ>unjab could be worked without a port elevator or terminal 
elevators in the consuming centres, since elevators can discharge into bags 
automatically weighed and bulk transport is not, therefore, essential. 
It may, however, be remarked il'l. passing that, if bulk transport is not 
essential, one of the main arguments in favour of the elevator system, 
which is that it facilitates such transport, can no longer be 
sustained. 

We should, in any circumstances, have hesitated to advocate ~he esta
blishment of the elevator system for the internal trade of India withou t 
far more definite evidence on the subject than has been placed before us. 
We do not consider that the agricultural and marketing aspects of the 
problems have been sufficiently examined. We have grave doubts whether 
the difficulties have been sufficiently IIppreciated of dealing with a multi
tude of small and, for the most part, uneducated cultivators whose indivi
dual contributions are very much smaller than are those of farmers in COUll

tries in which the system has been successfully worked. The difficulties 
of persuading the cultivator to accept a system of pooling at the primary 
elevator, involving, as this must, the loss of identity for the individual 
parcel and the .holding by the cultivator of a certificate bearing on its 
face th3 quantity of the parcel marketed and its grade as assessed by the 
staff of the elevator, must be formidable. That this difficulty is felt to 
be a real one we judge from the evidence given before us suggesting that, 

. in the earlier stages of the venture, the identity of the cultivator's parcel 
should be preserved by storage in a separate bin. Having regard, how
ever, to the substantial increase in cost involved in the construction of a 
multiplicity of bins, and in view of the small quantity of grain commonly 
marketed at anyone time by the average cultivator, we find it impossible 
to accept this proposal as practicable. Again, the question of the training 
and control of the large subordinate staff which would be required to 
operate the elevators, and the opportunities for malpractice offered by 
any system of grading and pooling at the primary elevators, present added 
difficulties. Those difficulties would not be removed by the adoption of 
the suggestion made to us for the guarantee by Government of the certifi
cates as to both quantity and grade. The large number of grades required 
to meet the needs of the internal trade is a further complication. We 
were informed that no less than nine such grades would be required in 
the initial stages of the scheme. Here again, the constructional detail 
required at the terminal elevators to cope with this multiplicity of grades 
must add largely to the cost of construction. Meantime, the mills operat
ing at the- consuming centres are equipped with the means required in 
the existing condition of the ~rade to effect the necessary grading, and we 
have no evidence to suggest that internal consumers would be prepared 
to pay for the'grl1ding and cleaning of their grain in terminal elevators. 
A very detailed investigation into the various points discussed above 
would be necessary before the introduction of the system could be recom
mended. But, in present conditions,th~ . .factor . ..wbich· tells decisively 
against the elevator system is its prohibitive cost. Even without the 
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port elevator, the scheme we have mentioned above involves a capital 
cost of over a million pounda and entails the conatruction of 78 elevators 
with an average capacity of 3,500 tona. It is most improbable that 
private enterprise would be forthcoming to undertake a scheme of this 
magnitude and it would, therefore, have to be financed by Government. 
The advantages to the cultivator which would result from it appear to us 
to be altogether too problematical to justify a recommendation that 
the scheme should be carried out by the State. Such funda as a.re 

~a.ila'ble can, in our view, be utilised to far greater advantage in the 
numerous ways we have advocated elsewhere in our Report. It may be 
that when the Sukkur Barrage and the great irrigation schemes now in 
progress or under conaideration in the Punjab are completed, the export 
trade in grain will, at least for a time, increase sufficiently to bring an 
elevator system within the range of practical politics. We are of opinion 
that, in present conditions, no further investigation into its pos~ibilities 
is called for. 

345. In Indian conditions, the matter of containers is one which arises 
mainly in regard to the marketing of fruit and 

8TANDAJlDl8ATIOlf vegetables. It is obvious that, if one .ar two types 
OF OOIfTAIlfBB8. 

of package are selected as best adapted to trade 
requirements and these types alone are manufactured, not only will 
cheaper packages be available but, with standard methoda of packing, 
the quantity element will also be standardised. Standardisation' of 
containers thus contributes to increased business efficiency and 11.
corresponding reduction in marketing cost~. The fruit and vege
table trade in India is mainly in the handa of small traders who do 
not combine to secUle the advantages of bulk transport, with the 
rellult that the packages booked are small and in miscellaneous shapes 
and sizes,whilst the methods of packing adopted are often very primitive. 
In view of the climatic conditions in this country and the long distances 
over which much fruit has to be transported, the question of suitable 
containers for fruit and vegetables assumes special importance. Valuable 
information on the subject of containers has already been collected by the 
Empire Marketing Board. We recommend that this information shonld 
be obtained by the agricultural departments and that experiments should 
then be carried out which will enable the departments to give the growers 
of these products advice as to the mltterial which fl&1l.}_t.he-u.sed-lor 
cog~ainers, ~th fCiarre£ereji«e:., tQ,.the .qu. estion of. the r~t1,ltnaJ.;.le> 
aga.1mb t~I}.:E0n-re urnattepackage and the most efficlcut.methods.of 
packlng. In tlllsco1lnection, we note with satisfaction the. experiments 
i;ai;.ied out in the Bombay Presidency with a view to improving the 
container used in marketing fresh JIl!I,ngQ.!lB. We have no doubt that 
the forest departmems will be prepared to advise and assist the 
agricultural departments in discovering the best types of wood for the 
manufacture of containers. We think that a useful stimulus would be 
given to the trade in fruit and vegetables if the concession granted on 
the North Western Railway which allows" returned empties" to be 
despatched back to Quetta and Chaman in returning fruit vans, though 
booked at gooda rates, were made of general application. 
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346. In paragraph 314, we have pointed out that the extensive 
employment on the railways of refrigerator or cold 

COLD STOJI.AGIII. storage vans for traffic in fruit and milk-to which 
may be added vegetables and fish-must depend upon the extent to 
which this form of traffic develops and on the establishnient of cold 
storage depOts at suitable centres. At present, cold storage depots have 
only been established on a small scale in Calcutta and Bombay. The 
existence of a number of such depots at the ports and in up-country 
centres would undoubtedly do much to stimulate the internal traffic in 
fruit, vegetables and fish. The possibilities of developing an export 
trade in certain Indian fruits such as mangoes also appear to deserve 
investigation. An investigation somewhat similar in character to that 
carried out into the question of grain elevators might, however, be 
undertaken under the auspices of the Railway Board with a view to 
determining whether it might be possible to enlist private capital in an 
enterprise which would make an important contribution to the welfare of 
the small cultivator and of the fishing community. Cold storage is in 
other countries playing such a remarkable part in the marketing I)f goods, 
both ior export and for internal consumption, with results so generally 
profitable to the private enterprise undertaking the arrangements as 
well as to the farmer, that we do not doubt that sooner or later there 
will be a similar development in India. We trust that those concerned 

__ will keep abreast with the research on the subject of cold storage which 
is bem.g carried out in other countries, and will, when the time comes, 
prosecute in India any investigations required to adapt modern practice 
to local conditioDS. 

347. We have sought to make plain the extent to which the prosperity 
MA of the cultivat.or and his progress in agricultural 

BKET SURVIIIYS. efficiency depend upon sound marketing. It has 
been pointed out that comparatively little has been done by Govern
ment in India to assist the cultivator in his marketing operations. The 
collection and study of exact information on the question must necessarily 
precede the formulation of an effective policy for the improvement 
of marketing. Guesses and hearsay cannot provide the grounds for 
actiol1, and, at. present, the departments of agriculture are without 
much of the material essential for a forward move. We think the pro
vincial departments shoull! lit once begin a study of marketing conditions. 
The expenses of the work should not prove unduly heavy, and we are 
satisfied that any funds disbursed will bA amply repaid. But if such 
surveys are to be of value, the personnel engaged upon them must be 
suitably eQuipped and the plan of investigation both businesslike and 
thorough. The investigator should combine a sound knowledge of 
economio theory with a practical acquaintance with the conditions of 
production and sale of the commodity with which he is concerned. He 
must be prepared to develop his conclusions in acoord with facts as these 
are established by him and must eschew the temptation to mould and 
colour 'facts' to suit prepossessions. He should usually concentrate 
his att.ention upon one class of produce at a time, though a grouJ> of 
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commodities handled throughout the length of the marketing chain by 
one set of intermediaries may sometimes be conveniently included in a 
single survey. A survey of production, of internal consumption and 
of the export trade, where this exists, will form an essential preliminary 
to the proper understanding of the existing situation. The extent to 
which production is localised and, in some instances, to which it is sea
sunal will demand the investigator's attention. In India, he will not, 
save in exceptional cases such as that of white sugar, be called upon to 
consider how far and in what circumstances imports compete with the 
home product. Where reliable and continuous statements of prices 
exist, he should examine the movement of prices over a period of years 
and the extent to which seasonallluctuations appear and to which prices 
difier between one locality and another. He will attempt to analyse the 
whole price structure and, as far as possible, to measure the margin attri
butable to the various functionaries concerned. He must make himself 
cl08ely acquainted with the factors which influence both the quality and 
quantity of supplies. The relation between the producing and consuming 
centrell and the state of communications will come within his purview 
and he will need to understand the mcthod~ by which crop forecasts 
and crop estimates are made. He will then turn to the conditions of 
demand and obtain a general appreciation of what is demanded in terms 
of both quality and quantity. Here again, an examination of seasonal 
fluctuations and local differences will be required. It will not be suffi
cient to enquire into the nature of the demand unless the extent to which 
it is met by supplies at remunerative prices is also taken into considera
tion. A critical examination of the marketing machinery will then 
follow and the investigator will examine the efficiency of the markets, 
their physical conditions, their administration and the facilities they 
ofter. At this stage, close attention should be given to the relation of 
the cultivator to his primary market, including the influence of debt 
upon his freedom of choice as to where and when he will dispose of, his 
produce, the extent to which produce is sold to village traders and 
marketed by them and the tolls and taxes on the cart or the value of 
its contents which are levied by the municipal or other local authority. 
The extent to which a comparison of prices generally between market 
and market can be taken as a reliable index of market conditions is 
another point to which attention must be paid. The technical study 
of storage methods and facilities will lie outside the province of the 
invest,igatorj on the other hand, the study of the amount of storage 
available, the costs of storage and the margin available for their recoup
ment, as well as the consideration of the most suitable place at which to 
store, are integral parts of a marketing investigation. In. the penulti
mate stage of his enquiries, the investigator will trace the channels 
through which tD.e commodity passes in its journey from the producer to 
the consumer. He will study the various types of , middlemen and 
endeavour to appraise the services rendered by e~h. As far as data 
are available, he will examine the costs of distribution ~der different 
oonditions. Finally, the investigator will study the position of the 
eo-operative movement and the extent to which savings in distribution 
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oosts can be secnred by co-operative sale. At the conclusion of an in
vestigation carried out on these lines, he will consider the existing system 
of market intelligence and the methods by which the utilisation of such 
intelligence can best be extended. He will need help in carrying out his 
enquiries as they will extend to the villages as well as to the marketing 
centres and it will not, therefore, be possible for the whole investigation 
to be carried out by one individual. The qualifications required in such 
staff as may be given him are of a somewhat different order from those 
which it is essential that the investigat()r himself should possess. They 
must be men with rural outlook and knowledge who can gain the ·con
:fidence of the cultivator and obtain answers to the detailed questions fram
ed in the enquiry. We need not emphasise the importance of keeping 
accurate records of all information collected, of the planning of the surveys 
and the precise methods employed in obtaining the information. 

348. The market surveys we have recommended in the preceding 
API'OINTMENTOJ' AN paragraph will be of little value unless they are 

BXPERT MARKETING carried out under proper supervision such as that of 
OFFICER. the Indian Central Cotton Committee or the Board of 
Economic Enquiry in the Punjab. The universities could also render 
valuable service in conducting them. In western universities, work of 
this kind has from time to time been subsidised by special grants made by 
Government or other outside authority for that purpose. Such surveys 
have also been made the subject for theses submitted for university 
degrees. Work on similar lines might well be done in India with some 
financial assistance from Government. But market surveys carried out 
under the supervision of these agencies will not in theIDSelves be sufficient 
and we are strongly of opinion that t.he whole question of marketing re
quires to be dealt with by an expert officer. We, therefore, recommend 
that a whole-time officer of the status of deputy director of agriculture 
should be attached to the staff of the Agricultural Department in each of 
the major provinces. His duties, at the outset, would consist mainly in 
the collection of information. The investigations into marketing condi
tions would be carried out under his supervision in collaboration, where 
necessary, with the Indian Central Cotton Committee, the Board of 
Economic Enquiry, where one exists, and the universities. 

We deal, in Chapter XIV, paragraph 427, with the composition 
and work of the Board of Economic Enquiry Committee in the 
Punjab and suggest tbe desirability of constituting similar boards 
in other provinces. Wherever these boards exist, we contemplate that 
the marketing officer will be intimately ~ssociated with their work. He 
should, we qonsider, invariably be a member of the board. Membership 
of the board would enhance his status and would eMble bim to obtain, 
from contact with the other members of the board, valuable information 
which might not.otherwisc come his way. Moreover, the board would be 
in a position to rertder the marketing officer great assist.ance in editing 
his surveys whether these were published under the auspices of the board 
or of the Agricultural Department. ODe of the specific duties of the 
marketing officer will be to examine the working of the regulated markets, 
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the establishment of which we have suggested in paragraph 329, and to 
make recommendations for their improvement where necessary. He 
would advise-the market committees on any points referred to him and 
especially in regard to such matters as the form and manner in which 
marketing information should be published. He would be a member of 
the local advisory committees constitut.ed for the railway systems in his 
province and also of the provincial Road Board where one has been 
formed. We do not consider it necessary to define the scope of his duties 
with greater precision. Sufficient has been said to indicate their general 
character and importance. We would add that we have considered the 
question whether this officer should be attached to the Agricultural or 
the Revenue Department. We are of opinion that it is preferable that 
he should be an officer of the Agricultural Department as the conditions 
in which agricultural produce is marketed concern that department 
more closely than any other. 

349. The evidence we received in England showed the value to 
trading interests both in India and Europe of 

TBB INDUIII ThADB th k d b th I ilia. T d C 
COMMI8SJOIIIBB 1111 e wor one y. e n n ra e om-
LONDON. missioner in London. It was clear, however, that 

the usefulness of this officer has been consider
ably curtailed by the removal of his office from the City to the West 
End of London and by the drastic reduction in his establishment which 
followed on the recommendations of the Indian Retrenchment Com
mittee of 1923. His time is also increasingly taken up by attendance at 
meetings of the numerous committees on economic subjects. of Imperial 
importance which have come into existence since the close of the war 
and on which it is desirable that India should be represented. The first 
of the drawbacks mentioned above will be removed when the new India 
House in London is completed. As regards the other two, we recommend 
that the Indian Trade Commissioner should be given the assistance of 
an officer with experience of agriculture a:nd co-operation in India. The 
main duty of this officer would be· to keep in touch with all aspects of 
the trade in Indian agricultural products at the European end and with 
all developments of co-operation in Europe. The information he would 
obtain would lose much of its value if it were not passed on to the 
departments concerned in a. manner which would enable them to utilise 
it to the best advantage. We, therefore, recommend that an officer of 
similar standing and experience should be atta.ched to the staff of the 
Director General of Commercial. Intelligence in Calcutta. We have 
pointed out that intermediaries are not as a rule greatly interested in 
questions of quality and have explained the reasons for this. The result, 
in Indian conditions, is that there is no direct line of coiDmunication 
available between the ultimate consumer and the producer and that 
any schemes designed to bring the demands of the one to bear upon the 
other must, in the main, be initiated by governmen"i departments such 
as the agricultural and the co-operative departments. > It is for thill 
reason that we recommend additions to the staff of the Indian Trade 
Commissioner and the Director General of Commercial ~telligence. 
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Weare of opinion that it will ultimately be desirable that separate 
Trade Commissioners should be appointed for such areas, as Germany, 
Southern France and Italy, and North America. These officers would 
require to be trained under the .Indian Trad~ ~ommissioner in Lon~on 
where the widest range of experIence of qualitles and defects of Indian 
agricultural products is to be obtained. This training can best be given 
when the new India House is opened and the appointment of these 
officers can be postponed till then. 

S 
350. The conclusions and recommendations 

lfMMABY OF 001'1-. • • d 
CLUSIONS AND BEOOM- ill this chapter may be summanse as 
MBNDATIONS. follows :-

(1) Improvement' in rural communications is a most important 
factor in rural development (paragraph 298). 

(2) The condition of the roads in India has deteriorated in recent 
years (paragraph 302). 

(3) The rapid expansion of motor traffic has brought into existence 
an entirely new range of problems of road construction and maintenance 
(paragraph 302). 

(4) Road boards with functions similar to those which have been 
entrusted to the Communications Boards in the Punjab and Burma 
'should be constituted in all provinces (paragraph 305). 

(5) In any ordered programme of road development, special attention 
lIhould he paid to the subsidiary communications which, from the point 
of view of the mlltivator, are of the greatest importance (paragraph 
305). 

(6) Liberal financial assistance should be given by local governments 
to local bodies to enable them to discharge their duties towards roads 
which do not fall within the arterial system (paragraph 306). 

(7) The development of such roads would be facilitated if their 
construction were financed from loans rather than from current revenue 
(paragraph 306). 

(8) The provision of roads in areas which are newly brought under 
irrigation is the duty of the State (paragraph 306). 

(9) The policy of grants-in-aid from provincial revenues for the 
construction or improvement of village roads which is being adopted 
in certain provinces is commended (paragraph 307). 

(10) The improvement of such roads must, however, in the main, 
depend Ul>on the efforts of the villagers themselves and co-operative 
action in this direction should be encouraged in all possible ways 
(paragraph 307). 

(11) All district boards should have the services of a qualified engineer 
(paragraph,308). 

(12) No local body should be permitted to embark on any scheme 
which involves the raising of a road above the level of the surrounding 
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country unless the approval of the provincial Road Board or that of 
the local Government has been obtained (paragraph 309). 

(13) The special a ttention of local authorities should be drs wn to the 
concellSions allowed by the railway authoritie~ for the building of 
road bridges alongside of railway bridges (paragraph 310). 

(14) Railways and roads should be regarded as complementary and 
not as competitive (paragraph 312). 

(15) There should be a periodical revision of railway freight rates 
with a view to the adjUBtment of their incidence as between various 
sorts of produce according to their ability to" bear (paragraph 313). 

(16) Anomalies in the" rates on agricultural implements and for 
conveyance of livestock require examination (paragraph 313). 

(17) In the initial stages of the development of traffic in such produce 
as fruit and milk, it is for the agricultural departments to interpret 
to the railway authorities the requirements of producers 
(paragraph 31 t). 

(18) The question of providing facilities for the rapid transport of 
cattle requires examination (paragraph 315). 

(19) The marketing officer, whose appointment is recommended in 
paragraph 348, should be a member of the local railway advisory 
committees (paragraph 316). 

(20) In ordinary circumstances, no case can be made out for the 
introduction of tramways to develop rural transport nor can 
" roadless " tractors be of any material assistance in" opening np 
rural areas (paragraph 317). 

(21) The water hyacinth problem in Bengal should be dealt with by 
legislation similar to that which has been enacted in certain " other 
provinces (paragraph 318). 

(22) The formulation of a programme" for research on this pest 
should be one of the first questions to be taken up by the Imperial 
Council of Agricultural Research (paragraph 318). 

(23) A local government should be permitted to give a combined 
guarantee in respect of a number of new post and telegraph offices 
(paragraph 319). 

(24) Apart from the organisation of producers for the sale of 
produce, the most effective means of eliminating unnecessary middle
men are the provision of good roads and the establishment of well 
regulated markets, easy of access to the cultivator (paragraph 320). 

(25) The establishment in all provinces of regulated markets on 
the Berar system as modified by the Bombay legislation is recom
mended (paragraph 329). 

(26) The system of regulated markets should be extended to 
products other than cotton (paragraph 329). 

(27) Regulated markets should oruy he established under provincial 
legislation (paragraph 330). 
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(28) Local governments should take the initiative in establishing 
;egulated markets and such markets should be established immediately 
in a few suitable centres (paragraph 331). 

(29) The ini.tial expenditure on land and buildings incurred in 
starting such markets should be met from a loan from provincial 
revenUes (paragraph 331). 

(30) The relationship of a regulated. market to ~he ~oun~ir ~£ 
any municipality or to the local b?ard ~ t~e area. m which It 18 

established will require careful consideratlOn ill draftmg the necessary 
legislation (paragraph 332). 

(31) Suggestions are made in regard to the personnel of the market 
committee (paragraph 333). 

(32) Machinery should be provided for the settlement of disputes 
arising in regulated markets. This should take the form of a board 
of arbitrators (paragraph 334). 

(33) Amongst the duties of the market committee should be that 
of placing marketing information in a suitable form at the disposal 
of users of the market (paragraph 335). 

(34) Action should be taken to prevent brokers in a regulated 
market from acting for both buyers and sellers (paragraph 336). 

(35) Storage accommodation on a limited scale should be provided 
in regulated markets (paragraph 337). 

(36) Suggestions are made for the utilisation of regulated markets 
for purposes of propaganda in favour of agricultural improvement and 
uf thrift (paragraph 338). 

(37) The Government of India should again undertake an investiga
tion into the possibility of standardising weights and measures 
throughout India and should lay down general principles to which 
provincial governments should adhere, so far as this is possible without 
undue interference with local trade custom (paragraph 339). 

(38) Burma requires separate treatment in regard to the standard
isation of weights and measures (paragraph 339). 

(39) Much Indian agricultural produce is marketed in an unsatis
factory condition though matters in this respect have improved 
considerably in recent years (paragraph 340). 

(40) The possibilities of developing an export trade in high class 
strong wheats should be borne in mind (paragraph 340). 

(41) Effective pressure to secure improved quality from the 
producel' must, in the main,. be applied by the agricultural or 
co-operative departments. Organisation amongst the ultimate buyers 
is, in some instances, an effective weapon and organised trade associa
tions in India can give great assistance (paragraph 341). 

(42) Thlol most effective method of enabling the cultivator to secure 
.an . adequate premium for superior quality is' OI'ganisation for 
the purposes of sale. Co-operative sale societies should be encouraged 
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in an possible ways by the agricultural and co-operative depart
ments (paragraph 342). 

(43) Help to co-operative sale societies can best be given by 
agricultural departments in the form of 888istance in the grading of 
produce (paragraph 342). 

(44) A.uction sales by the agricultural departments provide a useful 
means of securing an adequate premium for the superior quality of a 
new variety, especially in the earlier stages (paragraph 343). 

(45) A.uction sales by the agricultural departments should· only 
be continued until they can be taken over by co-operative societies 
or by private agencies (paragraph 343). 

(46) The establishment of a grain elevator system in India is not 
recommended (paragraph 344). 

(47) The agricultural departments should experiment with the 
most suitable form of containers (paragraph 345). 

(48) Investigations into the possibilities of cold storage in India 
should be carried out under the auspices of the Railway Board (para
graph 346). 

(49) Market surveys are an essential preliminary to the formulation 
of an effective policy for the improvement of marketing. The lines 
on which such surveys should be camed out are suggested (paragraph 
347). 

(50) An expert marketing officer should be appointed to the 
staff of the agricultural departments in all the major provinces
(paragraph 348). 

(51) An officer with experience of agriculture and co-operation in 
India should be attached to the staff of the Indian Trade Commissioner 
in London and to that of the Director General of Commercial 
Intelligence in Calcutta (paragraph 349). 

(52) The appointment of separate Trade Commissio~erB in other 
countries will ultimately be desirable (paragraph 349). 
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CHAPTER XII 

THE FINANCE OF AGRICULTURE 

351. In a country in whieh holdings are so small as they are in India, 
the question of providing the cultivator with the 
capital he requires and with guidance as to the 
manner in which it should be spent if he is to utilise 

SCOPE 011' THE 
OIUl'TEB. 

his land to the best advantage and to maintain an adequate standard of 
living, becomflf! one of crucial importance. In this chapter, we are 
concerned only with the question of finance. It is clear that in the 
adoption of some form of intensive cultivation lies the greatest hope of 
enabling the cultivator to meet, from his small holding, his own needs 
and those of his family. Intensive cultivation is, however, as a rule, 
only possible where capital has been invested in the improvement of land 
or in providing it with irrigation. Throughout its history, the cultivating 
conditions of India have been vastly improved and its gross production 
immensely increased as a result of the investment of capital in this way . 

. The most important examples of such investment are provided by 
the numerous irrigation works of all kinds which have been described 
in our c.hapter on Irrigation but others on a smaller scale are to be found 
in the careful layout and accurate levelling of rice fields, the construction 
of bUMS to hold up water, the digging of channels to divert the water 
of rivers and streams to the fields and the patient terracing of the hill 
sides. In the great plains, the level of the fields has been carefully 
adjusted in order to secure an even absorption of water. Scrub jungle 
is cleared as new canals create agriculture where none existed before Rnd 
this is only one of the many directions in which the work of land.improve
ment proceeds unabated. Year by year, the . extension of irrigation 
facilities continues but there still remains much to be done in such direc
tions as drainage, reclamation and fencing. The larger and more 
important irrigation works which are constructed by the State need 
no discussion here. In this chapter, we are concerned with wells and 
tanks and other improvements which are usually carried to completion 
by the labour of the cultivator and his family, supplemented, when 
necessary, by hiring local assistance. The area irrigated by such 
private works amounts approximately to twenty million acres. 

The finance required for expenditure on permanent improvements 
of this character is usually provided by the cultivator himself from 
his own savings or from funds raised by borrowing, but the State 
has long recognised. as one of its duties, the encouragement of such 
improvements by the grant of loans at a rate of interest as low as 
conditions permit. . 

In addition" to assistance in regard to fixed capital, the cultivator 
also needs occas10nal help in finding the intermediate capital required 
for the purl:hase of the more expensive implements, such as well gear, 
and of cattle, and, less often, for the erection of buildings. To the 
needs in these respects has to be added, for agriculture as for everl 
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other industry, that of finance for current requirements which, in this 
instance, take the form of seeds, fertilisers, feeding stuffs, etc. 

The greater proportion of the funds required by landholders for general 
agricultural purposea is provided by loca.l moneylenders who also supply 
credit for domeatic wants and ceremonial expenses which are often 
extravagant. The moneylender recognisea no distinction between the 
capital required to finance an industry and the money needed for ordinary 
household expenditure. Everything goes down in a CQIIlIIlon account. 
The borrower also fails to distinguish in his own mind between SunlS 
borrowed for productive purposea, from the expenditure of which a more
than equivalent return is to be expected, and those taken for current 
needs which a more prudent man would meet from savings or income. 
The result is financial confusion and widespread indebtedness. And since 
neither in the borrower's mind nor in the lender's ledger is the financing 
of agrieultural operations of every kind kept distinct from the provision 
of funds for household and family expenditure, it is not possible to 
determine with any accuracy the proportion of the debt of the agricul
tural dasses which is represented by investments in improvements or 
in stock" The general opinion is that the proportion is very low and 
such evidence 88 is available tends to confirm this view. One result of 
the confusion between the objects for which loans are taken fro~ the 
mon('ylender is that it has fallen to the State to attempt the double 
task of assisting the finance of agriculture and of restricting credit 
in the interest of the improvident culti\&tor. 

~loflf'Ylending is one of the oldest professions in InJia and tho 
t~ecessity for regulating it in tIre interests of the welfare of the IIP.f\F 
has led to the promulgation of edict.! and laws from the age of Manu 
to the present day. In normal times., the village moneylender seems 
to have met the normal needs, Imt, in times of severe drought or wide"· 
spread calamity, his resources proved unequal to the strain upon them; 
and, long before the British acquired control, the rulers of the day 
were accustomed to grant loans to the cultivators of the soil. 
This system was continued by the early British adminimators, and. in 
1793, vacioufl Rf'.gult.tions were issued providiug for wcc(wi advances to 
propri~tors, farmers, subordinate telllwta and ryots for embankments, 
tanks, watercourses, etc. These were followed 1y a series of Acts which, 
with much improvement, are now represented by the Land Improvement 
Loans Act of 1883 and the Agriculturists Loans Act of 1884 and the Rules 
framed thereunder. The worl..-ing of these two Acts will be discussed 
subsequently but it seems desirable first to deal with the methods of 
financing agt'iculture from private sources which preceded State action 
and which, though in quite a different form, that t,f co-ol"e~tion, will, 
we trust, eventually oust it from any position of importance. It has 
never been the policy of the State to impose restrictions on the finan"il:g 
of agricultural operations by private individuals. Such .restrictions as 
have been imposed have all been designed to deal with agricultural 
indebtedne.~s ; if they affect the village moneylender, itis RoJfly owing to 
the accident that he combines the financing of agriculture with usurious 
moneylending which alone the restrictions are designed to control. 

JlO y 1I~6-~7 
• 
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352. The form of long-term credit which is most common throughout 
India is based on the mortgage of agricultural 

• FIXED OAPITAL : land. The extent to which this existed before 
(.) MORTGAGE OREDIT. the introduction of settled law and permanent 
courts is fortunately a problem which it is nnnecessary for us 
to discuss. It is sufficient to state that, when land had little 
or no sale value, there could not have been much security 
for credit based on it. The total swn advanced upon this form of 
security must .now be a very large one and it is to be regretted that no 
reliable data on which an estimate of it eould be based are available. 
A detailed enquiry carried out in the Punjab in 1920 suggested that 
the total sum secured on usufructuary mortgage of agricultural land 
in that province was Rs. 35 crores, which works out at an average of 
rather less than Rs. 12 for each cultivated acre. Although the average 
in other provinces may be much lower t,han this, the gross total must 
represent a very large SUill locked away in this form of investment. 
When it is remembered that this type of security did not exist to any 
great extent before the introduction of. the British legal system, it 
becomes possible to realise how rapidly it followed on the settlement 
of rights in land and the rise in land values which resulted. Such 
further enquiries as have been made in the Punjab tend to show that 
a very small fraction of the mortage debt was incurred in order to 
finance improvements. In no province did we receive any evidence 
in conflict with this view and it may be said with confidence that 
mortgage credit is rarely used to finance inlprovements in agricultural 
llUld. It is resorted to when the unseottred debt becomes larger than 
the lendercollsIaers S<J!t: Hlld, iu times of distress, for ordinary 
agricultural needs; it is too often an indication that a weak debtor 
has fallen into the hands of a strong creditor. The existence of 
a heavy burden of debt of this character exercises a roost detrimental 
influence on agricultural progress. This is due not only to the fact that 
an important source of credit is drained for unproductive purposes and 
that the potential credit available for improvement8 is correspondingly 
curlni1~d, but also because it is found that, in the case of usufruc
tuary Inurtgnges, t.he lUvngllgnr too often declines to the position of a 
permanent tenant under the mortgagee, paying, not a fair rent, but the 
utmost the lender can extract or extort. 

353. We discuss t~e possibilities of relieving the burden of mortgage 
mdebtedness by co-operative action in the 

MO~~:~~~~~IlUBLB following chapter. We are here concerned with 
measures which are unconnected with that 

~ovement .. An . important question on which we invited opinion 
m our questIOnnaIre was whether mortgage agreements whieh did not 
provide for t~ei; own autom~tic extinc.tion after a period of years 
should be prol.pblted. In certam Acts WhlCh impose restrictions on the 
alienation of agrieulturalland, such as the Punjab Alienation of Land Act 
()f 1900, the Bundelkhand Alienation of Land Act of 1903 and the Central 
Provinces Alienation of Land Act of 1916, there are provisions prescribing 
that usufructuary mortgages of such land, except to a member of the same 
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agricultural tribe or of a tribe in the Same group as the mortgagor, may 
remain in force for a limited period of years only, after which the land 
mU8t be re-delivered to the mortgagor free of all encumbrances. Where 
encu1ubered estates have been taken under government management, 
& similar limitation in regard to the period for which a rnmfructuary 
mortgage may be granted is prescribed by the Sind Encumbered Estates 
Act of 1896 and the Bundelkhand Encumbered Estates Act of 1903. The 
ba.sic idea of these provisions is that the rents and profits of the la.nd shall 
be taken as equivalent to the interest and sinking fund on the debt. Where 
no such provisions are ill force, the profits from the land are usually taken 
as equivalent only to the interest on the debt or to a fraction of the 
interest and, in such circumstances, the mortgage may continue indefi~ 
nitely. We mention these Acts in tills immediate context, not because, in 
regulating the sale or mortgage of land, they discriminate between 
different classes or tribes, but because they contain provisions definitely 
limiting the life of usufructuary mortgages to a maximum period of twenty 
years. The evidence wo received as to the desirability of prohibiting 
non-terminable mortgages of agricultural land was conflicting but the 
balance of opinion of those who have had the best opportunities of 
studying the question was in favour of the proposal that no usufructuary 
mortgage of agricultural land should be permitted by law unless provision 
were made for automatic redemption within a £.xod perioil of years, of 
which twenty should be the maximum. We agree in this ne'\'\";- -- __ 

The chief argument against the proposal is that the object of 
legislation on these lines would be defeated by collusion, that it would, 
for example, be easy for the mortgagee to insist on the execution by the 
mortgagor of a sale-deed which would remain inoperative so long as the 
latter remained submis:;ive, but would be produced and enforced if he 
exhibited any signs of contumacy. While we recognise the risk of evasion, 
we think that legislation OJl the lines suggested would, on the whole, be 
beneficial. We wish, however, to make plain our opinion that no legisla
tion, however wise or sympathetic, can save from hiIll8elf the cultivator 
who, through ignorance or improvidence, is determined to work his own 
ruin. Education and the development of character are the 801e specifics 
against both the wiles of the lender and the recklessness of the borrower. j 

354. We received considerable evidence which pointed to the 
reluctance of the mortgagee to accept redemption. 

FACILlTllIS FOR BB· The reasons for this reluctance are obvious. The 
DEllPTI05 OF )(ORT- ., • 
GAGES. repayment of capltal soundly mvested makes It 

necessary to search for another equally profitable 
investment; mortgages which have been in force for a I!lDg period 
give possession of larger areas for smaller sums than do new mortgages; 
and there is always the disinclination of the business man to lose a 
satisfactory client. The Usurious Loans Act was ameIJded in 1926 to 
enable a mortgagor to take advantage of its provisi8ns when suing for 
yedemption. To the operation of that Act we shall rrJer later. In 
the present connection, it is sufficient to say that, if the courts could be 
persuaded to carry out the intentions of the legislature in enacting it, 

)(0 Y 286-27a 
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further measures to facilitate the redemption of mortgages would 
probably be unnecessary. 

In the Punjab, mortgages in forms permitted under the Alienation of 
Land Act may be redeemed at any time during the currency of the 
mortgage by the mortgagor depositing the mortgage debt or such portion 
of the mortgage debt as the Deputy Commissioner may determine to be 
equitable. In order to facilitate the redemption of other mortgages by 
summary procedure, the Redemption of Mortgages Act was passed in 
1913; this empowers the Collector, on petition by the mortgagor, to 
summon the parties, to attempt to arrive at a settlement and to order 
redemption if he is satisfied that the mortgagor has paid a proper sum on 
account of the debt. Either party, if aggrieved, may institute a regular 
suit, but otherwise the Collector's order is conclusive. It appears to us 
worthy of consideration whether the restriction of the operation of this 
Act to mortgages, the principal sum secured under which does not 
exceed Rs. 1,000, whatever the area of the land mortgaged, or to 
mortrracres of land not exceeding thirty acres in area might not be 
remo~ed. The removal of this restriction would· facilitate the 
redemption of other mortgages by transferring possession as early as 
possible to a mortgagor who wished to redeem. The mortgagee would 
be left t.o prove his claim to further relief in the civil oourL 
The evidence -Vl<J received showed t.hat legislation on the lines of thesej 
two Acts in regard to the redemption of mortgages would be welcomed 
IIi other provinces and we woQ.ld commend the eonsideration of this 
point to local governments. 

355. We turn to the question of statutory restrictions on the sale or 
mortgage of agricultural land by the chief hereru-

STATUTORY RES· tary cultivating classes to vc;lHlel's (Ir mortgagees 
TRICTlONS ON ALIENA- f h 1 I h Pun' b h L d 
TION 01' LAND. not 0 t ose c asses. n t e Ja , t e an 

Alienation Act came into force in 1901; it was 
amended in 1907. In accordance with its provisions, the chief ancestral 
cultivating claSbl'S have been notified as fallillg within the restrictiollS 
imposed; smaller septs arc continually pref;sing their claims to be simi
larly protected while no instance has yet occurred of any class once 
notified seeking to be exempted. Members of the notified tribes are 
grouped b~ districts, and within such grOUP!! a.lienatiolls are left, subject 
to the ordmary cust.omary law of the tribe; sales and mortgages by 
members of a group to anyone not such a member are restricted by the 
Act. When a mortgage in a form not permitted by the Act is made in 
contravention of its provisionll, the Deputy Commissioner 118S aut.hority 
to intervene. Any sale in contravention of the Act is void and auto
matically takes effect as a usufructuary mortgage in the for~ permitted; 

! but such sales may be sanctioned by the Deputy Commissioner. Witnesses 
, we heard in the. Punjab were almost unanimous in their testimony that 
the Act had proved successful in achieving its main object, nu.maly, that 
of refltricting. the transfer of agricultural land from the agricultural to 

, the llon-agricllltural classes. In this province alone, were we 8,ssured 
that., since the passing of the Act, the area of agricultural land under 
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[
mvrtgage has decreased; the agricultural classes have gained, on 
b .. lilnce, nearly 372.000 acres from non-agriculturists. 

The Punjab Land Alienation Act is also in force in the North-West. 
Frontier Province. The local administration reports that the Act has 
been succeB8ful in preventing wholesale alienation but has restricted the 
credit of agriculturists and that many landlords, though belonging to 
tribes classed 88 agricultural, have shown no interest in the development 
of their land. 

In the United Provinces, we were informed by the Revenue and Judicial 
Secretary to Government that the Bundelkhand Land Alienation Act of 
1903, the provisions of which are similar to those of the Punjab Act, was 
working satisfactorily and from a report we received from the local 
Government it appears that it is very popular with the people whom it is 
intended to benefit. The advisability of introducing legislation to 
apply to the whole of that province W88 considered in 1909, when it 
was decided to take no action on the ground that conditions in the 
United Provinces differed fundamentally from those in the Punjab, and 
that it was difficult in many cases to distinguish the agricultural from the 
profesaional castes. We understand that Government are at present 
~ngaged in a re-examination of the matter with a view to ascertaining 
~hether the tendency of the last fifteen years calls for any reconsidera
tion of this decision. 

In the Central Provinces also, a Land Alienation Act on the lines of the 
two Acts mentioned above has been in force since 1916 but its applica
tion is limited to members of aboriginal tribes. 

Restrictions on the alienation of land by aboriginal tribes are also im
posed in other provinces by provincial legislation, details of which it is 
unnecessary to give here. Under the Bombay Land Revenue Code, land 
in tracts in which an original survey and settlement has not been carried 
out, and land at the disposal of Government in other tracts. may be given 
out on a restricted tenure. About a million acres are held under this' 
tenure in the presidency proper, mostly by members of aboriginal tribes, 
and about a million-and-a-half acres in Sind. 

The desirability of extending the principle of statutory restriction on the 
alienation of land to districts or provinces other than those in which it is 
now operative is one which, in our view, can only be measured in the light 
of lqcal conditions, including the state of mortgage debt amongst 
cultivators, the extent to which land is actually pasaing from agricultural 
to non-agricultural clasaes, and the feasibility of defining with reasonable 
precision those agricultural tribes or classes whose interests it is sought 
toF~d • 

We received very little evidence regarding the continuous transfer 
[)f land from the ancestral cultivating classes to non-agriculturists. 
Outside the Punjab, no figures were placed before us, a.nd there does not 
~ppear to have been any systematic attempt to inquire in!O the cumu
.ative effect of this process since the Famine Commission 'Of 1901 surveyed 
the situation in their report. Such evidence as was given suggested 
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that moneylenders were steadily adding to their landed possession~\ 
in most provinces, and we consider that the time has arrived whenl 
enquiry should once more be conducted int? the extent to which the-

j 
hereditary cultivating class is being expropnated by those who do not, 
themselves cultivate the land. ~ 

356. We received no evidence of the extent to which joint stock banks 
advance loans on the security of agricultural land. 

~XBD OAPITAL. The business of such banks is usually confined tol 
(II) PRIVATB OR ld hI' . .: 

JOINT STOOl[ O&BDIT. the larger landho ers, t e panting community
l
, 

and others who possess tangible marketable security., 
It docs not infringe on the field of co-operative credit and we see no 
reason to believe that its effect on agricultural operations, outside 
the narrow limits we have indicated, is at all appreciable. The 
joint stock banks regularly advance on the security of produce in go
downs and the Imperial Bank of India encourages co-operative societies 
with "crop loans." The only instance of a joint stock bank providing 
fixed capital which came to our notice was that of Dawson's Bank,: 
Ltd., the operations of which are confined to the southern portion 0' 
the Irrawaddy delta in Burma. This started as a private concern but 
was subsequently converted into a public company registered under the 
Indian Companies Act. It receives no assistance from the State; it 
makes &""Tangements for its own funds as well as for assessing the credit 
of would-be borrowers, for supervision tOfnsure that the loans it makes 
are spent 0!1 the objects for which they are given and for collecting inter
est and instalments. It depends mainly on first mortgage security and 
furnishes a good example of what can be accomplished by private entR.r
prise in an area in which harvests are secure, land valuable and readily 
marketable, and competition limited. Its chief interest for our present 
purpose lies in its resemblance to what appears to be the popular idea of 
an agricultural bank, except that it is entirely independent of official 
support. Various schemes for agricultural relief banks, for land 
improvement banks and for land improVfmrnt companies, which" in 
all cases, were to be regulated by the ordinary company law 'were 
placed before the 'Famine Commission of 1880. None of them met 
with the approval of the Commission but the idea of an agricultural 
oo:.k was revived in 1882 by Sir William Wedderburn. Under his 
proposals there was to be, first, a liquidation of existing debts with the 
assistance of Government and then the establishment of a bank to take' 
over the claims of Government under tlie liquidation scheme and to make 
further advance.s to the people. The bank, after taking over government 
claims, was to be entitled to recover its dues as land revenue on condition 
that, before recovery, the other methods available had been tried. The 
scheme was not approved by the Secretary of State who pointed out that, 
though it was nominally for the establishment of a private bank, it was 
for all practical '}>qrposes a scheme for a government institution. This 
Bcheme differed little in essentials from those which had been considered 
by the Famine Commission. The main features of all these schemes were 
that Government would provide fundil for the clearance of debt and for 
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further finance and that, whilst the management of the banks would be in 
private handa. revenue officers would, in fact, if not in name, be officials 
of the bank and would be responsible for recommending and recovering 
loanN. It was assumed that (ffivernment would subscribe largely to 
the share capital of the enterprise. 

It will be seen that, if any of these schemes had come to fruition, 
most of the risk and the work would have fallen to the lot of 
(ffivernment whilat the part played by private enterprise would have 
been practically confined to the head office of the bank. The 
discussions on this subject led Government to revise their OWD 

machinery with the result that the Land Improvement Loans Act was 
passed in 1883 and the Agriculturists Loans Act in 1884. Although 
State funds and State officials play the prominent part in the working 
of the two Acts, these measures differ greatly from the previous schemes 
in that private management and any attempt at wholesale clearance 
of debt are entirely absent. The working of the two Acts is discussed 
in paragraphs 359 and 362 below. 

357. The ill-success which, from the point of view of promoting 
EXPEJUENCE Of agricultural improvement and productiveness, has 

EoYPT. attended an enterprise which originally started on 
somewhat similar lines in Egypt, appears in no way to have damped the 
enthusiasm of those who favour the principle underlying the various 
schemes to which we refer in the preceding paragraph. The fortunes of 
the Agricultural Bank of Egypt are so instructive that we think it worth 
while to give a brief account of the origin and subsequent history of that 
institution. We are indebted for our facts to Mr. C. F. Strickland's 
"Studies in European Co-operation." In 1898, the National Bank of 
Egypt was founded under a concession on certain conditions, and one 
of its stated objects was to make advances to cultivators, with or 
without a mortgage, to meet the annual expenses of cultivation. In 
1902, the sum of £400,000, or two-fifths of the bank's capital, was 
so employed. In the same year, the Agricultural Bank of Egypt was 
founded, and the agricultural loans in which the funds of the National 
Bank were at that date engaged were transferred to the new Agricultural 
Bank, the National Bank becoming interested in the new institution 
both financially and as regards management. 

The concession under whi~ the Agricultural Bank was foUnded 
provided that advances, known as ' A ' loans, up to £~O each for a period 
not exceeding fifteen months, should be made to small faImers withcut ' 
,mortgage security, while advances designated' B' loans, not exceeding 

~
oo each for not more than 51 years, were to be made to small faimers 

gainst a first mortgage. The advance in the case of the '.B ' loan was 
ot to be more than half the value of the mortgaged land, while interest 
as limited to nine per cent and recoveries were to be made together with 

he government land tax by the official sarraJs (patwaris or village 
• ccountants) in return for. a commission of one-hall per cent paid by 

the bank. The Egyptian (ffivernment undertook to provide in any 
year such sum as might be necessary, after meeting all present clsilll8 
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and exhausting the reserve fund, to make up a profit of three per cent 
on the capital invested in loans to small farmers. This advance repre
sented a temporary loan without interest. In the case of the 'B' loans, 
the Government guaranteed interest at three-and-a-half per cent 
on £41 millions of bond.'! issued by the bank. The cultivators were 
quick to take advantage of these opportunities for abundant credit 
a t. moderate interest, and such was the demand that, in four years, the 
b!l.nk had advanced about £10 millions. But facile credit once again 
proved itself to be a grave danger to those unaccustomed to its 
enjoyment. The bank had not -sufficient machinery to examine 
the suitability of applicants for loans, nor, indeed, did the duty of 
examining any security for loans lie with it. Over-borrowing, and the 
squandering in unproductive expenditure of the money borrowed, soon 
brought their accustomed penalties. Failure to repay was widespread, 
and the arrears overdue on the annual instalment rose, in 1912, to 
£337,000, or twenty-two per cent of the demand, and in 1913, to 
£368,000 or twenty-six and a half per cent of the demand. Heavy 
pressure by police and magistracy was exercised at an early stage in the 
collection of arrears, while from 1910 to 1913 a policy of foreclosure on the 
mortgage, with the sale of the land, was widely adopted against persistent 
defaulters. In 1911, the bank had in its own ·hands 1,185 acres vf 
debtors'land, and in 1914, 2,256 acres. these areas being in addition to land 
sold through the courts, which amounted in the two years 1911 and 1914 
to 686 and 890 acres respectiyely. The Bum of these figures in each year 
amounted to about one per cent of the area held in mortgage by the bank. 
A situation of increasing seriousness had arisen. The weapon placed 
in the hands of the cultivator to enable him to defeat the usurious 
moneylender had proved itself to be two-edged. The business of the 
bank was operating in the direction of expropriating the small 
cultivating owner in favour of the larger landlord. 

In 1912 the" five-feddan law" was passed, prohibiting the seizure in 
judicial proceedings of the land, dwelling house, or necessary agricultural 
stock and implements of a cultivator owning not more than five feddans. * 
In adopting this measure, Egypt was following the example of the Punjab 
Alienation of Land Act, and of similar legislation in the United States 
of America, France and some other European countries. This measure at 
once affected the bU8iness of the Agricultural Bank of Egypt, for, though 
• A ' loans, without mortgage, could still be advanced to a cultivator 
owning five feddans or less, his land which previolL'lly, even in the case of 
, A ' loan~, ha.d constituted the final seourity for the advance, could no 
longer be seized in execution; while a mortgage, or 'B ' loan, though 
not ilIega.l, WitS of little value where it could not be enforced. To meet 
this situatioll, the Government approved the raising of the maximum 
limit for 'B' mortgage loans from £300 to £1,000, and that of ' A ' 
loans from £20 to £200, the term for ' B' loans being extended from 
51 to 20 years. Th~ dealings of the bank with" five-feddan cultivators" 
had naturally ~eclined, a~d •. ~_! 92_~~.~he ~ A ~ lo~ given out amounted 

• The Egyptian feddan is equiValent to 1'038 aorea. 
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to £9,601) (including loans to persons owning more than five feddans), 
while' B ' loans granted in the same year were £93,000. The advanoes 
in that year Wider both types of loan amounted to less than one-twelfth 
of the 1912 total. The ohange in the nature of the business carried on 
by the Agrioultural Bank of Egypt had in no way prejudioed its finanoial 
stability. Bllt from the point of view of providing small cultivators with 
loam carrying interest at moderste rates, it had definitely proved itself to 
be a failure. The history of the institution provides a wholesome oorreotive 
to the views of tholle who hold that the problems of rural debt are to 
be solved at a stroke by the provision of oheap and abundant oredit. 
In fact, cheap credit is a blessing to a rural population only where the 
average oultivator is possessed of the knowledge and strength of oharaoter 
required to induce him, on the one hand, to limit his borrowing within 
the range of his capacity to repay, and on the other, to apply the greater 
part of the borrowed money to sound productive purposes. To lavish 
easy credit on those unaccllRtomed to its proper use is to condemn the 
borrowers to certain financial destruction. The provision of facilities 
for cheap credit must, at the outset, bring new temptations as well as 
extended opportunities. Those only oan hope to profit by its opportu
nities who have learned to resist its temptations. 

358. Instances occur of the improvement of land being undertaken 

FIX!!D O.l.PITAL. • 
(iii) THB O.l.PITA. 

LIST AND ftB LAND· 
LORD. 

by capitalists who, though not themselves owners 
of the land, receive in return a permanent right 
to share in the produce. Thus we understand 
that it is common in the south-west Punjab for 
members of the Arora tribe to lmdertake the con-
struction of wells, at their own expense, in the lands 

of cultivators who undertake to give them a definite share annually in 
the produce of the land irrigated. In the Punjab, there are also several 
canals privately owned by zamindars who give water to other cultivators 
for irrigation, on the understanding that they are to receive a certain 
share-usually one-fourth--of the produce. Far more common in every 
province is the extensive acquisition of landholder's rights by money
lenders and other capitalists. The transfer too often reduces the status 
of the ancestral holder to that of a tenant. There would be less 
objection to this if it resulted in the investment of any considerable sum in 
land improvement but this seldom· happens. The Dew landlord is, as a 
rule, inclined to rest satisfied with his acquisition and, even more than the 
older type, looks only to the rent he can collect. The complaint that the 
Ia.rger landlords do little for the development of their estates on modern 
scientific lines is a very general one and the honourable exceptions to be 
found in every province are too few in number to domorethan throw into 
relief the apathy of the majority. In their defence, it may be pleaded with 
some truth that, in some provinces, the system of tenure or the tenancy law 
restrains them from obtaining uurestricted possession of a ()ompact area 
and, in others, prevents them from securing a full and fair return from the 
proceeds of their enterpri-e. Questions of tenure have been expressly ex
duded from our terms of reference but we would suggest that, where 
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existing systems oftenure or tenancy laws operate in such a way as to deter 
landlords who are willing to do so from investing capital in the impIOve
ment of their land, the subject should receive careful consideration with 
a view to the enactment of such amendments 8S may be calculated to 
remove the difficulties. We make this suggestion as it is from the bigger 
landlords only that the inauguration of improvements beyond the financial 
capacity of their tenants or of small holders can come. The biDking of 
wells, especially of tube wells, the construction of minor canals and oth& 
irrigation works, and of projects designed to protect land against fiooas or 
to drain off harmful water, and the introduction of power plant for cane
crushing or threshing may be mentioned as possible lines of profitable 
activity. Other directions in which large landlords can use their financial 

. resources for the benefit of their estates and of their neighbours are the 
establishment of home farms and their management on modem scientific 
lines, the cultivation of special areas as seed farms for supplying 
the needs of their tenantry and the breeding and maintaining of pure 
line herds of stock. If, as the result of increasing interest in agricultural 
development, any desire to undertake work of this character becomes 
evident, we consider that legal obstacles should be removed and replaced, 
where necessary, by legislative encouragement. From the evidence 
we received, action to permit of the establishment of home farms appears 
specially necessary. This has been recognised in the Agra Tenancy 
Act of 1926, under the provisions of which a landlord may apply to the 
Collector to acquire for him land held by an ex-proprietary or occupancy 
tenant for the purpose of farming on improved lines. H~ may similarly 
apply for the acquisition of land held by a statutory tenant or the heir 
of a statutory tenant not only for ·this purpose but for various other 
purposes connected with the developmer,t of his estate. In all legislation 
of this character, we think it desirable that a reasonable maximllm 
should be fixed for the area which can be acquired for the landlord for 
purposes we have in view. 

The benefits to the country which the larger landlords can bestow 
are facilitated by their ready command of financial assistance. Joint 
stock banks in India are usually willing to advance funds to them on a 
first IIiortgl'ge; courts of wards frequently have funds seeking 
investment; ttweavi is available and, in time, co-operative land 
mortgage banks should prove of value to 1 hem. 

Apart from direct expenditure on the improvements ~cussed above, 
there is a large field of useful activity open to enterprising landlords 
in financing the adoption of progressive methods by their tenantry. 
Without any desire to engage in moneylending, many of them 
assist their tenantry in a number of ways and they should be actively 
encouraged to stimulate the interest of those who hold land .under them 
in the value of improved seed, implements and stock. The reply that 
the increasin& prosperity of the tenants which may result therefrom 
would not be reflected in any increase in the income of the landlord is 
difficult to «punter but, where the existing tenancy law imposes obstacles. 
to progress which were not contemplated by its framers, the case for 
review gathers force. 
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359. The wnditions which brought about the enactment of the Land 
FLun OAl'ITAL. Improvement Loans Act have already been des-

(i") TaB LUD oribed. The Act is mainly an enabling Act which 
hUROn .. " permits direct loans from the State and which leaves 
Lo.u,s AOT. to '. I t th- fr· f ul provmCIa governmen s e anung 0 r es 

suitable to local conditions. Such rules have been framed in all provinces 
and have repeatedly wme under review as experience of their working 
haa di~closed defects or suggested improvements. The system was 
adversely criticised ;n some respects by several witnesses before us but 
there was a considerable body of well informed opinion which held that 
the retention of the rules in their present form is desirable in the best 
interest of the borrower. Changes in the direction of further simplifica
tion or greater elasticity would increase the temptation to unwise borrow
ing, whilst careful scrutiny of the security offered, supervision to em,ure 
that the loan is actually expended on the improvement for which it is 
granted, and insistence on regular recoveries are all necessary if the 
ability of the borrower to repay is to be maintained. The rate of 
interest is furred in relation to that at which public loans can be floatEd 
and cannot, therefore, be reduced without involving the public finances in 
los8. Having regard to the character of most of the improvements for 
which loans are granted, the period fixed for repayment does not appear 
too short and an extension would enhance the total interest charges with
out appreciably reducing the annual repayment of principal; moreover, 
if the recovery of a loan is unduly delayed, the borrower is apt to forget 
the benefits received and to regard the annual instalments as a ~iev&nce. __ 

Delay in dealing with applications is a frequent cause-of complaint but 
some delay is inevitable where enquiries have to be made into the prospEcts 
of the improvement and into the nature of the interest in land which is 
otIered 8S security for the loan. Local governments appear to be fully 
alive to such defects as exi~t in the rules and to be ready to adopt remedies. 
In these circumstances we have no recommendations to make for im
provement in the Act, the rules framed under it, or the manner in which 
it is administered except that stricter supervision might be exercised to 
prevent the leakage to which, judging from the evidence before us, seme 
loaDII are at times lIubject. It has been suggested that many landholders 
are still unaware ofthe facilities otIered by the Act, especially for the 
construction of small irrigation works. In Chapter X, we have 
recommended the formation of a special agency to deal with the investiga
tion and coDIltruction of minor irrigation works and have sugges1ed 
that this agency should not wait for the cultivator to consult it but t.hc.uld 
go to him and urge him to adopt the scheme best calculated to utilise his 
available water supply to the fullest advantage. It would, be part of 
its duties to bring t.o the notice of the cultivator the fact that the Land 
Improvement Loans Act otIers him a ready means of financing im
provements of this character. 

The obvious alter~tive to a system of loans fro~ the State is the 
land mort.gage bank but, as we consider that this is best founded on a co
operative basis, we reserve discussion of it until the-next chapter. Hllre 
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we would state that we agree wit.h those witnesses who suggested that 
part at least of the allotment under the Land Improvement Loans Act 
should be placed at the disposal of the land mortgage banks where these 
are firmly establllihed, provided that steps are taken to ensure its utilisa
tion on objects which fall within the scope of the Act. 

360. Before we leave the subject of fixed capital for land improvements, 
it seems desirable to discuss certain common mis-

FIXED OAPITAL. conceptiolls which were reflected in the evidence we . 
(I') MISOELLANEOUS. • d Skill 'd h reCeIve. pea ng genera y, we conSI er t at 

what is lacking is not so much capital for land improvement as ideas for 
. utilising it for productive purposes. In no province did it appear that 
the work of improvement was in any way restricted by shortage of funds 
for 10aIh~ under the Land Improvement Loans Act. Local govern
ments ate everywhere willing to make a larger provision for this purpose 
if there is a real demand for it for productive works. There seems no 
reason to believe that the village moneylender hesitates to advance 
fundg for such objects. The security for long-term loans of this character 
is usually a mort.gage on cultivated lands and there is ample evidence 
that the total sum invest.ed in such mortgages is many times that part. 
of it which has been used for land improvement. Such limited ex 
perience of la.nd mortgage banks as is available suggests that the loans 
taken from such banks are much less frequently used for land improve
ment than they are for the redemption of old debts. This, we were told, 
:was also the experience of Dawson's Bank in Burma. Such demand as 
erists for long-term loans >lrisof., in proaont conditions, far more from the 
desire to get better terms for old debts than from any wish to increase the 
produotive capacity of t.he land. Why t.he pace of improvement is so 
slow, why more wells are not being sunk in areas in which t.hey are known 
to be profitable, or, t~ put it differently, why the wells sunk last year were 
not bunk five or fifteen years ago, are questions which call for careful 
enquiry. An enquiry of this kind would throw valuable light. on the 
difficulties which prevent the init iation a.nd carrying out of improvements. 
In Chapter IV, we have ~uggested an examination of the ques
tion whether schemes for preventing soil erosion should be financed by 
co-operative effort or by loans to individual cultivators under the 
Land Improve~ent Loans Act., and, in Chapter X, we have proposed 
the appointment of a special staff to survey the possibilities of small 
productive irrigation works. It. is doubtful if more can usefully be 
done at this stage. . 

361. There is at present no real difference in the machinerv which 
CAPITAL. FOB provides long-term and, that which provides 

CURRENT JfII:ED8. short-term credit in India. It is the village 
moneylender who furnishes t.he bulk of the 

funds required in bot.h cases and, as we have seen he is not 
int.erested in '~qtinguis~~ b~tween the objects to 'which these 
fun~s ~re aJ>phed. A dlstmctlon between long and short-term 
credit IS, however, made in the Acts which re~late the grant of 
Joans by the State and we hope that, in future, the co-operative movement 
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will be able to separate the two types into land mortgage and village 
society business. The supply of short-term credit by the village money
lender is 80 bound up with the vexed question of indebtedness that We 
shall deal with it under that head. The State system is discussed in the 
following paragraph. The part played by the big landlord has already 
Leen mentioned. Although an estimate of the annual requirements of 
the cultivators of India for funds to meet the costs of cultivation would 
undoubtedly reach a very high figure, it would give a misleading impres
sion as fO large a proportion of the costs do not appear as cash at all. 
The labour of the cultivator and his family and of most of the hired help 
is met from the harvest. Seed is similarly kept over from the previous 
crop and cattle are mainly fed on the produce of the holding or on what 
they can forage for themselves. Crops such as sugarcane which require 
actual financial outlay are grown on a comparatively small scale. The 
purehase of cattle is probably the largest single item in the cultivator's 
balance sheet, so great is the loss from disease. The demand for 
marketing credit is likely to increase as marketing fa..cilities improve, 
and as the cultivator attains to a wider knowledge of the selling 
side of his business. Production of agricultural commodities is essentially 
intermittent and seasonal while consumption is relatively regular. 
The object of marketing credit is to enable the farmer to exercise 
his judgment as to when to sell. It thus tends to prevent producers in 
the aggregate from creating a bad market at certain seasons of 
the year. 

The co-operative sale society, if properly organised, would prove 
an ideal80urce of marketing credit, and the loan and sale societies 
in Madras which store produce in godowns appear to be establishing 
a valuable link with commercial banks for this purpose. For the small 
cultivator, the necessity to sell shortly aftAr harvest can be romoved by 
organised thrift such as is provided by the share or compulsory deposit 
l!yl!tems in village credit societies; the experience of such societies 
seems to indicate that the exercise of thrift for ten years or so would 
enable most cultivators to dispense to a very large extent with the 
neeessity for borrowing for current agricultural needs. 

362. The Agriculturists Loans Act, like the Land Improvement 
Loans Act, is mainly an enabling Act which empow

TUB AORlOllLTUBlSTB ers local governments to advance loans from State 
LoUB Am:. 

funds and to frame rules governing the· issue 
of such loans. The grant of loans is restricted to the owners 
and occupiers of arable land and the purposes of the loans to the 
relief of distreps, the purchase of seed or cattle. and any other purpose 
not specified in the Land Improvement Loans Act but connected with 
agricultural objects. Since the Act came into force, it has proved of 
immense value in times of distress, whether arising from drought, Hood, 
epidemic or earthquake, and i~ a potent weapon in the h~nas of any local 
government called upon to deal with a sudden emergency which requires 
the immediate issue of capital for current needs. The rules have repeat
edly come under revision and are now as elastic as the interests of both 
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borrower and lender permit. Further elasticity would probably make 
abuses easier without materially assisting the cultivator. In times of 
distress, it is usual to appoint a special officer who tours the affected tract 
and disburses loans on the spot. In normal times, the routine is apt 
to be more lengthy, and delays and difficulties may occur. The rate of 
interest charcred is as low as the cost of ~,he service permits and, while 
there is little ~ no profit to the State from the difference between the rate 
at which it raises the funds required and that at which it lends them, 
unless there is a succession of bad years., there is usually little loss through 
failure to recover loans.. The rigidity of recovery is sometimes the 
subject of complaint, but it is not in the real interests of the cultivator 
that he should be permitted to delay the repayment, beyond the 
harvest, of a loan taken for seed, fodder or fertilisers, nor is it wise 
to allow too long a period for the repayment of a loan taken for the 
purchase of cattle which may be carried off by disease before the debt 
is repaid. No system of government loans can ever be as elastic as that 
of the moneylender; the tactics pursued by one who too often desires 
to keep his client in debt should not be held up as a model to a State 
which desires to see the cultivator free. 

The operation of the Act is not oon£ned to occasions of distress, but t.here 
is considerable evidence in favour of the adoption ofthiscourse in practice. 
It is argued that, in normal times, the system of government loans is 
ininucal to the growth of a healthy spirit of self-help; that it runs counter 
1;0 the teaching of co-operation and that it leads to demoralisation inas
much as a beneficent Government is expected to, and does, remit the 
loan; should severe distress continue, and this a co-operative society 
cannot afford to do. It is further pointed out that Government can . 
never find the whole sum required to finance normal agricultural opera
tIOn!!, and t.hat. t,hel'P.fore. their attempt to find a part of it merely leads 
to anomalies. The policy adoptrd in Bombay is to confine loans under 
the Act to backward districts and to tracts in which credit is weak owing 
to the restrictive trnure of land or other special reasons. In the Punjab, 
the Act is freely used outside the ca.nal colonies, but this is probably 
be('ause, outside t,hose fortunate areas, conditions are nearly always 
precarious. In Bengal, on the other hand, the Act appears to be almost 
a drad letter rxcept in periods of scarcity. The view was also taken in 
Madras that it should only be brought int{) operation in times of 
exceptional calamity or distress, but as there are large tracts in that presi
dency which are liable to suffer from defective distribution of rainfall, the 
occasions which arise for using the Act are numerous. The experience of 
other provinces is very similar. The Act can never be the means for 
meeting all the normal requirements of agriculture; but is of great value 
in certain contingencies. It is being gradually displaced by the co-op era
tive credit system which already provides far more capital aunually than 
Government. c' We hold that, until the co-operative movement has 
reached a much· more advanced stage of development., the syst.em of 
government loans must continue. Where a situation arises which is 
beyond the capacity of the co-operative movement to meet, local 
governments can and do grant loans to co-operative societies or through 
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the societies to their members. We are of opinion that when, owing to 
the prolongation of distress, Government remit loans granted direct 
to cultivators, they should at the same time give careful consideration 
to the desirability of extending similar concessions in regard to 
Jua.ns issned to co-operative societies and their members, and should 
a \'oid any action which might suggest that the members of such societies 
are penafuled by being accorded less generous treatment than others . 

. Such cases are so cxceptional that each must be dealt with on 
ita merits. 

On the whole, we are satisfied with the working of the Act. Local 
governments and their officers are keenly alive to its value and also to 
the necessity for careful supervision of its working in order to prevent 
abuses. The differences of opinion as to the circumstances in which it 
should be used are,in the mlin,a reflection of the varying character of the 
m')n~oon: given a definite situation, there would probably be little 
difference of opinion as to the suitability of using the Act. We are of 
opinion that the Act must remain on the Statute Bookuntil the spread 
of thrift or of co-operative credit or of both renclers it obsolete. 

363. In discussions on indebtedness, the various factors involved are 

INDRBTRDIIBB8. 
not always sufficiently distinguished. The debtor 
lUay borrow because he has some need to satisfy 

or because he has credit and cannot resist the numerous temptations to 
enjoy its use. It is not borrowing, however, that leads to debt but failure 
to repay and for this there may be reasons quite Uitltinct fro~ .,ho" .. which 
led to the borrowing. The lender lends primarily for his own profit; 
the extent to which he lends depends partly upon the security of the 
borrower and partly upon the amount of cash he may have lying idle 
in his hands. Whether he presses for repayment of the principal or 
remains satisfied with the punctual receipt of interest ordinarily depends. 
upon his judgment of several elements in his business. The credit of the 
borrower may be good or it may be deteriorating; his own unused balance 
may be increasing; he may know.of a better investment for his money; 
or he may see in his client's need an opportunity for gaining a stronger 
hold on his assets. Or it may even be that the firm from which he has 
himself raised a loan is pressing for an instalment. The two factors, the 
importance of which is least recognised in current discussions on the 
subject, are that the moneylender must live by moneylending and that. 
as his profits accumulate, he must extend his investments. The borrowe~ 
only represents one side of the transaction. Throughout recorded history. 
he appears to have existed and to have been in need of protection from 
the usurer. The references best known to Christians are to b!l found in 
the Bible, to Muhammadans in the Koran and to Hindus in the laws 
of Manu. The problem is thus one of the oldest that have troubled 
administrators in the East or the West; for generations past, it has 
received the continuous and anxious consideration of' the Government 
of India. Every suggestion that haa promised BUCCef'.8 has been 
carefully examined and many have taken concrete form. in legislative or 
executive measures. 
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The predisposing causes which lead to d~bt are n<?w w~ll unde~stoo~ • 
the maintenance of law and order, the defining and recording of nghts ill 
land the continuous reduction in the proportion borne by the land revenue 
dem~nd to the produce, the rise in the value of that produce and the 
growth of transferable rights in land have all contIibuted to enhance the 
credit of the landholder. The rapid development of commerce and trade, 
the introduction of established law and permanent civil courts and the 
enactment of such measures as the Contract Act have strengthened the 
position of the moneylend.er. Hi~ capital has been swelled ~y the acc.u
mulating profits of his busmesswhlCh ~as been e~nded by.hlBown thrift 
and intelligence. The general expanSIOn of credit has proVlded scope for 
the investment of his savings and has averted that competition from his 
fellows which might otherwise have forced down the rate of interest. 
Throughout these developments, the cultivator has continued, in the 
main, illiterate; he keeps no accounts and makes no distinction between 
Bums expended on the needs of his industry and those expended on the 
requirements of himself and his family. For generations he has been 
accust.omed to a cPSl.Reless struggle to extort a bare livelihood from 
an insufficient holding, and has been subject to disaster from drought, 
flood ,or epidemic. Causes which he seldom underst.ands and cannot 
influence have endowed him with credit which he did not formerly 
possess, and he has found it difficult to resist the temptation to relieve 
present necessities by mortgaging his future income and even his 
capital. 
~ ~he.e-=e other:facrore; Amongst the comparatively poor, where the 
habit of saving i!7hot strong, the longer the interval between the successive 
receipts of the return for labour, the more difficult it hecomes to avoid 
borrowing. If wages were paid monthly instead of weekly, only a very 
small proportion of the working classes in the world could exisli without. 
credit; but the cultivator has t.o wait for' half a year before he 
receives the yeturn of his labour, and in far too large an area, where 
there is only one crop a year, the interval between successive receipts 
may be full twelve months. 

Knowledge .of rural indebtedness has steadily increased as the 
subject has again and again come under survey. The annual reports 
on co-operation have contributed much information of value; village 
surveys in different provinces have thrown light on the details, whilst 
in one province; the material has been carefully collected and thoughtfully 
treated by Mr. M. L. Darling, I.C.S., whose book on " The Punjab Peasant 
in Prosperity and Debt"* is deserving of wide attention. The evidence 
we received indicated that his general conclusions apply to an area far 
beyond th~ confines of a single province and the publication of his book 
renders much detailed description unnecessary. 

Of the measures adopted to meet the evils of indebtedness, some have 
aimed at remo~ing the need for borrowing by reducing the land revenue 
and making its cullection ~ore e!astic, or by popularising the govern
ment system,of l~ans to agrwulturlsts; others have been directed against 
theexcesf.l ofcredlhndhaveprotected the property of the cultivator from 

• Published by the Oxford Universit.y Press, 1925. 
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'. attachment and saI~ h; etecution of decrees ot ha~e limited the extent 
to which his land ean be pledged as security for loans. For some areas, 
even stronger measUres have belln CODJiidered .desirable and restrictions 
have been imposed upoil the sale and, mortgage of Jlgriculturalland. and 
on the extent to which unpledged IaJid and its prod1l;ce caIt ~e made hable 
for unsecured debts_ .Mole recently, the power of ~e ~oneylender has 
been directly at!ac~d. Th~ Usurious Loa~ Act,'191B, gives ~de powers 
to courts to interfere of their own motion wherever they conSIder that the 
terms of a loan are' usurious, while the Co-operative 'Societies Act, 1912, 
has facilitatec1the introduction of village credit societies on the Raiffeisen 
model to replace the moneylender as a source of credit. .,' 

That the position of the moneylender should have been undermined 
to so small an extent by the centuries of effort to control him sufficiently 
illustrates the difficulty of the problem. In the present sta.te of India, 
he is a neceBBity and, that being so, his calling will not be abolished by 
making it illegal. He alone is in a position to provide the bulk of the 
capital required for: current agricultural needs and, on a recurrence of 
severe distress, he will continue, as in the past, to support the people by 
timely loans. If he is ever driven from the land, it will not be by legisla
t.ion but by the growth olthe co-operativemovementand,more especially, 
by the habits of thrift inculcated by that movement. Where thrift is 
absent, the' vagaries of the monsoon drive the people to borrow and, 
unless the co-operative movement spreads into every village. and 
includes every inhabitant in its fold, borrowing will continue. No one 
denies the services rendered by the moneylender; the charge 4gainst 
him is that these services are rendered at too great a" prfce and" are" 
accompanied by practices which result in great evils. The ~ystemis 
usurious; the ready lending for unproductive purposes leads to poverty 
and economic servitude; the steady absorption of rights in land places 
the moneylender in a position of uncontrolled power, and 'uncontrolled 
power is almost invariably abused. To a very great· extent, the 
cultivator in India labours not for profit nor for a net return, but for 
subsistence. The crowding of the people on the land, the lack of 
alternative means of securing a living, the difficulty of finding any 
avenue of escape and the early age at which a man is burdened with 
dependents, combine to force the cultivator to grow food wherever he 
can and on whatever terms he can. \Vhere his land has passed into the 
possession of his creditor, no legislation will serve his need; no tenancy 
law will protect him; for food he needs land and for land he must plead 
before a creditor to whom he probably already owes more than the total 
value of the whole of his assets. That creditor is t-oo often a landlord 
of a different class who has no natural or historical connection with his 
estate and is only interested in the immediate exploitation of the 
property in his control. 
. However perfect the judicial system may be andhowe't'er good his case, 
money can Wear out the impoverished litigant. E\'ery report on the 
administration of civil justice bears witness to the volum6-.o~ unsatisfied 
decrees against cultivators, Of the extreme to which economio servitude 
can extend. wher~ the moneylender's grip is strong, two instances may .0 y 286-28 



be given.· In Bihar and Orissa, we were told of a system known as 
kamiauti which prevails in the north of the Hazaribaghdistrict and 
in the Palamau district of Chota NagpUl' and in so~e parts of Bihar, 
and which is practically one of cultivation by serfs. "Kamias are 
bound servants of their masters; in return for a loan received, they bind 
themselves to perform whatever menial services are required of them 
in lieu of the interest due on the loan. Landlords employing laboUl' for 
the cultivation of their private land prefer to have a first call on 
the laboUl'ers they require, and hence the practice arose of binding 
the labourers by means of an advance, given conditionally upon 
their services remaining always at the call of the landlord for the 
purposes of agriculture. Such laboUl'ers get a daily wage in kind for 
those days on which they work for their creditor, and may work for 
anybody else when they are not required by him. In practice, the 
system leads to absolute degradation of the kamias. In the first place, 
the kamia cannot bargain about his wages; he must accept the wage that 
is customary for landlords to give to his class. The wages represent only 
one-third of the day's wage for free laboUl' hired, for example, by a con
tra.ctor for road repair work. If the kamia's wife also works for his master, 
she receives a slightly smaller remuneration; and their joint wages are not 
sufficient to feed properly themselves and the normal family of children 
they are certain to possess. The kamia never sees any money, unless it 
be the occasional few pice he may earn in his spare time. Consequently, 
he has no chance of ever repaying the principal of his debt and becoming 
a free man again. A kamiauti bond therefore involves a life sentence. 

The condition becomes hereditary. Although the son is not responsible 
for his father's debt after his death, a new debt is always contracted on 
behalf of the son on the occ8sion of his marriage,"which renders him also 
a kamia for life. Daily work is not guaranteed by the master, and no 
food is supplied when there is no work to be done. The result is that the 
master takes the kamia' slabour at a sweated wage for most of the year, 
but at a time when there is no agricultural work to be done and the 
kamia has least chance of getting any daily employment elsewhere, he 
is left to shift for himself as best he can. He is even free to get work 
wherever he can, but cannot leave his village for any time in search of it, 
for fear that he might abscond. Actually, he is reduced to earning the 
most miserable existence by collecting fuel and grass for sale. The 
restriction of his movements renders the kamia nothing bett.er than a 
slave. .An absconding kamia is unable to find an asylum in any part of 
the area where the system is prevalent. The sale and pUl'chase of kamias 
is by no melffiS uncommon in the north-west of the district. The price 
is the am'lunt of the kamia's debt."· 

The Bihar and Orissa Kamiauti Agreements Act was passed in 1920 to 
deal with this ~vil. Under this Act, a kamiauti agreement is declared 
void if the period during which the labour is to be performed exceeds one 
year, if the agreement does not provide for the extinction of all liability 
after the expiry of that period in respect of any advance or debt, and 

• Final Report on the Survey and Settlement Oper&tiona in the Distriot of 
JI:.uribagh (1908-11)16) by Mr. J. D. Bifton, I.e.s. 
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ifit fails to provide fOr a fair and equitable ra.te of remuneration. It 
would, however, appear that the kamia is too poor to set the law in 
motion aud that the Act has proved ineffective. The local Government 
announced their intention to adopt additional measures should the Act 
fail in its object, but so far nothing has been done. 

The second example of economic servitude is taken from the small 
industries where artisans in certain trades work for life for capitalists to 
.whom they are indebtetl. The capitalist advances raw material, lends 
money for food and receives the manufactured article for sale. The debt 
is practically irredeemable and the artisan is transferred from capitalist to 
capitalist in B manner which practically amounts to sale and purchase. 
He has thus no incentive to increase his skill or efficiency, as any increased 
earnings are merely set off against his debt'. 

The examples we have given illustrate the worst effects of unchecked 
money power. In both instances, the most serious factor is the heredi
tary element and the consequent state of helplessness to which the poorer 
classes are reduced whllU burdened with a load of hereditary debt far 
beyond their power to redeem. ' The crushing burden of hereditary debt 
remains largely through ignorance of the legal position which is that no 
personal liability is transmitted and that no suit lies against the heirs of 
a deceased debtor except to the extent to which the property of the 
deceased has come into their hands by survivorship or succession. The 
eX]:Jerience of the co-()perative movement is the same. It is that the 
people are so accustomed to be in debt, to take it over from their 
fathers and to pass it on to their sons, that they accept indebtednes\l as 
a settled fact, and a natural state of life. 

So much is this the case that well-meant attempts to give "them a fresh 
start by wholesale redemption of old debts have proved unsuccessful. 
Where co-()perative societies have advanced enough to repay all the claims 
of moneylenders, the debtor fails to make the effort to pay regular 
instalments even when they are well within his capacity, and slips back 
into the old state of bondage. It is noW' generally accepted that 
such attempts should not be made by co-operative societies until 

,the debtor has learned habits of punctuality and thrift. The 
evidence we received from Dawson's Bank showed that the authorities 
of that bank had also found that, once a man has obtained more 
~av~ura~le terms by the .transfer, of his debt to a less exacting 
InstItution, the tendency IS for him to default in his instalments. 
The idea that debt is a voluntary condition in which no man need remain 
is to many 8O~ething of a ~velty. Careful enquirers have long c~me 
to the conclUSIon that the.mam cause .of the debtof to~ay is the debt of 
yesterday and that the chief obstacle m the way of relief is the attitude 
of the poorer classes towards this customary feature of life. 

The inevitability of indebtedness, as it seems to th!l people, gives the 
moneylender enormous power. It produces an almost fatalistic accept
ance of the.s!-e&dy transfer of land into his possession and IM-ves his para
m~unt pOSItIOn un~hallenged. Frot;D th.e Punjab alone was any definite 
eV1de~ce forthcommg of any dllcline !D rural moneylending business 
resulting from the growth of co-operatIve credit, and yet, although the 

MOT 280-28/J 
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cultivators of that province probably enjoy a higher average standard 
of prosperity than they do elsewhere, rural moneylending still ranks 
second in its yield of income-tax and super-tax. 

'Turning now to the future, we have no hesitation in recording our 
belief that the greatest hope for the salvation of the rural masses from 
their crushing burden of debt rests in the growth and spread of a healthy 
and well-<>rganised co-<>perativemovementbasedupon the careful educa
tion and systematic training of the villagers themselves. Co-operation 
will be dealt with at length in the next chapter but here we would state" 
our, view that, apart altogether from the question of debt, co-<>perative 
credit provides the only satisfactory means of financing agriculture on 
sound lines. Thrift must be encouraged by every legitimate means, for 
the savings resulting from the thrift of the cultivating classes form the 
best basis of the capital they require. If the rural community is to be 
contented, happy and prosperous, local governments must regard the 
co-<>perative movement as deserving all the encouragement which it lies 
within their powers to give. 

364. The importance of the co-<>perative movement is accentuated 
by the comparative failure of legislative measures 

FAILURE OF LEGIS· designed to deal with the problem of indebtedness 
" LATION. to achieve their objects. We received evidence 
in Burma that the provisions of the Civil Procedure Code exempting , 
the cattle, implement.s and produce of agriculturists from sale may 
be ignored by the courts. We have mentioned that the Kamiauti 
Agre~ments Act in Bihar and Orissa has proved ineffective. The 
provisions of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act are being evaded 
and t.he Usurious Loans Act is practically a dead letter in every 
province in India.. The working of the latter Act is discussed in the 
following paragraph. The history of the Deccan Agriculturist.s' Relief 
Act throws so much light on the problems discussed in this chapter 
that a brief description of the chief provisions of the Act, and of the 
results of the enquiries which have been made from time to time into 
its operation, seems called for. The Act, which was passed by the 
Government of India in 1879 after severe agrarian riots had taken place 
in the Deccan, laid down that, in suits by 9r against agriculturists, it 
is open to the court to examine the history of the debt and to make 
out an account of the money actually due. The court, in taking an 
account of past transactions, can reduce unreasonable interest but is 
precluded from arresting in execution and from selling land unless it is 
specifically pledged. Land can, however, be taken for management by 
the Collect{)~ for a period of seven years. The Act included provisions 
under which an agriculturist owing over Rs. 50 could be declared an 
insolvent on his own application and also for the appointment of 
conciliators. Arrangements were made for the appointment of village 
registrars and it was prescribed that all instruments executed by agricul
turists must b..: executed in the presence of these registrars. There were 
further provisions requiring creditors to furnish accounts and grant 
receipts and also prescribing that mortgages by agriculturists should be 
in writing. In the hope that litiga.tion would be reduced, the period of 
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Hmitation which, slpC4 1859, had been for three years only was extended 
for suits against agriculturists to a period of twelve years if the suit 
was based on a registered deed,and to·a period of six years if it was not. 
The Act, as passed, was applicable only to the four districts which 
constituted the Deccan tract of the Bombay Presidency. It was slightly 
amended in 1881 and 1882, mainly with a view to allow debtors to be 
declared insolvent on the motion of the court. In 1884, a special report 
on its working was submitted by the Government of Bombay. That 
Government considered that, on the whole, the Act had been successful 
but that there had been difficulties in executing decrees owing to the 
large exemptions in favour of agriculturists, . that the management by 
Collectors, of attached land had proved a failure and that no practical 
use had been made of the insolvency provisions. As a result, the 
Act was again amended in 1886, partly with the object of rendering 
standing crops liable to attachment and of altering the term qf 
limitation in some details, and partly with the object of making it 
possible for the local Government, with the sanction of the Govern
ment of India, to extend the operations of the Act in whole or in part 
throughout the Bombay Presidency. The Commission which enquired 
into the working of the Act in 1891-92, recommended a numberofaltera
tions not only in the Act itself but also in the Code of Civil Procedure 
and the Contract and Evidence Acts. It also proposed that a general 
Act should be prepared for the whole of India which should be based to 
a large extent on the provisions of the Deccan Act. The Government 
of India, however, rejected this advice but passed an amending 
Act in 1895 which carried out certain minor changes including the 
restoration of the exemption of standing crops from attachment, 
and the extension of the power to fix reasonable interest. The Act. 
was again amended in 1907, when a provision was inserted by which 
wider powers were given to the courts to go behind the bond and deter
mine the nature of the transaction independently of thepro,visions of 
the law regarding documentary evidence. Minor amendments were 
also effected in 1912 and 1920. Advantage has been taken of the power 
given by the Act of 1886 to extend its operations, and the bulk 
of the Act, with the exception of the insolvency provisions, is now 
applicable throughout the Bombay Presidency. 

As to the manner in which the Acthad fulfilled its objects, theCommis
sion of 1892 held that one great effect had undoubtedly been to make 
professional moneylenders more cautious in advancing money except 
on the security of land, and agriculturists more reluctant to borrow where 
security of land was required. The data. on which this as~umption was 
based ,were, however, examined by the Government of India who held 
it difficult to avoid the conclusion that there had been a seriout! increase 
of debt in the districts affected and that each year a.,larger proportion 
of th{lot debt became a burden on the land. The opinion of the Famine 
Commission of 1900 was that the Act had done bnt littlll good and that 
there Was positive room for holding that the transfer of property both 
by sale and mort-gage had become more frequent in the districts to which it 
applied. The conclusions of the Commission which reported on the 
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subject in 1912 were even more unfavourable. They were summarised 
as follows :-" It is a contest of dishonesty, in which that side is likely 
to gain the upper hand which is prepared to go furthest in perjury and 
in,the production of false evidence. Witness after witness has testified 
to this demoralisation. Distrust has been engendered on both sides. 
The honest. sowcar and honest cultivator suffer alike, since in their deal
ings with one another they have to allow for the judgment of a court 
which will presume dishonesty on both sides. Hence it is that an Act 
whose main object was to put the relations between agriculturists and 
moneylenders on a better footing, is actually having an' opposite effeCt." 

The Commission recommended that the whole Act should be 'replaced 
by a short Act which would embody, with some additions and alterations, 
such portions of the old Act as experience had shown to be useful. The 
Government of Bombay approved the proposal; but the Government 
of India were opposed to the perpetuation, by a £resh enactment, of 
the principles of the Act of 1879. Another Committee was, therefore, 
appointed in 1920, which reported that the condition of the 
agriculturists in the presidency was no longer such as to require special 
legislation. The Government of Bombay, therefore, suggested the 
repeal of the Act after three years, provided the Usurious Loans Act 
was amended, mainly in the direction of giving the debtor the right 
to sue for redemption. The Act was not, however, amended in the 
manner proposed till 1926. 

The examination of the working of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief 
Act and that of the other legislation to which we have referred above 

,brings out the extraordinary difficulty of attaining the objects in view 
by means of legislation. Quite apart £rom the provisions of the law, it 
would appear that the procedure which the civil courts have to follow is too. 
cumbrous and expensive for debtors belonging to the cultivating classes. 
We have considered whether revenue courts would not be a more suitable 
agency than the civil courts. In paragraph 354, we have already pointed 
out the use which is made of revenue officers in the administration of 
the Punjab Redemption of Mortgages Act and the Punjab Alienation 
of Land Act. In the paragraph immediately following, we suggest a 
wider application of the Usurious Loans Act and, in paragraph 366, , 
a Money lenders' Act, but the solution of the problem of indel;>tedness 
is only to be found in the cumulative effect of the spread of literacy 
and in the co-operative mo,ement. 

365. An important feature of the Usurious Loans Act of 1918 is that 
the court, once seized of a case, mlty', of its 

THE USURIOUS • ld '. 
LOANS Am. own motIon, re-open 0 transactions anll enqUIre 

. • into the equity of the terms. As mentioned 
above, the Act was amended in 1926 to include cases in which either 
party to a mprtgage seeks relief. Where the debt is nnsecured, 
the debtor can .. raw the creditor into court and, therefore, into 
the sphere .of this Act, by the simple expedient of refusing to 
renew his loan. The evidence we received showed conclusively that 
the Act is practically a dead letter in all provinces; but as we heard 
on evidence from civil judges, we are not in a position to offer 
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an OPlnJOIl as to the reasons why so little use has been made of 
its provisions. We; therefore, recommend that in every province 
an enquiry should be made into the causes of the failure to utilise the 
Act, that adequate steps should be taken to ElllBure its application in 
futurf.' and that a special report on its working should be included in the 
alillual reports on the administration of civil justice. We consider 
that our recommendatiollB under this head are warranted by the 
potential importance of this Act. If its provisiollB were fully utilised, 
this would go far to ~elieve the country of some of the worst evils 
of uncontrolled U8~ry and would facilitate remedial action by 
co-operative 80cieties.\ The fact that in some provinces the rule of 
damdup<lt is in force has" 'leen advanced before us as an excuse fqr the 
neglect of this Act, b this ancient principle of Hindu law merely 
provides that, in passing decree for principal and interest, the court 
shall not allow interest in ·~cess of the amount of the principal when 
thc claim is made. No co ·~~ration need be paid to the amount paid 
ou account of interest duri ·,he currency of the loan, nor whether 
the rate is usurious, nor whet the total sum paid to the lender does 
or does not represent a fair re "ment of both principal and interest. 
It protects the interests of the l' i 1du debtors only, regardless of the 
religion of the creditor, but !ien1\,: " similar protection to non-Hindu 
debtors even though the creditor 1,." .~. Hindu. . 

366. The Punjab Legislative COUL·:;} recently passed a private Bill 

M 
,designed to control tb t operations of moneylenders in 

ONBYLIiNDBBS ACTS. h 'b . h f gul b k t at provmce y enfoL mg t e use 0 re ar 00 s 
of account and by insisting that the borrower should receive copies of 
all entries relating to transactions between II im and the moneylender. 
Owing to defects in drafting, the Bill WaS,~I('WeVer, disallowed by the 
Governor but the Government undertook to\(l~t.roduce another Bill on 
the ssme lines but in an improved form. The- nlll has aroused interest 
in other provinces but it is not possible offer an, opinion as 
to the . manner in which it would work. 

During the course of our sittings, the British I rl iJilllent has passed 
an Act, the Moneylenders' Act of 1927, which embo ,,'ome new factors 
in the battle against usury. It provides inter alia th fJl moneylenders 
shall take out a license, that compound interest shall i\ prohibited and 
that the moneylender shall, on demand by the bo i'l'0Wer, supply 
information relating to the state of the loan and a KI) copies of 
documents relating thereto. We would commend the prin\!>les under
lying the Punjab Bill and the British Act to the consl;' ra.tion of 
local governments. 

We do not share a common apprehension that enactment toP this 
character will lead to 80 great a restriction of credit that the c -"\Iotor 
will be hampered in his ordinary agricultural operations. In t . '~,rst 
place, the co-operative movement is introducing a soUnd system 0',,1-

trolled credit and, in the second, it must be remembered flrat the ca h 1 

now invested in moneylending must find a use. The moneylender ~ 
survived more drastic measures and will surviv" again. His profi 



tuay diminish, his power may decline but, for many years to come, there 
will still remain a wid~ field for honest business in supplying the legiti
mate needs of agricu!tural operations. If some of the capital, now 
misused to finance extravagance, is diverted to the development of 
industries, many problems of the country-side will be brought· nearer 
solution. 

367. From the reports on the co-operative movement, as well as from 
other and older sources, it is clear that a serious 

RUlIA.L INSOLVENCY. obstacle to the clearance of ind.ebtedness is . the 
existence of a large volume of il1herited debt. On the death of an in
dividual, it is not the custom fOJ: his assets to be realised and to meet 
the debts in such proportion as may prove practicable, the remainder 
being thereby rendered irrecoverable, but such property as he may die 
possessed of passes to his heirs who also shoulder his debts. In the 
result, accumulations of compound interest swell the total burden~ We 
have already pointed out that, in law, the debts of a deceased person 
only pass to his heirs when they succeed at the death of the 
debtor to property and that they pass only to the extent of such 
property. Where no assets pass, no debts are inherited. We are 
informed, however, that it is a cOnllnon practice for a money
lender, who has no remedy by law, to approach the son or some other 
relative of the deceased and, putting the matter on the grounds of legal 
obligation or religious duty, to induce such son or relative to execute 
a promissQry note. The force of tradition is such that the son or 
relative regards the debt as a debt of honour; Having executed the 
promissory note, he feels himself obliged to pay and, even if the 
matter is taken to a civil court, will rather admit receipt of a considera
tion which was never received than run the risk of being thought to 
dishonour his father or relative. Weare strongly of opinion that all 
who are working for the uplift of the rural community, and especially 
all workers in the co-operative movement, should do their best to free 
the poor and ignorant from this burden and, in particular, to instruct 
them that, in such cases, the court is empowered to give them relief. 

Relief from debt, whether inherited or incurred by the individual him
self, can be sought in the provisions of the Provincial Insolvency Act 
but those provisions are of little benefit to agriculturists, partly because 
they cannot be utilised except in cases of indebtedness amounting to . 
Rs. 500, and partly because the courts are disinclined to allow the benefits 
of the Act to landholders whose rights are protected from sale in execution, 
on the gr6und that such persons are not insolvent within the meaning 
of the Act. The second point has been dealt with by the Civil Justice 
Committee in Chapter 14 of their Report, and We support their conclu
sion that the illBQlvency law requires special adaptation j;9 land tenures 
and especially to the case of non-transferable holdings. We recognise 
that the question ~s not free from difficulty and it does not fall within our 
province to attempt an interpretation of the law. Two point.s are, 
however, clear. No one desires to see a wholesale resort to insolvency 
and no one, we trust, desir~s to witness a continuation of a system 
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under which innumerable people are born. in debt, live in debt and die in 
debt, passing on their burden to those who follow~ That there are a 
large number of hopelessly insolvent debtors in rural areas, is generally 
admitted, and we cannot regard it as making for health in the body 
politic .that they should be allowed to remain without hope and without 
help. 

Legal technicalities must be subordinated to economic interests and, 
in view of the evidence before us of the unsuitability to agricultural 
conditions of the existing insolvency law which was primarily designed 
for mercantile cases, we recommend .that the whole case for a simple 
Rural Insolvency Act should be carefully considered in every province. 
The main objects of such a measure would be to relieve the debtor of 
what he cannot pay, whilst insisting Qn his paying the utmost he can 
within a reasonable time. When a man's debts are such that the usufruct, 
for fifteen years, of the land not absolutely essential lor maintenance is 
insufficient to meet them, the balance is obviously irrecoverable and he is, 
therefore, a fit subject for insolvency law. Whether such a law should 
provide for conciliation boards or committees or whether such bodies 
should be regarded as an alternative to an insolvency law is an open 
question. We consider that, in areas where debt is known to be beyond 
the capacity of the people to pay, conciliation bodies might btl tried. 
It must be clearly recognised that the worst policy towards debt is t!l 
ignore it and do nothing. We are fortified in our conclusions by the 
remarks on the subject of insolvency in the Report of the Civil Justice 
Committee. As therein pointed out, so long as debtors can be committed 
to prison for debt at the option of their creditors, large numbers of 
debtors with little or no property must be put through the insolvency 
court. Just as creditors have the right to insist that all the debtors' assets' 
should be impounded and applied towards the payment of the debts, 80 

also the debtor who has given up all his assets should have the clear 
right to be allowed to earn his living if he can and to be free to make a 
new start in life. The main difficulty with respect to rural insolvency 
was considered to be that of getting suitable persons to act as receivers, 
and we recommend that where the indebtedness of the rural population 
is notoriously heavy, there should be little hesitation in appointing 
officials for this duty. 

·368. The question of rural indebtedness is so old that its problems 
RBPOBTSOKMOHEY. have become as customary as the debt itself and 

LUDING. there is always the danger that what is accepted 
as a normal feature may be allowed to continue undisturbed. It is 
more than probable that the total rural debt has increased in the present 
century; whether the proportion it bears to the growing assets of the 
people has remained at the same level, and whether it is a .hea vier or lighter 
burden on the more prosperous cultivator than of oM, are questions to 
which the evidence we have received does not provide an 8,pswer. In an 
interesting note* submitted by Mr. M. L. Darling, I.C.S., formerly Com
missioner of Income-tax for the ,Punjab, the position of the moneylender 

• See VoL VIII-Evidence taken in the Punjab-page 592. 
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was reviewed in. the light of information derived from the statistics of 
the Income-tax Department. :Mr. Darling points out that, in the 
Punjab, the village moneylender is gradually reducing his busineEs 
everywhere, except in two districts, and that the main causes of this 
reduction are the rapid growth of the co-operative movement, the legal 
protection given to the peasant borrower and the rise of the agriculturist 
moneylender. There is also a tendency now for the village moneylender 
to migrate from the village to the town. In spite, however, of the 
reduction in his business, rural moneylending is still the most important 
industry in the province; and if salary earners are excluded, one out of 
every four income-tax payers is a rural moneylender. We think it 
would be advantageous if such a review could be made periodically 
in the annual report of that department. 

SlJM}lARY OJ' OONOLU. 369. The conclusions and recommendat.ions 
SlONe AND REOOMMEND- in this chapter may be summarised as 
ATIONS. follows:-

(1) No usufructuary mortgage of agricultural land should he 
permitted unless provision is made for automatic redemption 
within a fixed. period of years, of which twenty should be the maximum 
(paragraph 353). 

(2) The risk of collusive evasion must be recognised, but education 
and the development of character are the only specifics against this 
(paragraph 353). 

(3) The question whether the restrictions on the operation of the 
Punjab Redemption of Mortgages Act might be removed should be 
considered (paragraph 354). 

(4) The question 'whether legislation in regard to the redemption 
of mortgages should be enacted in other provinces is commended to 
the consideration of other local governments (paragraph 354). 

(5) The desirability of extending the principle of statutory restric
tion on the alienation of land can only be measured in the light of local 
conditions (paragraph 355) 

(6) An enquiry should be made into the extent to which the heredi
tary cultivating class is being expropriated by those who do not 
themselves cultivate the land (paragraph 355). 

(7) Where existing systems of tenure or tenancy laws operate'in 
such a way as to deter landlords from investing capital in the improvtl
ment of their lands, the subject should receive careful consideration 
with a view to t~e enactment of such amendments as may be calculated 
to remove the diffi~ulties (paragraph 358). 

(8) Action to permit the establishment by landlords of home farms 
app~ars specrnl~y necessary (paragraph 358). 

(9) The .working of the Land Improvement I,oans Act is, on the 
whole, satisfactory but steps should be'taken to make landholders 
better acquainted with the facilit,ies it offers {paragraph 359). 
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(10) Part of the allotment under the Land Improvement Loans Act 
should be placed at the disposal of land mortgage banks where these 
are firmly established, provided that steps are taken to ensure its 
utilisation on objects which fall within the scope of the Act 
(paragraph 359). 

(11) The working of the Agriculturists Loans Act is, on the whole, 
satisfactory (paragraph 362). 

(12) Where loans under this Act granted directly to cultivators are 
remitted, the desirability of extending similar clemency to co-operative 
societies and their members should be carefully considered 
(paragraph 362). 

(13) The Agrioulturists Loans Act must remain on the Statute 
Book until the spread of thrift or of the co-operative movement or 
of both renders it obsolete (paragraph 362). 

(14) The greatest hope for the salvation of the rural masses from 
their crushing burden of debt lies in the growth and spread of a healthy 
and well organised co-operative movement and local governments 
should, therefore, give that movement all the encouragement possible 
(paragraph 363). 

(15) Legislative measures to deal with the problem of indebtedness 
have proved a comparative failuIe (paragraph 364). 

(16) In all provinces, an enquiry should be made into the causes 
of the failure to utilise the Usurious Loans Act (par~graph 365). 

(17) A special report on the working of the Usurious Loans Act 
should be included in the annual reports on the administration of 
civil justice (paragraph 365). , 

(18) If the provisions of that Act were fully utilised, this would go 
far to remove the worst evils of uncontrolled usury (paragraph 365). 

(19) The Punjab Moneylenders' Bill and the British Moneylenders' 
Act of 1927 are commended to the consideration of local governments 
(paragraph 366). 

(20) The case for a simple Rural Insolvency Act should be carefully 
considered in all provinces (paragraph 367). 

(21) Conciliation bodies might be tried in certain areas 
(paragraph 367): 

(22) Where the indebtedness of the rural population is very heavy, 
and it is difficult in insolvency cases to find suitable persons to act as 
receivers, officials should be appointed for this duty (paragraph 367). 

-(23) The position of the moneylender should be periodical!y revie~ed 
by the Income-tax Department (paragraph 368). 
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CHAPTER XIII 

CO-OPERATION 
370. It is not necessary for the purposes of 9Ul Report to describe in 

any detail the history of the co-operative movement 
EARL~ HISTORY. in India: it will suffice if its distinctive features only .. 

are discussed. Towards the close of the last century, the success of the 
small village banks in Germany and Italy attracted considerable 
attention in India and it appeared to those who were anxiously 
looking for assistance in solving the problem of rural poverty that 
the working of those institutions deserved examination. The Govern
ment of Madras took the initiative by deputing lIIr. (now Sir Frederick) 
Nicholson to study the system, and his monumental report was published 
in two parts in 1895 and 1897. In the United Provinces, Mr. Dupernex, 
I.C.S., and in the'Punjab, l\fr. (now Sir Edward) Maclagan, I.C.S., and 
Captain Crosthwaite began to organise societies which, at that time, could 
only be registered under the ordinary company . law. A. few of the 
societies then organised still survive in the Punjab. The report of the 
Indian Famine Commission of 1901 powerfully advoc.a.ted the introduc
tion of mutual credit associat.ions. Their recommendations, after carefu} 
consideration by two committees, ,took shape in the Co-operative Credit 
Societies Act of 1904. Three points about the new policy deserve 
notice. It was deliberately decided to rest.rict the operation of the 
Act to credit only and this restriction is now recognised by all 
informed critics to have been a wise one. The Act had perforce 
to be framed before any experience had been gained of the working of 
co-operative societie3 in India and so could only prescribe t.he general 
ol1tlines and leave the details to be filled in gradu:111y, on lines wbicll 
experience of failure or success might indicate as best suited to each part 
of the country. It was left to a few officials to study the experience of 
other countries and to essay the task of/introducing into India an 
institution of a novel type. As the expe:riJ:lent was confined to credit, 
chiefly for agricultural purposes, knowlerlge of the essential principles of 
successful rural banking had to be acquired and adapted to local condi
tions. There was not then available the voluminous literature on all 
aspec~ of co-operation which has since been published.~ogress could 
only be by the process of trial and error and, in the early stages, the 
leaders of the blind were themselves often amongst the afflicted.,. 

The second point to be noticed in regard to the new policy is that it 
was not the outcome of any popular demand. As was the case in Japan, 
the new legislation was essentially the act of a Government anxious to . 
ameliorate the conditions of the people. Public opinion sufficiently 
instructed to I1riticise or to guide had, to be creat.ed. The· public-spirited 
helpers, of whOm there are now such large numbers, had to be. found 
and encouraged to come forward and assume responsibilities. ""In its 
initial stagesl the movement was essentially an endeavour by the St.a.te 
to teach the people the advantages of organised thrift, self-help and 
mutual help.f 
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The third point to be noted is that it was inevitable, in tht> circtl.IIi 
stances we have described, that a government department charg~d with thE 
promotion of the new policy should be established and that, as progres! 
was achieved, this department should grow in numbers and importance. 

From the commencement, the aim of the official staff was to instruct thE 
community as a whole in the benefits of co-operation. and to attract, selec1 
and train individual members of it for the work of managing the neVI 
societies in accordance with co-operative principles. Wben it is realisee 
that the office holders in all co-operative organisations, from the villagl 
societies in their many thousands to the provincial banks and federations 
are almost without exception non-officials elected by their fellows, thE 
extent to which this aim has been achieved will be appreciated. 

371. The co-operative movement in this country was thus initiated b~ 
TaB CO-OPItBATIVB a C'TOvernment which, since it had no co-operativE 

CRBDIT SYSTEM. experience in India to guide it, had to depend or 
the agency of an official staff to carry its policy into effect. TheSE 
special features, which marked the inception of the movement, neee 
emphasis as they have infiuenced it throughout its course and explair 
many later developments. . 

The original Act, as we have seen, was framed to meet the needs 01 
primary credit societies only; it made no provision for the higher finanCE 
of the movement or for non-credit activities. These omissions WerE 
supplied by the second Act which was passed in 1912 and is still in fow 
throughout the country, except in Bombay and Burma, where it waf 
replaced by local legislation in 1925 and 1927 respectively. But thougl 
the limitations imposed by the original Act were. removed and non-credi1 
activities have taken numerous forms, the preponderating element il 
still credit. There are two main reasons for this.· The most powerfu 
obstacle in the path of rural development and the most crushing burder 
on the people is indebtedness. Where they are so bound to the money· 
lender that all their produce must be sold to him and all their purchasel 
made from him; where the interest charges on the loans they take froll 
him are such that they absorb what little surplus there may he and thE 
enhanced return in a bumper year or from some improvement in seed 
or implements merely serves to stay the pace at which these chargCE 
mount up, it is hopeless to expect that they should lend a willin~ 
ear to the advice of the agricqltural expert. Societies for purchase anc 
sale are not for those whose every transaction must pass through thE 
single channel of the village moneylender. 
-- The second re8.son for the preponderance of the credit element liel 
in the well known educative value of tj,e good cre~t society. ExperienCE 
has amply proved the advantage ot[this type as It JO}lI!dation for mOlE 
~mhitious schemes.· It affords an e'!eellent training in the-handling- oj 
money, III eip'enlling it on productive purposes, and in the, elements tha1 
combine to build up sound credit. It readily lends itse!f to organisatior 
for mutilal help throughout the country side; and, wisell guided, i1 
encourages and stimulates the practice of thrift and illustrates vividly thE 
advantages of even the small68t savings when they are mad~ regularlJ 
over a series of years .. We see no ground for adverse comment in the fact. 
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that ~he credit aspect bulks so largely in the co-operative move
ment'; on the' other hand, it appears aburidantly clea~ that the 
movement must, in the main, continue to be direct€d towards the 
expansion of ~'redit societies until the burden of outside debt has 
been considerably eased. There is ample evidenC€ that those charged 
with its direction are fully alive to the advantages to be gained from 
the application of the co-operative principle in directions other than 
credit. But their most important duty must, for many years to come, 
be that of developing a rural credit system covering the whole field of 
village lile, and we think it should be left to their unfettered judgment to 
decide what-, part of the resources at their disposal should be directed 
towards the 'extension of the non-credit movement. 

372. We have pointed out that it was in the absence of any demand 
THlIIl'BlIISlIINT 1'081- from the public that the Government of the day 

TION 011' THlil MOVlll- decided- to embark on an attempt to educate the 
MENT. people in the principles and practice of co-operative 
credit. In the special circumstances of rural India, such education could • 
only be conveyed through the spoken word of touring officers, supported, 
supplemented and replaced by non-officials as these became available for 
the work. The effect of their efforts has been considerable and some 
elementary knowledge of the meaning and potentialities of co-operation 
has spread over a very wide area. So far as numbers go, the movement 
has made remarkably rapid progress. In 1927, there were in British 
India some 67,000 agricultural societies, 1,388 unions and 521 central 
societies. The agricultural primary societies had over two-and-a-quarter 
million members and their total working capital exceeded 24 crores of 
rupees. The statistical progress of the movement sinC€ 1915-16 will ~e 
evident from the Table given below. 

Agricultural cQ-operatit'e societies 

CredIt Non«edlt 

------~-------,------ ------~----~~----

Number 01 Number 01 Working Number 01 Number 01 i Workinl1' 
societies members capital societies members ' t'apital 

---- -- ----
RII. 

, 
Ro. 

(Iakh.) (Iakbs) 

1915-16 .. .. 16,600 665,';27 4,92 96 4,822 1 

1016-17 .. 10,463 723,329 6,65 160 7,186 1 

1017-18 . - .. 21,688 767,265 6,36 249 18,944 6 

1918-19 .. .. 26,2" 864,500 7,34- 437 24,237 13' 

10J 9-20 ... .. 82,59'; 1,046,830 I 8,73 616 84,0';7 18 

1020-21 .. .. 37,673 1,204,199 I 10,60 857 50,212 21 

1921-22 .. .. 41,516 1,847,277 12,08 1,078 62,984 80 

1922-23 
. 

45,043 1,442,080 18,61 937 67,320 82 .. . , 
1923-24 .. .. 49,118 1,586,708 16,16 1,196 77,686 40 . 
1924-25 .. .. 54,800 1,749,196 17,59 1,595 _ 99,694 49 

1925-~6 .. .. 69,018 1,901,529 20,47 1,769 121,789 54 

1926-27 .. .. 65,101 2,115,7'6 2 ... 4, 2.138 164,821 118 
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'the following Table is also interesting as showing the extent to which 
the rural population in the different provinces has been touched by the 
co-operat.ive movement:-
~ 

I Proportion of 

I Num""r of 
membe.rs of 

Number 01 members &jlTicultural . m.m""~ I 10 .gri, Rural Number societies to 
10 .U cultural population of rural families in 

J'roYincp- agrk'ultural credit «('.eD8U8 families IUlal areas 

~:~~) , societies 
0119'21) (estlmatedl 

I -

i 
(1926,27) I 

M. I~' BOcJe~ies societies 

---~. ~--
(In ooo's) (In 000'.) Per' cent, Per cent, 

AJmer·Merwara " 10,186 9.879 830 66 15'4 I 15'0 

Aaoam " .. _ 42,478 42.418 1.428 1.486 2'9 ! 2'9 

.n.ngai '. " 880,662 829,766 43,609 8,702 4'4 3'S 

BlhAl' aDd OrlMa .. 205,825 206.000 82,627 6.525 8'2 3'1 

Bo'IlbIY .. .. 300,077 260.182 14,008 2,981 10'0 !I'7 

Burma ,. .' 93,161 87,«7 11,921 2,384 8'9 3'7 

Central Provlncea aDd 59,459 68,039 12.619 2,604 S'4 2'3 
Ilerar, 

Coorg .. 
" 11,223 ll.223 166 III 36'2 36'2 

Deihl .. .. 4,250 4,250 184 37 ll'o 11'5 

Madras .. .. 612,220 683.316 87,040 
7,408/ 

8'3 7'9 

n'urt.b-Welt Frontier 881 6!Il 1,916 383 0'2 0'2 
Provln .. , 

Punjab .. ' .. 401,542 373,165 18,473 3,694 i 10'9 10'2 

United Province. " 148,406 148,832 40,670 S,114 : 1'8 l'S 

It will be seen from the above Table that, except in the Punjab, Bombay 
and Madras, the movement in the major provinces has so far reached only 
a small part of the rural population, We have left out of account, in this 
Table, figures affecting the movement in urban areas. In all provinces, 
there are districts where considerably great-er progress has been madll 
thaq in others. For instance, in the Dharwar district of Bombay and the 
Jullundur district of the Punjab, one-fourth, and in the South Kanara 
district of Madras, nearly one-fifth, of the population is now within the 
movement, ' ' 

The main results achieved may be said to be the provision of a 
large amount of capital at reasonable rates of interest and the 
organisation of a system of rural credit which, carefully fostered, 
may yet relieve the cultivator of that burden of usur:y which 
he has borne so patiently t.hroughoutthe ages,' Knowledge of the 
co-operative system is now widespread; fhrift is being enc~uraged; 
training in the handling of money and in elementary bank!ng principles 

. is being given. Where the co-operative movement is strongly established" 
there has been a general lowering of the rate of interest .charged by 
moneylenders; the hold of the moneylender has been loosened, with the 
result that & marked change haa been brought about in the outlook of 
the people. ,f 
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Inculcation of the habits of thrift has produced results no less remark. 
able than those following the obtaining of c~edit on reasonable rates. :At 
the end of 1925-26,the two million members of a~iculturalsocieties owed 
their societies a sum ~f Rs. 18 crores, of which nearly Rs. 61 crores was 
their own money. Of tbis sum, Rs. 21 crores was the share capital sub
scribed by ~hem, deposits by members amounted to Rs. 11 crores, anJ the 
reserve fund was nearly Rs: 3 crores. Thus, out of the total capital advance~ 
to members, more than one-third was collected from their own savings. 
In the Punjab, the memberg held Rs. 61lakhs as share capital and Rs. 25 
lalls JA,s deposit; while the reserve fund of the societies amounted to 
Rs. 88 lakhs. In Bombay, they held Rs. 15 !akhs as share capital and 
Rs. 70 lalls ¥ deposit 'and the reserve fund was over Rs. 30 !akhs. The 
figures for Madras were Rs. 52 lakhs, Rs. 7 lakhs and Rs. 23 lakhs res
pectively. While there is undoubtedly considerable room for improve
ment, the fact that so much money has already been saved, which, but 
for the existence of the co-operative societies would, in all probability, 
have either been frittered away or gone in the pockets of moneylenders, 
is in itself no small achievement. There are many societies noW' which 
are able to finance their members without having need to borroW' from 
outside. There are members whose own shares or deposits amount to a 
sum which is enough to meet their normal requirements. When this 
state of things is reached, it undoubtedly affects for the better, not only 
the economic, but also the moral, outlook of the men concerned. 

373. On the technical aspects of the credit movement, we shall have 
but few comments to offer in the course of this . 

DEFE~7- chapter. The Committee on Co-operation of 1914-
15, whicbf was presided over by Sir Edward Maclagan, made an 
exhaustive enquiry into these, and its report contains an authoritative 
series of recommendations to which there is little need for us to add. 
The Committee was mainly concerned with credit societies as they 

. existed at the time, but it is clear that many of the defects then found still 
persist, and that although, in most provinces, its recommendations have 
geen accepted and incorporated in the· policy of the co-operative 
departments, there is still ample room for further action everywhere on the 
lines suggested in its report. In all provinces, failures have frequently 
been due to the neglect of the wise precautions advocated by Sir Edward 
Maclagan and his colleagues, and we can only recommend that 
everyone connected with the movement should study this most valuable 
report afresh and should strive to secure a wider attainment of the 
standards therein prescribed. 

We make this suggestion, as our enquiries have shown that progress 
has not been uniform in all provinces and that increase in numbers 
has not always been accompanied by improvement in quality. Neglect 
of the advice given by the Committee on Co-operation has, in some 
instances, led to serious consequences. In the Central Provinces, a 
thoroughly-unsound system was allowed to dev~lop into a top-heavy 
organisation. Little attention was paid to the education of members 
in co-operative principles and too much power was left in th~ pl\p.d:l of 
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central banks. The concentration of both authority and of fluid reserves 
at the centre IJrovided opportunities for errors which precipitated a 
severe fiUl1ncial crisis; and it was only the assistance provided by the 
local Govprnm!'nt, in the form of a large loan and a guarantee of a 
substantial cash credit, which saved t.he movement from immediate 
ooll'apse. It is estimated that several hundred societies will have to be 
liquidated before the evil effects of past mistakes can be completely 
eratUcated. In Berar, where conditions of agriculture as well as of land 
tenure are very different from those in the Central Provinces proper, the 
lItt\te of the movement is more sati.,faotory. 

In the United Provinces, where the condition of a large number of 
societies gave cause for anxiety, a committee, known as the Oakden 
Committee, was appointed in 1925. This Committee, after· careful 
enquiry into the state of co..operation in the province, issued a strongly 
worded report. It found that the village society was mostly a sham; the 
principles of co-operation were not understood; the staff appointed to 
teach was itself untaught, insufficiently trained and unfit for t,he work it 
was supposed to do. The Committee's conclusion was that a general 
dissolution of the movement could only be avoided by drastic reorganisa
tum. The local Government have aocepted this finding and has 
sanctioned measures to give effect to the Committee's recommendations. 

In Madras, considerable anxiety has been caused by the steady increase 
in overdue loans and a committee which sat to enquire into this and 
other defects has recently submitted its report. In Burma. we round a 
considerable body of opinion in favour of a regular enquiry being held 
into the causes of the stagnation which has set in in Upper Burma; for 
some years past no progress has been made and several hundred societies 
are in process of liquidation, a situation which is causing Bome uneasiness. 
The Central Provinces, the United Provinces and Madras are. the only 
provinces in which such an enquiry has 80 far been held and we consider 
that it might be undertaken with advantage in other provinces. 
The financial solvency of the movement generally is beyond dispute; it i8 
the working of the societies that is defective. The members of 80cieties 
delay the repayment of loans even when able to repay; understanding 
of the principles of eo-operation and knowledge of the essentials of rural 
credit are lacking; office-holders refrain from taking action against 
defaulters and the spirit of self-help is not as prominent a'J it should be, 
if the movement is to be a live forcei· village life. Even where defects 
II:re obvious and admitted, there is eluctance, as dangerous as it is 
regrettable, to liquidate societies w se condition is beyond remedy. 

For these disquieting conditions there are several oauses, of which lack 
of training and of understanding of co-operative principles ill the most 
important. The democratio principle is not so potent a force in checkin~ 
abuses a8 is sometimes supposed. Members take insufficient interest 
in the working of their society; they exercise little r~s~aint over their 
president and committee, and hesitate to evict from office an incompe· 
tent or dishonest neighbour. The office-holders, on their -side, dislik~ 
incurring the unpopularity attendant on stringent . action againsl 
recalcitrants and the recovery by legal {lrooess of overdu~ debtQ,. Th€ 

~o J' ~8t}-2\J 
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calculated inertness of the two parties all too frequently leads to stagna-
tion and dissolution. ' 

374. The only remedy for these unsatisfactory ,conditions which appears 

REMEDIES. 
to offer any sure prospect of success is the patient 
and persistent educat,ion in the principles and mean

ing of co-operation of the members of primary societies by teachers com
petent to perform the task efficiently under adequate supervision. The 
Committee on Co-operation in India laid great stress upon the necessity for 
such teaching but, from the evidence placed before us, we are constrained 
to conclude that it has not been sufficient or of the right type. The 
essence of th{' co-operative movement is that the people should take th;1 
management of their own affairs into their own hands, and the whol1 
object of those charged with the education of the members of co-operative' 
organisatioDB should be so to teach the people that they will he able tq 
assume complete control of their own organisations. The only test of such 
ability is actual trial and, if only to safeguard the interests of outsid~ 
investors in co-operative societies, the trial must be made under- such a 
degree of supervision as will afford some guarantee against serious 
loss. The Co-operative SocietiesJ Act insists upon regular audit and 
provides for inspection of the affal1"s 01 societies either at the request of 
creditors or when the Registrar considers this necessary. ,Thus, while 
the aim of the staff of the co-operative departments is to train the 
members of societies to manage them without outside interference or 
assifttance. practical considerations render necessary some degree of 
audit, inspection and supervision. A balance has to be stI'Uckbetween 
apparently con.fl.ictiog factors and the success or failure of the movement 
depends upon the adjustment of the balance. There is no great difficulty 
in persuading some ten cultivat()rs to go through the simple formalities 
requ.ired for the registration of a society under the Act and, if there is 
someone to watch every action and to guide every step, it may be that a 
society of some use will result; but it will be very far from being truly 
co-operative. That there must be supervision and guidance in the early 
years is not in question; the problem is to decide at what. time, and by 
what stages, supervision and guidance should be relaxed, until they are 
eventually withdrawn. From the evidence placed before us, we are of 
opinion that one ofthe main' causes of the failures we have mentioned in 
the preceding paragraph is the lack; of the requil!ite education and of 
adequate supervision and~idance. \ Members of co-operative bodies have 
not been sufficiently trained to assume the responsibilities thrown upon 
chem; a natural restiveness under control has found expression in 
resentment against what has appeared to be undue official interference, 
and trans.ltctions have been embarked upon which have led to disaster. 
,. We are fully aware that, in dealing with this contentious and much 
debated question, we are on very difficult ground, but we feel it 
necessary to g{ve a clear expression of the opinions we have formed. 
We have great hopes that many millions of peasant proprietors may 
be led to a- better life through a sOlmd co-operative movement; if tbis 
is secured, much else is brought within the bounds of attainment. It 
1;l0-O!lfratiorfails, there will fail the best hope of rural India." It iI3 ~lJti Qf 
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supreme importance that the root causes of the defects that have aroused 
disquiet in some provinces should be clearly understood, and we must 
attempt to discuss them, even at the risk of· being misunderstood by 
some who have worked hard and long for the success of the movement. 
The aim of co-operation is seH-help, and if we have thought it necessary to 
recommend, for the immediate future, a continuanCe of official guidance 
and, to some extent, of official control, we have done so only because 
we are persuaded that su"h guidanCe and control at this stage are 
essential to the healthy growth of the movement. Whenever co
operators are in a position to supply, from within their own ranks, the 
leadership and technical knowledge required for the proper control of 
the movement, we should be the first to suggest the removal of 
redundant external control. 

In aU provinces, there are a number of public-spirited men who give' 
valuable time to the promotion of co-operation. Many have made them
selves almost indispensable and many more would be difficult to replace. 
It is impossible to estimate the services of these workers too highly. 
At the same time, it must be recognised that honorary workers cannot be 
expected to exercise that regular supervision which is essential to the 
success of the co-operative movement. They are frequently professional 
men with.urgent calls on their time and with other duties, both public 
and private: which demand attention. They are not, therefore, in a 
position to devote their whole time to co-operative work a(are officials. 
Practically all central banks are managed or direct.ed by non-official 
workers. They are usually able satisfactorily to fulfil the duties 
involved in financing primary societies, but do not always P08Sesa the 
technical knowledge, experience and leisure necessary for undertaking
responsibility for supervision where this has been added. In the same 
way and for the same reasons, honorary workers, who undertake the/work 
of education, suffer from difficulties from which it is not always ela,' to 
escape. This is work for which special training is required, but honorary 
workers cannot spare time for this training to the extent that is possible 
for the official, and they do not always feel bound by the policy of the 
department, even on such important subjects as the degree of financial 
strictness which it is desirable to enforce. ,To the failure to recognise

j the limitations inherent in the system of utilising honorary workers 
must be largely attributed the very serious defects in the movement, 
which have been brought to our notice, and it is our firm conviction, 
therefore, that, at this stage of development, an increase in the number 
of honorary workers, valuable as their services may be, should not 
be regarded as. a rea80n for eliminating the paid 8taff or even for reducing 
its numbers. The honorary worker will always find ampla scope for 
his e.nergie8 and his public spirit, and we cannot but think that those who~ 
are most keenly interested should be the first to welcome the 8trengt~' 
given to the movement by a highly educated and well 'trained staff of 
officials. We, therefore, strongly recommend that every effort shoul 
be made to build up such a staff in all provinces. Its chtllf duty is to 
educate members up to the point at which they will be competent 
themselves to undertake its duties and 80 to dispense with its services; 
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to strengthen the hands of the honorary workers by furnishing them with 
skilled advice and guidance in the more difficult problems; to supervise 
the work of unions and federations engaged in the management and 
control of the movement; and to work out new schemes to facilitate the 
work of other departments, to prepare the ground for their special 
propaganda and to organise the people to receive and adopt expert advice. 
The position of the honorary workers should in no wise be weakened by 
the provision of expert advice; the scope for workers, in co-operative as 
in all other movements in the cause of village uplift, is so vast that there 
need be no fear that the official will oust the non-official. The problems 
awaiting satisfactory solution are so numerous that every contribution _ 
should be welcomed, and the honorary worker will find far more to be 
done than can be accomplished for a very long time to come. Nothing 
is further from our minds than any wish to belittle the services of the 
public-spirited body of workers which, without remuneration,is devoting 
itself to the service of the co-operative movement. Indeed, we cannot too 
phinly state our conviction that the whole future of the movement must 
depend ultimately upon the zeal and efficiency of non-official leadership. 
Our recommendation in favour of an expert staff to educate the people 
in co-operative principles is already in forqe in one province and has 
been accepted in another, whilst the evidence from three more at least 
showed that the need for such a staff was keenly appreciated. 

375. Attempts have been made to federate societies into unions for 
CO-OPERATIVE pllrposes of supervision. Unions have been formed 

mUONS AIID nl f . . b 
mSTITUTES. in the past, not 0 y or supervISIon, ut also for 

tl1e mutual guarantee of all loans taken on the recommendation of the 
union. The guaranteeing unions were not, on the whole, a success, and a 
new type has been evolved which undertakes no financial responsibility 
but confines itself to supervision and guidance. In :M.adras, where this 
system of supervising unions has been adopted on an extensive scale, 
all societies within a radius of seven miles are affiliated to the union; in 
Bombay, the area comprised is usually a taluka. The union supervises 
the work of its affiliated societies, helps them with advice, and develops 
the co-operative movement generally within its area. It has at least 
one paid supervisor, whilst the members of the managing committee 
are also expeoted to visit societies themselves from time to time. The 

,success of the union system depends upon the efficiency of the super
visors, and upon the interest taken by the members of the managing 
committees in their work. The reports on the working of the system 
in the two provinces where it prevails have, on the whole, been satis
factory. We would suggest that other provinces might consider the 
desirabilinyofintroducingit, with any modifications that may be required 
to suit local conditions. * 

·,Mr. Ca.lvert diSSt'llts from t-;-lu:-·8-re-o-o-m-m-e-n--:-da-~t-;-io-n-. -;;TO:-h-e-su-perv1--:-'s-:-lng-u-ru-:-'o-n-l:-'s-=fo-un--=d-=-in-;-;-the 
largest numbers illL Madras where there a.re 356; and of them, the Madras Committee on 
Co-operation write : .. A very large number of unions are not now funotioning efficiently," 
the supervisors employed by them" are not particularly well trained" and they .. are in a 
large number Of ca.BeS inefficient." There is diffioulty in collecting the contrihutions. 
If they are to be dependent upon government aid, they oann.ot be truly co-operative. 
Mr. Calvert aooordingly feels that he cannot reoommend to ot.her provinces an illlltitutioll 
n.dmittedly 80 imperfect. . . 
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In Eurvpean countries, where co-operation is more or less independent 
of Govel'llIIlllnt, there are one or more strong central federations, which 
link together individualBOcieties tha~ would, otherwise, be isolated, serve 
as a bureau of information, undertake the work of organisation and 
inspection, and in many ways strengthen and stimulate the movement. 
This example has been followed in India, and most provinces have now a 
provincial union, or federation, which in some instances is known as 
a co-operati ve institute. These federations differ not only in constitution 
but also in the functions they undertake. Some of them are constituted 
l'ntirely of representatives of all classes of societies, others of representa
tives of central institutions, others, again, include individual members. 
Some of them have as their main duty the work of auditing co-operative 
societies, while others devote themselves to propaganda and training. 
Generally, it may be said that the object of these institutions is to 
promote the co-operative movement in all possible ways, by serving 
as a centre of co-operative activity, by carrying on propaganda and 
publicity work, by organising and developing diverse types of societies, 
by organising training classes, by acting as an information bureau and 
by ascertaining and_representing the views of co-operators on questions 
of general and public importance relating to the movement. These 
institutions have in most instances been so recently established, and 
their resources are so limited, that their achievements are, at present, 
hardly commensurate with their aims, but. in some provinces, they have 
already done much valuable work. 

We consider that efforts in the direction of organising and developing 
such institutions deserve encouragement and would suggest that 
wherever such bodies, as also the supervising unions mentioned above, 
are discharging their responsibilities efficiently, they may reasonably 
look to Government to supplement their resources with grants-in-aid. 

376. If, as we hold, an efficient department must be retained to perform 
the essential duties of education, supervision and 
inspection; if the time has not yet come when the 

department can be weakened either in numbers or quality, the
personality of the Registrar is a matter of the greatest importance. 
In the circumstances we have described in the opening paragraph 
of this chapter, it was inevitable that, at the outset, the Registrar should be 
the foundation of the movement. It was for him to study th~ experience 
of other countries and to bring his knowledge to the examination of the 
economic problems of the" agriculturists, artisans and persons of limited 
means" for whose relief legislation was undertaken. It was never 
intended that he should be merely a registering officer. He was 
expected to _ provide supervision, assistance, cOllIlSel and coiltrol and, 
though he was warned that he must not allow co-operation to become 
an official concern managed by State establishments, he was held 
to be primarily responsible for seeing that societies were formed on a 
sound basis and was given wide powers to ensure this. The Committee 
on Co-operation, after a careful enquiry into the movement4 throughout 
India, expressed their considered view of the qualifications required and 
the duties to be performed, in no ambiguous terms. "He must be 
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continually studying co-operative literature, which is now most extensive; 
he must make himself acquainted with economic conditions and practices 
both throughout India an~ in his own province; he must know t,he 
principles and methods of joint stock banking; and must examine the 
systems of developing thrift and inculcating co-operation which have been 
tried in other countries. He is also head of a teaching estabfu!hment and 
must devise effective means for impressing a real knowledge of 
co-operation on the bulk of the population. He has further to control a 
large staff and to draft model by-laws and rules, to collect statistics 
and write reports, to advise Government on various subjects, and to 
keep in close touch with the higbt>r finance of the movement as managed 
by provincial banks and central banks." 

From such survey as we have been able to make of the movement, we 
are inclined to doubt whether these words were before some local govern
ments whcn appointments to the post of Registrar were made. When 
the Committee on Co-operation toured India in 1914-15, the co-operative 
movement was still almost entirely confined to credit, and development 
even in that direction waH still far from the stage which it has now reached. 
To the list of qualifications laid down by the Committee we would 110w 
add ot,hers, for the modern Registrar must be fully abreast of the activities 
of all departments working for the improvement of rural conditions; 
he must see that there is a sound foundation of Better Business to support 
the superstmcture of Detter Farming Bnd Better Living; the more efficient 
the movement, the more will other departments make use of it to 
promote their own'special activities. If our view is accepted, that the 
experts of other departments will' find; in a Widespread and efficient 
co-operative movement, the one agency enabling them to reach the mass 
of the rural population, the Regist.rar'of the future will need to be very 
carefully selected. " '; ,.: ,:'." 

We, therefore, recommend that local governments should select the 
best man available as Registrar; on no account should the post be regarded 
as a convenient refuge for an official promoted by seniority to Collector's 
rank. Administrative experience, knowledge of the people and their 
economic conditions and ability to enlist the co-operation of honorary 
workers are essential qualifications. A Registrar, once. appointed and 
proved efficient, should not be transferred from the' post until the 
full benefit of continuity of policy has been assured. The minimum 
period during which he should hold the appointment should not be less 
than five years, on the assnmption that he has already had two years 
service as Assistant or Joint Regist.rar, and the maximum not more than 
t~n. Within these limits, it should be possiLle, on the one hand, to gain 
the advantage of long experience and, on the other, to avoid committing 
the movement, for longer than would be prudent, to the charge of a 
single individual. If, during his period of office, the time should come 
when the Registrar would, in the normal course, be promoted to some 
higher postrsuch as that of Commissioner of a division, we consider that 
he should retain his appointment with the emoluments and position 
of the higher rank. The movement is gathering force 80 rapidly in BomO 
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provinces that the post of Registrar is becoming one of the most 
important under the local government and should be recognised as 
such. 

In order to ensure that future registrars should possess the technical 
qualifications we have enumerated above, we recommend that there 
IIhould be an officer under training in all provinces. He could fill a leave 
vacancy, act for the Registrar, if he were sent on deputation to study 
con:litiona in Europe, or himseH be placed on deputation for such study. 
Evidence of the value of deputation for this purpose was given by several 
officers who appeared before us and we consider it desirable that it should 
btl encouraged. We think that it should usually be preceded by cOIlBider
able study and experience of the movement in India, in order to eIlBure a 
full acquaintance with the nature of the problems on which further light 
is to be sought. Full advantage should, we think, be taken by officers on 
deputation of the opportunities of obtaining a special training in technique 
aud field work which are provided by the Horace Plunkett Foundation in 
London and the Irish Agricultural Organisation in Duhlin respectively_ 
Both these institutions have very generously offered to train a limited 
number of honorary workers free of charge. Ifhonorary workers willing 
to take advantage of this offer are forthcoming, we cOIlBider that they 
should be encouraged to do so, by a grant from Government towards the 
expenses involved in a visit to Great Britain and Ireland. 

In this connection, we would suggest that the Government of the 
Central Provinces should consider the desirability of appointing a whole
time Registrar in that province. The number of 80cietiesin the Central 
Provinces falls little short of thenumber in Bombay, whililt the population 
olthe province is greater than that of Burma. Weare aware that the 
total membership of societies is much smaller than it is in either of the 
other two provinces mentioned, but we cannot regard as satisfactory the 
present arrangement under which the Registrar of Co-operative Societies 
in the Central Provinces is also Director· of Industries and Registrar 
of Joint Stock Companies. We consider that the appointment of a whole
time incumbent would assist in removing the defects on which we 
have had occasion to comment in earlier paragraphs of this chapter. 

377. In only one province are systematic arrangements made 
THB STAn' 01' TO for the training of members of the staff. In 

DBPABnUlm'. the Punjab, there are three" education inspectors .. 
whose main duties are to give a course of intensive training in rural 
economics to approved candidates for the post of inspector in the Co
operative Department, and to hold cla.sses for training sub-i.n8pectors. 
The class for inspectors lasts for three months and thafj, for sub
inspectors for one month. Refresher courses, which are attended by 
inspectors and sub-inspectors, are . also held annually in each assistant 
registrar's cirole. Each course lasts for eight days. At the end of tbeir 
period of training which, inclusive of training in the"field, lasts for at 
least fifteen months, inspectors, who are usually graduates, have to 
undergo a severe examination. We consider this system deserving 
of imitation elsewhere. We further recommend for adoption t4e 
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Bombay system. under which auditors have to pass an examination 
in co-operative accountancy conducted by the Government Accountancy 
Diploma Board. 

It is clear that a proportion of the paid staff is insufficiently trained 
in co-operative law, and principles. Again, some have not been recruited 
from the classes which are most likely to be intimately acquainted with 
the life of, and in full sympathy with, the cultivators and artisans of 
the villages, and, where 'this is the case, their teaching tends to lack 
potency. The best judge of the fitness of any member of the staff must 
be the member of the primary society whose ear he has to secure and 
retain. The staff sent to teach must be acceptable to the taught, and 
the idiosyncrasies of those it will be called upon to instruct must be kept 
in view in selecting it. 

Once that selection has been made, the staff should be kept at a high 
level of efficiency by regular courses, so that its teaching may always be 
fresh and inspiring. Its main function is to educate members to a·ssume 
full charge of the affairs of their societies, and, to do this successfully, it 
must itself thoroughly understand the underlying principles and their 
application to every new problem that faces the managing committees. 
It is almost impossible to exaggerate the importance of efficient teaching 
and, wherever there is any difficulty in securing a sufficient number of 
qualified members of the general public to carryon this work, there must 
be paid officials to fill the gap. 

In general, the work of supervision and inspection is on a more satis
factory basis than that of education; it is certainly not overdone and, 
While We recognise the weakening influence of too frequent visits from an 
outside agency, we think that there is need for closer attention in areas 
in which the movement iii lacking in vitality. It appears to he generally 
recognised that such supervision is only called for until societies are able 
to dispense with it and the fact that, where societies are classified, the 
highest class is reserved for those which require no supervision, serves 8S 

an effective reminder of this. But it must be remembered that 
supervision by an authority outside the society is equally detrimental to 
the growth of a proper spirit of self-help whether it is performed by a 
paid official or an honorary worker. The ideal aimed at in some 
provinces has been to organise a supervising agency from within by 
federating primary societies into special unions. In some provinces, 
supervision is largely undertaken by provincial unions which maintain 
paid staffs for whose education, training and efficiency they are res
ponsible. We have described the constitution and work of these unions 
in paragrayh 375 above. 

The attempt to devolve the work of supervision on oentral banks has 
proved a failure and we consider it desirable that finance and 
supervision should be under separate control. Financial perfection is 
not the main object of co-operative effort and the work of village 
societies cannot be judged solely by their relations with their financing 
agencies. In certain areas, inspectors are sent out by the provincial or 
central banks to examine the working of primary societies and it is not 
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intended to discredit this practice. TheJiuties of these inspectors 
should be clearly defined and they should l;stfictly confined to them; 
their training and education should be such as to fit them for 
the efficient discharge of those duties and should not be of a lower 
standard than is demanded from officials. The Co-ollerative Societies 
Act of 1912 and the Bombay and Burma Acts all agree that, a 
creditor has· the right to insist upon an inspection, but that it shall 
be carried out by some one" authorised by the Registrar"; this provision 
should be strictly observed through the selection and authorisation of a 
person qualified to carry out the duty. 

378. There appears to be some misapprehension as to the extent to 
which Government should share in the various 

GOV,SBICIUCNT AlD. • activities designed to promote a sound co-operatlve 
movement. The movement hll,s from its early stages won the 
willing help and support of the members of the general public. The 
prominent part they take in co-operative activities is a tribute to the 
spirit of goodwill between the staff and the public, which is the keynote 
of the success of the co-operative departments. We think that local 
governmentB should encourage the enlistment of honorary workers by 
contributing towards their out-of-pocket expenses, both whilst they are 
under training and whilst they are working in the f\eld. 

Public funds may also reasonably be spent in assisting institutions 
whose object is to spread education in the application of co-operative 
principles to various objectB and also, as we have recommended above, 
in assisting unions for supervision. We found that government aid was 
usually given for propaganda work and we approve this. In COI1.'lider
ationof the prevailing illiteracy and the consequent difficulty in reaching 
the people by paper or pamphlet, we think that Government hav~ 
special interest in promoting organisations on II. co-operative basis to 
facilitate the activities of the agricultural, veterinary, educational n 
publio health departments and that assistance should, therefore, be 
freely given to ventures of a novel nature. 

The extent to which State aid is required outside these limits must 
depend upon the success of the educational side 01 the movement; but 
the overwhelming interest of Government in any measures which contri
bute to the welfare and prosperity of the poorer classes justifies a larger 
contribution than is at present made to the expenses of the movement 
in backward tractB, such as some of the minor administrations, where the 
people are unable to find funds theInBelves. In the early stages, liberal 
assistance should also be given in aU provinces to the more specialised 
forms of co-operative . activity such as consolidation of holdings, adult 
education, irrigation, and the like. • 

Di1Ierent views are held as to the part which should be taken by the 
official staff in the audit of societies. In some provinceB~ the government 
contribution to the movement takes the form of pro~oD for the audit of 
societies and, in such provinces, no adequate staff is D:\Rintained for 
education and inspection beyond that which follows naturally from audit, 
though assistance may be given to unions organised for this work. In 



SoMe provinces, the Gove,nment in.'!ist upon societies paying for audit 
which is carried out by the staff of the provincial union. In this case, 
ex.cept in Bihar and Orissa, where the provincial union receives a subsidy, 
the government contribution takes the form of providing an expert staff 
for education and inspection including super audit. In the remaining 
provinces, the Government receive fees for audit but maintain an official 
staff for the work and usually spend on it not less than they receive. 

Thus, in considering the question of the financial assistance that should 
be given to the co-operative/movement, the local governments have to 
consider the proportion in which they should devote such funds as are 
available, to education and to audit respectively. We have no hesitation 
in recommending that, where expenditure 011 audit would involve the 
comparative neglect of education, education should be given preference 
and that the statutory audit should be paid for by societies. We do 
not consider that the audit of a healthy society is a proper charge on 
public flUlds. Public expenditure must first be devoted to education 
although Government may subscribe to raise the efficiency of audit. 

379. A nlllnber of concessions have been granted under the Co-opera

GOVBRNMB!iT 
CONCESSION8. 

tive Acts. These take the form of exemption from 
income tax, from stamp duty and from registration 
fees and the provision of facilities for the transfer of 

funds at par by means of remittance transfer receipts. The shares or 
interest of members in co-operative societies are not liable to attach
ment by the decree. of a civil court. Societies have also been given 
prior claim over other creditors in enforcing recovery of their dues in 
certain cases. In some provinces, additional steps have been taken 
to assist the operations of the societies by the grant of further 
concessions and it may be useful if we record our opinion on such as 
deserve mention. 

In a few provinces, the local Government refund to societies three
fourt hs of the commission on postal money orders when these are employ
ed for remittances between societies. This is justi fred on several grounds. 
The rate of commission is a flat rate for all India and there is no reduction 
for remittances within the limits of a province or even of a district. :Most 
co-operative remithncel:! arc between societies and their financing agencies 
within tho same district and a charge of one per cent on a loan and on its 
repayment would either eliminate any profit from the transaction or 
involve an increase in the rate of interest on the loan morder to cover the 
money order commission. We consider that this concession is fully 
justified by its value and recommend that it should be extended generally. 
Whether any limit should be impo .. ed on the charge on provincial 
revenues, iuvolved by the grant of the concession, must be decided in 
the light of local circumstances, but we consider that such a limit 
should only be imposed on strong grounds. 

The moveme~t .;)f money for financing agriculture can be facilitated 
by permitting co-operative 8ocietie,s to t,ake full advantage of the facilities 
afforded by die district treasuries and (lU b-treasuries. Such use is already 
permitted within narrow limits and we consider that, 80 long as this does 
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not impose any appreciable extra cost on the State, the limits now 
prescribed might be relaxed to permit free use of the treasury facilitiea 
for bona fide transactions in the ordinary business of agricultural credit. 

Under section 19 of the Co-operative Societies Act of 1912, a society 
bas a prior claim on certain property of its members where this has been 
purchased by a loan from the society or consists of a crop grown from 
seed obtained by such a loan. Except in Bombay, the existing law 
permits any creditor possessed of a decree to attach and sell this property, 
as the prior claim only bolds good where the society also holds a decree. 
In the new Bombay Act of 1925, the prior claim has been replaced by a 
.. first charge ... and we consider that this amendment might usefully be 
adopted in all provinces. 

380. The extent to which government officers not directly connected 
THE I'OslnOl< OJr with the co-operative departments should assist the 

GOVBIUMENT OPlrI- activities of those departments is another question 
011lL8. on which it iR desirable that our opinion should. be 
on record. A broad survey of the position will clear the issue. 

The modern conception of the co-operative movement differs markedly 
from that comIDouly held at the close of the last century j the term 
.. agricultural organisation" or, better still, .. rural reconfltruction" 
expresses more accurately the nature of the activities included within tbe 
movement. It is now accepted that co-operative principles can be used 
in overcoming most of the obstacles to progress in rural communities. 
Wherever agriculture is the predominant industry, co-operation" is com
ing to be regarded as the natural basis for economic, social and educa
tional development, and India is no exception. Whatever view is taken 
of the failures and disappointments, it cannot be denied that, in almost 
all provinces, there are to be found outstanding examples of the successful 
application of co-operation to the problems of rural life; and, where 
success has been obtained, it should .be within the power of the 
people to repeat it. Althougn the mo6Jt striking successes have so 
far been gained in the organisation of credit for small holders, 
there are many encouraging examples of positive achievement in the 
fields of improved agriculture, cattle breeding, purchase and sale, 
the consolidation of fragmented holdings, education and other forms of 
economic uplift. All Government are directly interested in whatever 
contributes to the economic welfare of the rural population, their officers 
of all departments should, at all times, render such assistance to the 
promotion of the movement as the nature of their particular duties 
permits. It is not only the district officer who is concerned; sympathy 
and encouragement from him are everywhere acknowledged and greatly 
valued. It is the duty of all government officers to assist all the activities 
of Government and, where these activities are designed to fmprove the 
economic conditions of the mass of the people, that duty assumes special 
importance. We consider it very desirable, therefore, that local govern
ments should impress upon the officers of aU departme.nts the importance 
they themselves attach to an active interest in every phase of 
co-operative activity. It is not suggested that there should be any 
active interference in the affaix:s of societies. This would proba.bly in 
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~ost oases do more harm than good,fbut Government should let it be . 
known that an unsympathetic attitude to the movement will be regarded 
with disfavour. . 

381. The framers of the original Co-operative Credit Societies Act of 
LAND. MORTGAGE 1904 carefully considered whether the village credit 

BARKS. society of the type they contemplated should be 
allowed to undertake land mortgage business, but found the question 
one of great difficulty. Experience in other countries amply indicates 
the unsuitability of mortgage security for the ordinary credit society 
which relies for its funds on short-term loans or deposits withdrawable 
at short notice. Funds of this nature cannot be locked up in land 
mortgage business without serious risk. The main business of such a 
society should lie in small loans for short periods with prompt 
recoveries. Its main source of credit should be the individual 
character of its members. It cannot afford to tie up its slender resources 
in a form of security which cannot be readily realised, and it should 
not be distracted from its chief function by becoming involved in the 
legal proceedings attendant upon foreclosure. On the other hand, 
if the acceptance of mortgage security ill prohibited, a member of a 
society must be refused the credit to which his property in land fairly 
entitles him and may be driven to the moneylender for the loan which 
his society might be willing to advance and which it would advance 
if it wero permitted to do so. 

It W3S eventually decided to permit mortgage ;:ecurity and local govern
ments were empowered to regulate it to such an extent as might be found 
advisable for any society or class of societies. The provisions of the law 
under this head still remain in force and have been retained in the Bombay 
and Burma Acts. The present position is, thus, that land mortgage 
business can be carried on by societies registered under the existing Acts, 
unless the local Government otherVl'ise direct. In most provinces, the 
village societies have resorted to mortgage security to Ii small extent but, 
in Bihar and Orissa, mortgages are generally taken as collateral security 
for large loans, and, in Madras, nearly half the outstanding loans are simil
arly secured. In both these provinces and in Bengal, however, experience 
of the difficulties involved in realising such securities deters societies 
from adopting this course. 

As the co-operative movement grew, it became evident that loans 
from rural co-operative societies could not be confined to those required 
to meet :tgricultural needs and that, if societies were to retain the loyalty 
of their members, they must be prepared to advance loans for other 
purposes. If, as the Famine Commission of 1901 contemplated, the 
people wer~ still to resort to the village moneylender!! for loans for such 
other purposes, then the load of debt and usury would continue to increase . 

. Experience has shown that the chief object of borrowing from the village 
societies has beeu the desire t.o substitute a loan on reasonable terms for 
the usurious contract with the moneylender. Such loans are usually 
large in amount, the period of repayment is apt to extend beyond what is 
usually regarded as a. short term, and in such conditions personal security 
is not ~lways suitable. Loans are also required for marriage and other 
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ceremonial expenses. It is the duty of committees of co-operative socie
ties to use all their powers of persuasion to reduce extravagant expenditure 
on this account and much good has undoubtedly resulted from their 
efforts in this direction. Whilst it is desirable that members. of societies 
should not be driven to the moneylender even for this class of loans, we 
think that they should be reduced to limits which are not beyond the 
capacity of the ordinary primary BOcieties to advance, and that they 
should not come within the purview of the land mortgage banks, the 
institution of which we recommend below_ There is also a constant, 
though relatively small, demand for finance for land improvements such 
811 the construction of wells and embankments, and there is a desire 
for the redemption of old mortgages, the terms of which have become 
entirely unsuitable to changed conditions. For such purposes, the 
amount required is apt to be quite disproportionate to the resources 
of the small village society and very much greater than that needed 
to meet the current expenses of cultivation. By law, rule or custom, 
other countries have fixed a comparatively small sum as the maximum 
which can be advanced upon personaVsecurity. In India, far 
higher loans have become common, not blcause any local conditions 
have given adJed safety but simply because the society regards it 
II.S of primary importance to save its members from resorting to a 
moneylender. Mureover, the Raiffeisen type of village bank is 
expressly designed to meet the requirements of the small cultivator 
with small needs and small resources; it was never intended t(} meet 
those of the large landed proprietor, and it is the large landed 
proprietor of India who forms the moneylender'S easiest and readiest 
prey. Whether he can be saved from chronic debt by any co-operative 
institution may be a matter of opinion but there can be no difference 
of opinion as to the entire unsuitability of the small village bank for 
auch & task. 

In the circUlllBtances we have described, it is not surprising that there 
should be & widespread tendency to look for a financing agency which 
wields greater resources than the village credit society. AB we have 
pointed out in the preceding chapter, the agricultural bank seems 
to hold for many a fascination which can only be explained by the 
distance from which it is viewed. The local conditions in which 
Dawson's Bank carries on its business appear to be peculiar to 
the Irrawaddy delta and no attempt to establish a similar institu
tion elsewhere has been- brought to our notice. For & solution of 
the problems ari'ling from the demand for large loans for long . 
terms, attention has naturally been directed to the land mortgage 
banks of Germany, and, in BOme provinces, the question of i,p.troducing 
institutions on this model has received careful study. T.he first experi
ment took shape in the Punjab in the Jhang Co-operative Land 
Mortgage Bank, Ltd., and altogether there are now a dozQIl organisations 
of this type in that province while Madras has fifteen, crf which, however, 
only three are doing real work. Schemes for establishing similar 
institutions have been under consideration for some time in Bombay and 
ButIn&. AB the Jhang Co-operative Land Mortgage Bank was for long 
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the only one of its kind in f:xistence in India, Eur~pean experience, 
gathered either from the published literature on the subJect or by officers 
on deputation, has had to IJC draWl! on, in framing schemes for the 
establishment of land mortgage banks in this country. The question was 
carefully examined by the Conference of Registrars held in Bombay in 
January, 1926, and the resolution finally adopted by that conference has 
our full support. It ran as follows:-

" (1) Mortgage hanks based on co-operative principle's. are desira~le 
in many parts of India. No transacti~n should be undertaken which 
is Dot economically profitable to the borrower. 

(2) Objects.-The principal objects should be-
(a) The redemption of the land and houses of agriculturists, 
(b) the improvement of land and of methods of cultivation and 

the buildin,g of houses of agriculturists, 
(0) the liquidation of old debts, and 
(d) the purchase of land in special cases to be prescribed by the 

by-law!!. 
(3) Area, and management.~The area of operation should be the 

smallest unit consistent with competent management. The imposi
tion of liability on village credit societies or the confinement of mortgage 
loans to members of such societies is not recommended, but the -bank 
should consult the village society in the case of all loans to members of 
such society. Where there is no It!gal obstacle, p;referably a mortgage 
with posscRsion should be taken and the mortgagor should be retained 
as a tenant of the bank. Punctuality in repayment should be rigidly 
enforced by mortgage banks. 

(4) Finance.-A reasonable total of share money should be raised 
by each bank in order to reassure the investing public. 

In provinces in which the property can be sold on foreclosure, DO loan 
should exceed half the value of the mortgage property. No excess 
liability is required beyond the amount actually borrowed by a member 
plus his share money. 

If no excess liability is imposed, the share money of a borrower should 
not be less than one-twentieth of his loan. The minimuDl loan should 
be such as to repay the costs of the transaction to the bank and such as 
a primary credit society cannot conveniently give. 

Each bank should prescribe in its by-laws a maximum loan from 
time to time according to its financial position. 

Debentures should be L.'I!med by a central financing body in each 
province tather than by the separat~ mortgage banks. 

Loans.-In the earlier stages, a certain measure of assistanc.e· from 
Government iij required. A guarantee of interest by Government for 
a. certain period "is of the highest importance and a. sinking fund should 
be so arraqged as to secure the redemption of the debentures on the 
expiry of that period. Subscription by Government to the debentures 
is also desirable. 
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The Imperial Bank should be asked to assist in the flotation of 
debentures and, as the repository of State funds, should be invited to_ 
make advances, under section 20 of the Trost Act, against mortgages 
taken by a mortgage bank and endorsed in favour of the Imperial 
Bank. 

(5) In provinces in which a full valuation of the mortgaged property 
is needed, expert valuers should be employed who should not be govern
ment servants. Government should, however, in the initial stages, make 
a contribution towards the cost of valuation. In return for its assistance, 
Government should be entitled to representation on the Board either 
of Directors or of Trustees. 

All existing concessions in the form of exemption from stamp duties, 
registration fees, etc., should be continued in favour of mortgage 
banks." . 

Such experience of the practical working of land mortgage banks as 
has been gained since this resolution was passed has not shown the need 
for any alteration in it. nor has our own examination of the case 
suggested any alteration. . 

382. We have already pointed out that the existing Co-operative Acts 
, provide for land mortgage credit and, in the absence 

N 1I0&SSITY rOB f' 'd h f ., 
8PIICIU LII0I8LATIOX 0 anyeVl ence to t e contrary, we are 0 opmlOn 

, that land mortgage hanks should be organised 
under these Acts an,d that any modifications, which further experience 
may indicate to be necessary, should be made as they are called for. 
It is doubtful if any attempt t.oframe a new Bill ad hoc, without the 
guidance toO be expected from practical experience of the working of the 
system in Indian conditions, would prove successful. The draft.Bill" - , 
which is under consideration in Burma, seems to us somewhat compli
cated Bnd to be open to the criticil!m that it is based more on a desire for 
theoretical perfection than on a study of the practical difficulties of the 
scheme. The system of short-term credit on co-operative lines has been 
working long enough in India to provide valuable information on the 
subject1 of rural finance; it has enlisted a large number of honorary' 
workers, who are now familiar 'with the character of the problems that 
come up for daily decision, and it has called into existence staffs trained 
in the management 1md direction of rural organisations. All these 
will be at the disposal of the land mortgage banks, if they are registered 
under the same Act and placed under the same Registlal as the 
ordinary co-operative Rocieties. We recommend. that this policy should 
be adopted and retained until practical experience indicates the need 
for a change. 

383. The evidence we received disclosed complete Unanimity as to 
the need for government assistance in the earlier 

TUB DIIBIINTUlUI stages. Land mortgage banks uSually raise funds 
PROBLIIM, by the flotation of debentures, and such debentures 
are as yet practically unknown in India. Over large parts of the country, 
it Us rarelr that anr form of security. either public or private, is seen 
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and it ii, therefore, to be expected that the experiment of issuing 
debentures by a non-official body should proceed somewhat slowly. In 
Bombay and the Punjab, the provincial co-operative banks have issued 
debentures secured by a Hoating charge on all their assets; in both 
cases, the local governments have guaranteed interest but not principal 
and this Beems to have proved sufficient. The Bombay debentures 
have now been on the market for a number of years. No objection 

-has been raised to this form of security and no difficulty has appeared. 
The Punjab issue was at once taken up and there is every reason to 
believe that a further issue would be readily absorbed. It ie extremely 
unlikely that the guarantee of interest will ever involve Government 
in loss, whilst the sinking funds are increasing at a rate which should 
prevent the debentures from falling much below par for any 
considerable period. It is improbable that such issues will in any degree 
restrict the market f01 government loans, so that the State is able to inspire 
confidence in an important movement withont any loss or embarrassment 
to itself. We recommend that this form of aid should be adopted 
as the best means of encouraging the investment of long-t~rm money 
in land mortgage banks. In return for their guarantee of interest, the 
local Government must insist on measures calculated to protect it against 
loss, and the form of agreement adopted in Bombay and the Punjab 
would seem to provide all that is necessary. A simple floating charge 
on the assets created in favour of the debenture holders does not. 
in the ll.bsence of special conditions, prevent these assets from bein~ 
pledged as cover for loans from, or overdrafts with, the Imperial Bank 
of India and so imposes no restriction on legitimate business. 

It has been suggested that, in order'to inspire confidence, the loral 
Government should take up a proportion of the debentures. This hal! 
already been done in Madras where the Goveulij"Ient have under
taken to take up as many of the debentures issued by five of the land 
mortgage banks in that province as are taken up by the general public, 
Bubject, however, to a Ill'lXilllUm limit of Rs. 50,000 for each bank. 
The value of the debentures so far taken up by the Government under 
this arrangement is RIl. ~n,O{lo. It may be that, in the very earlyfstages, 
some such form of encouragement is required but We cannot recommend 
the general adoption of the policy of giving it in t,his way, and the Madras 
Committee on Co-operation does not support it. If funds from State sources 
are needed, a simple loan offers the most sui~able means of providing 
them; the Co-operative Acts provide special facilities for the recovery of 
such loans and the risk of lOllS would be small. Loans from Government 
:l.re specially appropriate when the money is required for any of the 
objects tq which the Land Improvement Loans Act applies and, as 
mortgage banks become established on a satisfactory Qasis, they should 
provide machinery for the distribut.ion of State loans which should be 
free from many of the objections which have been urged against the 
existing system' of distribution tllrough purely official channels. 
In the Boml>!l.Y Presidency, it is already the policy to distribute loans to 
members of co-operative societies uncler the Land -Improvement Loans 
Act through the Provincial Co-operative Bank. 
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Under Aot XXI of 1917, the debentures of the Bombay Provincial 
Co-operative Bank have been included in the list of securities given in 
section 20 of the Indian Trusts Act, 1882. We do not think that any 
objection can be taken to this course. In the agreement with the bank 
in which the local Government guarantee the interest on these 
debenture8,. they have taken ample power to interfere in case of 
maladministration and this appears sufficient to reduce the risk of loss 
to the holders of the debentures to a minimum. We, therefore, 
recommend that the debentUl'cl'l of co-operative land mortgage banks 
registered under the Co-operative Societies Act, which are similarly 
secured, and the interest on which is guaranteed by the local Government, 
should be added to the list of trustee securities. 

If mortgage debentures of the kind now under discussion are to be 
float<:u in any cOIlBiderable numbers, some control over their issue will 
become necessary. In Bombay and the Punjab, the intention is that 
the issue of these debentures shall be restricted to a central organisation, 
that is, either to the existing provincial (X)~perative bank or its counter
part in the mortgage business. The Madras Committee on Co-operation 
has recommended a similar course in substitution for the i""IIf\' bv 
individual banks. Tho reAt,riction vf iI'lsue to a single organisation in 
each province seems to us to possess such advantages that this system 
should be preferred wherever there are no strong local reasons in favour 
of any other policy. The system of issue by separate mortgage banks 
would inevitably result in a number of small iIlBtitutioIlB flooding the 
market with competing msues; control would become difficult; the 
s'lcurity offered would be low; the interest rat~ would be forced up in 
consequence of this and of the competition from purchasers, and there 
would always be the danger that the whole system of debentures would 
be brought into disrepute by the mismanagement of a single iIlBtitution. ' 

384. Whilst we think that there is scope for the establishment of 
land mortgage banks in India to meet the demand 

Tn" '''''") I"OB for long-term credit, we are strongly of opinion 
CAUTION. that these should only be organised after the 
mogt Mreful preliminary enquiry. Efficient management i& _",ut1al;~
and, unless this is assured, no step forward should be taken. It must be 
remembered that, while the demand for long-term loans for productive 
purposes ill limited, that for money for other purposes is almost iIlBatia ble: 
The greater proportioD of the loans will be taken in order to redeem old 
mortgages by effecting new agreements on easier terms, and the easier 
terms will be far more attractive than the prospe.ct of redeeming the 
mortgaged land by the payment of regular instalments over a long 
series of years. The small measure of resort to State loans.under the
Land Improvement Loans Act cannot be explained away by ascribing 
it to the unpopula1:ity of the system of administering that Act. No small 
part of the unpopularity is due to the strictness with whieh repayment is 
insisted on and this feature cannot be omitted or softened in the mortgage 
bank. Lands will have to be accurately valued and rights carefully
established; the objects for which loans are granted will need thoroug4 

Jd 0 Y 286-,-30 
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scrutiny and the application ·of the money to those objects must be 
carefully supervised. The chief source of funds will be debentures and 
the reputation of these debentures in the market will depend upon the 
efficient management of the mortgage banks as· a. whole. Confidence 
in the good banks may be lost by the default of the bad a.nd the taint 
of insecurity. o;nce attached, will be very difficult to remove .. 

In no circuIlliItances should any attempt be made to hurry such institu
tiollil into existence to meet a popular demand. Sufficient has been said to 
indicate that, whilst there is some demand for facilities to repay old 
debts or redeem mortgages, there is no very strong demand for long-term 
money for land imprpvements. Land mortgage banks will neither 
fill a gap nor meet a long-felt want; they should replace the system of 
State loans and displace the moneylender from the long-term loan 
business; they should introduce a valuable element of control into that 
business, but their greatest service may be the lowering of interest 
to a level which will bring many improvements within the class of 
productive works. 

The ultimate form which these institutions should take can only be 
- determined by experience but, inasmuch as loans will be given for long 

periods and arrangements for funds will have to be made accordingly, 
unusual care will be necessary in the drawing up of all agreements and 
contracts. Continuity of policy is essential and all liabilities will have 
to be foreseen and provided against for a long time ahead. 

If the banks are to be managed by their members, their working must 
be simple and their constitution readily understood. Unnecessary 
complications will tend to throw undue power into the hands of the paid 
staff and to scare away the honorary helper. It is probable that great 
difficulty will be found in bringing home to members a proper appreciation 
of their liability to the bank and the debenture holders, and the nature 
and extent of this liability should, therefore, be expressed in the simplest 
way. It must be possible for eve~ember to ascertain, at any time, 
exactly what his guarantee amounts to. 

In ~p.w of the paramount need for continuity in management and of 
our recommendation that Government should guarantee the interest 
on debentures, we think that, for some years to come, there should be an 
official member on the committee of management of each bank. 

It seems advill'tble to add a final word of warning against a tendency, 
which besets all institutions of this character, to become possessed of 
land by foreclosure. As has been explained, punctuality in repayment 
must be insisted on, and it is inevitable that cases should occur in 
which the !Janka will have to take over the land pledged as security and 
to dispose of it., Such action will be necessary and u~avoidable but its 
frequent repetition will lead to deplorable results. Th.e best: way to 
minimise the danger is to keep it well in view in managing. the bank's 
afIair~. If the committee rests satisfied with the covering of the loan 
by a sufficieut security and neglects to measure the prospects of repay
ment in the light of the character and business reputation of the borrower, 
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their institution will merely develop into,. a machine for disposseSsing 
the ancestral oWner. This evil can only be avoided by the adoption of 
ever,. precaution calculated to ensure repayment by the borrower. 

385. The reason for the restriction of the original scheme for co-opera
NO!f-CBBlIJT CO·OPBS· tive societies to credit has already been explained 

ATJOK. 
(i) Oll.1l1CT8. and the development of this side of the movement 

has been described. It has also been made clear that the credit side must 
continue to absorb the main activities of the officials of the department 
and their honorary collaborators until the burden of rural debt has been 
definitely lifted from the shoulders of the cultivator. It is generally 
recogni.~ed that there is a wide field for the beneficial application of 
the co-operative principle which extends far beyond the problems of 
debt. and the scope for other forms of co-operation has received very 
careful consideration in all provinces. A considerable variety of 
societies for purposes other than credit is to be found and much valuable 
experience of the difficulties facing these institutions has been gained. 
The credit society has proved easy to manage; its principles are readily 
understood; its requirp.mp.nt.'1 are within the capacity of the villaaers 
to provide and It has done much to inculcate the value of DoH-help a.nd of 
mutual help. A successful credit society is the best basis on which to 
orga.nise other types but it is not easy to educate the people to the advan
tages of those types. Debt is felt as a burden but there is not the same 
ready appreciation of the value of joint purchase and sale, of inslllance 
<>r of the many other schemes with which experiments have been made. 
Where business activities are involved, business management is required 
.1Ild it is not easy to find the capacity for this from amongst the 
members of societies. Such talent in this direction as exists usually 
prefers to find scope in working for private gain and several promising 
societies have come to grief owing to the secession of an important office 
holder who, seeing the possibilities of profit. decides to put his own 
interests first and to start a rival business. Lack of training in such 
matters as the combined purchase of agricultural requirements and the 
tiale of produce has limited the choice of members of committees, and, 
where the men most fitted to serve in this capacity in credit and 
Don-credit societies are the same, the question arises whether the same 
society should serve more than one purpose or whether there should be 
-separat~ organisations for sepa.rate objects. No hard and fast rule or 
practice in this respect has yet been established in any province. Where 
the secondary object is of minor importance, such as the distribution 
<>f seed once or twice a year, or where the work involved is too slight to 
justify the establishment of a separate society, the credit society has 
usuany undertaken the additional duty. But, where the nevi object is 
·of such a different character that it appeals to a differeJilt membership, 
separate societies are usually formed. The fact that, under the law, 
rural credit societies must have unlimited liability is.reCognised 8S an 
impediment to their undertaking business for which limited liability 
is more suitable, and, where societies with unlimited liability are 
~ndertaking other functions. it is usual to keep separate accounts for 
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the latter. We found that, pn the whole, the single purpose idea mett 
with . creneralacceptance, and that, where exceptions occurred, these 
were based on reasonable grounds. The multiple purpose society is 
nowhere advocated on grouJids of policy; it is usual to describe the 
objects of a society in the by-laws in such a general way as to .permit· of 
secondary functions being performed without a breach of the law, 
but this is for convenience only and has not led to societies attempting 
to combine incompatible activities or risking their .unlimited liability 
in transactions for which it is entirely unsuitable. . 

386. Co-operation for credit has now become well established and 
(ii) ITS GREA.T its importance is appreciated, but the need for the 

IMPORTA.NCE. application of the co-operative principle in other 
directions is less thoroughly realised. It is quicker and easier in so many 
cases to do something for others than to teach them to do it for 
themselves, and the narrow limitations to the former method are apt. to 
be overlooked .. A considerable amount of seed can, for instance, be 
distributed by the official staff of the Agricultural Department and 8. 

million or more acres mlly be covereu with a new type of cotton or wheat; 
but this result1.although satisfactory in itself, it! a comparatively small 
contribution to the problem of covering every acre in India with good 
seed of an improved type. ·Where the problems of half a million villages 
are in question, it becomes at once evident that no official organisation 
can pOflsibly hope to reach every individual in those villages. To do 
this, 'the people must be organised to help themselves and their local 
organisations must be grouped into larger unions, until a machinery has 
been blult up to convey to every village whatever the different expert 
departments have to send it. It is by such a system and by such a 
system alone that the whole ground can be covered. Only through the 
medium of co-operative associations can the teaching of the expert be 
brought to multitudes who would never be reached individually. The 
argument advanced in Great Britain that the State is interested in 
co-operation in order that its agricultural propaganda may be the 
more effective applies with even greater force to India and we should 
like to see the agricultural departments converted wholeheartedly to 

. --th,QlT~wthat th.e spread of a sound co-operative movement is the best 
guarantee of their own success. That their propaganda is more likelt 
to be effective when addrt'l!sed thrvugh orga,nised groups than when 
aimed directly at the individual is recognised in most promces, but not so 
fully as we consider neceflsary, and certainly not so fully as to lead to 
the complete abandonment of dispersed propaganda in favour of 
concentration. We have dealt with this point in our chapter on 
Demonst1;.ation and Propaganda, but the principle applies to an even 
wider sphere than was there under consideration. If the cult.ivators of 
Inaia in the mass are to be won over to the use of better seeds, to 
improved methods of cultivation, to the better care of cattle, to the 
adoption of precautions against animal or plant disease, it lllUl't be 
through the agency of their own organisations. Nothing else will suffice. 
With the mass of the cultivators enlisted in the campaign for their own 
improvement, miracles can be achieved. Without that, a minority 
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()r;ly will l,enelit from the labours of the experts. Once local OpInIOn 
can be moulded in favour of change, more is gained than from the conver-
8ion of an isolated individual. A whole village organised to carry out the 
3(h'ice of the expert is a fertile field for the propagandist; where novelty 
has become fabhionable, the path of the reformer is made easy. What is 
needed in- India is a new public opinion which Will break away from old 
custom and lead people to adopt those measures which careful resench 
ha'! proved to be most beneficial. It is the primary function of the 
co-operative departments to effect this change by patient and continuous 
education within the villages. The object of the society is of less import
ance than the education required to make it a success; a village converted 
to the u .. le of IJure seed or an improved plough will the more readilyarlopt 
adviee on anima.l husbandry or listen to the case for compulsory education 
or for conserving manure. The sound teaching, without which no 
co-.)perative society can be a permanent success, can as easily be based 
upon onl) subject as 011 another, and if, as a result, public opinion 
has moved in the dU'.'lOtion (.f 3eed or sale, it will move with less friction 
in the direction of purchase or cattle breeding. Outside the credit 
In.),-"rnent, the main function of the co-operative departments is to 
prepare the ground for the advice of the experts. The argument may 
bt' illustrated by instances. The adult education movement in the 
Punjab is the orgg,nisation of local public opinion in favour of this 
particular idea; without an effective public opinion in the village, no 
bdlOol for adults could last for a week. "/A*ili...e~ once aclieI1ted 
Pd_y_ell.Jh~~tior coml'pl~~rx.rulucanq,ry... he Better Farming Bo6eties 
in that prOVIDce, OrWblCh there are now a hundred, and the cattle breed
in~ societies, of which there are 176, represent organised public opinion 
in favour of adopting the advice of the agricultural and veterinary experts. 
Haying secured the written agreement of a large number of cultivators 
that they Will carry out the injunctions received, the co-operative staff 
can, with confidence, invite agricultural or veterinary officers t.o visit the 
villages and those officers can, in their turn, accept the invitation with 
{'<.lual confidence that their time will not be wasted. Similarly, the 
co-operative sale societies i~ Bombay represent organised public opinion 
in favour of the adoption of better methods of marketing, though here 
the expert advice is not yet forthcoming, and it is for this, amongst 
other reason~, that we have suggested the appointment of an expert 
marketing officefnChapter XI. .As t.hig kind of organisation increases, • 
the effectiveness of the technical propaganda must increase and the 
influence of the technical expert must expand. It is for reasons such as 
these that, where a choice has to be ma.de, preference both of time and 
attention should always be given to a co-operatively organised body of 
cultivators over isolated individuals. Financial consideratio:ni! make it 
impossible to contemplate an extension of the staff paid from 
government fundJI which would be sufficient to enable the whole ground 
in a province to be covered, unless that ground had bee 11' well prepared 
by co-operative effort. . • 

This reasoning applies with special force to the machinery for 
di5tributing seed. The staff of the agricultural departments may be able 
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to do this work more quickly and more efficiently than an inefficient 
society but there are su<;h narrow limits to their unaided efforts that any 
further substantial advance in seed distribution soon becomes impossible 
and, in the end, the people must be organised to distribute the seed 
themselves. It is better to accept the inevitable at the outset and to 
give preference in all cases to co-operative seed distribution agencies. 
where these are known to be efficient and well managed. The sam~ 
argument applies to artificial manures and, to a less extent, to 
implements. 

It has been explained that the function of the co-operative 
departments is to educate the people to accept the teaching of the expert 
and to prepare the ground for the adoption of his advice. The various 
types of agricultural society, including societies for the promotion of 
rural industries, have therefore been dealt with in the appropriate chapters 
of our Report and i~ is not necessary to repeat here what will be found 
elsewllere. A few remarks are, however, needed to complete our review 
of this important movement. 

387. Those who have interested themselves in the many-sided develop
... ments of the co-operative movement in Europe. 

pJ:i!~c~:lES::lI:~B America and elsewhere have expressed regret that 
the organisation of societies for purchase and sale 

has m~de so little progress in India, but such a criticism is not made 
by thpse who are acquainted with the special difficulties which have to 
be faced. Many experiments have been made; many failures and some 
successes have been recorded; but it is still doubtful whether the time is 
ripe for expansion of co-operative activity in this direction on a large 
scale. The power of age-long custom has confined the business of purchase 
of agricultural requirements and the sale of agricultural produce to castes 
and tribes other than those whose traditional occupation is husbandry, 
and the accumulated knowledge and experience possessed by members 
of those castes and tribes are not readily available to others. Moreover. 
there are features of the village shopkeepers' business which cannot be 
imitated by the co-operative society. The private shopkeeper prefers 
to sell on credit and to buy in advance; he keeps his accounts himself 
and adds interest at the rate he considers suitable; what may be the actual 
rate at which he buys or sells is known only to himself, and that very 
often not until he balances the account at the end of the half year or when 
the end of the period of limitat.ion for the debt is approaching. He makes 
small profit on his turnover but gains much from interest and often from 
dishonest weighment and false book-keeping. A co-operative society for 
purchase or sale aims at a fair price, but, from the fair price alone, there 
is little profit to be derived; it cannot,like its rival, seek to cover expenses 
and risk by ma!practices. Before anything approaching a widespread 
movement fo~ purchase or sale ca.n come into being, there must be 
intensive educat~on of the people in such matters as the benefits to 
be derived from cash purchase, the evils of forward buying, the relation 
of prices to' accurate weighment, and loyalty in face of inducement 
to the contrary. 
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There are, however, lIOOieties of this kind doing good work in most 
provinces and their business is steadily expanding. The work done 
in eonnection with the eo-operative sale of agricultural produce in the 
Punjab and Bombay demands special mention. The co-operative com
mission shop in the Punjab arranges to sell, on commission, goods brought 
to it by its members. It thus performs exactly the same functions as the. 
ordinary commission agent, but secures for the producer fair weighment. 
fair dealing, and a fair price. . Working in close touch with the 
village society, it strives to break down the evil system of credit on which 
the adruyas and village traders are mainly dependent for their business. 
In Bombay, there a~e two types of sale societies which deal mainly in 
eotton. The first type is the small society consisting of agriculturists 
of three or four villages growing the same variety of cotton, who pool 
their cotton and sell it jointly. In the second type, the area of operation 
is much larger and the membership is composed of both individuals and 
societies. These grow cotton of improved varieties, the seed of which is 
supplied partly by the Agricultural Department and partly by their 
own members. The produce is brought to the society for sale and, should 
the price prevailing in the market be low, the member concerned may 
store his produce in the society's godown and, in the meantime, obt;Lin 
an advance upon it. The cotton is graded by officers of the Agricultural 
Department whose services are lent to the society for the purpose, and 
isthensold,inlotsatauctionsales held periodically. Grading plays an 
important part in securing a highel price, as does also the fact that 
improved varieties of cotton are sold in bulk. • 

Experience has shown that great care is required in the organisation of 
gale societies. Skilled technical advice and guidance are necessary but even 
more important is proper business management. UnJess this is available, 
~he society must inevitably come to grief. Even when it is forthcoming, 
other difficulties arise, the most formidable of which is usually the opposi
~ion of local vested interests. A case of this kind was brought to our notice 
In the course of the evidence we received in Bombay. During the last 
~wo years, one of the oldest and most sucoossfulsocieties in that province, 
bhe Gadag Cotton Sale Society, which had been doing good business, has 
been boycotted by the local dalals, the chief reason for this being the 
increased hold which the society has obtained on the cultivators in the tract 
it serves. It was only with great difficulty that the society was able to 
lispose of the produce brought to it for sale. It is very desirable in cases 
)f this kind that large buyers should extend to the society all the help 
[>Ossible, as it is in their ultimate interest, as much as in that of the 
~roducer that such societies, which aim not only at reducing the number 
)f unnecessary middlemen but also in putting on the markt}t improved 
md unadulterated produce, should prove successful. 

• 
Another class of societies, of which mention may be made here, is 

ihe co-operative irrigation society which has fOJ lts object the 
:onstruction of new sources of irrigation and the improvement of those 
Ilready in existence. Co-operative societies of this character have 
lone good work in the Bankura and Birbhum districts of Bengal 
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where they now control an irrigable area of over" 23,000 acres. 
The organisation of these societies is rt"ported to have changed the 
whole outlook of the people and to have strengthened their economic 
position. Their development would have been more marked had it not 
been for the lack of expert guidance and advic~a point to which 
further reference is"made below. 

Where education is the main requirement, it is not easy to suggest 
means whereby Government can as,sist in other directions, but the 
example of other countries suggests that, if t.he obstacles peculiar to 
India are removed, much could be done. It seems anomalous, for 
example, that, while local governments are attempting to build up an 
organisation for co-operative sale, government departments should 
purchase their requirements from other sources. If the rice, wheat, 
and other commodities annually purchased for the Army or the jails were 
bought from co-operators, the encouragement would be of great value, 
and there is Jl.O reason to believe that the commodity or its price would be 
le81\ suitable. The force of this argument has been recognised by the Govl'rn
ment of Bombay which, in 1925, directed that co-operative producers' 
societies should be encouraged by being given preference in the purchase 
of articles of a kind made by them or in tendering for contracts, provided 
that no financial loss was thereby caused to Government. 

388. If there is to be any substantial progr~ss along special lines, 
-.. it will be necessary to provide the co-operative 
(tv) PROVISION 011' departments with expert advice The business of 

EXPERT ADVIOE. ~. • 
sale, for instanct", IS not a matter for amateurs nor 

for those who have perforce devoted the greater part of their study to 
rural credit. In Chapter XI. we have recommendE'd the appointment of 
special officers for the study of marketing in all provinces and these 
officers should be able to afford valuablt" assistance to those en~aged in 
the organisation of societies for the sale of agricultural produce. In 

- t,he Punjab, officers of the agricultural and veterinary department!1 
are being deputed to assist the Better Farming and cattle-breeding 
societies; in Bombay, the Superintending Engineer on specii,1 duty to 
investigate natural resources for the protection of lands from famine 
should be able to encourage the formation of co-ol1erative land improve
ment societies. Whether such advice should be given by the technical 
department concerned with the special form of activity, or by the loan 
of technical officers to thA C;o-operative Department. must depend upon 
the stage of development of the IJart.icular form of co-operative activity 
which it is desired to foster. The experience of the Bengal co-operative 
irrigation.societies would probably have been mote fortunate if an officer 
of the Irrigation Department had been lent to them instead of. their 
being dependent'lpon such assistance as the Irrigation Department could 
give them in the course of its ordinary duties. The MadrSls Committee 
on Co-operation. has recently recommended that there should 
be a special officer of the grade of deputy director of agriculture working 
under the Registrar whose duty it would be to en,courage, improve 
and increase by all possible means the existing non-credit societies, and 
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to explore all other forms of co-operative activity which would better 
the lot of the cultivator. We would suggest that the desirability of a 
similar appointment might be examined in other provinces. 

389. It has been suggested that the time is ripe for another Committee 
CONVIIBJlXCES OJ' of Enquiry to review the progress of the movement 

RB018TlU.JU1. and the defects which have been revealed since the 
Committee on Co-operation sat in 1914-15. In paragraph 373, we have 
suggested that an enquiry on the lines followed in the Central Provinces, 
the United Provinces and Madras might be undertaken with advantage 
in other provinces. We consider this sufficient. The provincial 
departments are working out lines of advance to suit their special local 
conditions; the general features of the movement in anyone province 
are known in others and there would be some dar.ger that an all-India 
committee might, by an attempt to secure uniformity, actually 
present obstacles to progress in the more advanced provinces. But we 
fully appreciate the advantages to be gained from formal exchange of 
views and comparison of experience and we welcome the renewal of the 
conferences of registrars which proved so valuable in the earlier stages 
of the movement. The last of these was held at Bombay in 1926 and 
we understand that another will shortly meet at Simla. '''nether in 
addition to such official gatherings, to which a ~mall number of non
officialB can, with due regard to practical exigencies, be invited, there 
should alBo be meetings of non-officialB; we do not feel called upon to 
decide. We feel confident that, subject to the limitations imposed 
by practical considerations, leading honorary workers will continue to be 
invited to the conferences of registra~. 

In order to facilitate the study of new developments of co-operation in 
India, we recommend that both official ann honorary worker;; should be 
given every facility, in the matter of allowances and in other ways, to 
visit provinces other than their own. The expense will be small and the 

• advantages considerable. 
390. Throughout this chapter, we have endeavoured to bring out the 

CONOLUDING great importance we attach to the development of a 
BJlMABKS. strong and healthy co-operative movement. We have 

explained that, in our opinion, the chief function of Government in this 
()onnection is the provision of the most efficient means for the education of 
the people in the principles and practice of oo-opera tion. Few things have 
atrqek us more forcibly in the course of our enquiry than the comparative 
lailure of the movement in some provinces; it is, of course, true that defects 
~re apt to be more prominent than successes and we fully appreciate the 
undoubted fact that, in every province, there are outstanding examples 
~f benefits accruing from the application of the co-operative principles to 
local problems. Our examination of the movemeht has, however, 
convinced us that the necessity for a high standard of e$ciency in work 
which has been shortly but accurately described as '& Better Business" 
is not everywhere sufficiently realised. We agree with Sir Ho~ace Plunkett 
that "Better Business is the foundation alike of Better Farming and 
Better Living." It has been made clear to us in some provinces that 
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the movement uues not inspire confidence amongst workers in allied fields 
and no smail part of the disinclination to make use of it has been due to 
its internal defects .. The recommendations we have made in favour of 
preference being shown to co-operative organisations in the field work of 
other depart.ments will fail in theu effect unless such organisation~ are 
well managed, effident and active. 

SUIDIlARlr 0-' COli- 391. The conclusions and recommendations in this 
CLUSIOliS AlID RECOM· cbapter may be sununarised as follows :-
MENDATIOliS. 

(1) The main activities of the co-operative movement must 
continue to be directed to the expansion of the rural credit system 
(paragraph 371). 

(2) Further effort to fulfil the standards laid down by the 
Committee on Co-operation in India is required (paragraph 373). 

. (3) An inquiry into the working of the co-operative movement on 
the lines followed in the Central Provinces, the United Provinces, and 
Madras might, with advantage, be undertaken in other provinces 
(paragraph 373). 

(4) The only remedy for the unsatisfactory condition of the move
ment in some provinces is the patient and persistent education of the 
members of co-operative societies in the principles and meaning of 
co-operation (paragraph 374). , 

(5).Every effort should be made by the co-operative departments 
in all provinces to build up a highly educated and well trained official 
staff (paragraph 374). 

(6) The provision of such a staff should not weaken the position 01 
the honorary worker (paragraph 374) .. 

(7) ProgrGOlIl in +he orgZlow.,ZIotion of a supervising agency by 
federating primary societies into supervising unions has been 
sufficiently satisfactory to justify further experiments in this 
direction (paragraph 375). 

(8) Where supervising unions or provincial unions or institutes 
are discharging their responsibilities efficiently, they may reasonably 
look to Government to supplement their reflonrces with grants-in-aid 
(paragraph 375). 

(9) The best man available should be selected as Registrar of 
Co-operative Societies and should hold the appointment for not less 
than five years or more than ten (paragraph 376). 

(10) There should be an officer unde~ training in all provinces to 
succeed the Registrar (paragraph 376). 

(11) Dllputation to study the co-operative movement in Europe is 
desirable both.. for the registrars and for officers under training 
to succeed th~m (paragraph 376). 

(12) A whole-time Registrar should be appointed in the Centra1 
Provinces ~paragraph 376). 

(13) The Punjab system of training the staff of. the Co-operativ& 
Department is deserving of imitation elsewhere, as is the Bombay 
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system of requiring auditors to pass an examination in co-operative 
accountancy (paragraph 377). 

(14) The financing and the supervision of primary societies should 
be under separate control but there is no objection to the practice of 
deputing inspectors from provincial or central banks to examine the 
working of such societies, provided the inspectors are properly 
qualified, their duties are clearly defined and they are strictly confined 
to them (paragraph 377). . 

(15) There is justification for a larger contribution from govern
ment funds to the expenses of the movement in backward tracts,sucb 
as BOme of the minor administrations (paragraph 378). 

(16) Government should give liberal assistance in the early 
stages to the more specialised forms of co-operative activity such as 
consolidation of holdings, adult education, irrigation and the like 
(paragraph 378). 

(17) Where expenditure by Government on audit would involve 
the comparative neglect of education, education should be given 
preference and the statutory audit should be paid for by societies 
(paragraph 378). 

(18) Certain concessions to co-operative societies which are at 
present given by Government in some provinces are recommended for 
aU provinces (paragraph 378). 

(19) Co-operative societies should be permitted to tfke full 
advantage of the facilities afforded by the district treasuries and 
sub-treasuries (paragraph 379). 

(20) Local governments should impress upon the officers of all 
departments the importance they themselves attach to a sympathetw 

'attitude towards all phases of co-operative activity (paragraph 380). 
(21) The resolution passed by the Conference of Registrars of 1926 

in favour of the establishment of land mortgage banks is endorsed 
(paragraph 381). 

(22) Land mortgage banks should be established under the provisions ' 
of the Co-operative Acts (paragraph 382). 

(23) The guarantee of interest on the debentures of land mortgage 
banks is the most suitable form in which assistance to these banks can 
be giv~n by Government (paragraph 383). 

(24) Government aSllistance to land mortgage banks in the form of 
subscription to their debentures is not recommended (paragraph 383). 

(25) Land mortgage banks should provide a suitable agency for 
the distribution of loans under the Land Improvemenir Loans Act 
(paragraph 383). - " 

(26) The debentures of land mortgage banks, the interest on which 
is guaranteed by Government, should be added to the list of trustee 
securities under the Trustees' Act (paragraph 383). 

(27) The issue of the debentures of land mortgage b~nks should be 
controlled by a central organisation (paragraph 383). 
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(28) I,and mortgage banks should only be organised after the most 
careful preliminary enquiry and their constitution and working should 
be as simple as possible (paragraph 384). 

(29) For some years to come, there should be an official member of the 
committee of management of each bank (paragraph 384). 

(30) Co-operative societies for a single purpose are to be preferred to 
multiple purpose societies (paragraph 385). 

(31) Outside the credit movement, the main function of the 
co-operative departments is to prepare the ground for the advice of the 
experts (paragraph 386). 

(32) In the propaganda work of other departments, preference both 
of time and attention should always be given to a co-{)peratively 
organised body of cultivators rather than to isolated individuals 
(paragraph 3813). 

(33) Before a widespread movement for co-operative purchase and 
sale can come into being, intensive education in its ad,-antages is 
necessary (parvgraph 387). 

(34) It would be ill the illtert'~:;o of both the producers and of the 
large buyers if the latter Were to render all the help pO<lsible to 
co-operative sale societies (paragraph 387). 

(35) Preference in the purchase of the requirements of government 
depart;p1ents should be given to co-{)perative societies, provided t.hat 
no financial loss to Government is thereby caused (paragraph 387). 

(36) Substantial progreRs in non-credit. co-operation can only be 
secured if expert advice is liberally given (paragraph 388). 

(:n) \Vhether such advice should be given by the technical depart
ment concerned or by the loan of technical officers to the Co-operative 
Department, must depend on the stage of development and the 
particular form of co-operative activity which it is desired to foster 
(paragraph 388). 

(38) The desirability of appointing a special officer of the grade 
of deputy director of agriculture to work under the Registrar, as 
recommended by the Madra.'! Committee on Co-operation, might be 
examined in other provinces (paragraph 388). 

(39) The appointment of an all-I ndia Committee of Enquiry to review 
the progress of the movement and the defects which have been 
revealed since the Committee on Co-operation sat in 1914-15 is not 
recommended (paragraph 389). 

(40) O£qcial and honorary workers should be encouraged to study 
co.operative de;relopments in other provinces (paragraph 389). 
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CHAPTER XIV 

THE VILLAGE 

392. In the course of our enquiry, much emphasis has been laid by 
witnesses on the opportunities that exist for an im-

c:~:. O. 'rBB provement in the general rural environment of the 
cultivator and in the conditioDJI in which he lives.' 

The necessity for Ii strong forward policy in matters of medical relief 
and public health and the importance of investigations into the problems 
of nutrition aii(I"(llet have been forcibly brought to our notice. In this 
chaprer:tIlerefore, we propose to examine some of these problems and 
to describe the steps already being taken by official and non-official 
agency to improve the amenities of rural life and generally to make 
conditions in the villages more attractive. 

The problems broadly divide themselves into two main groups, We 
shall first discuss the duties of the State in the invelltigation of basic 
medical problems, in enunciating sound principles of public health 
admilJistration and in carrying these int~ effect. We shall then discuss the 
extent to whit h the public can carry State action a stage further and can 
aS8i.~t generally in improving rural conditions by the brightening of 
village life. It would be beyond our province to make detailed recom
mendations. Medical research and public health are subjects which are 
adequately dealt with by their own dc;partments, while public opinion is 
awakening to a sense of duty in matters affecting the general welfare of 
the masses. Our objeet is rather to show what is being done by the 
departments of Government concerned and to note any striking line of 
action by private bodies or individuals which may seem worthy of consi
deration by workers in different parts of the country. We desire, in 
short to bring out the fact t~ U<""Jr--hr'~------""'T.... g. .,.,.-" 

aDr} b~ private agenc'y 1£00 that the g~e~~l economic t.re~d of. events .is· 
conducive to, and suggests the pOSSIbility of, a rapId lmprovement m 
rural conditions at no distant date. The matter very largely rests 
with the people themselves. 

393. In other parts of the Report, more especially in Chapter I, we 
have endeavoured to give a general description of 

GRNE1UL FEATURIIB rural life in India. Some amplification of that 
OB RURAL LIFB. description seems desirable as an introduction to the 
subject matter of this chapter and we also propose to indicate some of the· 
economic and administrative factors at work which may render the rural 
community more receptive to new ideas and facilitate the introduction 
of measures tending to improve rural conditions.. . 

In a comprehensive survey of the great sub-contin~nt of India, one 
cannot but be struck by the apparent diyersities it-presents. Its vast 
area comprises many varieties of climate; all classes of ~oil and culti
vation are to be found within its borders. Its physical configuration. 
includes lofty mountai1Il! and de(,p valleys, wide uplands and platenus. 
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and great alluvial plains.' Its population comprises many different . 
elements and almost every stage of social development is represented. 
In such circumstances, it might seem well-nigh hopeless to frame genera
lisations of value regarding the cultivator and his surroundings. But 
there are certain economic and social conditions which are common to 
almobt the whole of India. There are very.few large cities or urban 
areas; agriculture is by far the most important indll8try; the 
typical unit of cultivation is a holding of a few acres; the financial 
resources of the cultivator are slender. In rural areas, a reaident middle 
elass is almost entirely Glmentl; illiteracy is the rule anrl. not, G8 in western 
(lountries, the exception; statll8 rather than contract is the cement of a 
80cial structure which, almost everywhere, has considerable elaboration 
in the village community and, among the Hindus, finds a fundamental 
expression in caste. 

Progress in social and economic development is due to the growth 
{)f new ideas and desires stimulated by contact with the outer world 
.and opportunity to work for new ideals. The needs of the Indian cultiva
tor have hitherto hRen few, So far, village life has been self-contained and 
the villager has had little contact with the great world outside. But 
history shows that the peasant benefits from the stimulus of urban centres 
in his midst and from the standards set by an industrial population. The 
average Indian cultivator knows nothing of cities and almost nothing of 
industry, Illiterate himself, he has, 'as a rule, no one in his village to 
whom he'can turn for advice. In the vast majority of the villages, he 
does not want, because he has never known, such amenities as modem 
sanitation, pure drinking water or skilled medical aid~ Outbreaks of seasonal 
diseases, such as cholera and malaria, do not prompt him to action since 
he does not connect them with the ahsence of such amenities. He 
regards visitations of epidemics as part of the natural order of the world. 

Such are his disabilitie3, His assets are, however, by no means inconsi-
UO~~"'l~. v. __ .t-- -' ____ .:...1, he. ... ..J his fellows have been accus-
tomed to rely on their own exertions. Th.& vilL>.ge has grown and in 
th~ great ,maj?rity of cases still grows, its own food; the ~lty of 
failure untIl qUlte recently has been starvation and in extreme cases death 
It ~as m~tained,. and still very largely maintains, all the ~isa~ 
which a SlIDple agnculture and manner of' life require-the smith, the 
carpenter, the weaver, the potter and the worker in leather. It haa 
financed and still, to a large extent, finances its crops and the marketing 
of the sU11.'lus th;ough ~oneylenders of various types and designations, 
although, In an mcreasmg number of villages, the co-operative depart
ment.s provide the cultivator with an alternative means of finance and 
~re thus ~ new factor which has begun to play an important part 
In rural life. , 

Lastly~ but by.no means, of least importance, the village very largely 
governs Itself. The authonty exercised by the headman and the mode 
()f his appoint-'!lent vary among different communities. But the head
~an is B characte~stio fe.a~ure of Indian village life. Though his office 
IS frequently heredItary, he L'I by no means an autocrat. He has definit'; 
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dutieg towarda the Government at whose will he holda office and he must 
carry with him the opinion of the village elders. 

The cultivator is thus a member of a definitely organised community. 
which has, as far back as the history of social organisation in India 
can be traced, been dependent on itself for the means of living and, to a 
very large extent, for its government. As a result, the typical culti
vator is, within the sphere of his experience, seH-reliant and both his 
methods of cultivation and his social organisation exhibit that settled 
order which ia characteristic of all countries in which the cultivating 
peasant has long lived in, and closely adapted himseH to, the 
conditions of a particular environment. 

394:. Upon this ancient structure of' village life certain influences are 
BIGn O~ OHUIOH. at work which must sooner or later profoundly 
(i) EcoNOMIC. modify its characteristic seH-sufficiency and which, in 

BOme parts of the country, have already begun to produce their effects. 
These influences are partly economic and partly administrative. 

The economic infiuences are both internal and exter~l. Internally, 
thsre is a steady, if slow, development of industry and an increase in the 
demands from urban centres. Although large Bcale industries are still 
mainly grouped round the large ports of Bombay, Calcutta, Rangoon and 
Madras, with outlying factories at a few up-country centres, thtlrc is a 
decided tendency for the primary manufacturing processes of agricultural 
products to extend to the small towns and even to the larger villages. 
Oil mills, cotton ginneries, rice-hulling mills, sugar and tobacco factories 
establish themselves wherever the combination of the particular crop. good 
communicat.ions by rail or river, and suitable power is to be found. At 
present, over the country as a whole, the influences of these factories are 
relatively unimportant, but, in, the localities in which they are situated, 
they are undoubtedly having' a marked economic efft'ct. This develop
ment of inuustryaway frum th 1..r5C ~68 provides a much needed 
outJe~Jor tIle Burplus capital of th~ local moneylender: '.I'hela"bour required 
is supplied in large measure by the poorer local cultiYator; for the busy 
season at the factory is his off season, since it is with his harvested crop 
that the factory deals. In short, the factory finds employment for the 
men and money of the locality in which it is established and brings to 
it the stir of new ideas. The establishment of factories and the creation 
of industrialised urban centres lead to a demand for agricultural prodl1~~ 
and for such articles as fruits, vegetable8 and dairy produce. A tendency 
arises to produce milk, fruits and vegetables inteIlllively where conditions 
of climate and soil are favourable and transport facilities to industrial 
centres are available. Such specialised cultivation means that the culti), 
vator gets money for his own products, but must, in many-cases, buy' 
some of his foodstuffs, and that the seH-subsistent econo:QlY of the villages 
throughout these areas of specialised production tends to decline. 
. The growing external demand for special products also ~teadily invades '. 
the seclusion of village life. Bumper harvests no longer rot on the, 
nelds, after the requirements of t.he village have been met', because no' 
externr:.! markets exist. The" money crop" element in Indian agriculture 
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-cotton, oil-seeds, jute, tea and tobacco-is now becOming more and 
more a factor in the world supplies. Buyers for the large export firms 
are to be found in increasing numbers in up-country centres. Interest in 
the quality of the country's produce grows with the raising of the world's 
standards. Firms selling fertilisers and machinery are no longer content 
to confine their operations to the large cities but send their agents out 
into the country districts. It is easy t.o exaggerate the present 
strength of this inter-connection between an Indian village and the 
world markets, both as regards the area affected and the degree of 
in1luence exerted. The village so affected is still the exception, but, 
in consid~ring the signs of change, it is impossible to ignore the 
potentialities of this, factor. 

Railways and river transport take an lDcreasing share in linking the 
villages with the towns. There is another influence at work which is 
likely to have a profound effect in this respect, the great developmen~ 
of motor passengllr services and the large use made of them by the villagers. 
The efiect of this development of rural life will ultimately be the same as it 
has proved to be in all other countries. Where fluch services ply, the 
artisans of the villages along their route will have to face the competi
tion of the town blU!l1ar. The interchange of produce between towns 
and vilJ..;.~s will be extended. The forces of conservatism in an 
Inwan \'illage are strong, but the experience of all ages and cotmtries 
has heen that the opening up of communications is a. most powerful 

, Iactor tnbringing about economic and social change. To this experience 
we believe that the Indian village will be no exception. We are not 
prepared to fl.:ffi.rm that contact with the towns must invariably, and in all 
rl!t!1:'ects, exercise an improving in1luence on the countryman. There can, 
however, be no douht that s11ch contact sharpens the wits oi rural 
folk, and renders them more easily receptive of new Ideas~a:nd-mor~ 
anxious to grasp new oppor1 unit.ieR_ 

395. In matters of administration, the isolation of the village is being 
", steadily, if slowly, overcome. By a series of local 

(II) ADlfINlSTRATIVE. government enactments between 1919 and 1926, 
the powers of distriet boards in respect of education, health, conservancy, 
public works, and certain other matteril, have been, in most provinces, 
delegated in some measure to panchayats or other small administrative 
unit&. ill some cases, the unit is one village only; in"others. a. 
group of villages. The composition and duties of these village bodies. 
whether known as panchayats, union boards or union committees, are 
very similar. (Their duties include the supply of water for domesti" 
use; the cleansing of public roads, drains, tanks and wells (other than 
tanks and wells used exclusively for irrigation), and other public places. 
or works in the:- village; the construction, maintenance and repair of 
minor roads, <!rains and bridges; sanitation, conservancy and the
prevention and abatement of nuisances; the preservation and improve
ment of the public health; the maintenance and regulation of the use 
of public buildings vested in the panchayats or lo~al committees, and 
the control of grazing lands; the lighting of the village, the supervisioll 
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, of the village school, and the management and maintenance of cattle 
poundB:J In addition to these executive duties, village committees are 
empowered to try certain trivial offences, especially breaches of the 
by-Jaw8 ff~gulating the performance of their executive duties. Their 
expeIlBes are met from the village fund which if! partly maintained by 
contributions from Government and district local boards, and partly by 
house and other village taxes. The puwers obtained have, in very' 
many cases, not yet been used, and, where a beginning has been made, ; 
the machinery is not yet working vigorously. Thc difficulties which' 
ha ve arisen are mainly dile to inexperience andto the reluctance to impose 
10_caI_1.~xa_tion. The fact remains, however, tnat power now generally 
exists to make the administration of the village far more efficient than 
formerly and to link it with the district and provincial administration. 
The mere existence of this power is an important indication of the 
incre88ing attention being paid to the village in the administration of 
the provinces. 

Thus, in matters of local self-government, the h,ndenoy of recent 
year8 has been to emphasise the importance of the village aa the 
unit of administration. Generally, we are satisfied that, in the sphere 
of administration, provision exists to enable the villages to maintain 
and develop self-government while participating in the larger life of 
the province. The distances, the size of the population, and the limited 
resources in men and money make it difficult for the provincial govern
ments to do more than point the way in matters affecting the Welfare 
of the villages. 

396. Our primary concern with the dwellers in the villages we 
PuBLlO HlULTB. have just described is with what may be called 
ITS 11IILBVAlfOB TO the technique of agricultural improvement and the 

TJIB ENQUIRY AlfD ····fi d . f h' h 
ITS INTRIli'SIO rMPOB- varIOUS sClenti c an economIc actors w IC we 
l'ANOIl. consider necessary to achieve 8uch impl'('\vement. 
But it is also an instruction to us "in particular to investigate 
the main factors affecting rural prosperity and the welfare of the 
agricultural population." A striking challenge to such an investi
gation is contained in a Resolution which was passed in identical terms 
at the all-India Conferences of Medical Reflearch Workers, held in 1924 
and 1926. The Resolution runs as follows :-

" This Conference believes that the average number of deaths'resulting 
every year from preventible disease is about five to six millions, that the 
average number of days lost to labour by each person in India, from 
preventible disease, is not less than a fortnight to three weeks in 
each year, that the percentage loss of efficiency of the average person 
in India from preventible malnutrition and disease is not 1eSB than 
twenty per cent and that the percentage of infants bOlia in India who 
reach a wage-earning age is about 50, whereas it is quite possible to 
raiRe this percentagl) to 80 to 90. The Conference beIte;es that these 
estimates are undeNltatements rather than exaggerations, but, allowing 
for the greatest possible margin of error, it is absolutely certain that the 
wastage of life and efficiency which result from preventible disease costs 

JlOY 286-31 
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India several hundreds of crores of rupees each year. Added to this is 
the grea.t suffering which affects many millions of people evClY year. 

This Conference believes that it is p088ible to prevent a great 
proportion of this wa~\e at a. cost which is small in comparison with 
the expenditure. 

The recent census shows that the position in India is one of grave 
emergency. The Conference recognises th~t the problem is very 
complicated and involves not ~erely. medical. research,. but also 
qu'.!stions of public health, ~edical .rehef,. medlCal educatlOn, propa
tTllnda and social and econOIDlC conluderatIol18. 
t:>. * * * * * 

The Conference believes that the greatest cause of poverty and finan
cial stringencv in India is loss of efficiency resulting from preventible 
diseasf' and, tl~erefore, considers that lack of funds, far from being It reason 
for postponing the enquiry, is a strong rea~on for immediate investigation 
of the question." 

397. The close relationship between agriculture and public health is 
Tn IN"rERACTrOlf obVious and the two react upon each other to a 

OY &<lRICULTUBII: AND ren.arkable degree. Economic wastage due to disease 
PGBUC 8'liLTH. cannut be over-exaggerated. Malaria slays its 
thousands and lowers the economio efficiency of hundreds of thousa.nds ; 
plague and cholera sweep the country from time to time; hookworm 
disea~e. kala-azar and diseases arising f:om diet deficiency insidiously 
raduce the labour power of the cultivating classes. Any enquiry, theref.1re, 
into the general condition of agriculture and the position of the cultivator 
must take account of the public health aspect of his life; of the suitability 
of his diet; of the sanitary conditions under which he lives and of his 
general rural environment. In order that, as a result of the "better 
fanning" to which we hope our proposals will lead, the cultivator may 
have that" better living" which should follow from it, it is necessary 
to take stock of existing conditions and consider what steps are necessary 
to improve them. These conditions in the rural areas are certainly bad. 
t;anitation, ill any accepted sense of the word, is practically non-existent. 
The public latrine is too often the bank of a stream or the margin of a tank. 
This prediBposes to bou!,.",orm infestation and to the spread of all the 
diseases which are caused by a polluted water supply, for the same water 
is in many places used both for drinking and bathing purposes. The 
use of the open field may not in all cases be open to the same ohjections, 
but here also every endeavour should be used to protect catchment 
areas of tanks and streams. As soon as the villager is sufficiently in
structed in health matters to appreciate the advantages of proper latrines 
and the need for keeping them in a oeccnt condition, we consider that 
their est9.blishment would on all grounds be desirable. Risks to health 
would be mi:llmised and a valuable source of manure conserved. 
lTnprotected wells and tanks; \lUSWept village streets ; close pent 
windows excluding all ventilation: it is in such conditions that the average 
villager lives anti yet succeeds in maintaining a remarkably high standard 
of petsonal cleanliness and tidiness. The tragedy Is that such a state 
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of 3ffaics should exist when,with corporate action on the part of the 
villagers, the evils would be so easily remediable. A common determin
ation to protect wells, to keep villages clean and to avoid as far as possible 
the pollution of rivers would undoubtedly lead to an enormous improve
ment of the public health. 

398. In the course of our investigations, we have had the advantage of 
POLlOY 4lID pao. examining the public health representatives of the 

0811118. Government of India and of all local governments. 
The impression we hava gathered from our enquiries is that a distinct 
forward movement in the investigation of public health problems is in 
progress. It has been pointed out that, for the past eighty years, the 
Government of India have slowly, but persistently and unostentatiously, 
been advancing medical research, education and relief. Emphasis 
has been laid on the point that public health principles must not be 
unduly forced upon a people bound by ancient customs many of 
which art' linked up with their religious practices. The policy, therefore, 

nas been to press on with research and investigation, and, by 
judicious and well-considered propaganda, to try to foster in the 
people a public health conscience which will make the application of 
the principles recommended an easy matter when such a conscience has 
been generally awakened. There are signs that such an awakening is 
slowly taking place in urban areas; should it be stirred in rural areas, the 
improvement in-health conditions may be rapid and general. Such an 
awakening must, however, largely depend, in the first instance; on an 
expansion of the public health personnel and we had abundant evidence in 
the course of our tour that this is rapidly taking place in most 
provinces. It was also a matter of gratification to find that the attitude 
of ~he local legislatures to public health matters is sympathetic and that 
there seems to be a general desire for progress in this direction. 

399. Under the present constitutional arrangements, " Public Health" 
PlWI0lPL1III ow is a transferred subject and its detailed adminis

PUBLIC 1l11.UJr1l ADm· tration rests with local bodies. The State provides 
JmlTBATJON. technical advice and staff and assittts with money 
grants, but the carrying out of schemes in detail must, in the main, be 
a matter for the people themselves. The only aspect of public health 
in which the ceJltral Government can DOW intervene is in the framing 
of all-India legislation, so far as the Indian Legislature may deem 
r.ecessary,. in respect of contagious and infectious diseases. Central 
agencies and institutions for medical research, however, remain under 
the control of the Government of India but there is no restriction on 
suoh research being undertaken in provincial institutions, and indeed 
much research work is carried out locally. 

400. The concern of the provincial public health departments 
Tm!:PBOvmOIAL is the establishment, throughout the country, 

l'trJlLJO HIIIALTH of such precautionary condi~i01l8 as render 
. DBP ABTHIIN'l'S.' the incidence or spread of disease less likely. 
. Olll~:u.~ OBO:;:' In recent years, there has been a great forward 

SATIOII. movement· in this direction and questions 
of improved water supply, sanitary and conservancy arrangements 

)10 y 286-310 
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have received an increasing amount of attention. Public Health, 
formerly in the charge of the Ins~ector Ge~eral of Civil Ho~pit~ls, 
is now a separate department, under Its own DIrector. The organISatIOn 
of the departments varies I!omewhat in the different provinces. As a 
rule, the staff consists of a Director with one or two assistant directors, 
and special officers such as malariologists, directors of vaccin~ 
institutes and chemical examiners. The districts are reached by the 
district health officers with a staff of health inspectors and 
sanitary inspectors (for municipalities), and it is only by the rapid 
expansion of such a staff that improvement in the sanitary and health 
conditions of rural areas can be effected. The most highly developed 
department in this respect is the Madras department and we think it 
desirable to give in some detail an account of its organisation, as an 
indication of what we consider necessary in all provinces, if the rural 
problems waiting for solution are to be efficiently and speedily dealt 
with. 

401. The health scheme was introduced in every distrirt in Madras 
in 1923, Three assistant directors of public health 

MADRAS DISTRICT were put in charge of a bureau in the office of 
REALTlI SCHEME, h' f P bli H 1 h' d f be' . t e DIrector-0 u c ea t mstea 0 mg m 
charge of territorial areas as they formerly were. A trained health 
officer is now in complete charge of the public health administration 
of a district and, in each taluk, there is at least one health inspector 
who works under the immediate supervision and control of the district 
health officer. There are now 26 district health officers and 261 health 
inFlpectors. This health staff also supervises the work of the 
vaccinators employed by local bodies. Members of the health staff 
are government officers and their services are placed at the disposal 
of the local bodies to carry out the provisions of the Local Boards 
Act (1920) which deals with the health, safety and convenience 
of the rural population. The salaries of all health officers in rural areas 
are paid by Government, but the whole expenditure in connection with 
the prevention of epidemics and the improvement of sanitation 18 a 
charge on local bodies, 

The subjects with which this district health staff deals are the 
investigation and control of communicable diseases in rural areas, 
the supervision of vaccination and preventive measures and the 
superintendence of the registration of vital statistics. In ~ddition, it 
drafts plans and estimates for simple sanitary projects and takes steps to 
remedy, defects in village drainage and water aupplies. It is also 
responsIbl1) for health propaganda work by means of lantern 
~e~tures and posters, etc. When outbreaks of cholera or plague occur, 
It 18 expected to take all precautionary measures against its spread 
a~d to localise the outbrea1.-s in co-operation, where necessary, 
~th t~e staff of. other districts. It also investigates hookworm 
InfestatIOn and other similar parasitic infections. 

. Milch has been effected by the introduction oftbis scheme. It has 
been possible, by preventive measures, to check the spread of et>idemics 



such as cholera and relapsing fevers.. Progress in vaccination and 
improvement in the registration of births alid deaths have been achieved. 
The advance in the education of the public in health matters as the result 
of lectures, lantern exhibitions and posters has been marked. Medical 
inspection of pupils in secondary schools is compulsory and the principles 
of hygiene are taught more generally and more intelligently. 
The demand from the public is now for more staff and for 
a wider exteruiion of activities. This attitude indicates that all that 
~ _''1:ant:ed is~ lead and that public interest will rapidly follow. _. 

402. With regard to the causation as opposed to the prevention of 
disease, the greater part of the medical research 

To bDlAN RlI· underta.ken by the central Government is carned 
8RARCR .FuND ABeo. out by officers working under the Indian Research 
OlATlON. lT8 OBOllI'l· A __ • • b· f his A _ • • 
UTION AND WORJ(. Fund .tU!IIoClatlOn. The 0 lects 0 t AJ>SOclation 

are the promotion and assistance of research, the 
propagation of knowledge, and experimental measures generally in 
connection with the causation, mode of spread and prevention of diseases 
primarily of a . communicable nature. The entire control and 
management of the affaire, funds and ,",ork of the ABsociation is vested in, 
and rests with, the Governing Body. This Governing Body, of which the 
Member of the Governor General's Council in charge of the portfolio of the 
Department of Education, Health and Lands is president, consists of five 
members appointed in virtue of their office and others who may be.selected 
by the president from among members of the Association who have 
shown special interest in the objects for which the ABsociation is estab
lished. The ABsociation consists of permanent and temporary members. 
The permanent members are the president and members of the Govern
ing Body, and every donor of Rs. 500 or upwards. All members of 
the" working committees" (if they are not already permanent members 
of the .Association) and every contributor of Rs. 100 and upwards . 
annually during the currency of his subscription are temporary members. 
The Governing Body appoints a Scientific Advisory Board of whom not 
less than three members are members of the Governing Body. This 
Body examines all proposals in connection with the scientific objects 
of the Association which are submitted to it by the Governing_ 
Body and reports as to their feasibility. The scientific objects of the 
ABsociation are carned out with the aid of the working committees 
appointed by, and working under the direction of, the Scientific Advisory 
Board. The funds of the ABsociation (both capital and interest) are 
under the entire control of the Governing Body for the scientific objects 
of the ABsociation, and are applied to the payment of current expenses 
and charges incidental to the execution of the duties of the Governing 
Body, the Scientific Advisory Board and the working oommittees. 

The enquiries and investigations instituted under the" auspices of the 
ABsociation are conducted mostly by officers of the Medical Research 
Department who may be officers of the Indian Medical Service or private 
workers. Their pay and allowances are met Jrom a grant made by the 
Government of India for the purpose. The ABsociation also receives 
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an annual sub:;idy from the Government of India of about five lakhs of 
rupees. Its other funds are derived from donations by the public. Much 
research work has been done under the auspices of the Association in 
connection with such diseases as cholera, plague, malaria, kala-amr 
and in the investigation of problems of diet deficiency. This research 
is not at present centralised in one institute. The Association carries 
out its operations all over India in the areas m which material is available 
for the particular investigation in hand. The constitution and the work 
of the Indian Research Fund Association appear to us to be excellent. 
We have described its constitution in detail because it is a valuable 
combination of official and non-official control, money and experience 
for the promotion of the general welfare. Progress in the immediate 
future, in a country so large as India, must depend on the degree to 
which private effort and official experience can co·operate in joint 
schemes of social amelioration. 

403. In the Bombay Presidency, a scheme has been inaugurated for 
VILLAGIII MIIIDIOAL the supply of medical relief in rural areas which 

AID SOHlliME IN are out of reach· of hospitals, dispensaries 
BOMBAY. and of medical practitioners. Under this 

: arrangement, a certain number of selected primary teachers are given 
a training of about 2! months' duration at the civil hospitals, in what 
may be called first aid. At the end of the course, they return to their 
schools.and act as first-aid doctors in the vicinity. Thirty men thus 
trained have been established in villages of about 1,000 to 1,500 inhabit
ants in five districts. In addition to their school duties, they help villagers 
in minor ailments and send on cases, with which they are not them.<;elves 
capable of dealing, to the nearest hospital or dispensary. During the 
first sixteen months the scheme was in operation these upacharaks, 
as they are called, dealt with over 120,000 cases, and Collectors, civil 
surgeons, and presidents of municipalities and local boards have borne 
testimony to the quality and value of their work. The villages selected 
are within easy reach of headquarters, so as to facilitate inspection, and 
the headmasters selected for training are ordinarily chosen from schools 
with two or more masters. A small allowance is paid to the men 
thus trained and employed. We consider the scheme a promising one, as it 
provides for simple medical aid in areas which cannot support a dispensary 
or a. qualified practitioner and must, from the position of a. headmaster 
in a village, ultimately be a powerful factor in creating local interest 
in questions of rural hygiene and sanitation. Further, the employment 
of schoolmasters, while it haR limitations, obviates the objections which 
might be raised to the creation of a separate class of inferior practitioner • 

. 404:. In connection with the expansion of medical facilities in rural 
.. areas. we desire to draw attention toa scheme which 

SUBSIDIES TO PILI· has been adopted in some provinces, under which 
v ATE lIIlIiDIOAL PRAOTI·. thl b'd' . lifi d .. 
TIONIllBS. a mon Y su Sl Y 18 gIven to qua e practItIOners 

to induce them to settle in small towns or villages. 
Apart from the provision of trained medical skill, the 'presence of a man 
of education a.nd position in t.he village must have a considerable effect. 



Economic pressure will probably ultimately induce many qualified 
medical men to leave the larger for the smaller towns and the grant of a 
8ubsidy may accelerate the process. The local doctor should, in course 
of. time, become the natural leader in matters afiecting village amenities. 
We consider that schemes of this nature have great potentialities and 
that they should be encouraged. 

405. A matter which very closely afiects the welfare of the commu

M1DWIYlIs, 
nity, and which has in recent years attracted much 
attention, is the improvement of the training of nurses 

and midwiv8!'. It bas to be admitted that, so far, little progress has 
been possible outside municipalities or large towns, but it is a matter 
for satisfaction that even such a beginning has been made. Progress in 
this direction must depend on the awakening of the public conscience and 
on the appreciation of the appalling wastage of infant and maternal life 
which results from the terrible rigours of childbirth. Advance mU;lt be 
slow, but it is satisfactory to note that it has begun. A number of 
provinces have Nurses and Midwives ,A.cts. As a rule, these Acts provide 
for tIte registration of nurses and midwives and for the registration of 
dais (village midwives) and limit the appointments to hospitals and dis
pellilariessupported by public funds tel nuraes or midwives so registered. 
In some csses, the Act provides that no subsidysh&U be paid by the 
local government or local authorities to any medical practitioner 
who employs a dai other t,han one who is registered. The training of dais 
is a great difficulty and, indeed, is the crux of the whole matter. ·In this_ 
connection, we may refer to Lady Wilson's Village Baby Scheme under 
which existing dais in any village will be divided into two groups, 
which will be brought in succession to some centre such as Poona 
or Bombay and shown, for a period of tf\n days to a fortnight, how 
cleanliness and non-interference are observed in midwifery cases in the 
hospitals. This scheme, which was 'first tried experimentally in the 
Poona di~trict, has proved so satisfactory that in July. 1927, a larger 
scheme known as the Lady Wilson Village Maternity Association has 
been embarked upon, the object being to extend the work all over the 
presidency. The Government of Bombay are' prepared to assist the 
scheme with a grant equal to one-third of the expenditure, up to a 
maximum of Rs. 10,000 annually. There seems to ,be no doubt that 
the training of the indigenous dais, under these very simple methods, 
in the principles of their profession, will ultimately have So very 
marked efiect. 

In Bengal, grants are given to district boards to organise the training 
of dais by means of their dispensary medical officers, a small allowance 
being given to the dais as an inducement to attend the classes 
regularly. • 

Apart from legislative enactments concerned with nurses and midwives, 
the interests of the mothers and children are now the'concern of a large 
and increasing body of ladies of all nationalities and classes, who have 
formed themselves into IJli,I,ternity relief and child welfare associations., 
Uufortnnately, again, the great majority of these are in the larger towns. 
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Their activities lie mainly in the direction of infant wellare societi~!!, 
but in some cases include the provision of small lying-in hospitals' and 
the supply and training of midwives. 

The Gurgaon district of the Punjab may be mentioned as one notable 
instance where this' welfare work is l)eginningto be extended to the villages, 
as part of an intensive campaign of rural uplift organised by a most 
enthusiastic deputy commissioner and his wife-Mr. and Mrs. F. L. 
Brayne. This village work is undertaken by lady health visitors of 
whom there are now four. They advise pregnant women on necessary 
precautions and preparations and on the selection of a good dai, etc. 
Dais are trained by the Lady Health Officer at the district 
headquarters. 

406. We have limited ourselves strictly to a description of the more 

WELLS. 
notable official efforts to deal with public health 
affairs, as an examination in detail of the work done 

would involve technical questions which do not fall within our. 
province. 

But we have been very much impressed, in the course of our tour, by 
I the insistent demand for an improved water supply. We consider 
this a. matter of paramount importance and would urge upon 
local g(wernments the desirability of encouraging the con:version 
ot step wells into lift wells provided with parapets and suitable 
1!ear .. The smking of tube wells will often provide an ample supply 
ht potable water where other sources are unsatisfactory. These are 
measures which it is not easy for the village community to carry out 
unaided. Money, and not labour, plays the chief part, and it is in the 
collection of funds that the common endeavour ofa village is least 
effective. Recent enactments give local boards and village authorities 
pOWer t·o impose taxation in various forms; we observe, however, that 
power to impose a special cess for a particular object has not been granted. 
A village which would object to the permanent levy of a general cess might 
often welcome a special levy for the purpose of a well or a tank. Some 
local governments are already making annual grants to local authorities 
for the improvement, under the supervision of the public health depart
m~nts, of the potable water supplies. Remembering the heavy charges 
on public funds involved in dealing with epidemics of diseases known 
to be water-borne, we suggest that all governments may well regard 
expenditure on capital works of the nature described above as constitut
ing a sound policy of insurance. 

407. In the course of our tour, we have been much impressed by the 
THE EFFORTS 011' great awakening of non-official interest in the health 

lfOlf·oJ'II'IOlAL AGE~.. and welfare of the country-side. It is from this mani-
oms TO IMPROVB THB f t t' f bli' h d' 
IlBALTH AND WELFAliB es a Ion 0 pu c mterest t at we enve our greatest 
011' THill OOUNTRY·SIDB.' encouragement and hope. This awakening is general 
and is not confined to any particular province. We propose to refer to 
a few non-official schemes which seem to us to be 'worthy of mention 
a.nd imitation. 
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4C8. The social work of the Servants of India Society, which was 

T founded by the late Mr. Gokhale, is an interesting 
TPIOAL &XAXPL£8 •• • 

or BUell XROBTS. example of non-official effort. It IS directed by the 
N TJo BEn Poona Seva Sadan Society which was established 

BADAl( SoOIllTT. inrnO as a movement to promote the education 
of women. Its activities extend to all branches of education, literary, 
industrial, medical and cultural, but the basic ideal is social service. 
Whilst all its efforts, therefore, have a bearing on the problems ofrural 
environment, special mention should be made of the facilities which it 
provides for medical education amongst women. In its last report, 78 
women are shown as attending courses ·of instruction in midwifery an~ 
nursing and as students of the Public Health School at Poona. Infant 
welfare centres are attached to the Ahmednagar and Sholapur 
maternity hospitals, and 148 and 117 women respectively are being 
trained in midwifery, nursing and child welfare work. There are also 
branches of the institution at Nagpur and Gwalior where similar work 
is carried on. In addition to instructional work, and the conduct of 
infant welfare· centres, the society distributes free of cost, medicine, milk 
and clothes to the children of th~ poor, while free advice and treatment 
are given to expectant mothers. The society is also extending maternity 
and child welfare activities in other stations and now has in all five small 
maternity hospitals and dispensaries and seven infant welfare centres. 
A number of trained nurses are also available for work in the districts. ~ 

409 We would also mention the Central Co-operative Anti-Malaria 
Society of Calcutta, founded by Rai Bahadur 

(00) TUII CO-Ol'EB- Dr. G. C. Chatterjee with the express purpose of 
ATIVII AlITI-MALARu. llin -bl dis lik al· k 1 
SoODlTY OIP BUGAL. contro g prevent! e eases e m arIa, a a-

azar and cholera by co-operative effort. The 
possibilities of this movement have been recognised by Government 
which assists the Society by annual grants amounting up to date to 
about Rs. 70,000. An appreciable improvement has been effected in the 
water supply and sanitation of villages where societies formed under 
the auspices of the central society exist. In some cases, the societies 

. maintain medical officers of their own. At the time of 'gur 
examination of Dr. Chatterjee, there were 950 anti-malaria village 
societies of which 700 were regarded as active and 250 as more or less 
moribund. Out of the 700 societies, 300 were registered under the 
Co-operative Societies Act. Unfortunately, not all of these societies 
are effectively linked up with the central society nor is the connection 
with local bodies as close as it might be. Apart from these weaknesses 
in organisation, there is no doubt that the movement has done a great 
amount of practical good by arousing Bengal villagers to the necessity and 
the possibility of improving the health of their villages by their own efforts. 

410. As another example of the work being done by p'tivate organisa.
tions, we would mention the RuraJ Reconstruction 

(iii) RUHAL U. 
CONSTRUCTION OU. centres of the Indian Young Men's Christian 
TBES OIP TUB UDWf Association, of which six have so far been established 
Y. M. c. A. in southern India. Some of us visited the centre 
at Ramanadapuram, a village on the outskirts of Coimbatore. The main 
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object of these centres is to bring to notice by means of exhibits in 
markets, the distribution of literature and dramatic performances, the 
facilities which co-operation, education, and sanitation offer for a better 
and fuller liIe. This Association has recently founded a Students' Asso
ciation for Rural.Service. 

411. The devastating incidence of malaria in India is graphically 
M.u..&.mA AND brought out in a statement by the Public Health 

QUININI!I. Commissioner with the Government of India. In 
(j) GENEBAL. the health statistics for the Whole of India for 

1923, nearly 31 million of deaths are recorded as due to fevers. On this 
Colonel Graham remarks :-" The application of an arbitrary correction 
figure of ! for fever mortality figures still shows over a million deaths 
from malaria, the morbidity of which is very great. As we have a record 
of nearly eight million people being treated for it at our dispensaries 
and hospitals, We can surmise how appalling is the maiming due to it. 
Further, its relation to agriculture is very close through methods of 
cultivation and canal irrigation which may lead to final depopulation. It 
is of primary importance in opening up jungle tracts to tea, coffee and 
rubber, whilst its connection with rice cultivation is a. very complex 
one which occupied the attention of the recent International Malarial 
Conference at Rome .. Christophers* in estimating the morbidity says 
that, for one million deaths in a.dult males between 15-50 years of age, 
there should be at least two millions constantly sick and the equivalent 
of fift~ million admissions to hospitals." 

Municipalities have anti-malarial campaigns and. the rural population 
can obtain small packets of quinine through local post offices and 
other agencies. But there is little, if any, systematic effort to control 
malaria in rural areas except on the large planting estates. It is only 
through concerted action on the part of the people themselves 
with the guidance and assistance of the State, as far as its limited 
resources in men and money may allow, that a substantial measure of 
success in controlling malaria can be achieved. It is for this reason 
that we have drawn special attention, in paragraph 4.09, to the work of 
the anti-malaria co-operative societies in Bengal. 

Not the least of Government's responsibilities in the matter is connect
ed with its policy in regard to the manufacture of quinine and cinchona 
febrifuges-the principal prophylactic in .the treatment of malaria. 
Both for the prevention and for the treatment of malaria, a much wider 
distribution of quinine is necessary. At present, the high price of 
quinine militates against this. The total annual consumption of 
quinine in India is estimated at 160,000 lbs~ of which only 42,000 lbs. 
are manufactured in the country. In these circumstances, the 
Indian price \'i determined by the world price and this, as is well 
known, is a monopoly price owing to the fact that ninety per cent qf the 
world's surpluS o!. quinine comes from Java. To reduce the internal 
price to a level at which the Government of India would be able to 
~mbark on an intensive anti-malaria campaign, it .would be necessary 

·Prllsidenti&! addrellS, Eleventh Indian Soienoe Congress (Medio&! Research Seotion.) 
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that India should produce all its own requirements of quinine and thus 
be able to reduce the monopoly price. 

With the exception of those which were started in 1923 in the Mergui 
district in Burma, all the cinchona plantations and the factories for the 
manufacture of quinine are owned by the governments of Bengal and 
Madr38. Under the Devolution Rules, however, the Government of 
India have full powers to regulate the planting programme of the loul 
governments, to fix the issue price of quinine on a uniform basis 
and to prohibit the purchase and sale of quinine by local governments. 
They thus exercise a controlling authority over the industry. 

If India is to embark on any large campaign for fighting malaria, we, 
are convinced that it will first be necessary to reduce considerably the \ 
price of quinine within India and this can only be effected if India is self
supporting in production. ,To achieve this self-sufficiency, a considerable 
extension of the present area under cinchona will be required. Investi
gations into the possibility of extending the area, and, into the 
problems of development and manufacture, are, in our opinion, matters 
for the Government of India and not for provincial governments. 
Quinine is required throughout India but the cinchona tree can be suc
cessfully cultivated only in certain provinces. Some of these provinces 
have not the resources to enable them to embark on this specialised branch 
of industry and the Government 01 India, owing to their larger resources, 
are in a better position than any provincial government to undertake ex
periments and to develop any areas capable of yielding quinine f~r the 
benefit of the country 38 a whole. If the question of malaria is to De
seriously tackled, we are strongly of opinion that the development ot 
cinchona cultivation in all provinces which contain areas suitable for its 
growth, the manufacture of quinine, and the control of its distribution 
80 far as price within India is concerned, should be taken over by the 
Government of India. In view of the all-India importance of the 
question, it is not one which should be left to local governments, 
however efficiently they may in the past have carned out their obliga
tions in the matter. 

412. We have been urlormedthat, as a result of the selection of seed, 
the percentage of quinine yielded by trees in Bengal 

(ii) THs IiB];:D FOB has been doubled in the past twenty years. This 
INCBBAgED 80IBN· f . t·ft t d· ·ll tr . 
TIFIO INVESTIGATION consequence 0 SClen I c s U Y 18 an I us ation 

. of what might be looked for, if other problems 
hindering the progress of cinchona cultivation were systematically 
attacked, and we are of opinion that a research institute for the invest
igation of cultural diflicult:ies met with in the growing of cinchona is 
desirable. 

A good deal of general information respecting the soils and climates 
r.uited for cinchona has been collected; but these subiects appear to 
have received little detailed study and the lack of preciee information 
which can only be gained by scientific investigation Ms already led to 
costly failures in cinchona plantations. If a scientific staff were assembled 
for the study of cinchona questions from the point of vieW' of the chemist, 
the plant breeder and the meteorologist, and if this staff were enabled to 
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carry out carefully planned experiments in localities in which it was 
proposed to start, new plantations, it is unlikely that large scale failures 
would be repeated. 

The possibility of extending the area under cinchona cultivation and 
• of cheapening qUinine affords other reasons for scientific study. The 

cinchonas are exotics which have not taken kindly to Indian conditions, 
and, as a group, they remain difficult to satisfy. Efforts to find soil and 
conditions suitable for their cultivation have meantime brought some 
40,000 acres only under ,consideration. This position raises for plant 
breeders the question of the possibility of altering the character of the 
tree so as better to adapt it to the Indian climate, and for chemists 
the possibility of effecting soil improvement at a cost which would be 
found economical by the cinchona planter. 

We have been informed in evidence that the cultivation of Cinchona 
LedgeriaM, the most valuable species, is restricted by the fact that it can 
stand neither frost nor high temperatures. But the plant hybridises 
readily and promising natural hybrids have been found. Cross
fertilisation has been resorted to, but the conditions in which it has 
been carried on have been unfavourable. In a case of this kind, it 
is hardly open to doubt that, if plant breeders took up the work in 
suitable conditions, varieties could be produced more tolerant of the 
Indian climate than the existing cultivated species. There is also the 
possibility of increasing the yield of quinine ; selection has already 
proyj.led a crop much more valuable than the original type, and there 
IS no reason to suppose that finality has been reached. Continued 
selection, with or without hybridisation as the circumstances Dlay 
require,would almost certainly be rewarded. 

Again, we have been informed that this valuable yellow bark cinchona 
is the species on which the Ja~a industry depends, and that there it 
thrives on deep soils of volcanic origin; but that it has not done well 
in Madras plantations; where the underlying rock is different in character. 
The Madras soil may be unsuitable for different reasons, s'ome remediable, 
others not. In view of the difficulty of finding soils suited to cinchona, 
we think that the possibilities of soil improvement should be carefully 
examined. 

As we have had no opportunity of visiting cinchona plantations or of 
seeing the experimental work now in progress, we make no recommen
dation respecting the size of laboratory and laboratory staff necessary, 
or on the extent of the facilities for field experimental studies that are 
desirable. We are, however, satisfied that in view ofthe great importance 
of extending cinchona cultivation and cheapening quinine,. much more 
scientific investigation is called for than has been undertaken in the 
past. 

413. EnougJi has been said to show that the medical and public health 
<. authorities are fully alive to the problems which 

OO~~~~ON:-LT1I-"- face them and are doing all that is possible with ' 
. present re.'!ources to further, medical relief and 

sanitation by curative or preventive measures. Release from the 
strangle-hold of disease in which large areas of' the country are at 
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present gripped would enormously enhance its general prosperity. In' 
the interests, therefore, of the community as a whole, no less than of 
the rural population which forms such an overwhelming part of it, 
we would emphasise the urgency of the need of developing the rural 
medic.a.l and public healt.h services to thB utmost possible extent and 
with the utmost speed. We would impress, both on the Government 
of India and on local governments, our most earnest conviction that 
assistance to these services and to aU unofficial eftorts of proved merit 
should be given without stint of men or money. We feel confident, 
from the steps already taken by the Government of India and the 
provincial governments, that this recommendation will receive their 
most sympathetic consideration. 

414. We now pass to another aspect of the problem. There is a close 
Nl7TILlTIOll'. relation between nutrition problems and agricultural' 

(;) Hl.TJUN practice and conditions. The food value of crops 
NUTRITION. from the deficiency disease aspect; the necessity of 

supplementing a staple food diet by the growth or importation of food
stufis containing the nutrient substances which the staple food lacks; 
the resulting necessity for cheap transport: all these are questions in 
which nutrition and agricultural research are inseparably linked. I 

The question of diet values and the relation of diet to disease have only 
recently come into prominence. Though such inquiries on any scale ar~ 
still in their infancy in India, individual workers have, from time to time, 
made studies of Indian dietaries, principally with reference to the Iliet of 
prisoners in the various jails. The most important of these were 
conducted some fifteen years ago by Colonel McCay into the jail dietaries 
of Bengal and of the United Provinces, but the larger question of the 
influence of diet on the physical development and well-being of the 
people was only incidentally touched on. Colonel McCay's conclusions 
were that, other things being equal, diet is the all-important factor in 
dptermining the degree of physical development and general well-being of 
the people, and that with a low protein consumption, deficient stamina, 
moral and physical, must be expected. He considered that the general 
lack of physique and vigour in Bengal was most probably due to a 
deficiency of protein in the diet, whilst the inclusion of wheat in 
gradually increasing proportions, as one passes north from Bihar and 
Orissa and the United Provinces to the Punjab, has led to a marked 
physical change in the population. He pointed out, further, that where a 
full rice diet is the custom, absorption of protein is retarded owing to the 
bulkiness of the rice diet; but if a proportion of wheat is added to the diet, 
protein assimilation is increased, thus indicating the value of a well
balanced diet of rice, dal and wheat, which is further improved by the 
addition of small quantities of meat and fish. Roughly, it may be said 
that the food of the population of India and the agricultUre producing it 
are very largely determined, in so far as th e quantity is concerned, by the 
actual dietetic needs of the population, though particular diets arel 
deficient in several important ingredients. Where there is a deficiencyJ 
of protein in the diet, bulky carbohydrate meals are consumed (as 
amongst the rice-eating peoples of India) and the t~ndency is to the 
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multiplication of digestive .trouhles. These tend to disappear in areas in 
whioh the local diet is sufficiently rich in protein. 

A more intensive study of the question of malnutrition, as a cause of 
physical inefficiency and ill-health among the masses of India, has heen 
taken up hyColonel McCarrison, who is in charge of the enquiry into 
deficiency diseases which is being carried out under the Retlearch Fund 
Association, and is at present working at the Pasteur Institute at 
Coonoor. We visited his lahoratory and ohtained from him, in evidence, 
a detailed account of the work in progress. We do not" propose to 
descrihe this work in detail, but would invite a reference to the account 
of it given at pages 95 et seq., Volume I, Part II, of our evidence. 

The importance of Colonel McCamson's work from the point of view of 
our inquiry is the emphasis which he lays on malnutrition as a prohlem 
facing those engaged in agricultural rellearch. He points out that the 
ultimate aim of the investigator of disease and the agricultural worker 
is the same, that is, the adequate nutrition of the people. He insjsts, 
therefore, that there should he the closest co-operation between them to 
the mutual advantage of both. The causes underlying the malnutrition 
of domestic animals are often similar in character to those underlying 
malnutrition in human beings. It is, therefore, desirable that work on 
human nutrition and on the nutrition of farm animals should be carried 
out, if not in the same laboratory, at least in the closest co-operation, 
or, in"other words, that there should be team work by workers with a 
knowledge of diflerent branches of the science of nutrition and also 
continuity of work. It may he remarked that, at the Rowett Research 
Institute at Aberdeen, the research work into animal nutrition and that 
on human nutrition are going on side by side, and the Director of that 
Institute gave it as his opinion that it was very important that both lines 
of research should be carried on in the same institute, because the 
fundamental principles of human nutrition and of the nutrition of farm 
animals are the same. 

In the pursuit of his investigations into deficient dieu, Colonel 
McCarrison has interested himself in the conditions which influence 
these deficiencies. It is ohvious that such investigations must be closely 
linked up with agricultural research. It may he assumed that the soil 
conditions which may influence the nutritive value of food-grains are 
the chemical composition of. tht' soil itself, the manurial treatment to 
which it is subjected, and the eflect of irrigation as compared with 
normal rainfall. These are clearly problems in the solution of which 
the agricultural departments can take a hand. 

Before we 1"8.ve this subject of malnutrition, it seems advisable 
that we should endeavour to dispel the idea that maln~trition and 
starvation are, the same, and that deaths resulting from the one 
may be ascribed to the other. Actually, a person sufiering from 
malnutrition may be consuming more than his system can utilise, and more 
than he would normally consume if the diet were properly constituted, 
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Deficiency diseases result from the absence of some essential 
element in the diet. Their occurrence is, therefore, no indication of 
poverty and consequent scarcity of food. A dietary conducing to 
malnutrition may cost more than a well-balanced dietary which 
promotes health. 

415. We have been struck with the comparative· failure to develop 
the fisheries of the country as a source of food. We 

(ii) FllIU 1.8 All. are aware that, in certain parts ofthe country, there 
ABTICLB OIr DIBT. 

are religious objections to the use of fish as an 
article of diet. Butin Madras and Bengal,it is readily taken and much 
relished by some four-fifths of the total population. In Burma, it is 
universally liked and in the form of a fish paste (1Igapi) is regarded 
as an indispensable condiment. In Bombay, the United Provinces and 
Bihar and Orissa, large classes of the popUlation take it when they can 
get it and, in the Punjab, there has been, since the war, a largely increased 
demand for it. Fish forms a specially valuable addition to a diet the 
staple of which is rice. 

We note with regret that the Fishery Department in Bengal was 
abolished as a measure of economy in 1923. We understand that the 
Government of Bengal are desirous of reconstituting it for work on inland 
fisheries only, as soon as their finances permit. We consider that the 
development of inland fisheries in Bengal should be regarded as one of 
the most urgent measures of rural amelioration and we recommend that, 
if the financial situation does not permit at present of the reconstitution 
of the department, at least one officer possessed of the necessary qualili
cations should be placed on special duty to promote interest amonll local 
authorities in the stocking of tanks with suitable fish and t.}''''' conserva
tion. The existing fishery departments in the Punjab, Bihar and Orissa 
and Madras should be strengthened for the same purpose. A special 
officer has been recently appointed in Burma with a view to submitting 
proposals for increasing the efficiency of the inland fisheries. We suggest 
that his investigations should include ali examination of the case for 
entrusting the development of these fisheries to a properly organised 
department. We recognise that a certain amount of work is already 
being done in some provinces in regard to the conservation of the existing 
stocks of fish. Ladders are being constructed over weirs at the head 
works of canals, regulations prohibit the capture of fish by dynamiting, 
poisoning and the use of small meshed nets, and tewards are being given 
for the destruction I>f various enemies to edible fish. Propaganda is 
also being undertaken to enlist the sympathies of the professional fisher
men in the working of such beneficial regulations. There is clearly. 
however. room for further development in conservancy work along these 
lines in all.provinces. • 

Generally, we note that it has been the policy of local governments to 
insist upon the Fishery Department paying its oWl1 way and that, in 
consequence, the staff haa been restricted to a few members. We regard 
this as a mistake and recommend that a longer view should be taken of 
the possibilities of developmeDt of the fish resourCe8 of the country in 
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the interests of the people as a whole. The chief object of the depart
ment should not be revenue but public benefit. 

We are fully aware that, if material progressi.s to.be made in .augment
ing in this way the food supply of rural areas, It will be essentIal for the 
district boards, and the rural community generally, to play their part in 
the stocking of local waters and in their conservancy. It will be for the 
public health officers and for all organisations interested in the :w.el£are 
of the people to disse.minate a knowledge of the yalue of the. a~ditlOn of 
fish to diet. But wlthout some expert authOrIty at proVlDClal head
quarters, there will be a risk that ill-advised experiments in stocking may 
be made and the resultant failures will seriously endanger the prospects 
of success for the movement as a whole. . 

Improvement in the cultivator's diet holds out such promise of im
provement in his general health and the addition of fish to his diet im
presses UE; as being so much the most promising way of providing it over 
large areas of the country, that we CODhider that we are more than justi
fied in making recommendations which, to those who know the difficul
ties, may well appear to err somewhat on the side of optimism. 

416. Colonel McCarrison's work, which has been described in para
... graph 414, deals mainly with the deficiencies in the 

(m) ANlIIU.L NUTRI- human dietaries of India and with the possible 
TION. f . d' ul I . h , effects 0 lmprove agIlc tura practICe on t e 
di..tetic value of crops. The investigation of animal nutrition problems 
is in the oharge of the Physiological Chemist at the Imperial Institute 
or Animal HusbandrYaIlrl nairying at Bangalore. 

Until tl.ti. .. --t.~nn was opened in 1921, practically no scientific inquiry 
had been made Into the problems of animal nutrition in India. These 
problems are vast and the Physiological Chemist has, we think 
wisely, laid down as his guiding principle the acquisition of wide expe
rience so as to ascertain systematically the real needs of the country. 
Feeding tests have, therefore, been carried out wherever and whenever 
an opportunity has offered, invariably with a definite and limited .. 
object in view. But there has always been behind these tests the generd 
idea of a search for more fundamental problems. The lines of work 
so far undertaken have been described in our chapter on Animal 
Husbandry. 

417. It will thus be seen that the position in Inma as regards problems 
of nutrition is much the same as it wl:\8 in England 

(IV) OONOLUSIONS. till work on the subject was organised. In India 
there are two separate workers in independent 

laboratories, in f touch with each other so far ~ personal arrange
men?> can be made,. but not linked up or connected with each other 
OffiCl~y, The- ¥slStance which they get from the chemical and 
hotamcal staff of the various agricultural departments is also on 
t~e same basis. We consider questions of human ~d of animal nutri
tion of such fundamental importance to the whole llIQb.\em, of imllroved 
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agriculture t.hat we are of opinion that steps similar to those taken 
in Grf'at Britain should be adopted to regularise and systematise the 
inve.~tigation of nutrition problems in India. In this connection, we 
would note that the evidence we have taken does not indioate the 
absolute necessity of investigations in all branches of nutrition being 
carried out at the same institute or under one roof. It is enough that 
there should be the closest touch between workers and that they should 
realise that they are all working with a common aim. This consideration 
is of the greatest importance in India on account of the departmental 
system of administration which prevails. In point of fact, two depart
ments are at present interested in the subjeot in India-the Medical 
and t.he Agricultural. Fortunately, however, they are both under the 
same Member of the Governor General's Council. We would, therefore, 
recommend that the various workers on nutrition problems should be 
formed into a Committee on Nutrition which would meet at regular 
intervals to discuss common questions. Assistance from the agricultUIal 
departments on the botanical or chemical side could be obtained by' 
personal arrangement, and the officers assisting in such investigations 
should be invited to attend meetings of the proposed Committee 
on Nutrition. Although, as has been said, it is not necessary that 
both branches of nutrition work-human and animal-should be 
carried out in the Bame building, it is desirable, ih order to secure the 
closest possible connection between the research workers in. both 
these branches, that the respective institutes should be, if 
possible, at no great distance from each other. OUI proposals for 
the development of research into animal nutrition will be forind in... 
Chapter VII. 

We also regard it as highly desirable that immediate steps should be 
taken to assure the futUIe of the work at present being carried on at 
Coonoor under the Indian Research Fund Association, on the problems 
of human nutrition. We would recommend that, while developing the 
Institute of Animal Nutrition, the Government of India should also set 
up a Central Institute of Human Nutrition in order to ensUIe continuity 
of the work and the training of the staff capable of carrying it on. We 
consider these enquiries to be of first rate importanne to the improvement 
of Indian agriculture, as the problems investigat~d so closely affect the 
efficiency and prosperity of the cultivator, and would recommend to 
local governments the desirability of undertaking similar investigations, 
either in provincial institutes or by individual workers in collaboration 
with the central institute which we suggest. We would emphasise that 
more will be effected in the investigation of these problems, which are 
of almost universal applicability, by mutual goodwill between workers 
than by executive orders. We venture to hope taat this spirit 
of goodwill may lead not only to the closest collabofJ1tion in the 
investigation of the nutrition problems in India but also that it may be 
reflected in the linking up of the work being done in India with that 
being carried on in other parts of the Empire. The problems are so vast 
that all the staff and material available should be mobilised to assist in 
their solution. 

'140 y 286-32 
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418 So far we have been concerned mainly with what may be 
. 'called the "health aspects" of the cultivator's life. 
GBNBRAL. • h 

IMpORTANOJil OF GOOD While these undoubtedly are most lmportant, t ere 
OOMMUNIOATIONS. are other respects in which his rural environment 

can be improved simultaneously with a g;adual advancem,ent.in sa~tary 
and health conditions. Many of these lmprovements will, m pomt of 
fact, facilitate health and sanitation propaganda. 

We have referred in our chapter on Communications and Marketing 
to the value of good roads. They are necessary not ?n1y for the 
transport of agricultural produce, but for the promotIOn of rural 
welfare generally. The expansion of. th? . motor passenger services, 
to which we have already referred, 18 likely to arouse and make 
effective a local demand that the competent authorities shall bestir 
thelnBelves in this matter. Upon the linking of the village in this way 
with the smaller town must ultimately depend, in large measure, the 
possibility of. bringing medical assistance to villages and providing 
labour for any large extension of smaller industries. It must also pro
foundly affect education, both male and female, and lead to an extension 
of post and telegraph facilities. 

419. In the openiugparagraphs ofthis chapter, we have indicated the 
various influences tho. t are bringing about a change in 

To ADJUSTMBNT 011' the conditions ofrurallife in India and the increased 
VILLAGB LIFlI TO dId vill . h d" . 
CllLUGiNG OONDITIONS. powers e egate to ages m t II a nunlStrativ.e 

field. We have also drawn attention to the prob
lelnB of public health and of diet. We now propose to consider the 
help which can be given to the villagers to enable them both to adjust 
thelnBelves to changing conditions and to reap the fullest advantages 
from the various technical services with which they are now coming 
increasingly into contact. 

Already, complaints are heard of the decay of corporate work for the good 
of the village, of the decline of old time domestic and village industries 
and of difficulties in regard to labour-familiar signs of the adjustment 
of an ancient economy to new conditions. These complaints, naturally, 
first arise in the nf'ighbourhood of large centres of po-pulat.ion and attract, 
thereby, special, attention which easily leads to an exaggeration of their 
real importancem the general perspective. But it is true that the factors 
making for change which we have indicated are growing and that they 
are all unfavourable to the maintenance of the isolation of the Indian 
village. Nor do we think that such maintenance is to be wished 
for, even if it were possible. There ate many directions in ~hich the 
villa~er will gain much from participation in the wider life of the 
provmce. Th~t !.here may be losses as well as gains we do not deny. 
It should be the aIm of a~l those who wish to do him service to prevent 
these losses and to expedite these gains. Help should be given in such 
a way as will preserve his independent outlook and direct his 
capacity for oorporate action to new and useful ends. There is 
roodm a~dl to spare in this field for all workersl ~ducation~l, ecoponllc. 
~~ socIa.. 
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420. Throughout our investigation, we have constantly Leen imprllssed 

T 
wi~h tIle thought that mere material improve-

118 OUTLOOK or t 1 will b· I . b fi h 
TRlI C{TLTIVUOR. mon a one not rmg astmg ene t to t e 

agricultural population. (Increase in yield by better 
H,~,~J and better cultivation; security of the harvests gained by the 
'oxpanBion of irrigation; immunity from 101"8es due to posts or postilence ; 
higher prices from improved communications and conditions of 
marketing; everything, in short, which we have advocated for the 
material advancement of the people will merely postpone the effects 
of the growing pressure of the population on the soil) No lasting 
improvement in the standard of living oBhe great mass ofthepopulation 
can possibly be attained if every enhancement in the purchasing 
power of the cultivator is to be followed by a proportionate increase 
in the population. The Report of the Indian Famine Commission 
of 1901 dealt with this issue in words that deserve remembering, 
and concluded that only prudence, knowledge and the practice of 
thrift could relieve the people. In a memorandum submitted to 
us, Mr. W. H. Moreland describes the ideal as that "I;very 
individual born in India should have a reasonable chance of developing 
his capacities to the utmost in the interests of the country as a 
whole .... " He proceeds "It may be affirmed with confidence that 
the weUare and prosperity of the rural population will not come 
by techllieal advances alone; if it is true that better livin& can 
be secured only by a combination of better farming and better busmess, 
it is equally true that the wilLto live better,must furnish the driving 
po~!}r that is required; at the heart of the problem lies the de!.elopment 
·01 the desire for a higher standard of liying ......... A vague aspiration 
now erists, and, I suspect, always has existed, but it is rendered 
ineffective by an inhibition, which has to be broken up before large scale 
progress is possible. In other words, the central problem is now psychO-I 
logical, not technical .... The will to live better must furnish the driving. 
power without which improvements in agriculture and commerce will 
not give an adequate return. The dominant feature of rural India at 
the present day is that the will to live better is not a force to be reckoned 
l\cith, except in particular circumstances." 
~. Moreland regards the climate as of secondary importance only, and 

finds in history an adequate explanation of those features of the peasant's 
mentality which now constitute the main obstacle to economic progress. 
He adds that" The inhibition against better living is wearing thin, and 
in a few places cracking; the main task of the Commission, as I conceive 
it, is thus how to strengthen the forces already in operation, and hoW" to 
summon new forces to their aid; or, in other words, to promote mass 
education in the widest sense ...••• " " 

In this Report, we have in their proper places stressed tlJ.e importance 
of primary education, adult education and that more special form, the 
education in the economics of daily life, provided in some provinces 
through the agency of the co-operative staffs, from which it will be clear 
that we accept the general accuracy of Mr. Moreland's diagnosis. In 
this chapter, we have already dealt with other specialised forms of " adult 

MO y 28~32a 
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ed\tcation in its widest sense" and we must noW turn to other means 
calculated to stimulate the desire for better living. 

421. We are strongly of opinion that, here, guidance is far more 
, called for than anything in the nature of what, for 

V~OE GUIDANOE. want of a better term, we shall call charitable assis-
(.) OBJECTS. t~ce. What is re'quired is to increase, in desirable 

directions, the number of the villager's wants and to show him how to 
satisfv t hem by his oWn efforts. The small size of his holding, ·its liability 
to subdivision and its frequent fragment~tion will compel the cultivator 
to eo-operate with his fellows if, after the requirements of mere subsistence 
are satisfied, he is to secure a. reasonable share in the good things of life. 
The villagers have ample time at their disposal for co-operative action. 
For the mosj; st!,iking feature about typical Indian agriculture is the 
amount ofleisure it allows. ~ As We have emphasised in our chapter on 
Rural Industries and Labour, if the cultivator requires more money, the 
best occupation for his spare time is more intensive cultivation and the 
next best a suitable spare-time occupation. But We trust that the whole 

~
cight of those to whom the villager looks for guidance will be thrown into 

suggestions how to improve, during his spare time, the amenities of the 
illage. Fortunately, there is a tradition of corporate action for mutual 
enefit to which to appeal. In the olden days, tanks were dug or cleaned 

out, wells sunk and roads made or repaired in this way. Although this 
good custom has largely fallen into disrepute, we think that, if its 
advantages Were brought home to the villager, a voluntary revival 
of it for these and other purposes such as the provision of a good 
supply of drinking water, drainage and street improvement should 
be possible. If revival is not possible, hope of radically improving 
the amenities of the village must be abandoned. The cultivator 
himself is not well enough off to pay for hired labour and it is certain 
that neither the local bodies nor the provincial governments can provide 
either the men or the finance for carrying out such undertakings. 
There may, however, be other ways in which help can be given. In 
some provinces, the village site is seriuusly congested, and expansion is 
stopped by the fact that the more valuable fields surrounding the village 
are owned by the richer and more influential villagers. ..Again, few 
schools have been provided with adequate playing fields, and we 
recommend that this need should be taken into consideration and 
measures adopted to secure, for communal use, a sufficient area. of 
open ground. 

422. It cannot, however, be reasonably expected of the cultivator 
(li) AGENCIES. that he should, unaided, revive this ancient custom 

of corporate action and utilise it for the improve
ment of the yillage and its surroundings. He lacks leadership. No one 

1 corresponding' to the squire, the doctor and the parson is to be found 
in an Indian village. ~'The educated man is not willing to live his life in 
a village except in a few rare cases where ideals of social service over
come the absence of social amenit.ies.\ 'What alternative source of 
leadership is available 1 
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The villaw~ teacher is one obvious suggestion. Where he is trained 
in general citiZenship by methods such as those adopted at Ghakkar and 
Moga in the Punjah, he should he admirably qualified to fill this rOle. 
Education is, however, 80 important that we should regret to see 
too many additional responsibilities assigned to the teacher. These 
might dilitract him from his proper duties. We have already com
mend.,J the scheme under which he will be trained to provide elementary 
medical aid to the villagers. If he does this and also, in addition to. his 
normal teaching duties, implants in the minds of his pupils that ideal 
of corporate labour for the common benefit which he has himself been 
taught, we think that he will have done all that can reasonably be asked 
of him. If the exceptional man feels that he still has time for social 
service, he will, we think, put it to the best use by educating the parents 
of his pupils and by keeping alive the literacy he has implanted by 
organising a library and arranging for the supply to it of interesting 
books and periodicals. 

In most parts of the country, each village has a headman and, iD 
additioD, there is in most provinces a numerous staff of subordinate 
revenue officials, known variously as patu'aris, kulkarnis, tapedars, ta"latis 
or karnam8; and, in some cases, these men are put through a course of 
training in their duties. If ideals of village improvement were instilled 
into these thousands of humble officials, we cherish the hope that some 
seed might fall on fertile ground. 

423. A possible solution which has attracted us greatly. is the' system 
(iii) TRB .. GUIDa" of village guides devised by Mr. F. L. Brayne, Deputy 

IDBA. Commissioner of the Gurgaon district in the Punjab. 
Sons of cultivators are given a special course of training which, in 
addition to imbuing them with a sense of the dignity of corporate labour 
for mutual benefit, is designed to familiarise them with the principles 
otsanitation, elementary medical aid, co-operation, agricultural improve
ment, and to give them some knowledge of the simpler home indu.,trie3, 
in order that each man may, when his training is completed, act 8S 

co guidtl, philosopher and friend JJ to the group of villages to which he 
is posted. In technical matters, his knowledge is meant to enable him 
to direct _the villagers where to go for advice rather than to give that 
ia;-vice-himself. We are much attracted by this "Guide" idea~- We 
think that there is a distinct risk of the villager being confused by 8 

multiplicity of services offered to him. Skilled advice on agricultural, 
veterinary, medical and sanitary matters is just beginning to be made 
available in many districts. It is most important that the cultivator 
should have some one individual to whom he can go for direction as to 
how to obtain the information he requires. We ourselves propose to add 
to the number of expert officers and have. for exampl~~ suggested the 
special appointment of irrigation engineers for minor projects and of 
officers who will give advice on the management of villijg~ fuel reserves 
and grazing grounds. Village guides, therefore, appeal to us 8S likely to 
be extremely valuable and we recommend this idea to the most • 
careful consideration of all those interested in village improvement. 
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We think, however, that the object aimed at ma.y be achieved 
in several ways and that different methods will suit different 
localities. 

424. But villa.ge guides alone, without some organisation behind 
. them to strengthen their efforts and to maintain 

(.v) GUBGA.ON In'- a never-ceasing flow of ideas, encouragement and 
LIFT. reward, would be liable in the course of time 
to lapse into inactivity:. To ~r:a~ up the inhibi~ion o.n. the will 
to live better, there IS reqUlred a strong central drlVlllg force 
that will encourage enthusiasm, develop public spirit, and provide 
suitable material for active workers in their campaign in favour 
of the improvement of village life. We were favourably impressed 
with a striking attempt to fulfil, this need which is being made 
in the Gurgaon district. The scheme embraces the work of every 
department of Government engaged in rural areas; it seeks to assist 
in securing the adoption of the advice of the expert by a well-planned 
propa ganda campaign; it depends for its success on the enlistment, in 
the cause, of everyone willing and able to assist, official or non-official, 
and more especially of the people themselves whose welfare is in the 
balance. Lecture, song, drama, magic lantern, cinema, and even the loud 
speaker are made to contribute what they can to arouse the people to 
a realisation that they themselves are largely responsible for their own 
undesirable condition. The attention of the villagers is thus attracted; 
their Etvery action is challenged by its effect on their prosperity or poverty; 
the ecunomic and social consequences of their neglect and omissions are 
stressed in vigorous language, and advice is tendered in words calculated 
to sting everyone into activity. Side by side with the propaganda cam
paign, there are provided facilities for those who wish to try the advice 
so tendered. Good seed, selected bulls, ploughs, well-gear, quinine, 
inoculation, and so on, are readily available. Co-operative societies, 
adult schools, domestic economy classes and every othermearis calculated 
to assist the spirit of service and self-help are at hand. Every thing 
useful is brought within easy reach of those who need it. The willing I 
convert is pressed to act on his new found belief before he has time to 
reflect on the addition to his responsibilities he has undertaken. The 
scheme, like others, is open to criticism, but it undoubtedly has already 
achieved substantial progress in many directions. Its chief value, in 
our eyes, is its illustration of the great benefit which accrues from an all
round effort at village improvement by everyone interested. For readers 
accustomed tocunditions in other provinces, the most striking achieve
ment is, perhaps, the concentration of nearly 600 stud bulls from the 
Hissar cattle farm in a single district, but this is merely an example of 
the dimensions of the effort to improve everything in village life that 
appears amena~le to treatment. The experiment is, of course, far from 
complete and. many years of work are required before effortS can be 
relaxed. Like most experiments on novel lines, it owes its inspiration to 
a single individual who happens, in this instance, also to be an officer of 
GovernnlCnt. and, fortwlately for the progress of. the experiment, to 
have beel!. stationed in one district for an unusually long period. But 
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whatever may be the happy accidents that have facilitated the work, the 
result.s are there for all to see, and should prove stimulating to all who 
have the welfare of the cultivator at heart. 

425. Next to making some one individual resident in the village itself 
(v) Lnms BlITWEU responsible for advising the villagers where to go 

TBJ VlLLAGB UD THB for advice and how best to utilise their own skill and 
TOWN. resources in improving the amenities of the village in 
their spare time, we attach most importance to linkinK-!h~ villal~Lvvith 
t:~le soc,ialJife of the tow:ns. It would be a tragedy iF, during the period of 
transition, which, we oelieve, lies before the Indian cultivator, he received 
no effective assistance from the educated elements in the country. The 
work started by the Servants of India Society in the Bhil country in 
the Panch Mahala district of Bombay, and by such societies as the Poona 
Seva Sadan Society. to which reference has already been made. is full of 
promise for the future. But, in the main, the attention of social workers 
has 80 far been directed to t.he towns and their vicinity rather than to 
the country. We are of opinion that work done by societies has a great 
advantage over individual effort, however devoted. Continuity of policy, 
and steady pressure over a long period are required if permanent results 
are to be obtained. 

For Bome time to come, it will probably be necessary for the State 
to interest itself in the work that any societies may start in rural areas. 
The problem of reaching even a fraction of the 500,000 villages in rural 
India is so vast that, until these societies increase in number and"acquire 
strength and the self-confidence which success inspires, they will require 
offieial encouragement and advice. 

426. The influence for good which the lllliversities can exercise over 
(,,;) 'I'HB m.oVRB. rural development is, we think, very great, and in 

SIrlES. our opinion, they have a definite obligation to use 
that influence. For universities necessarily drfil,W a large proportion of 
their students from country districts and they should recognise the obliga.
tion of instilling in country students an ideal of home service. There 
are two dirp.ctions in which the univernitiel:!= nmdcr·-ntorrlr.......l..a.hl... 
aSllistance; in regard to such technical matters as economic surveys of 
social conditiuns and, secondly, in imbuing rural communities with ideals 
of leadership and of service. 

The work of the Board of Economic Enquiry in the Punjab. which we 
describe below. and the economic studies of rural conditions both by 
official and private investigators which have Leen published indicate the 
vastness of the field wbich remains Ullexplored and the lack of that 
preci.~e jnformation without which it is impossible to formulate a sound 
policy for dealing with such a problem as the burden of indebtedness. 
Vl/,luable economic data in regard to this and Jrindred subjects 
are to be found in government records, more especially in the 
reports of settlement officers which are a mine of "information on 
many aspects of rural life, and, as we recommended in paragraph 536, 
'Chapter XVIII. bona fule investigators should be given every facility 
for studying these. There has been a very marked advance, 
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in recent years, in the statisti~al m~thods of handling ma.terial .such as 
this and it is essential that lDvestIgators should be skilled m these 
methods and that their investigations should be carried out on an orderEd 
plan and in a sys~ematic m~nner. The uniyersities might themselves 
initiate and orgamse econOmIC surveys of thIS character and the Inter
University Board, appears to be admirably fitted to arrange an agreed 
programme. Of the part that universities can play in encouraging in 
the villages a spirit of self-help and progress we shall have mOre to say 
in our chapter on Education. 

427. The rural reformer will be handicapped by the lack of readily 
available information as to details of village life 

(vii) THB o£sm FOR and by divergent views on what ought to be readily 
EOONOMIO BNQUIRY. ascertainable facts; for instance, outside the Punjab, 
there is no exact information as to the size of holdings actually 
cultivated per cultivator, no!' as to the precise extent of subdivision 
and fragmentation; there is very little information as to mortgages of 
agricultural land or of unsecured debt, and pract.ically none as to the 
extent to which hereditary cultivators, holding direct from the State, as 
proprietors or ryots, are being reduced to the status of tenants under 
moneylenders who have bought, up their rights. 

For'the systematic promotion of the welfare and prosperity of the 
agricultural population, exact and detailed information is required of 
the forcetl at work tending to produce a decline or an improvement in 
'th6Nr economic condition; and it is difficult to frame remedial measures 
in the absence of accurate data on which the probable effects of such 
measures could be calculat.ed. Outside the Punjab, there has, apart 

,from a few special studies, been no attempt to survey. village by 
village, the ca uscs perpetuating poverty or obstructing efforts to promote 
prosperity. In that province, a Board of E"OIlUnUC EIlquiry was 
formed in 1919, and it has already i~sue!1 a series of studies sufficient 
in variety and C],uality to indicate the great potential value of such 
permanent machlDery. As at present constituted, it is a non-official 
body: it.s mp.mber,q Rr.. both offioials and non-officia.ls interested in 
economic studies; it is practically del1endellt on a government grant 
for funds. This grant is paid to the credit of the Board in the Imperial 
Bank, so that the Board is free from financial rules except one requiring 
an annual audit. The funds are mainly devoted to the pay of investiga.
torR and the cost of publication of their results. Owing to the increase 
of work, the secretary now receives a small allowance, but the 
members are honorary workers. Investigators are carefully selected 
for their personal fitness for the particular inquiry which the Board has 
decided t,o undertake; they are regularly supervised by a member of 
the Board or by someone specially fitted by experience and howledge 
~or this work; th6ir results are examined by the Board and every effort 
~s m~de to secure.accuracy and reliability. It is hoped that as experience 
IS gamed, the value of the publications will grow; they have already 
attracted notice throughout India and are beginning to claim attention 
abroad, and the foundations have been laid of a Bureau of Rural 
Rconomic Research. The advantages to be gained from such a board 
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have already been brought to the notice of other provinces by the 
Indian Economic Inquiry Committee, and we agree that the establish-. 
ment in aU provinces of a permanent institution on similar lines would 
prove of value. 

428. We are much attracted by the rural community movement 
• PulrJAJI ClIlIT&AL ThwhicCh has Rrecently been. started in the Punjab. 

RUBAL CoMJrolrrrY e entral ural Commumty Board, the personnel 
BoUD :UD BUlL&L of which is ~Ur~.~!l~ predominantly official, is 
oo,!K11lIJTY OOtl1f0IL8. linked with a rural commuiiity - ·council which 

(t) DBSCBIPTIV& h b . h d'· f as een set up m eac lstllCt 0 the 
province. The membership of these councils, in contrast to that of 
the central board. is predominantly non-official. Each council is 
assisted in its work by the attendance of representatives of the 
various departments concerned with rural development, .. :p.amely, 
educational, agricultural, veterinary and co-operative officers. The 
Rural Community Board . is financed by Government and its chief 
functions are to distribute funds to the councils and to provide literature. 
The intention is that(each district community council should co-ordinate 
the propaganda work of all the development department§) With this 
end in view, lantern lectures are organised for the villages and some 
councils have fostered· an interest in natural history through the 
circulation of charts. The Rural Community Board has also defrayed 
the cost of preparing a film on co-operative subjects. The councils have 
considerable freedom in expenditure. The Community Council in the 
Gurgaon district. for example, has subsidised dramatic societies in the 
villages. The secretary of each district council is usually the local 
clixtrict inspector of schools in the employ of the district board and 
touch is thus maintained with the local administration. Neither the 
Rural Community Board nor the councils have any COLcern with village 
administration, but the councils especially are naturally brought into 
contact with ii> 4t Dlll.lly point" in the course of their activit.il'.s, which 
are, however, of a purely advisory character. 

429. How far this organisation may be suited to the needs of 
other provinces has yet to be ascertained. It 
makes considerable demands on the public 

revenues and on the time of a good many public officials. Time alone 
can.re~eal the practical efficiency of these councils in terms of the work 
gQIlc._&nci the cost involved. .Ai! in the case of other associations, such 
as the tiiukaaevelopmimt associations in Bombay and agricultural 
associations elsewhere, the work of the councils i ... "'01'0""",,.1 h<r'beUllenm: 
But the council system certJllnJy. co~bin~s the adyantages of ~oth the 
official and the private type of orgamsatlOn. It 18 more elastIC than a 
purely official organisation can be. A direct grant-in-aid from Govern
ment to village dramatic societies might possibly evoke~criticism if made 
by the Minister on the advice of officials only. The ~cl~ion of ~fficials 
in the organisation, on the other hand, secures contmUlty of policy and 
enables agreement with the general aim.S of the public. dera:rtm~ts 
charged with the development of rural areas to be more easily mamtamed, 

(oi) CONOLUSION. 
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than would be possible if the composition of the Board and councils 
were purely non-official. 

The movement will, in our opinion, gain in power for go.od if it develops 
a women's side to its activities. A start might be made by establishing, 
in a few selected villages. an institute for women which would form a 
centre for educational and co-operative activities as well as for th~ 
mother and infant welfare work to which reference has already been 
made. The. existence of such an institution in a village might remove 
the present obstacles to the employment, in the village school, of women 
teachers. 

So far as we are aware, no other province has an organisation of a 
similar character and we think that the experiment in the Punjab 
deserves close attention and consideration. Rural community councils 
are exactly the kind of bodies to be entrusted with the type of 
work which is being done in the Gurgaon district by an officer of the 
Indian Civil Service. lIn promoting such work. the rural community 
councils will. in fact, become a link between the village and headquarters 
and will be the medium through which the headman of the village 
or the "guide" stationed in it will obtain asslliwnce for the villagers 
in cases where they cannot help themselves. 

430. The problem of eradicating canses of poverty and encouraging 
BB"rl'BB LIvma everything that makes for rural welfare can be 

SOCIETIES. tackled more directly by the organisation of local 
puhlic opinion in favour of particular measures. In order to secure 
permanency and create a centre of resistance to lapse. there are 
advantages in working along co-operative lines. The Better Livillg 
societies which are rapidly becomiIJg popular in the Punjab illustrate 
what can be done. Wherever there is evinced any efiecti.e desire to 
reform old ways, such a societ.y can be organised to strengthen it. 
Restriction of expenditure on marriage and other ceremonies, the 
promotion l.r toel'lLp<>1"smr.e. OT any other reform may be adopted as the 
object, and due observance is secured by the power to fine recalcitrants 
conferred upon the committee by the by-laws. Caste is a common 
and useful basis, but success mnst depend upon the eA-t.ent to which 
the women c.an be recruited to the canse. Thq appear to be 
respondiIJg well to the teaching of a special inspectress, but women of . 
all countries are fond of ornaments and jewels, and to wean them 
from this form of extravagance is not t,he work of a day. 

431. In all diAcussions of rural indebtedness, litigation finds ment.ion 
LITIGATION AND ~ Vue o£ th.o ~hief ca.uses of borrowing. Most liti-

4BBlTRATION. gation in India. is of II ycxy trivial nature and a 
larger proportion of the ca.ses are not really disputed. 

In 1925. over on~ million civilsuita were valued at less than fifty rupees 
each, and no less than 1,581,000 (including the foregoing) or 65 per cent 
were under one'hll.ndred Mlpep.s. In the same year, 1,645,000 or 77 
per cent of the suits decided were settled without contMt or without trial. 
Of alleged crimes not cogni.~able by the police, nearly 600,000 oomplaintll 
\H're Wlproved and 600,000 persons were 11(Oceeded against without being 
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convicted. The figures are repeated year by year with remarkable steadi
ness, are regularly commented upon and sa regularly fail to evoke effective 
remedy. Of 2,760,000 civil suits before the Courts, only 14,472 were 
decided by reference to arbitration. 

The evils resulting are widely appreciated and attempts to reduce 
• them have been made by the revival of panchayats and other means. 

r -
The Civil Justice Committee in 1925 discUssed the history of village 

tribunals on pages 105 to 117 of their Report; and recommended that 
" in all the provinces. endeavour should be made to develop this system so 
sa to withdraw all simple money suits of smaller value from the munsiffs 
and small cause courts." They funher considered that exclusive juris
diction should be given to these tribunals" as and when experience shows 
it will be safe." The matter appears to us to be of such fundamental 
importance to rural weUare that we make no apology for inviting urgent 
attention to the following extracts from this valuable Report. 

" In the course of our investigation. we were told in the various provinces 
by some witnesses that communal differences and factions are in the way 
of any fUIther extension of the jurisdiction of these tribunals. There is 
some force in this objection, but it is, in our opinion, overstated. In 
villages where there are common interests to be protected, common 
services to be rendered and common funds to be administered, it is idle 
to ignore the common life of the village in which the necessities of neigh
bourhood have held their own or have prevailed against the divisions of 
caste. Those who have organised co-operative credit societies"assure us 
that caste or communal differences do not in any way affect the success 
of the panchayats or committees of those societies which are composed 
of individuals of different castes as well as those who are outside the 
pale of caste. Whatever may "be the operation of the factious 8I,irit in 
the matter of social or religious institutions, it has not, so far as we under
stand, affected the success of the co-operative movement in which 
members with unlimited liability work in harmony, and punctually and 
promptly discharge their duties. Indeed, wherever these co-operative 
societies are constituted, the tendency is for the panchayats to adjudi
cate on local disputes and determine local quarrels and they do these 
things promptly and satisfactorily. !nsome cases, sa time goes on, it may 
become possible to provide, by way of safeguard. that in the election of 
pandtayat' the principle of proportionate representation may be 
employed. 

Amongthe other advantages of village courts is the fact that they are 
close to the residence of the parties. The expense of litigation in them is 
negligible as pleaders are not allowed and witnesses have not to be broug~t 
from a long distance. There is not the same difficulty in seeing that the 
processes are duly executed and the fact that parties ve speaking before 
their fellow-villagers in their own village makes for a mote easy determina-
tion of the truth." • 

A further development in the Punjab has attracted our notice and we 
describe it also in the words of the Civil Justice Committee. 
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II The Registrar of Co-operative Societies, realising that litigation was 
a curse in the province and a source of great economic loss as well as the 
frequent origin of serious crimes, formed arbitration societies designed to 
organise public opinion in favour of the settlement of disputes by arbitra
tion without the intervention of court. These societies met for a time 
with a remarkable mealmre of success. In 1922, there were 148 societies 
with 16,628 members. Many of the cases decided by the society related 
to cattle trespass and boundary disputes, trivial matters which, however, 
often lead to riots and expensive civil suits. The moneylender and 
trader also took advantage of these societies to have their claims amicably 
and inexpensively settled in the village, inst.ead of undergoing all the 
trouble and expense of getting a decree in the regular court and executing 
it. Moreover, the claims when decided by the society were usually 
settled promptly, for the award had the public on its side. But the 
organisation of these societies has apparently now been stopped since the 
new Panchayat Ad was passed." 

These !tr:Pitration sOQ!etieswere closed down some years ago, but, with a 
change of policy on the part of the Punjab Government, they have now 
been re-started and are reported to number 27 and to have over 3,000 
members. A point in favour of arbitration societies is that they can, by 
agreement between the parties, deal with cases beyond the money 
jurisdiction of panchayats. 

Any measure that promises to bring about a reduction of litigation 
deserves support and we are of opinion that the case for facilitating the 
settlemen't of village disputes by local arbitration calls for careful 
consideration by all local governments. 

We regret to observe that the Civil Justice Committee comment on the 
small measure of support the reform has received in the Bombay 
Presidency; we, therefore, commend it particularly to the attention of 
the voluntary workers in the co-operative movement to that province. 

432. We hold it to be no part of our duty, wide as are the terms of our 
THX DEPRESSED enquiry, to examine in detail the position and pros-

OLABBIIIS. pects of the depressed classes. But their mere 
(i) GJll'lIIRAL. numbers give them an importance in the life of the 

country. which requires that the problems with which they have become 
associated shall not be passed over in silence. 

The Census Report for 1921 gave the figure of 52,680,000. or 
one-sixth of the entire population of India; as a rough estimate of 
the minimum numbers which may be considered to form the" depressed 
classes" of t,he Hindu community. The disabilities under which these 
people labour differ according to the degree of theii' ceremonial impurity. 
This .. varies in different tracts and is most conspicuous in southern 
India where, perhaps owing to more settled conditions, orthodox Hindu 
sentiment has beenc able to develop an intensity of social differentiation 
which the more CDmplex conditions in northern India would tend to 
modify" (Census Report of 1921). That one-fifth of the total popula
tion are, in varying degree, denied the common intercourse of life, 
refused permission to obtain water from the village well, refused even 
the meagre facilities available for the education of their children, are 
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facts which every impartial student of social life in India cannot but 
admit and, admitting, must deplore. But the Hindu community of 
to-day cannot be jU8tly criticised for results the causes of which lie far 
back in the social history of an ancient country and are themselves very 
imperfectly known. An increasing number of the Hindu community 
are striving with all the resources at their command to remove the 
stigma of social inferiority from these classes. Although. in some cases. 
removal from their surroundings and colonisation of areas newly won for 
cultivation, on the lines of the labour colonies started.by the Madras 
Government, may be a beneficial step, the vastness of the population 
affected makes it clear that the problem. as a whole, cannot be solved by 
such special measures. The influence which education has in raising their 
status is remarkable. The Namasudras of the Bengal Presidency have 
shown a remarkable desire for, and success in obtaining, education 
with the result that large sections of the caste who have become educated 
are now no longer regarded as depressed. We, therefore, affirm our; 
belief in education as the only completely satisfactory solution. 

433. But here it must be recognised that the social reformer is 
(ii) DuFIOULTIB8 confronted with the serious difficulty that the 

OONFRONTING THB depre~~et!A~sses l.\s a whole do not desire.edu.cation 
BOOUL JUlIrOBMEB. Jcn:jh!Jlr children: They require. in many cases. the 
earnings of their children to supplement their own. Nevertheless, 
progress in education is being made throughout the country. It is 
impoesiole to obtain accurate statistics regarding that progI'tlss, 8S no 
satisfactory definition of what constitutes a " depressed class" can be 
made. "From the point of view of the eduoati<>n;.,n" ....... J..ild......,....ho 
said to belong to a depressed class if his or her presence in the common 
school is resented by respectable parents.*" Much encouragement can 
legitimately be drawn from the fact that this resentment is not an 
unchanging factor. All social students whom we have met in the course 
of our enquiry are agreed that. in the past quarter. of a century, 
there has been a general decline in its degree and extent. We 
agree with the educational authorities that it is important from every 
point of view that special schools should not be established, but 
that wherever practicable, the admission of the children of these 
classes to the ordinary schools should be insisted on. In certain parts 
of the country, the introduction of the compulsory system may intensify -
the problem of common education, but we trust that it will be squarp]y 
met by all members of the community and not shirked by a resort to 
special schools or to segregation within the common school. It is scarcely 
necessary for us to point out that, in no field of work in the villages. have 
private organisations a greater opportunity for usefulness than in the 
raising of the depressed element of the community into full membership 
of the common life.. " 

434. In bringing to a close this brief notice ()f a very important 
(iii) POLlOY TO RII problem, we would emphasise the importance of all 

PUIISUED. such work being educative rather than charitable in 
. ~ . 

• Progress of Education in Indi&1191'H922 (p&ge 206). 
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spirit. We are convinced that the be~t. way.to help the ~eprl}~e? 
classes is to get them to help the~sel~es ... T.o in.stil in ~hem a desire for 
education and for a removal of theIr dirmJHhtles. 18 to Will far mOIe than 
half the battle of their emancipatio.o.. 

SUMMARY 011' OONOLUSIONS 435. The oonclusiolll! and reco~mendations in 
AND lIEOOMMENDATIONS. this chapter may be summarised as follows: 

(1) The itlolation and the self-subsistent eeonomy of village life are 
tending t.o break down (paragraph 394). 

(2) In t.he administ.rat.ive sphere, satisfactory provision already 
exists to enable the villages to maintain and develop self-government 
and. at the same time. to participate in the wider life of the province 
(paragraph 395). 

(3) The interaction of agriculture and public health is close and 
important (paragraph 397). 

(4) The working of the Madras district health 8cheme shows how 
public interest in health matters can be developed under official 
guidance (paragraph 401). 

(5) The Indian Research Fund Association is an admirable example 
of that. combination of private and official effort on the extension of 
which rural development of all kinds must depend (paragraph 402). 

(6) The principles embodied in the Bombay village medical aid 
scheme, are commended (paragraph 403). 

(7) Schemes for subsidbing medical practitioners to settle in small 
t.ownQ "nd ."a1"8"" Ilre also commended (paragraph 404). 

(8) An improved water supply is so important that all measures 
possible to secure this should be undertaken by the local authorities 
and the State (paragraph 406). 

(9) Substantial progress in t.he campaign against malaria can 
only be achieved by concerted action by the people themselves 
assisted by guidance and, within limits, by finance, from Government 
(paragraph 411). 

(10) A much wider distribution of quinine is necessary and to this 
end the development of cinchona cultivation, the manufacture of 
quinine, and the control of distribution 80 far as price within India is 
concerned should be made a responsibility of the central Government 
(Pttrlth'Ta.ph 411) . 

. (11) In view of the great inlportance of extending cinchona cultiva
tlOn and cheapening quinine, much more 8cientific investigation is 
called for than has been undertaken in the past (paragraph 412). 

(12) The effort~ of the medical and public health departments 
and of non-o~cial agencies in their fight acrainst disease and 
insanitary conditi0ns are of the first importance to the prosperity of 
the country. These efforts should, therefore. be supported by the 
central and the provincial government,s with all theJesotltces, financial 
nnd otherwise, at their command (paragraph 413). 
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(13) Research intO' problems of human nutrition is of special 
importance in Indian conditions and the agricultural departments 
can do much to assist in the solution of these problems 
(paragraph 414). 
. (H) The addition of fish to the diet of the cultivator seems to be the 
most promising way of securing that improvement in his nutrition which 
is so much needed and all measures practioable to this end should be 
taken (paragraph 415). 

(15) The problems of human and animal nutrition are closely linked 
but work on them need not be carried on in the same institute 
(paragraph 417). 

(16) A committee of workers on human and animal nutrition should 
te formed and should meet at regular intervals (paragraph 417). 

(17) The establishment of a Central Institute of Human Nutrition 
is recommended (paragraph 417). 

(18) Local governments should consider the desirability of under
taking research in problems of human nutrition either in provincial 
institutes or through individual officers. In both cases, the research 
should be conaucted in collaboration with the Central Institute 
(paragraph 417). 

(19) Work in India on human nutrition should be linked up with 
similar work in other parts of the Empire (paragraph 417). 

(20) Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the impo~nce, for 
rural welfare generally. of improving communications of all kinds 
(paragraph 418). 

(21) No lasting improvement in the standard of living of the great 
mass of the population can possibly be attained if every enhancement 
in the purchasing power of the cultivator is to be followed by a propOl"
tionate increase in the popula.tion(p1tr~lI.~hJ20}. _ 

(22) Villagers have ample time Oat their disposal for improving the 
amenities of their village by co~operative action. Specific directions 
in which assistance may be given them are. the extension of village sites 
where these are congested and facilities for providing schools with 
adequate playing fields (paragraph 421). 

(23) For these and other purposes, villagers are muoh in need of 
leadership. Instruction of village headmen and subordinate revenue 
officials in the ideals of village improvement might, in some oases, be 
produotive of good results. - In other cases, a "guide" for a group 
of villages trained on the lines adopted in the Gurgaondistrict of 
the Punjab would seem to offer the best solution (paragraphs 422 
and 423). • 

(24) 'Valuable lessons are to be drawn from the. Gurgaon uplift 
campaign (paragraph 424). • 

(25) It is important that village and town life should be linked 
by the. efforts of social workers, preferably organised into societies 
(paragraph 425). 
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(26) Universities have at once an obligation and a great opportunity 
to assist in the work of rural development 0)1 both its economic and 
educative sides (paragraph 426). 

(27) The establishment of a Bureau of Rural Economic Research in 
each of the provinces on lines similar to those on which the Board of 
Economic Inquiry in the Punjab has been established would prove of 
value (paragraph 427). 

(28) The rural community movement in the Punjab combines the 
advantages of bot.h the oflicial and the private type of organisation 
(paragraph 429). 

(29) The rural community movement will gain in power for good 
if it develops a women's side to its activities (paragraph 429). 

(30) In particular, the establishment of a women's institute in a 
village would supply a centre for educational and co-operative activities 
and might remove the obstacles to the employment of women teachers. 
in village schools (paragraph '429). 

(31) The possibility of facilitating the settlement of village disputes 
by local arbitrators calls for careful consideration (paragraph 431). 

(32) In no field of rural work have private organisations a greater 
opportunity for usefulness than in the raising of the members of the 
depreased classes in the village into full membership of the common life 
(para~raph 433). 

(33) The best means of effecting this are education and the 
incul!'.ation of self-help (paragraph 434). 
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CHAPTER XV 

EDUCATION 

436. Few educational problems have been more anxiously, or more 
Boo widely, debated than that of the type of education 

PB orTB1l CJIAPTBB. best adapted to the needs of an agricultural popula
tion. That so many of the outstanding features of this problem recur 
with little variation, wherever rural educa.tion exists, is no doubt due 
to the fa.ct that most of the essentials of 'rural life are common to 
all agricultural. countries. The agriculturist lives a simple life in 
compa.rative isolation, awa.y from large toWDS and the modern 
amenities they provide. Agriculture, more than any other industry, is 
indissolubly bound up with the lives of the workers. It dominates the 
whole social and domestic outlook of the indhidual, whether farmer or 
labourer, to a degree unknown in any other calling. The comparative 
lonelincss of his life, and the restriction of neighbourly relations to workers 
in the flame industry, react on his whole mental outlook. Unlike the 
factory hand, the farm worker does not escape from his working environ
ment at the end of his day's toil. The na.ture of his business makes it 
impracticable for him rigidly to limit the exercise of his calling 
within certain definite periods of t~e day, and his hours of leisl}re are 
perforce spent in much the same surroundings as are those of his working 
life. In no profession is the fortune of the in.dividual worker, however 
humhle his lot, more dependent upon his own skill and iudgment, and 
in none is the possession of a sound elementary education, and of the 
balanced and progressive outlook that it imparts, more likely to prove 
of commercial advantage. ~hu8 it is that in dealing with the problems 
of rural euucation, it }lecomes'difficult, if not impossible, entirely to dis
~o('iate elements which are purely cultural from those that are technicaL 
That which broadens the cultivator's views on life must inevitably widen 
his outlook on his calling, and, conversely, much of the technical 
knowledge proper to his industry is of service in his private and 
lomcstic life. 

The idea that education in rural areas should bear a close relationship 
to the daily lives of the people is but the recognition of the truth that 
~he environment in which rural workers live is different from. that of 
bhe towns. It is essential to the happiness and efficiency of children 
In the villages that their up-bringing should be in harmony with their 
mvironment, and to this end it is most desirable that every element in 
~he education they receive in their village schools should draw strength 
md inspiration from the life of the country-side. • 

Viewed from this aspect, the problems of rural education are divisible 
.uto t,he teacher, his character and training; the cur1"iculllm with its 
;ext-books ; and the organisation of the school. In no particular must 
ihese be at discord with the rural environment, and, to secure this, the 
lirMting and supervising authorities should themselves be in close 

KG y 286-33 
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sympathy wit.h the life of the cultivator. It has even been suggested 
to us that the end we have in view cannot be attained without a complete 
cleavage of the Education Department, one section of which would be 
exclusively concerned wit,h rural needs. 

But it is n()t only the outdoor environment that calls for careful 
thought; the home life of the growing child wields a profound influence 
on his development, and we have found it necessary, in dealing with 
primary education for boys, to include in our survey the linked problems 
of education for girls and adults. As 'We shall show, it is the wastage 
in the primary classes, coupled with the subsequent relapse into illiteracy 
of a proportion of those passing through the primary schools, that are 
in the main resp~nsible for the slow growth of literacy. If these two 
obstacles can be overcome, a far higher degree of efficiency will be 
obtained even with the present expenditure on education and the present 
number of primary schools. Without a satisfactory all-round advance 
in primary education, there can be little hope of any widespread 
economic progress. 

While we have attempted, in the succeeding paragraphs, to offer 
criticism of a constructive kind in many fields of rural education, we are 
not unmindful of the enormous difficulties which confronted those who 
set out to devise and to initiate a system of primary education in British 
India; nor, having regard to those difficulties, are we inclined to belittle 
the amount of success that has been achieved since the first attempts 
were la\lllched. 

So long as the level of general education remains as low as at present, 
the candidates for higher and technical training must be limited. There 
are, however, under existing conditions, many improvements possible in 

, the higher spheres of education. In pur8uing our survey through the 
secondary and collegiate stages to the universities, we have found 
numerous problems urgently calling for solution. 

It should be noticed that the available statistics for pupils, institu
tions, and expenditure do not distinguish dearly between. rural and urban 
elements. For this reason, amongst others, figures alone, more espe
cially when they appear as percentages of the whole population, are apt 
to be misleading. The actual condition of literacy among the rura.l 
population is certainly worse than the averages suggest, while compari
sons between province and province are apt to be vitiated by the varying 
proportion of the more literate classes within their respective borders. 
Other points on which caution is required are mentioned in the relevant 
paragraphs. We have throughout the chapter omitted all reference 
to the problems of European education, as our prin.ary concern is with 
the agricultural classes. 

437. Education, with the excepti~n of European education, is a trans-

G 
ferred subject in all the major provinces. Technical 

lIi!lllRAL i'IIATURlIiS . f' I d . .. I 11 d 
01' EDUOATlOliAL ADlIII. and pro eSSlOna e ucatlOn IS III genera a otte to 
lIlSTRATIOli. the departments concerned; the education given in 

agricultural colleges and middle schools thus falls 
within the province of the Minister who holds the p'ortfolio of Agriculture. 
The responsibilities of the Government of India in regard to education are 
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confined to the North-West Frontier Province and the minor admiDis
trations, and to the management of certain special institutions. These 
responsibilities are exercised with the assistance, where necessary, of the 
Educational Commi88ioner with the Government of India. 

For administrative purposes, educational institutiollll are divided 
into two classes, those recognised by the departments of education and 
those which are not 80 recognigcd and are, therefore, not inspected by 
government agency. The proportion the two classes bear to. each 
other varies greatly from province to province, but, except in Burma, 
unrecognised institutions make no important contribution to education. 
Over British India as a whole, institutions that are recognised are six 
times as numerous as those unrecognised. Sixty-five· per cent of 
these recognised institutions are privately managed, though subject to 
government inspection, and, of the remainder, thirty-three per cent are 
managed by district boards and municipa.l councils and two per cent· 
are under d.irect government management. From the point of view of 
the services rendered to education, the importance of the institutions 
under direct government management is out of all proportion to their 
number, comprising, as they do, the majority of the professional 
colleges in which such subjects as medicine, agriculture, engineering, 
science and commerce are taught. At the apex of the educational 
system of India stand the universities, the constitution of which· is 
regulated by legislative enactments. There are fifteen of these in 
British India.. A more detailed descnption of the universities and 
the arts colleges from the agricultural standpoint will be found in 
paragraphs 463-466 below. . 

438. It is unnecessary, here, to describe the legislation which governs 
the educational functions of local bodies in the A!:: OJ'LOOAL different provinces. It willsuflice to say that the 
most important additions to thislegislation in recent 

years have been Primary Education Acts, one of the,main objects of 
which has been to empower local bodies to introduce compulsory 
primary education in selected areas. 

Although some local bodies maintain or aid secondary English schools, 
their chief concern is with elementary education in the vernacular. 
This they provide either directly through the medium of schools under 
their own management or indirectly by grants-in-aid to schools under 
private management. The policy adopted· in this respect varies 
greatly in the different provinces. This divergence dates back to 
the beginnings of vernacular education in t.his country when Bengal 
and Madras, for example, adopted the system of grants-in-aid for 
financing primary education whilst Bombay, the Punjab and the United 
Provinct's developed the system of government or 10caJ. board schools. 
The position to-day is that the expenditure on aided schools is far higher 
than that on government and board schools in Bengar, Bihar and Orissa 
and Burma and that the reverse is the case in Bombay, the United 
Provinces, the Punjab, the Central Provinces and Assam. In Madras, 
there is no great disparity between the expenditure on government and 

)10 Y 286 -33a 
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board schools and that on aided schools. Bengal relies, to a far blfeater 
extent than any other province, on income from fees, some forty-one 
per cent of its total expenditure on education in 1925-26 being derived 
from this source. 

The departments of education aim at securing efficiency in the 
education provided by local authorities partly through an inspectorate, 
upon satisfying which, in theory at least, the continued recognition of 
au institution depends; and partly through the opportunities for 
persua.sion whicb present themselves by reason of the fact that so large a 
proportion of the expenditure on education-about forty-eight 'per cent 
in 1925-26-is borne by provincial resources. In practice, departmental 
control over eduratiori is generally admitted to be somewhat less effective 
than the threefold safeguard of inspection, recognition and assistance 
from government funds might suggest. The standard of recognition ~ 
a minimum standard and witltdrawal of recognition. once accorded, is 
rarely resorted to, wltilst the assistance furnished from provincial 
revenues bears, as a rule, some proportion to the amount provided by 
the local authority from its own resources. The proportion furnished 
from provincial revenues has greatly increased in recent years. 

The recognition of privately managed institutions loses much of its 
value froll the reluctance shown in withdrawing recognition. The 
grant-inlaid, however, fUlnishes a more potent weapon of control over 
these institutions, as the majority of the schools which receive such 
grants are largely dependent upon them for the continuance of their 
existence. If used judiciously, therefore, they should enable the depart-

o ments of education, either directly or through the medium of the 
body administering the grant, to insist upon the elements necessary 
for a sound education. These elements would include the employment 
of properly qualified and adequately trained teachers. and the provision 
and maintenance of suitable accommodation and equipment. 

439. The brief outline of the educational system of India which hl1.& 
T._ been given above will have made it clear that, in the 
.uarvBT.urOB O. TBlI I th ffi' f h . 

INSPBOTOIUTlL ong run, e e Clency 0 t at system rests mamly 
. . on the efficiency and courage of the inspectorattt 

roam.tamed by the provincial governments. The inspectorate is 
proVlded by the Indian and provincial eduoational services. Recruit
~ent for the Indian Educational Service. as for all services working 
In the transferred field of the administration. has now ceased and it is 
inte~de~ that i~s duties should be taken over by the superior 
pr0':lDcl~ ~~cahonal services. The present position in regard to these 
?CrVlCeS IS slmilar' to that of the agricultural services which are described 
1D paragraph 33, qhapter II. Their responsibilities will be heavy. 

440. The salient features of the total expenditure on education in 
SUTI8TJOAI. ~ritish India during recent years. are conveniently 

Illustrated by the graphs opposite. 
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The expen.liture on aU forms of educa.tion in recognised institutions is 
f!iven scparately for each of the nine major provinces and for British 
Iu(iia 8B a whole in 1926-27, in the Table below :-

I 
Province I Po,. ...... Total Expenditure ('ost J:r 

___ (orn ..... of 1921): 8cho r 

---~--.- ----- ----- -

I 
ltg. Rs. 

Aoaam 7,1106,000 (3,84.150 16 
I 

&.ogal •• 1 46,696,000 3,97,76.068 17 

Bihar and Orissa I 34,006,000 1,77,23,772 17 ", 
I 

Bombay 

"1 
19,292,000 3,81,49,-149 34 

Burma .. 13,212,000 1,93,83,804 « 
I 

C<ontral Provinces Bnd] 
Berar J3,913,OOO 1~13,()3,933 .. " 

Maarss 42,319,000 4,52,72,i:l2 19 

Punjab 20,685,000 2,87.6J.763 26 

{JllitAld Provin('f'8 '-1 (5,376,000 3,37,7!l,166 26 

British India- (including: 
minor administrations).j 247,098,000 22,77,\.2,532 

----- _ .. ------'- -----
---- --- ._------

Percentage of cXf ... nditure from 

Provinef> 
Govl'rnID6nt Other 

funds ;Board funds Fees sources -;-

~ 57 13 17 13 

Bengal 37 6 41 16 

Bihar and 0ri888 41 28 18 13 

Bombay 52 19 17 12 

Burma 49 18 18 15 

<Central Provinoea and:' 
Berar .. ~ 63 181 101 8 

HadI'88 ·.i 45 15 19 21 

Punjab .. 53 14 20 13 

IOllited Provwcee a8 13 14 .. 15 

British India- (including, 
minor administrations). i 48 14 22 16 

- 1\)25'26 figures, 1926-27 6gurea not available. 
t i.e., WOODle from endowments, subscriptions, oontributions, etc. 
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}.tt thel"light is thrown on the present educational position in India 
b:v ti e f.gures iJl. the Tnhle helow :-
___ ". _____ -C-_ -,-_________________ _ 

Peroentage distribution of scholars in recognised 
institutions 

-----,,-----------_. 

}'or males For females 

Pri· Secon. S~. I ~~J Pri· lS:conTI S~-. ~ni. 
mary 1 dary cial I vem'l mary I dary I cial : vem· 
stage i stage Schools ties stage stage Scbools I ties 

Assam 89'0' 8'5 2'0 0'5194'1 I 5'5 0'4 
Bengal 82'4 10'3 5'8 1'5

1
98'3 1'1 10'5 0'1 

HiharandOrissa . 92'7 5'2 1'71 0'4 97'9 1'0 1'1 
"I ' 16'0 1'8 1'0 I' 110'0 8'7 1'3 ~~~.!':Y .. i ~~:~ 10'1 3'5 0'4 90'8 7'8 1'4 I 

Central Provinces and Berar,,' 86'9 12'0 0'6 0'5 I 92'0 5'8 I 2'21 
MadrAS 92'0 6'3 1'0 I 0'7194'0 4'3' 1'5 O'Z 
rUU,lllO ~n.. so.. 001 " .. 1: lI'9 j 1'9 0'1 
United Pro'l'inces 88' 2 9'7 I, __ I' 41. 0'7 I 1)4' 9 I 4'0 1'1. 

Britishlndia.~~87-lS:S13'21 0.;195-"2j-3:ll-,II--;;:1 

---.-- --------,. ---_._-----

Province 

Assam 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa 
Bombay 
Burma 

I Peroentage of soholars in 
I tbe primary stage in recog· 

nised and unrecognised 
: institutiona to population 
, of aohool.going age iviz •• 15 
; r.r cent of tbe total popula. 

tion) in 1921·22t 
-- -_. -,----

Male Female 

28'6 5'0 
35'9 10'2 
200 4'1 
45" 12'9 
40'2 12'2 

Central Provinces and Berar,.[ 25'6 3'6 
Madras " " 41'9 11'5 
Punjab . I 25'2 5'9 
United Provinoes " 22'8 2'9 

British India 32'2 7'6 

• 1925·26 figul'Cl!, 1926.27 figure& not available. 

Peroentage of literacy 
among the total popula
tion of 20 years of age 

and over (cenaua of 1921) 

Mal.. Female 

15'0 1'3 
22'5 2'1 
12'6 0'7 
18'4 2'4 
62'0 U'8 
10'4 O'g 
21'4 2'2 
9'4 0'9 
8'9 0'7 

IS'3 1'9 

t Special school.'oonsist, of teC'~Jlli<'al and industrial sohools, normal and training 
sohools, commercial, medieal and rdormo.tory schools, scbooia for adults, sohools for 
defectives, eto, • 

t Statistics are Dot available w hl<'h would ena ble a Table in this form ~ be prepared 
for any year subsequent t,o 1021,22, From the general edurational information 
availahle, it may be inferred that Ill .. percentages shown in the ,Table have inoreased 
sinoe that date, notably in Ih6 Punjab, " 
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Direct Expenditure on Education 
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.. ~ ............. .. .. .. .,. -----_. __ .-' 
. \ .----' ~~~ ----. 

2 · 

Expenditure 
In Crnrel 

of Rupees. 

• Division of the Direct Expenditure between Primary, Secondary, Higher and Special School Education is shown in the right
hand graph, the scale of which is 2i times the scale of the left·hand graph. 

tIndirect Expenditure consists of Expenditure on Direction, Insp<lction, Buildings, Furniture, Apparatus, and Miscellaneous 
Expenditure. The division of the Indirect Expenditure between the various stages of education is not shown in reports. 
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. The· figures of literacy and female education reveal in very striking 
fashion what are admitredly the weakest points in the educational 
posi.tion in India. To impart literacy is the essential object, of 
Nlueation at t.he pri.mary stage and little progress in rural development 
CIlJI be hoped for without it. The subject calls for further diBcuBsion. 
"'" e deal separarely with female education in paragraph 414 below. . 
• 4 U.. The spread of literacy in India can be gauged in two differeDt 

• P~'IKDUOATION ways: from the figures of attendance at primary 
WlTBBUKBlDfOKTOAN schools and by a study of the census returns of 

~ fNlIBlWIKIlI LlTEBACi". literates. 
According to the census returns of 1921, the male population of British 

India was approximatflly 127 millions, of whom 14 ·66 per cent were from 
5 to 10 years old. The number of boys of primary school age was thus . 
about 18! millionll. In 1916-17, the number of pupils at recognised 
plimary sdrools was reported as 4'78 millions, In 1925-26, it had 
increased to 6 ·88 millions. In the ten years ending with 1925-26, 
therefore, the number of pupils attending prinlary SChools for boys 
i~creased by 44 per cent as compared with an increase in the total male 
}lOpula.tion of 1·7 per cent in the last census decade. It is cle.l.r, 
therefore, that the increase in the numbers attending primary schools is 
not due only to the increase in the population, and that, during these 
ten years, the percentage of boys of primary school age who have 
attended school has steadily risen. 

The figUl'es of literacy of the census of 1921 are the latest ~hich are 
available. The CclnsUS of 1911 was the first for which a definite standard 
of lit~racy was pre8Cribed. It was not a high one, consisting as it did 
merely of ability to write a letter to a friend and to read the reply to it. 
The percentage of males over 20 years of age who satisfied this test was 
I"(·turned at 16 '1. As was observed in the report on the census, it would 
doubtless have been considerably higher if those who could decipher the 
pages of a printed book with more or kss difficulty had b(;en included as 
Iiterate8. The same definition was retained at the census of 1921 when 
the percentage of literate8 was IS·3. No satisfactory comparison with 
the figurcs of tho census of 1901 can be made owing to the abs(;nce of jj. 

precisc standard at that census but the corresponding figure was then 
14'8. If the increase in male population is correlatt'd to the increase in 
literate population, the result is as shown below . 

. _-,--;---
! Pel·centage 
i Male of literacy Literate I 

Male I Increase I f of male male popula. Increase Year ' ,population 0 I population , per cent . 20 and over population tioD of 20 per cent 
I! of 20 and and over I 

I 
over - ----1-

1901~.·117.S04.9()() --.-.-1' 61,OS9,300 i 14·S ~,02I,OOO : 
1911 •• ,I24,S73,7oo 6·0 65,456,100 i 16·1 10,557,000.

1 

17'0 
1921 •• \126,S72,100 1·6 66,440,700 i IS·3 12.152,500 15·1 

The conclusions which stand out from a study of these data are that 
the proportion of boys of school-going age attmding primary schools is 
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still uisappointingly smail though itis increasing with some rapidity, and 
that the proportion of lit.erates is very low both ab801uttly and relatively 
to the number of boys attending school. 

The figuros of progress in attenda.nce at llrimary schools would furnish 
more solid ground for sa.tisfaction if it could be assumed that all the boya 
attending such schools remained a.t them long enough to ensure their 
rearhing the minimum sta.ndard of litaracy but this, unfortunately, is 
not the caHe. No d9finite information is a.vailable as to the extent to 
which those who reach this sta.ndard remain litcrate after their school
goi.ng days are over but there is reason to believe that relapse into. 
illiteracy is not uncommon. 

442. Though there has Wldoubtedly been a marked advance in the 
REASONS J'OB field of primary education in India in recent years, 

THIll UNSATIBB'ACTOBY the review of the situation in the preceding para
STATE OF PRn.wtY graphs will have shown that it is still very tar from 
EDUOATION. t' f t F b f'l '\... 'd sa IS a,(' ory. or t (' 31 UT" to 3.('£,1(,"'"P. 1!!"r" Tarl 

progress there are various reasons, Chief among these is the inethcient 
teacher. The complaint is that he has failed to spread in the village a 
desire for education; that he .has failed to overcome the deficienctes 
of his own training and to surmount the obstacles arising from the 
apathy and indifference of the people; and that he has, therefore, failed to 
attract to his school the boys of his neighbours or to keep at school those 
whom their parents have sent. In mitigation of his failure, the teacher 
may urge with some reason that the pay and prospects of the 
profession are not, and never have been, such as to encour8ge good work, 
The parents, on their part, may urge that facilities for education are 
inadequate, that, even where no school fees are charged, there arise various 
items of expenditure which amount to a considerable burden on their 
slender resources, that the teaching is inefficient and that the boys are 
required at home for looking after cattle or doing light work on the land. 

The plea of the parents that facilities are inadequate recehes some 
support from the fact that there are not more than 157,000 primary 
schools for boys for over 500,000 towns and villages, but it is largely 
discounted by the ext.ent to which facilities already in existence remain 
unutilised. The evidence we have received is conBictirg as to whether, 
to any apprecia.ble extent, the cost deters parents frcm sendirg their 
boys to school. The. character of the teaching given is undoubtedly 
a factor of importance. The villager may be illiterate but he is usually 
shrewd enough to appraise t.he value, or lack of value, of the t.nition 
given in relation to the life he knows. Where so large a proportion of 
the people have no experience of the value of education, and may be 
unwilling, if not unable, to incur expenditure on it, the tendency to 
follow custom and keep the boys from school must be strong. 

443. The shor~ness of the period for which most boys rema.in at a 

W 
primary school is not evident from the statistics of 

ASTAOB IN THB d h' h b d h 1 b PRDIAay SCHOOL. atten ance W lC are sse on t e tota num er on 
the rolls in the cla.sses which make up the primary 

school. It is not, therefore, generally realised how serious is the handicap 
to the spread of litera.cy present.ed by the fact that. so many of the boys 
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:attending primary schoolll do not stay for more than a year and that of 
those who do, only half complete the course. The position will be clear 
from the following Table:-

Table showing the wastage in primary sclwols f(W boys 

Cia .. and year 

I in 1922·23 
II .. 1923·24 

III .. 1924·25 
1\' .. 1926·26 

Number of 
pupil. 

3,453,046 
1,218.758 

897,512 
655,101 

W&8tagein 
Cla88 1,_ 
per cent 

64·7 
74'0 
81'0 

------___________ --L ____ ~ ______ _ 

There are three striking deductions to be drawn from these figures to 
-which we wish to draw attention. The first is that very few boys (less 
than twenty per cent) stay four years at school. As it takes at least four 
years to achieve lasting literacy, it may be said that a very large 
proportion of the expenditure on primary education is wasted so far as 
its aim is to make the people literate. The truth is that the parent too 
-often regards the primary school as a creche. The caUJles of the wastage 
throughout the primary school course are largely those which account 
for the small proportion of children who attend school at all. The problem 
-of removing these caUJles is at once the most important and most difficult 
of solution of the many that confront the educational authorities. 

The second point is that, when calculations are made on the tJasis of 
information supplied by the censUJl reports, it appears that the total 
number of pupils in recognised schools who pass through class IV is a 
little more than the normal loss due to death among literate males 
-of 20 years of age and over. In the three provinces of Bengal, Bihar 
a.nd Orissa and Burma, the annual loss due to death exceeds the 
number of pupils in class IV and the literate population is - only 
maintained with the help of unrecognised institutions. 

The third point is that, without any increase in the total number of 
pupils (about 6,000,000) attending the first four primary classes, the 
number in class IV might be increased from 600,000 to 1,500,000, or, 
in other words, if only 1,500,000 pupils attended class I and could be 
kept in attendance till they had passed class IV, over twice the present 
number of pupils would achieve lasting literacy without any necessary 
increase in expenditure. 

444. Before we proceed to discuss remedies of an administrative kind 
F for -decreasing the wastage of effort that now 

BK.U.B BDD'O&TIOJr. characterises the early stages of education, we 
propose to refer to the subject of female education, since our enquiries 
into the educational system of India in its bearing on rw-:Iol development 
have left us firmly convinced of the great importance to rural develop. 
ment in this country of the spread of literacy among the women of India. 
How small has been the progress already made in this direction is shown 
hy the figures for female litt'racy Which were returned at the censUJl 
of ] 921. The total female population in that year was 120,000,000. The 
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number of females undergoing any form of education at school or college 
was estimated, in 1924-25, at 1,600,000, which gives a percentage of 
scholars t.o the total femnle popula.tion of school-going age of 9. 

Since 1916-17, the number of females undergoing instruction has risen 
by 480,000 or forty per cent. The relative increase h~s, therefore, been 
considerable. Progress has not, however, been as satISfactory as would 
appear at. first sight; for an analysis of the figures shows that thirty-one 
per cent of the increase is due to an increase in the number of primary 
scholars, most of whom leave after their first or second year, before 
literacy has been firmly attained. Of the 914,000 pupw in the first 
four primary classes in schools for g~Is, in 1924-25, 625,000 were in the 
lowest class and there were only 149,000 in class II, 87,000 in dass III 
and 53,000 in class IV. The wastage is thus even more pronounced 
than it is in the case of boys. 

The inertia of conservatism and prejudice, reinforced by the purdah 
system and the custom of early marriage, the lack of qualified teachers. 
the difficulty of making arrangements which will be considered 
satisfactory by the parents for the traru.it of girls to and from 
school and the difficulty of providing suit a ble accommodation for 
women teachers in the smaller villages are all formidable obstacles t() 
rapid expansion. There are indications that a change in the general 
attitude towards female education has set in. A valuable stimulus is 
coming from women theDlSehes. Though it will probably be long 
before <this is powerful enough to make itself felt t.hroughout the country 
as a whole, it is impossible to read the proceedings of the all-India 
women's conferences on educational reform without realisil1g the great
ness of the possibilities in this direction. The co-operative movement can 
do much to assist. It is already doing so in the Punjab where co-operative 
education societi~ are interested in the education of women and girls 
as well as ill that of men and boys. Improvements in communications, 
tending as they do to extend the influence of the better educated urban 
communities on the rural population in the neighbourhood of towns, 
should also promote the spread of female literacy. An experiment has 
been undertaken in Bengal, designed to assist purdah women to educate 
theDlSelves by means of correspondence courses carried out under the 
supervision of a visiting governess. The results obtained should provide a. 
valuable guide to the possibility of further development in this direction. 

We feel strongly, however, that progress will be slow if it depends on 
nothing more than the operation of the factors we have just discussed. 
The value to the community of the education of its women lies 
particularly in it!! effect upon the spread of lasting literacy amongst the 
young. Steps should be taken fully to record the educational history and 
subsequent development of children of typical cultivating families in 
which the moU.er is lit.erate, while like particulars of illiterate homes in 
the same neighbourhood and conditions of life should be tabulated for 
the purpose of comparison with their more fortunate neighbours. It is 
essential, however, that the families chosen should be of entirely rural 
condition and not urban. Where no literate honles of the cultivating 
cla'!ses are availahle. we think a definite effort should be made to impart 
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literacy to a certain number of young mothers selected where conditions 
are most anitable and where no similar experiment has been tried before. 
We have little doubt that the result of this comparison will show & 

markedly stronger tendency on the part of the literate parent both to send 
the children to school and to keep them there till literacy, which the 
mot.her has come to value, has been fairly achieved. 

We think that the trouble and expense involved in the collection of the 
nectl8Sary fact., will be amply repaid if, &8 we anticipate, the result is t() 
provide conviiicing propaganda which can be used to demonstrate, in ways 
that all will understand, the true relation between female literacy and 
t.he spread of general literacy. This is but one expedient that suggestS 
it~elf to our minds, and we do not doubt that there are others bette!," 
buited to particular localities. We would add that, in our view, this is a 
matter in which methods at once novel and unorthodox may well prove 
thelDJ!elves to be possessed of a publicity value and a power of popular 
appeal denied to blue books and even to official pronouncements. 

445. Weare convinced that the progressive adoption of the compulsory 

RBllBDIlIIIL 
(i) CoJaUL8ION. 

system is the only mearu. by which may be overcome 
the unwillingness of parents to send their children 
to school and to keep them there till literacy is 

attained. The provision of a sufficiency of trained teachers and of 
suitably equipped buildings must, of course, precede the enforcement 
of compulsory school attendance. We fully realise that the expenditure 
involved in the introduction of compulsion will be very heavy and 
that .the greater part of it must fall upon proyincial revenues. On this 
ground alone, it is obvious that uniform progress in all provinces; or 
even in different parts of the same province, is not to be expected. 

In 1911, the late Mr. Gokhale initiated a movement for compulsory 
primary education. Since that date, a desire for increased primary 
education has found strong expression tilloughout India and legislative 
enactments for the introduction of compulsion at the discretion 
of local bodies in rural areas now exist in all provinces except Bengal 
where, however, a Primary Education Bill is under consideration. 
The desire for the expansion of education is also· reflected in the 
largely increased expenditure on primary education in recent years 
by local bodies as well as by local governments. 

Active steps, however, to give effect to the legislation enacted still 
remain to be taken in most provinces. The Punjab, the Central 
Provinces, Bihar and Orissa, and Madras are the only provinces in which 
steps have been taken to make primary education compulsory in any 
Iural area and the Punjab is the only province in which any measure of 
success can be said to have been achieved. In all the provincial 
legislation on the subject, the onus of proposing the establishment of a 
compulsory area is placed on the local body concerntd with primary 
education. It is, therefore, essential to convince local bodies that a 
bolder policy is needed if primary education as a vital factor in 
rural development is to be efficient and widespread, and that the heavy 
responsibility lies on them of making the rural communities realise that 
llothing hinders their moral a.nd material well-being 80 much as delay 
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()r reluctance in bringing primru'y education within the borders of their 
villages. It is needless to point out that nothing does more to promote 
.and facilitate the co-operative movement in all directions than prim.ary 
educMion. The moral improvement which flows from an intelligent 
.application of the co-operative principle is rightly emphasised by the 
leaders of the Indian co-operativt' movement. Equal emphasis must be 
laid upon the principle that the development and strengthening of 
~haracter, which is one of the most valuable results of that movement, 
()annot proceed far unless it is lJased on the secure foundation provided 
'by an efficient system of primary education. 

Provincial governments, who contribute la.rgely from their revenues 
to the cost of primary education, should also bring the local authorities 
to realise that, in present conditions, expenditure on primary educati<>n 
is largely wasted and this waste can only be effectively stopped by the 
gradual introduction of the compulsory system. 'We attach iml'ortance 
to tlrivin(5 home the wa!'tpfl1ln"~~ "f thl' llresent volunhlIY syst.f:'m. We 
'believe that this is an argument of which the force will be read..ily appre
dated and that it should not be difficult to wnvince local bodies of the 
unwisdom of failure on their part to obtain good value for money spent. 

In recommending that compulsion should be introduced as rapidly 
.as possible, we do not contemplate thfl creation of an army of attendance 
()fficers, and wholesale prosecutions. The mere presence of an Act upon 
the Statute BooJ! and its application to a particular area go far to ensure 
Qbedience to its prc.yisions. Weare inclined to favour the view adopted 
in the Punjab. that compulsion should be used more to keep at school 
boys already sent there than to bring in the last boy in the village. It 
is more important to stoll the wastage we have mentioned than to 
strain after the last truant. 

4046. The time required for the general introduction of compulsion 
throughout the rural areas of India must be 

(Ii) TaB IlITlWDUO- measured in decades rather than in years and the 
TION ow .I. CONTUOT • h f . h h 1.:_ 
8YSTKM. question, t ere ore, arISes w et er anyt.uwg can 

be done in the meantime to ensure a better return 
for tlle expenditure on primary education. Over six crores of rupees 
were so spent in 1925-26 and, as '\\e have shown above, no inconsiderable 
part of this sum must be held to have been wasted. We have consi
dered whether a partial solution of the problem of securing the retention· 
Qf children at school for a period sufficiently long to enable them to 
attain the minimum standard of literacy might not be found in a system 
of contract. This might take the positive form of requiring the deposit 
by the parent, at the out.<;et of the boy's school career, of a sum of money, 
the whole or a proportion of which wou ld be sequestrated if the boy were 
removed, except for good reasons, before the end of the school course, 
or the negativtf form of forfeiture of a small bonus which would have 
been earnoo. if the boy had rem.ained at school for the whole period. 
We doubt, however, whether such a system as this could be satisfactorily 
worked by government agency. Any movement in this direction must 
come from the people themselves and, in our view, the most desirable 
form it can take is that of co-operative societies, the members of which 
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pledge themselves under penalties to keep their children at school. 
Co-operative aocieties of this character have been formed in the Punjab 
and there are at present 158 of them with a membership of 7,000 parents 
who bind themselves to send their children to school for' four years 
continuously, or until the completion of the fourth standard. These 
BocietieB are rapidly increasing in numbers and we were informed that 
the withdrawal of a member on whom a penalty has been imposed is 
very rare. Sucb societies are intended to pave the way towards, and not 
to replace, legal compulsion, and in the Punjab have been closed down 
as the people have been won over to general legal compulsion. 

447. Inefficient teaching and its consequent effects on attendance 
_.. may be due to the shortcomings of the teacher or 

III (~~=1INT8 the fact that too much is expected of him. The 
. remedy for the one is an improvement in training. 

The remedy for the other is an increase in the number of trained teachers. 
It is most unfortunate that women are seldom available as primary 

schod teachers in India, for experience all the world over has shown 
that a woman makes a far better t.eacher for young children than a man 
and nowhere has universal education been attained without the aid of 
the female teacher. We consider that a determined attempt ought to 
be made to remove the difficulties which at present stand in the way of 
women becoming teachers. Improvement in their pay is desirable on 
general grounds, and we recommend this strongly for We consider that, 
in many provinces, the standard of pay is inadequate. But it e;eems. 
doubtful whether an improvement in pay such as would be financially 
possible would be sufficient to enable them to make for themselves 
suitahle arrangements for their residence in villages. The selection and 
training of promising girls from the villages who, on the completion of 
their training, would return to their own villages, and the training of 
the wives of the male teachers would appear to be the most lJromising 
expedients immediately practicable. 

We have pointed out that the number of primary schools in India is 
titill far from sufficient for the number of villages whose needs they are
called upon to serve, but the multiplication of inadequately staffed 
schools will not help matters. We entirely agree with those educational 
authorities who hold that no primary school can be efficient which has
less than two teachers. Unless the school which has at present one 
teacher can be provided with an additional teacher or converted into
a branch school consisting of one or two classes only, with the object 
of providing teaching for young children until they are old enough to· 
lI-alk to the central school, it is better closed, for it is both ineffective· 
and extravagant. We realise that financial considerations militate 
against the provision of a second teacher for the small primary school. 
It is estimated that the minimum number of pupils required for a 
primary school from the point of view of economical administration is 
about a hundred, whereas the average number attending each primary 
school at the end of 1925-26 was only 43. But nothing is to be gained 
by failure to face the fact that a village which has a primary school 
with only one teacher might almost as well be without a school at 
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all, We therefore recommend that, wherever possible, the policy of 
establishing C central' schools and of converting 'single teacher' 
tlChools into • branch' schools should be adopted. 

We were informed that a marked improvement in the standard of 
primary education had been efiected in the Punjab by the conversion of . 
primary schools into lower middle schools with six classes, and of lower 
middle schools into full middle schools with eight classes. This improve
ment is doubtless to be attributed to the better leadership and direction 
to be found in middle schools, to the fact that the teaching is, therefore, far 
better, and also in no small degree to the stimulus larger numbers bring 
to the pupils themselves. All these factors make for a longer period of 
:school life and more regular attendance. The advance made in this direc
tion in the Punjab is strikingly illustrated by the following figures :-

--- -- ------- ----

Primary Y(l8or schools 

'1920·21 5,369 
1921·22 5,627 
1922-23 5,738 
1923·24 .. I 5,679 
1924·25 

"1 
5.562 

1925·26 5,714 
1926·27 1 5,912 

"1 

Punjab 

(Schools for boys) 

I 
Percentage 

of Lower Ipercentage 
: increase{ + ) middle of 
! or decrease schools increase 

(-) 
l _______ ---I 

402 
+ 4,8 412 2'5 
+ 2'0 438 !i'3 
-1'0 fiSS 34'3 
-2'1 S83 50'2 

I + 2'7 1.342 52'0 
Ta'5 1,658 23'5 

i 
Upper Percent. 
middle age of 
schools increa.se 

-, 
! 

213 ! 
244 14'5 
270 10'7 
299 10'7 . 
323 8'0 
391 21'1 
456 16 6 

Alt.hough other provinces also have a certain number of primary pupils 
in middle schools, they have not so far initiated a definite policy of 
.convert.ing primary schools into lower middle schools and the number 
of primary scholars in these schools is accordingly much fewer than 
it is in the Punjab, as is shown by the following comparison :-

AMaro 
Reng.u 

PrOvince 

Bihar and Orissa 
<'entral Provin.es 

Berar 
Punjab ., 
United Provinces 

and' 

1926-27 
-- - ---- ------

Primary I Primary Percentage of 

pupils in i pupils in Total primary pupils 

primary i secondary 
primary in seoondary 
pupils .schools to total schools , sohools primary pupils , . 

~--~-! ---- --'------- -- ---' --, 
199.343 25.687 

, 
225,030 11'4 

1,399,535 187,566 1,587,101 11'8 
875,666 45,756 1 921,422 , 5'0 

1 

2iO,072 46,184 t 316.256 14'6 
393,160 330,054 723.214 45'6 

1,038.452 18,644 1,057,096 1'8 

Similar figures for Bombay and Madras are not available as the middle 
vernacular schools in those provinces are classed as primary schools. 
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The reasons which have led to the converSion of primary schools into 
lower middle schools in the Punjab appear to be convincing and we 
commend the desirability of oool'ting a similar procedure to the con
sideration of other local governments. 

448. We have so tar dealt with the instruction in primary schools 
from the point of view of its effect on the spread of 

... ~~AID permanent literacy and have shown that, judged 
by the only possible test, that of liw.racy achieved, 

the system of primary education in India has been costly Wlth<>"t being 
efficient. We now turn to the coll8ideration of t.he teacher, the methou.. 
of teaching and the medium of instruction, from the more particular 
standpoint of their relation to agricultural progress. 

From the agricultural standpoint, it is essential that the pupil should 
be encouraged to seek his interests in the every day life of the country
side. The years from five to ten lYe important formative years. If, 
dwing this period, the boy comes under a teacher who takes little or no 
interest'in country affairs, if he learns his leBSOns and does his sums in 
terms of urban life and is given no exphmation of the life that passes 
under his own eyes, he is apt to conclude that town life is the ideal. The 
more the primary teacher knows about the rural surroundings in which 
hlj finds himself and is in sympathy with them, the better teacher he will 
make. The general tenor ()f the evidence '\\<e received was in favour ot 
teachers being drawn from amongst those who are familiar wit~ rural 
life wherever this is possible, but no general desire was expressed that 
the supply of teachers for rural schools should be rigidly restricted to 
men who are themselves of rural origin and upbringing. While a 
rigid restriction would in om:oDiniQI!_J)e~llJlgOund in itse~lld.would 
make atill more dUficult the supply of primariSCho01 teachers required 
to make effective the introduction of a compulsory system of education, 
we are in favour of recruiting rural teachers to the utmOst practical 
exteI1t from men of rural origin and upbringing. 

After the teacher, the most important influence in keeping instruction 
inrural schools on the right lines is that of the text book he uses. We 
are, therefore, glad to be able to place on racold our high opinion of 
the work whioh il! being done by the Text Book Committee in the 
Punjab and to note the special interest evinced by Mr. M. West, the 
Principal of the Teachers' Training College at Dacca, in Bengali text
books which was reHected in a most interesting exhibition arranged by 
bim at the Dacca Agricultural Show which we visited in January. 1927 . 

. We could wish that work of this character was not so exceptional, but 
there appears reason to believe that text book committees in general 
are apt to dissociate themselves from any responsibility for securing 
the supply of the right class of text-books and to coufin6' themselves to 
the role of censors. It would also seem that. in some instances. they 
find it difficult to resist the prejudices of local authoritias and the 
importunities of th~ authors of school books. We advise that authors 
of school text-books should not be nominated to text book committees. 
In our opinion, the part the text book committee can play in developing 
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primary educatio.Q on right lines is so important that it is essential that 
it shonld be constituted in. such a way as to command the respect and. 
confidence of all who are interested in education. 

If it can be secured th ... t the teacher· in primary schools, thongh 
not himself necessarily of rural origin and upbringing, has a genuine 
inte!'est in country life, that the school text-books are rural in tone 
and that the boys are given such opportunities of observing plant 
and animal 1iJ1>-..s are afIordtd by occasional school walks t.hrough. 
neirrhboarlng cultivation, tile minimum standara at which we think it 
.deS'i'rable to aim will have been achieved. Where a government farm 
is ("asily 3C(·eMible, allUlgementa might be made for the older boys to
visit it from time to time. If the teacher happens to be a keen and 
weH informed gard<;ner or has qualifications for teachi.Jlg nature study on 
sound lines, he should be encourage,) to impart his knowledge to such 
of his pupils as are willing to learn. A stimulus in this direction might 
bi! given t.o the teacher by a supplem£>nt to his pay. But So pretence 
d teaching agricultural methods to boys five t.> ten years old, whether 
theoretically in the guise of nature study or practically in school 
gardens, should be avoided. All experience shows the futility of such 
attempts. If, at thEl end of his primary course, a boy can read and 
write with facility and intelligence and can do simple calculationS in 
terms of th(' marketing of his fatht-r's produce; if he l'D.owS the simple 
rule- of health, has hee.a taught the us(' of his hlUlds and has bPen 
imbued \lith a love for the country-side IUld a sense of fair play to his 
neighbo1l1'9 and to dumb animals, then there will be firmly established 
both the desire and the power to make the village a better place to live 
in, Bn<l both thEl kacher and the system may be held to have 
abundantly succeeded. 

We cannot leave the subject of the teacher and his training without 
referring to a movement which offers bright hopes for escape from 
the difficulties which clog the progress of education. The new scheme 
for training teachers, which has been worked out by the Presbyterian 
Mission at Moga, has been adOl'ted and extended by the Punjab Educa
tion Del'artment, and now prevails in every training institution for 
vernacular teachers in the province. The teachers are trained in oom
munity work and service; they are taught to participate in the health
ful activities of village life and to put their hands to practi~a\ use in 
whatever way they can. We visited the training school at ;o.urgaon 
and were favourahly impressed with the results of this attempt t) evolve 
a new type of teacher for village schools who would be looked up to as 
a source of help and advice outside as well as inside the schocl-room. 
If, in the past, the deficiencies of the teacher have been an important 
cause of the fai'~ure of the expensive efforts to spread primary education, 
it may well be that the training of his successor on new lines may 
prove to be an important factor in achieving sucress. This system 
of training at Moga is but one example of the valuable pioneeriug and 
experimental work accomplished by missioD,s, to which education in 
India owes so great a debt. 
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449. Our discussion pf the system of primary education in India would 
. be incomplete without an examination of the 

ADULT IlDUCA'l'Wlil. '\"Ii . f ta ki th' bl f POSSlul ties 0 at c ng e Immense pro em 0 

nullo! illiteracy by the· short cut of instructing the adult cultivator. 
It is clear that while a universal system of rural education for children 
ill obviously indispensable for the future, it cannot affect the present 
sitnation, and jf it is not to be supplemented by a. determined effort to 
spread adult education, many of the improvements in agriculture which 
we so earnestly desire to see must be postponed until a new generation 
has sprung up fitted by early tuition to reap the advantages we seek to 
place within their reach. That appreciable progress has been achieved 
in popularising the idea of adult education indicates that the people are 
willing to accept new opportunities and to depart from old custom. 
The very fact that adult schools have been started is evidence that 
some adults have been convinced that it is worth their while to attend. 
It may be that disappointments have been great and failures many, 
but it is encouraging that efforts have been made, have been responded 
to and have even met with some measure of success. Active steps to 
promote adult education date from about 1920·21. Since then their 
progrcss has been rapid and, in 1925-26, the numl>er of pupils undergoing 
instruction was 122,649. The movement is still, however, practically 
confuled to two provinces, the Punjab and Bengal, and, as the following 
fihrures for the Punjab will show, it is in that province that its main 
strength lies :-

Punjab 

- 1924 1925 i 1926 I 1927 
- -

Number of institutiona .. . 1,531 2,374 

I '''''1 .". Expenditure •• R&. 32,841 R8.47,l83 IRs. 1,01.950 Rs. ],28.561 
Total number of pupils .. 40,931 61.991 85,422 98,467 
N um her of agricu1 turists .. 17,469 35,879 I 48,984 58,8CO 

The impetus in rural areas has, in the main, been furnished by the 
Co-operative Department and once schools have been successfully 
cstablishe(i by that department, they are handed over to the Education 
Department. It should be mentioned that provision ill made for 
female as well 8S for male education. In Bengal, where there were, in 
1926,926 adult schools with 20,319 pupils on the rolls, the movement 
has not" the same intimate connection with the Co·operative DelJartment 
as it hasin the Punjab and it is perhaps for this reason that doubts have 
been expressed whether, in many cases, the schools are functioning with 
success. The figures for Bengal include 17 schools, with 442 pupils, 
situated in urban areas. In addition to schools in the large cities, 
Government in the Bombay Presidency maintain 116 primary schools 
for the education of adults and, in 1925, 4,012 pupils"were educated 
in them at a cost of Rs. 17,038. These schools were chiefly night schools. 
Some 37 schools under the auspices of the Provincial Co-operative 
Institute were started in 1922 for the education of adults. A private 
donor supplied the necessary funds for three years. After his death ill 
1924, the schools had to Le disconthlU~d for w!\nt of funds, 

,",0 y 286-3* 
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We are much attracted by the possibilities which a development oj 
adult education on a large scale holds out. Such a development would 
antedate by at least a generation that great advance in literacy which, 
in our view, is essential to progress in all directions. Its influence ill 
enlarging the scope of the cultivator's horizon and in increasing hi! 
willingness to adopt agricultural improvements and his capacity to waren 
over his own interests in buying and selling commodities and producE 
would be immense. Valuable time would thus be gained at a somewhal 
critical period, since conditions may nut remain as favourable al 
they have been, and still are, for the introduction of the agricultura 
products of India to the world's markets with the beneficial reactiolll 
on internal prosperity which may be expected to follow. Even morE 
important is the, stimulus which would be given to. the spread oj 
primary education amongst the youth of both sexes. As we have seen 
a great obstacle to educapional advance is presented by the apathy 01 

the parents and no better method of overcoming this can be devisee 
than by inducing them to realise in their ovm persons the benefits oj 
education. When that apathy is overcome, the financial difficulty if 
also in a fair way to removal, for a community which is convinced oj 
the benefits of education may be expected to be willing to tax itself t< 
secure them. Again, what may be described as the" after care" of thE 
literacy won at the primary school stage will be immensely facilitated 
for the spread of literacy amongst the parents 'will create a demand 
for a ,supply of the printed matter which is still seldom met with m 
rural districts in India and will thus give to the village libraries, whicb 
now require fostering care from educational and other official authorities, 
the secure basis of popular support. 

We have considered whether the education departments might not parti· 
cipate in the movement for adult education to a much larger extent thar 
they do at presellt in view of its great possibilities for good. We have 
however, come somewhat reluctantly to the conclusion that such partici 
pation would impose too great a strain on the primary school organisation 
Village school masters, if they do their duty properly by the childreI 
under their care, cannot be expected as a body to undertake the addition a 
work involved in night classes for the parents of those children and thE 
same consideration applies to the school inspectorate and to the educa· 
tional organisation at headquarters. which would inevitably have addi· 
tional work thrown on them if the Government were to start !loll 

extensive campaign to further adult education. Work of thli 
kind is, in our view, work which co-operative societies and 
associations of public spirited individuals who are anxious to promotE 
the development of the country-side are specially fitted to undertake 
We trust, however, that there will be the closest possible co-ordinatioll 
between the euucation departments and the co-operative department! 
and of both departments with associations which may interesl 
themselves in the promotion of adult education. In suggesting it as 
a field for non-official activity. we would express the hope that the 
lessons to be ill'awn from the failure of the schools started under the 
ausllices of the Co-overative Institute, Bombar. ~ll not be ove~lookE)d. 
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If the movement is to be successful, it must be based onpopuIar 
support and not on funds and initiative supplied from outside. Popular 
support ean only be secured as the result of active propaganda and muoh 
preliminary spade work. 

'Whilst we hold that the advance of adult education is a matter for 
non-official activity rathet than for the government departments, we 
consider that there may be a case for assisting co-operative societies 
financially in the matter of adult education. Such assistance might 
take the form of a pro rata contribution from 'provincial revenues 
to the funds which a society has been able to raise privately. It 
should, however, be made an invariable condition of all such assistance 
that the schools should be subject to inspection by educational 
officers. School buildings should be freely placed at the disposal of 
organisers and every facility compatible with the due discharge of 
their primary duty of educating t.he young should be given to teachers 
who are willing to undertake the additional work involved. 

450.' Secondary schools in India fall into two classes. Imme~ately 

OATION. 

above the primary schools are the vernacular middle 
schools and Angl<>-vernacular schools. In some 
provinces, these are termed English middle schools. 

The vernacular middle and Anglo-vernacular (English middle) schools are 
parallel institutions, the former in the main serving the needs of rural 
areas and the latter, except in Bengal, those of urban areas. The boys 
attending these schools are from ten to fourteen years old. Above these 
schools come the high schools which boys enter at the age of thir1;een 
or fourteen and w here they remain until they are sixteen or seventeen, 
after which they proceed to the intermediate colleges and the 
universities which are dealt with in paragraphs 463-466 below. The 
figures for secondary schools for boys as they stood in 1925-26, are 
given in the Table below ;-

Percentage of expenditure ·borne by 
Claasof 

Institutlon 
Nnmber Nnrober 01 Total 

, . .ovem- Mun1cIpal Fees Other 
sourcee 

, i!tudente ,expenditure I, G Board an d 

i _ iment fundo fuuds ------:----!_. - '------ -_ .. _-
Vernaenlar mlddJ

I 
4,401 'I 642,920 RB, I 

p(~hooI8. 
A~lo-vt"rnarular I 8,070 326,5]7 

71,50,414 i} 
9U,88,(JS2 i 36'9 20'S 28'2 14'6 

( Eugllsb middle)' 
.cboola. I I 

Highachoois ", ~1~~'~~5 
Total • ;! 9,867 1,583,092 j 

I 
3,60,44,066 1 32'1 2'4 60'0 14'6 

5,31,82,562 i 
----

These figures, however, hardly give a correct view of t11e position. In 
Bombay and Madras, as hal. been already explained, vernacular middle 
schools are classed as primary schools and, in the other provinces, 
secondary schools have primary classes attached to them. On the one 
hand, therefore, a small addition has to be made to the figures given in 

• Tbeee perceotagea arc Iiased on expenditure 1n,192i·25 /lS later fill"res are not available, 

)lO •. Y 2S6-3<j,a 

\ . 
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the Table above for the primary scholars in the Bombay and Madras 
vernacular middle schools and, on the other, a very large deductioll has 
to bo made for tho scholars who, in other provinces, are reading in the 
primary departm~nts attached to secondary school!>. The one by no means 
offset.s the other. According to the last estimate made (1922), the total 
number of secondary scholars was less by half a million than that shown 
in the statistics. The presence of half a million primary scholars in high 
and middltl schools is a point of great importance in considering the 
proportion of public funds spont on primary and secondary education. 

Mention may here conveniently be made of the demand for the 
tea.ching of English in vernacular schools which is especially keen in 
Bombay and the Punjab. In Bombay, it is met by the addition of an 
English class to vernacular schools, in the Punjab by the establish
ment of Anglo-vernacular schools in rural areas. 

451. From the agricnltural st.andpoint, interest in secondary oduca
IMPROVEMENTS IN tion centres in the vernacular and Anglo-vernacular, 

SECONDARY EDUOA· 
TION. (English middle) schools. 

As far as we are ,in a position to judge, the desirability of an improve
ment in the training and status of teachers and in school buildings and 
their equipment is receiving adequate attention, whilst the problem of 
devising a suitable curriculum which shall be, more scientific and less 
purely literary in character is being attacked in earnest. From the 
standpoint of our enquiries, an improvement in the teaching of, and in 
the provision of apparatus for, elementary science is the most important 
desideratum, as a solid grounding in science at this stage of his educa
tional career would save the future candida.te for admission to the agri
cultural and veterinary colleges much valuable time at a later stage and 
would enable hun to derive far greater bem·fit from his collegiate course. 

In relation to rural welfare, the secondary ed:lcational system presents 
no general problem of interest comparable 'with that presented by tho 
problem of literacy at the primary stage. In accordance, therefore, 
with the plan ofthis chapter as set out in its opening paragraph, we propose 
to pass at once to the consideration of agricultural education in secondary 
schools and to a discussion of the modifications in the present 
arrangements which appear to us desirable. 

452. Since the subject first came up for discussion shortly after 
the reorganisation of the agricultural departments 
in 1905, there have been great divergencies of 

EDUCATION IN 
SECONDARY SCHOOL!!. opinion in regard to the scope and character of the 

AGRIOULTURAL 

agricultural education which should be given in 
secondary ScllOOls. These divergencies have taken concrete shape in 
the evolution of two entirely different types of school. Of the one 
policy, that of'vstablishing vocational schools, the Bombay Presidency 
has been the chief exponent. In the adoption of the other, that of 
including elementary agriculture in the currie alum of the ordinary rural 
serondary school, the Punjab has led the way. A brief description of 
the. two type.'i of school will provide the material, for :1 judgment on 
theU' comparat.ive merits. 



453. The first school of the vocational type was established in Bombay 
at Kirkee in 1910. In 1914, it was transferred to 

THB BOMBAY 'l'Yl'B Lonikalbhor in the Poona district, about ten miles 
or AGRICULTURAL f 
SCHOOL. rom Poona city. The official name of the school is 

the l\Iarathi Agricultural School, but in all the 
discussions which have centred round the policy it represents, it is 
referred to 88 the "Loni" school. Admission is limited to fifty boys 
and the qualifications laid down for it are that the applicant must 
belong either to a cultivating or a landholding class, that he must 
have completed his education up to the fourth Marathi standard, that 
he must be between fourteen and seventeen years of age and that his 
ohject in coming to the school must be to train himself for work on his 
own land and not for service in a government department. There are 
at present no boys from the Loni village at the Marathi Agricultural 
School. 

The course lasts for two years and the instruction which is given in 
the vernacular is both theoretical and practical. The subjects inCluded 
in the theoretical part of the course are the principles of agriculture, 
animal husbandry, dairying, elementary botany and entomology, a.gri
cultural arithmetic and surveying, and the physical and agricultural 
geography of India generally and of the Bombay Presidency in pa.rticular. 
Lectures are also given on secondary rural occupations, village life and 
citizenship. Three hours daily are devoted to practical work on the 
farm of twenty-two acres which is attached to the school and the,whole 
area of which is worked by the boys. In his second year, each boy is 
made responsible for the cultivation and cropping of an area of about 
one-quarter of an acre; he is also required to keep a diary of his daily 
work and a cultivation sheet of expenses and realisations. 

Two crops are raised during the year, one dry and one irrigate<l. The 
care of the milking herd and of the farm bullocks is entrusted to the 
boys. The school has a workshop in which they learn smithy and car
pentry work and also !ill oil engine and power-driven farm machinery 
which they manage. Weekly visits are paid to neighbouring cultivation 
and, during their second year, t.he b.oys are taken on an extensive tour 
throughout the presidency. 

The school thus provides vocational education on a plan which has 
been very carefully thought out. It is important to note that, if the 
student remains at the school for the whole of th~ course, this education 
is provided free of all cost except the sma.ll amount which has to be 
deposited to meet current expenses. There are now six schools of this 
type in the Bombay Presidency, all of which are administered by the 
Bombay Agricultural Department in close co-operation with the Educa
tion Department. 

454. Schools of the vocational type have maJe but little 
headway in other provinces. Of the two schools 

ScHOOLS Olr TB.1II establi8hed in the Madras Presidency, that at 
:~=~~~ IN Anakapalle has been closed down; the one at 

Taliparamba is said to be "holding its own." 
The school at Chandkhuri in the rice tract of the Central Provinces 



has been closed, its failure being attributed to the fact that it 
was established in a backward tract, in which the people have 
yet to learn the advantages of better methods of agriculture. 
The school at Powarkhera near Hoshangabad in the wheat tract 
of the Central P~ovinces bas been gradually changed from a vocational 
to a pre-vocational school and is now described as being, to all 
intents, a vernacular middle school which takes boys from the 
fifth to the eighth standards and provides a course which replaces 
elementary science, drawing and history by agriculture and surveying 
and gives the boys two hours' practical work every day on the farm 
which is attached to it. It is reported that, in this form, it shows signs 
of proving popular among the better class cultivators an~ landowners 
of the locality in which it is situated. In other words, such measure of 
success as it has obtained is due to its conversion from the vocational type 
to the Punjab type which is discussed in the next paragraph. Of the 
two schools in Bengal, that at Chinsura was closed in 1924. The school 
at Dacca, in spite of wide advertisement and the offer of a stipend of 
Rs. 10 per mensem, has only half its proper complement of students 
and the vacant places have been utilised tQ give demonstrators already 
in the service a refresher course. At Bulandshahr, the only school in 
the United Provinces approximating to the type in question, the average 
age is nineteen which is considerably older than that obtllining at other 
institutions of the kind. The Bulandshahr school is &.lso used to some 
extent as a t.raining centre for teachers for the agricultural classes which 
a.re being established in the vernacular middle schools. Steps are being 
taken to open two other schools o{ this type in the United Provinces. 
The two missionary schools of this character are at Pathra in Bihar and 
Orissa and Pyinm~na in Burma. Both of these are in receipt of a 8ub-

o mttynumiluvernment. 

455. The Punjab Educational Department has dealt' with the 

T P problem on entirely differeut-lines. In thatprovllce, 
HE lJlIIJAB TUB. I . ul " I d d . al e ementary agrlC ture IS me u e as an optIon 

subject in the curriculum of the ordinary vornacular middle schools. In 
the words of a circular which was issued in 1923: .. The aim is to enrich 
the middle school course in rural areas by the inclusion of agricultural 
training and thus to bring ,it more in keeping with the environment 
of the pupils; and the objt:lct is to nse agricnlture as a means of mental 
discipline aAd training and as an important accessory to tho general 
subjects taught, in theSt' schools." 

Under this ststem, the instruction given in the daBS room is both 
illustrated and suppl{,mented by practical work in all agricnltural 
processos on the land. For this purpose, farms of about three acres 
In extent were attached to the suhools in which the new (;ourse 
'WIIS first introduced but, owing to financial stringency, the alternative 
of school gardens, half an acre to an acre ill extent, was adopted 
in 1923. Six periods per week are dtlvoted to the course by each of 
the .four classes which make up the vernacular middle school in the 
PunJab. All the work on the farms and gardens except that of looking 
after the bullocks is done by the boys themselves and it is interesting 
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to note that many of the farms and gardens are not only se1£
supporting but have an annual balance to their credit. The teaching 
is in the hands of trained and carefully selected teachers who hav., first 
taken the ordinary senior vernacular training course and have then 
completed a separate course in agriculture r.t tho Lyallpur Agricultural 
CoIIE·go. An additional link between the agricultural and educational 
departments is provided by the fact that the general supervision of 
these activities is entrusted to an advisor in agricultural training who is 
an officer of the Education Department. His headquarters are at the 
LyaJlpur Agricultural College. When we visited the Punjab, there were 
66 schools of this type, 26 of which had farms attached to them and 
40 had gardens. It was hoped to increase the number in 1927-28 to 121, 
of which 64: would have farms and the others gardens. 

The Punjab model h .. s been followed very closely in the United 
Provinces, the principal variation being that the agricultural course is 
compulsory for a.ll boys in the fifth to seventh classes. There are, <ir 
shortly will be, some twenty of these schools in that province. The 
farms attachodto them are about five acres in extent and, as has been 
mentioned, the teachers are trained at Bulandshahr. 

In addition to the six schools of the Loni type, there are in Bombay 
forty-three schools generally known as 'agricultural bias' schools. 
Although the school course is not so purely agricultural as it is in the 
PWljab, tha difierenoe appears to be one of degree rather than of 
character. An agricultural teacher replaces a member of the orilinary 
st,afi. The~e teachers n'ceive a special training at one of the three 
agricultural IIchools maintained by the Agricultural Department in 
the presidency proper. Teachers destined lor work in Sind are trained 
at the Lyallpur Agricultural College. The plots attached to the schools 
are from half an acre to an a~re in extent a.nd are usually given by the 
villagers either rent free or at a moderate rental. All the practical work 
on these plots is done by the boys themselves under the guidance of the 
teacher. 

No school of this typf'! has so far been opened in any provinJe other 
than the three mentioudd above. It has, however, been decided to 
make a beginning in Bengal and the possibility c;f starting such schools 
in the Central Provinces, where the Powarkhera school already approxi
mates very closely to the PllIljab type, is under consideration. 

456. We took much evidence as to the comparative merits of the two 
systems described in the preceding paragraphs. We 

B 
CBITlCISM 011' THB have acquainted ourselves wi.th the extensive 

OMBAY TUB, Ii h' h . b' f terature \\' IC eXIsts on the su Ject 0 the 
introduction of agricultural training in middle schools. We 
visited the 8chool at I,onikalbhor and also a school of the Punjab 
type in the neighbourhood of Jullundur. Our exami'nation of the 
question has forced us to the conclusion that iJl no scheme of 
rural education the cost of which is defrayed by Government 
ought schools of the Bombay type to find a plRce. We have 
received no evidence in support or the claim advanced by the Bombay 
authoritics that there is a popular demand for this type of education. 
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The Director or Agriculture, Bombay, himself admitted that the induce
ment of free tuition and lodging had to be held out, if the g·Jhools. were 
to be filled, whilst an officer who had been Deputy Director or Agriculture 
in the North Central division expresiled doubts whethcr the demand for 
these schools was a real reflection of the cultivator's requirements. Our 
sllIvey of the position of vocational schools in province!! other than 
Bombay confirms our conviction that they are an artificial addition to th e 
educational system and, in no way, a natural development of it. The 
element of cost must bulk largely in any discussion of this subject. The 
late Director of Agriculture, Bombay, estimated the annual cosht Rs. 262 
for each boy as 'compared with an average of Rs. 53 in the ordinary 
middle school. 180 boys are now being edu.cated in the six agricultural 
middle schools in the Bombay Presidency. On the assumption that 
these boys would otherwise have gone to an ordinary middle school, the 
additional annual cost must be put at Re. 37,620. We were informed by 
the Director of Agriculture, Bombay, that it is the policy of the Govern
ment of Bombay to establish an agricultural middle school in each of 
the twenty-five districts of the presidency. If the attendance at these 
schools averaged thirty, the total additional cost would rise to over 
Rs. It lakhs. Critics of schools of this type object further that 
they lead nowhere. The boys who attend them receive no instruction 
in the subjects required by high school or college. It is only in 
exceptional circumstances that a parent is prepared to decide upon the 
future pareer of a promising boy at the early age of thirteen or fourteen. 
The establishment of schools of the Bombay type merely means that. 
an agency far more expensive than the normal is employed to train 
boys destined for work on the land. 

In arriving at these condusions, we have not overlooked the considera
tion that schools of this type are used both in the Bombay Presidency 
and in the United Provinces for training teachers for the agricultural 
classes which have been started in the middle schools. The Director 
of Agriculture, Bombay, informed us that. if it had not been for the 
existence of the schools, it would not have be()n possible to train these 
teachers. \\-nen Dr. Mann gave evidence before us, in October 1926, 
there were only eighteen teachers undergoing training. Even if this 
number were largely increased, we do not consider that the retention of 
the schools could be justified on this ground. Whilst conditions differ in 
the different provinces, and whilst we do not, therefore, wish to lay down 
any precise method for training teachers of agriculture in the middle 
I:!chools, we hold that the most suitable training is provided by the nor 
mal training course for teachers in vernacular middle schools supple
mented by a course of agricultural instruct,ion at a suitable agricultural 
centre which would ordinarily be the agricultural college of the province, 
where ,ono exis'l.s. It is contact with the methods of agricultural 
education, both theoretical and practical, which these teachers require and 
this can far better be secured by attaching them to established centres 
of agricultural training than by isolating them at special centres. 

We, therefore, recommend that no more agricult\l.l'81 schools of this 
type should be opened and that the existing schools in their present 



form should be closed.· The use to which the existing buildings aod 
farIus can best be put milllt be dotermined by local circUIDstlWCilS. 
Acceptance of the reoommendations which we have made in our chapter 
on DemoDBtration and Propaganda will involve the recruitment of a 
large numbel' of additional demonstrators. We anticipate that these 
demonstrators will either be graduates of agricultural ')olleges or will at 
least have taken short courses at those colleges, and that their practical 
training will be obtained by atta.c.hing them to government farms. 
Bllt the demoDBtrators will require intelligent assistants of the 
• fieldman ' type and the agricultural schools might be useful centres for 
training men of this olass who would enter them at the age of about 
seventeen and would stay for the period considered nooesBary to equip 
them for explaining to the cultivators, in simple language, the advantages 
of the improvements which are being recommended. The schools might 
also prove useful centres at which short courses for cultivators could be 
given in localities in which there are no government farms within a 
('onvenient distance. 

The Director of Agriculture in the United Provinces informed us that 
there was a demand from the local Legislative Council for the establish
ment of more 8Ohool8.of the vocational type. But it is beyond dispute that. 
there is M demand for this type of education from parents who are wi.llliig 
to pay the actual cost. In that province, these schools are primarily 
intended for the SODB of the smaller zamindars. Whilst we agree that it 
is desirable that the interest of this class in the cultivation of their land 
should be fostered, we do not consider that expenditure by Government 
on the scale which the establishment of these schools involves can be justi
fied, especially when regard is had to the expenditure on primary education 
.... hich is still required to make it reasonably efficient. If the interest 
of the zamindar in the schools is genuine, it should take concrete form 
in the establishment of schools on Ii self-supporting basis. It is not 
equitable, in our view, that the small cultivator should be taxed to 
subsidise a form of agricultural education for which the larger landholder 
can well afiord to pay. 

457. We consider, on the other hand, that the Punjab type of school 
has much to recommend it. It is true that this 

Tn ADVARTAOIII8 OJ' method of imparting instruction in elementary 
THlI PuNJAB TYPB. agriculture in rural middle schools has not been in 
use sufficiently long to enable conclusions as to its merits to be reached. 
It may be, as we were told in Bombay, that most of the boys 

• Professor Gangulee and Mr. Kamat. dissent from this recommendation. They agree 
with the criticism regarding the expensive character of these schools. They consider. 
howeTer. that the local governments shonld re-examine the position of existing schools 
of this type with a view to ascertaining whether a substantial reduction in cost could not 
be effected by the abolition of free lodging and boarding. TuitiGll would remain free. 
They agree that there is no justification now for providing. free of cost. agricultural edu. 
cation for the sons of well·to-do oultivators; and tbey hope that with the increasing 
8Upport these schools have recently received from local bodies it would be possible to 
.make the instruction more efficient and less expensive than it is at present. Should the 
removal oithe concessions now enjoyed by the pupils reault in reducing the attendance, 
it would then show that there waa no rea.! demand for this type of education; and the 
local governments WOUld then b .. justified in closing the schOols. 
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who Pa<lS through the course will prefer to become teachers or village 
accountants rather than to farm their own land. But even if this should 
prove to be so, the value of the training in agriculture they have received 
will not be lost to the country-side and there would still remain a large 
residuum who would take up agriculture as their occupation. In the 
meantime, there is no doubt that the classes have so far proved a great 
success and that they have enjoyed a popularity which has been denied 
to schools of the vocational type. Although no approximation to a final 
solution .has been attained, it is, in our view, in this direction that the 
true solution of the problem of relating the instruction given in middle 
schools in rural areas to their environment is to be found. We, therefore, 
cordially approve the expansion of this movement which is in progress 
in the Punjab, the United Provinces and Bombay and recommend that 
the policy followed in these provinces should be adopted by other 
provincial governments as soon as the necessary arrangements for 
carrying it into effect can be made. It may be hoped that schools of 
this type will develop into rural community centres. 

458. Some difference of opinion appears to exist as to whether farms 
of about three acres or gardens of half an acre to an 

SCHOOL FARMS IIer8U8 acre in extent should be attached to the schools. 
SCHOOL GARDENS. This is a question which can best be decided in each 
case on its merits and we do not, therefore, propose to lay down any 
general rule. But, when financial consider3tions permit and the local 
conditi~ns are favourable, we consider that the farm is the more suitable 
as it should enable the conditions of the local cultivation to be 
more faithfully reproduced. Provided, therefore, that the teacher is 
competent to demonstrate the latest agricultural improvements to the 
boys, and incidentally to the neighbourhood, and can be adequately. 
supervised by officers of the Agricultural Department, we are of opinion 
that the school farm is to be preferred to the school garden. The 
competence of the teacher is a point on which it is impossible to lay 
too much stress. Itis essential to the success of both farm and garden, 
though the garden is the more easily handled. Should there be any 
doubt of the competence of the teacher to manage the larger area, he 
should certainly not be entrusted with it, for nothing is more calculat.ed 
to bring into disreput.e tD.e work of both the educational and agricultural 
departments than to teach agriculture in such a way as to incur the 
contempt of the experienced cultivators of the neighbourhood. From 
this point of view, it is satisfactory to find that the school farms in the 
Punjab are becoming useful centres of propaganda for the Agricultural 
Department. and. that the local cultivators are turning more and more 
to them for adVIce. We understand that, at present, all the produce 
from the farm~ and gardens is sold as a set-off against their cost. We 
think that it would be well worth while to sacrifice some part, if not 
the whole, of the income from this source and, as is done in the Bomba.y 
Presidency, to givt: the boys a personal interest in the results of their 
labour by permitting them to retain the produce which they have 
ra.ised, or by giving th,' s~le proceeds as prizes for the best work in the 
farms auu garde!lS. 
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459. In a memorandum lrubmitted to us by the Punjab Government 
... _ at the outset of our enquiries, the question of English 
LIIOLIBB III nDLlrACl1. te hing ificall· d " Pill . h 

LAB JDDDU SCBOOl& ac was spec y raLSe . ara e WIt 

but antagonistic to, the successful introduction of 
agriculture" it was remarked, .. is the ever increasing desire for 
English teaching in vernacular middle schools." We were, therefore) 
asked for our advice on the problems to which this tendency gives rise. 
It is by no means confined to the Punjab. In Bombay and Madras, the 
desire for English teaching is also especially keen. In Bengal, there 
are very few vernacular middle schools and the English middle schools 
are everywhere in the ~jority. 

To what extent instruction in English in rural schools stimulates the 
drift of intelligent boys to the towns it is difficult to say, but that it does 
so is not open to doubt. We do not, however, consider that the policy 
of refusing such instruction in rural areas is in the least likely to prove 
successful in keeping boys on the land. On the contrary, if the teaching 
is good, we see positive advantages in meeting the popular demand for 
it, as the early acquirement of facility in English would be of very material 
benefit to the boy who intends to proceed to advanced studies in 
agriculture or science. 

We do not feel competent to express an opinion whether the teaching 
of English should be encouraged in vernacular middle schools by the 
addition of optional classes or whether the establishment of Anglo~ 
vernacular schools is preferable. 

460. We pass now to the more general question ofthe effect which 
higher education has on the boy who has been born 

EDUOA!'lOJlIll BELt.- and brought up in a village. In what estimation 
!'lOJI TO B!mAL DVJ- • h h ld· 1.!_ illa • U'hat· ted f BOJIllBlI'r. 18 e e m WlS v ge,,, 18 expec 0 

him and what does he expect for himself 1 Such 
questions would be almost meaningless in a western environment where 
literacy is the rule and not, as in India, the exception, but the evidence 
we have received shows that they POBBess a very definite meaning 
in India and that no enquiry into rural educational problems can 
pretend to completeness if they are left unanswered. In a population 
where only one man in six is even literate and where, until recently. 
little more than the minimum of secondary education sufficed to make 
employment under Government or in some business house practically 
certain of attainment, it is obvious that the boy from the village who 
had acquired that education found himself in a very special position. 
His fellows regarded him as possessing a qualification in virtue of which 
he could, almost for tue asking, obtain employment of a kind which was 
beyond their reach. Scarcityof.a desirable thing always gives it a 
high, even if it be a fictitious, value. That value, ~ the case of 
seoondary education for the boy from a rural area, haii hitherto lain in 
the road it has opened out to him for work in the towns. This has 
contnouted to the drift of educated boys from the village to the 
town which still continues though the conditions which gave rise to it 
are rapidly changing. The supply of educated men for ordinary routine 
work under Government and in business houses now exceeds the demand. 



tn three provinces, .MadIas, Bombay and Bengal, the saturation point 
was reached some years ago. The seriousness of the problem presented 
by unoccupied middle class youth in these provinces is shO\vn by the fact 
that, in all three, it has been found necessary to appoint a committee to 
examine it and to suggest remedies. In so far as it is accentuated by the 
drift of educated ooys from the villages to the towns, there to swell the 
ranks of the educated unemployed, it can, in our view, only be remedied 
by the spread of education in rural areas in combination with an improve
ment in the amenities of village life. It is hopeless to endeavour to put 
the clock back by restricting education to a minimum and all attempts 
to do :;0, however well intentioned, are bound to fail in their object. 
'When the percentage of male literacy rises to seventy-five, as it is 

. hoped that it will in the Punjab before many years are past, we 
believe that the feeling, which undoubtedly exists at present that, 
in cultivating his holding and undertaking manual labour generally, an 
educated man is failing to make the best use of his opportunities, \\ill have 
largely disappeared. Long before seventy-five per cent of the male 
population is literate, what is perhaps already suspected will, we hope, 
become generally appreciated, namely, that the number of clerical posts 
available is quite insufficient to absorb all those who have attained the 
standard of a moderate seoondary education. The day will then have 
come when literacy, once c()veteJ as the passport from field t{) office, 
will take its due place as a bare requirement of rural respectability. 

461. ,The great majority of the boys who proceed from the middle 

HIOH SOHOOLS.. 
to the high school find that this is the end of 
their formal educational career. The high school 

course, therefor~, includes, in addition to the usual subjects required 
for the matriculation examination, a vari~ty of optional subjects 
which have a more dire<'t bearing on a boy's future employment, 
including service in subordinate government posts. We are altogether 
opposed to the purely theoretical teaching of agriculture at the high 
school stage as this would merely mean the addition of another 
subject which would be regarded as an easy one to be "crammed" 
for the matriculation examination; nor, where high schools are 
situated in the towns and are filled by town lads, do we advise the 
addition of any course in agriculture. Where, however, schools contain 
a large proportion of boys from rural areas and ha,e facilities for the 
provision of a farm or a garden, the case is different. The high school 
curriculum has been broadened in recent years by the introduction of 
such practical subjects as hygiene and manual work and this might well 
be carried a stage further by the addition of practical as well as 
theoretical instruction ip agriculture .. The addition to the curriculum of 
a combined oourse of practical and theoretical instruction in elementary 
agriculture somewhat on the lines of that now given in the middle 
schools of the Punjab type but of a rather more advanced character 
would, we believe, be productive o[ good results. It was, indeed, the 
intention of the Punjab Government, who have made it part of their 
educational policy in recent years to establish high S"chools in outlying 
country districts, to introduce a course of this kind in such schools, but 
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financial stringency has proved an obstacle to any general development 
in this direction. though & farm baa been attached to the high schO'JI -
at RenaIa. Tho institution of such a course should not be allowed 
in any way to interfere with the instruction of the boys in science 
and the improvement of the present standard of teaching it. 
Adequate instruction in elementary science at this stage is of the 
greatest importance for the boy who intends to go on to an agricultural 
cullege. 

462. In the following chapter, we discuss the relation to agriculture 

T 
of the industries which are, or tan be, carried 

ECIDllOAL BDU04· • I Th d' . f t di' I no.. on m rura areas. e mo errusmg 0 ra tIona 
. practice in established crafts and the introduction of 

new industries will be greatly stimula1;ed if technical training at the 
hands of skilled teachers is made available at suitable centres for those 
who intend to engage as supervisors in these activities. We would 
instance dyeing, preparations of lac and of medicinal, tanning, and other 
industrial extracts from plants and trees, the manufacture of oils and 
soaps and the preparation of fruit and vegetable preserves as industries 
for which such trained supervision is specially necessary. 

The Cawnpore Technological IlUltitute, which we visited during our 
stay in the United Provinces, appears to us to provide training of the 
practical character required, &s does the Victoria Technical IlUltitute in 
Bombay and other institutions which, unfortunately, we had not an 
opportunity of inspecting. The Indian Institute of Science a.t Ba.~alore. 
which we also visited, seemed to us to be admirably equipped for 
teaching applied science in various directions, notably on the agricultural 
side in respect of the hydrogenation of oils. If rural industries develop 
and if those who practise them adopt co-operative methods, as we trust 
they will, it should not be long before they appreciate the need for the 
skilled supervision which would be provided by students from institutions 
of this kind and are in a position to pay for it. The result would be that 
employment of a character well suited for youtha with a scientific bent 
and a liking for country life would be available. 

It is obviously essential that instruction in applied science should be 
of a high standard,if it is to be worth while, and it is no less eBSentia! that 
the output of trained men from technological institutes should be propor
tioned as closely as pOBSible to the commercial demand for their services. 
The departments of industries in the provinces should be able to tender 
valuable help in the latter respect, provided they are sufficiently in 
touch, not only with the development of industries in rural areas under 
co-operative or other auspices but also with the general trend of commer
cial development and with the personnel of tho busine88 world, to be in 
a position to advise techn<>logical institutes of the probable demand far 
enough ahead to enable the authorities of the ilUltitu1!lons to regulate 
the admission of students and to advise them as to the particular branch 
of study most likely to lead to employment. Government technical 
srholarships should be allocat.ed on the same principle. If this course 
were followed, the hopelesR discontent which failure to secure employ
Jqent at the end of a period of technical tr~inipg is bound to ~r01¥'e 
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in the minds of the st.ud,mt and of his family should to a large extent be 
avoided. Care would, however, have to be taken, to make it clear to the 
student and to those responl'ible for his education that the acceptance 
of the advice thus tendered by the authorities did not imply any guaran
tee on their part that an appointment would be obtained. 

463. We now' come, to the last rung of the educationalladder. No 
less than ten of the fifteen universities in British 

THID UNlVEBslTIBS. India have been established since 1916. Of the 
five oider universities, those of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay date 
from 1857, whilst the Punjab University was founded in 1882 and the 
Allahabad University in 1887. These five universities were all of the 
examining type, the teaching being carried on in the constituent colleges, 
sometimes several hundred miles apart but bound together by a legally 
constituted central organisation. It was found that these loose agglo
merations of teaching units did not make for efficiency and the tendency 
now is to develop resident.ial university life in this country. The older 
universities are now also developing a teaching side, though the instruction 
given is mainly of a post-graduate character. The Allahabad University 
has gone further. It was reconstructed in 1921 as a residential university 
with an external side and, on July 1st, 1927, the latter was transferred 
to the newly constituted Agra University. Madras, Bombay, the Punjab 
and Nagpur universities have' faculties of agriculture, whilst tht' 
University of Calcutta has estahlished a Chair in that subject. It is 
worthy of mention that Bonares University has just been enabled by a 
munificent donation from His Highness the Maha.raja of Jodhpur to 
found a Chair of Agriculture and to institute a number of scholarships 
to promote the study of that subject and of veterinary science. The 
Chair will bear the name of "Tho Lord Irwin Chair." The total 
number of students 'on the rolls of aU the universities in British 
India in 1924-25 was 83,150. The total numLer of graduates in arts 
and science that year was only 6,818. The greater part of this large 
total was contributed by the older universities, the aggregate number 
of students at the Calcutta University in 1924~25 reaching the enormous 
number of 29,000, whilst the Madras University had over 17,000 students 
in that year and the Punjab and Bombay universities over 10,000 each. 
The teaching universities are smaller bodies, but even for those which 
have no external side the aggregate number of students reached the high 
figure of 6,979. The total nUDlber of students graduating from these 
five teaching universities in arts and science in 1924,25 was 808. 

46·1. With numbers as large as those just mentioned, corporate organi
sation and the, attainment of a high standard of 

SOME REOENT DEVJI- instruction bbviously present peculiar difficulties. 
~~:~~DU:TIO~NI. As the result of the Universities Commission of 1902 

~ which was followed by the Universities Act of 1904, 
and of the more recent Calcutta University Commission of 1917-1919, 
which maue many valuable recommendations of a general character, 
~u~h progress has been made in overcoming these difficulties though 
It IS generally recognised that, owing to the ~rge numbers who 
present themselves for examination, ceaseless vigilance is required, if 
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the improvement 80 far effected is to be maintained and further advance 
made. 

One of the improvements 8uggested by the Calcutta University 
ColIlIlli.:,sion may be mentioned here as it ha8 a bearing on the 
curriculum of the agricultural cc.lleges. In order to lighten the bUIden 
imposed on the universities by the mere number of students, the 
Conuui:>lIion recommended that entrance to them should be confined to 
those who have passed the intermediate examination, in other words, 
that the intermediate classes shomd be separated from the sphere of 
university work. The proposed change entails either the addition 
of two .intennediate classes to high schools or the creation of separate 
intermediate colleges which would take over some-the Calcutta 
Univ~rsity Commisdion suggested two-of the existing high school 
classes and add to them two intermediate classes proper. The suggestion 
has so far only been acted on in the Punjab where seven intermediate 
colleges have been opened, in the United Provinces, and in BUIma 
where an Iritermediate Arts College has been established at Mandalay. 
The attainment of the intermediate standard has been Bubstituted for 
the high scho(,l final examination as the qualification for admission to 
the Patna L'"niversity in Bihar and Orissa, the All-India Muslim 
University at Aligarh in the United Provinces and the Dacca University 
in BengaL 

In addition to measures of internal reorganisation, links are being 
forged between the universities themselves. As the outcome.of the 
Conference of Indian Universities, the first of its kind, which was held 
in 1925 and was attended by the representatives of all the thirteen 
universities at that time established by law in British India and of 
the two universities in Indian States, the Osmania University of 
Hyderabad and the Mysore University, an Inter-University Board was 
established to act, inter alia, as a bUIeau of educational information and 
as a co-ordinating agency. We trust that, amongst its nmctions, that 
of bringing the universities into closer touch with rUIal development 
will be regarded as not the least important. 

465. In Chapter III, we have discussed at length the position of the 

A universities in relation to agricultural research. 
FF1LU.TIOlf 01/ AGRI- • 11 . h h' 

OtTLTI11I.AL INSTITU. Weare here more espeCl3 y concerned Wlt t ell 
TIONS TO U!flVElII!I- relations to agricultUIal colleges on the teaching 
TIES.. SIde. The 'present position is that the agricultUIal 
colleges at Coimbatore, Poona, NagpUI and LyallpUI are affiliated 
to the provincial universities and that the Cawnpore College 
appears likely to be affiliated in the near futUIe. The affiliation of 
the only private agricultUIal college in India., the Agricultural 
Institute at Allahabad, to the Allahab&d University is under consider
ation. The Khalsa Cullege, Amritsar, has an agricultUIal course and 
is affiliated up to the Intermediate B.Sc. (Ag.). The affiliation both 
of government and l'rivate agricultUIal colleges to univursities may, 
therefore, be regarded as the accepted policy. We cordially approve 
this policy. It has the advantage of attracting to the agricultUIal 
colle~eB promjsin~ students who mi~ht be deterred from entering 
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them, if the course did not end in a degree. Moreover,a! our 
recommendations in regard to the organisation of agricultural research will 
have shown, we, contemplate closer relations between the universities 
and the agricultural colleges in the future and, though affiliation for 
the purpose of obtaining a degree is not, essential to such relations, it 
wldoubtedly tehds to promote them. The limitations of the affiliation 
system are now well understood and, in these circumstances, we consider 
that the interest in agriculture, which is evinced by a university 
in granting an agricultural institution the privilege of affiliation to 
it, is to be welcomed. 

466. From the point of view of agricultural development, we need not 
emphasise the import~nce of the part that the 

llm.UENCB 011 UNI· universities must play in educating those who will 
=lIi~ RU1UL become the administrators, the technologists, and 

the research workers of the future. Here, however, 
we are concerned with the urgent need of instilling in rural communities 
the ideals of leadership and service, and we wish to make plain our 
conviction that the universities have it in their power to make a valuable 
contribution to this end. It is their highest mission to develop in the 
student that public spirit and zeal for the weHare of his fellows which, 
when he goes out into the world, will impel him to take a full and active 
part in the life of the community in which his lot is cast. But universities 
are commonly situated in large centres of population, and those of their 
members who are attracted by the call of social service naturally tend 
to apply themselves first to the problems of the town. We wish strongly 
to press the claim of the rural areas upon the time and interest of the 
best of India's youth. It is upon the homes and fields of the cultivators 
that the strength of the country and the foundations of its prosperity 

, must ultimately rest. We appeal to both past and present members 
of Indian universities to apply themselves to the social and economic 
problems of the country-side, and so to fit themselves to take the lead in 
the movement for the uplift of the rural classes. We trust that the 
authorities and teachers of universities may do all in their power to 
encourage the study of these most important subjects. The opportunities 
open in India to men able and,willingto playa selfless and patriotic 
role in the field of local lead~f!hip and of service to the public are 
unbounded. :Membership of:village panchayats, local boards and the 
like, and work in connecti9J.¥.With the co-operative and adult education 
movements as well as tha.t"cp.rried out by non-official bodies concerned 
with the well-being and advancement of the rural population offer 
scope for the exercise of a. wide range of talent and inclination. 
Such service is of the utmost value to the State, for the welfare and 
happiness of <!:tie peasant must be largely dependent on the purity and 

'. efficiency with 'which local services are administered. Among a people 
whose history goel'! ba.ck as far as does that of India. and in a 
society upon which the fetters of custom are so firmly bound, the 
inertia of centuries can only be overCOple by the ready self-fficrifice, 
by the enthusiasm and by the sustained efforts of, those who themselves 
enjoy the bJeRsine;s of a liberal education, 
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467. From the COl1.8ideration of the general educational system of 
Til. AQBlOULTUBAL India, we now turn to that of higher agricultural 

C'lLLmB8. education. The government agricultural colleges 
are six in number and, as has been mentioned, are situated at Poona, 
Coimbatore, Lyallpur, Nagpur, Cawnpore and Me.ndalay. All the 
colleges are under the management of the provincial departments 
of agriculture and combine the functiol1.8 of education with those of 
re.~earcl.l. We a.re here concerned mainly with their educational activities. 

None of the colleges is intended to provide training exclusively for 
government posts and the proper way in which to regard them, therefore, 
is as an integral part of the system of higher education in the provinces 
in which they are situated. . 

The course leading up to a degree in the four colleges which are affiliated 
to universities is governed by university requirements. as are the quali
ficd.tiol1.8 for admission. At Coimbatore and Poona. the degree course 
la~ts for three years. The qualification for admission to the Coimbatore 
College is the intennediate examination in science of the Madras Univer
sity or an equivalent examination. That for admission to the Poona 
College is a certifica.te from the principal of an arte college affiliated 
to the Bombay University that the candidate has satisfactorily carried 
out the work prescribed for the first year of the university course or an 
equivalent qualification recognised by the University of Bombay. The 
courses at Nagpur and Lyallpur last for four years; the highscllOol 
examination of the Central Provinces and Berar or the matriculation 
examination of any university in British India qualifies for admis~ion to 
the former, and the passing of the matriculation examination of the Punjab 
University or an equivalent examination to the latter. The Nagpur and 
Lyallpur colleges have. in addition. a short course of two years' duration 
and, at the Poona College, there is a short course of one year: A number 
of other short courses of varying length have also been iI1.8tituted at 
Lyallpur. There ill now no short course at Coimbatore and no short 
course has yet been iI1.8tituted at Mandalay which has still to be 
affiliated to a university and where the diploma of agriculture is given 
on the results of a four years' course. Cawnpore has both a diploma 
course of four years' duration and a short course lasting for 
two years; the qualification for admission to the diploma course is 
the Rchoolleaving certificate or the matriculation examination of the 
provint:ial universities. The limits of age prescribed for admission 
to the different colleges vary considerably. None are mentioned 
in . the· prospectus of the Poona College. The Coimbatore College 
imposes a minimum age limit of 18 but no maximum; The Lyallpur 
College, on the' other hand, lays down no minimum age limit but 
fixes the maximum at 21 though the principal has discretion to 
admit candidates whose age exceeds this up to five per cent of the 
u)tal number of entrants. The age limits prescribed for the 
Nagpur College are from 17 to 22. and for Cawnpore from 15 to 19 for 
the diploma course and from 15 to 21 for the short courses. The minimum 
8j!e limit prescribed for admission to the Cawnpore College aPllears to 
us too low· but it will be automatically raised if the Cawnpore College 

110 v 286-35 
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is affiliated to a university and if the qualification for admission to the 
college is the intermediate examination. The age limits have doubtless 
been fixed with regard to the local conditions and we see no special 
reasons for uniformity in this respect. 

468.' The aims of the several colleges, as set out in the prospectus 
OUJBOTS 011 THB which each issues, vary somewhat. Except in t.he 

AGRICULTURAL COL- prospectus of the Mandalay College, the one most 
LEGES AS SET OUT • laO 
m THB COLLEGE recently founded, stress 18 Id on the fact that the 
l'ROSPEOTUSES. colleges offer a general agricultural education, 
suitable for equipping a student for the scientific cultivation of his own 
land or that of others. The openings in government service available to 
successful student.s are precisely stated, except in the case of the Poona 
College, where the' only teferenceto service in government departments 
consists of a warning that the opportunities of entering such departments 
are strictly limited. The prospectus of the Mandalay College lays down 
definitely that the primary oQject of the c.ollege is to train st&fi for the 
Agricultural Department and for such other government departments 
for appointment to which the college course may be considered to fit 
students. It will be convenient to give a summary of the government 
a.ppointments referred to in the various college prospectuses. At Coim
tatore, the degree of B.Sc. (Ag.) qualifies for appointments in the 
Upper Subordinate Service in . Madras on a commencing I:lalary of 
Rs. 85 per mensem. At Lyallpur, the degree of B.Sc.(Ag.) qualifi~s the 
.holdel;, for employment in the "A" division of agricultural assistants 
on a commencing sala.ry of Rs. 100 per mensem, and also for 
appointments in other executive branches of government service such 
as the Revenue, Irrigation and Co-operative departments; the holder 
of this degree is also qualified for direct appointment to the Provincial 
Agricultural Service, but, so far, only one appointment has !leer made. 
The leaving certificate given at the end of the hio years' course quulifiefl 
for the" B" division of agricultural a~sistants on a commencir g salary 
of Rs. 70 per mensem and for appointment a~ zilladars in the Inigation 
Depn.rtment. At Nagpur, the degree of B.Sc. qualifies for appointment 
to the' Upper Subordinate Service of the Agricultural Department on a 
minimum pay of Rs. 70 per mensem. The agricultural certmcate 
which is awarded on the completion of the two years' course makes 
the student eligible for an appointment in the Lower Subordinate 
Service . on probation on a pay of Rs. 50 per mensem. This 
certificate is also grantEd to studmts who have failed to r£8C h a 
satisfactory standard on the completion of part I of th(1 d gree courst', 
provid, d thoy have done particular'y well in 'l'gricu1ture'. The 
possession of the diploma of the Cawnpore College qualifies for 
admission to the Agricultural Department on a minimum pay of 
Rs. 110 per m6illlem. Students who pass the two years' course are eligible 
for admission to the Lower Subordinate Service on an initial pay of 
Rs. 65 per mensem. The prospectus of the Mandalay College gives 
no details of the appointments open to successful students. Those who 
were admitted when the college was opened in 1924 Were given a promise 
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of employment in the Upper Subordinate Service on obtaining the 
diploma at the end of the four years' course. 

469. The great variations in agricultural conditionS to be found within 
the limits of any province in India make it impossible 

eoBDITIOBS Ilf TaB 
OOLloBO". that an agricultural college should be located in a 

tract which is typical of the conditions of the whole 
province and no criticisms can, we think, be levelled against the sites 
wbich have been selected. Expenditure on buildings has been lavish 
and, both in this reRpect and in that of equipment, the colleges 
are more liberally furnished than similar institutions in weste;rn 
countries. The physical welfare of the students is not neglected and 
ample recreation grounds are provided. No fees are charged at 
the Coimbatore, Nagpur and Mandalay colleges for students from the 
province and the fees charged at Lyallpur, Cawnpore and Poonaare 
very moderate and much below the actual cost of education. The 
students are required to live in hostels but accommodation is provided 
either free or at a nominal charge. Food, clothing, books and other 
essentials have to be paid for. The total obligatory expenses vary 
somewhat at the different colleges but, at Lyallpur, where fees are 
charged for tuition and lodging, the annual expenses are estimated at 
R I. 40 to Rs. 45 for first and second year students and at Rs. 45 to 
Rs. 50 for third and fourth year students. Numerous stipends and 
scholarships are available. The arrangement at Lyallpur, under which 
students can earn money by labour on the farm in their spare time, is 
worthy of mention and also· of imitation, as it affords poor stutlents a 
most appropriate means of self-help. Some of ,the colleges have had a 
distinctly chequered career in the matter of numbers but, at present, 'the 
applications for admission greatly exceed the vacant places and it may 
be accepted that the conditions in which the students live and work 
are excellent. 

470. We pass now to examine the curricula of the colleges and the 
OBJBC1rS 01' THB qualifications o~btili~e. staff

f 
It·nh relaltlion bodthtotoththe 

OOLLBGBS. present responsl ties 0 e co eges an ose 
which may be imposed on them in the near future. 

We shall also consider the competing claims of teaching and research. 
The objective of the agricultural colleges in India is, as we have 

mentioned, to equip students who pass out from them either for posts 
in government service or for farming their own land or that of others. 
No distinction between these two classes of students is, however. made 
in the courses which are provided. Even the short courses at Lyallpur, 
Nagpur and Cawnpore qualify for admission to the public service. One 
of the criticisms which have' been brought against the agricultural 
colleges ever since their inception is that they have failed to attract 
youths who desire an agricultural education for its oWl sake and that 
they have been almost entirely filled by aspirants for employment under 
the State. There are signs of change in this respect, but it is still true 
that the colleges are, in the main, regarded a~ avenues -to employment 
in the agricultural departments. The suggestlOn has been made that the 
two objects should be entirely ~vorced, and that those who desire an 

110 y 286-3511 
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agricultural education with a view to farming on their own account 
should either undergo a course of an entirely different character from 
that intended for entrants to the public service or should receive -their 
training in a separate institution. This suggestion has been put forward 
mainly on the ground that association with those who desire to enter 
publio service frequently diverts from his purpose the student who 
originally intended to farm on his own account. We do not regard this 
consideration as in any way important. If there are vacancies in the 
public service in which such students can be employed, we see no 
objection to their filling them. If there are not and if they prefer to 
remain unemployed rather than· to pursue their original intention of 
undertaking private work, the blame must be attributed to defects of 
oharaoter which it should be the aim of college life to eradicate. It is 
further urged that the cost to the State of turning out agricultural 
graduates is so high that it can only be justified in the case of those who 
are being trained for public appointments. We are unable to agree. It 
is plain that a most important function of thll colleges must be to train 
the men required by the agricultural departments as without such men 
the departments must cease to exist; but the agricultural student who 
goes back to his own land after passing through the college course may 
be, individually, every whit as great an asset to his province as is the 
student who enters the public service. He has obtained the inestimable 
benElfit of a general scientific training and the result should be to make 
his own land at once a demonstration centre of approved agricultural 
practicf: for the neighbourhood and, if he is of that turn of mind, an 
experimental centre also. 

There can, therefore, be no justification for denying him the . facilities 
available to the future official. Moreover, it is probable that the cost of 
duplicating the staff, and possibly the buildings and equipment, involved 
in the provision of entirely separate courses would cancel any savings 
resulting from a simplified curriculwn for the student bent on a private 
career. The existing demand for agricultural education for its own sake is 
oertainly not such as to warrant the institution of separate courses. We 
shall suggest certain arrangments to meet the special needs of this class 
of student but, beyond this, we do not consider that any alteration in 
the present system is called for. 

An overwhelming proportion of those who receive their training at the 
agricultural colleges enter public service in the agricultural departments, 
and comparatively few join the colleges with the object of fitting them
selves to farm on their own account,or in the hope of employment on large 
farms and estates. Every student who enters them should be encouraged 
to realise that, given the capacity and application, his foot is set on the 
road which leads to post-graduate training and thereafter to the highest 
distinctions in the fields of science and agriculture. But it is also 
important that the influence of each agricultural college should extend 
beyond the range of the pupils attending it and should be felt in all 
branches of rural education throughout the province. To this end', it is 
most deRirable that the oolleges should be broadly cultural in their tone 
and outlook.' They should provide training for the teachers who will, we 
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hope, be required in increasing numbers for the ~gricultural instruction 
given in middle schools. They should meet any demand which may arise 
for short vernacular courses of a few weeks' or months' duration such as 
are at present conducted at the Lyallpur College. They should also 
provide brief courses in rural economy for young officers in the adminis
trative services, on the lines of the course which has been instituted at that 
college. This i8 a point to which we have referred in chapters VIII 
and X. The college farms and workshops should be centres of instruction 
in the use of implements, especially those driven by power, and of water
lift devices and the like. The instruction given in the short courses 
should be specific and entirely practical. The man who desires to learn 
how to handle and repair an oil engine or a tractor should be able to 
take a course confined to this single subject. We attach the greatest 
importance to short courses of this character and consider that they 
Mould be regarded as an important means whereby the colleges can 
serve the cultivating classes and assist them with technical instruction 
which, owing to the expensive character of the education ordinarily 
given at the colleges, they could not otherwise hope to obtain. The 
·exi-;tillg staff and equipment of the colleges will nO doubt require 
expansion to enable them to undertake the additional work involved. 

471. At only one agricultural college, that at Coimbatore, has the 
intermediate examination in science of the provin-

QUALJftOA'l'IOn.oB • I . . be 'bed lift t' 
"'D1I1B810W '1'0 ... OBI. CIa UDlverslty en prescn as a' qua ca Ion 
CULTUBAL OOLLBOJ18 for admission. We are strongly of opinio.n that 
AND THB DVBATIOW it should be made the qualification for admission 
ow TIlB OOUB8B. full h W to the course at all t e colleges. e regard 
this as a very necessary step in the interests both of the student and 
of th{! college staff; of the student, as he cannot utilise the educational 
facilities provided for him to the best advantage without the ground
ing in science which passing the intermediate examination connotes 
and of the college staff as these agricultural officers should not be 
distracted from their special work by the task of teaohing elementary 
science. 

We realise that the raising of the standard of admission to the colleges 
may reduce the number of candidates seeking entry but we think that the 
advantages of the change are so great that this risk should be run. Where 
colleges are affiliated to universities, we trust that this change will be 
generally agreed to by the universities. Sufficient notice of the change 
should be given. 

If the intermediate examination in science is prescribed as an essential 
qualification for admission, we regard the length (three years) of the 
present course at Coimbatore and Poona as sufficient and we consider that 
the present four years' course at Lyallpur, Nagpur and Qawnpore could 
be reduced to three. If the four years' course at the last three colleges 
were maintained in combination with the higher standard of admission, 
it would be six years from the time a boy left school before the expenditure 
on his education would begin to yield any return, and we consider that 
this is a longer period than parents will, in general, be willing to face. 
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472. The curricula of the agricultural colleges have been framed on 
much, the same general lines and, except in the 

THB COLLEGE respect mentioned below, appear to us to be well 
CUBRICULUJI : d h 

(i) Tn DBGRBl! designed both in regar to t e subjects taught 
- OR DIPLOMA OOUBSB. and the proportion of time allotted to theoretical 
and practical work. Instruction in agricultural economics is included 
8S an item in the course in "agriculture" but, except at Poona and 
Lyallpur, it is given by the ordinary college staff who have no special 
qualifications for teaching such an important subject. It is only at the 
Poona College that a professorship in agricultural economics has been 
established and that advanced agricultural economics has been recognised 
as an optional subject which may be taken for the degree course. The 
LyaIJpur College has an assistant professorship in agricultural economics. 
We are inclined to doubt whether, even at the Poona and Lyallpur 
colleges, the importance of instruction in agricultural economics has 
been sufficiently recognised. - The success of all demonstration and 
propaganda work must greatly depend on the extent to which such work 
1s based on knowledge of the economic aspects of agricultural improve
ments and of economic conditions in the villages. The agricultural 
departments are, for example, obviously in a much better position to 
help the cultivator if their staffs possess a thorough acquaintance with 
the conditions which govern the successful marketing of his prcduce. 
There will, we anticipate, be in the future a demand for the services of 
those • capable of planning and directing economic enquiries in the 
fields of production and marketing. A knowledge of this subject should 
also be of value to the student whose intention it is to farm his own 
land and that of others. We, therefore, recommend that agricultural 
economics should be recognised as a separate subject in the degree course 
or in the course leading up to the college diploma and that instruction 
in it should, in all colleges, be given by a properly qualified professor 

,or lecturer. The selection of the teachers for this work will require to 
I be made with great care as it is a subject of which the posse.'1sion of a 

\
superficial knowledge is particularly dangerous. The universities have 
here an important opportunity to render service to the agricultural 

!development of their provinces. It is probable that the teaching of 
rural economics in the agricultural colleges would be of a higher standard 
if the subject were adopted by all universities as an optional subject 
for the B.A. degree examination. The increased interest which will, we 
hope, be taken in the teaching of agricultural economics should lead to 
the production of suitable text-books for the study of the subject with 
special reference to Indian conditions, and we commend the practice 
of local governments which grant an honorarium for good work in 
this direction. 

The position'in regard to instruction in the management or a farm and 
in the conduct of what may be called its every day business is somewhat 
similar. Instruction in 'farm records and' accounts' is included as 
an itcm in the course in " agriculture" but we do not consider that this 
provides an adequate traiuing in estate management for those who 
propose to farm their own land and that of others, and it is possibly the 
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realisation of this fact that has deterred large landholders from looking 
to the c:olleges to a greater extent than they have done for managerS 
for ~helI estates. We realise the danger of overloading the college 
currIculum, and we therefore consider that the best soluticn will be for 
the directors of agriculture to make it their special care to provide 
students, after they have completed the college course; with opportunities 
of gaining experience of estate management on the departmental farDlB 
and in such other ways as they may be able to arrange. Students should 
be assisted a8 in England to use their vacations to obtain some 
practical experience of agricultural work, where possible, on a basis of 
payment. 

473. A short course of two years' duration is at present given at the 
(ii' TRK TWO Cawnpore, LyaIJpur and Npgpur colleges. The 

YEABS' SHORT main object of the course is to train the student to be 
OOUBS& a practical agriculturist, or to fill a subordinate post 

in the Agricultural Department such as that of demonstrator, for which 
all that is required is" ability to understand the nature of the improve
ments which it is sought to bring to the notice of the cultivator and to 
explain them intelligently. We consider that the intention of the 
courses is excellent but that they are open to the same criticism 
which has been. brought against the full course, which is that they fail 
to attract men who desire to take up commercial farming and are regarded 
merely as an additional avenue to employment under Government. 
It is no doubt true that, over India as a whole, commercial farming has 
hitherto hardly come within the purview of the ordinary landholder. 
Subsistence farming with a surplus of varying amount for disposal 
is the great characteristic of Indian agriculture. But this generalisation 
does not apply to all parts of the country. It does not hold good for 
the Punjab canal colonies or the Irrawaddy delta, and evidence we 
received in the United Provinces suggests that some .of the larger land
holders in that province are turning their attention to farming by 
modern methods on a commercial scale. Neither the present full course 
nor the short course turn out men of sufficient practical experience 
to be employed at once on estate management. The potential demand 
for men of the type required for such work must, we think, 
be recognised by the agricultural colleges. We are, therefore, of opinion 
that the short courses should be revised in order to permit of greater 
attention being devoted to agricultural economics and estate management. 
We are glad to note that the large organisations for promoting the use 
of artificial fertilisers in India are beginning to employ passed students 
from the agricultural colleges to promote the sale of their products. The 
revision both of the full and the short courses in accordance with our 
recommendations should assist in enlarging the deman;l on the colleges 
for men for this work. 

474. We have said that we attach the greatest importance to short 
(iii) MIsCELLAN· 

EOUS SBORT 
OOUBSE8. 

courses of a few weeks' duration at the agricultural 
colleges as a means of making the colleges and their 
equipment of more service to the small cultivator. 
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The subjects of such courses and the degree of thoroughness with 
which tbey are studied must depend upon the object to be attained and 
the time available. , We would recommend that colleges should initiate such 
courses and accept responsibility for creating a demand for them. The 
engineering sect ion should pay special attention to tbe training of artisans 
with a view to promoting theest.ablishment of private repairing works 
for agricultural implements of all.kinds. We consider that no course 
should ordinarily terminate without the test of an examination which 
should, so far as the nature of the subject admits, be of a practical 
character. 

470. The University of Rangoon has only been in existence for a few 
years and the recent establishment of faculties 

THlI POSITION ov TUB of Engm' eermg' and Forestry is likely for a time 
MANDALA y COLLBOB. • • 

to affect recrwtment to the Agricultural College 
at Mandalay. We consider, therefore, that for the present the 
policy adopted at the Mandalay Agricultural College is the correct one, 
namely, to confine itself to training staff for the Agricultural Department 
and for entrY to othp.r government departments, for which an agricul
tUIiIol LI .. llillig ma.y Le ,",uw,iJdt:J a qu .. liliwotion. The competition of the 
faculties to which we have referred, leading as they do to more highly 
paid appointments, may, for the time being, render recruitment fot the 
agricultural college somewhat difficult. But these difficulties will, we 
hope,. be only temporary and we trust that the admirably equipped 
research institute in which the college is located will not be diverted to 
any ot~er purpose, even if at present it is not found possible to utilise 
to its fullest capacity the portion of the building devoted to teaching. 
The diversion of portions of the building to purposes other than that for 
which it was erected would, in our opinion, be fatal to its primary objec
tive which is the prosecution of research. 

The question of affiliation to the University of Rangoon is at present in 
abeyance. In view of our recommendations in paragraph 481 below, we 
consider tha~ this question should be revived. In a country like Burma 
where the rural element is so strong, the usefulness of an agricultural 
training to officials in various branches o( the public service cannot. 
be overstressed. 

476. Complaints were made to us by some witnesses that the training 
D.... given in the agricultural colleges was not of a 
C AAOTIOAL T&AJlfINO. ffi' I . I h If' su clent y practica c aracter. t was, or mstance, 

stated that the inability of agricultural demonstrators to bandle bullocks 
or to plough properly made the villagers, whom tbey were !lent to instruct, 
C?lltemptuous of their advice. We consider that there is some justificac 
tlon for c.omplaints .of this character but we would add that they are 
not pe~u~ar ~ ~.dia and that they are not necessarily a reBection on 
the trammg gIven lD the agricultUral colleges in which due consideration 
has to be .p~id to the requirements of theoretical as well as of practical 
work .. "hilst we hope that our suggestion tbat more attention should 
be pa.ld to instruction in practical processes, in agricultural economics 
and m farm management may to SODle extent supply the deficiency, 
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we are under no illusion that this or any other academic device will entirely 
.remove the cause of complaint. It is most important that it should be 
removed; for lack of confidence amongst the cultivators in the soundness 
of the advice given by the local representative of the Agricultural Depart
ment is fatal not only to that officer's own usefulness but also, in the long 
run, to the credit of the department as a whole. The only way in which 
the student can be so equipped as to command the necessary confidence is 
by the provision of further facilities for obtaining practical experience 
than are to be afforded by the college course even where part of the . 
college farm is set aside to be run entirely by the students themselves, 
The system followed at the Nagpur College appears to WI to be worthy of 
.general imitation. At that college, the class of second year tttudents works 
·a farm of its own, of about ten to twelve acres in extent, on which the local 
field crops are grown on commercial lines. The work is carried out co
operatively under the supervision of an agricultural assiStant. The 
land, implements and bullocks are supplied by the princi~al as landlord. 
The class undertakes to make certain returns of fodder crops and to 
carry out land improvement in lieu of rent. Cultivation is done on a 
.fixed cropping scheme, the predominant main crop being supplemented 
by subsidiary crops. The cultivation record and accounts are kept by 
the class which does all the field work and retain.~ all the profits. 

The further practical training required to supplement the college 
course in the case of & recruit to the district staff of· the agricultural 
departments can best be given by attaching him to a governmept farm 
for a period of at least one year. Facilities for the acquirement of 
similar practical experience should also be given. as far as possible, to 
students who intend to take up farming for themselves or to manage 
estates. In this connection, the scheme which is at present under the 
consideration of the Punjab Government is deserving of mention . 

. The object of that scheme is to give a practical training to the raw 
graduate from the university in order that he may gain the essential 
practical experience which will enable him to farm on sound lines, or to 
give advice to others which will have been tested by practical experience. 
It is proposed that five selected graduates of the Lyallpur College will 
each be allotted an area of land on which, for a period of five years, they 
can practise agriculture on their own responsibility bllt under the general 
supervision of the Agricultural Department. The area to be granted 
will be sufficiently large to enable them, with careful work, to obtain a 
Ii velihood commensurate with their position. The experiment is a most 
interesting one and whether it succeeds or fails ~he results should throw 
useful light on the commercial value of the training which the graduates 
have received in the Lyallpur College. 

477. The success of an agricultural college must c!epend in very 
great measure on the personality of the principal. 

Ti:) bau.::!c!-r:::· The head ?f an ins.titution ~hich c~mb~es research 
and teaching reqUIres special qualificahons, among 

which administrative capacity and breadth of outlook are as import
ant as high scientific attainments. So long as the great majority of 



the students at the agricultural colleges ultimately seek employment in 
the agricultural departments, it appears desirable that the principals 
should continue to be selected, a8 a rule, from the Agricultural 
Service. In the· event of a suitable officer not being available 
from this service, the selection of an officer frem the EducatiHlal 
Service should. ,be considered. Nothing should be permitted to 
stand in the way of the selection of the best man available. 
It should not have been necessary to emphasise this point, but 
there is reason to believe that considerations of seniority and of 
administrative convenience have occasionally been given undue weight 
in the selection for a post which is only second in importance to that of 
Director of Agriculture. Continuity of administration of a college is 
so desirable that we are strongly of opinion that a successful principal 
should be retained in that appointment even if there is a vacancy in 
the directorship of agriculture which his seniority and other qualifica
tions give him a claim to fill. In such circumstances, he should receive 
a personal allowance equal to the difIerence between the salary of the 
principal and that of the Director of Agriculture. 

Coimbatore is the only college which at present has· a whole-time 
principal. If the colleges are adequa~ly to fulfil the function we 
have assigned them, that of acting as a focus of all provincial 
educational activities in regard to agriculture, we are of opinion that a 
whole-time principal should be appointed to all of them. The adminis
trative. work involved in the charge of institutions of the magnitude of 
the existing colleges cannot, in our view, be satisfactorily combined with 
any other duties, more especially if the activities of the colleges expand 
in the directions we have suggested. 

The principal will normally exerci:;e full control over the teachirg 
given in t.he colleges subject to the general supervision of the Dinctor. 
The extent. to which he should exercise control over research work 
is a matter which we think should be investigated by the Council of 
Agricultural R.esearch which should lay 'down general principles 
governing the subject. 

478. As in the case of the principal, the selection of members both 
(iiI THE TEACIIING of the teaching and research staffs of the agricul

AND RESEARCH STArF. tural colleges requires to be made with special care. 
[t by no means follows that an officer who has been successful in district 
work will make a good professor or research worker and we consider that 
interchange between the administrative and the research and the teachirg 
branches of the agricultural services should ordinarily be rebtricted to the 
earlier years of service. We revert to this point in paragraph 553 of our 
chapter on The Agricultural Services. In existing conditions, candidates 
are occasionally"appointed direct to posts on the college staff but such 
posts are usually filled by the appointment of officers already in service. 
We should be glad to see the field of selection widened by the direct 
a ppointment of distinguished graduates in science of Indian universities 
as this would tend to strengthen the association between the universities 
and the colleges, the importance of which we have 'emphasised in our 
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chapter on The Organisation of Agricultural Research. In this connectIon, 
we would again instance the example of Rothamsted where the scientific 
staff is chosen from the best science schools in the United Kingdom and 
agricultural knowledge is not regarded as an essential qualification. 1£ 
the recommendation which we have made in regard to the revisi.on of 
the college curricula is accepted, the teaching stafi of most of the 
colleges, if not of all of them, will require to be strengthened on. the 
economic side and this is a direction in which the universities can render 
immediate assistance. In making this recommendation, we have not 
overlooked the consideration that, if the field of selection is widened in 
the manner we have suggested, this may be regarded by officers at present 
in service as depriving them of posts to which they may have a claim. We 
cannot, however, allow this consideration to override the great advant8 geB 
which we believe will follow from the acceptance of our proposal. In 
any event, the rapid expansion of agricultural activities which may 
reasonably be anticipated in the near future should provide existing 
members of the agricultural services with full compensation elsewhere 
for the loss, on occasion, of posts on the stafi of the agricultural colleges 
to which they may regard themselves as having legitimate claims. 

479. We have carefully considered the question whether it is desirable 
CollllBIlU.TlOlf 01' that the research activities of the agricultural 
8B.~U8CH ~D colleges should be entirely divorced from the teaching 
'rUOKIIIG. work which is carried· on at those institutions. 

The scientific experts we examined were practically unanimous in 
holding that the combination of research and teaching, within reasonable 
limits, is beneficial both to research workers and to teachers. The 
research worker who undertakes a certain amount of teaching is com
pelled from time to. time to review his subject as a whole and is brought 
int.o contact with new ideas. The teacher, by engaging in. res~arch 
work, is also prevented from getting into a groove, is kept in touch 
with the latest developments in his special' branch of knowledge, and is 
enabled to retain a freshness of outlook which cannot fail to prove a 
source of inspiration to his pupils. No hard and fast rule can be laid 
down as to the extent to which research workers should undertake 
teaching or as to the time which the teacher should devote to research. 
Much must depend upon individual aptitude but there can, in our 
view, be no doubt that the combination of research with teaching' is of 
mutual benefit to both. In these circumstances, we entirely approve 
the system under v.hich, at all the agricultural colleges, the heads of 
sections, while largely engaged in research work, also give instruction in 
theil' special subjects, and have associated with them lecturers who, while 
dealing with most of the routine of instruction, engage also to a limited 
extent in research work. • 

480. We have mentioned in Chapter II that, as the result of the 
Report of the Royal Commission of 1924 on the 

n~:RI:::::' Superior Civil Services in India, it was decided that 
no further recruitment should be made to the all· 
India services operating in the transferred fields 

Vl50IAL 8EBVlOIIS. 
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ang, that' the personnel required for those branches.of administration 
should, in future, be recruited by local governments. Recruitment 
to the Indian Agricultural Service has accordingly ceased but no 
definite decision has yet been reached in any province 8S to the 
manner in which the new superior provincial services which will, in due 
course, entirely replace the Indian Agricultural Service in the provinces, 
should ,be recruited, the qualifications which should be required for 
candidates seeking to enter it and the salary and other conditions which 
should be attached to it. We are here concerned only with t.he qualifi
cations which should be prescribed for the new services and with those 
only in so far as they can be obtained in India. The question of the 
recruitment of candidates from outside India or of Indian candidates 
who· have undergone training abroad is dealt with in our chapter on 
The Agricultural Services. The situation which arises from the decision 
to cease recruitment for the Indian Agricultural Service has 
received our most anxious consideration for it is certain that failure 
to obtain in the future a: supply of officers of the calibre of those 
who, since the reorganisation of 1905, have brought the departmentfl 
to their present "tage 01 dIiciel~c:r wwId nut only Fut an eLd tc further 
development but would result in the disastrous failure of the organisation 
which has been built up. Lavish expenditure on buildings and 
equipment is of no avail unless there is a highly trained staff under 
adequate direction which can utilise to the best advantage the 
means thus provided. The agricultural colleges have, since their 
inceptiCJil, turned out men who have filled positions in the provincial 
agricultural services and, in certain cases, in the Indian Agricultural 
Service with credit. There is every reason to believe that, as 
general education spreads and as the standard of teaching of pure 
science in the collegeR and universities rises, the calibre of those 
who pass through the college course will continue to improve. But there 
can be no doubt that the ordinary degree or diploma course of the 
agricultural college does not provide an adequate training for direct 
recruitment to the higher posts in the agricultural departments and that, 
for candidates for such posts, a further period of post-graduate study 
is essential. The agricultural colleges are not in a position to provide 
intensive training of the character required. The number of recruits 
to the new Superior Provincial Agricultural Service in each province is 
not likely to exceed two or three annually. It would usually be difficult 
to fit such a small number of post-graduate students into the ordinary 
college system. Neither the research nor the teaching staff of the 
?o~le~e could give them the individual attcntion nece·ssary, even where 
It IS ill other respects fully qualified to do so. As the scientific side of 
the universities develops, they may be expected to provide facilities for 
p.ost-graduate shviy in pure science but, for the present and for some 
tlme to come, we consider that the post-graduate course should ordinarily 
~e tak?n ;at Pusa which, in present conditions, is the only institution 
ill India In which facilities for higher instruction in all branches of 
agricultural science are available. We have discussed this question in 
relation to Pusa in Chapter III. . 



481. We have ~refully cOllllidered the question of the extent to which 
it is desirable that openings in departments other 

()PIl101lOB Dr OTIIKB than the agricultural departments should be 
:::':'TIlBJI:.m,B:: provided for passed students from the agricultural 
I'l1011 '!'U. COL· colleges. We have made plain our view that, in 
UOBS. existing conditions, the great majority of the students 
pas.~ing through the colleges will continue to seek public service in the 
agricultural departments while relatively few of those trained in the 
colleges will take to the business of farming on their own account. The 
cost to the State of the education given in agricultural colleges is high and 
full value cannot be obtained from the expenditure incurred unless the 
men who pass out of the colleges are active in promoting agricultural 
development either in the public service or actually on the land. If 
openings in other departments were held out as inducements to enter 
agricultural colleges, there would be danger that the best men from 
these colleges would be attracted to employment other than that con
nected directly with agriculture. There are, however, distinct advantages 
arising from the presence of men who possess a knowledge of agriculture 
and sympathy with the agricultural classes in departments which are, 
directly or indirectly, connected with the welfare of the rural community 
such as the revenue, irrigation and co-operative departments. Whilst, 
therefore, we do not recommend that any preference in regard to appoint:.. 
ments other than appointments in the agricultural departments should be 
given to passed students from the agricultural colleges, we hold that an 
agricultural degree or diploma should be placed on the same lev!!l as a 
degree in arts or science as a qualification for appointments in such 
departments as the revenue, irrigation and co-operative departments. 
In this connection, we cannot but regret that more use has not been made 
of passed students from the colleges on estates under the courts of wards 
and on military grass and dairy farms. Such farms provide work for 
which they should be well suited and, if they had been employed to a 
greater extent on it, it is probable that the larger landholders would have 
been stimulated to use them much more freely than they have done in the 
management of their estates or of their home farms. We consider that 
the courts of wards should give a full trial to graduates in agriculture as 
assistant managers and, after sufficient experience, as managers. . . 

482. The lack of facilities for higher agricultural education in 
HIOHBB AOBlOur.- the three provinces of north-eastern India has 

TURAL BDUOATIOM IN • d I tt t' Th Agricul 1 
BBlilOAL BJIIAB AlIID receIve our C ose a en Ion. e tura 
OBlSSA ~ND ASSAil. College at Sabour in Bihar, which formerly 
served the needs of Bihar and Orissa, Bengal and Assam, was closed 
early in 1923 as it had failed to attract any students from Bihar -and 
Oris!!&. The present position is, therefore, that neither in that province 
nor in Bengal or Assam is there any institution which gjves instruction 
in agriculture beyond the elementary stage. If agriculture in Bengal 
and Bihar and Orissa is to undergo that intensification which ",e rt-gard 
as the only practical m~ans of rai~ing the standard of living of the teeming 
population Of those provinces, if AssalJl is to develop to the full the 
great agricultural potentialities of its thinly peopled districts, itis essential 
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that the provincial agricultural departments should possess a properly 
trained agricultural staff. There are two ways in which this staff could 
be obtained. One is by the employment of graduates· from the 
agricultural colleges of other provinces who have been given a peried of 
subsequent training, in the areas in which they are to work, sufficient 
thoroughly to fanliliarise them with the local conditions. The other is by 
the establishment of one or more agricultural colleges. We a,re strongly 
of opinion that the latter alternative is the one which should be 
adopted, for a student who has received all his training in the 
tract in which his agricultural career will be spent should prove far 
more useful than one who has received most of it in some other part of 
India. 

In Bengal, proposals have for some time been under considE:'ration for 
the establishment of an agricultural institute at Dacca. The selection of 
Dacca as the site for the institute appeared to us a suitable one as there 
are advantages in locating it at a centre which already possesses not only a 
residential university giving a training in pure science but also a large 
farm which can provide the facilities required for practical training. We 
were informed by the Director of Agriculture, Bengal, that it was proposed 
that the students admitted to the institute should be preferably of agri
cultural parentage and that they should have received a training in pure 
science up to the standard of the examination in intermediate science. 
Accepttld candidates would first receive another year's special tuition at 
Dacca. University in pure science including physics, chemistry and 
botany after which they would spend two years at the institute under-
going an almost entirely practical course. The proposed. course would 
thus be of three years' duration and, in these circumstances, we see no 
reason why it should not follow much the same general lines as those 
we have suggested for the existing agricultural colleges. 'Ye understand 
that, owing to financial stringency, it has been decided not to proceed for 
the present with this scheme. We cannot but think that the post
ponement of provision in Bengal for higher agricultural education is much 
to be regretted. It is our considered opinion that the provision of a 
centre for higher agricultural education is essential to the development, 
on sound lines, of the activities of the Agricultural Department in that 
province. 

We, therefore, recommend that a~ -agricultural college should be 
established at Dacca and that the sng~estiohs. we have made in the preced
ing paragraphs should apply equally to such" college. We conllidcr it 
most desirable that the miscellaneous shert courses discussed in paragraph 
474 should be given at, this college but the question whether a sbort course 
of two years' duration on the lines of t.hat at Cawnpore, Lyallpur and 
Nagpur should 8o1so be instituted should, in our view, be decided in the 
light of the probaHe local demand for it. 

We desire also, in this connection, to refer to the recommendations of 
the Calcutta University Commission in regard to agricultural teaching in 
the University of Calcutta. The Commission recommended" that there 
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should be a departmental school of agriculture in the university organised 
at first on modest linea and making use so far as p088ible of eA;sting 
resourCe8; it should have attached to it a demonstration and experi
mental farm in the neighbourhocd of the city; and it should work in close 
relationship with the Government Institute of Agriculture which it is 
proposed to establish." Th~ object of this recommendation was to 
enable student .. aiming at taking a high degree in science to pUf!me their 
studies from au agricultural standpoint. In our opinion, there is room 
for developing a training of this type in addition to the more specialised 
training that would be provided by the agricultural college the establish
ment of which we recommend above. We further consider that, in view 
of the prominent place given to scientific studies in the university, 
Calcutta should prove a suitable centre in which to train science students 
who propose to engage themselves in agricultural research. It is not 
necessary, however, that a farm should be provided. The objeot in this 
case is not the training of agriculturists but of agricultural chemists, 
physicists and botanists. An experimental field of ten to fifteen acr~ 
equipped with field laboratory and a pot-cultur3 station would provide 
the necessary facilities for field studies. We look to the necessary 
finance being provided from private sources which have in t.he past 
enabled the University of Calcutta to develop higher soientific 
education in BengaL 

We consider that a centre for higher agrioultural training should be 
established in Bihar and Orissa. Provision on a oonsiderable scale is 
now being made at Patna for veterinary education. It appears t~us an 
anomaly that a province which stands much in need of agricultural 
development should make provision for training officers for its Veterinary 
Department but should continue to lack the means of training men for its 
Agricultural Department. It is useless to expand the activities of the 
Agricultural Department unless an assured supply of well-trained officers 
is available and a province of the size and population of Bihar and Orissa 
ought not to depend on other agricultural colleges as its sole means of 
obtaining personneL We make no suggestion as to the place whflre this 
college should be established as this must depend on considerations which 
are best settled locally .. But the possibility of establishing an agricultural 
college in ~108e association with the veterinary college will doubtless 
receive due consideration in view of its obvious advantages. 

The case of Assam is different. The resources of the province are 
small and for the present, therefore, we consider that Assam may properly 
rely on obtaining recruits for its Agricultural Department from among 
graduates trained in the agricultural colleges of other provinces. 

483. Before summarising our principal conclusions and recommenda-
COlfOLUSIOlf. tions in this chapter, we desire to~ emphasise our 

considered opinion that illiteracy presents the most 
formidable single obstacle to rural development in the widest 
sense. The fact that, of the population of twenty years of age 
and over, nearly ninety per cent cannot be reached directly 
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by the printed word creates a barrier between them and every 
branch of useful knowledge. The resources in personnel and money 
which are available are entirely unequal to the task of helping the 
mass of the cultivators by the spoken word. It is the more un
fortunate that it should be so as the evidence we received shows that 
the rural comrhunity is by no means slow to adopt any form of 
improvement, of the value of which it is convinced. We are persuaded 
that the only hope of substantial progress lies in the mobilisation of all 
the available forces, both public and private, in a determined attack 
upon illiteracy. It is not to be expected that all provinces, or indeed 
all parts of the same province, should advance at equal speed. This 
apparent drawback has the advantage that the more backward tracts 
can learn from the experiments carried out in more advanced areas, 
always provided that there is effective liaison between the variolls 
educational authorities. The Educational Commissioner with the 
(k,vernment of India, whose evidence we heard at Simla in the autumn 
of 1926, deplored the abandonment during the past eight years of the 
frequent conferences of educational officers which were formerly held 
and expressed the view that there had been in consequence a loss of touch 
between the provinces in educational matters. It is regrettable that this 
should have happened as we found no lack of readiness to experiment 
with new educational ideas either among the departments of education 
or private individualB. The occasional reports issued by the Education 
Department of the Government of India and the trial which is now being 
made i1i Bengal of correspondence courses for purdah women may be cited 
as instances of this so far as government officers are concerned. The 
work which is done by missionary enterprise at Allahabad in tIle United 
Provinces, at Moga in the Punjab, in Madras and in several other places is 
evidence of a similar readiness on the part of private individuals. The 
problem is so vast and the means available for dealing with it so limited 
that it would be deplorable if efforts were wasted in one province on ex
perimenta which have proved a failure in another or if a province were 
allowed to remain in ignorance of measures which have proved succ68sful 
elsewhere. We are, therefore, ghd to be able to record that the Con
ference of Educational Officers was revived early in 1927 and we trust that 
henceforward it will be held annually. We recommend that all means 
may be t~ken. whether by general conference, by the meeting of in
dividuals, or by the circulation of printed matter, to ensure a complete 
interchange of opinion and experience in educational matters throughout 
India. 

SUMMARY or CON- 484. The conclusions and recommendations in 
CLUSIONS AND RB<lOM- • • 
MllNDATIONS, th18 chapter may be summarISed as follows :-

(1) The spread of literacy among the 'women of India is of great 
importance t6 rural development, (pa.ragraph 444). 

(2) The influence of female education in spreading lasting literacy 
. among the young should be ascertained, with a view to demonst,ratil1g 
thp true relat.ion between female literacy and the spread of gen{'fsl 
literacy (paragraph 444). ' 
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(3) The only remedy for the unsatisfactory state of primary 
education in India is the introduction of the compulsory system 
(paragraph 4(5). . 

(4). Compulaion should be introduced as rapidly as local coDditions 
pernut and should be preceded by a campaign of explanation and 
persu8.'!ion (paragraph 4(5). 

(5) As an interim measure pending the introduction of compulsion, 
a system of contract to ensure the attendance of children at 
school could not be worked satisfactorily by government agency 
(paragraph 4(6). . . 

(6) eo·operative education societies on the lint's of those formed in 
the Punjab offer a hopeful means of securi1!g attendance at school in 
present conditions (paragraph (46). . 

(7) Inefficient teaching and ita consequent effect on attendance 
can be remedied by improvements in the training of teachers and in 
the organisation of primary schools (paragraph (47). 

(8) Wherever possible, the policy of establishing 'central' schoolS 
should be adopted and' single teacher' schools converted into 'branch' 
schools (paragraph (47). 

(9) The desirability of converting primary schools into lower middle 
schools as in the Punjab is commended to the consideration of other 
local governments (paragraph (47). 

(10) Teachers should be recruited to the utmost practical extent 
from men of rural origin and upbringing (paragraph 4(8).' 

(11) The preparation of suitable text-books for use in primary 
schools in rural areas is a matter of the greatest importance. It is 
e~~ential that text-book committees should be BO constituted as to 
command confidence (paragraph 4(8). . 

(12) No attempt should be made to teach agriculture to boys in 
primary Bchools, either theoretically as nature study or practically in 
8chool gardens (paragraph (48). 

(13) The advancement of adult education is a matter for non-official 
activity rather than for government departmenta but the latter should 
assist it in all possible ways (paragraph 4(9). 

(14) There is no genuine demand for middle schools of the" JAni " 
type which provide a vocational education in agriculture, and they are 
unduly expensive (pa~graph (56). . . 

(15) No more schools of this type should be opened and the eXlflting 
schools in their present form should be ?losed (paragr~ph (56) .. 

(16) Vernacular middle schools on t~e Imes of .the ~]ab expe~lIDetlt 
which include agriculture as an optional subJect m the curnculum 
are preferable to those of the "Loni" type (para~aph (57). 

(17) The policy followed in .regard ~ the estabh6hment of. such 
schools in the punjab, the UnIted Provmces and Bombay should be 
adopted in other provinces (paragraph (57). 

(18) School farms are preferable to school gardens, provided 
teachers competent to manage them can be obtained (para-

graph 4585. 
lIIlO Y 286-36 
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(19) Boys should be allowed to ret!loin the produce of such farm 
and gardens either in whole or in part (paragraph 458). 

(20) There are advantages in meeting the popular demand for the 
teaching of English in vernacular middle schools (paragraph 459). 

(21) The addition to the curriculum of high schools in rural areas 
of a course in agriculture on the lines of that given in vernacular middle 
schools of the Punjab type· but of a more advanced character 
should be productive of good results (paragraph 461). 

(22) For the proper development of industries which can be carried 
on in rural areas, technical instruction of a high standard is essential 
(paragraph 462). 

(23) The affiliation of agricultural colleges to universities is 
desirable (paragraph 465). 

(24) The universities can make a valuable contribution to rural 
development (paragraph 466). 

(25) Separate courses at the agricultural colleges for those whose 
aim is employment under Government and for those who propose to 
(arm their own land or that of others are not desirable (para
graph 470). 

(26) The agricultural colleges should make their influence felt in all 
branches of rural education and it is, therefore, plost desirable that 
thei,r tone and outlook should be broadly cultural (paragraph 470). 

(27) The intermediate examination in science of the provincial 
university or an equivalent examination should he made an essential 
qualification for admission to all agricultural colleges (paragraph 471). 

(28) If recommendation (27) is accepted, the length of the full 
college course should he three years (paragraph 471). 

(29) GfP.&ter prominence should he given to a."crricultural economics 
in the college course and fully qualified teachers should he appointed 
to give instruction in this subject (paragraph 472). 

(30) Great~r attention should also be paid to instruction in farm 
management (paragraph 472). 

(31) The short courses given at cert.ain colleges should he revised 
in order to permit of greater attention being devoted to agricultural 
economics and estate management (paragraph 473). 

(32) The miscellaneous short oourses given at the oolleges are a 
most valuable form·of educational activity. They should ordinarily 
tenninate in an examination of a practical character (paragraI,h 474). 

(33) The c':.iversion of any part of the building of the Mandalay 
Agricultural College to purposes other than that for which it was 
erected is to be ueprecated (paragraph 475). 

(34) The question of the affiliation of the Mandalay Agricultural 
College to the Rangoon University. at present in abeyance, should 
be revived (paragraph 475). 
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(35) Facilities lihould be provided to 'enable passed students of the 
colleges to obtain further practical experience before commencing 
active work either in the public service or on their own lands 
(paragraph 476). 

(36) Very high qualifications are required for the principaIsbip of 
an agriculturlll college and the best man available should be selected 
for the appointment and retained in it (paragraph 477). 

(37) A whole-time principal should be appointed to all agricultural 
colleges. He should continue to be selected, as a rule, from the 
Agricultural Service. In the event of a suitable officer not being 
aVll.ilable, the selection of an officer fum the Educational Service 
should be considered (paragraph 477). 

(38) The principal will normally exercise full control over the teach
ing given in the colleges, subject to the general supervision of the 
Director. The extent to which he should exercise control over research 
work is a matter for investigation by the Council of Agricultural 
Research. (part'graph 477). 

(39) Interchange between the administrative and the research and 
teaching branches of the agricultural services should ordinarily be 
restricted to the earlier years of service (paragraph 478). 

(40) The field of selection for the college staff might be widened by 
the direct appointment of distinguished graduates in science olthe 
Indian universities (paragraph 478). 

(41) The combination, within reasonable limits, of research with 
teaching work at the agricultural colleges, is of great benefit to both 
(paragraph 479). 

(42) A period of post-graduate training should be an essential 
qualification for all candidates from the agricultural colleges for direct 
rerruitment to the bigher posts in the agrirultural departments (para
graph 480). 

(43) The post-graduate training recommended in (42) should 
ordinarily be given at Pusa (paragraph 480). . 

(44) An agricultural degree or diploma should be placed on the 
same level as a degree in arts or science as a qualification for appoint
ments in such dt'partments as the revenue, irrigation .and co-operative 
departments (paragraph 481), 

(45) An agricultural college on the model of the existing colleges 
should be established at Dacca (paragraph 482). • 

(46) An agricultural college should similarly be established in Bihar 
and Orissa (paragraph 482). 

(47) All possible means should be, taken to ensure a complete inter
change of opinion fnd experience in educational matters throughollt 
India (paragraph 483). . 

lIlO 'I' 286-364 



CHAPTER XVI 

RURAL INDUSTRIES AND LABOUR 

485. ··A co~sideration of the general industrial policy of the country, 
profoundly though it must affect agriculture, does 

mRODUOTION. not fall within our terms of reference. At the 
(i) GENERAL INDUS- same time, since we are charged with the investi-

TRIAL FOLICY. • f h . f t ff t' I 't gatlon 0 t e mam ac ors a ec mg rura prosperi y 
and the welfare of the agricultural population, we would record our 
opinion that it should be the special .du~y of t~e Go,:ernment of I~dia 
to consider at every step the effect of Its mdustrlal pohcy on the agrICul
tural population. Many circumstances combine to render the agricul
tural classes less vocal in advancing their views than are the more 
easily organised and more literate urban communities. When, there
fore, questions of principle in regard to industrial policy arise, Govern
ment should regard themselves as, in a very special sense, the guardian 
of the cultivators' interests. 

486. In dealing with the question of industries in relation to agricul
ture, we desire to make it clear that our main 

<Ii) SOOPE OF THE object in the present chapter is to consider only how 
UHAl'TEB. the villager can best use his spare time for the 
impJl')vement of his position. There appears to be an impression 
amongst certain sections of the community that a cultivator can find 
temporary employment. as and when he likes, in any of the industries 
which go on around him. This view ignores the obvious fact that the 
cultivator, within limits, is an expert in his own subject, just as a 
blacksmith, or a carpenter, or any other mechanic is in his. It is only in 
exceptional cases that the agriculturist can be anything more than an 
unskilled labourer in any industry other than his own. Speaking broadly, 
there can be no satisfactory blending of two avocations. If, theref()re, 
a marked reduction of pressure on the land is required, it must be 
achieved by a definite diversion of the surplus labour of the country 
to industrial centres. In other words, the agriculturist who seeks to 
change his occupation and to become an industrialist must be prepared 
to undergo the training necessary to make him an efficient one. 

The industries of India are to a very great extent based on its agricul
ture,-which is itself the chief of them. Especially closely related t() 
agr~culture are industries carrying out the primary processing of the 
~grl~ultural products of the rural districts, or, Ij\e sericulture, practised 
m VIllages by the cultivator and his family, or, again. those which form 
part of the day-to-day economy of the village (for example, the work of 
the village artisan, the blacksmith, the carpenter, and the potter). 
~e general economic relations, which necessarily exist between the 

cultIvator who has for disposal any product surplus to his own 
requirements, the purchaser and the ultimate consumers of that 
pro~uct-relations which are obviously of vital importance to the 
cultivator-have ,already received such consid,eration in our chaptel' on 



Communications and Marketing as we consider relevant to the purpose 
of our enquiry. We do not, therefore, recur to this subject in the 
present chapter. 

Throughout the chapter, we shall assume an acquaintance with the 
Report of the Indian Industrial Commission of 1916-18, in which the 
whole industrial position in India, including the relations between in
dustries and agriculture, was reviewed in detail. The main features 
of that position have not changed in the comparatively short interval 
which has elapsed and, so far as assistance from agricultural departments 
is concerned, effect has been given to most of the recommendations. We 
do not, therefore, propose to traverse the ground covered by that 
Commission nor to deal with the technical aspects of any of the industries 
on which we may comment. The Industrial Commission has indicated 
the lines on which action should be taken to develop and organise 
industries. 

We propose, also, to deal with the question of agricultural labour, 
including emigration from India as well as migration within the country ; 
for movements of labour have an intimate connection both with the
industries pursued by the cultivat()r and his family and with the general 
economic conditions of the rural population. 

487. In order that the industries which have more particular relations 
to agriculture may be seen in their proper perspec-

DIsTRIBUTION 01/ tive, it seems desirable to give. at the outset, a 
IlIDUSTRlES. 

brief outline of the general industrial posi~ion. 
In 1925, the number of factories in British India subject to the Indian 
Factories Act* wasreturnedas 6,926, employing about 1,500,000 persons. 
In the last census (1921), the total number of actual workers employed 
in British India in industry of one kind or another, including factories, 
was 11,800,000, or 101 per cent of the total working population. The 
distribution of the factories over the country and the articles of.manu
facture are of interest. In the main, the factories are situated in the 
tCrJ;itories which came earliest under British administration as no less 
than 3,627, or fifty-two per cent, of the factories in British India are 
distributed in about equal proportions between the three presidencies 
of Madras, Bombay and Bengal and these employ seventy per cent 
of the total factory workers. 

In only five centres outside the three presidencies is there a concen
tration of industry which at all resembles the situation in Bengal, Bombay 
and Madras. These centres are Cawnpore in the United Provinces 
where there are important cotton and woollen mills, tanneries and 

-In the Indian Factories (Amendment) Act, 1922, .... factory" is defined &8. 
(4) Any premises wherein, or within the precincts of which, on anyone day in the 

year not less than twenty persons are . simultaneously employed and steam, water or 
other mechanical power or electrical power is used in aid of any process-for, or incidental 
to, me.king. altering. repairing, ornamenting, finishing or otherwise adapting for use, 
for tr&nsport or for sale any article or part of an article; or 

(6) Any premises wherein, or within the precincts of which, on anyone day in the 
year not 1888 than ten persons are simultsneously employed and any such process is 
carried on, whether anY.8uoh power ill used in aid thereof or not whioh have been 
declared by t.he Local Government, by notification in the local official Gazette, to be 
a factory. 
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engineering works, Nagpur in the Central Provinces 'where large cotton 
milld have been estaLlished, the coalfields in Bihar and Orissa, Jamshed
pur in that province where important iron anr! steel foundries and allied 
induiltries are situated, and Rangvon, where the greater proportion of 
the Burma rice,crop is milled. 

In addition to these large scale industries, there are a number of smaller 
industrial establishments which are naturally located in areas in whicll 
there is a large supply of a particular crop or product-rice mills, oil 
mills, cotton ginneries, sugar refineries, f>aw-mills and tobacco factories. 
These factories are ,of special interest to the rural population as most 
of them are open only for that part of the year when agricultural occupa
tion is at its lowest el)b and the cultivator and his family, therefore, 
supply a considera'Lle proportion of the labour employed in them. If, 
however, we take the country as a whole, these industries are 
unimportant, as is shown by the fact that the total annual labour force 
employed in them num1>ers only some 250,000 hands, that is, o· 3 per 
cent of the total number employed in agriculture. 

488. As we have seen in our chapter on The Village, a prominent 
THB AMOUNT Olr feature of Indian agriculture is the amount of 

BURE TIME ,AT TRB spare time which it leaves to the cultivator. This 
OULTIVATOR'S DIS· varies very greatly according to the local agricul-
POBAL. tural conditions, but it may be assumed, as a 
broad generalisation, that by far the greater number of cultivators 
hav'l at least from two to four months absolute leisure in the year. 

The methods of bringing within the cultivator's reach industrial 
opportunities to fil1 up his spare time must vary with local circllDlStances. 
Where congested conditions prevail, as, for example, over great parts 
of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Madras, and the. United Provinces, 
the diversion of surplus agricultural labour to industrial pursuits and 
migration to other parts of the country seem the most promising 
solutions. As agriculture over the greater part of India cannot ofier 
employment for the whole of the year, the problem elsewhere is to 
suggest lines of work which can suitably be undertaken by the cultivatA:lr 
or his family in t.heir spare time and without detriment to the 
cultivation of their land. 

489. It will be convenient to consider the relations between the rura 
Ct.A8 population and various industries under three heads. 

INDl1S=ATION Olr Under the first head are included industries of the 
ordinary factory type located in rUIal areas. 

'1'he sole direct connection between the cultivator and industries of this 
type is his employment as a labourer in local factories during the time 
~hen there is no work for him to do on his own holding. Typical 
mdustries ar,'l rice-hulling and oil-crushing factories, sugar refineries 
and cotton ginneries. These are industries dealing with agricultural 
products. But this class includes also any factory or occupation in 
rUIal areas, which can employ unskilled casual labour, such as Lrick 
works or road-making. Under the second bead come village and 
domestic industries, To thi:! class belong weaving, g'ur·making, lland 
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}lulling of rice, tbe extraction of oil in the village oil press, silk filatures 
and the work of the village artissns generally. Under the third 
head comes sale by the cultivator of his labour during the period wben 
there is little or no work to be done on his holding. In certain parts of 
India, this is an important feature of the cultivator's economy and is 
closely linked up with the first group of industries that we have 
mentioned. 

490. Of factory industries, the most important and best established are 
RUlUL llCDUSTBI:18 the cotton ginneries, rice mills and sugar refineries 

Olr TIIlI Ut"l'OBY which are springing up in increaBini numbers 
TVPL throughout the country. These draw a large part 

(il CoTTO.OUIUB. of their labour from the villages in their neigh-
1&8, IUOIIIIILU, ETC. b h d I bl f our 00 and are a va ua e agency or part-time 
employment. We regard their multiplication within economic limits 
as one solution of the problem of spare time employment in rural 
areas. 

In addition to the industri~ mentioned, we have, in the course of our 
enquiry, received numerous suggestions for the establishment of new 
industries, amongst which were mentioned implement-making, paper
making from bamboo pulp, fruit and vegetable-canning and the manu
facture of essences and oils from local plants. We shall not attempt to 
express an opinion on the merits of these. Some of them have already 
been considered by the Indian Industrial Commission. In the case 
of all of them, intimate knowledge of the locality in which it is proposed 
to establish the industry and of the markets to which it is inteaded to 
send the finished product is required before any opinion as to the cha.nces 
vf success can be expressed. We shall, therefore, content ourselves 
with referring to a few of the more striking suggestions received. The 
economics of any proposal require to be carefully worked out. We are 
concerned mainly with possible developments which may offer increased 
employment to the rural population. 

491. The suggestion that the local manufacture of agricultural 
(ii) M.uiUFACTURII implements might be greatly extended seems, on the 

OP AGIUOULTURAL whole, to offer considerable promise. India is a land 
IMl'LIIHBlITII. of great distances and the cost of transporting 
implements from factories to destinations many hundreds of miles 
away adds materially to the local sale price. It undoubtedly limits the 
scope of the activities of the few implement-manufacturing firms that now 
exist in India and is one of the reasons why the nlimber of improved 
implements sold annually is disappointingly small. We consider that 
there is room for many more implement firms throughout the country, 
if internal supply is to prove equal to meeting the increased demand 
which, we are confident, will arise in the near future. The establish
ment of these firms must be left to private enteq>rise. But the 
engineering sections of the agricultural departments can give valuable 
help in the matter. Their early environment makes youths of the 
rural classes particularly suitable for training in implement ma.nufacture 
and they should be encouraged by the grant of stipends to attend 
engineering schools, railway workshops and the workshops of the 



Il.gritultural depart.ments with a view t~ employment in impieme.~t 
factories or, if they have adequate capItal, to start such fact<>rIe8 
themselves. Government should recognise the obligation to assist 
private enterprise to ·equip itself to take over, and greatly extend, 
the manufactu.ring work which is now being done by the engineering 
branches of the agricultural departments because there is no one else 
to do it. 

4.92. Various witnesses have suggested to us the possible commercial 
... exploitation of the bamboo as material for paper 

(m) PUEl!. MAlI'U' manufacture. We had an opportunity of seeing 
I'AO'J:URIIl. 

the process of making paper from bamboo 
pulp in actual operation at the Forest Research Institute at 
Dehra Dun. While the development of this industry might give 
employment to the rural population living on the outskirts of forests, 
we do not consider that it holds out much prospect of employment for 
any considerable section of the rural community. Bamboo plantations 
of any extent are generally remote fr~ areas of fixed cultivation. 
To work in them the cultivator would in some cases have to travel 
far from his home and settle in a locality with few, if any, amenities. 
It is only to those already accustomed to work in the forests that this 
class of employment would appeal. 

493. Of other developments which may be anticipated, the manufac
(. ) MIsOELLANBOU8 ture of oilcake may assume importance both as 
"'. . a fertiliser and also for cattle feeding. if the 

habit of stall feeding of cattle becomes more general than it is at 
present. We have suggested in paragraphs 87 and 91, Chapt.er IV, 
that the possibilities of extending the oil and bone-crushing industries 
should be investigated. Factories of this kind would naturally be 
located in rural areas where the supply of raw material is available, and 
this would give employment to some of the rural population in the 
neighbourhood. It has yet to be seen whether the preservation of fruits 
by drying, canning and making into jam holds out much prospect 
either of employment to the agricultUJ.'al community or of profit to the 
promoters. The local demand for such factory products is, at present. 
small and, if it increased, competition from similar highly organised 
industries in other countries would be serious. We make recom
mendations in our chapter on Horticulture and Plantations for a· 
thorough investigation into the possibility of developing such an 
industry in the case of fruit. , 

494. Apart from employment in factories situated in its neighbour-
VlLUGB INDUS. hood, the rural population can employ its spare time 

TRIES. in certain village and domestic industries. These. in 
(i) THII vILLAfIl many cases, cannot be sharply distinguished from 

ARTISAN. • d . f h din f Th In ustnes 0 t e or ary actory type. e 
practical distinction lies in their smaller size and in their type of organi
sation. This is best described as at present being part and parcel of 
the self-sufficing economy of the village. 'The description of the typical 
village in our chapter on The Village included an account of the 
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village craftsmen still serving the village on a basis of status rather 
than of individual competition. We also indicated, in that chapter, the 
~ndencies favouring a termination of the self-sufficing economy of the 
village. We refer to these village artisans not because they can contribute 
to any extent to the question of part-time employment but because they 
()<)cupy a very important position in the village community and because 
ca8uallabour may occasionally be available for agriculturists or for their 
children. The survival of such village industries in the changing cir
cumstances of the times thus seems to us to depend on a change of 
attitude on the part of the village artisans. Instead of stanlling in 
local isolation, they must, if they hope to survive the struggle of competi
tion, modernise their own methods "Of work by adopting power-driven 
machinery, as they are already beginning to do in certain parts of the 
countr.)'. These artisans can also be trained to effect repairs, to stock and 
fit spare parts and to handle successfully the improved types of machinery 
which are bound sooner or later to be introduced. It shOUld be to the 
interest of the large manufacturers of machinery to take long views 
and to establish a net-work of agents throughout the area served by 
their bu.siness who can get into touch with village artisans. Government 
should also provide, when required, suitable courses in their technological 
institutes, in the railway workshops, and in the engineering workshops 
and on the farms of the agricultural departments. 

495. The handloom industry of India is still of great importance in 
the national economy and has, up to the nresent, 

(ii) THB ILUfDLOOM shown remarkable vitality in the face of competition 
POTTERY AND BOn: with factory products. It is likely to remain the 
tUJ[JNO JJlDU8TlUB11. principal form of village industry and there is no 

immediate reason to fear its decline. The pottery 
industry meets the local demand for common utensils at moderate prices. 
Attention is being devoted in some provinces, notably Burma, to 
improving the technique of the potter and to introducing the higher 
embellishments of his art. It is felt that, apart from the ordinary pottery 
of the village, there is considerable room for the expansion of a trade in 
ornamental pottery by improvements in designs or in methods of glazing. 
It is an industry in which instruction in the making of new arti~les, 
such as insulators for telegraph poles, might prove of great value to 
the worker. 
. Wh~rever clay of the right texture is to be found, bricks as well as 
pottery are very generally made. Both the pottery and brick-making 
industries would benefit much from the introduction of modern methods. 
Improvement in the quality of bricks would also facilitate the construc
tion of better houses. 

Evidence has heen given that, in certain districts, ro~-making which, 
in the past, was almost universal in villages, is declining. We see no 
reason why this should be so, since fibre of a high quality is everywhere 
abundantand demand is spread throughout the country. There would 
seem here to be an opportunity for introducing rope-making ma.cbinery 
of a simple type. 
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496. Sericulture and Indian silk are seriously threatened by economic 
.. , considerations. In various parts of India where 

(m) SERIOULTUlllD. . the industry has been long established, much 
attention has been paid by Government to the improvement of strains 
of silk worms and the treatment of cocoons. Where silk worms can be 
reared, a valuable subsidiary industry is availab1e-the more so as it 
provides what is essentially a spare-time occupation. To the cultivator 
it affords a useful addition to income with a comparatively small 
expenditure of time and labour on the crop which feeds the WOIm. 
While, in certain areas and amongst certain classes, there are religious 
prejudices against the processes the industry involves, there are large 
areas of the country where these religious prejudices do not exist and 
the mulberry, or some alternative Bource of foed for the worm, is to 
be found. Its value in the village economy must not, however, blind 
organisers to the competition which is already confronting the industry 
from artificial silk. The subjoinEd figures will show how quickly the 
imports of artificial silk have grown. 

I "!lp01ts of arti.fic.ial silk 

1922-23 1923-24 - 11921-22 i 
------- - --: -~-- ------- "---~;-,----

Yam •. Quantitylbs. ..I 70,600 
- Value &s. (lakhs) .. ; 4'54 

Pi""e e:&ods of cottonl Quantity yds. . .1 060,000 

224,900 
13-40 

1,547,000 
19-73 

406,000 
19'55 

8,555,000 
104'09 and artiftoialsilk. Value Re. (lakhs) "I 7'56 

I _________ . ___ _ 
---------;-----------------,--'---

1924-25 

.. 1 Quantity lbs. ,,1,171,000 
, Value R& (lakhs) 42'40 

1925-26 1926-27 
------1---

2,671,000 
74'72 

5,776,000 
102'64 

Piece goode of cotton Quantity ycIs. ", 17,020,000 15,362,000 i 41,978,000 
and artificial silk. Value R& (lakhs).. 176'23

1 

137'83J 308'74 

Unfortunately, there are no figures available for the total production of 
natural silk in India, but it has been stated in evidence that, up to the 
present, the demand for natural silk has not declined. This is probably 
because artificial silk has not yet exploited the luxury market which, 
regardless of expense, demands the natural article. If, however, the use 
of artificial silk continues to increase at its present rate, there must, we 
think, be a serious risk that the demand for the natural article will begin 
to weaken. 

As regards e:w:ternal demand, we were informed by the Indian Trade 
Commissioner in London that there is a ready sale for hand' woven alticles 
especially for those produced in Bihar. The export figures do not 
distinguish these highly specialised silks from the ordinary article, but, as 
the sub-joined figures show, the export of. manufactured silk goods show 
no tendency to expand whilst tha.t of raw silk is definitelyon the decline. 
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VaIm of exports of silk 

Year R ilk 

I 
Manufao· 

i awe tured silk 

- -- ~--- ~~~~ -! Re. (Iakhs). ! -Rs. (lakhs): 

! 26'29 : 2'96 
) 38'17 I 2'43 

I, 60'21 4'27 
'. 38'07 2'95 
::1 35'75 3'01 

32'40 2'68 

497. There are undoubtedly opportunities for the development 
, p of a poultry industry in India. In some parts of 

(IV) OtILT&T BIU.BIlfO. h h' . t e country. t ere IS a growmg local demand for 
eggs and other poultry products. There is also, in large towns and cities, 
an unsatisfied demand for high class eggs and poultry. There would 
seem also to be possibilities in drying or preserving eggs for export 
and of manufacturing dried albumen. But the amQunt of produce 
disposed of by the village poultry keeper is, as a rule. small, and if marketll 
other than those for local consumption are to be fully exploikd, it will 
be necessary to organise the collection, transport and sale of poultry 
and eggs. This is a direction in which producers' co-operative sale 
societies have achieved marked success in other countries, and W{l would 
suggest that co-operative departments in India should explore the 
possibilities of establishing such societies in suitable tracts. 

We are glad to note that the departments of agriculture in most 
provinces are now deV'oting some attention to poultry questions. In 
the United Provinces, in particular, Government have, during the past 
six years, interested themselves in the development of the poultry 
industry. Mrs. A. K. Fawkes, Secretary of the United Provinces 
Poultry Association which receives a substantial annual grant from 
Government, is doing valuable pioneer work by no means confined to 
the United Provinces. Religious prejudices against the keeping of 
poultry exist in certain parts of the country and among certain classes 
of the community, but Mrs. Fawkes was able to offer some evidence 
that these prejudices are not incapable of being overcome. While 
these and other limitations to the rapid expansion of a poultry industry 
must not be overlooked, there are grounds for hoping that a gradual 
development of the industry where local conditions are favourable will 
take place. What is chiefly required is a steady interest on the P8rt 

of Government and the carrying out of a carefully planned programme 
of experiments, the results of which should be made readily available 
to all those who intend to take up poultry rearing. J;t is most necessary 
that, in these experiments, failures should be carefully recorded and their 
causes patiently analysed. The progress of the industry has suffered in 
the past from the abrupt discontinuance of experiments before their 
result~ were fully known, and from the failure to record such results 88 

had been secured. 
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498. The lac insect is found on a considerable number of trees 

(v) LAo. 
throughout India, but of these only half a dozen are 
of any commercial importance. These, however, are 

(II) GENEBAL. of such common varieties that; over large areas 
from the Punjab to Assam, in parts of Bombay and the Central 
Provinces, and in the hilly tracts of Burma. the cultivation of lac 
is a village industry affording additional income to the poorer 
classes. Caste prejudices restrain many from sharing in the work, 
and the people engaged are mostly illiterate, untrained, unorganised 
and lacking in the technical knowledge required for the expansion 
of the industry. Within the country, lac is used for decorating toys, 
metalware and lacquerwork generally; its use as a dye has declined, 
but it is in great demand overseas for gramophone records, electric 
implements, varnish, etc. For these purposes, the world's demand is 
chiefly met from India which has practically a monopoly of output. 
The evidence given before us indicated that while a synthetic product 
was being manufactured in increasing quantities, the natural material 
could hold its own in the market provided the price were kept within 
reasonable limits. It was further stated that the output could be 

.. increaaed several fold if suitable assistance were forthcoming. 

The provinces differ somewhat as to the machinery through which this 
assistance should be afforded. In Assam, the proposal to hand over the 
subject to the Forest Department had been made and rejected, and it is 
left negler-ted between the Industries and Agricultural departments. In 
the Central Provinces, only the Forest Department appears to be doing 
any work and that is limited to the propagation and cultivation of lac in 
government forests as a purely departmental operation; the department 
encourages cultivators to propagate lac by purchasing brood lac, but 
otherwise nothing is done for cultivation on privately owned trees. At. 
one time, one forest division alone yielded a revenue of three lalli. The 
Agricultural Department is not taking part in this work. In the 
Punjab, the subject is dealt with in the entomological section of the 
Agricultural Department and an assistant is being trained to undertake 
experimental work.. In one tehsil alone, the output was valued at four 
lakhs, and it was said that this could be increased fivefold, if knowledge 
of cultivation and of the proper treatment of pests could be widely 
diffused. In Bombay, the Agricultural Department is striving to 
increase cultivation in Sind and the Deccan. In Bengal, where the 
industry is of considerable importance, nothing has yet been done but 
proposals for expausion are under discussion. 

The premier province, however, so far as lac is concerned, is Bihar 
and ~>rjssa ; the value of the exports from this province sometimes 
runs mto crores o( rupees, and for this reason the main work on this 
subject in India is concentrated at the Lac Research Institute at 
Ranchi. 

The.chief obstacles in the way of the development of this industry 
ar~ saId to be tlie great fluctuations in prices, the excessive number of 
mlddlemen between the cultivator and the Calcutta market, the 
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oompetition from the synthetic article, the absence of any standardised 
product, and the liability to 1088 from pests, 

The 1luctuatioll.8 in prices are not by any meall.8 always due to the 
yield of the crop; there appears to be cOll.8iderable speculation in 
Calcutta and the profits from this are rather apt to distract atwntion 
from the permanent interests of the industry. The effects of such 
fluctuations on the cultivator are bad; when prices are low, he refrains 
from collecting the lac, the natural enemies of the lac insect 1lourish 
unchecked and the subsequent production is poor in quantity and 
quality. When prices rise, little lac is obtainable at first and it takes 
time to increase production. 

These defects, as well as those arising from the excessive number of 
middlemen, can only be overcome by organisation, and we would suggest 
that. in view of the helplessness of the actual cultivator, Government 
should atwmpt to bring together the various interests somewhat on the 
lines of the Indian Central Cotton Committee. 

The other three obstacles, danger from the synthetic article, the 
absence of a standardised product and the liability to pests, call for 
research with a view to the regular production of a good standard article 
in steady quantity. 

499. Research was at first carried on chiefly by the Imperial Ento
mologist; the lac insects were studied and the most 

O;:!lf~S:=c:r AND· valuable .varieties ~ultiv~ted; the best mt\thods of 
propagation were InvestIgated, and a numher ·of 

students were trained in lac culture. The fact that the Pusa Bulletin 
on this subject is now in its fourth edition affords testimony to the value 
of the work done and of the interest it aroused. In 1921, the Government 
of India initiated an inquiry which led to the formation of the Indian 
Lac Association for Research in the same year. This is financed by a 
cess on exports· of four annas a maund on lac and two annas a mattnd 
on lac-refuse. The Association is managed by a committee which was 
intended to represent all branches of the trade, but, owing to the diffi
culty, if not impossibility, of securing actual cultivatols as members, the 
committee is chiefly composed of Calcutta merchants. The income from 
the cess imposed by the Indian Lac Cess Act, 1921, after deducting 
cost of collection, is paid to this committee. No officer of Government 
is a member of the committee, and no report on expenditure is presented 
to Government. The Association has constructed a Research Institute 
with staff buildings at Ranchi ; a Director and Bio-chemist was appoint
ed in 1923, and with the strengthening of the staff in 1925 and 1926, the 
Institute may noW be said to be in full working. The chief defect in the 
arrangement described is that, owing to the illitera~y and ignorance 
of the growers and minor middlemen, representation ·on the committee 
has been limited to the bigger merchants, who are not in a position to 
attend to the troubles of the village cultivator. Although much of 
the work of the Institute is being carried on in close conjunction with 
the Forest Department and in areas under the. control of that 
department, neither it nor the Government of Bihar and Orissa is 
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represented on the committee. The Director of the Institute holds no 
permanent post and j.s controlled in her research work by a committee 
whose members may not possess the qualifications required for this 
difficult t.ask. Moreover, the committee, with the best will in the 
world, is not in 'a position to undertake theo improvement, of the 
lot of the growers, scattered as,they are in numerous villages. 
The appointment of a Scientific Advisory Board consisting of a forest 
officer, an entomologist and an agricultural chemist has be~n suggested, 
but this "ould not help the cultivator. A further suggestIon has been 
made that each of the chief local governments interested in lac culture 
should be represented on °the committee. 

From our point of view, the chief interest is that of the cultivator, 
and. in consideration of the value· of the industry, its importance in 
providing subsidiary employment throughout such a large area and 
the pressing need for measures to save it from destruction by 
the synthetic article, we are of opinion that the Association should 
be reconstituted and strengthened by the addition of nominees 
of the Government of India and of the Government of Bihar and 
Orissa, and of an official to represent the interests of the cultivators. 
The Imperial EntomolC'gist and the Chief Conservator of Forests of 
Bihar and Orissa would be suitable nominees for the first two posts. 
It is dOubtful if any satisfactory representat.ive of the growers could 
be found, and we accordingly recommend that the chaoirman of H.e 
Association should be the Commissioner of Chota Nagpur. The Institute 
i3 "it_ted in his division and it would be his particular responsibility to 
bring to the notice of the Association the best methods of promotirg the 
interests of the growers. He would also attempt to keep in view the 
wishes of other provinces where lac-growing is important and to protect 
the stafi of the Institute from difficulties arising from the fact that most 
of the members of the association reside some distAnce away in Calcutta. 

We also recommend that inquiry should be made, under the general 
supervision 01 the chairman, into the economics of lac-growing. 

RURAL IlfDUSTRIES: 500. We deal with the possibilities of developing 
GENERAL OONOl.C. fruit and vegetable production for the market in 
SIONS. • our chapter on Horticulture and Plantations. 

Before we proceed to consider the possibilities for the employment of 
an agriculturist away from his village, it may be convenient to review the 
position with reference to rural industries. In our opinion, wht is most 
required to stimulate their development is new ideas; in silk weaving. 
for example, the supply of attractive patterns; in the pottery industry, 
new lin?s of development such as the making of insulators for telegraph 
poles; 1U carpentry, paUerns of Rimple articles of furniture and of 
~uitable containers for the marketing of village products. Next in 
Importance we place careful and thorough instruction in modem . 
processes. . Government alt and technological schools are already doil.lg 
good work 1D this field, and existing provincial facilities in these respects 
should be developed for those rural industries whichoa local government 
may select as promising. As an example, reference may be made to Burma. 
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In that province, the local ~vernnlent have selected silk, lac and pottery 
as the principal rural industries. With the widening of the villager's 
outlook through improved communications and education, we anticipate 
that gradually a new range of wants will be created. It is on ~he 
satisfaction ofthese that village industries can rely most securely for 
support, as the formidable difficulties of transport and marketing are 
thereby obviated. But markets external to the locality should not be 
neglected, and, for the capture of these and the maintenance of a connec· 
tion once secured, the best advice obtainable is needed on the COID

mercial side. However attractive the articles may be, sale in the long 
run will depend on uniformity of the product and on the promptitude 
and regularity with which market orders are complied with; When a 
foreign dealer makes a direct arrangement for his supplies, these essentials 
can, perhaps, be aS8ured. But where this is not done, the villager stands 
in great need of instruction and constant supervision in both respects. 
This assistance will best be given by the co-operative and industries 
departments to artisans organised on the co-operative basis which we 
8Uggest in the succeeding paragraph. 

But even with the aid of new ideas and assistance in training and 
marketing, the contribution which rural industries can make, iil 
reducing the heavy preS8ure on the land, is infinitesimal and in 
the nature of things they cannot, as a rule, hope for ever to survive 
the increasing competition of organised industry. In some cases. 
we are afraid that an altogether exaggerated importance is attached 
to their development, whereas sound reflection would show that 
their possible expansion is strictly limited. The position may be 
summed up as foLows: in villages generally. some increase in 
demand for local products may be looked for 3S new ideas of the 
values of life develop. In villages favourably situated for the 
establishment of small industries such 3S rice and suga..rmills, 
cotton ginneries and preSBes, part of the agricultural population may 
find seasonal work as WlSl.iUed labourers. In the villages. many of thE 
smaller cultivators find employment in carting for their more pr08peroul 
neighbours and some may hire out their own labour to them. WherE 
cast.e prejudices are not a difficulty, a few may find employment al 
assistants to the local artisans. Near large towns .poultry can bE 
kept or vegetables, fruit and flowers can be cultivated. The .womel 
and girls of the family can fill their leisure moments with the SpinniIlg 0: 

various fibres and also with the making of lace and embroidery, a cottag4 
industry to which the Madras Department of Industries has paid &pecia 
attention. In certain areas, lac cultivation and silk can be taken up an( 
near forests employment can be obtained by the cultivators in thei 
spare time in various wayS. But the possibility of spare-time or sub 
sidiary occupations depends very largely on the location of the villag' 
and, as a general principle. it may be laid down that the chief solutiO] 
of the problems of the cultivator is intensification or diversification of hi 
agriculture. Corporate action for the improvement of his village would 
of course, give him something to do; but .this awaits the awakenin i 
of a plJPlio healtll 9O~ie~~ .Jld the revival of the corporate spirit iJ 
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the village. To put it briefly, the possibilities of improving the conditions 
of the rural population by the es~blishment of rural industries are 
extremely limited. ' 

501. The difficulty of providing sufficient capital at reasonable ra4s 
Co'Ol'RRATIVE of interest for carrying on village industril's can 

SOCIETIES I'OIl be met by the organisation of co-operative societies 
VILLAGE INDUS· for the purpose. In the case of skilled artisans, 
TillES. the bulk of the profit earned by the sale of their 

products is apt to go at present into the pockets of middlemen who 
supply them, at a very high rate of interest, with the capital required 
and who, as a rule, also insist upon the finished product being sold 
through themselves. Some of thl'se village artisans are financed at 
present by the ordinary village co-operative credit society but 
societ.ies have also been formed for special classes of village artisans. 
Mention may be made of weavers' societies which now exist in 
several provinces. These supply their' members not only with the 
credit required but, where they are well developed, also purchase for 
them the requisite raw material and, in some cases, arrange for 
the sale of their finished products. We believe that development on 
these lines is essential, if the artisans are to reap a reasonable profit 
from their labour and if rural industries are to be placed in a position 
to survive the competition to which they are increasingly exposed. 
We. therefore, suggest that the question of organising village artisans 
on a co.-operative basis for purposes of credit, of purchase of raw material, 
and of marketing, should receive the attention of both the departments 
of co-operation and industries in every province. Where artisans are 
thus organised co-operatively, Government might, where special needs 
exist, make advances to the societies for the purc.hase of improved 
machinery. 

502. We now pass to the questions arising from the sale by the culti
vator of the labour surplus to that required for the 

NATURa o:r SPAIlE· cultivation of his holding. We have already 
TIME OOOUPATION. referred to the work in local mills or ginneries. This 
is a valuable outlet for his labour. As the economic relations between 
industry and agriculture grow closer, the number and variety of these 
primary processing factories in rural areas may be expected to increase 
greatly and seasonal employment in them may come to be an important 
factor in the cultivator's economy. Seventy-five per cent of the labour 
employed in the fifteen large sugar mills situated in Bihar and Orissa is 
agricultural. 

These occupations can be carried on without change of residence. 
But, in several parts of the country, the cultivator is accustomed, when 
there is no work to be done on his own holding, to travel considerable 
distances to sell his labour. Very often he is accompanied by his family. 
The work may be agricultural or it may be employment in a factory, or 
general labour. Every year there are considerable movements of the 
population from North Bihar and the Orissa division to rural Bengal 
and to Calcutta; from the upland districts of the Madras Presidency 
to the Kistna and Godavari deltas; in Burma, from Upper to Lowe.!; 
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Burma and from the rural parts 01 the Bombay Presidency to the mills 
of Bombay city and Ahmedabad. 

50J. The advantages and disadvantages of the transfer of the rural 
population to urban areas and factory conditions 

ADv 41fT"'0 B8 OIr 
81U.80ll"AL IIIOBATIOlf are well known and are common to all countries. 
O. L.UIOUJl noK There is the risk of disease from the crowded and 
B17RAL TO 11BIWf insanitary conditions in which the labourer must 
ARlWI. too often live, and there are the temptations of a, 

large city without the restraining influence of pUblic opinion 
which village life imposes. It cannot be doubted that the objections 
which have been urged by some witnesses to this seasonal migration 
to large cities is due to personal knowledge of these dangers and 
that the disfavour with which the prospect of any transfer of.factories 
to rural areas is viewed in certain quarters has a similar origin. We 
have every sympathy with the desire to protect the countryman 
but we consider that due weight should be given to the advantages which 
undoubtedly accrue from such seasonal migration of labour. In many 
cases. it is the only alternative to semi-starvation or at least scarcity. 
Interference by Government with the economic demand which annually 
attracts large supplies of labour from one part of India to another 
would, in our opinion, be impracticable and undesirable. Apart from 
the fact that it provides the migrant with subsistence for part of the 
year and enables him to return to his village with a, small cash reserve, 
this annual migration is, we consider, of great value in introducing new 
ideas into the country-side. We entirely agree with the author of the 
Census Report of 1921 that" It would be difficult to overestimate the 
economic and educative effect of this habit of migration." The life of 
the city should quicken the minds and enlarge the outlook of a far 
greater number of labourers than it corrupts. The true solution, in our 
opinion, is not to attempt to interfere with seasonal migration but to use 
every endeavour to ensure that the housing and general social 
surroundings of the countryman in the city are tolerable and decent. 

There are indicatioIl8 that, as an industrial spirit develops, the tendency 
will be to multiply the number of small local factories dealing with the 
produce of a limited area rather than to increase factories in the cities. 
From the point of view of the agriculturist, this will be all to the good, as 
accessible and steady markets for his produce and an outturn for his 
labour will be assured without the disadvantages of leaving his home. 

In the linking up of the cultivator and the cultivator's produce with 
these localised factories, the co-operative movement can play an 
important part. This movement must ultimately, if the rural popula
tion is to reap the full benefit of it, advance from the supply of short 
and long-term credit to the organisation of the purchase and sale of 
commodities and produce. ,. 

504. Departments of industries have been cOIl8tituted in Madras, 
DBPABTKX5'l O. Bombay, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, the Punjab 

nm.I1BTBIES. and the United Provinces, and amongst their func-
(» l'OUOT. tions is that of the supervision of rural industries. _ 

Madras and Bihar and Orissa have passed State Aid to Industries 
KO y 286-37 
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Acts amI the Punjab an Industrial- Loans Act. Under these Acts, 
assistance, subject k· certain conditions, can be given from provincial 
revenues to private enterprise for starting new industries. The 
intention of these Acts is to help the development of industries generally. 
Other things b~ing equal, we hope, that particular attention will be 
paid to the development of agricultural industries. In some provinces, 
technical institutes exist for the training of artisans and it is on this 
education, general or particular, that we lay the greatest emphasis. As 
we have already indicated, it is our view that omy the adoption of 
the co-operative principle by the smaller rural industries can enable 
them to hold their own in the intensive competition of modern times. 

We do not consider that Government can usefully seek to influence 
the location of large scale ind ustries in rural areas, though the possibilities 
of industrial development should be taken into account in the layout of 
roads or ra.ilways or in the elaboration of a hydro-electric scheme. 
Removal of existing industrial cQncerns to rural areas and the establish
ment of new concerns in those areas rather than in the vicinity of large 
tOWllS will necessarily be dictated by such considerations as the avail
ability of raw material and suitable labour and the adequacy of transport 
to markets. It is in the interests of the agricultural population that 
there should be as many prosperous industries based on the processing 
of agricultural products as economic conditions will allow, and we are 

, convinced that it would be a mistake to fetter their development by any 
policy' of control in regard to their location. Government may, however, 
do much to assist the mutual adjustment between the larger industries 
and agriculture by their policy in respect of communications and the 
development of power; by fostering the supply of skilled managers 
and technicians and by the collection of information as to marketing 
both in India and abroad. Further, when there is a risk of manufac
turing power exceeding the supply of raw material available in any 
localit-y, Government can assist by conducting an economic survey of 
an industry, and, if necessary, sounding a note of warning. For this 
and other reasons. it seems desirable that before evolving a policy for 
industrial development in rural areas, Government 'should make a 
careful survey of economic possibilities. This, we understand, is 
proposed in Madras. 

We hope that, with an improvement in the facilities for technical 
education and the growth of a class of technicians who have gained 
experience of the application to business of scientific processes through 
a period of employment in large scale industries, capacity may increase 
among private individuals to organise the smaller industries successfully. 
But for a long time to come, Government will have to be prepared to 
make suggestions for the development of the smaller industries, to give 
advice in somE: detail in regard to matters of organisation and manage
ment and, perhaps, in some instances to make themselves responsible fOf 
running a pioneer enterprise. Close collaboration between the depart
ment.s of industries and the co-operative departments is necessary if the 
workman is to get the best training in his craft and be in a position to 
market his products most favourably. 
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505. U a Department of Industries is to achieve any success in the 
(ii) PEB80!<NEL. promotion and assistance of rural industries in 

the ways we have indicated above, its Director 
must possess considerable power of organisation and also a close under
standing of, and sympathy with. rural needs. He must also be of a status 
which would secure that his views carry weight with the business commu
nity. The power of organisation which we regard as one of the essential 
qualifications for the directorship of industries might be obtained if the 
Director were recruited from the business world. It must, however, 
be reco~nised that the salary which a local Government.is in a position 
to offer 18 not such 88 to attract a man who has been a success in business. 
We are, therefore, strongly of opinion that the Director of Industries 
should be an experienced administrator. * We found few, if any, in
dications during our enquiry that the departments of industries were 
exercising any appreciable influence on rural development, and, unless 
they are strengthened and their efficiency increased, it would seem thai>,-- -. 
so far as the interests of the cultivator are concerned, there is little 
justification for their continued existence •. 

506. We propose to conclude this chapter with a review of the general 

AOBIOULTURAL 
labour situation as it affects cultivation in India. The 
facts are simple. In no province, except possibly in 
Assam, is there any indication of a serious general 

shortage of labour. The shortage in such tracts as the forest areas of 
Kanara and the semi-forest tracts of the same district, and in Dharwar 
and Belgaum, is due rather to the existence of factors unfavourable to 
development, such as malaria, than to a real dearth of labour. Where 
these difficulties are being overcome, it is found that no special measures 
are required to attract cultivators to such tract.e, though the process of 
opening them up is a gradual one. Where land has gone out of cultivation, 
as in certain areas of western Bengal, the Central Provinces and the 
Punjab, it is again due to causes other than lack of labour; the spread 
of intense malaria in the first, of intractable weed in the second, and 
of alkali in the third case. Were these causes removed, it is 
certain that there would be an influx of population from contiguous 
districts more than adequate to ensure full cultivation. The experience 
()f the Punjab canal colonies suggests that no serious difficulty will be 
found in attracting sufficient population to cultivate the new areas of 
land which will be progressively brought under irrigation on the 

• Mr. KaDl&t is unable to agree in the view that the Director of Industriee should neoes· 
tJarily be an experienced administrator. Experience has shown that mere administrative 
experience in government service has not yielded the expected results in the matter of 
industrial development; as the Indian Industrial Commission pointed out, the Director 
of Industriea must be a man with special qualifications which, in addition to power of 
organisation, should include, .. in the first place, a business sense, i.e., the capaoity of 
appreciating the technical featores of industries in their bearing 09- commercial pOBBi
bilit;ies. .. 

That Collimiaaion has suggeeted that, if a properly qualified industrialiat or a suitable 
man from the business world is not forthcoming, then only the balance of advantage is 
in favour of the selection of the Director from any of the existing services.. Mr. Kamat 
agrees with this view. Further, if the departments of industriee have to be strengthened 
at aU, he is inclined to think that better results are likely to be achieved by having a 
deputy director specially for the promotion of rural industries. 

110 y 286-3'7. 
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completion of the Sukkur Barrage and the construction of its subsidiary 
canals. 

. The evidence which we have received and our own observations 
indicate, indeed, t4at, in a belt stretching from the Madras Presidency. 
east and north th;rough Bengal, Bihar and the United Provinces, the 
problem is definitely one of superfluity of agricultural labour. This is 
the case, even after allowance is made for the character of the Indian 
seasons which favours a short period of intense activity at seed time 
and again at harvest, causing at these times a demand for agricultural 
labourers for whom, during the remainder of the year, there is little or no 
occupation on the land. Tbe Famine Commission of 1880 observed that 
" the numbers who have no other employment than agriculture are 
greatly in excess of what is really requir~ for t~e thorough c~tivation 
of the land." Since that date, the populatIOn has Increased conslderably, 
especially in Madras and Bengal and to an appreciable extent also in 
Bihar and Orissa. Although, since the census of 1891, the first in which 
urban and rural population were distinguished, the urban population has 
shown the higher proportionate rate of increase, by far the greater 
number has been added to the rural population, as the following figures. 
show. 

Census of 
1891 

Census of 
1921 

Actual 

Inorease 

Per cent 

Urban ., I 20,391,000 25,044,000' ',653,000 22'8 
Rural . '1200,782,000 221,959,000 21,1.77,000 10'0 

It seems clear that the increase in the population and its distribution 
makes the observations of the Famine Commission even more pertinent; 
to-day than when they were made in 1880. 

507. The labour problem is, therefore, from the agricultural point 

An of view, a simple one: to lessen the pressure on 
VAXTAOBS OJ' hI' 

liaBILITY 01' LABOUR. t e and, more espeClally the extreme pressure-
" . which at presllnt exists in Bihar (particularly North 

Bihar), III the deltaIC areas of Bengal and Madras and in certain parts 
of the United Provinces. Our examination of the present facts and of 
the probable future relations between industry and agriculture has not 
led u.~ to expect that large scale industry will develop in these areas 
to an extent likely to relieve materially the pressure on the land 
by offering to agriculturists the alternative of permanent industrial 
employment. Some development of industries concerned with the 
primary processing of agricultural products may be expected but, for the 
mOtlt part, t~ef\.~ will be seasonal in character and will, therefore, only 
afford part-tlme occupations for a small number of agriculturists . 

. ~he essent~a~ condition for relieving pressure on the land is, thereforer 
In our OpInIOn, mobility and the question .arises how far the free 
moveI?-ent of th~ population is impeded by government regulations, . 
defectIve commumcations, or its own inertia. We propose to give a. 
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brief account of these factors before considering what measures can be 
suggested for relieving pressure on the land. 

LOR. The movement of labour between province and province in 

LBOI8LATIOlf 
India is entirely unrestricted by Government with 
the single exception of the movement of labour 
from certain provinces to eight districts in Assam. 
Under the A88&m Labour and Emigration Act No. V1 

of 1901, as amended by Assam Acts XI of 1908 and VIII of 1909, 
the provinces of Madras, Bengal, the United Provinces, Bihar and Orissa 
and the Central Provinces can regulate or prohibit the migration of 
labourers to the tea gardens in Assam, which are all situated within 
the limits of the eight districts mentioned above. The power of 
prohibition has been exercised in respect of five divisions and 
two districts of the United Provinces, containing a population of 22 
millions or half the total population of the provinces. The density of 
population in four of these divisions exceeds 450 to the square mile. In 
such conditions, we are unable to find any justification for the existing 
prohibition and we recommend that it be withdrawn without delay. 

Elsewhere, contool is exercised over aided recruitment.* We are 
informed that the Government of India are investigating the method 
of control. We recognise that abuses would arise if all control were 
withdrawn and we content ourselves with endorsing the ideal which 
has been set forward that "the abolition of all restrictions on the move
ment of labour throughout India should be attained" as early as possible. 
and we recommend that, pending abolition, all restrictions should be 
reduced to the minimum. 

Communications by road, rail and river, though they are capable of 
much improvement, are already sufficiently good to secure for labour full 
mobility over long distances. Travelling in India is cheap and labour 
moves with ease each year between North Bihar and Calcutta, Orissa 
and Calcutta, Bombay city and the rural districts, from the uplands of 
the Madras Presidency to the rice lands of the Kistnaand Godavari 
deltas and, more permanently, between Madras and Burma, and from 
the Chota Nagpur plateau to the tea gardens of Assam and of the Bengal 
Duars. It is local rather than long distance communications which 
are lacking. 

509. The fact remains, however, that permanent migration within 
India. does not take place to anything like the 

FAOTOBS LD!lTING degree which might have been expected, when 
MOVEMJlNTOFUBOUB. • h h ·d bl h· h regard IS ad to t e conSI era e extent to w IC 

seasonal migration takes place and to the gravity of the congestion 
of the rural population in certain parts of the country, notably 
those' which are within comparatively easy reach 01 the sparsely 
inhabite~ valleys of Assam. This inertia is due, we think, to the 
combination of several factors. The most important of these is the 
widespread possession of, or interest in, a piece of land. According to 

• No impediment exists anywhere in India to a labourer migrating on his own 
initiative and at his own expense. 



the census of 1921, the t{)tal number of actual cultivators throughout 
British India was 79,583,180. Of this number, some seventy-four 
per cent owned or hired some land, and only twenty-two per cent 
were returned as farm servants and field labourers, the remaining four 
per cent being rent receivers, managers and agents. The plot of land 
may only be an acre or two in extent, or the interest in its produce only a 
share of a few coconut trees'or plantains, or it may, though of considerable 
extent, be situated in a precarious tract. In many cases, too, the hirer 
of land is subject to conditions which make his status approach much 
more closely to that of a labourer than an independent cultivator. 
Very frequently also, the holding is 80 small that the cultivator must 
supplement his income by working as.a labourer. Nevertheless, with 
all these drawbacks, the average man will not give up a certain livelihood 
for the risks of pioneering in Assam or even of transferring his family 
from the Deccan to unoccupied tracts in Kanara or Khandesh in the 
same presidency. . 

Secondly, there is the factor of indebtedness. l\lost cultivators are 
tied to their village by their relations with the village moneylender and 
trader, who for obvious reasons puts every obstacle he can in the way of 
their emigrating. Lastly, there is the important factor of ill-health. 
A population which suffers extensively from such enfeebling diseases 
as chronic malaria and hookworm cannot be expected to display that 
energy which would accept, and triumph over, the risks incidental to 
the pioneer. 

The problem of migration within India is a particularly difficult one. 
The different peoples of India vary much as regards their capacity to 
make good emigrants. It seems, unfortunately, generally to be the case 
that those who possess in an especial degree the qualities of enterprise 
and hardihood are not those who stand most in need of assistance. l'hose 
'very qualities have enabled the men of the Punjab, the North-'Vest 
Frontier Province, Gujarat and the Deccan in large part to solve their 
own problems without government assistance. The men of the Tamil
speaking districts of the south of the Madras Presidency have also shown 
capacity to help themselves by emigrating in large numbers to Ceylon 
and British Malaya, and similar enterprise has been shown by men of 
the Telugu and Oriya-speaking districts in the north of that presid.ency 
in emigrating to Lower Burma. The provinces which most require relief 
in this respect are Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and parts of the United 
Provinces. In certain areas, migration is impeded by malaria or lack of 
water. Such conditions should be investigated and improved and definite 
schemes of c.)lonisation introduced. In this connection, an experiment 
i~ Burma is worthy ot mention. Under the aegis of the Co-opera
tlve Departme£.t, colonies for Burmans from congested districts have 
been established in areas which have been disafiol'ested or on waste lands 
coming under irrigation for the first time. These colonies have been 
formed on a co-operative basis and are financed through their societies 
by the ordinary taccavi 10aI1,8 advanced by Government. The method 
seems worthy of consideration by other provinces. 
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510. Finally, we propose to consider what possibilities there 
PoS8IBILITIU may be of relieving the pressure of popula

OVBB8IWlBMIORATlOo; tion on the land by emigration abroad. According 
. to the figures available, there are some 

2,282,000 IndIans resident outside India but within the bounds 
of the British Empire. They are distributed apprcximately as 
follows;-

Ceylon 820,000 

British Malaya 660,000 

l\:lauritius 274,000 

Union Ilf South Africa HH,OOO 

Trinidad 126,000 

British Guiana 125,000 

Fiji Islands 61,000 

East Africa 55,000 

The number of Indians who are living in foreign countries 
outside the Empire is very small. It is believed not to exceed 100,000 
waQ J 

Since 1917, emigration abroad has been strictly controlled. In March 
of that year, under the Defence of India (Consolidation) Rules, emigra
tion was temporarily stopped except under general or special license; 
and now, under the provisions of the Emigration Act of 1922, which is 
an Act of the central Legislature regulating the emigration overseas of 
all assisted • labour within the limits of the Indian Empire, emigration 
abroad of unskilled labour is permitted only to Ceylon and British 
Malaya. A scheme of emigration to British Guiana has been approved, 
but has not yet come into operation; the conditions imposed are more 
stringent than those imposed in the case of Ceylon and British Malaya 
and have pr.>ved too onerous from the point of view of employers of 
labour in that colony. Emigration of skilled labour is controlled by the 
local Government within whose jurisdiction the port of embarkation ia 
situated. This, in practice, means the Government of Bombay who 
permit emigration only through specially authorised agents and on the 
terms and cmditions of agreements approved by them which must be 
entered into between the employer and each indiviJiual emigrating. 
The aDlOunt of such emigration is negligible . 

• Where a labourer is in a position to pay hie own way, no impediment exists to 
hie leaving India. But instances of such emigration, though they do occur, .6Ilpecially 
among the Punjabis and men of the North-West Frontier, are too few to produce any 
efiect on the general situation in regard to emigration.. 
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In view of these restrictions, emigration outside. the limits. of . India 
has of recent years been unimportant as the followmg figures mdICate : 

Ceylon British Ma.Iaya 
--_ .. _-"--

\ Netn~ber 
Year Netnomber Depar-

Arrivals . Depar- remaining Arrivals 
' rema.uung 

turee turee 1 in British 
in Ceylon , Malaya 

I 

'----1 1---.. -
I 

12,941 1922 77,636 46,285 I 31,301 68,674 45,733 [ 

90,290 51,760 38,530 49,502 42,958 I 6,544 1923 I 1924 153,989 56,124 97,866 62,051 37,326 24,726 
1925 125,585 63,203 72,382 90,708 43,144 

I 
47,564 

1926 101,746 61,265 40,481 174,795 66,164 108,631 

,---~ 

Total 549,246 268,637 280,609 435,730 235,325 200.405 

Emigration to both these territories takes place practically entirely 
from the Madras Prp"sidency. The net emigration of rather less than 
half a million in five years can have little direct effect on the labouring 
population of even the Madras Presidency. The indirect effects, on the 
other hand, are probably con.'!iderable, as the greater part of the emi
grants come from one area-the Tamil-speaking districts on the east 
coast-and, as the late Sir George Paddison informed llS, such of them 
as return bring back cODsiderable savings and, what is even more impor
tant, ndW ideas and a higher standard of life. They also, during their 
period of absence, !lend cf)Jl1!iderable remittances to their bomes. 

Weare well aware of the political difficulties which have C,CC1UTed in 
recent years in regard to emigration and make dispassionate consi
deration of the matter from the point of view of the economic welfare of 
the population peculiarly hard of attainment. Nevertheless, we feel that 
it is our duty to leave no possibility unexplored which might playa part, 
however small, in providing relief for congested areas, as the pressure on 
the land in these areas is already so serious that any increase of it must, 
in our opinion, be viewed with apprehension. Every possible avenue of 
escape to a better life should be thrown open freely to-the labourer. * 

We propose to confine our consideration of the possible outlets abroad 
for superfluous population to countries within the bounds of the British 
Empire and. further, to those areas which are situated within the tropical 
and sub-tropical zones. As regards Ceylon and British Malaya, we 
assume that, as emigration is freely permitted t~ these countries, the 
present annual amount of emigration satisfies the economic demand and 
cannot be advantageously increased; that is to say, that these countries 
will provide annually an outlet for not more than 140,000 persons. 

• With regard to ~'verseas emigration of Indian labour. Mr. Kamat wishes to make it 
clear that he strongly holds that, although every avenue of escape to a better life from the 
economio standpoint must be thrown opes freely to the Indian labourer. as suggested by 
his oolleagutll!!. it should be clearly understood that every such avenue of emigrat.i?n must 
be olosely watched and emigration thereto oontrolled by the Government of India under 
the provisions of the Emigration Aot, in view of the illiteracy of the emigra,nts and their 
ignorance regarding the general oonditions of life and the treatment of Indiana abroad. 
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Indeed, as regards Ceylon, a recent Madras Resolution (No. 1116, dated 
17th May 1927) observes that" the gradual decrease (of emigration) 
seems to bear out the opinion of the Agent to the G)vernment of India 
in Ceylon that Ceylon is slowly reaching saturation point in absorbing 
Indian labour on the estates." 

Apart from Ceylon and Briti&h Malaya, the other areas which would 
seem to offer opportunities for Indian emigration are the British West 
Indies, i.e., Trinidad and Jamaica, MauritiUs, the Fiji Islands and British 
Guiana. The capacity of the West Indies and the FiJi Islands to absorb 
more Indian labour cannot, having regard to their total area and the 
number of the existing population, be large, while the result of a recent 
enquiry in.to conditions in Mauritius appears to indicate that that island 
is not at present ready to absorb further immigrants. The prospect, 
therefore, of any considerable emigration would appear to be confined 
to British Guiana. The room for the expansion of cultivation in that 
country is admittedly great. Out of a total area of 89,480 square miles, 
only 219 square miles are at present cultivated, and the present popula
tion numbers only 304,000 of whom, as we have seen, about 125,000 
are immigrants from India. The total cultivable area has not yet been 
ascertained, but it is known that, in the strip between the sea and the 
mountains, about 300 miles in length and from 25 to 30 miles in breadth, 
there are some 3,000,000 acres of cultivable land. This land is generally 
suitable for' growing sugarcane, cocoa, coffee and rice. We notice that 
Sir Cecil Rodwell, the Governor of British Guiana, speaking recently at 
~he Royal Colonial Institute, estimated that the colony was capable of 
Jarrying a population of approximately 3,000,000. He also considered 
;hat the only source from which population could be drawn wali! India. 
~ we have already stated, a scheme has beEm approved for Indian 
mmigrationintothecolony, but has not yet been brought into operation 
)ecause the terms are considered unremunerative by the planters. 
rhis scheme appears to us to be worth) of further exhaustive investi
:ation, for tne possibility of doubling the Indian population resident 
,broa<1 is not to be lightly disregarded. 

SUJDIABY OJ' COli· 511. The conclusions and recommendations in 
LUSIOllS' AliD BB· his h b . d f 11 . 
OIlDlllBDATIOllS. t c apter may e summarlBe as 0 ows:-

(1) Industries located in rural areas are at present unimportant 
from the point of "iew of their demand on lahour (paragraph 487). 

(2) The multiplication of industries of the ordinary commncial 
type, such as cotton ginneries, rice mills and sugar refineries, supplies 
one solution of the problem of spare-time employment in rural areas 
(paragraph 490). • 

(3) Of the suggestions made for the establishment of new industries, 
that of an increase in the number of implement firms throughout the 
country seems to offer, on the whole, considerable promise 
(paragraph 491). 
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(4) While the ostablishment of liuch implement firms must be left 
to private enterprise, Government can render valuable assistance in 
training staff (paragraph 4Pl). 

(5) Government can help to train the more progressive 
artisans to manage and repair improved types of machinery (para-
graph 494). ' 

(6) If the use of artificial silk continues to increase at the present 
rate, there is a serious risk that the demand for the natural article will 
begin to weaken (paragraph 496). 

(7) There are opportunities for the development of a poultry 
industry which Government can further, principally by a carefully 
planned programme of experiments and a careful recording of the 
results (paragraph 497). 

(8) (i) Government should try to bring together the various interests 
concerned in the production and sale of lac, with a view to forming a 
Committee on the lines of the Indian Central Cotton Committee. For 
this purpose the existing Indian Lac Association should be recon
stituted and strengthened; 

(ii) Research should be undertaken with the object of securing 
a regular output of good quality lac; 

(iii) An enquiry should be made into the economics of the production 
of lac (paragraphs 498 and 499). 

(9) The stimulus of new ideas, adequate instruction and the best 
advice obtainable on the commercial side are the chief needs of 
village industries (paragraph 500). 

(10) The opportunities for improving the condition of the general 
mass of cultivators by the establishment of rural industries are strictly 
limited (paragraph 500). 

(11) As a general principle, it may be laid down that the chi ef solu
tion of the problems ofthe cultivator is intensification or diversifica
tion of his agriculture (paragraph 500). 

(12) The question of organising village artisans on a co-eperative 
basis should receive the attention of both the departments .of 
co-operation and industries in every province. Government might in 
special cases make advances to artisan co-operative societies for
the purchase of improved machinery (paragraph 501). 

(13) There are indications that, as industrialism spreads, the 
tendency will be to multiply the number .of small factories. This.' 
tendency will be to the cultivator's advantage (paragraph 503). 

(14) The co-operative movement can play an important part in. 
linking up tha cultivator and the cultivator's produce with these
localised factories (paragraph 503). 

(15) Technical education and 'ce-operative organisation are the
only means by which the smaller industries can hold their .own in the
intensive competition of modern times (paragraph 5(4). 
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(16) Government may do much to assist the mutuat adjustment 
between the larger industries and agriculture by its policy in respect 
to communications and the development of power j by technical 
education; and by the collection of marketing information (para
graph 504). 

(17) In the case of the smaller industries, Government will have to 
be prepared, for a long time to come, to advise and make suggestions 
for development (paragraph 504). 

(18) When a new industry is being started, Government may 
have to make itself responsible lor it. in its pioneer stage (para
graph504). 

(19) The Director of Industries should be an experienced 
administrator (paragraph 505). 

(20) The labour problem is to-day the same from the agricultural 
point of view as it was when the Famine Commission reported in 1880, 
fliz., to lessen the pressure of population on the land (para-
graph 506).· . 

(21) All restrictions on the free Ill(;vement d labour in India should 
be reduced to the minimum, and should be abolished as so<>n a8 
p:lssible (paragraph 509). 

(22) To encourage migration, health conditions should be improved 
in celtain areas and definite schemes of colonisatbn must be 
introduced. The method adol-ted in Burma of establishing.colonies 
under the aegis of the Co-operative Department is worthy of considera-
tion by other provinces (paragraph 509). _ 

(23) Consideration of the possibilities of emigration abroad is 
confined to the tropical and sub-tropical parts of the British Empire 
(paragraph 510). 

(24) Apart from Ceylon and British Malaya, British Guiana alone 
offers scope for emigration on any considerable scale and the scheme 
nvw under consideration for promoting emigration to that colony is 
worthy o(further exhaustive investigation (paragraph rHO). 
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CHAPTER XVII 

HORTICULTURE AND PLANTATIONS 

512. In view of the fact that the overwhelming majority of the 
people of India depend chiefly, if not entirely, 

bTRODUCTOBY. on a vegetarian diet, the cultivation of fruit and 
vegetables possesses much importance. In one form or another, 
vegetables appear almost daily in the Indian home, and fruit is a 
popular addition wherever it can be obtained free or at small cost. 
The area returned as uncultivated is an important source of wild 
fruits and berries; the edges of fields and of irrigation channels 
are frequently used for growing vegetables for household use, and, 
wherever there is a well or other assured supply of water, it is usual to 
find a small plot given up to growing vegetables. The recorded figures 
of area ignore these sources and refer rather to production for sale 
than to the supply- of the household, and yet innumerable cultivators 
possess small plots for the needs of the family and it is not possible to 
estimate the total area of land so employed. 

No accurate estimate can be framed of the proportion of the total 
produce which is consumed outside the producer's home; it varies with 
the particular item; but the chief consumer is either the producer or 
his iuun'ediate neighbour. This chapter is, in the main, concerned with 
the prospects of improving the crops grown for the market. \Ve assume 
that the relatively small number of market growers could be much more 
easily influenced by the advice and guidance of agricultural departments 
than could the growers forfamily consumption and that any improvements 
eftected by the former would influence the cultivation of fruit and 
vegetablt's by the latter. For these reasons we consider that, in the 
ordered development of horticulture, attention should first be given 
to the cultivators growing for the market. 

It is of importance to note that, in spite of the almost universal con
Bumption of spices and condiments, of dried and fresh fruits, and of 
vegetables, very little appears to have been done in any systematic 
manner to improve the quality of indigenous plants by selection, 
crossing and cultivation. On the other hand, the introduction of 
varieties from overseas has yielded results of great value and importance, 
and some of these exotics, such. as the potato, tomato, cauliflower 
and J afta orange are now found over a large area, especially in the 
north. 

The chief essentials for intensive cultivation are a rich deep soil, 
plenty of manure,.,and an assured and controlled water s1ipply. The 
most perishable products are, of course, grown near the chief markets 
and so the main areas of fruit and vegetable production are in the 
i~edJate vicinity of the cities and large towns. The more hardy 
frU1t~, such as the mango, date, wild apricot and be'! are found 
growmg over a wider area; others again, such as the apple and peach 
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require special localities, while in the case of some fruits, such as cherries' I 
and raspberries, the conditions necessary for their successful cultivatioQ 
are found 80 fa.r away from transport facilities as to preclude' their 
production on an economic scale. 

513. The cultivation of fruit and vegetables for the market has, as 
Soon O~ TJIB yet, been but little developed in India. Oltt of 

CIlAl'TBR. 256,991,000 acres cropped in 1925-26 in British 
India, 5,173,000 acres were returned as under fruit and vegetables, 
including root crope, and 1,369,000 acres under condiments and spices, of 
which chillies c.>llstitute by far the largest element. The total area under 
fruit anfl garden crops which thus amounted to a total of 6,1:142,000 acres, 
has relll3ined practically stationary br a number of years. In 1920-21, 
the acreage was 6,506,000 and in 1913-14, 6,400,000; But if horticulture 
can, on its present acreage, claim but a small share of importance in a 
general review of cultivation, it, nevertheless, possesse3 great possibilities 
fer the future. If the demand for fruit and vegetables could be stimu
lated and adequate transportation and marketing facilities were avail
able, there is no reason why the production of these commodities by 
intensive methods should not be undertaken by an increasing number 
of cultivators. All experience suggests that, where favourable markets 
can be developed, the substitution, in part or in whole, of horticultural 
crops for the existing field crops would materially advance the prosperity 
of the cultivatl)r. Such a change would have other beneficial effects. 
It would necessitate in m()st parts of the country a development of well 
irrigation, it would promote the use of municipal and village sew\ge as 
manure, and, ultimately, it might well lead to the multiplication of fac
tories for processing surplus produce, and so to the p~ovision of alterna-
tive occupations for the rural population. • 

We propose in this chapter to consider the prospects of horticultural 
development and the ways in which Government can best assist that 
development. We propose also to review, briefly, the position of planta
tions and the planting community in India. 

514. India possesses such a wide range of climate and soils, that 
FRUIT OULTURB: there is n,) fruit of the temperate, sub-tropical or 
(l) PRoDUOTION. tropical zones which cannot be grown. 
In the course of our enquiry, many witnesses, both official and non

official, referred to the potentialities of fruit production but, outside the 
North-West Frontier Province, only one witness from the Punjab spoke 
from actual experience of it as a means of livelihood. Weare aware 
that there are areas where the income of a number of cultivators is derived 
mainly from fruit-notably round Peshawar in the North-West Frontier 
Province and Quetta in Baluchistan, in the Kangra and Kulu valleys 
of the Punjab, in the Kumaon Hills in the United Provinces, in those 
parts of the Central Provinces and Assam in which oranges and other 
citrus fruits are extensively grown, and in the Konkan district of Bombay 
from which mangoes are largely exported. But even in these natural 
fruit growing districts, there is as yet no widespread cultivati0D: of lruit 
on scientific lines. In other. areas, where various commercial fruits would 
undoubtedly do well, such as the Nilgiri and Anamalai Hills in Madras 
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and parts of the Deccan, little or no cultivation of fruit for the market; 
is attempted. Lack of any tradition of horticulture amongst ordinary 
eultivators, the amount of capital and the length of time required to bring 
the crop to bearing, coupled with the lack of expert ad vice and the 
difficulty of obtaining satisfactory varieties of proved suitability to local 
oonditions, are amongst the factors which tend to check the spread of 
fruit culture and market gardening. The extent to which the absence 
-of transport facilities to markets, both internal and external, and the 
-difficulties which attend the marketing of perishable produce hinder the 
expansion of fruit-growing as an industry are dealt with later. 

While there can be no question that there is much scope for the small 
-cultivator who endeavours to supplement his income by growing cheap 
and hardy fruit for local sale, there are serious obstacles to be overCJme 
by the grower who l'roposes to specialise in fruit-growing for the larger 
and more fastidious urban markets. The amount of capital required 
1I.as already been mentioned and this is, perhaps, the greatest single ob
:stacie, especially as it appears from the information given to us that, 
in order to be successful, the small cultivator must rely on his orchard, 
-once it has come into bearing, as his main source of income. In addition, 
the ordinary cultivator lacks the skill required in selecting varieties, 
planting, pruning and spraying which the successful production of high 
grade fruit for the market demands. Moreover, he does not, as a rule, 
live on his holding and the protection of small areas of fruit would be 
difficult even where the holding was in one compact block and quite 
impra6ticable if, as is so frequently tbe case, it consisted of a number of 
.separate plots. The conditions, therefore, for the successful production 
of fruit for the market are that the grower, in addition to the possession 
-of capital and acquired skill in the management of fruit trees, should have 
his holding in a compact block and be prepared to live on it in order to 
protect his crop during the ripening season. Further, supplies of water 
and manure must be readily available and a connection with a satis
factory market must be established. 

These considerations for the most part apply with equal force· both 
to the man of smaUmeans who is contemplating the purchase or renting 
of land with a view to fruit or vegetable growing, and to the established 
small holder who decides to turn from ordinary tillage to the intensive 
eultivation of orchard or garden crops. 

On the assumption that a small market grower possesses a holding 
of from three to six acres, it may be estimated that not more than 
two-thirds of this area would be under fruit trees. The balance, held in 
reserve for new plantations, would be used for growing vegetables and 
·other food crops. The immediate planting of even two to four acres 
would involve the possession of more capital than the grower is likely 
to possess. A emall part of the necessary capital might be borrowed; 
but, in our view, the beginner should limit his borrowing. The difficulties 
presented both by lack of capital and want of experience should be 
sur~ounted by planting up this fruit area gradually. In the meantime, 
and until the fruit trees come into bearing, the mltorket gardener mu.st 
~arn a livelihood by growing other crops on his spare land. Some of 
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the agricultural departments are already in a position to (Jfier facilities for 
instmction and expert advice, but local experience of the industry and 
facilities for transport and marketing would have to be developed to a 
greater extent than they are at present before the capital required for 
the general development of a tract for fruit-growing could be lent by 
co-operative societies to small cultivators without undue risk of failure. 
Although, a8 we have noted, all the fruits of the temperate, sub-tropical 
and tropical zones can be grown in one part OJ: another of India, yet 
there is one limitation which the commercial grower would have to 
observe; in the case of certain fmits such as grapes, peaches, figs and 
plums, he must select those varieties which ripen before the monsoon 
breaks in his locality. Dates cannot be grown at all except in regions 
of very light rainfall. 

515. It is to the larger urban centres that the commercial fruit grower 
.. ) T has, in the main, to look for a market for his produce. 

(n . Rn-SPOBT. The difficulties arising from transport to these 
centres are undoubtedly very serious, especially in the case of such 
varieties of the more perishable fruits as can only be grown in certain 
localities far away from these centres. The difficulties arise chiefly 
before the rail-head is reached. Some of the best natural fruit areas 
are in the valleys of the Himalayas and in the hill country of Assam. 
In many of these areas, roads either do not exist or are so bad as to lead 
to delays, high transport charges and damage to produce which render 
the trade unprofitable. The alternatives of pack transport or porterage 
are slow and expensive and are ill-suited to the carrying of perishable 
produce. Even in localities which are much closer to urban markets, 
difficulties in obtaining adequate transport were advanced in evidence 
before us as a reason for not growing fruits for which the soil and climate 
were well suited. Where these difficulties obtain, greater attention to· 
picking and packing would undoubtedly do much to lessen losses from 
bruising or rotting in transit. We have already pointed out in our 
chapter on Communications and Marketing, paragraph 345, the 
importance of suitable containers as an elem.ent in. the successful 
marketing of both fruit and vegetables. 

Once the rail-head is reached, transport presents less difficulty. It 
has been proved that even such a perishable fruit 8S the peach. if 
properly packed and not disturbed en route, can be safely sent by ordi
nary passenger train from the North-West Frontier Province to Calcutta 
and Bombay. As stated in Chapter XI, paragraph 314, ice-cooled 
vans for the carriage of the more delicate kinds of fruits have already 
been brought into use, chiefly on the North-Western Railway. We 
have given, in the same paragraph, our conclusions regarding the 
further development of cold storage faciliti~ on the railways for 
perishable agricultural produce. • 

It appears from the report of the committee appointed in 1925 to 
investigate the conditions of the mango industry in the Konka, that 
jmprovements are required in the arrangements for loadilig, transport, 
and unloading of fruit conveyed by coastal shipping. 
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516. The marketing of fruit falls into two main divisions; that of 
(iii) MABKETING. fresh, and that of dried and preserved, fruit. 
~ we have mentioned, it is only those orchardists whose land is near 

the larger centres of population, who find any local demand for fresh 
fruit. The producer, even when he is a small man, seldom does his own 
marketing. He either sells his crop on the trees to a local man who has 
established business relations with firms in Simla, Calcutta, Bombay, or 
other large centres of population, or he consigns the fruit to a commission 
aaent in those centres. We were informed that the former is the usual 
p~ocedure . in the North-West Fr~ntier Provin~e. ~'here it is. followed, 
the cultivator at least knows 'wIth whom he IS dealing. Busmess rela
tions between the local buyer and the firm which sells to the consumer are 
said to be good. In the Konkan, however, where this system is in force, 
the relations between the local buyer of the crop and his agents in Bombay 
are not so satisfactory. Nor, to judge from the evidence before US, does 
a grower who consigns direct to a commission agent commonly obtain 
a price satisfactory to himself. The agent has his difficulties j he is 
dealing with a perishable commodity j cold storage facilities at bot.h 
Calcutta and Bombay are very limited and do not exist at all elsewhere j 

gluts are of frequent occurrence and prices are chaotic. When the wholesale 
trade is in the hands of a small number of middlemen operating at a 
distance from the place of production, and when the grower is commonly 
without alternative markets, the margins of profit exacted by intermedia
ries are apt to be wider than are just.ified by the services they render. 

The e~tablishment of retail shops, wherever a demand for fruit exists, 
by the upcountry grower or the local purchaser of the crop, direct sale to 
hotels, clubs and institutions, and to private clients, co-operative collection 
and sale, may provide satisfactory markets in particular cases. Any 
important increase in the general internal demand for fresh fruit and 
vegetables would no doubt lead to a development of marketing facilities 
on the lines of those existing for other sorts of produce. Regulated 
markets such as we recommend in paragraph 329, Chapter XI, when 
these are situated in areas in which fruit is grown to meet a local demand, 
should prove of much benefit to the wholeaale vendor. The provincial 
marketing officers whose appointment is also recommended in that 
chapter should be able to advise as to the most suitable localities lor the 
establishment of such mal'ket,s for b..>th fruit and vegetables. They should 
also be able to advise on the prospects of developing an export trade 
in fresh fruit and as to grading and packing. The development of such 
a trade would necessitate provision of cold storage on steamers and it 
would not be po~sible to arrange for this unless there was a reasonable 
assurance of a steady trade bringing in a profitable return.· The more 
immediate hope of expansion would, therefore, seem to lie in the home 
markets, combine<1 with the exploration of the demand in markets abroad 
for specially choice fruits, such as mangoes of good quality. 

In these circumstances, it appears to us that the development of horti
cultltrt. in India must in the main rest upon the intel1J,&1 demand for fresh 
prl?duce. But, wherever ~uit is grown on a commercial scale for marketing 
In Its fresh state, there IS always the risk that abnormally heavy crops 
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may glut the market and leave the grower with unaalable produce. 
Facilities for the disposal of fruit surplus to the demand for freah produce 
and domestic requirementa thus become of great importance in the produc
tion of fruit on a commercial scale. For this purpose, a market among 
consumers in India generally is required. The demand from those who 
have adopted a western style of living ,must for long be comparatively 
small and the keen competition of well-known brand!! of imported 
preserved fruits and jams will have to be overcome. It will, therefore, 
be Dt'CcS!'ary to study the tastes of the mass of consumers in India and 
it ill probable that the readiest means of dealing with s'urplus produce 
would be the drying of fruita suitable for this treatment. There is already 
a large home trade in dried fruit and the import into the country is also 
considerable. The climate of most parta of India is obviously very suitable 
for this method of preserving fruit which is, indeed, indigenous to the 
East. 

We desire to make it clear that we are not here referring to the drying, 
aDd the preeerva.tion generally, of fruit in the home, but to the prospects 
of finding an extensive market which would justify the adoption of 
preserving prOCe88eB on a commercial scale. The demand for local 
domestic needs is too small, too uncertain, and too scattered to absorb a 
surplus of fruit from commercial orchards. It is only when it proves 
possible by means of factory industries to cater for popular needs formerly 
satisfied by home-made preserves that the surplus of a fruit industry 
can be satisfactorily dealt with. 

. Although, at the present time, the market in India for jams and presJrved 
fruits, prepared to suit those who have adopted a western style of living, 
i~ very restricted, we think that it would be worth while to try to meet t,he 
demands of this market alBo, as it is one which, taking the country as a 
whole, should show steady expansion. An attempt might alBo be made 
to place such products on the foreign market. For both purposes, it would 
800m desirable to make a trial on a moderate scale with a product such 
as mango pulp; the mango is one of the most widely distributed fruits; 
there are already three factories in existence in one of the principal centres 
of production, the Konkan; it is an article for which the Bombay Mango 
Marketing Committee of 1925 considered there was likely to be a great 
demand in almost all the principal towns of India; and finally, and most 
important, there is already a small export of mango pulp to Europe and 
America. It is clear from the Committee's report, however, that great 
improvements in technique are required before the canning business can 
be placed on a sound footing and we recommend the suggestions made by 
the Committee to the careful consideration of loca I governments. These 
recommendations have a widerapplication than to the Bombay Presidency 
and to the mango, and we recommend that all local governments should 
make themselves familiar "ith their terms. 

The best advertisement for Indian jams and preserved-fruits WIll be 
the development, on a considerable scale, of one or two special lines rather 
than a number of small attempts. The Government of India are fuI.Iy 
alive to the opportunities afforded by European commercial fairs and 
exhibitions. Indian products, including foodstuffs, were exhibited .at 
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the British Industries Fair held in London in February and March last 
and at the Fa.ir beld in France at Lyons immediately afterwards. An 
exhibition at the Budapest Industrial Exhibition to be held at the end 
of April and early in May is also being arranged. . 

The potential demand of the home market is, however, so much greater 
than any development of export trade conceivable in the near future, that 
we consider it would be wise if the main efforts of government officers 
were directed towards opening up the home market. The demand for 
fruit comes from the comparatively well-to-do classes and it is, therefore, 
specially important that the fresh fruit should be of good and uniform 
quality and that the dried fruits, preserves and jams t::hould be sent out in 
good containers of attra.ctive design. For it will become increasingly 
possible, for those who are able to pay, to obtain fresh fruit from 
Australia and America and the home preserved fruit industry will have 
to meet an established import of high grade products. It is necessary, 
therefore, that the home product should be able to undersell the importEd 
product and yet be of high quality. In order to permit of thIS, the 
establishment of comparatively large factories would seem to be requiI€d. 
For this, substantial capital and akilled organisation on the manu
facturing side and also on that of salesmanship will be essential. 

A Fruit Preserving Institute started by the Madras Government at 
Conoor in the Nilgiris, after a chequered career, was closed in 1925. It 
is true that the products made at this institute were mainly jams and 
jellies and thus the available market was a limited one. But its history 
shows how essential it is that all ventures in regard to fruit preservation 
should only be embarked upon after the carrying out of most thorough 
and comprehensive surveys, technical and commercial. The choice of 
site will be important, and one accessible to supplies from both the hills 
and the plains should offer advantages in cheapness of production. 

517. The evidence we received showed that there is undoubtedly an 
VEGETABLES. increasing demand for high class vegetables in 

the large cities and towns and that a man with 
land in 'their vicinity who has capital at his back and is possessed of 
business capacity can make large profits. A witness from the Punjab 
stated that he was able to realise aboutRs. 35,000 in one yearfrom the 
sale of vegetables grown on a sullage farm close to Rawalpindi, the net 
cultivated area of which was sixteen acres. Another witness from the 
Burdwan district of Bengal, who had a holding of fifty acres, stated 
that he and his fellow cultivators had begun to grow such European 
vegetables as cauliflowers and cabbages. They were also growing 
potatoes which were displacing pulses. The information before us is 
not sufficien~ to enable us to decide how far instances of this kind may 
be regarded as typical, but they suggest that the provincial marketing 
officers should make it their duty to ascertain what the possibilities 
of a substantial expansion of the existing vegetable production are, 
and, also, whether there are any openings for preserved vegetables for 
c~nsumption in this country or for export. We consider investigations 
into the possibilities of home market.s to be especially important because 
vegetables, to a much greater exten t than fruit, IDa y be regarded as ha ving 
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& PJtential market among the bulk of the population and, in these circum
stances, the prospects of market gardening are more hopeful than those 
of fruit culture. 

As in the case of fruit., transport is an obstacle to the extension of the 
growing of vegetables for marketing in a fresh state. Existing areas of 
vegetable prodllction are either close to the big cities and towns, or have 
& good railway connection with them. ~arket gardens round Poona, 
for instance, supply Bombay. From stations on the East Indian 
Railway along the Ganges bank in Bihar, large quantities of market 
garden. produce are despatched to the Calcutta market 400 miles 
away. 

A.~ we have suggested in paragraph 516, where vegetables and fruit 
are grown on a largEl scale, the question of establishing regulated 
markets and of improving marketing conditions generally, including 
transport and the provision of cold storage, should be examined. 

518. Long before the present agricultural departments came into 
existence, horticultural societies and Government 

Tn AGRICULTURAL gardens in various parts of India were doing valu-
IIEPARTMKlfTS AND bI k f' bI d fl b h' 
JlORTlCULTUBK. a e wor on TUlt, vegeta es an owers ot ill 

experimenting with the accIimatisation of exotics 
and in improving indigenous varieties. The agricultural departments 
themselves have not hitherto done much work on eit,her fJ;uit or 
vegetables. An exception to this general statement is the special 
attention which has been paid for a number of years to the 
production of improved varieties of fruit at Tarnab farm" by the 
Agricultural Officer of the North-West Frontier Province, the work of 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard at Quetta and the improvements effected by 
several agricultural departments in the cultivation of the potato. 

We found, however, in the course of our enquiry, full recognition by 
the directors of agriculture of the potential importance of fruit and 
v~getable production. The Punjab Government have now two fruit 
specialIsts at work and intend to appoint a vegetable specialist in 1929. 
Horticulture ill the United Provinces has been in charge of a deputy 
director since 1922 and training in horticulture is to be given at the 
Cawnpore Agricultural College. Much valuable horticultural work has 
been accomplished in the government gardens at Saharanpur and 
el~where. The garden at Saharaupur dates back to the early years of 
the nineteenth century. These gardens have been instrumental in intro
ducing apples, pears, peaches and the potato industry into the Kumaon 
hills and have distributed improved varieties of many fruit trees and 
vegetables on an extensive scale throughout the province. In Bihar 
and Orissa, where work on the improvement of vegetables is speciilly 
important in view of the large amount of produce grown for the supply 
of the Calcutta market, special attention is being devoted to them at 
the Sabour farm by the botanical section. Bengal ploposes to appoint 
a horticulturist as soon as funds are available. It is proposed to streng
then the horticultural section of the Central ProvincP,8 Agricultural 
Department, 808 soon as poBSible, by the appointment of a specia! officer 
to replace the officer who was brought under reduction as a measure of 
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retrenchment in 1923. Madras already has a horticulturist and stations 
in the Nilgiris. In Assam, the Agricultural Department is devoting 
such attention as its limited resources permit to promoting the supply 
of improved varieties of fruit and vegetables to the public. In Burma, 
horticulture is r(jceiving attention on five farms. At the Hmawbi 
farm near Rangoon, an area of thirty acres is devoted to it and classes 
in horticulture are being arranged. In the grounds of the Poona 
Agricultural College, an area has been set aside for the experimental 
cultivation of fruit and the horticulturist is teaching inexpensive 
methods of drying fruit and making chutneys and jams. Methods of 
preserving fruit and vegetables inexpensively, and at the same time 
efficiently and in an att.ractive manner, would form an admirable 
subject for a short course at agricultural colleges. 

We have thought it desirable to set out, in some detail, t.he attitude 
of the agricultural departments towards horticulture, as we observed 
a tendency in some witnesses t.o criticise the departments for lack of 
interest in this subject. We consider that the departments are now 
fully alive to the possibilities of horticulture. 

There is, however, much important research work to be done, notably 
in selecting and classifying suitable root stocks. The aggregate number 
of fruit trees in the country is very large and an improvement in quality 
alone, quite apart from an increase in number, would confer great 
benefits on the people. In this connection, it may be mentioned that 
wild olives are common all over the north-west of India ant{ that ex
perimental grafting on to their stocks of Italian and Spanish cultivated 
varieties has proved successful. But, as we indicate in the Rucceelllilg 
paragraph, even more urgent than the need for research is the need to 
ascertain what the economic possibilities of increased fruit and 
vegetable production may be in order that the agricultural departments 
may know to what extent the development of their horticultural 
sections is justified in the interest of the small cultivator. 

519. Owing to the difficulties described in the preceding paragraphs, 
GENEBAL OONOLU· we consider that investigations into transport and 

SIONS. . markets must form an essential part of any policy 
of active encouragement of either fruit or vegetable production and we 
suggest that the provincial marketing officers should undertake these. 
In making them, regard should be had to any expedients for 
stimulating demand which may suggest themselves a!.' practicable for 
Government to employ. It is particularly important, for the reasons 
we have already given, that the possibilities of the home market for 
preserved and dried fruits and vegetables should be explored. 

If these investigations show that there is scope for development, there 
is, we think, a great opportunity for the larger landholders to popularise 
the growing of both fruit ~nd vegetables. As one witness put it to us 
.. Every gentlem8u should make it a principle to grow his own fruit 
and vegetables" and, we would add, to show his smaller neighbours 
how to dispose profitably of a surplus. 

Wc;le the economic possililities of increased production are thus being 
worked onli, we suggest that the agricultural departments should conduct 
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experiments designed to ascertain the varieties of fruit and vegetables 
best suited to the various cooditions of soil and climate. The information 
so obtained should be recorded in a form which will enable those intending 
to start fruit and vegetable production to profit by it. Should it become 
evident that there will be a large demand for young iruit trees and for 
seeds of improved varieties of vegetables, the agricultural departments 
should take steps to ensure that reliable stocks are obtainable by the 
public. Selection is especially necessary in the case of fruit trees. At 
present, too many indifIerent varieties of each species are grown. The 
p088ibilities of introducing profitable exotics should also repay 
investigation. 

Nurserymen and seedsmen are making their appearance in India, but, 
as a class, they are not, as yet, fitted to make their own selections of fruit 
trees and vegetable seeds. The agricultural departments should use 
every means in their pOVl'er to encourage and strengthen private 
enterprise in this direction. 

520. A chapter on specialised agriculture would not be complete 
PLANTATIONS: without some reference to the crops grown by the 

OJ:!("'RAL. planting community. The three main planters' 
crops are tea, coffee and rubber but sugarcane is important in bihar as 
are spices in the south of India.. The area under indigo in Bihar, where 
it was formerly the principal planters' crop, is now negligible. The total 
area under tea, coffee, rubber and indigo, in 1925-26, was 1,169,000 acres 
of which 982,000 acres were in Britishlndia. The area under spices is not 
recorded separately. A little cinchona is also grown by planters7 The 
value of their crops is out of all proportion to their acreage. In 1926-27, 
the value of the total exports, including spices, amounted to Rs. 34' 59 
crores or about 18 per cent of the value of all agricultursl products ex
ported. By far the greater part of this was accounted for by tea, the 
value of the exports of which amounted to RI!. 29'06 crores. The 
principal spices are pepper, chillies, ginger, cardamoms and arecanuts. 
There is also a small production of cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves. With 
the exception of chillies, which are grown extensively in various parts 
of India as an ordinary garden crop, spices require for the most part a 
moist climate and some of them a considerable elevation. These 
conditions are found most extensively in the Madra" Presidency; there 
are numerous plantations maintained both by Europeans and Indians 
along the Malabar coast and on the Anamalai and Nilgiri Hills; and 
the production and marketing of tea, coffee and· spices form an 
important element in the agriculture and trade of that province. 

521. From the outset of our enquiry, we have recognised the important 
THB IMPOBTANOli place which plantations occupy in the general and 

011' PLANTATIONS TO agricul.;ural economy of the country. We heard 
INDIA. evidence from the two principal .J.ssociations of 
planters and merchants, namely, the Indian Tea Association in Calcutta 
and the United Planters' Association of Southern India,and also inspected 
the experimental station of the Indian Tea Association at Toklaidu.ing 
our visit to Assam. Both associations maintain close relations ",ith 
the Imperial and provincial agricultural departments and expressed 
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1924. indeed, the planting community in south India depended entirely 
on the Madras Agricultural Department for scientific supervision and 
advice. The planting districts in south India constituted the separate 
charge of a deputy director of agriculture under the Director of Agricul
ture, Madras. The United Planters' Association has now its own 
scientific organisation to the cost of which the Government of 
Madras and the administration of Coorg contribute. The scientific 
work done by the two associations is valuable both in itself and 
as an example of what organised private effort can accomplish. 
We consider it desirable that its importance should be recognised, and 
the continuance of the co-operation between the agricultural departments 
and the scientific officers of the associations secured, by the representation 
of the latter on the Council of Agricultural Research. The nomination 
of a scientific repreSentative of the aflsociations on the Council might 
be made by the two associations jointly. 

The ranks of the planting community have been increasingly filled, of 
recent years, by Indians of standing and we think that this is a career 
which young Indians, with capital at t·heir command and possessed of 
the requisite scientific and business knowledge, would do well to consider. 
Except in Bihar and Orissa, plantations are generally situated in remote 
districts of India and, in addition to the economic benefit they confer 
on the community generally by the introduction of valuable crops, their 
preseICce is in many ways, direct and indirect, of great service to the 
population in their vicinity. Communications are improved, local 
agricultural practice is favourably influenced by a good example, the 
wages paid to labour raise the general standard of living in the district, 
and, in many instances, educational and medical facilities are provided. 
Further, when, as is often the case, local labour is insUfficient to meet 
requirements, plantations playa part in relieving congestion in distant 
areas by the immigrant labour which they attract. Owing partly to their 
remote situation and partly to the fact that Indian interests have not 
in the past been largely associated with the planting industry, the benefit 
which India owes to the planting community has not, we think, been 
adequately realised by the general public. 

SUMMARY 01' OON- 522. The conclusions and recommendations 
OLUSIONS .!.!ID in this chapter may be summarised 8S 

REOOMMENDATIONS. follows :-
(I) The evidence received suggests .that fruit growing can seldom 

be profitably combined with ordinary cultivation by the small 
cultivator (paragraph 514). . 

(2) The small cultivator is faced with serious financial and other 
difficulties in- turning from ordinary tillage to the intensi\'e cultiva
tion of orchard and garden crops (paragraph 514). 

(3) Difficulties in regard to the transport of fruit, especially before 
b.ll-~ead is reached, are serious (paragraph 515). 

(4) More careful picking and packing and t,he use of suitable 
containers wou).d reduce losses in transit (paragraph 515). 
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(5) Suitable marketing aqangements are generally lacking 
paragraph IH6). 

(6) The possibilities of developing an export trade deserve investi
gation (paragraph 516). 

(7) Where vegetables and fruit are grown on a large scale, the 
question of establillhing regulated markets and of improving 
marketing conditions generally, including transport and the provision 
of cold &tprage, should be examined (paragraph 517). 

(8) The development of both the fruit and .vegetable industries on 
a large scale is dependent on the development of the home market and 
on the existence of a demand for fruit and vegetables in a preserved 
form (}1aragraphs 516 and 517). 

(9) There is much important work to be done by the. agricultural 
departments, notably in selecting and classifying suitable root stocks. 
(paragra!,h 518). 

(10) In view of the transport and marketing difficulties enumerated 
above, investigations into transport and marketing should form an 
essential part of any policy of active encouragement of either fruit or 
vegetable production (paragraph 519). 

(ll) The provincial marketing officers, whose appointment has 
been recommended, should undertake these investigations (paragraph 
519). 

(12) If these investigations show that there is scope for develop
ment, the larger landholders have a great opportunity to popularise 
the growing of fruit and vegetables (paragraph 519). ,. 

(13) While the economic possibilities are being worked out, the 
agricultural departments can usefully undertake experimental work 
(paragraph 519). 

(14) The information obtained by the marketing officers and by 
the agricultural departments should be recorded in a form which 
will enable those intending to start fruit and vegetable production 
to profit by it (paragraph 519). 

(15) Agricultural departments should encourage and strengthen 
private enterprise in establishing nurseries for orchard stock and 
the production of vegetable seeds (paragraph 519). 

(16) The importance to the community of the' planters' crops is 
not generally realised (paragraph 521). 

(17) The value of the scientific work done by the Indian Tea 
Association and the United Planters' Association of Southern India 
should be lecognised, and co-operation between these associations and 
the agricultural departments secured, by arrangements for their 
joint representation on the Council of Agricultural Research 
(paragraph 521). .. 
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CHAPTER XVIII 

STATISTICS 

523. We propose to consider, in this chapter, statistics relating to 
SOOPE OF THB cultivation and crops; such trade statistics as have 

CIllPTlIR. _ an immediate bearing on agricultural production; 
statistics relating to livestock and implements; vital statistics, and the 
st.atistics necessary to an accurate presentment of subjects relating to 
rural welfare. . 

. 524. The Indian Famine Commission of 1880 in their Report dealt 
at some length with agricultural statistics, and. 
showed what amount of information could at the 

time be collected from the existing data, and what were the defects in 
the data and in the method of preparing them; they then proceeded 
to recommend the appointment of a Director of Agriculture in f>.3ch 
province who would directly control the special statistical officers (whose 
appointment was also recommended) and would be the adviser to Govern
ment in all matters relating to agriculture and statistics. It would be 
his duty to warn Government of the agricultural outlook and to prepare 
forecasts for its guidance. They further reviewed t.he existing sy"tem 
of statist,jep in some detail and madt.\ recommendations for improvement. 
Their Report may be regarded as the starting point of the present agri
cultural statistics in India. It was dealt with in a despatch from the 
Secretary of Stat.e in 1882. A statisti"al conference was convened by 
the Government of India in the following year, as a result of which it 
was decided to combine the information collected by the provinces int.o 
all-India returns, and the compilation of these returns began in 1884. 
Statistical information of much the same character as is collected to-day 
had, indeed, been recorded since 1866 by the provinces separately and 
puhlished by them in provincial land revenue returns and administra
tion reports, but it was clear that for the purposes of a general statistical 
account, of the whole of India, greater uniformity in the· methods 
adopted by the provinces and a higher standard of accuracy were 
required. The problems involved in securing uniformity in the returns 
from the different provinces were serious. Then, as now, the only primary 
collecting agency was the subordinate staff of the provincial revenue 
departments. The revenue systems in the provinces are not, however, 
th.emselves uniform and the requirements of statistics have had to be 
s{i'bordinated to administrative considerations. Although much progress 
towards uniformity has been achieved, the accuracy and complet.eness of 
the statistics are still influenced by administrative considerations. The r defects in the statistical information available for the greater part of 

I Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, where the land revenue has been perma
. nently ..:xed, are very largely due to the fact that, no regular village staff 
i is maintained in such tracts. Further, the. area of land cultivated .by 

HIRTORICAL. 
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~ch individual, as distinct from the size of the unit for payment of land 
revenue, and the amount of his indebtedness, are both subjects of 
much importance from the point of view of rural welfare. Although 
information on both points exists in numerous settlement reports, it 
h~s not been periodically collected in statistical form. The statistics are, 
in short, a compromise between what is ideally desirable and what is 
actually obtainable. 

At first, the duty of compiling and publishing agricultura.Istatistics 
Willi entrusted to the Department of Revenue and Agriculture of the 
Government of India. In] 895, a statistical bureau was established to 
deal with the statistical work of the departments generally. In 1905, 
this bureau was merged in the new Commercial Intelligence Department. 
A separate Department of Statistics was created in 1914 but tne 
independence then achieved was lost in 1922 when the department was 
again amalgamated w:ith the Commercial Intelligence Department. 

525. It will be convenient at this st.age to give a list of the 

PUBLICATIONS. 
statistical publications of the Government of India 
dealing with:-

(a) cultiva~ion and crops; 
(b) livestock . and implements; 
(c) vital statistics; and 
(d) economic data. 

The Agricultural Statistics of Indw, are published annually in two 
volumes~ the first of which relates to British India and the second to 
.:crtain Indian States. For each province or State figures are given of the 
total area, classified as cultivated (area sown and current fallows), un
.:ultivatcd (culturable waste and area not available for culth:ation) and 
forests; the area and crops irrigated; the total area under crops and 
unller each important crop; the numbers of livestock, ploughs and 
.:arts; the incidence of the land revenue assessment; the harvest prices 
of certain important crops; and the average yield of the principal crops 
in each province. We cOllsider that the date of publication ofthese 
volumes might be expedited with advantage. At present, an interval of 
at least eighteen months elapses between the end of the agricultural yea~ 
(June) and publication. Up till 1920-21, the figures in the Tables i~ 
these volumes were given separately for each district. This practice wa 
dropped mainly on the ground that it largely increased the cost 0 

publication. The district figures are, however, of such great value in 
all agricultural and economic enquiries that we are of opinion that a 
reversion to the former practice is highly desirable. . > 

~ 
A report is also published quinquennially on the average yield per acre; 

in each province, of the principal crops in India, seventeen in number. 
The latest issue of this publication is that for the year 1921-22. In 
addition, there is published annually in the Indw,n Trade Journal,.fl.~out 
one year after the year to which it relates, a provisional issue of Volume I 
of the Agricultural Statistics and full particulars relating to the' tea, 
coffee and rubber industries. A crop atlas has also been published. 
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This contains sixt-'lm maps showing the distribution, area and produc
tion of each of t~e principal crops. 

In addition to .these definitive statistics, crop forecasts for all India 
are also published for the eleven crops shown in Appendix VIII. 
The Estimates of Area and Yield of the Principal Crops in India whiq~l 
include all the crops for which forecasts are issued and also te.a, coffee, 
rubber and certain other crops are issued annually. This report contains 
final figures of area and yield for nine preceding years, and figures, 
which are liable to revision, for the year prior to publication, which 
takes place some six to nine months after the crops of this last year have 
been harvested. The figures for this year are, in effect, a preliminary issue 
of information which is later embodied with corrections in some of the 
Tables of the Agricultural Statistics. The Estimates of Area and Yield 
also contain information regarding rainfall in India and the yield of 
certain important crops in foreign countries, which is not subsequently 
embodied in the Agricultural Statistics. The only suggestions that we 
have. to make in regard to the form and contents of this volume are 
that the figures of area and yield should be given separately for British 
India and the Indian States and that indigo should be omitted as it can 
no longer be regarded as one of the principal crops of I1;ldia. 

The provincial crop forecasts, as well as those for the whole of India, 
are publi"hed in the Indian Trade Journal, a publication which is issued 
weekly bYotheDepartment of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics. The 
provincial forecasts are also published locally by the provincial aut ho
rities concerned except. in the smaller provinces and in Indian States. 
The information on which these forecasts are based, with the exception 
of that for jute forecasts, is collected by the revenue departments, but, 
except in Burma and the Central Provinces, the forecasts themselves 
are prepared by the agricultural departments. Provided that the 
agricultural departments of Burma and the C.3ntral Provinces obtain the 
stat.istical assistance we recommend in paragraph 538 for the agricul
tural departments generally, we think it would be advantageous if, in 
these two provinces also,the forecast~were to be prepared by the agricul
tural departments. In Burma, however, we think that the rice forecast. 
should continue to be prepared by the Commissioner of Settlements 
and Land Records. 

Detailed particulars respectingall-India forecasts will be found in 
Appendix VIII. The forecasts, in addition to the usual estimates 
of area and outturn of the crop to which they relate, give an account 
of the weather conditions affecting its growth and of the state of the crop 
jn foreign countries. The Indian Trade Journal also publishes, weekly, a 
statement of the amount of cotton pressed in the different provinces 
compiled from information which the pressing factories are required 
to supply lmder the provisions of the Cotton Ginning and Pressing Act 
of 1~25 . 

. T~e USe of the Indian Trade Journal as the sole medium for the publica
tIOn of forecasts is not satisfactory. The former practice of publi!!hing 
them in leaflet form should be revived. A delay in the publication of a 
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forecast by even a few days in order to conform with the publishing date 
of a weekly journal is obvionsly undesirable. Moreover, a leaflet can 
be sold at an anna or less whilst the Trade Journal cOBts four annas. 
This difference in price greatly curtails circulation. Arrangements 
should also be made for the issue of forecasts in the vernacular and for 
their supply to cultivators through such agencies as post offices, village 
libraries, co-operative societies and agricultural associations. . 

The Agricultural Statistics of India contain particulars regarding 
livestock, ploughs and carts which are incorporated from the report- Oil 

the census of livestock, ploughs and carts. This census has been held 
quinquennially since 1919-20 and the report mcludes comparative figures 
for foreign countries. 

Much statistical material of great interest to the agricultural inVesti-\ 
gator is also contained in the provincial season and crop reports and in 
the reports of the agricultural and veterinary departments which are all 
published annually. In the latter are gathered together the reports on 
the work of the experimental, seed, cattle breeding and other farms and 
on the various activities of the departments. The information contained 
in these provincial reports is condensed and the salient features of it are 
commented upon by the Agricultural Adviser to the Government of 
India in the Review of Agricultural Operations to which are appended 
Tables of statistics. Statistical information likely to be of interest to 
the general reader is also published from time to time in the Agricultural 
J ourrw,l of India. • 

With the exception we make above in regard to forecasts, we consider 
that the present arrangements secure sufficiently wide publicity for 
agricultural statistics. Whether, as interest in statistical matters in
creases, the publication of a journal entirely devoted to statistical subjects 
of which agricultural statistics would form a section, would be useful, 
is a matter which, we think, may well be left for decision by the 
Central Bureau of Statistics the creation of which we recommend in 
paragraph 539. 

The annual provincial reports of the irrigation and forest departments 
and the annual review on Irrigation in India also contain much statis
tical material which the agricultural investigator will need to consult. 
We have emphasised, in our chapter on Irrigation, the importance of 
ordinary wells. It would be convenient if the annual provincial reports 
on irrigation and also the annual all-India review included in future 
the total number of ordinary wells divided into three classes: (a) the 
wells in actual use with the total area irrigated by them, (b) the wells 
in working order but not used and (c) abandoned wells. If the re
commendations which we make in Chapter VIII for the creation of a 
Minor Forests Division in each province is accepted, ,tatistics regarding 
the work of this division should be shown separately in each provincial 
forest return and·in the all-India return; these returns should include a 
statement of the total area actually under timber, State and p!;'~tely 
owned forests being shown separately. This information . should be 
incorporated in the Agricultural Statistics. . 
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In the course of our investigations; we have discovered various 
discrepancies between the figures given in th~ departmental returns and 
those given in the AgricuUural Statisti<;s of India. Care should be taken 
to avoid these and, where any figure given in the latter volumes is a pro
visional figure, this should be explained in a footnote. 

Information reg~rding births, deaths and the general health of the 
population is published annually by each department of public health. 
The Public Health Commissioner with the Government of India also 
publishes an annual report in which this information is collected and 
presented on an all-India basis. 

Of the various publications which contain sliatistics 'of interest to the 
student of rural welfare, special mention may be made of the annual, 
provincial and all-India. reports on education, the annual provincial 
reports on the progress of the co-operative movement and the annual 
general reports on the administration of each province. The value of 
the reports on education would be much enhanced if the figures relating 
to rural and urban areas could be shown separately and if a uniform 
system of classification of schools could. be adopted in all provinces. 
We recommend that an attempt should be made to do this. 

Finally, the Statistical Abstract for British India, which is published 
annually by the Department of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, 
summarises much of the information regarding crops, livestock, trade 
in agric1l1tural products, and the state of the population which is 
contained in the reports enunlerated above.' 

. III the four succeeding paragraphs, the prinlary statistics relating to 
cultivation 'and crops, livestock, vital statistics and rural development 
will be examined in greater detail. 

526. Hitherto, the area of each province, as given in the Agricultural 
StatisticJj of India, has been divided into land culti-

CULTIVATION Al'D t d d ul' t d d f t Th ul' t d OROP STATISTIOS va ,e an unc tlva e an ores s. e c tIva e 
(ORDll'ARY). area is subdivided into the net area actually sown 

(i> CLASSm:OA~'IOlf and current fallows. The maxinIum period for 
OF AREA. which land left uncultivated is treated as fallow 

varies according to local laws and customs, from two years in the Punjab 
to ten years in Bombay. After the expiry of these varying periods, the 
land, if still left uncultivated, is ine1uded, for statistical purposes, under 
the head of culturable waste. 

I, The uncultivated area is divided into" culturable waste other than 
, fallow" and land" not available for cultivation." This division of the 

I uncultivated area is to a large extent arbitrary. In Burma, it is admitted 
" that it is based mdnly on guess work and this is also probably true to 

a large extent of other provinces. In our chapter on Forests, we have 
recommended that a reclassification of forest areas should be undertaken 
with'~ ~iew to deciding what proportion of forest lands could more profit
ably be put to some other purpose. We regard it als~ as important 
that the classification both of culturable waste and land not available 
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for cultivation should be carefully r,,-exammed. It is pointed out in the 
introductory note to the Agf'icullural Statistics of India that most 
of the barren and unculturable lands of British India li!l in the hilly tract 
9£ Burma and of southern India and in the dry and desert regions of north
western India and' that, of the culturable waste other than fallow, exactly 
onc~half is contributed by the undeveloped provinces of Burma and 
Assam. None the less, it is difficult to believe that the whole· of the 
vast area now classed as "not available for cultivation" amounting, as 
it dou!, to 150 million acres or twenty-two-a.:a.d-a-half per cent of'the total 
area of British India is either not available or not suitable for cultivation: 
An improvement in the classification under this head would be the 
(livision of land "not available for cultivation" into land which is 
barren and unculturable and land covered by buildings, water and roads. 
or ot.herwise appropriated for uses other than agricultural. It is certain 
that much of the slightly larger area classed as "culturable waste other 
than fallow", amounting to 152 million acres or nearly twenty-three 
per cent .of the total area of British India, could, in no conceivable 
circumstances, be brought under tillage. In many parts of India, the 
pressure of the rural population on the cultivated land is steadily 
increasing and both Government and the public should be ir.. a position 
to know, with greater exactitude than they do at present, the area of 
land in each province which is in reality suitable for new cultivation. 
Even if regard is had to the explanati(1n in the introductory note t() 
the volume of Agricultural Statistics to which reference has been made 
II.bov£', the statement repeated annually in a volume which issue~ under 
the imprimatur of the Government of India that very nearly one-quarter 
of the tot.al area of British India is culturable but not cultivated is 
~alculated to give rise to misconceptions which it would be well t() 
~void: 

527. It is generally agreed that the annual figures of areas sown witb' 

( .. ) s . the various crops are, on the whole, accurate and. 
II TATISTIC8 011' ••. 

OIlOP ARBAS. that they compare m this respect very favourably 
nth those published for any other country in the world. There are 
lifficulties even here, however, mainly arising from the absence of 3> 

luhordinate revenue staff in permanently settled tracts. In Madras, 
,here are village officers in these tracts who act as a reporting agency, 
jut. in ~~~at an<!)~!ha~an,d OriB~a .... where no such officers ~re· 
.val1able, reliance hRB trrbe-placea m&inly on reports from the pohce. 
Wherever possible, assistance is obtained from officers of the Revenue 
)epartment such as khas rna-hal tahsildars, and circle officers, and from 
listrict agricultural officers and non-official agricultural correspondents. 
~he information thus collected is forwarded through the subdivisionai' 
,fficers to the district officer who has discretion to reject or &mend reports 
n the light of his own knowledge or experience. These reports are 
.dmittedly often mere guesses and are, not infrequentlY, demonstrably 
,bsurd guesses. We have considered whether any steps could be taken. 
o obtain more accurate information and to this end we communicatp9. 
ri~h the governments o}l3eng~l . .!t.I!<l Bi~arand<?r~sa w.here tb.e ~~taty. 
rIses in the most acute form. Whilst admittmg the unsatIsfactory 
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character of the in,formation obtained, both governments took the view 
that no improvement could be efIected without incurring expenditure· 
which would not be justified by the. results to be obtained. We 
appreciate the difficulty of. efIect~g .improvements .and we think that 
the cost of employing a speCIal statistlCal agency would probably not. 
he justifiable ill the circUI?stances.. But we s~ n? suffic.ient reason w:~y 
the m~Hods employed ill collectIDg the statistIcs of Jute productIOn 
which ~ explain in paragraph 531 should not be graduallf extended to 
other crops in the permanently settled areas of these provIDces and also 
in those of Assam. The system of report by presidents of panchayat8, 
wIlere these are available, is far preferable to reliance on the police as a 
primary reporting agency. The evidence we received from the Director 
of Land Records and Survey in Bihar and Orissa also inillcates that 
closer touch between his department and the Agricultural Department 
would be productive of good results . . 

The other great difficulty in arriving at correct crop areas arises from the 
practice of sowing mixed crops. Food and. non-food crops such as wheat 
and linseed may be sown together or a minor crop such as castor may be 
interspersed with the main crop. Separation in the returns is efIected 
by the subordinate stafI in accordance with formulre which are prescribed 
by the provincial authorities but which difIer in difIerent provinces 
and according to the type of mixture. We were informed that errors 
arising from t.his source are not such as to invalidate the statistics of the 
area of a crop as a whole. We accept this view and the only suggestion 
we have to make is that, where this is not already done, the 
correctness of thes& formulre should be tested from time to time by 
actual field trials of the main types of mixtures found in a district. 
The triab should be conducted by the agency which does the ordinary 
crop·cutting experiments. 

528. The two factors, other than area, necessary for estimating the 
{iii) THE NORMAL yield of a crop, namely, the standard or normal yield 

YIIiILD. and the est-imate of condition, are admittedly suscep-
tible of considerable improvement. 

The estimate of norIDal yield is based on crop-cutting experiments made 
over a number of years compared with such other information as may be 
available from trade statistics, settlement investigations and the like. 
Reliance on crop-cutting experiments, the methods adopted in carrving 
them out, and the agency employed in conducting them have all beexi: the 
subjects of criticism in the past. It is now, however, generally agreed. 
that no satisfactory alternative basis for calculating the standard yield 
is available. The Board of Agriculture, after a very thorough examina
tion of t.he point in 1919 and 1924, expressed the view that" while every 
~fIort should be made to take the fullest advantage of trade statistics, it 
IS not possible to obtain from such statistics the figures for the total . 
production from which to calculate the standard olltturn per acre and 
crop cmttmg experiments must remain the basis of such standards." 
The agency which carries out these experiments is still almost entirely 
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the 8ubordinate revenue staff. As long ago as -1915. the GoverlllLlent of 
Indis expressed the view that they should, as far as possible, be conducted 
by expert officers of the Agricultural Department. Except in the Punjab 
and the Central- Provinces, however, and there only to a very limited 
extent, the agricultural departments, owing to paucity of staff, have 
80 far found it impo88ible to spare men to carry out crop-cutting 
experiments. The time for making them coincides with th~ J;)Usiest 
season of the year for the agricultural departments. I~ }nay be 
accepted, therefore, that extra staff and consequently extra expenditure 
will be required if the agricultural departments are to undertake this 
work. In these circumstances, it becomes a question of relative urgency 
between improvement in statistics and other agricultural improve

. menta. We are of opinion that it is dellirable to move with caution 
in this matter. For reasons which we mention in paragraph 538, we 
consider that the departments of agriculture require strengthening by 
the appointment of an expert statistical officer at headquarters and we 
nre of opinion that his appointment should in all cases precede any change 

_ in the present system. It would be a part of his duty, after examining the 
stMistical position, and estimating the extent to which the standard 
yields are likely to be erroneous, to advise as to the measures required 
to render the system effective. It has been suggested that the 
additional staff required to carry out crop-cutting experiments could be 
used as demonstrators of agricultural improvements. The suggestion is 
an ingenious one, but it is our view that the question of employing staff 
~ngaged primarily for one set of duties on another set of duties should 
not be adopted without careful consideration, especially when the 
secondary function is of such critical importance as is the demon
stration of agricultural improvements. 

As regards the methods at present in use, criticism has in the main 
taken two fonus. The practice of selecting by the eye' average' crops 
for the crop-cutting experiment, is condemned by statist.iciaJis. The 
recasting of the standard yield every five years on miscellaneous data 
such as are used in the Punjab is also considered to be statistically 
faulty. To strike a balance between the results of crop-cutting experi
ment'! annually made and the yields fixed in previous returns or for tfte 
purposes of land revenue assessments, is held to import into the new 
standard the personal factor which is unavoidable in estimating the 
annual condition of ClOP8 but which it is desirable to elimiDate in 
pure statistics. The Board of Agriculture in 1924 condemned, for 
similar reasons, any attempt to correct the standard yield from trade 
statistic8. From the point of view of what is immediately practicable, 
we think that attention should be paid to this last criticism and that 
no change in the standard yield should be made unless it is based on data 
supplied by crop-cutting experiments. The selection by the eye of _ 
average fields for these experiments is no doubt indefensible in statis
tical theory but it has to be recollected that the correct method of 
selecting field8 mechanical'y so as to give a statistically randomA.istri
butioD can only give proper results if a sufficient number of such 
selections can be made within a definite area. We consider, therefore, 
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that the recommendation made by the Board of Agriculture in 1919 and 
in 1924 in favour of such mechanical selection should be qualified by the 
proviso that, before random selection of villages and fields for crop
cutting experiments is introduced, the means to carry out far more 
numerous exper~ents must be provided. 

529. The third factor in estimating the yield of a crop is the condition 
. estimate (anna valuation), or the relating of the crop 

(tv) Tn CONDITION reported on to the standard yield per acre. This 
ES'l'DUTB. •• L_ d' h fir . estilllate IS uame , ill test Instance, by the 
village accountant, or an official of similar standing. in all temporarily 
settled tracts and in the permanently settled areas' by subordinate 
district officials. The estimate is a visual one and, of all the 
three factors which enter into the estimate of crop yield, is that 
which is the most difficult to arrive at satisfactorily. But we 
consider that it is easy to take an exaggerated view of the degree 
of the consequent inaccuracy. Granted that the village accountant 
is a pessiIIlil!t in such matters, his pessimism is a constant factor and 
it is not difficult for the district officers and the provincial authorities, 
through whom his estimate passes before it reaches the Department 
of Commercial Intelligence and Statistics, to correct it. The Board 
of Agriculture in 1919 recommended that all attempts to teach 
the primary reporting authority to form an exact mental picture 
of a normal crop should be abandoned and with this we agree. For 
the same reason, we refrain from suggesting that the present varying 
methods' of indicating the condition of a crop should be replaced 
by a uniform notation. At present, in Madras, Bombay, Bengal and 
As.sam. 12 annas denote a normal crop; in the United Provinces, the 
Punjab and North-West Frontier Province. 1Ji annas; in the Central 
Provinces and Berar. ]3'3 annas; in Bihar and Orissa. 12 to 14 annas*; 
whilst, in Burma, the American notation of 100 points is employed. 
We have no doubt that it is better to allow the village accountant to 
continue to use the notation with which he is familiar and to leave it to 
higher authority to convert his results into the American notation . 

.030. Statistics of planters' crops-tea, coffee and rubber produc
CaoI' STATISTIOS (SI'ECIAL). tion-and of jute are obtained in a 

(t) TEA. CO~'FEB AND BUBBBB. different way. 
In the case of tea, coffee and rubber, statements of production are 

obtained by district officers from the managers of the estates and, where 
no reports are received, estimates are made by these officers. Before 
accepting these estimates, the Department of Commercial Intelligence 
and Statistics makes a further and often successful attempt to obtain the 
actual results by direct correspondence with the non-reporting estates. 
As regards tea, th~ Indian Tea. Association stated in their evidence 
before us that the government statistics did not always give results 
which agreed with the Association's own figures and that the Association 

-l2 &nnaB in 12 districts. 
13 .. .. 7 
14 .. " 2 
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considered its own figures· to be the more accurate. The membership 
of the Association represents 71'S per cent of the total area under tea· 
in .India. ~gislation to provide for compulsory returnS from planters 

. was suggested some years ago by the Association which still adheres to 
this sugj!estion. We have no reason to suppose that the returns issued 
by Government are so defective as to be a cause of embarrassment 
either to them or to the trade. We would, therefore, leave the tea 
interests, which are strongly organised both in India and in London,· 

. themselves to move for legislation. If they press for legislation, there 
appears no strong reason why their request should not be granted. 

The figures for coffee are, we were informed, defective in that no returns 
are obtained from plantations of less than ten acres. An endeavour 
should be made to obtain particulars from these smaller plantations. 

531. Jute is the only crop for the publication of the estimate of yield 

(ii) JUTB. 
of which the Department of Commercial Intelli
gence and Statistics is not responsible. The Director 

of Agriculture, Bengal, issues the estimates for the jute crop not only in 
Bengal but also in Bihar and Orissa and Assam. The primary reporting 
agency on which he relies are the presidents of panchayats. The circle 
officer in areas where the Village Self-Government Act is in force and the 
police officers of thanas to which the Village Chaukidari Act still applies, 
pasa on to the presidents of panc1tayats schedules supplied by the 
Diroctor of Agriculture to which . are attached simple instructions for 
filling them up. On completion, the circle officer of the area checks the 
returns of the panchayats which then pasa through the subdivisional 
officer to the district officer who forwards them to the Diroctor of 
Agriculture. Police officers pass the completed forms direct to the 
subdivisional officer without attempting to check them. Officers of 
the Agricultural Dt.'partment assist the district officers wherever possible 
in checking the returns. Theoretically, this system should produce &atis
factory results especially as the Director of Agriculture has a valuable 
counter check in that the imports of jute into Calcutta in an ordinary year 
are accurately known. But he receives no direct assistance from the 
trade. Nevertheless. both the jute interests in India and in London are 
dissatisfied with the resulting departmental forecasts. The first forecast 
is issued in the middle of July and the second, and final, forecast in the 
second half of September. We were informed that long before the 
middle of July, the jute firms in Calcutta are able from private sourcea 
to frame their estimates of what the yield is going to be. If the govern
ment forecast, when it is published, proves very divergent from the 
estimates of yield formed by the trade it causes the market to become. 
speculative. Representatives of the Jute Importers' Association, Dun
dee, who gave evidence before us in England, complained in particular 

• of the inaccuracy of the estimates for the years from 1!l,24 to 1926. The 
l representatives ofthe London Jute Association, on the other hand, consi

dered that, taking the difficulties into account, the departmental forecast . 
. was a very fairone. We are inclined to think that the trade inte:r~sts 

in Calcutta have the remedy largely .in, their own hands. Thei haye 
their own private aources of information and there is already in existence 

KOY 280-39 . 
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a Jute Forecasts Joint Committee of t.he Bengal Chamber of Commerce_ 
There appears to be no good reason why, if the jute interests are anxious 
to stop speculation, they should not collaborate with the Government 
of Bengal in the issue of forecasts in the same way as the rice trade 
does in Rangoon, where the final rice forecast is made at an annual 
conference preside'd over by the Settlement Commissioner and attended 
by the leading rice merchants. Indeed, action in this direction would 
na.turally follow from the suggestion we ourselves make, in Chapter III, 
that all jute interests from the crop to the factory should be organised 
on the lines which have proved so successful in the case of cotton and 
which, inter alia, have effected considerable improvement in Indian 
(lotton statistics. 

We regret the decision of Government in 1923, to abolish, as a measure 
(If retrenchment, the staff of jute clerks whose duty it was to check 
the estimates of the village panchayats and to carry out crop-cutting 
€xperiments. We regret equally that the trade took strong exception to 
the proposal of the Government that it should bear the cost of this staff. 
We consider that the matter was capable of adjustment and that it was 
unfortunate that the trade and Government were unable to come to 
a mutual understanding in a matter of common interest. The fact 
that the cultivator hal! an interest as important as that of the 
jute trade in the accuracy of these estimates should always be 
kept in mind. .As the Director of Agriculture for Bengal observed. 
there is a very definite tendency for the jute cultivator to organise 
himself at the present time and we cordially associate ourselves with 
the Director's opinion that, if I!ocieties for co-operative saJe succeed, 
there would seem to be no reason why, ult.imately, representatives of 
producers, manufacturers and consumers should not arrange matters 
between themselves for the good of all concerned. 

532. The improvement in cotton statistics which has been effected by 
the efforts of t.he Indian Central Cotton Committee 

( .. i) CoTTON. d t' h t I f'ts k " eserves men Ion ere, no on y or 1 own sa e 
but because it furnishes an example of the statistical 'benefits to be 
obtained from a thorough organisation of all interests connected with 
a particular crop. As a result of the enact.ment of the Cotton 
Ginning and Pressing Factories Act of 1925, returns of the cotton baled 
in cotton pressing factories throughout British India are now published 
weekly in the Gu.zette of India. Monthly returns of the cotton consumed 
in Indian mills are similarly published and, as the Committee have been 
able to make arrangements in the principal cott.on growing provinces 
for voluntary returns of the unbaled cotton received by spinning mills, 
statistics of the conunercial crop of Indian cotton are now available in 
a fairly complete form. Recently also, partly at the instance of the 
Committee, the ·:ail-borne trade returns for cotton have been partially' 
revived. These returns, which were formerly compiled not only for 
agricultural produce including livestock but also for manufactured artides 
anti t,t'c&sure were discontinued from 1921 as a measure of economy. 
except in the CentraJ Provinces. The question of reviving them for 
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products othertJ:tan cotton is discussed in thefollowingparagraph. Used 
in combination with the weekly statistics of cotton pressed, the figureE 
for cotton provide a most valuable independent check on the quantity 
~f cotton produced in a province or a particular trade block as 
-estimated by the agricultural or other. department responsible. for the 
preparation of forecaste. The cotton statisticr. should, in future, be as 
nearly accurate as it is possible for statistics of Indian crop produc,tion 
to be. 

533. The monthly ,Accounts relati;tg to tM Sea-borne Trade and 
Navigation of India, the Annual Statement .0' 

TUD. STATISTICS, :J 
the Sea-borne Trade of British India with the 

Briti8h Empire and Foreign Oountries and the annual Review of the 
Trade of India give, in great detail, information regarding both the 
quantity and value of exports and imports of agricultural products, 
machinery, fertilisers and the like; the respective shares enjoyed by th~ 
Empire and the principal foreign States in this trade; and the propor
tions of the trade which is handled by the various porta in British India.. 

A general review of trade statistics does not fa.ll within the scope of 
()ur enquiry but we are constrained to comment on the situation created 
by the discontinuance of the annual returns of rail and river-borne trade. 
For the purposes of these returns, each province was divided into five 
()r six trade blocks and India., as a whole, including llldian Stater., into 
eighteen blocks. The provincial returns were published by the local 
governments and the consolidated ·return for all India was compiled 
and issued by the Department of Statistics.. • ' 

Owmg to the discontinuance of the returns, information regarding 
the movements of agricultural produce within India'is now altogether 
lacking. This information would have been of very great value to us in 
()ur enquiries. We have pointed out in our chapter on Communications 
and Marketing, and elsewhere in this Report, that it is most important, 
in the interests of the cultivator, that the marketing of his surplus 
produce should receive expert attention. No analysis of the marketing 
situation in a particular prOvince, or in India as a whole, which has any 
pretensions to completeness can be made iD, the absence of data in ref!ard 
to the relative importance of external and internal markets .. This 
information is of little use if it is obtained by special enquiry for a single 
year. A comparison of returns over a number of years is required in 
order that any change in marketing tendencies may be detected ,and 
the knowledge used in the cultivator's interests. Apart from the need 
()f such information if the marketing question is to be studied intelli
gently, statistics of inter-provincial trade movements have at least two 
other important uses. They enable each province to ascertain how far 
it is dependent on other provinces in respect of food stufis and they show 
the rate at which that dependence is increasing or diminishing. ",his 
information should be of vital importance in the" event of failure of crops 
-on a large Bca.le. Further, as we have pointed out with referenc<3 to 
cotton, they furnish a valuable independent check on the present meihod 
-of compiling statistics of agricultural production fr?m ,~he factors '_0£ 

1II0Y 286-3911 
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areas sown, standard outturn and condition estimate. We, therefore. 
strongly support the Resolution, passed by the Board of Agriculture in 
1924, that they should be revived forthwith in their entirety and not for 
cotton only. As it is, a gap of several years will have intervened and 
this gap will seriously diminish the value of the returns for Bome time 
to come. ' --

The revival of the returns after a lengthy interval would furnish 3, 

convenient opportunity for- considering whether their form might not 
be remodelled with advantage. A committee, which met in Madras 
shortly before they were abolished, recommended the substitution of 
the district for the trade block and the restriction of the commodities 
selected for inclusion to those of economic importance. These suggest.ions 
appear to us to deserve examination. The omission of statistics of road
borne trade from the returns undoubtedly detracts somewhat from 
their usefulness, especially in the cabe of a crop such as cotton, but it is 
difficult to eee how this can be rectified so far ab internal road-borne 
trade is concerned. The cost of satisfactory arrangements for collecting 
statistics of this class of trade would be prohibitive. Transfrontier 
road trade presents an easier problem. Statistics of trade on the main 
roads crossing the frontiers of India were formerly collected and we 
consider that this practice should be revived, provided that reasonable 
accuracy can be secured without undue expense. The present practice 
of merely recording such merchandise as passes through railway station/!. 
adjacent to land frontier routes does not appear to us satisfactory, 
especially as these figures are not incoq)orated in the all-India trade 
statistics but are only published in the Indian Trade JourJlal and 
e\'entually appear as a separate Table in the Review of the Trade 
oj India. 

534. As was the case with crop statistics, the collection of statistics in 
their present form for livestock and implements was 

LIVESTOCK SUTlS· the outcome of the Indian Famine Commission of 
TIOS. 

1880. It -Was long, however, before these statistics 
wer~ collected in I'uch a way as to give anything resembling an accurate 
picture of the general pObition in regard to livt'stock and implements. 
Even in the temporarily settled tracts which posbessed the neces
sary organisation for the purpose, the censuses in some cases took 
three or four years to complete. In the permanently settled provinces. 
estimates only were made and it was not until 1912-13 and 1913-14 
that cattle censuses were taken in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa 
respectively. The lack of uniformity both in the methods adopted and 
in the time at which the census was taken caused the Government of 
India f,ome concern and, in 1916, they arranged that the census should 
be held. at inte~vals of five years and between December and April in 
all-provlllces except Burma and the Central Provinces, where an annual 
census was, and continues to be, taken. The first census under this 
ar,r.angement was held in 1919-20. Returns were obtained not only 

-from l..ll provinces in British India but also from some Iridian States. 
The lecond quinquennial census was taken in 1924-25 in most provinces. 
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but, in the Punjab, it was put forward to 1922-23, two years befole the 
i!ndof the quinquennial period and, in Bengal, owing to financial 
stringency, it was postponed till February, 1926. Such tests as we have 
Leen able to make of the figures of livestock have convinced us that the 
earl.i~st material available for a satisfactory comparison of the cattle 
posItIOn, pa&t and present, over British India as a whole is provided 
by the first quinquennial census Of 1919-20. The value for compa.rative 
purposes of the figures collected at the second census, that of 1924-25, is 
diminished by the fact that the census was not held in the same year in 
all provinces. 

In our chapter on Animal Husbandry, we bave discussed the trust
worthiness of the census figures for cattle and have there expressed the 
view that, whilst the methods adopted in taking the census make it 
inevitable that errors should be numerous, it is probable that these tend 
to cancel out and that the figures are sufficiently accurate to enable 
valuable deductions to be drawn from the differences they reveal in 
the cattle position as between province and province. This also holds 
good as regards sheep and goats. For the special classes of livestock, 
horses, mules, donkeys and camels, the cenms r~turns are J>robabl V 
Jess satisfactory. The numbers are relatively smalla.tul-lGuIty methods 
{If enumeration tend, therefore. to produoo ;"tae divergencies from the 
actual facts. We have been at pains to make clear in our chapter on 
Animal Husbandry that we regard the improvement of livestock as 
{lne of the most crucial agricultural problema with which this country 
is faced. We have, therefore, devoted special attention to the qnestion 
whether that improvement would, in any way, be facilitated if more 
accurate general statistics of livestock were available. We have come 
to the conclusion that it would not. What those in charge of breeding 
{lperations spooially wish to know is the number of improved cattle 
or other livestock which result from their work. Methods of enumeration 
which are all that is possible in a general censna cannot help them to 
{)btain this information. It can only be secured by the maintenance 
{If records of the improved sires distributed and by inspections of qualified 
stockmen. The inaccuracies under the present system are due to the 
somewhat perfunctory manner in which the enumeration is often made 
and supervised. The only way in which greater accuracy could be 
obtained would be by the employment of a special staff under close 
supervision. Heavy expenditure on the enumeration of cattle, a large 
proportion of which are uneconomic, cannot be jnatified. 

One cause of inaccuracy and one defect in method could, however, 
be removed without incurring additional expense. At certain 
seasons of the year, inter-provincial movements of cattle of some 
importance take place. If arrangements were made to take the 
cattle census simultaneoUllly in· all provinces, erro':8 arising from 
double enumeration would be avoided. Reference to the defect in 
method has already been made in our chapter on Animal Husbandry. 
We have there pointed out that the methods of classifying H'_e 
different kinds of livestock are not uniform in all provinces 
And that· the village accountant in the Punjab is required to 
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enumerate them under twenty different heads whereas the village 
accountant in Madras has to fill up eight columns only. The number 
of bulls returned in one province may thUB refer to a different 
description of animal from that in an adjacent province. Wf!: 
recommend that, in the next quinquennial censUB, an effort should 
be made to secute. uniformity of claf:,sification and that, to this end, 
the heads under which the returns should be made should be settled at 
the next Cattle Conference held under the recommendations we make 
in paragraph 211. Chapter VII. 

535. Under the heading '. vital statistics" are comprised the returns 
VITAL STATISTICS. of births and deaths occurring annually among the 

community, the causes of deat.h, the nature and 
the incidence of the diseases from which the community suffers, the 
numbers and descriptions of institutions available for the treatment of 
disease, the extent of the preventive measures taken against small-pox 
and cholera, and the strength and distribution of the medical and health 
services. The statistics of disease and of the causes of death are liable t() 

__ J!J.ac..cn:racjes which are due, in the main, to the same influences which 
adversely affe~t th .. <lllcuracy of agricultural statistics. We are confident 
that the pubhc health ollicerM a .... aliVQ T.O the need for improvement and 
the only suggestion we have to make is that the statisticL under tbe 
various heads should always be shown separately for rural and urban areas. 
At present, this separation is only effected in the case of deaths. We 
think a~so that the number and di8tubution of institutions for the treat
ment of disease and the strength and distribution of the medical 
and health services, including trained midwives, should be shown 
separately for urban and rural districts. We consider it very 
important that the extent to which rural areas still lack these essential 
services, and the progress which is made in f>upplying them, should be 
stated cleru:ly in the returns. There is also much useful work to be 
done in correlating the data of the incidence of disease and the death-rate 
in rural areas with those relating to the agricultural conditions which 
prevail in those areas and with changes in those conditions arising from 
such causes as the extension of irrigation, improvements in . the 
drainage of deltaic tracts. and the like. Similarly. the correlation of 
the statistical data relating to health condit.ions with changes in diet 
and with the conditions under which t,he staple foods consumed in 
the tract under consideration. are grown, whether, for example, they 
come from irrigated or' dry' land, should in time yield information of 
the greatest value. * Guidance wi)] doubtless be required from the 
Institute of Human Nutrition. the establishment of which we 
re~ommend in our chapter on The Village, but readiness on the 
part of provU:lI::ial statisticians, both public and private, to sift 
local data should immensely facilitate the work of that Institute. 
We desire to draw the attention in particular of local authorities to the 
nlue of co-operating in such work. Private bodies may also render • 
-~--~ _ .. _------------

* l'jde Evidenoe: Vol. I. Pt. II. PP 95-116; Vol. III, PP 731-746. 
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valuable aBBistance. Thus, the Indian Tea Association informed us th&t 
they had colnpleted, at their own expenae, a malaria survey of ABBam 
and the Duars. 

536. Rural welfare is a subject which is so wide in scope that it is 
Rl'UL lI'BLr...... very desirable that the study of it should be 

facilitated as far as possible by stat.istical treat
ment. The provincial departments of education and co-operation 
supply valuable statistical tables with their annual reports but there 
remains a large group of subjects on which, with very few except.ions, 
little light has so far been thrown by the collection and study of 
the relevant statistical data. These subjects are most conveniently 
stated under one title, the economic survey of thc village. Out.side 
the Punjab, apart from a few special studies there has been little 
attempt to survey. village by village, such problems as indebtedness, 
mortgage debt and the fragmentation of individual holilings. Yet 
a clear understanding of these problems, for which statistical treat
ment is indispensable, is essential to the framing of an ordered 
programme of rural development. Mud of the information requind 
has been obtained, but it lies buried in settlement reports and other 
official papers. What is required is some organisation which will 
extract and collate this information and, where necessary, bring it up 
to date. In regard to indebtedness, particularly, we entirely agree 
with the recommendation of the Indian Economic Enquiry Committee 
of 1925 that intensive enquiries should be made into the extent of 
indebtedness of various classes and tracts, the causes of indeM.edness, 
the sources of loans and the rates of interest, and that the results 
of these enquirie& should be publi.med. We think, however, that 
this is eminently a field for investigation by private agency 
rather than by government departments. It is very necessary, 
however, that private investigations should be conducted on some 
general plan so that the statistics compiled shall be in such a 
form as ~l permit comparisons to be made. University organisa
tions and semi-official bodies of the type of the Punjab Board of 
Economic Enquiry, the constitution and functions of which have 
been described in our chapter on '1he Village, are eminently 
fitted to provide the careful editorial supervision required for work 
of this character. Provided Government are satisfied t.hat the 
investigators are statistically competent and that the arrange
ments for editing their work are satisfactory, we think that assistance 
from provincia.l revenues towards work of this character, would be 
fully justified. The art of interpreting statistical data has made 
great advances of recent years and it is jmportant that investigator 
should be properly trained in modem methods. 

537. Before considering whether improvements ar; possible in the 
'PUBP08li9IrOB WHICH present arrangements for collecting and recording 

IJOVKBIllIlBN'l' 8'UTIS_ agricultural statistics, it ",ill be convenient ~to 
'IIOS AU COLLECTED. state the objects with which. in our opinion,'" such 
statistics should be collected. 
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In the view of the Director General of Commercial Intelligence and 
Statistics, " they are primarily meant for the im:ormat~on of Government, 
for no Government can afford to be ignorant of Its agrIcultural reEources, 
and, secondarily, they are meant for th~ information of the trade and the 
public." We acc~pt this statement and would only add, what is no 
doubt implicit in the use of the word "public," that the fact that the 
producer needs information quite as much as the trader ;must be 
recognised. The information which Government, the producer and the 
trader desire to obtain from statistics is different in each case. Govern-
1l1ent are primarily interested in obtaining definitive informa.tion 
regarding the agricultural resources of the country in order that they may 
know whether these resources are increasing or diminishing and whether 
any changes are occurripg which require action on their part; they are 
interested only in a secondary degree with stocks held by traders and the 
estimates of production for a particular crop or year. The producer is 
more immediately concerned with the stocks of his products which are 
held by traders, the state of demand for those products both in home 
and foreign markets, and the probable trend of prices. The trader, 
while equally interested with the cultivator in the question of the stocks 
held, the probable demand for, and the trend of prices of, the particular 
commodity or commodities in which he trades, is in a position to form a 
shrewd idea from his own trading what the position in these respects is, 
and seeks especially to know, in advance of the harvest of each crop. 
what the production is likely to be. 

lt is'1t once the interest and the duty of Government to place fully at 
the disposal of producers, traders and general public alike, all the 
statistical information which they consider necessary to collect for the 
purposes of administration, and to see that such information is, so far as 
possible, published at such times and in such a manner as will be of 
maximum benefit to all concerned. But the producer, the trader and 
the general public have also a very definite part to play in the collection 
of such information. The trader and the cultivator can and should 
assist Government in supplying the information which each needs. A 
frank interchange of information will ultimately benefit both, though it 
may check that sp~culation from which no one concerned with a 
commodity such as jute seems to be entirely averse. No doubt, in this 
country, collaboration has its special difficulties. The illiteracy of the 
average producer and the interposition of a number of middlemen 
between him and the substantial trader who is possessed ofthe education 
and ~he vision to appreciate the advantages of organising informl!-tion ; 
the SIze of the country; the small and scattered units on which crops are 
for the most part grown ; the deep-seated disinclination of the cultivator 
to admit that his crops are even normal, and the absence of standardised 
weights and measures are all formidable difficulties. But we see no reason 
why, with time,'patience and organisation, these difficulties should not 
be overcome for all important crops as, within the last six years, they 
hllve been largely overcome for cotton. What we desire to impress on 
all cO:...lcerned is that Government have available neither the men nor the 
morrey to provide the whole of the organisation reqUired. Government 
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Clan bring the interested partiea together and make suggestions of 
principle and can, by introducing legislation, strengthen the hands of an 
intelligent majority, who see the advantages of full and complete 
information, against the opposition of the less far sighted producers 
and traders. 

The local authoritiea and the general public have also very definite 
duties to perform. It is impracticable for Government to supply 
satisfactory st.atistics of education, health and general economic condi
tions unless those concerned with local administration play their part in 
supplying accurately and promptly the data required and unless the 
efforts of both are supplemented by a spirit of intelligent co-operation 
among the general public. 

538. Except in ·Madras, no agricultural department has as yet a 
statistical section. This is a state of affairs which, 

PBOVINOIAL STATIS· • • • II f· d· . Th 
TICAL OBOAN18ATIOIr. l~ our OpInIOn, ~a s or lmme late actIOn. e 

directors of agrIculture are well aware of the 
need for statistical assistance and the Board of Agriculture, since 1919, 
has repeatedly preased for the appointment of at least one statistical 
assistant to each department of agriculture. We consider that these 
appointments should be made with as little delay as pOl!sible. It is 
eRsential t,hat the candidates selected should be trained in modern 
methods of handling statistical material and this training can, in our 
view, best be provided by attaching them for a suitable period to the 
central statistical organisation. The main concern of these o~ers will 
be with the compilation of crop forecasts, with statistics of agricultural 
production, with .the technique and supervision of crop~cutting 
experiments and with the collection of statistics regarding priceli\. No 
change in the duties of the Land Records Department will be occasioned 
by their appointment. 

All agricultural departments in India stand also in need of statistical 
assistance in another direction. Agricultural experiment in many 
western countries has in recent years derived the greatest benefit from 
~he mathematical guidance which is given by an expert statistician. The 
importance of the" layout" of experiments in such a way as to extrat-t 
~he utmost informatiou and reduce experimental error to a. minimum 
lIas been increasingly recognised but the extent to which guidance in this 
respect can enlIance the value of the experimental work of research 
officers and deputy directors of agriculture has yet to be realised in India. 
[t is specially required by the latter class of officers for it is on them that 
~he bulk of the work involved in carrying out experiments in field, 
conditions falls. We consider that it will ultimately be desirable that each 
province should have its own expert f.or this work. This, however, is a 
development for the future and, in present conditions, ~ will be sufficient 
If a specialist is attached to the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute, 
II.nd if the manner in which his advice can best be made available to 
~he provincial departments of agriculture is determined by the COll"lcil 
of Agricultural Research. We consider it essential that the 'officer 
I\ppointed to Puss. for this work should possess the highest qualifications 
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in view of the fact that the application of mathematics to agricnlturtt 
introduces an entirely new factor into scientific agriculture in India. 
Instruction in this branch of a.gricultural science could be usefully included 
in the post-graduate courses at Pusa which we have recommended for 
all recruits to the new superior provincial services, but it can only 
be given if an officer with the qualifications we indicate above is 
a vaila.ble. 

We do not recommend that any additional subordinate statistical 
staff should be engaged or that any changes should be made in the present 
arrangements for dealing with agricultural statistics until a statistical 
assistant has been appointed to each provincial agricultural department. 
Otherwise, there is a serious risk that money may not be spent to the' 
best purpose. One of the duties of this officerwill,indeed, be to see that 
the limited funds which will be available for statistical purposes are put 
to the best use. Ample material on which to base proposals for improve
ment which involve little or no expenditure exists in the exhaustive 
reviews of agricultural statistics made by the Board of Agriculture at 
its meetings in 1919, 1924 and 1925. The possibility of obtaining funds 
for the strengthening of the superior statistical staff by amalgamating 

. subordinate staff is one that should not be lost sight of. 
We ha.ve directed our attention chieHy to the statistical requirements 

of the agricultural departments. We have, however, had occasion 
to notice, in our enquiries regarding indebtedness and the health of 
the rural population, the absence of any general statist.icAI organisation 
at the~ headquarters of each province. We are aware of the 
competing claims on fluch funds as are available which are made by 
all .. nation-building" departments and also of the scepticism which 
provinci!l.llegislatures may feel towa.rds the necessity for, and the value of, 
statistical work in such matters. We would draw attention, ne.ertheless, 
to the incre88ing importance which is being attached all over the world 
to statistical research as an aid to the formulation of social policies. We 
consider that the efforts of Government to promote rural welfare would 
be greatly assisted by the appointment of a well qualified statistical 
officer to provincial headquarters to whom would be entrusted the duty 
of studying all aspects of the economic and social progress of the province. 
Such an officer would be a valuable correspondent for central workers 
in the fields of medical research and human and animal nutrition and in 
him the educationa.l, co-operative, health and other social workers within 
the province itself should find a most useful guide. He should be of 
the status of an officer of the new superior provincial services and should 
receive pay on the scale decided upon for those officers. We do not think 
that the appointment of such a statistical officer at provincial head
quarters should occasion much additional expenditure. He should be 
a centre round "hich voluntary workers in the field of economic and 
social. s~tistics would gather rather than the head of B purely official 
orgarusatIon. In general, we envisage him as acting as direct.or of a. 
bur'Olau of statistical information with a small staff of subordinate 
officiar~ working under him. For, one of the. advantaaes to be derived 
from ·t.he appointment of such. an officer would be °that one single 
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authority would be responsible for co-ordinating and publislnng all 
provincia\statistics other than those of crop forecasts and agricultural 
production. Eventually, indeed, it might be found advantageous to 
include agricultural statistics in the work of such a bureau and an inti
mate connection between its work and that of the statistical section of 
the provincial agricultural departments should be established from thf:' 
outset. The wider the field a statjstical officer, who is a man of insight, 
is called upon to survey, the more opportunities he has for making 
those discoveries from the correlation of data derived from widely 
different sources which are the aim, and frequently the achievement, of 
all modern statistical work. 

The suggestions we ha ve made for the organisation both of agricultural 
and of other statistics are designed to secure the broadest basis of develop
ment with the least possible expenditure. We have carefully considered 
the recommendations of the majority report of the recent IndianEconomic 
Enquiry Committee which contemplate a total expenditure by provincial 
governments, cotlectively, which is estimated at the large sum of 
R~. 1':i '31lakhs for initial outlay and Rs. 28 '40 lakhs for reeurring 
annual expenditure, and we are unable to support the Committee's 
scheme. We hold strongly that officers of real statistical ability should 
first be appointed and that subsequent development should come as the 
result of their recommendations and should be for clearly defined objects 
which are shown to be both esSential and practicable. Weare opposed 
to general censuses of production or large schemes of economic 
investigation into the condition of the population undertaken 1Jiith the 
mistaken notion that the mere accumulation of facts will of itself serve 
a useful purpose. 

539. At present, the statistical work of the Government of India is 
carried out by the Department of Commercial 

TI~:=.&NI8:~::~- Intelligence and Statistics. At the head of this 
department is an officer with the designation of 

Director General. Agricultural statistics are dealt with in s. separate 
section of the department, under a part time superintendent with a 
staff of eight clerks, only five of whom are, however, exclusively 
engaged on the compilation of agricultural statistics. 

If, as the result of our recommendations, a Council of Agricultural 
Research is crellted, it is clear that it will require statistical information 
of a character which the existing section concerned with agricultural 
statistics will be unable to provide. The Institutes of Human and 
Animal Nutrition will also raquire special statistical assistance, as will 
the Central Bureau of Information for irrigation, and hydro-electric 
questions. . 

Again, although the general tendency towards provincialself-tlufficiency 
must be recognised in the statistical as in other fields and while we have, 
therefore, laid the main emphasis on provincial development, it cannot 
be doubted that there are important statistical services which can 
only be provided by a central agency. .Facility- of comparison 
between provincial statistics is essential to their full utility and the 
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uniformity necessary for comparison· is most easily secUl'ed;if 
machinery for co-ordination exists. There are many investigations 
which have a general as well as a local aspect; for example, the 
statistical treatment of the relation between weather conditions and the 
yield of crops. * , 

We, therefore, think that general considerations are all in favoUl' of 
reoolllltitu ting the Department of Statistics as a separs te department. A 
possible alternative would be to recognise that statistics are required for 
two quite different pUl'poses, primarily for information and secondarily 
for correlation with a view to obt.aining fresh light on agricultUl'al, health· 
and economic problems. To meet the first of these requirements, arrange
ments might continue as at present. For the second, an expert statis
tician might be appoint~d and placed in control of a small but highly 
skilled subordinate staff. We believe, however, that any separation of 
ordinary statistics from what may be termed research statistics would be 
unsound as well as expensive. Ordinary statist.ics are the material on 
which the expert works and the more familiar he is with their origin the 
better. We, therefore, prefer an organisation separate from that of the 
Department of Commercial Intelligence which would deal with both classes 
of statistics. Care should be taken to safeguard the head of the new 
department from all avoidable routine work by the establishment, within 
his offi~e, of sections dealing with the various sets of ordinary statistics 
each under the control of a competent Superintendent. As in the case 
of the provincial organisation, we contemplate that provision should be 
made fOl higher statistical enquiry on modest lines and we are unable 
to agree with the proposal of the majority of the Indian Economic 
Enquiry Committee that a large central organisation should be created 
at an estimated initial outlay of Rs. 16 '56 lakhs and a recUl'ring annual 
expenditure of Rs. 29 '15 lalls. All that would be required at first 
would be the engagement of a statistician of recognised competence 
who, with his staff, would be appointed and paid by the Government 
of India. He would be placed in control of the existing statistical 
staff and would be responsible for suggesting incre3l:les of stafi as and 
when such increases were demonstrably justified by the work to be 
done. As regards the qualifications required of the statistician hilllSelf, 
we would stress the need of obtaining a man of first rate ability and of 
rna king, therefore, the pay and conditions of service in the appointment 
such as would attract an outstanding man. He might be styled 
the Director of the Central Bureau of Statistical Information. It 
would, in our view, be useless to engage any but a first class statistician 
for the duties we have in mind. The officer selected must be· of 
sufficient standing to make his advice acceptable not only to the 
provincial stat.istical oflicers but also to the business world and the 
informed public.... One of his most important duties would be to 
establish close touch with these very important non-official sections of 
-- -------~ ------ -------------------

• t'ee. for instance. t·he twidenoo of !'tIro J. H. Fit'ld, M.A.. B.So., late D~tor General 
of Ob8t'rllatori~8 (Vol I. Pt. I. pages 193·208) and th~ Artiole on .. Cr()~ and Wf'ath~r 
Data in}ndiaand their Stati~t.ioal Treatment," by ltlr. S. M. Jacob,I.C.S., in Vol XXII, 
Part n. of the .4grieuUural JOUNlal of Irtdia. 
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the community and we trust that provision will be made in the central 
statistical organisation for boards which would advise on the publication 
of statistics and their periodical revision, and that representative leading 
economi:;ts, scientists and business men will find a place on these boards 
as well as officials of the departments interested. In this way, we trest 
that a flchool of statistical interp~tation might develop in this country 
which would have little or no formal connection with Government but 
would, nevertheless, have access to, and be thoroughly familiar with, 
official statistical material of all kinds. In fact, there would, we trust, 
gather round the Central Bureau of Statistical Information the 
beginnings of a Royal Statistical Society for India. 

The whole basis of statistics in India urgently requires broadening. It 
should rest not on the work of a few government officials, however abJe, 
but on the BUPWn of the informed public, and, through them, on tho 
recognition by the legislatures and by the general public that modern 
statistical methods are in a position to make an indispensable 
contribution to the successful development alike of scientific agriculture 
and of Bocial administration. 

540. It has been suggested to U'3 in evidence that establishment of 
closer relations with the International Institute at 

TH!II:LATIO=:ATIR=~ Rome might be productive of particularly valufl.ble 
BRANCR OIrTu.bUB- results in the statistical field. We deal with this 
NATRolOl'IAL Is9TITUTB question from a general point of view in Chapter XX. 
AT ~ h . paragrap 578, and there recommend that l'flatlOns 
between India and the Institute should be as close as possible and that 
officers on leave or duty in Europe should take every opportunity of 
visiting the Institute and acquainting themselves with those branches 
of it!! activities which may have a special bearing on their own duties. 
In this recommendation, we include statistical officers and other officers 
interested in statistical methods. We agree with the conclusion of 
the Board of Agriculture in 1925 that statistical information of value 
to India over and above that made available in its publications is to 
be found in the archives of the Institute. But we do not consider it 
necessary for the purpose of utilising this material, any more than we 
ha.ve held it to be necessary on general grounds, that there should be 
8 whole-time representative of India on the Permanent Committee 
of the Institute. There are so many important directions in which 
improvements can be effected in Indian. statistics, and, given money 
and men who have been properly trained, the ways in which these 
improvements can be made are so well known, that the money which 
would be required to meet the cost of a permanent representative at 
Rome can be better spent in India. We desire, however, to make 
it clear that we are in favour of the attendance from time to time 
of representatives from India for special questions. 
- We are also informed that the Institute is organising a world census 
of agricultural production to be made in 1931 and that it haa been 1l!_1.g
gested that India should participate in it. We agree with this sughestion 
provided its acceptance involves no large expenditure. We cannot 
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accept the view that, even if the cost of collecting the information 
were considerable, participation would necessarily still be worth while. 
This, however, is a matter in which the Government of India will 
look for authoritative advice from the Director of the Central 
Bureau of Statistical Informa.tion whose appointment we recommend in 
paragraph 539. . 

541. In advising concentration on'a moderate programme of official 
improvement, as compared with comprehensive and 

CoNCLUDING OBSER' costly enlargement of the statistical services such as 
VATIONS. h lated' h .. f t at contemp m t e ma]onty report 0 the 
Indian Economic Enquiry COmmittee, we do not wish to underrate the 
assistance that unofficial agencies can give. As inte,rest in statistical 
methods, promoted by the activities of bodies such as the Board of 
Economic Enquiry in the Punjab, increases, there is every reason to hope 
that substantial landholders, commercial firms and grdbps of cultivators 
~ssociated co-operatively for the furtherance of their interests in a 
pa.rticular crop, such as cotton or jute, will be able to render valuable 
assistance. We agree with the Indian Cotton COmmittee of 1919 that 
sufficient use has not hitherto been made of such non-official agencies. 
But nothing is to be gained by ignoring the fact that, in the present 
stage of development in this country, 'no extensive use can be made of a 
system of paid reporters of agricultur~l information such as obtains in 
the rural statistical organisation of Great Britain and the United States 
of America. It is for this reason that we have forborne to compare the 
Indian system of collecting agricultural statistics with the systems 
obtaining in other countries. 

Uutil a reliable voluntary reporting system can be built up, we also 
consider that the establishment of a government agency separate from 
the revenue agency, for the collection of statistics, would impose an 
unjustifiable blUllen on the public purse. Rven if far greater accuracy 
were thereby obtained, we have grave doubts whether its attainment 
WOllld be worth the cost, but, in fact, we see no likeliliood that substan
thlly greater accuracy would be achieved in this way. Indeed, it is 
quite possible that the immfldiate result would be to make returns less, 
rather than more, accurate. For the agency employed \vould need to be 
literat.e ani1 the number of literates required would make it necessary to 
employ many who were entirely unversed in agricultural matters. We 
think that solid progress is far more likely to be achieved by the adoption 
of the policy advocated ~y many of the witnesses who appeared before 
us, and which we ourselves recommend in paragraph 538 above, namely, 
to strengthen the staff which checks and interprets the data collected 
by the primary reporters. 

'.// 

SUMII!ABY OJ' oow- 5-12. The conclusions and recommendations in 
CLUSIONS AND REOOH· tl' h b . d f II 
IIlENDATIONS. llS C apter may e summarlSe as 0 OWS:-

(I) The date of publication of the Agricultural Statistics of India 
.. 8hould be expedited (paragraph 525). 

(2) Separate 6~es for each district should again be given in tile 
Agricultural Statistics oj bldia (paragraph 525). 
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(3) It would be advantageo1l8 if forecasts of yield in the Central 
Provinceaand in Burma (with the exception of the rice forecast in the 
latter province) were prepared by the Agricultural Department as in 
()ther provinces, provided that the statistical assistance recommended 
in paragraph 538 is given (paragraph 525). 

(4) The practij;e of issuing forecasts in leaflet form should be 
revived. The forecasts should be translated into the vernaculars 
(paragraph 525). 

(5) Fuller information regarding wells should b~ given in the 
irrigation reports (paragraph 525). 

(6) In the forest reports, statistics for the proposed new Minor 
Forests Division should be shown separately; the areas actually 
under timber should be given and public an4 private ownership 
distinguisbed (paragrapb (25). 

(7) Discrepancies between the figures given in departmental returns 
and those given in the Agricultu.ral Statistics of India should be 
reconciled (paragraph 525). 

(8) In the reports on education, figures relating to urban and rural 
areas should, if possible, be sbown separately and a uniform 
classi1ication of school should be adopted (paragrapb 525). 

(9) The classi1ication of uncultivated lands into culturable waste and 
not available for cultivation requires examination (paragraph 526). 

(10) In the permanently settled areas ot Bengal, Bibar ant! Orissa 
and Assam, an attempt should be made to extend to other crops 
the method now in· use in collecting the statistics of jute production 
(paragraph 527). 

(11) The correctness of the formulre used in arriving at the areas 
under mixed crops should be . tested from time to time by actual 
field trials of the main types of mixtures found in a district 
(paragraph 527). 

(12) The formation at the headquarters of each provincial 
agricultural department of a statistical brancb which is recommended 
in paragraph 538 shoqld precerle any attempt to tran:lfer al1 
crop-cutting experiments from the revenue to tha ~ural 
department@ or to improve the technique of the experiments 

. (paragraph 528). . 
(13) Chanoes in the fi!rul'es of standard yield of crops should 

be made o~ly on dataO supplied by crop-cutting experiments 
(paragraph 528). ' 

(14) Before a system of random selection vf villages and fields for 
crop-cutting experiments is introduced, the meaDl!, to carry out 
far more numerous experiments must be provided (paragraph 528). 

(15) No attempt should be made to teach the primary reporting 
a.uthority to form an exact menta.l picture .of a "normal'~ cu;p 
(paragrapb 529). 
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(16) It should be left to the tea trade to move for legislation with a 
view to improve the statistics of tea production. If a request to this 
effect is made,it should, if possible, be granted (paragraph 530). 

(17) The statistics of coffee 'are susceptible of improvement 
(paragraph 530). 

(18) The jute trade should collaborate with Government in t.he 
improvement of the jute crop statistics (paragraph 531). 

(19) A13 an ultimate solution of the difficulties in compiling 
sath:lfactory statistics of the jute crop, the possible collaboration of all 
jute interests, from the cultivator to the trader, manufacturer and 
exporter, should be kept in view (paragraph 531). 

(20) The statistics relating to the production and consumption of 
the cotton crop should, in future, furnish a model for statistics 
relating to other crops (paragraph 532). 

(21) The statistics of inland trade (rail and river-borne) should be 
revived forthwith for all commodities of economic importance and 
not only for cotton. Advantage should be taken of the gap in their 
publication to reconsider their form and contents (paragraph 533). 

(22) Statistics should be collected of the trade on the main roads 
crossing the frontiers of India (J?&ragraph 533). 

(23) While the statistics of livestock for the difierent provinces are 
now sufficiently uniform to permit of use~ cOPlparisons, considerable 
improvements are possible without resort to the costly expedient of 
engaging special staff (paragraph 534). 

(24) The quinquennial census of livestock should be taken 
simultaneously throughout India (paragraph 534). 

(25) An effort should be made to secure uniformity of classification 
in the 'next cattle census and the heads under which returns should be 
made should, therefore, be settled by the next Cattle Conference 
(paragraph 534). 

(26) All vital and health statistics should be shown separately for 
, rural and urban areas (paragraph 535). 

(27) Vihl statistics for rural areas should include particulars of the 
strengt.h and distribution of the medical and health services, including 
trained midwives (paragraph 535) . 

. (28) There is a wide field of useful work for private individuals and 
associations in correlating vital statistics and health data with those 
relbting to agricultural and irrigation conditions (paragraph 535). 

(29) Similarly, there is a wide scope for private individuals and 
associatiollll working on a common plan under the aegis of university 
organisations or of bodies of a semi-official type such as the Punjab 
BO!l,rd of Eo"'nomic Enquiry, to prosecute research into such socio
economic problems as indebtedness, mortgage debt and fragmentation 
of holdings (paragraph 536). 

~ 30) The object of statistics collected by government agency should 
b~, primarily, the supply of t.he information required by Government 
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'"tQ discharge ita functions and, secondarily, the supply of information 
required by the producers and the general public. In present 
circumstances in India, the latter object is of special importance 
(paragraph 537). 

(31) Each agricultural department should be strengthened by the 
appointment of 8. statistical assistant. The appointment of this 
officer should precede any changes in present arrangements for 
statistical work (paragraph 538). 

(32) The application of mathematics to agriculture has introduced 
an entirely new factor into scientific agriculture and a sp6cialist with 
the highest qualificctions in this branch of agricultural Rcience should, 
therefore, be attached to the Imperial Agricultural Research Institute 
(paragraph 538). 

(33) It is desirable that a statistical officer should be appointed at 
the headquarters of each provincial government who would control 
all government statistical ,work other than that connected wit.h 
agricultural statistics and, as director of a bureau of statistical 
information, would be an adviser to non-official workers 
(paragraph 538). 

(34) The present st!l.tistical organisation of the Government of 
India should be strengthened by the appointment of a statistician 
of first rate ability as head of a separate Department of Statistics 
(paragraph 539). 

(35) The appointment of this officer should precede any changes 
in the present arrangements for statistical work, but it is hoped that, 
as a result of his appointment, a Bureau of Statistical Information 
would be creatt:d with the administration of which leading 
economists, scientists and business men would be closely associated 
(paragraph 539). 

(36) Every opportunity should be taken to utilise the statistical 
experience of the International Institute o{ Agriculture at Rome, but 
the expense of a whole-time representative in India on the PerIWtn!!nt 
Committee of the Institute would not be justified by statistica.l 
considerations (paragraph 540). 

(37) As a primary agency for the collection of agricultural stdistics 
in temporarily settled areas, there is no practicable alternative to the 
subordinate officials of the revenue departments (paragraph 541). 

(38) More use should be made of non-official agencies 41 the 
collection I)f agricultural stati.itics but, in the present stage of 
d"vclopment, no extensive nse ca.n be made of a sylltem of paid 
reporters (paragraph 541). 

1Il0 Y 286-4</ 
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CHAPTER XIX 

THE AGRICULTURAL SERVICES 
543. We propose to consider in this chapter the recruitment, organi
SOOPE OF THl!! '. sation, pay and conditions of' servica of the 

OHAPTER. personnel of the agricultural departments with 
special reference to the increased responsibilities which will be imposed 
upon them if the recommendations we have made in this Report are 
accepted. In the course of this review, we shall have occasion to deal 
from the service point of view with some matters which have already 
received mention in Chapters II, III and XV. Questions affecting the 
recruitment, organisation, pay and conditions of service ofthe veterinary 
personnel have already received full treatment in Chapter IX and we 
do not propose in this chapter to recapitulate the conclusions there 
arrived at. 

544. The Indian Agricultural ServicE' was constituted in 1906 as an 
TmllNnlAN AGRIOUL. all-India service; an officer recruited to it wail 

TUBAL SERVIOI!. liable to serve in any part of India, was appointed 
and could only be dismissed by the Secretary of State in Council, by 
whom his pay, pension and other conditions of service were regulated. 
Although, intecruiting candidates for the service, the qualifications 
required for administrative posts were distinguished from those 
required for research and teaching posts, aU officers once recruited were 
borne on the same cadre and received the same basic rates of pay. Re
cruitment Jor the Indian Agricultural Service ceased in 1924 in 
consequence of the general decision taken, on the recommendation of 
the Royal Commission on the Superior Civil Services in India, not to 
recruit furt,her for such of the all-India services as were administering 
subjects, of which agriculture was one, which had been transferred, 
under the Constitutional Reforms of 1919, to the cont.rol of t.he Governors 
of provinces acting with their Ministers. 

The Indian Agricultural Service will thus gradually disappear but, 
before it does so, it has st.ill an important part to play in directing the 
agricultural development which will, we trust, result from the recom
mendations in t,his Report. For this reason, and also to enable the 
recommendations we have to make in regard to the future organisation 
of the agricultural departments to be more readily understood, it will 
be convenient t.o give some account of its ant.ecedent.s and present 
distribution. 

The service has been filled mainly by direct recruitment. When 
recruitment ceased in 1~24, only 22 out of 109 effective post.s were held 
by officers who. had been promoted from the lower ranks of the 
department. There was no competitive examinat.ion for admission 
to t.he Indian Agricultural Service. Appointments to it were made 
by .. t,he Secretary of State in Council, on the advice, in the case of direct. 
recr~tment., of .an ad hoc selection committee sitting in London and, in 
fhat of promotlon from the low!)l' ranks, o{ t'!J.e Government of India, 

• • •• '. ... •• • ~. ,', , , •• ' J. c ~. 
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Preference both for adminiRtrative and for research and reaching post.s 
was given t{) "distinguished graduates of universities in the British 
Empire." In making appointments ro administrative posts, weight 
was attached to the possession of a university degree in honours in 
science, D.r the dlploma of a recognised school of agriculture, or other 
similar distinction, and also to practical experience in farming. Candi
dates for research and teaching posts were required to possess a university 
degree or other similar qualification in the special science concerned and 
preference was ordinarily given to those who had spent a period of two 
years in .reflearch work under a scientist of established reputation and 
had studied science from an agricultural point of view. Candidates 
had, as a rule, to be between the ages of 23 and 30. 

In the eighteen years which elapsed between the foundation of the 
servi(;e and the cessation of recruitment for it, many officers combining 
high academic qualifications with considerable practical experience 
were recruired and, from the point of view of efficiency, the arrangements 
we have described above, on the whole, worked well. 

When recruitment for the service ceased in 1924, its sanctioned 
strength Wa.!! 157. The posts were distributed as shown below:-

Admiuiatrative 
Teaching and Reaearoh 

CIase of post 

Total .. ' 

Under 
Govern
ment of 
India 

5 
14 

19 

Under 
provin

cial 
govern
.menta 

79 
59 

138 

The sflrvice was, however, considerably under 'strength and the number 
of effective posts was, as already mentioned, 109. This has since fallen 
to 93. The officers holding these postll are distributed as shown 
below:-

Administrative 
Teaching a.nd Reaearoh 
On deputatIon 

Class of post 

----------.----
I. 

Total 

Under i l'nder 
Govern- pTovin. 

ment <~ .. I 
of India g::'::r:!-

1 

~ I 
46 
32 

3 

. r --12-1-"" -.~ 
I " ------------------------------------- ------
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There are, in addition, twenty-five officers holding permanent appoint
ments outside the cadre. Four of these are serving under the Govern
ment of India at Pilsa and its sub-stations, two from Pusa are on deputa
tion and nineteen are under provincial governments. There are also 
three officers serving under provincial governments on .short-te~m 
contracts. Most, if not all, of the permanent officers will receIve 
appointments in due course in the new superior ~rovincial services. 
The present position is thus that the duties of the hIgher ?ranches of 
the servic!" in the provinces are being performed by nmety-seven* 
permanent officers of whom fifty-one are holding administrative and 
forty-six research and teaching posts. This may be regarded as the 
minimum strength required for the existing work. The distribution 
of these posts in the provinces is shown in the following Table :-

Adminis· Teaching I 
Province trative and Total 

Research; 
I 

.Aaaa.m .. .. ., . . 1 1 2 
Bengal .. .. .. .. 3 5 S 
Bihar and Orissa .. .. .. 5 .. 5 
Bombay .. .. .. .. 2 I s 10 
Burma .. .. .. .. 10 3 13 
Central Provinces .. .. .. 7 I 4 11 
Madras.. .. " .. .. 10 

I 
7 17 

North.West Frontier Provinoe . ,. .. 1 .. 1 
Punjab .. .. .. .. S 

I 
12 20 

United Provinces .. .. .. 4 I 6 10 

i 
Total .. , 51 46 97 

I 
I 

545. Although, prior to 1920, there were, in all the major provinces, 
THlil PROVINCIAL a certain number of special posts, the incumbents 

SERVlOXS. . of which formed a group intermediate as regards 
duties, status and pay between the Indian Agricultural Service and the 
subordinate agricultural services, Bombay and the Central Provinces 
were the only two provinces which had a regular Provincial Service. 
As a result of tbe recommendations of the Public Services Commission 
of 1915, commonly known as the Islington Commission, such services were 
constituted in all provinces, after 1920, partly by absorption of special 
post~, partly by the promotion of officers of the upper subordinate 
serVlces and partly by direct recruitment. Those recruited from 
the subordinate services are usually graduates or holders of diplomas 
of an alp"icultural college in India. Those appointed direct are 
usually graduate; in science of an Indian university but, in a few cases, 
they have received special training abroad. Selected officers of the 
provincial services are sent from time to time for post-graduate courses 
-J. . 

·N~n.'I.v, 81 ollbers of the Indi .. n A~ricultural Servioe, plus ~9 officers holding perma· 
n;'lt ,,?p~lntm3nts outside the oadre lea, three who are at present holding extra provU\' 
olal appomtmenta. 
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at Pusa. llembers of the3e services hold both adm.ini.strative and re
search and teaching posts. Their principal administrative w~rk is the 
!!Upen-ifion of demonstration and propaganda under the general control 
of deputy directors. Typical appointments on the research and 
teaching Bide are those of assistant professor~ in agricultural colleges 
and assistants to research officers. In the present depleted state of the 
Indian Agricultural Service, Bome officers of the provincial services 
officiate more or less continuously in professorial or r.esearch 
appointments. In all provinces except Burma, the minimum pay Df 
this service is Rs. 250 per mensem and the maximum ~&. 750 per 
mensem. In Burma, the minimum 8nd maximum are Rs. 300 and 800 
respectively. 
T~e following Table shows the present strength of the ,Provincial 

servIces ;-

Adminis· 
I Research 

Province I and Total tmtive I Te!U:hing 

-- - -- - - _.----------. 

A88&m .. .. .. . . 3 . . 3 
Bengal .. .. .. . . 9 4 13 
Bihar and 0ri8ll& .. .. .. 7 5 12 
Bombay .. .. .. . . 6 18 24 
Burma .. .. .. . . 6 5 11 
Central Provincee .. .. . . 9 7 16 
Madras .. .. .. . . 12 15 .. 27 
Pnnjab .. .. .. .. 14 16 30 
lJ uited Provinoe& .. .. . . 12 9 21 

Total .. 78 79 167 

There are, in addition, eleven officers holding permanent or temporary 
posts outside the cadre. . 

546. Below the provincial services in all provinces come subordinate 
SUBODDIlUTB service!!, the designations of which are as various 

SEAVICES. as their rates of pay. In most provinces, the quali-
fication for the upper grade of the subordinate services is the possession 
of the degree or diploma of an agricultural college. This is the quali
fication required for the Upper Subordinate Service in Madras, the 
Upper Division in the Central· Provinces, ." A" Class agricultural a.ssist
ants in the Punjab and graduate assistants in Bombay. Scales of 
pay differ greatly but, in no province, is the minimum starting pay of 
the upper grade less than Rs. 60 or the maximum more than Re. 300 
per mensem. The upper subordinate services provide ,managers and 
as8is~Dt managers of farms, demonstrators of agri~ultural improve
ments, and laboratory and teaching assistants at the colleges; it also 
renders general help in the work of the department under the orders 
of the deputy or assistant directors of agriculture. In most pr<wirices, 
the lower grade of the subordinate services consists m~inly of thos6 who 
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hold the certificate that they have passed the two years' course of an 
agricultural college. In ~adras an~ the Central Pr?~ces, this g~ade if! 
designated Lower Subordinate ServlCe and Lower DIvIsIOn, respectIvely; 
in the Punjab, " B " Class agricultural assistants, and, in Bombay non
graduate fieldmen. It provides overseers for the smaller farms and for 
demonstration plots, and also sub-assistants on the research side of the 
colleges. The rates of, pay vary greatly but nowhere is the minimum 
less than Rs. 30 or the maximum more than Rs. 180 per mensem. 

Helow the two &Y].'ados, details regarding which have been given above, 
come a large class of subordinates variously known as mukaddams in 
the ~unjab, kamdars andjamadars in the Central Provinces, ploughmen, 
mukaddams and kamgars in Bombay, fieldmen in Burma, fieldmen 
and demorutrators in Bengal and Assam, sardars and rniatria in Bihar 
and Orissa, This class is recruited for the most part from the sons of 
cultivators who are literate, but have had no secondary education. They 
have, however, undergone a course of special training. Their rates of pay 
vary from a minimum of Rs. 15 per mensem to a maximum of Rs. 60. 

All posts in the subordinate agricultural services, like those in the 
Indian Agricultural and the provincial agricultural services, are 
permanent and pensionable. Temporary fieldmen are frequently engaged 
from time to time for some specific duty such as a demonstration in a 
particular district or group of villages. 

547. For convenience of reference, we propose throughout the 
remainder of this chapter to designate appointments 

DIRECTORSHIPS Oll 
AGRICULTlJRIII AliD in the new superior provincial agricultural services, 
PRL"fOIPALSHIl'S Oll which will ultimately take over the duties of the 
AGRICULTURAL COL. Indian Agricultural Service in their entirety, as 
LEG1II9. 

Class I appointments and appointzy.ents in the 
existing provincial agricultural services as Class II appointments. 

Before discussing questions connected with the new superior provincial 
services, it is necessary to examine the position of the directors of agri
culture and the principals of the agricultural collegE:'B. The directorship 
of agriculture must obviously be a selection post outside the cadre of 
Class I appointments. In paragraph 477, Chapter XV, we have stated 
our view that the post of principal of an agricultural college is second 
only in importanoe to that of Director of Agriculture. In these circum
stances, we consider that it also should be scheduled as a selection post 
outside the cadre of Class I officers. We have also stated in the same 
paragraph that the incumbent should continue to be selected as a rule 
from the Agricultural Service, but that, in the event of a suitable officer 
not being available from that service, the selection of an officer from 
the Educational Service should be considered. 

< 
The Director of Agriculture should be an officer combining 

administrative capacity with high scientific qualifications. As the 
fu"r.tions and activities of the agricultural departments extend 
and their staff is expanded, an increasing measure, of decentralisation 
will 'become necessary. The administrative responsibilities of the 
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directors are certain to grow and much of the technical work at present 
in their hands must pass to the charge of officers subordinate to them. 
We cannot too strongly state our conviction that the directorship of 
agriculture is one of the key posts in rural development and that. 
agricultural advance must in a very great degree depend upon the suit
ability of the officerappointed. It may happen that the administrative 
capacity we postulate as an essential qualification for a Director of 
Agriculture may not be forthcoming in the Agrioultural Department of 
a particular province, when a. vacancy in t.he appointment occurs. In 
such circumstances, we think that the local Government should, in the 
first instance, turn to the Agricultural Department of another province 
and, failing that, to the Indian Civil Service. 

In paragraph 477, Chapter XV, we have stated the qualifications which, 
in our view, should be possessed by the principal of an agricultural college. 
We need not repeat them here but we would again emphasise that there is 
no appointment, except that of Director of Agriculture, the holder of 
which has greater opportunities for influencing the course of agricultural 
development in his province. If the principal fails to take advantage 
of these opportunities, and if, in consequence, the efficiency of the college 
is lowered, agricultural progress ill the province must suffer a set back 
from which it may take years fully to recover. 

If our recommendation is accepted and the posts of Director of Agri
culture and principal of an agricultural college are scheduled as selection 
posts outside the cadre, the rates of pay attaching to them will require to 
be specially fixed. The directors of agriculture in all province's except 
A.'!sam are at present on a scale of Rs. 2,000-50-2,250. In view of the 
greatly increased responsibilities which will be placed upon them as the 
departmental organisation develops in the way we recommend that it 
should, we do not consider this scale of pay sufficient. Moreover, pay and 
status are closely connected and we recommend that the head of the 
Agricultural Department should be on an equality with the heads of 
other important departments such as those of Public Instruction and 
Forests. 

The principals of agricultural colleges receive pay on the time scale 
of the Indian Agricultural Service with. a special pay of Rs. 150 per 
mensem. The principals of the Nagpur and Poona colleges are the only 
principals who have reached the selection grade of the service, the pay of 
which is Rs. 1,25()-..50-1,500. The other principals are still in the ordi
nary grade, the maximum of which is Rs. 1,250. The ordinary time scale 
of the Indian Agricultural Service is not, in our opinion, commensurate 
with the responsibility of a post which we regard as of such importance 
as that of principal of a college. We would, therefore, suggest that the 
scale should be Rs. 1,500-50-2,000. The special pay of Rs. 150 per 
mensem would be abolished. We should explain that' we have omitted 
all reference to overseas pay in the above discussion. We assume tha~ 
this would continue to be given, as at present, to those officers who~re 
eligible for it. The posts of Director of Agriculture and Princi~al·oI a 
college would continue to be pensionable under the ordinary· rules, 
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The Director of Agriculture should be eligible for the higher rate of 
additional pension. 

It may be that, in some of the larger provinces, the additional res
ponsibilities which will fall on the Director of Agriculture as the result of 
the acceptance of our recommendations will render it desirable that the 
Director should be given the assistance of a joint director. If this 
proves advisable, we consider that it will be sufficient if the joint director 
is on the time scale of the Indian Agricultural or of the new superior 
provincial agricultural services and is given suitable special pay in 
recognition of his increased responsibility. 

548. Although recruitment for the Indian Agricultural Service ceased 
TIlE NEW SUPERIOR in 1924; no province has, as yet, constituted a new 

PROVlNOI,u, SERVICES. Superior Provincial Service to take its place. The 
(CLAs~ I). only indications of provincial views on this subject 

(I) G.FlNERAL. are furnished by the proceedings of the Conference 
of provincial representatives which was held at Delhi in November, 
1927, to consider the constitution of the transferred services in each 
province. The Conference, however, came to no definite conclusions 
and, in these circumstances, we offer the following suggestions as to the 
manner in which the agricnltura.I services shonld be recruited and 
organised and the terms and conditions of service which should be offered. 
We recognise, however, that the financial circumstances of the pro
vinces differ widely and that a scale of organisation which one province 
is in a }Josition to adopt immediately may only be a distant ideal to 
anoth&. We revert to this point in paragraph 557. 

It will be evident th8,t, in sever~l directions, our -recommendations 
involve an increase in the present staff on the administrative, 
teaching and research sides. The precise extent of that increase 
must depend upon the relative importance assumed by different 
problems in different provinces and we, therefore, made no attempt 
to set out in tabular form the additional staff which would be required 
in each province if full effect is given to our recommendations. On 
the administrative side, we have recommended that three officers of the 
standing of deputy director of agriculture should undertake special 
duties under the general supervision of the Director in regard to the control 
and distribution of improved varieties of seed, demonstration and 
propaganda and marketing. We have also recommended that the 
engineering section of each agricultural department should be com
pletely reorganised and greatly strengthened and should be made an 
integral part of the department. On the teaching side, we have recom
mended that the staff of the colleges should be strengthened to enable 
thorough instruction in agricultural economics to be given. On the 
research side, we' have emphasised the great importance of developing 
the research organisation in all provinces. On the statistical side, we 
hlLve urged the appointment forthwith of a competent statistician. The 
additk'nal staff we have proposed represents, in our view, no more than 
the minimum additional requirements of each province. 
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549. As we have seen, the qualificationa for admission to the Indian 
Iii) QUALIJI'ICATIO!f8 Agricultural Service were of a general character. 

un BBCRUlTMElCT. Preference both for administrative and for research 
(a) R1I8&ABCB POSTS. and teaching posts was given to distinguished 

graduates of universities in the British Empire. The only distinction 
made between the two classes of posts was that, for research and 
teaching posts, a university degree or similar qualification in the 
special science concerned was insisted on and preference was ordinarily 
given to those who had spent a period of two years in research work 
under a scientist of established reputation and had stndied the science 
from an agricultural point of view. 

So long 8S the provincial agricultural departments were developing 
their organisation and mapping out the local problems of special import
ance, the policy of recruiting an "all round" type of officer, with a 
moderate degree of specialisation where research and-teaching posts 
were in question, was undoubtedly a sound one. The achievements 
of the agricultural departments in the fields both of administrative 
organisation and of research lend support to this view. We consider, 
however, that the time has now come when the problems of agricultUJal 
research in this country demand a more specialised type of officer. In 
such branches of science as plant genetics and the investigation ,of 
plant disease, the conditions are now passing, if, indeed, they have not 
already passed, in which success comes rapidly because the field of research 
is virgin ground. Agricultural research in India now requires men who 
combine scientific knowledge and technique of the first order ~th the 
vision and creative power essential to the opening up of new and original 
lines of work. 

The conditions most congenial to such research workers are generally 
to be found in universities, for residence in a university offers oppor
tunities of contact with minds of similar calibre engaged in other lines 
of research. It is under this stimulus that agricultural research 
workers are likely to do their best work. Moreover, the research 
worker is apt to feel hampered by official rules and regulations 
and there is always a danger that the value of his work may 
be seriously affected by the unwillingness of impatient administrators 
to realise that definite results cannot be produced within any definite 
period of time. But, while the ultimate goal may be the establishment 
of agricultural as well as of other research centres at the universities, 
we recognise that the time is not yet ripe for this. The only course 
open, in 'Present conditiona, is to continue and strengthen-the existing 
organisation and to fortify the position of the agricultural college as the 
centre of research work in the province. It will, therefore, be necessary 
to continue to recruit agricultural research workers into government 
service and the possible ~ources of recruitment and the terIll!! of engage
ment require comideration. We are convinced that the field of recruit
ment for the Superior Provincial Service in any province ought not to be 
restricted to the province itself or to India. The best man sh9uli'i 'be 
selected, wherever he can be found. As regards qualificationa, we eonaider 
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that more importance should be attached to. the record of the candidate 
in the field of research in which the appointment is being made than to 
his academic distinctions, but an honours degree in science at a nniversity 
of repute or its equivalent should be regarded as an essential qualification. 

As regards terms of engagement, we have considered whether appoint
ments of research workers might not be filled by recruitment on short
term agreements on special terms to be decided in each case. We do 
not recommend this course to which local governments, so far as their 
opinion can be gauged from the proceedings of the Conference at Delhi 
in November, 1927, would also appear to be opposed. Its adoption 
would mean, in many cases, that valuable experience gained by an officer 
during his period of service would be lost to India at the end of it. In 
this connection, it is of interest to note that the chain of research stations 
which it is under contemplation to set up in the Crown Colonies, and 
on the organisation of which much time and thought has been expended, 
will be Rtaffed by a corps of research .workers constituted as a regular 
service. Again, as we have pointed out, research is now entering on a 
stage at which speedy results are not to be anticipated. Team work 
inspired by men of insight is indicated af! most likely to be fruitful. In 
such circumstances, engagement for five or ten years, even if the engage
ment may be freely renewable at the option of either party, does not 
appear to us to be so satisfactory a course as the constitution of a regular 
service. At the same time, special arrangements will be necessary if 
research workers of the requisite calibre are to be recruited. The bac~c 
pay wh~ch might be sufficient to attract the right type of administrative 
or teaching officer is not, in our opinion, sufficient to secure the first 
class research worker. The latter will, in any case, have undergone a 
more prolonged period of training. It is also desirable that he 
should have been given time to show his quality before appointment 
in some such way as the production of a thesis on some practical 
piece of research. He will, therefore, on entry to the service be consider
ably older than the administrative officer and his age will ordinarily be 
between 25 and 30. Due allowance for age on entry can, and should be, 
made by fixing his starting pay at a suitable point in the time scale. 
But, to attract the first class man, something more than this will 
prob3.bly be required. We consider that this can best be given in the 
form of special pay personal to himself, the amount of which would be 
fixed with reference to his special qualifications. 

The fact that there is an increasing demand from private organisations 
for first class Dlen has also to be faced. What has been done on a small 
scale by the Indian Tea Association is being done on a much larger scale 
by such combines as Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd. And, again, 
dW"ing the period of formation of the new Colonial Scientific Service, 
competition for '~he best men likely to be attracted to government 
service may be expected to be specially keen. This may lead to a dearth 
of suitable candidates for tlte agricultural services in India. 'Ve 
are: ~herefore, of opinion that provinCial governments would do 
weli to inst.itute a system of scholarships for their candidates similar to 
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that which the Imperial Agricultural Conference which met in London 
in October, 1927, recommended should be instituted for the new Colonial 
Scientific Service. These scholarships would be awarded to graduates 
I!elected a8 possessing the kind of qualifications required and should be 
of sufficient value to maintain the scholar whilst he is obtaining the post
graduate qualifications we have indicated above as essential. The 
possibility that a scholar may prove undesirable must be faced 
and, in such circumstances, the scholarship should be terminated 
and the expense incurred written off without hesitation. This 
course is obviously preferable to that of appointing to a research 
appointment a candidate unlikely to prove a success in it. A wider 
field of selection would be available if provinces were to pool 
their requirements. We would, therefore, suggest the constitution of a 
scholarship fund consisting of contributions from provincial governments, 
augmented by a grant from the funds at the disposal of the Council of 
Agricultural Research. As special machinery will be required to award 
the scholarships, to arrange for post-graduate courses of study at suitable 
centres for the holders of scholarships and to watch their progress, we 
consider it desirable that the scheme should be administered by a sub
oummittee of the Council. 

In organi!!ing their research departments, provincial governments 
should realise that there are two quite distinct types of research worker. 
The true research worker is of the type we have described above. There 
is, however, another type of worker, who is often regarded as a research 
worker, although this term as applied to him is somewhat of a miisnomer. 
Men of this type are not capable of original research, though they may be 
most efficient in carrying on work on plant selection, plant breeding, 
the investigation of disease and experiments in other directions on well 
established lines. Work of this character is an essential part of the work 
of a research station, but does not demand talents of a high order. It 
is most important that there should be no confusion between the two 
types when the creation or filling of an appointment on the research side 
is under consideration. If a botanist or mycologist of the first type is 
required, it is waste of money to recruit a man of the second type, which 
is naturally far more plentiful, and useless to hope that, if he is paid 
sufficiently highly and given lavish apparatus and equipment, he will 
eventually become a true research worker. Where what is required is 
routine work in any particular branch of resear~h, this should be provid
ed for by the creation of an appointment in Class II. 

This leads us to the consideration of the question whether research 
posts in Class I should ever be filled by promotion from Class II. We 
cannot too strongly state our view that promotion to Class I appoint
ments should never be regarded as a matter of " seIDority tempered by 
selection." Research posts in Class II will ordinarily lie filled by passed 
students of the agricultural colleges and by graduates in science from the 
Indian universities. Among these there should be found a proportion 
of individuals who are endowed with the qualifications of the true rflBearoh 
worker and, in such cases, promotion should certainly be allowed. 



550. In paragraph 479, Chapter XV, we have discussed the combina
tion of research and teaching in the agricultural 

(b) TEAOHING POSTS. colleges. We have there expressed the view that the 
combination of research with teaching is of mutual benefit to both. We 
have also expressed our entire approval of the existing system under 
which, at all the agricultural colleges, the heads of sections, while largely 
engaged in research work, also give instruction in their special subjects, 
and have associated with them lecturers, who, while dealing with most of 
the routine of instruction, engage also to a limited extent in research work. 
The lecturers are ordinarily members of the Provincial Agricultural 
Service. In a few instances, officers have been recruited to the Indian 
Agricultural Service solely or primarily for teaching work and the pro
fessorships of agriculture at the colleges have usually been held by 
officers of that service. If India is to achieve a greater measure of self
sufficiency in the matter of higher agricultural training, it is essential 
that the standard of teaching in the agricultural colleges should be a high 
one. For, on the quality of the inFltruction in the fundamental agri
cultural sciences which students have received in the agricultural colleges 
will depend the use they are able to make of the post-graduate facilities 
which we have recommended should be provided at Pusa. We are, 
therefore, of opinion that the teaching 8ide of the agricultural colleges 
should be strengthened and that the professorships in agriculture and 
agricultural economics and also, where the professorships in botany and 
chemistry are held by research officers, the senior lecturerships in 
these sllbjects should invariably be filled by officers 6f the Indian 
Agricultural Service or by Class I officers of the new provincial 
services. We would explain that we do not contemplate that the 
special pay we recommend in the preceding paragraph should be 
attached to any posts in the colleges, the duties of which are solely or 
primarily teaching duties. We do not consider that there would be 
any justification for differentiation in the matter of pay 'between 
posts of this kind and the administrative appointments whic,h we now 
proceed to discuss. 

551. Sufficient indication has been given in earlier chapters of ·this 
(c) ADJllINISTBATIVIIi Report of the multifarious duties which fall to the 

POSTS. lot of the district officers of the agricultural depart-
ments and of the necessity for securing competent officers for this branch 
of work. The qultlities required in an arlministrative officer are, however, 
more likely to develop as the result of experience and opportunity in 
lower administrative posts than they are in the case of research workers. 
We contemplate, therefore, that a cODSiderable number of the vacancies in 
.Class I appointments on the adminil:ltrative side will be normally filled 
by the promotion of Class ;II officers. 'Where resort is made to direct 
recruitment, we consider that a high standard of qualific.ation should be 
demanded. .The' possession of a university degree\\;th honours in 
science or the diploma of a recognised college of agriculture or other like 
di'l~inction should be insisted on and the candidate should, in addition, 
have bd practical experience of agriculture. Where he has undergone 
his previous training in a provincial agricultural college or an Indian 
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university, a post-graduate course should be made, an essential 
qualification. The a.rrangements for this course would be on the 
same lines a8 those we have suggested in the case of research posts 
snd, in the event of a dearth of suitable candidates, it may be 
necessary to introduce a similar system of scholarships for post
graduate study. The post-graduate course should, in no circumstances, 
be- regarded as a substitute for the practical experience which we hold 
to be essential. 

552. All officers appointed to Class I posts, whether directly recruited 
(iii) PBOIlATJOllABW or promoted, should be placed on probation for a 

PIWOD. period sufficient to determine their fitness for their 
duties. This period can hardly, we think, be less than two years. Con
firmation should unhesitatingly be refused when a probationer has 
failed to justify his selection. 

553. We consider that it will make for efficiency if, during the earlier 
RBUTlOlliB BlITWEBli years of service, interchange is freely allowed between 

rn. THUB BBAlIoBJ1!9 the administrative and the research and teaching 
Olr TIllI IIQIV10lL branches of the service. Officers will ordinarily 
remain throughout their service in the branch to which they were first 
appointed. But in~tance8 will occur in which an officer appointed to the 
administrative or teaching branch shows an aptitude for research 
work. Again, the professorship of agriculture in an agricultural 
college is an appointment which should invariably be held by an 
officer who has had a considerable period of district eXp.lrience. 
There will also be instances in which it will have to be recognised 
that an officer recruited for research work is not fulfilling the promise of 
his academic career. In sueh cases, interehanlle will be much facilitated. 
by the existence of a common cadre with a common basic scale of pay. 
The research officer who is transferred to an administrative or teaching 
post would relinquish his claim to any special pay of which he might 
have been in receipt but might, perhaps, be allowed, as a concession, to 
retain it until it was absorbed in due course by the increments on the 
basic scale. A concession of this kind would facilitate a traJlljIer 
desirable in the best interests of the department and the advantages 
would far more than counterbalance the small additional expenditure 
involved. 

554. We consider that all higher appointments, other than those of 
directors of agriculture and principals of agricul-

SPBOUL POSTS tural colleges, might be included in the cadre of 
OUTSJDB TIlB OADBB. ., . a.1 . ult I . the new superIOr proVlllCl agnc ura servICes. 
There may, however, be occasions when it might be necessary 
to make special arrangements to deal with specific problems. 
These occasions are most likely to occur on the research side but 
may possibly arise. in regard to teaching and administrative 
appointments. Appointments on short-term contracts should, jn 
our view, be made for strictly limited perio!U an,d for strictI), defined 
objects. 
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555. We have suggested in paragraph 549 above that s~ecial pe~onal 
pay might be granted to officers holdmg partICular 

PAY AlID PENSION. research appointments in the new superior 
provincial agricultural services. Th:is allow~nce would be.in a~diti~n 
to the basic scale of pay of the servIce, an Important consIderatIOn ill 

fixing which, must undoubtedly be the rates of pay fixed for 
other provincial services. We assume that it will be necessary 
to have a common basic scale of pay for all officers and that 
the only differentiation permissible will be the grant of~ overseas 
pay in sterling to officers of non-Indian domicile. Subject to the 
reservation we have made above in regard to special allowances for 
research posts, we consider that the basic time scale now in force for the 
Indian Agricultural Service (Rs. 350 to Rs. 1,250 per mensem) 
should be sufficient for Class I appointments. There should also 
be a minimum of two selection posts on Rs. 1,200-50-1,500 for each 
province.· If the service is to continue at it.s present level of efficiency, 
,ve are of opinion that no reduction in this scale is practicable. We 
further suggest that officers of the Indian Agricultural Service and 
future Class I officers should be placed as far as possible on an age 
for age equalit.yof pay with services of a like standing such as the Educa
tional and Forest services. We would also suggest that, when the age 
of an officer appointed to a Superior Provincial Agricultural Service 

--<lXceeds the normal age of entry and this connotes the possession of 
higher qualifications or of experience likely to be of value, allowance 
should, be made for this in fixing the point at which he enters the time 
scale. In addition to the special pay we have suggested for officers 
filling research posts, it may be found desirable to grant special pay 
to holders of_administrative posts for which exclJptional qualifications 
are required. Posts of this character would be the deputy directorships 
for demonstration and propaganda work and for marketing investigations. 
We consider, however, that as a rule, any special experience required 
by officers of the administrative branch should be obtained by them 
during study leave. All Class I appointments should be pensionable 
-fl~ the ordinary rules. 

556. As it is essential for the future of agricultural development 
SAlI'EGUARDS FOB that the Superior Provincial Ag.-icultural Service 

RIIIORUITMEIn'. DIS· in each provinee should contain competent adminis-
~~:~F SAND CONDI., trators and teachers and research workers of dis
• • ~V~CE • tinction, it is of .the first importance that the. manner 
m which It IS recrUIted should be such as to ensure that vacancies are 
~lled by the best candidates and that satisfaetory provision is made 
m regard to the protection and discipline of members of the service. 

, The Indian Alr-i?ultur~l Service as a general .organisation for agric;l
t~al dev~lopment m India has ceased to exist. Each Superior Provin
Ola} SerVIce when it comes into being will be an independent service 

.,. ~ So ~ng a~ officera of, the India:n Agrioultural Service oontinue in:service. this recom. 
mendl\tlOn wll~ ne~SI\rily be subject to suoh special arrangements as Dlay be~equired 
to secure t.he rlgi1t.a "\ reword ~Q selection post.s which have bll61l reserved to t.hem. • 

-., " . ,-," 
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responsible to the provincial Government which it servesior promoting 
the interests of the cultivators. For the recruitment of members 
of that service the provincial governments will be entirely responsible. 
We have the fullest confidence that they will desire that their agricul
tural services should be maintained at the highest possible level of 
efficiency. This, however, will only be possible if the officers in Class I 
of those services are the best men that can be obtained, and they cannot 
be obtained unless they have full confidence in the system under which 
they are recruited and they are a88ured that proper provision exists 
for the administration of the service. The only object of direct recruit
ment from abroad is to obtain men of outstanding merit. Unless recruits 
from abroad are well above the average in ability and professional attain
mllnts, the principal object of obtaining such officers from abroad will be 
frustrated. Such men are ordinarily in a position to cJlOose the employ
ment the conditions of which appeal to them most. Other things being 
equal, they will take service under that Government which can offer them 
the fullest security that the conditions of their service will be adequately 
safeguarded. In these circumstances, we regard it as of the' greatest 
importance that, before recruitment for Cla88 I appointments commences, 
effect should be given to the recommendations of the Royal Commission 
on the Superior Civil StJrvices in India that local governments and local 
legllilatures should take immediate steps to pa88 Public Services Acts 
regulating both the new and the existing provincial services. The 
Commission considered that these Acts might be expected, inter alia, 
to secure selection over the widest possible field on merits and qllalifica
tions and to reduce the risks of political interference, to lay down 
procedure for punishment and appeals and to provide satisfactory condi
tions in regard to sU<.:h matters as peDsion~, promotions and leave.'" ' 

No province has, as yet, proposed legislation of this character. A 
central Public Service Commission has, however,· been appointed, 6S 

recommended by the Royal Commission, to advise the Government of 
India regarding recruitnwnt of all-India services and central services 
in India and also conditions of service generally. We would nrge-npo--_ 
all provincial governments the necessity of legislation, if the conditions 
of service in their new fluperior agricultural services are to inspire 
confidence. Pending t.he passing of such legislation, it is open to 
local governments to make use of the central Public Service Commis
sion and we think that it is desirable that they should do so. That there 
must be some authority regulating service questions which is external to 
provincial governments if the evils of the intrusion of political influences 
are to be avoided seems to us self evident. To quote from the Report 
of the Royal Commission: "Wherever democr~tic in~t~tution~ e~s~, 
etperience has shown that, to secure an effiCIent Clvll Servl0e, It IS 
essential to protect it 311 fat as possible from poh"lical or personal 
influences and to give it that position of stability and security which is 
vital to its successful working a8 the impartial and efficient instrumen,t 
by which Governments of whatever political complexion may gin. effect 

• Paragraph 16 of the Report on the Superior Civil Services in India. 



to their policies. In countries where this pr!nciple has b~ell n~glected, 
and where the 'spoils system' has taken lts place, an meffiClent and 
disorganised civil service hits been the inevitable result and corruption 
has been rampant." It should be needless for us to point out that any 
invasion of research and technical services by political influences would 
be specially disastrous. 

557. It is, we think, inevitable that there should be some degree 
of dissimilarity between provinces in the conditions 

TW~!LATIO:!OVINC~ of service attaching to their superior agricultural 
AGRIC~LTU1lAL SEA· services and also in the efficiency of those 
VICES. services. Where ability to spend varies so much, 
the wealthier provinces will, from the outset, have a larger nunlber 
of Class I officers in their service than other provinces the financial 
position of which is not so satisfactory. And there can be little doubt 
that eventually, if not in the near future, the rates of pay of the 
provincial services will cease to be uniform and will vary in 
accordance with the resources of the province and also with the 
importance attached by local governments to attracting candidates 
with the highest possible qualifications to their agricultural departments. 
We trust, however, that a convention of friendliness and mutual help 
in agricultural administration and research ",ill grow up between the 
differ~nt provinces and will be fostered by the Council of Agricultural 
Research. While we would most strongly deprecate any attempts 
by one local Government to attract promising officers from another 
provinte by the offer of better terms than the Government of the 
province in which they are serving is able to give, there should 
be regular provision for the interchange of officers to deal with special 
problems. ()nly in this way can the major inconveniences which 
arise from the existence of nine separate and cumparatively 
small Class I agricultural services in this country be avoided. 
Where help is required in dealing with a research problem of more than 
loc.al importance, a province may reasonably look to the research fund, 
t.he creat,ion of which we have recommended in Chapter III, for fi.nencial 
assistance in meeting the cost of borrowing expert oflicers in this way. 
It would be for the provinces to agree amongst themselves as to the 
extent to which loans of this character could be allowed and the condi
tions which should be attached to them. The point we wish to fltress 
is the desirability of avoiding the sacrifice of the public welfare that 
would be involved if a province were compelled to obtain an expert 
from. outside India to deal with a special problem because another 
prOVlllce refused to lend an officer who, so far as his own work was 
concerned, could well be spared for a limited period. 

We deal with the relations between the provincial services and the 
research and actninistrative posts under the Government of India in 
paragraph 5G3 below. . 

558. In our chapter on Irrigation, we have welcomed the possibility 
REUTIONS W1'l'B of the est.ablishment in India of an all-Empire 

Enmlli 8E11TICEB. etatioJl for research into irrigation problems. 
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Whether such a station is established or not, we desire to place on record 
our sense of the importance to India and the Empire of a close connec
tion between agricultural research services in India and the correspond.:. 
ing services overseas, more particularly those which are working in 
tropical and sub-tropical regions. The problems in many cases are 
fundamentally the same, and, the more they are studied from different 
points of view and under different conditions of soil and cultivation, 
the more likelihood there is of solutions being found. There should 
be free interchange, not only of published information, but also of views 
and surmises before the stage of publication is reached. Communica
tions of the latter kind may be of very great value, but they can scarcely 
take place unless the workers on the same class of problem have estab
lished some degree of personal touch with each other. The creation of a 
chain of Empire research stations would furnish a unique opportunity for 
establishing personal relations of this character, as it would greatly 
facilitate arrangements for interchange of visits between research workers 
in India and those in other parts of the Empire, the direct and, even more, 
the indirect results of which, sho~ld be of the greatest value to both. 
WhiM research workers in India could learn much from work in progress 
in other parts of the Empire, there are many directions in which Indian 
experience could help Empire research workers. There is, for example, 
the sugarcane breeding station at Coimbatore. It is at present the only 
station within the Empire at which cane breedirg is done on a large 
Mcale and the possibilities of utilising it as an all-Empire station appear 
worthy of consideration. Again, should it be decided not to establish 
an all-Empire station for irrigation research, advantage could still be 
taken of the unique opportunities which exist in India for studying 
irrigation problems with the advice of experienced irrigation engineers. 

559. We contemplate that a large proportion of the administrative 
STuDy LEAVII .urn posts in Class I will always be filled by promotion 

1IilI:CBUGlliOJr Oll'PICEBS from Class II and that some of the research posta 
BKTWIlIIi1f EmIRS A,.'fD • Cl Ib"l I fill dAn' . h'DIU BIISBABCB JD ass may e SlIl!l ar y e. IncreaSIng 
STA.TlON8. proportion of the direct recruita to both the 
administrative and research branches of Class I will doubtless be obtained 
from among students who have taken a post-graduate course at Pusa. 
We consider that opportunities for study abroad are of gr~at importance 
for officers whose previous training has been confined to India. Even 
where a course of study at some British or foreign university has preced
ed appointment, the efficienoy of an officer is likely.to be much increased 
if he is given similar opportunities. We are not In fayour of the grant 
of post-graduate scholarships to enable an officer to obtain the' wider 
professional knowlp.dge we have in view. The post-graduate scholarships 
we have recommended in paragraph 549 above are for the different 
purpose of enabling an officer to qualify himself for appointment to a 
Class I post. Once he has actually been appointed to the department, any 
further training required· can, in our view,. which is supporte~ by ~~ .... 
evidence of witnesses best qualified by experIence to speak on thIS }lDmt, 
most advantageously be given after he has been in the public serTice· 
for a few years. His senior officeni will t}len }lave had sutJicient tiPle tQ 

JII0'r28~l 
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gauge his capacit.y and the direc~ion in whi~~ h18 s:pecial a~ilities . lie , and 
the officer himself will be suffiCiently famihar WIth Indian agrIcultural 
conditions to define the aim of his advanced studies. We, therefore, 
recommend that officers, especially those holding research appointments, 
should be encouraged to take advantage of the study -leave rules which 
appear to ill! to provide all the facilities required in this connection. 

The requirements of the research worker and the administrative 
officer in respect of study abroad will be somewhat different. The former 
will need somewhat extended periods of study in order not only to 
acquaint himself generally with the methods of research followed 
in other centres but also to obtain guidance in regard to details. We 
anticipate that this study will often take a re!Oearch worker to one of 
the Empirp. research stations and we trust that this will lead to the 
development, in course of time, of a system of exchange of research 
workers for definite periods. The advantages of an interchange of visits 
to which we have alre~dy referred would then be obtained on a very 
much larger scale. We regard it 88 most desirable that the Indian 
research system should be linked up with the Empire plans for research in 
tropical and sub-tropical regions which are in process of formulation. 

On the administrative side, the main objects of visits abroad will be 
to obtain a knowledge of practical improvements in agricultural practice 
and of the most modern methods of conveying the proved results of 
research to the cultivator. For this purpose, a wider range of travel 
with 8. stay of comparatively thort duration at important centres is 
indicated. Much assistance as regards the arrangement of an itinerary 
might be obtained from the International Inetitute of Agriculture at 
Rome, and we trust that, when the programme of his visits takes an 
officer to Europe, he will take the opportunity of paying a visit to the 
Institute, if it possesses information bearing upon his own line of work. 
We attach much importance to keeping agricultural departments in 
India in close touch with the work of the Institute and this end will be 
achit-yed more satisfactorily, in our opinion, by frequent visits of officers 
while on l~ve or duty in Europe than by the permanent residence at 
the Institute of an officer of the Indian Agricultural Service either on 
the active or the retired list. Programmes of work in England should 
always be arranged through the office of the High Commissioner for 
India, as that office is in the best position to advise regarding the 
centr.es which should be visited for the purposes of any particular 
enquIry. 

Before we leave the subject of the facilities which should, in our view, 
be.provided for post-graduate work, we would suggest the provision of 
one or two travelling scholarships for each province, to be held for one 
or two years by graduates or holders of diplomas of agricultural colleges 
whose intention it is to become managers of estates or to farm their own 
land. The award of the scholarships and the approval of the itinerary 

',r->uld, we hope, rest with the sub-committee of the CouDcil of 
Ag~i?~ltura~ Research which we recommend should be Ret up for the 
adml1~.,tratlOn of the scholarship Echeme referred to in paragraph 549 



above. We have no doubt that the sub-committee would bear in mind 
the special advantages which the class of students to which we now 
refer wouJd derive from travel within India. The endowment of such 
scholarships ~ms, a very suitable object for private munificence. 

560. We do not anticipate any substantial change in the nature 
PBoVIlfCUL AOBJ. of the duties which fall to tIre existing provincial 

OULTMlAL IIBBVICIIII agricultural services. As advisers to the agricul-
(Cu.s~ ~ tural associations, taluka development associations, 

(.) tu. co-operative Better Farming societies and the other 
organisations through which we trust the desire for agricultural 
improvement will find expression in ever increasing measure, they will 
continue to act as liaison offioers between the expert officers in Class I 
and the individual landholder and cultivatbr. Within the official 
organisation, they will, as now, continue to control, under the general 
supervision of the deputy director, the numerous demonstrators and 
the managers and overseers of the departmental farms: 

011 the research side, they will assist the Class I officer by making 
experiments. observations and tests which, though of a routine 
character, are none the less essential. if discoveries are to be properly 
verified. Elsewhere in this Report. we have emphasised the importance 
of the verification of an agricultural improvement before it is 
recommended to cultivators. .Ai! assistant professors or lecturers they 
will also assist Class I research and teaching officers in the work of 
demonstrating and teaching. Here also, while the nature of their,duties 
will remain much as at present, those duties will grow rapidly in 
importance as the agricultural colleges expand to meet the demands, 
not only of an enlarged government staff, but also the private demand 
for trained men, which has already arisen to a limited extent in one or 
two provinces and will undoubt~dly increase, as the movement for 
agricultural development becomes more pronounced. 

This enumeration of their duties is sufficient in itself to show how 
largely the success or failure of any policy of agricultural development 
and the speed and soundness of that development must depend upon 
the quality of the provincial agricultural services. 

561. We see no reason to suggest any change in the system under 
(ii) RECBUITlIENT which members 'of these services are rec:rwted. 

AND OONDITIONS 01' Vacancies in administrative posts in Class II should 
SERVICE. ordinarily be filled by promotion from the upper 
grades of the subordinate services. Promotion should be strictly by 
selection on grounds of merit and no weight should be attached to 
seniority. The object should be to advance, as rapidly as their record 
justified, graduates of the agricultural colleges who would be required 
to enter the subordinate service in order that they might gain detailed 
practical experience and prove their capacity. .Ai! soon as experience 
has been gained and capacity proved, an officer should be promoted to 
Class II in the first vacancy which presents itself. When <?reO'l;' 
appointment to Class II posts are made, these will doubtless be, as at 
present, from science graduates who have received their training at a' 

110 l' Z86-41a 
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university, either in India or abroad. We contemplate that direct 
appointments will, as a rule, be for research an~ teaching. duties. 
Promotion from the lower grade to Class II and direct appomtments 
should receive very careful attention from the authorities concerned for, 
as we have pointed 'Out, the success of the whole official organisation 
depends, in no' small measure, on the efficiency of this branch of the 
agricultural services. Pending the constitution of Public Services 
Commissions in the provinces, we are of opinion that promotions and 
direct appointmElnts to Class II posts should be made on the 
recommendation of a strong selection committee. 

In Class II as in Class I, there will be a well marked division between 
the administrative and the research and teaching sides. .As a 
consequence, officers will naturally tend to stay on the side to which 
their qualifications have led to their being appointed. But, in Class II 
as in Class I, we think. that interchange between the three branches 
should be freely allowed in the early years of service and even at later 
periods should this appear desirable. The arrangements in regard to 
probation should be the same as those for Class I officers. 

562. In paragraph 5';'6, we have described the general composition and 
THE LOWER ORA.DEB the existing rates of pay of the lower grades of the 

OF THE A.ORIOULTUIlAL agricultural services. It is the men of these grades 
8lIRVlOES. who carry out all the detailed work of the depart
ment, the management of the smaller farms, the cultivation of the 
departmental demonstration plots and the supervision of those demon
stration plots the cultivation of which is done by the cultivator himself, 
the selection, multiplication and distribution of seed, the management 
of livestock, etc. This is all work which is done under control, but it is 
work which demands high qualities of skill and intelligence for its 
successful performance. All provincial agricultural departments will 
depend largely for their success on encouraging a spirit of team work 
amongst the officers of all ranks and a conviction that good work will be 
rewarded by promotion. The upper grades of the subordinate services 
are recruited from graduatEls and holders of diplomas of the agricultural 
colleges, So proportion of whom are promoted in the normal course to 
Class II of the provincial agricultural services. Designations are not 
unimportant, and we think it very desirable that the designation of the 
upper grade of the subordinate services should not be such as to cause 
graduates or holders of diplomas of the agricultural colleges, who will 
normally be posted to it on first appointment, to regard service in it as in 
any sense derogatory, or to cause persons who are unfamiliar with the 
organisation of Indian services to conclude that the agricultural 
colleges are giving a training which equips their graduates only for 
subordinate positions. We, therefore, recommend that in all provinces 
the two higher' grades of the subordinate services should be designated 
Agricultural Assistants, Class I and Class II. 

, , We would emphasise the inlportance of careful selection of 
agrio.litural assistants on first appointment and t1!e need for.a period of 
probation with So strict review of the record of the probationer before 
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he i.ti confirmed. Careful selection is specially essential for Class I 
agricultural assistants as it is from their ranks that the provincial 
agricultural services will be largely filled. 

563. .Aa we have stated in paragraph 59, Chapter III, we contemplate 

THB CENTRAL AOBI· 
CULTURAl. RzsEA11Cll 
8 nVJCJ:. 

(i) THE BUPBRIOB 
STAIIF: 08OA108A· 

that, whilst Pusa in relation to othei research 
institutions in India will be· no more than primus 
inter pares, it will set the standard for all research 
institutions in India. We alao hope that it will 
become the centre for post-graduate study to which 

Tim'. IlBCIlUITMENT h d d f . . 1 . 
AND DURATION Oil' t e passe stu ents 0 the prOVIDCla agrlCultural 
APPOIIf"nIENT8. colleges will come to qualify themselves for appoinir 

ment to Class I of the provincial agricultural 
services and for the highest posts in the agriculturalserviccs throughout 
the country. It is clear that if Pusa is to achieve these aims, a Director 
and staff of the highest calibre will be required. . 

In addition to the Agricultural Adviser to the·Government of India, 
there are at present in residence at Pusa nine officers holding what are 
known as Class I appointments in the Imperial Department of AgricultUre 
in India, of whom eight are members of the Indian Agricultural Service. 
Six of these are heads of the sections into which the work of the Institute 
is divided, Bacteriology, Botany, Chemistry, Cultivation and Cattle 
breeding (which are in charge of the Imperial Agriculturist), Entomology 
and Mycology. The remaining three officers occupy less important 
positions. The Imperial Agronomist is at present on deputatiop and 
the temporary vacancy has not been filled. 

The Physiological Chemist and the Imperial Dairy Expert, whose head
quarters are at Bangalore, are also heads of their respective sections, 
The Physiological Chemist is a member of the Indian Agricultural Service. 
The Imperial Dairy Expert holds a special post outside the cadre of that 
service. The references to Pusa in the subsequent discussion should be 
read as including its sub-stations. 

The n~ber and character of the posts which will be required in future 
cannot be estimated with any certainty as both will depend partly on the 
extent to which the services of the staff at Pusa again become in request 
among the provinces and the directions in which the provincial depart
"ments find themselves most in need of assistance from a central orga
nisation; partly on the extent to which Pusa expands as a centre of 
post-gradua.te study; and partly on the outcome of our recommendations 
in regard to dairying and animal nutrition. In considering the strength 
of the staff at Pusa, it should be borne in mind that Pusa. is not an 

. ordinary research institute, as the term is used in other countries, but 
a group of institutes. For plant breeding alone, which in Pusa is under
taken by the botanical section, there are in Great Britam three separate 
institutes, in England, Scotland and Wales; and for physiological work 
on plants, which in Pusa is alao included in the botanical section, there is 
a special institute in London. The staffing of these institutes iri Engla:OC.' 
is also on a more generous scale than has, up to the present, been adO'P.ted 
at Pusa. In a.ddition to the Director, there are three grades of superior 
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officers all of whom have academi~al qualifications similar to those o! 
the Di;ector and the only difference between him and them is one of 
experience and seniority. 

We now propose to consider the ~oIl,lposition, recruitment! organi
sation and pay of the Central AgrIcultural Research SerVlce. As 
regards the composi~ion of the ~t~ff, the pr~c~pal obje~t to be a~ed 
at, in our opinion, is the proviSion of spec?alists 0.£ ~h repu~tlOn, 
each in charge, at the outset, of one of the eight sectiOns mto which the 
work of the Institute is at present' divi~ed. Further division may 
become necessary at a later stage but this is a matter on which it will 
be desirable for the Government of India to obtain the advice of the 
Council of Agricultural Research. These specialists with the Director 
at their head would, each in his own sphere, supply any provincial depart
ment in need of it with authoritative advice and, partly through their 
own reputation and partly through their skill in teaching, would imbue 
the student,s who come under their influence with high ideals of science 
and service. Below thetlc specialists would come junior officers whose 
main duty would be to assist the specialist officers in their research and 
teaching work to an extent which cannot be expected of the present 
Class II officers at Pusa, and to act for them in their absence. The 
number that may eventually be required must be determined by the 
number of students taking post-graduate courses at Pusa. But as a 
commencement, there should, in addition to the head of the section, 
be at least one Class I officer attached to each section. The relationship 
between heads of sections and these Class I officers would be very 
much the same as that between the incumbent of a' Chair at a 
university and the lecturers on the subject for which the Chair 
was founded. 

The alternative met.hods of filling appointments to the superior staff 
at Pusa are direct recruitment and selection from the Indian Agricultural 
Service, so long as that service continues to exist, or from the new 
superior provincial services. If Pusa is again to set the standard of 
agricultural research in India and is to become the recognised centre for 
post-graduate training in the agricultural sciences, it is necessary that its 
superior staff should consist of research workers and teachers of the highest 
calibre. The Director and the heads of sections will require to be most 
carefully selected. Whilst we have no desire to debar the appointment 
either as Director or as head of a section of any officer of' exceptional 
merit already in service, we consider it necessary. in existing conditions, 
that these appointments should, in the main, be filled by direct recruit
ment from abroad. Other Class I officers should be recruited either 
directly or by seloction from the Indian Agricultural Service or the 
superior provincial agricultural services. ' 

" It has to be recognised, however, that the number of research workers 
of the requisite calibre is limited and that, for a time at least, the 
manning of the chain of research stations which it is proposed to establish 
in tae Crown Colonies will make a heavy demand upon that number. 
We trust that the form of organisation and the terms of remuneration 
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we suggest will tend to lessen the difficulty of recruiting suitable 
candidates. 

In this connection, as in the case of recruitment to Class I appoint
ments in the provinces, we have considered whether the superior appoint
ments at Pusa might not be filled by recruitment on short-term agreements, 
on special termp to be decided in each case. Such an arrangement would 
have the advantage that the services of an officer whose work in this 
country belied the promise of his record before appointment could 
be dispensed with without difficulty. This advantage would be 
clearer in the case of appointments at Pusa than in that of research 
appointments in the provinces as it would not be poBilible to transfer a 
research officer at Pusa to a post in the administ.rative line. On the 
other hand, it is very doubtful if this course would make service at Puaa 
sufficiently attractive to the best type of research worker and it might 
mean, in some instances, as we have pointed out in paragraph 549, that 
valuable experience gained by an officer during a short engagement would 
be lost to India at the end of it. It would also prove more expensive as 
short-term agreements almost invariably mean higher rates of salary. 
Weare, therefore, of opinion that officers directly recruited, together 
with officers of the Indian Agricultural Service or of Class I of the provin
cial services who are appointed to the Pusa staff, should be constituted 
into a Central Agricultural Research Service. It may, however, be 
necessary on occasion to engage an officer for a limited period for a 
defiIlite piece of work or because an individual whose services it is 
specially desired to obtain is unwilling to accept a permanent 
engagement. 

An important question which arises is whether any fixed period should 
he laid down for the tenure of an appointment at Pusa by officers of the 
Indlan Agricultural Service and officers ·of Class I of the provincial 
serviccs. The preferable course appeaTs to UE to be to appoint such 
officers to Pusa in the first instance for a limited period, which might 
suitably be fixed at three years, and to allow the officer so appointed to 
retain a lien on his substantive post for this period. At the end of it, 
he should either be confirmed in his appointment or should revert to 
his provinee. If he were confirmed, he would ordinarily remain in 
the Central Agricultural Research Servjce for the remainder of his 
sorvice, unless he were oHered an appointment in a provinee. We 
would express the hope that, from time to time, provincial appointments 
may be oHered to officers serving at PUS3, as this would assist in securing 
that closer touch between Pusa and the provincial departments which 
we regard as so desirable from every point of view. 

564. Sap.ction for the creation .of a separate post of Director of the 
.. Pusa Institute was given in 192! but financial 

(II) TIlE DIRItCTOROP con~iderations have hitherto prevented its being 
THII PU8.L IIiSTITUTE. • • Th h· h· . d h utilised. e pay w lC It 18 propose to attac 
to the appointment is Rs. 2,000-50-2,250 per mensem plus overSllI'.' 
pay under the ordinary rules and free quarters. This, it may be Roted, 
except as regards rent-free quarters, is the pay of 8 provincial Director 
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of Agricuiture. in paragraph 59, Chapter III, we have stated the 
qualifications which we consider are required for an appointment, the 
importance of which will doubtless be greatly enhanced under our 
scheme. Moreover, status and pay are closely related. It will be 
essential for so important a post that the best man available should 
be obtained and· it will be necessary to fix such a rate of pay as may 
be required to obtain his services. The appointment should not carry 
pension unless it is held by an officer of a pensionable service in which 
case he should continue to earn pension under the rules of his service 
and would also be eligible for additional pension at the higher ·rate. 
Appropriate provident fund arrangements should be made for 
officers not already in a pensionable service and these should 
include a substantial contribution from Government. We make this 
recommendation as the officer appointed will be of an age which 
will make it impossible to serve for full pension under the ordinary 
rules and a provident fund is, therefore, likely to be more attractive 
than pen.sion. Where an officer is a subscriber to the British 
Universities Pension Scheme, his rights in that scheme should, if 
possible, be preserved. Where an officer is a member of a pensionable 
colonial service, a similar arrangement can be made under existivg 
rules. In such cases, a provident fund might not be required or 
required only on a reduced seale. 

565. The heads of sections at Pusa, with the exception of the Imperial 
(iii) THB 8ln'ElIIOB Dairy Expert are all, at present, members of the 

STUF A"I PUSA. Indian Agricultural Service. They are in receipt 
of the time scale of pay of that service plus a Pusa allowance and over
seas pay of £30 per mensem. The PUBa allowance is a graduated one 
rising from Rs. 200 by increments of Rs. 50 to Rs. 400 per mensem. The 
first increment is not admissible until an officei has completed fifteen 
years of service. The maximum of the time scale is Rs. 1,250 per 
mensem. We do not consider that a maximum of Rs. 1,650 per mensem 

• plus overseas pay of £30 per mensem is adequate remuneration for men 
,who, under the scheme of development that We envisage for Pusa, 
should not only be specialists of standing but also the teachers from 
whom the students who will be the research workers of to-morrow will 
draw their inspiration. We find it difficult to suggest an appropriate 
seale but we consider that a ~ale of Rs. 1,500-50-2,000 represents the 
minimum that is likely to attract men of the calibre that we regard as 
essential. Overseas pay would be admissible at the appropriate rate 
for this scale of salary but the present Pusa allowance would be absorbed. 
We cannot too strongly reiterate our conviction that Pusa requires the 
best men available and if this scale proves insufficient to secure 
them, we are of opinion that the Government of India should have no 
hesitation in raill.ing it. As we contemplate that the officers directly 
~ecrui~ed to these appointments in future will be specialists of standing 
1D thell own line of work and will, therefore, be men of some seniority, 
""I).consider it preferable that the appointment!! should not carry pension; 
unless held by officers of a pensionable service in which case they would 
Ilontmue to earn pension under the rules of their service and would be 



eligible for additional pension at the lower rate. As in the case of the 
Director and for similar reasons, appropriate provident fund arrange
ments should be made for officers not in a pensionable service and 
these should include a substantial contribution from Government. 
The Iluggestions in regard to the British Universities Pension Scheme and 
colonial pensionable services made in the case of the Director apply 
equally to headi! of sections. 

For ClaM I posts at Pusa, other than those of heads of sections, we 
consider that the existing time scale of pay of the Indian Agricultural 
Service with Pusa allowance and overseas pay, where admissible, is 
sufficient but we would suggest that the Pusa allowance should be 
absorbed into pay and suitable adjustments in the time scale should be 
made accordingly. If it should prove necessary to offer a higher rate 
of remuneration in order to obtain a suitable man for a particular 
appointment, the preferable course would be to allot special pay 
to the holder of the post rather than to increase the basic pay. 
Where an officer is directly recruited to any of these posts, the 
point at which he enters the time scale should be determined in the 
light of his age, his previous experience and his general qualificationa~ 
If a probationary period of three years were prescribed for a direct 
recruit, it should prove sufficient to enable his real worth as a research 
worker to be tested. Under the recommendations we have made above, 
an officer directly recruited would be engaged on permanent terms. As 
officers of this class would ordinarily be recruited at a younger age than 
the heads of sections, the provident fund has not the same adw.ntages 
over pensionable service as in the case of the heads of sections. In 
order to secure uniformity and to provide for the eventuality of their 
being promoted .as heads of sections, we would, however. recommend 
that the provident fund and other arrangements regarding preservation 
of extra Indian pension· rights which we have suggested for the 
Director of the Institute and the heads of sections should also apply 
to them. 

Should officers of the Indian Agricultural Service or of Class I of the 
provincial services be appointed to any of these posts, that is to Class I 
posts at Pusa other than the headships of sections, they would enter the 
time scale of the Central Agricultural Re~arch Service at the appropriate 
point and would continue to earn pensIOn under the ordinary rules. 

666. The superior staffat Pusa has the assistance of officers who are 

( . ) C II designated Class II officers in the Imperial Dermrt-
IV LASS OFFl-. r-

ORRS AT PU8A.: BB. ment of Agriculture. They are, as a rule, graduates 
OBUrnlJUlT. STATUS or holders of diplomas of the agricultural colleges or 
AND l'BOBl'BOT8. graduates of universities who have distinguished 
themselves in science. Promotions to this class from lower grades 
are occasionally made on grounds of special merit. "The number of 
Class II posts, at present. is eight. 

We consider that this valuable class should be developed and.lt~ 
status raised. We think that the designation" Class II officers '''might 
be abolifihed and that, in future, these officers might be known as 
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"lecturers, demonstra.tors in botany, mycology, entomology, eic. ,1 

We would not exclude direct appointments to these posts of graduates 
of Indian universities or graduates and holders of diplomas of agricul
tural colleges provided, in the latter case, that the college course has 
been followed by a period of post-graduate training. We think, how
ever, that it would be an advantage if appointments in this class were 
largely tilled by junior Class I officers in the provinces who had shown 
promise in their academical careers and a capacity fo:r good work after 
appointment to the service, and partly by Class II officers in the provinces 
who had done work of outstanding merit. Class I officers appointed 
from the provinces would often be men who had taken a post-graduate 
course at Pusa and in returning to the Institute as lecturers 
or demonstrators, they would have the advantages which intimate 
prior acquaintance with the work of the Institute would bring. We 
consider that an excellent means of forging an additional link between 
Pusa. and the provincial services would be furnished if the tenure of 
these appointments, when held by officers of Class I or Class II of the 
provincial services, were limited to five years. .An extension of this 
period shou}d only be permitted in exceptional circumstances. 

The present scale of pay of Class II officers rises from a minimum of 
Rs. 300 to a maximum of Rs. 800 per mensem or an increase of Rs. 50 per 
mensem over the scale of pay of the provincial agricultural services. 
The difference between the two scales does not appear sufficiently large 
to attract the best type of provincial officer to Pusa. and would not be 
suitable- for juniot Class I officers. We, therefore, suggest that 
officers appointed to posts of this class from provincial departments 
should recw.ve their provincial scale of pay plus a Puea allowance of 
&S. 150 per mensem. Officers directly recruited should receive pay on 
the scale of Class II officers in the provincial services with a. similar 
allowance. In deciding the point at which they should enter that scale, 
due weight should be given to their age and qualifications at the time 
of appointment. Their appointments should be pensionable as there 
does not appear sufficient justification, in this instance, for a departure 
from the usual rules in this respect. 

567. It is our hope that, as the result of the establish
VISITS or OFFIOIIBS ment of the Council of Agricultural Research, 

OF rHECENTRAL Aoru- the Pusa. staff will be brought into far closer 
OULTURAL RESEARCH 
SIIi&VIOB TO TUB PRO- relations with the provincial agricultural 
VINCES. departments than now exist. We understand 
that one obstacle to the establishment of these relations has been the 
strict application of the rule governing t.he financial relations between 
the Imperial and provincial governments which has been quoted in 
paragraph 32, Chapter II. It has been held that, when an officer of 
the Government M India is called in to advise provincial governments 
on local problems, his salary and travelling allowances should be borne 
b.-V ,pr~incial revenues. Our own view is that, where lengthy work is 
requir~d on a problem which is beyond the capar.ity of the provincial 
department and it, therefore, tmns to Pus&. for assistance, the correct 
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CO\lTll6 is to place an officer on spf'.cial duty for a limited period, in which 
case all the expenditure involved would be borne by the local Govern
ment. But, in all other cases, in which an officer of the Central Agricul
tural Research Service visits a province, whether in the course of his 
ordinary work or to assiPt in dealing with a specific problem, the cost 
involved should be regarded as part of the normal expenditure of the PUS3 
Iustitut.a. Short visits to provinces cannot fail to enlarge the outlook 
of memberd of the Central Agricultural Resear(!h Service and to increase 
their experience and we should regard it as a matter for great regret if any 
obstacle were placed in their way. We recommend that, if necessary, 
the existing rules on this point should be amended accordiJlgly. 

568. We think that it will be generally agreed that no country offers 
RBCBVrnUl<T PROM wider scope or better promise for the application 

.... ROAD. of science to the business of agricultural production 
than India. 'Our Report will have failed in its purpose if it has not 
IIhown how vaet is the field of work which lies before the agricultural 
servicos in India and how essential it is that thoee who are called upon 
to deal with the many and complex problems which present themselves 
for solution should be thoroughly equipped with all the resources which 
the best agricultural training available can furnish. -India does 
not, in present conditions, provide that training and the object of 
some of our most important recommendations is to place her in a 
far more self-suffioient position in this respect than she now is and 
to provide for her young men opportunities for higher training 
second to none in the Empire. To this end, we have reconmended 
improvements in the teaching of agriculture and its allied sciences 
at every stage, in schools, colleges, and universities, and have 
rlevoted special attention to the agticultural colleges. Above all, we 
.t..ave proposed that Pusa should become a true centre of higher agricul
tural training. It is to fit PUS3 for this function as well as for that of 
setting the standard of agricultural research throughout India that we 
have recommended that it should be manned by a staff of the highest 
calibre, capable not only of initiating and directing all branches of 
agricultural research but also of creating and sustaining an atmosphf.'re 
of research in which Indian students may find inspiration and 
the opportunity to develop to the full their natural capacity for this 
class of work. The extent to whicn men with the qualifications we 
regard as essent.ial for the proper performance of these most important 
duties are available in India is very limited and it is for this reason 
that we have proposed that the Director and heads of sections at 
PUla should for the present be recruited in the manner suggested 
in paragraph 563. We have in mind the declared policy of the 
Government of India that the agricultural services, including 
the higher posts, shall be manned by Indians and th'}t the object to be 
kept steadily in view is to reduce to a minimum the number of experts 
from abroad and to train up indigenous talent to supply the required 
standard of efficiency. We are a180 aware of the recommendatio:ou: --of 
the Royal.Commission on the Public Services of 1915 and ~hose of 
the Royal Commission on the Superior Civil Services which reported 



in 1924. Whilst we endorse the policy laid down by these Royal 
Commissions, we recognise that the fulfilment of the policy of complete 
Indianisation must be dependent upon the provision in India of fust
rate educational facilities and it is evident that the more efficient the 
teaching schools throughout India can be rendered, the sooner may this 
country be expected to become dependent on its own resources 
for recruitment to the higher branches of its agricultural staff. 

It must be recognised that the demands of progressive agriculture 
require, during the transitional period, that the recruitment from abroad 
should not be confined to that of senior officers. Young officers recruited 

. / frorrr·abroad should possess the highest academical qualificatior,s and 
should also have shown good practical capacity in the branch of science 
or practical agriculture for which they are being recruited. But, as the 
Public Services Commission of 1915 recommended, "every effort should 
be made to discover and recruit competent men in India wherever they 
may be found and the whole of the normal requirements of the staff should 
be met from India within a reasonable period of time." . 

'Ve have pointed out the supreme importance to the agricultural 
development of India of the new superior provincial agricultural services 
and the necessity for recruiting the best men for these services wherever 
they are to be found. We have also made plain our conviction that 
the existing facilities for training officers are not such as to make the 
best of the material at present entering the agricultural college~. We 
would add here that we think it probable that a substantial raising of 
the stan&.ard of scientific and agricultural teaching in India will attract 
as students to the agricultural colleges and to the agricultural 
services a greater number of young men of real promise than are at 
present forthcoming. But these improvements must take time to 
mature, and the advantages that may be expected to flow from them 
cannot, in the nature of things, be secured for some years to come. 
As the result of our tour, we have formed the general impression that 
the agricultUJ'al colleges. unless strengthened, are unlikely to provide 
enough officers of sufficiently high professional attainments, fully to 
supply the needs of the new superior provincial agricultural services. 
In these circumstances, we wish to record our considered opinion that 
the restriction of recruitment to a province or even to India cannot fail 
to tell seriously on efficiency at a time when the general awakening of 
interest in agricultural progress, ot which the appointment of a Royal 
Commission on Agriculture in India is only one of many indicatioDs, 
makes efficiency specially desirable. We are convinced that, from the 
point of view of wider outlook and variety of experience, officers recruited 
abroad are in a position to make a valuable contribution to the develop
ment of Indian agriculiure. We would, therefore, strongly endorse the 
hope expressed by, the Royal Commission on the Superior Civil Services 
in India: "In this matter the discretion of local governments must 
beunfet~ered, but we express the hope that Ministers. on the one hand, 
wi;! still seek to obtain the co-operation of Europeans in these technical 
depart,plents and that qualified E~ropean8, on the other hand, may be no 
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less willing to take service under local governments than they were, in 
the past. to take service under the Secretary of State." 

SI1!OUBY 0 .. OONCLUSIONS 
.&liD BBCOMMIiIlDATIONB. 

669. The conclusions and recommenda
tions in this chapter may be summarised 
as follows:-

(1) The Director of Agriculture should be an officer combining 
administrative capacity with high scientific qualifications (para
graph 54:7). 

(2) If an officer with the requisite qualifications is not forthcoming in 
the Agricultural Department of a particular province when a vacancy 
in the directorship occurs, the local Government should, in the first 
instance, turn to the Agricultural Department of another province or, 
failing that, to the Indian Civil Service (paragraph 547). 

(3) The posts of directors of agriculture and principals of agricul
tural colleges should be scheduled as selection posts outside the cadre 
of Class I appointments (paragraph 547). 

(4) In the matter of pay and status, the Director of Agriculture 
should he on an equality with the heads of other important depart
ments such as those of Public Instruction and Forests (paragraph 547). 

(5) The pay of principals of agricultural colleges should be 
Rs. 1,500-50-2,000. The special pay at present attaching to these 
posts should be abolished (paragraph 547). 

(6) Should it prove advisable to appoint a joint directM in any 
province, he should be on the ordinary time-scale with special pay 
iA recognition of his increased responsibility (paragraph 647). 

(7) The field of recruitment tc. the superior provincial agricultural 
'services in any province should not be restricted to the province 
itself or to India (paragraph 649). 

(8) The research, teaching and adm.inil<trative branches of the 
superior provincial agricultural services should be on the same basic 
scale of pay, but in order to attract the, first class research worker, 
it will probably be necessary to supplement the basic scale with special 
pay (paragraph 549). 

(9) The recruitment of research workers on short-term agreements 
on special terms is not recommended (paragraph 649). 

(10) A system of post-graduate research scholarships should be 
instituted, the scheme for which should be administE'red by a sub
committee of the Council of Agricultural Research (paragraph 549). 

(11) Promotions to research posts in the superior provincial 
agrJcultural services from the provincial agricultural services should 

. be permitted in CRses of outstanding merit (paragral''h 549). 
(12) The teaching side of the agricultural colleges requires streng

thening and the professorships and certain senior lectureships'shoulg 
invariably be filled in the future by officers of the Indian Agric.,utural 
Service or o'fficers in Class I of tb,e new provincial agricultural serviceij 
<l?ara~raph 650). . 
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'(13) A post-graduate course should be an essential qualification 
for direct recruitment to the administrative branch of the superior 
provincial agricultural services where the candidate has undergone 
his previous training in a provincial agricultural college or an Indian 
university (pa~agraph 551). 

(14) This course should not be regarded as a substitute for the 
possession of practical experience (paragraph 551). 

(15) All officers appointed to the superior provincial agricultural 
services should be on probation for a suitable period (paragraph 552). 

(16) Interchange should be freely permitted between the admin
istrative and the research and teaching branches in the earlier years 
of service (paragraph 553). 

(17) The only special posts outside the cadre of the superior 
provincial agricultural services, other than those of the directors of 
agriculture and principals of agricultural colleges should be those 
created for strictly limited periods and strictly defined objects (para
graph 554). 

(18) Subject to the reservation in regard to research posts in 
recommendation (8) above, the basic time-scale now in force for the 
Indian Agricultural Service is recommended for appointments in the 
new superior provincial agricultural services (paragraph 555), 

(19) Officers of the Indian Agricultural Service and of the superior 
provineial agricultural services spould be placed on an age for age 
equality with services of similar standing (paragraph 555). 

(20) Allowances should be made for age, where this connotes higher 
quallilcatiull.lt or valuable experience, in fixing the point at which an 
officer enters the time-scale of a superior provincial agricultural service 
(paragraph 555). ' 

(21) Effect should be given to the recommendation of the Royal 
Commission on the Superior Civil Services in India that Public Service 
Acts should be passed in each province (paragraph 556). 

(22) The relations between the provincial agr~cultural services 
should be of the closest possible character and the interchange of 
officers to deal with special problems should be provided for (para
graph 557). 

(23) The establishment of close relations between research workers 
in India and all Empire research stations should be encouraged by 
mutual visits and possibly also, in course of time, by a system of 
exchange of research workers for definite periods (paragraphs 558 and 
559). 

(24) Officers'in all branches of the superior provincial agricuitural 
services should be encouraged to avail themselves of the opportunities 
for study ahroad afforded by the study leave rules (paragraph 559). -. 

(2g) Officers on study leave in Europe should t!lke the opportunity 
to ,isjt the International Im;titute o~ Agriculture at ROme if it 
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possesses information bearing upon their line of work (para- . 
grapb 559). 

(26) Programmes of work in England should be arranged through 
the office of the High Commissioner for India (paragraph 559). 

(27) Travelling scholarships should be instituted for graduates 
or holders of diplomas of agricultural colleges who intend to take up 
private work (paragraph 559). 

(28) No changes in the methods of recruitment and the conditions 
of sen"ice of the provincial agricultural services are recommended 
(paragraph 561). 

(29) Pending the constitution of Public Services Commissions in 
the provinces, promotions and direct appointments to posts in these 
services should be made on the recommendations of a strong selection 
committee (paragraph 561). 

(30) Interchange between the three branches of the provincial 
agricultural services should be freely allowed in the early years of 
service and even at later periods should this appear desirable (para
graph 561). 

(31) The higher grades of the subordinate agricultural services 
should be designated Agricultural Assistants Class I and Class II 
respectively (paragraph 562). 

(32) The staff of the Pusa Research Institute and its sub-stations 
should be constituted a Central Agricultural Research .Service 
(paragraph 563). 

(33) As regards the composition of the staff at Pusa, the principal 
object to be aimed at should be the provision of specialists of high 
reputation each in charge at the outset of onE' of the eight sections into 
which the work of the Institute is at ·present divided (paragraph 563). 

(34) In addition to l-he head of the section, there should be at least 
one Class I officrr attached to each section at Pusa (paragraph 563). 

(35) The Dirertor and t;be heads of sections should be most 
carefully selected. While an officer of exceptional merit already in 
service should not be debarred from being appointed either as Director 
or the head of a section, it is nece5lsary, in the existing conditions, that 
these appointments should in the main be filled by direct recruitment 
from abroad (paragraph 563). 

(36) Other Class I officers at Pusa should be recruited either directly 
or by selection from the Indian Agricultural Service or the superior 
provincial agricultural services (paragraph 563). 

(37) Recruitment for the Central Agricultural Research Service 
on short-term agreements is not recommended (parl1graph 563). 

(38) Officers of the Indian Agricultural Service or of the superior 
provincial agricultural services should be appointed to Pusa. in the 
first instance for a term oUhree years (paragraph 563). • .' .. 

(39) The pay of the Director of Puss should be such as will enable 
t.he b~st Iljan available to be obtained (parasraph 564). 
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(4u) A minimum scaJe of Rs. 1,500-50-2,000 i<; suggested for the 
heads of sections at Pusa (paragraph 565). 

(41) The pay of other Class I posts in the Central Agricultural 
Service should be the existing time-scale of pay for the Indian 
Agricultural Service plus Pusa allowance, but the Pusa allowance 
should be absorbed into pay and suitable adjustments in the time
scale should be made accordingly (paragraph g65). 

(42) Posts in the Central Agricultural Research Service, unless held 
by officer!! already in a pensionable service, should be on a provident 
fund basis with the exception of those at present designated Class II 
posts at Pusa which should remain on a pe.nsionable basis (para
graphs 564, 565 and 566). 

(43) The designation of the existing Class II officers at Pusa should 
be changed. These appointments should be largely filled by officers 
from the provincial services who would receive their provincial 
scale of pay with a PUS8 allowance of Rs. 150 per mensem 
(paragraph 566). 

(44) Officers directly recruited to these appointments should receive 
thd pay of the Provincial Agricultural Service with a PUS8 allowance 
of Rs. 150 per mensem (paragraph 566). 

(4-5) The tenure of these appointments when filled by officers 
from the provinces should be limited to five years (para
graph, 566). 

(46) The cost of visits paid by the members of the Central 
Agricultural Research Service to the provinces, whether in the course 
of their ordinary work or to assist in dealing with a specific problem, 
should be regarded as part of the normal expenditure of the Puss 
Institute (paragraph 567). 

(47) Restriction of recruitment for the new superior provincial 
agriculturlll services to a province or even to India would tell seriously 
on efficiency. From the point of view of wider outlook and variety 
of experience, officers recruited from abroad can mak .. a valuable 
contribution to the development of Indian agriculture and the hope 
expressed by the Royal Commission on the Superior Civil Services 
in India in regard to the continued co-operation of European officers 
is, therefore, strongly endorsed (paragraph 568). 



CHAPTER XX 

MISCELLANEOUS 

ti70. In this chapter, we ·propose to diBCUBS a few miscellaneous 
ScOPS 0" THB questions of some importance which do not fall 

OILU"fBB. naturally within the scope of previous chapters of 
our Report. 

571. A question which, in our opinion, deserves more attention than 
. it has hitherto received is that of agricultural 

AGRICULTURAL d 
DKVllLOPMJllIIT IY evelopment in the minor provinces WhiCL remain 
THII MINOa PBO· under the direct control of the Government of 
t~c;a. India. Much the most important of these, though 
, KSCBIPTIVII. it is not the largest in area, is the North-WeRt 

Frontier Province. The agricultural and other rural problems of this 
province have been examined with those of the nine major provinces 
of India in the previous chapters of this Report and it is, therefore, un
necessary to discuss them further here. It will be convenient to preface 
the recommendations regarding agricultural development in the other 
five provinces which are also under the direct control of the Government 
of India, Baluchistan, Ajmer-Merwara, the Andaman Islands, Coorg 
and Delhi with a brief description of the salient features of these 
tracts. 

Baluchistan is a country of barren mountains and arid deserts on 
the western border of India. Exclusive of the 

~a) BALUOHI8TAlII. States of Kalat and Las Bela, it has an area of 
54,228 square miles and a population of 420,650. Its rainfall varies 
from eleven inches in the mountains to about half that amount in the 
plains. The principal crops are wheat and juar which are grown on 
54 and 21 per cent respectively of the total cultivated area of 336,000 
acres, of which 129,000 are irrigated. Other crops are rice, barley, oil
seeds, maize, melons and potatoes. Fruit for export is increasinely 
grown in the highlands. Cr0PPll8 on the ullirrigated land is o!- a most 
precarious nature. • . 
)10Y~ 
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Ajmer-Merwara is a small enclave of British territory in Rajputana, 
of which the Agent to the Governor General in 

(b) AJMER.MERWARA. Rajputana is Chief Commissioner. Its area is 2,711 
square miles and the population at the census of 1921 was just under 
half a million. The principal crops grown are maize,juar, cotton, barley, 
bajra and wheat. The area under cotton during the past thirty ye~rs 
has increased from 10,000 acres to over 45,000 acres. Sheep-breeding 
is of some importance and a considerable amount of wool is exported 
from Merwara. The rainfall is uncertain in quantity and very unequal 
in distribution. The annual average for the last twenty years has been 
19 '15 inches. Of the total cultivated area of 350,000 acres, 110,300 are 
protected by t.anks and wells, but both these sources are dependent upon 
rainfall and, in periods of drought. both dry up. 

The Andaman Islands in the Bay of Bengal, about 360 miles from 
(c) TuE ANDAlllAN Rangoon and 760 miles from Calcutta, are 2,508 

ISLANDS. square miles in extent. Some 2,250 square miles 
are still under virgin forest and the only tract which has been ,opened up 
is that which forms the penal settlement of Port Blair in the South 
Andaman Island. This settlement was established ill. 1858. In 1921, 
it was decided that it should be closed and the policy of the Govern
ment of India now is to convert the Andamans into a free settlement 
as soon as practicable. Of the total- population of the Islands, which 
was retllrned at the census of 1921 as 17,814, the Port Blair settlement 
accounted for 15,675, and the two forest centres, one in the Middle 
and the other in the North Andaman Island, tor 1,581. The small and 
rapidly dwindling aboriginal population numbered only 786, some of 
whom were included in the population of the forest centres. 

As t.hl'oughout the re.;t of the islands, the configuration of the Port 
Blair settlement is very hilly. Rice is grown where the narrow valleys 
open out sufficiently to permit of its cultivation. Sugarcane and maize 
are cultivated to some extent in the uplands and vegetables are raised 
both iu the valleys and uplands. Plantains, pineapples and papayas do 
well. The government plantations of t~a, coffee, rubber and coconuts 
have been handed over to private enterprise. The average rainfall is 
about 140 inches. There is a well defined dry period extending from 
mid-December f·o the end of April. ' 

Coorg, bounded on the north and east by the Mysore State and on the 
(Il) CoORO. south and west by the Malabar and South Kanara 

. ~tricts of Madras is, in t.he main, a province of 
~llls and foresttl, subJect to \"ery heavy rainfall which varies from 45 inches 
III the north-east to nearly 250 inches in the south-west. Its area is 
1,582 square miles and its population at the census of 1921 was about 
164,000 of whom 121,000 were classed as cultivators. The main crops 
are ric~ and coffee which are grown ,on 82,000 'and 40,000 acres 
respectIvely out of the t.otal cultivated area of 136,000 acres. Spices, 
mostlJcard~oms. ~nd pepper, are also grown and rubber and a littlEl 
fea. The RElSldent III Mysore is the Chief C,()~~is8.io.~er of C,()or~. 
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The small province of Delhi cOllBists Df an area of 593 square miles, 
(t) DKMfJ. taken. in 1912, partly from the Delhi district of the 

Punjab and partly from the Meerut district of: the 
l'nited Provinces. The province was formed for administrative reasons 
arising out of the establishment of the Impe~al Canita!. 

This brief ac!)ount will serve to show tbe obstacles which stand in the 
way of providing the minor provinces With suitable agricultural 
alJsistance. With the exception of Baluchistan, they are all small in area. 
They arE' very {fir apart and their agricultural problems are entirely 
diliere.ot in cllsract.er. The at~ention paid to agricultural develop
ment, III .:.11 of them IS very smallllldeed. Coorg has a Deputy Director 
of Land Rtlcords and Agriculture who, however, has received no Epecial 
training in agriculture or its allied subjects. There are two experimental 
farm" in the province, one for oranges and one for rice and sugarcime, 
but, a.s no experimental work is in progress on the latter, the agricultural 
&psistant who war; in charge of it is now employed temporarily in the 
Revenue Department. In theAndaman Iillands, there is an agricultural 
officer IItationed at Port Blair, and, in Baluchjgtan, a subordlllste agricul
tur81 officer in charge of the experimental fruit station at Quetta. The 
only farm in Ajmer-Merwara hail been established by the District Board. 
Delhi has no agricultural or veterinary staff of its own and is dependent 
on the Punjab for agricultural "nd veterinary assistance. The PUBa 
staff gives the minor provinces what help it can. From 1911 to 1919, 
11k and Mrs. Howard were in charge of the experimental fruit station 
at Quetta for six months of the year and members of the Fusa staff 
have visited the Andaman Islands to investigate crop pests and diseases. 
But occasional visits by specialists are of little use in the absence of a 
resident agricultural officer familiar with the local problems and able 
tu carry the suggest.ioDlI of the expert int.o effect. 

572. Weare of opinion that all these provinces, with the exception of 
.' Delhi, should have a definite agricultural organisa

(u) TUB CASB FoB tion. We are aware that the administration of none 
.\S'IISTANCE. 

of them, with the exception of that of Coorg, pays 
its own way and that the cost of any steps taken to promote their agri
cultural development must, therefore, fall o~ central revenu.es from whic? 
assistance will also probably be necessary If any substantIal progress IS 
to be made in Coorg. But we are unable to regard this fact as a con
clusive reason for inaction. Baluchistan is a frontier province which, 
on general grounds, cannot be exp~cted to be self-supportin~. Sp~cial 
attention to agricultural problems In the Andaman 18Ia~d~ IS requrred 
now' that the declared policy of the Gover~ent of. Indll~ IS to ~onvert 
it into a. free settlement. Ajmer-Merwara, m conSIderatIOn of Its long 
history of famines should, in our view, :receiv:e sp€.);ial consider~tion 
and might well be made a model, both m .agrl.c~tural and vetermar~ 
matters, to the States of Rajputana by which It IS surrounded. DelhI 
should not be deprived of the agricultu~al advice and assi8t~n~~ -which 
would have been available if it .had rem,amed ~art of the PunJab .. .' .. _ .' 
• MO Y 281>-.4201 
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We examined two witnesses from Baluchistan and Ajmer-Merwara 
and have perused memoranda in which the agricultural position in the 
Andaman Islands a.nd Coorg has been clearly explained. The witnesses 
as well as the writers of the memoranda, in their desire to advance the 
solution of the local problems with which they are familiar, advocated 
the establishment of a research and administrative organisation similar 
to that which exists in the major provinces. Such a demand is entirely 
natural and has our sympathy, but it is obvious that, without sacrificing 
all sense of proportion in administration, it would not be possible to give 
the minor provinces a research and executive staft of agricultural officers 
with laboratories, equipment and experimental and demonstration farms 
on the scale considered appropriate for a major province. 

573. There appear to us to be three possible ways in which the agri
cultural development of the minor provinces could 

(iii) POSSIBLE METHODS. b f . f 11 
01' PROMOTING THE be aSSIsted. The first is y the ormatIOn 0 a sma 
AGRICULTURAL DBVE· separate agricultural service which would have its 
LOPMENT OF THE headquarters at some centre such as Pusa or Delhi 
MINOR PROVINCES. • I d .. f b where expenmenta work an the tralnlDg 0 su -
ordinate staff could be carried on. The objectio11S to this course are 
that the soil and climate, and consequently the agricultural needs of the 
minor provinces, vary so widely that it would be impossible to select 
anyone centre which \Vould be suitable for all of them and that an officer 
whose experience had, for example, been gained in Coorg would be of 
little use in Baluchistan. There is also the further objection that the 
service would be too small to be efficient. 

The second method is to place the agricultural development of eaell 
minor province in the charge of the Director of Agriculture of the nearest 
major province and to give that officer such additional staft as may be 
~ecessary for the purpose. This course is, prima facie, attractive and, 
m the case of Coorg, Ajmer-Merwara and Delhi, is probably feaElible. 
Indeed, it appears to us the only way in which suitable provision can be 
mad~ for the agricultural needs of Delhi. We, therefore, consider that that 
proVince must continue to look to the Punjab Agricllituraland Veterinary 
departments to supply its requirements in respect of agricultural 
and veterinary assistance. Distance and difficulties of communication 
wo~ld render the effective linking up of Baluchistan with the Bombay 
~gr~cultural Department difficult and the same objection applies to 
linI?~g the Andamans with the Burma Agricultural Department. The 
pOSItIOn of Coorg and Ajmer-Merwara remains for consideration. On 
the whole, the advantages of placing Coorg under the Madras Agricul
tural Departme~t, and Ajmer-Merwara under the Agricultural Depart
ment o~ t~~ .PunJab or the United Provinces are open to question. The 
responsIbllitIesof the directors of agriculture of those provinces are 
h~avy and are certain to increase. Even if they were given additional 
staff, ~lre tendency would inevitably be to e\lQ()rdina,te the ipterestb of 
the nullor t() those of the major ,t>Iovince. ' 
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. The third course. which is the one we recommend, is that each minor 
province, ~ ith the exception of Delhi, should build up an agricultural 
organisation of its own. For research, apartfrom such wOJ;kas the apti
tude of the offir·er in charge of the new provincial organisation may lead 
him to undertake, the minor provinces must rely on PUI;;a and on the 
rellearch staff of the neighbouring major provinces whose problems in 
Dlany directions Ilre very much a!..;n to their own. We consider it most 
de~irable t.hat PUBa should pay special attention to the needs of the minor 
provinces. The research organisation of the neighbouring major pro
vinces should be able to do much to help them and we trust that assi!!t
ance will be generously given. It would only be when visits from a 
provincial research officer were required that financial considerations 
would arise and suitable arrangements in regard to the cost involved 
would be necessary. The planting community of Coorg can look for 
a~sistance to the scientific staff of the United Planters' Association of 
Southern Inwa which receives a subsidy from the Coorg AdministratioD. 
It is the needs of the ordinary cultivator in that province that have to_ 
be considered. 

As regards district work, we consider tbat the staff of 8 deputy 
director's circle in a major province would form 8 suitable unit for 
Baluchistan, Ajmer-Merwara. Coorg and the Andamans. The deputy 
director himself should be obtained on loan, preferably from the neigh
bouring major province, and should be given a special allowance in view 
of his increased responsibility. Subordinate staff should be recruited 
on his advice and might, in part at least, also be obtained on loan from 
the neighbouring province. 

As these minor administrations would usually be unable to afford the 
pay of senior officers, the gazetted staff required should continue to be 
borne on the cadre of the province from which it is lent, so tha.t officers 
could be reverted and replaced whenever their time-scale pay exceeded 
v. hat the administration could afford. The Director of Agriculture and 
the Director of Veterinary Services of the neighbouring major province 
should be appointed advisers to the head of .the minor province 
concerned and should be directed to visit the minor province once a 
year, or once in two years if this proved sufficient. 

The lines of development are, we think, best left to be flettled mthe 
light of the local conwtions but we would suggest that, as the funds 
available are bound to be limited, the first task should be to take up the 
major problems, and that all-round development should not be attempted 
until flome progress has been made with their solution. In Baluchistan, 
the first problem to be att~cked would be that of fruit culture and it 
would, therefore, be advisable that the ·first deputy director should have 
special e}.llerience of this branch of agriculture and tb!!.t, before appoint
ment, he should be given an opportunity of studying questions connected 
v.;th the transport and marketing of fruit. We are informed that, in 
Ajmer-Merwara, there are three good markets for dairy produce but-.th:.\t 
the i.l1dustryis poorly organised and that no attempt has been !Jade to 
improve the dairy herds. In these conditions. a deputy director with 
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special experience of livestock or dairying, or prefera~~y of b?th'"would 
'seem to be required. In the Andamans, experIence of plantmg crops 
would seem the first consideration. For Coorg, an officer with all round 
agricultural experienc.e would seeIIl: most suit~b~e .. We would impre~s 
upon the administratIOn of Baluchis~an that Irngat~on development. m 
that province should, as far as possIble, proceed SImultaneously With 
agricultural development. In. paragr.aph 2?4, . Chapter X, w? .~a:e 
made recommendations regardIng the mvestlgatlOn of the possIbilItIes 
of developing irrigation in Baluchistan. 

574. It is our hope that the new agricultural organisations we recom-
(i,.) CONCLUDING mend should work in the closest collaboration with 

RDIARXl!. the local co-operative and educational authorities 
and that the recommendations we make in regard to co-operative, educa
tional and also veterinary matters in the preceding chapters will also 
be held to apply, so far as practicable, to the minor provinces. In, Coorg 
amI in the Andaman Islands, it will allo be desirable that cordial 
relatiolls should be maintained with the Forest Department in the 
province. 

Although we contemplate that the agricultural organisations of the 
minor provinces should be responsible to the heads of the local 
admllliRtrations, we would recommend that the Council of Agricultural 
Research should take a special interest in the agricultural development of 
these tracts. The small area of each of these tracts should make them 
especially suitable for trying out experiments, and, in this and in other 
ways, they might well become models from which the major provinces 
could copy. Wetrustt.hatno effort will be spared by the Government 
of India to remove the reproach that, becam1e of their insignificance, the 
clainHI of these small units to share in the benefits of the general advance 
which is being made, not only in agricultural science but in all matters 
affecting rural welfare, have not received a due measure of attention. 
In order that agricultural progress in the minor provinces m,ay be on 
sound lines, it is, in our opinion, essential that increased attention should 
be paid to the development of education and co-operation. 

575. In tb e course of our investigations, we have had occasion to notice 
man y points at which the agricultural and veterinary 

POUHIt OF OOlf~'AOT 
IIl:rWEE!( AORIOUL. problems of British India require the co-operation 

.. - '"ffiE IN BRITISH of the Indian States for their solution. We have 
~NIJIA .. NDIN IlIDIA:-I mentioned two instances--that of the adoption on 
:STATES. 

a large sc.ale, of the serum-simultaneous method of 
inoculating cattle in Mysore and that of t.he compulsory cultivation of 
cotton of an approved variety in the Rajpipla State-in which Indian 
States have adopted a more advanced policy than has so far been 
followed in British India. 

A~thoug~, by our terms of reference, our enquiry has been limited to 
Bti~l~h ~n~a, the Indian States are 80 interspersed with British territory, 
thell area IS so large, anlOunting .as it does to 711,060 square miles out 
of a total area for aU India of 1,805,000 square miles, and tbeir economy 
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is so predominantly agricultural, that it has not been possible entirely 
to omit all reference to them in our examination of the agricultural posi
tion in British India. Ia Chapter IV, we drew attention to the responsi
bilities of maritime States in the matter of excluding plant diseases and 
pests from the country. In Chapter IX, we have pointed out that no 
campaign for stamping out contagious diseases amongst livestock in 
British India can be successful unle.'>8 the co-operation of the Indian 
States is secured. In Chapter X, we have shown that the development 
of irrigation is often dependent on agreements with Indian States as to 
the use of water. Further, in Chapter VII, we have discussed the 
great part the Indian States can play in the improvement of the 
cattle of India. 

These are all matters of great moment to the agricultural prosperity 
of India &8 & whole and there are many other directions in which the 
co-operation of Indian States would prove of the greatest value. The 
desirability of such co-oper~n has been recognised in the constitution 
of the Indian Central Cotton COmmittee and of the Board of Agriculture. 
The main research station of the Indian Central Cotton Committee is 
situated in Indore. The Director of the Institute is also Agricultural 
Adviser to the Central India States and represents these States and the 
States of Rajputana on the Committee. The States of Hyderabad, 
blysore, Baroda, Gwalior and Indore are also represented on the Com
mittee. All these States with the exception of Indore, and also the 
States of Kashmir, Travancore and Patiala send representativ~ to the 
meetings of the Board of Agriculture. Thus, the foundations of an active 
policy of co-operation have already been laid. We have no doubt that 
the manner in which co·operation can be rendered more effective and, 
more especially, the manner in which Indian States can best be brought 
into the research organisation, the establishment of which we suggest in 
Chapter III, will receive early and careful consideration from the Govern
ment of India and the Rulers of the States. We are confident that it 
will become increasingly practicable to .envisage the agricultural and 
veterinary problems of India as a whole, and to initiate measures for 
their solution which will be operative in all parts of the country. 

576. From the point of view of rural welfare generally, we welcome 
EDUOATION IN the foundation, in 1927, of a Local Self-Government 

Tue PBINCll'LES AND Institute for the Bombay Presidency. .The object 
AIMS OJ' LOOAL BELP· of the Institute appears to us an admirable one. 
GOVEIDOIENT. It is .. to acquaint the people with the meaning 
and ideal of local self-government, its importance, its problems and the 
methods of dealing with these problems." The Institute will have local 
branches throughout the presidency and one of its main activities will 
be the organisation of district, divisi(,mal and provincial conferences. 
The district conferences will be held once or twice a year and will provide 
an opportunity for representatives of local bodies in the district .to meet 

. and discuss local problems and difficulties. They will send representd.--
tives to the divisional conferences which are to be held yearly tor the 
di.'!cussion of questions of common' interest to the division. The 
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Provincial Conference which is also to be held yearly will be organised 
on similar lines. We are glad to ,note that the district conferences will 
include representatives of village panchayats. The proposal to divide 
the agenda of all conferences into three sections, matters of urban 
interest, matters of rural interest and matters of joint interest, should 
prove of value iIi ensuring that rural problems receive due attention. 

We, understapd that conferences of presidents and officers of l,ocal 
boards are occasionally held in other provinces but we see great value 
in establishing an organisation for the promotion of education in the 
principles of local self-government with a definite programme of work. 
We note that not only is the Minister for Local Self-Government president 
nf the Institute but also that the Provincial Conference will include 
representatives nominated by him and that he will refer subjects to it 
for consideration, thus establishing a link between the provincial Govern
ment and the Institute. The Bcheme appears to us to hold out great 
promise of advantage to rural as well a~o urb~ interests. It also 
provides a common meeting' ground !b~ both, and, by so doing, 
should do much to bring about an increasing sense of mutual interest 
and an increasing spirit of mutual help. We commend the principles of 
the Bombay scheme to the notice of other provincial governments and 
to the local self-governing bodies in their provinces. 

577. We would invite attention to the need for working out a prc
gramme of research into meteorological problems. 

METEOROLOGY AND the solution of which may have a special bearing 
AGRICULTtrnX. • 1 1 . J his . on agrlCU tura practIce. ' n t connect.lon, we 
would emphasise the need of clearly defining where the responsibility 
lies, for undertal."ing a particular piece of research. Such a definition 
should not present any difficulty. In recent years, the weather forecasts 
issued by meteorological departments have become much more useful 
to agriculturists, largely because wireless telegraphy has enabled informa
tion from distant stations on land and sea to be transmitted rapidly to 
offices issuing forecasts, and because the growing importance of aviation 
has caused much more attention to be concentrated on upper air obser
vations. While studies which have as their object the increase of 
knowledge of the laws governing weather are of much general interest. 
agriculturists themselves can take no direct share as investigators. This 
is work for meteorologists. The investigations with which agricul
turists are directly concerned are tlwse which relate to the effect of 
weather on crops. In such studies, use must be made of meteorological 
data, instruments and methods of recording and interpreting observa
tions, but work of this kind is investigation of a type for which 
agricultural departments should be responsible. , 

There are two cirections in which we think that scientists interested 
in agriculture should undertake investigations of a meteorological 
nature., The first is statistical, the second biological For many years 
p'ast~ t~e Meteorological Department has accumulated weather data. 
The revenue departments have concurrently collected statistics ot the 
area sown and the yield of crop~. Very little attempt has been made 
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to correlate the two sets of data; two valuable studies published by 
Mr. S. M. Jacob, I.C.S. (retired) represent, so far as we are aware, the . 
only instances of work of this kind. We are of opinion that much useful 
light could be thrown on agricultural questions, were investigators to 
follow the methods adopted by Mr. Jacob in India, and by others in 
countries such 88 England, Sweden and the United States; and if our 
recommendations for strengthening the statistical organisation of agri
cultural departments are accepted, we hope that such mrrelation studies 
may receive early attention. 

The second group of meteorological studies for which agricultural 
departments should make themselves responsible . relates to the precise 
in1luence of weather conditions on the growing crop. This class of 
investigation is especially useful in connection with the introduction 
of new varieties, whether exotics or improved crops resulting from plant 
breeding. The in1luence of the climate on the ordinary crops of a parti
cular district is kno~ through the general experience of cultivators; but 
it is very desirable that precise weather observations should have been 
made before new crops are introduced as, otherwise, much time is likely to 
be lost. . For example, it is possible that, when the Sukkur Barrage has 
been completed, a pronounced efiect will be produced on 1 he climate of 
Sind. It appears likely that valuable strains of Egyptian cotton could 
then be succesfifully grown. The quality of the lint of cotton is much 
influenced by the humidity of the air during the ripening period. 
Humidity fluctuates widely not only from month to month but throughout 
the 24 hours. The prospects of Egyptian cotton in the newly rrrigated 
areas in Sind could be estimated with much greater confidence if 
records of the air humidity in various parts'oi Slndalready-iri:igated 
or marked out for irrigation were collected and carefully compared 
with the records of the air humidity in Upper and Lower Egypt. It is, 
in our opinion, very important "that data bearing on this subject and 
on other climatic factors should be available when the time comes to 
provide suitable varieties for the newly irrigated land in Sind. 

Where, as in Sind, climatic questions are of importance in developing 
new forms of agriculture, we are of opinion that agricultural departments 
which have not already established meteorological stations should, in 
consultation with the Meteorological Department, arrange for the 
establishment of meteorological stations of what is known as the" second 
order" on their experimental farms. To the instruments usually 
maintained on a " second order" station, soil thermometers and any 
other apparatus required for special investigation could be added as 
necessary. 

With regard to research in agricultural meteorology generally, we would 
suggest. that the Council of Agricultural Research, in lonsultation with 
the Director General of Observatories and the Director of the Central 
Bureau of Statistical Information, whose appointment we have ;recom
mended, should, as BOon as possible, prepare a programme of work, se~tlt: 
the relative urgency of the various ite~~J in it, having reg:u:d to the.men 
and money available, and make suggestlOns for.the allocatIOn of the wor~ 
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between the different departments. W El hope that the universitie 
may take a part in the work to be done. 

In addition to the contributions to the knowledge of the influence 0 

weather conditions on growing crops which it is in the power of th, 
meteorologist to make, there are, as we have indicated above, curren' 
specifio services, 'such as short period forecasts and warnings of abnorma 
weather conditions, which it is part of the routine duties of th, 
Meteorological Department, in this as in other countries, to render tho 
agriculturist. We regard it as the business of the agricultUtal depart 
menta to keep the Meteorological Department informed of the needs 0 

the rural community in these respects with a view to enabling tha 
department to meet them to the fullest possible ext"nt. 

The headquarters of the Meteorological Department have very recentl: 
been moved from Simla to Poona and we understand that the intentiOl 
is to expand the study of marine and aviation meteorology and to Burve; 
upper &ir conditions in south India. These studies should yield valuabl 
additions to k"1lowledge in regard to the conditions determining the south 
west monsoon. In addition, the department will now be in a positiol 
toofl'er fltcilities for post-graduate studentS wishing to familiarise them 
selves v.-ith meteorological methods in order to undertake research on th, 
relA.tionships existing between weather and crops. We trust that som< 
among t,be students graduating from the agricultural colleges will tak, 
advantage of these facilities. The point is one to which attentiOl 
should' he paid when the scheme for post-graduate scholarships ane 
courses of study we have advocated in paragraph 549, Chapter XIX, i 
drawn up. 

The transfer of the Meteorological Department to Poona and th, 
expansion of its activities make the present a specially opportune till' 
to undertake an examination of the action which should be taken tl 
promote the investigation of the problem~ of agricultural met~orologJ 
and to deeine which departments sball be responsible for the differenl 
branches of the work. Government will then be in a position to decidl 
what increase of staff is required to ensuIe the satisfactory developmen' 
of agricultural meteorology and in what departments it should 1>1 
made. 

One more point deserves mention ·here. The Meteorological Depart 
~n~ h~, as a matter of economy, considerably curtailed the 
distnbutlOD of its daily statement between the months of November ane 
May. We consider that these statements are of sufficient use to tht 
public to justify their l1eing issued on the same scale as formerly. 

578. The International Inst.itute of Agriculture at Rome was fonndec 
in 1905 "for the defence and representation oj 

I 
Tn mERNATIOlfAL agriculture and agricultural interests throughoul 

NSTlTUTB 011' AGBI- th ld" I . b' . h II' 
cOlll.TORB AT ROMB. e wor. ts mam 0 Ject IS t e co ectlon. 

, study and publication of statistical, technical and 
economic information it}. regA.id to agricuJture (Iond the provision 0: 
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facilities for thll study of all questiong bearing on agriculture. The two 
main ways in which th{>$ facilities are provided is by the publications 
of the Institute and by the maintenance of a well equipped library. So 
far a.'! it", staff and funds permit, the Institute also Ulldertakes enquiries 
of a special character on behalf of its constituent countries. 

The affairs of the Institute are controlled by a General ASRembly and a 
Permanent Committee. The General Assembly consists of repesentatives 
of all the countries which have joined the Institute. It meets every 
two years and reviews the work and expenditure of the Institute. The 
number of representatives from each of the constituent countries varies 
from one to five in accordance with the subscription paid, which again 
depends on which of the five groups, into which tIle adhering States are 
divided, 110 pltrticular Stltte has joined. The Permanent Committee 
which, as the executive of t.he General AS8'~llibl~~, is the Governing Body 
of tIle Institute consisra of such delegates of the constituent countries 
as are resident in Rome. Each of these countries is entitlcd to send one 
delegate to it but can, if it thinks desirable, be represented 1-,y the delegate 
of another State. . 

India joined the Institute in 1907. As a member of the second group 
of States, she pays an annual subRcription of £ 800 aud is entitled to send 
four representatives to the meetings of t!Je General Assembly and to 
nominate a member of the Permanent Committee. Representative8 
were sent to the last three meetings of the General Assembly but for 
some years past the British representative on the Permanent Committee 
Las also been in charge of the interests of India.. 

The Institute has collected much information of tIle gt'eatest_ vallie to 
tbis country. To mention only one example, i.JIfnrDletiuo·ln regard to 
legislation on agricultural subjects and on rural matters generally under
taken in other cOlllltries. from the elrperience of which India ran profit, is 
more readily available at the Institute t.han eIBewhere. The usefulness 
of the Institute to Iudia has recently been greatly l'nhanced by the 
establishment of a separat,e Bureau of Tropical and Colonial Agriculture. 

In these circumstances, we c.onsider the continued adherence of India 
t.o the Institute most desirable and see DO reason to suggest any change 
in the classification of this country for purpOf;es of subscription, even if 
its continuance in the second group should involve the payment of 110 

b igher subscription than at present. 
It has been suggested that this count.ry would derive greater benefits 

nom its connection with the Institute if it had its own representative 
on the Permanent Committee and also if a committee were formed in India 
to Berve as a link between tIle Institute and the agricultulal and allied 
departments in this country. We see no necessity for tpe appointment 
of such a committee as it appears to 118 that close touch between the 
Council of Agricultural Research and the Institute would secure the 
objects aimed at. Direct representation on the Permanent Committee, 
would doubtless have advantages. The advantap;e to India. world lIe 
that her representative would be in a. POS:'tioD to study Indian problems 
in the light of the information available in the records of the ,Inst.itute 
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and. to pass on the results of his sturues to his Government. The advan
tage to the Institute would be that its work would no longer he hampercd 
by inaufficient knowledge of Indian conditions and, on the statistical sidc, 
by unfamiliarity with the form in which Indian statistics are published 
and by failure to appreciate their limitatioJll1. We are, however, doubtful 
whether the advantage to India would he commensurate with the expcnili
ture involved in the appointment of It. direct :representative on the 
Permanent Committee. No one representative would be in a position to 
deal with the vast quantity of technical information which the Ill8titute 
has collected. The general interests of this country can, in our opinion, be 
satisfactorily looked after by the British representative on the Permanent 
Committee and by the deputation of representatives to mt:etings of the 
General Assembly. In these circumstances, we consider that the most 
satisfactory course from the point of view of this cOllDtry is that whirh 
we have indicated in paragraph 559, Chapter XIX, namely, to encourage 
officers of the agricultural and allied departments to visit the Institute 
for the sturly of a specific suhject, wbilst on leave or duty in Europe. 
Should a representative of the Government of India be appointed in 
Rome for any othcr pl1t'pose, for example as Indian Trane Comlllissioner 
in Italy, there would, of COUrl1e, be no objection to bis nomination as 
representative of India on tho Permanent Committee. 

579. The Imperial Institute in London, which was founded as the 
THE IMPBRIAL Empire :Memorial of the Jubilee of Queen Victoria, 

INSTITUTE. has been reorganised under the Imperial Institute 
Act of 1925 and placed under the control of the Departmeut of Overseas 
Trade. The Parliamentary Secretary to that department is the 
Chairmau of tIle Board of Governors which consists of the High 
Commissioners of the Dominions and Inella, representatives of the 
Colonial Office and other government departments and of the Crown 
Agents for the Colonies, v.-;th additional members representing scientific 
and commercial interests. 

The prill"ipal functions of the Institute are to serve 8S a clearing house 
for information relating to the prodl.i.ction and utilic;ation of the raw 
materials c.f tbe Empire and to carry out preliminary investigations of 
such materiR.ls in its laboratories. The work of the Institute is organised 
mt.O two departments, the Plants and AnilIUl.ls Products Department 
and the Mineral Re80urces Depattment. Each of tllese departments 
has an Advisory Council. The Advisory Council for Plant and Animal 
Products, of ~hich the Indian Trade Commissioner is a member, 
appoints 8. number of technical committees to deal with sperial subject.s. 
The Indian Trade Commissioner is a melllber of four of theBe, the cOlumit
tees on Silk, Vegetable Fibres, Oils and Oil-seeds, and Essential Oils and 
Resin~, and Inrl~3. is also repre8ented on t.he committee on Timber and 
Tanning ?IIat€rials. The Plants and Animals Product~ Department has 
,an in.t~lligence. sectioll which maintains a. special service for dealing with 
eUliUlfles re1atmg to the sources, production, uses and marketinct of 
~aw piat~riR.ls, and for collectin& and disseminating general and stat:tical 
mformatlOn. on these subjects. This service 'is available without 



charge to government departments. The investigationll section unller
takes cllemical and tt:chnical examination of Empire raw materials 'With 
a view to detemJining their composition and value and the possibility 
of utilising them in industrl. Its close associatioD with the usprs of 
raw materials enables the lDstitute to arrange for large scale trials of 
promising materials. 

Mel1tion should also be made of the public galleries maintained by the 
Institute, and of it. publications. The galleries form a permanent 
exhibition illustrating the natural resources antlscenery of the Dominions, 
India and the Colonies, and the life of the people. Of the publications, the 
most important is the quarterly bulletin which contains recoJ:f1s of the 
investigatiollB conduckd at the Institute and also special articles, notes 
and abstracts chiefly relating to progress iD tropical agriculture, the 
development of mineral resources and the industrial utilisation of aU 
classes of raw materials. . 

Official enquiries from India are received by the Institute at present 
either throngh the Indian Trade Commissioner or direct from officers 
of the agricultural and forest departments. Of the seventy-oDe enquiries 
relating to India 'WJuch were received in 1926, twenty-four were from 
gOVl'cnment officials in India or England and forty-seven were 
un -officia.l. 

We have described the o~ganisation and work of the Imperial Institute 
at Borne length as we consider that it is in a position to render valuable 
Rervice.'I to Indian agricult.nre by furnishing information regarding the 
commercial value of ita products, by undertaking, if desired, the nrelimi
nary examination of raw materials and by investigating the industrial 
pot'sihilities of such materials either through the appropriate technical 
committee 01' in association with manufacturers. We also consider it 
dp.sirable that tIle facilities it offers in these directio~s shoul.i lie more 
widely known. We would, t.herefore, suggest that the Government of 
India and provincial governments should take steps to give themwide.r 
pUblicity. One method of doing this would be by a larger distribution 
of the quarterly bulletin issue(l by the Institute. 

The Government of Inllia contribute £1,200 aWlUalIy to the funds 
of the Institute. This does not include aDY lIubscription for thp. upkeep 
of the Indian gallery. The subscription for this purpose was withrlrawn 
in 1923. The galleries of the Dominions and Crown Colonies have recently 
been reorganised and made most informative. We are strongly of opinion 
that t.he question of reorganising the Indian gallery on similar lines and 
of renewing the subscription for its maintenance should be considered. 
An arlequate representation of the principal products of India in the 
galleries of the Institute would serve as an. advertisement of the rp.f!ources 
of this country which could not fail to exercise a valuable, if indirect, 
influence on the development of agriculture and rural :ndustries. 

I 

SmtMABY O. COli· 680. The c.()nclusions and recommendations in 
OLUSIONS AND BEOOH· this chapter may be summarised as follows .-, 
J4J!:lIDATIOll8. • ,., 

(1) Ajmer-Merwara,the Andaman Islands, Baluchistan and ~oorg 
should have a definite agricultural ol'8arUsation (paragraph 672). 
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(2) For district work the staff of a deputy director's circle in 
a lWljor province would f('rro It suitable unit for the"e pronnces 
(paragraph 573). \ 

(3) For re!'!earch, the minor provinces flhould rely on Pusa and on 
the research btaff of the neighbouring major province (paragraph 573). 

(4) For assistance in agricultural and veterinary matters, the province 
___ ~ Delhi ShOllld continue to look to the Agricultural and Veterinary 

nepartments of the Punjab (paragraph 573). 

(5) The Director of Agriculture and .the Director of Veterinary 
Services of the neighbouring major province_ should be appointed 
advisers to the head of the minor province concerned (paragraph 573). 

(6) The agricultural organisations in the minor provinces should 
work in the closest collaboration with the co-operative and educa-
tional aut.llOIities (paragraph 574). . . 

(7) The Council of Agricultural Research should take a special 
iuterest in the agricultural development of the minor _provinces 
tparagraph 574). 

(8) In order that agricultural progress in the minor provinces 
should be on sound lines, it is es.'lent.ial that increased attent.ion 
sholtld be paid to the development of education and co-operation 
(paragraph 574). 

(9}The foundations of an active poliey of co-operation in agriculturai 
and co-operative matters between the governments -in British India 
and Indian States have already l)een laid through representation on 
the Indiall Central Cotton Committee and the Board of Agriclllture. 
It is hOl-'ed that the manner in which co-operation can be rend~red more 
f'iIective will receive early and careful consideration from the Govern
ment of India and the rulers of Indian States (l-'aragraph 575). 

(10) The scheme for the establishment of a r~oc.a.l Self-GovernIlient 
Institute for the Bombay Presidency is commended to the notice of 
other provincial go\,ernlllents and of local seH-governing boui"s in 
their provinces (paragraph 576). 

(11) The present is a specially opportune time to undertake an 
examination of the action which should be taken topromot-e the 
invest,igation of the problems of ag'ricultural meteorology and to decide 
whi<)h drpartments shall be responsible for the different branches of 
the work (paragraph 577). 

(12) Where, as in Sind, climatie 'lueHt-ions a·re of importance in deve
luping new forms of agricultnre, the agricultural departments should 
establish mdf)orological stations of the" secOIvl order" on their experi
inental farms (paragraph 577). 

, ,(13) The continued a.-lherence of India to the International InstitutE)· 
of :\~ell1ture at Rome is most desirable (1IaragJ:aph 578). . 

.; -
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(14) No change is called for in the 6xisting arrangements onder which 
the Britirh repreRentative on the Permanent Committee of the Institute 
iR al'lO i"fharge of the interests of India, nor is the establishment of a 
special committee in India to work in co-operation with the Institute 
recommended (paragrnph 578). 

(15) Officers of the agricultlU"/ll and allied departments in India 
~hould be encouragoo to visit the Il'\I1tih·te whilst on leave Of duty 
in Europe (paragraph 678). 

(16) Wider publieity shonld be given in India to tho facilities oHered 
by the Imperial Institute (paragraph 579). 

(17) The question of reorganising the Inman gallery at the Imperial 
Irutitute and of renewing the 8ubRcription for its maintenance should 
be considered (pAragraph 579). 



CHAPTER· XXI 

CONCLUSION 

58l. We have been directed to examine and report on the present 

CONCLUSION. 
con<1itions of agriculture and rural economy in 
British India and to make recommendations for the 

improvement of agriculture and the promotion of the welfare and 
prosperity of the lUIal population. 

The aim of the suggestions and recommendations we have made in 
the preceding chapters has been to bring about greater efficiency through
out the whole field of agricultural production and to render the business 
of farming more profitable to the . cultivator. Throughout our Report, 
we have endeavoured to make plain our conviction that no substantial 
improv~ment in agriculture can be effected unless the cultivator has the 
will to achieve a better standard of living and'the capacity, in terms of 
mental eqwpment slld of physical health, to take advantage of the 
opportunities which science, wi.;e laws and good administration may 
place at his disposal. Of all the factors m&king for pr<:sperous agri
culture, by far the most important is the outlook of the peasant 
himself. 

This, in the main, is determined by his environment and it follows, 
therefore, that the success of all measures designed for the advancement 
of agriculture must depend upon the creation of conditions favounble 
to progret!s. If this conclusion be accepted, the improvement of village 
life in all directions assumes at once a new importance as the first and 
essential step in a comprehensive policy designed to promote the pros
perity of the whole population and to enhance the . national income 
at the source. The demand for a beUer life can, in our opinion, be 
stimulated only by a deliberate and concerted effort to improve the 
general conditioDEI of the country-side, and we have no hesitation in 
affirming tbat the responsibility for initiating the steps required to effect 
this improvemen.t reate with Government. 

The realisation of this important truth has led, in recent years, to a. 
large increase in expenditure on the deputments concerned with rural 
weli&.re. None the le88, we feel'that its force is inadequately anreci,ateq 
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by the Government of India and by loeal governments and that' the 
neceasity that the rural problem should be attacked as a whole, and at 
all pointB siumltaneo\U!ly, is still insufficiently present to their minds. 
We cannot but think that the failure to grasp the full significance of the 
proposition we have laid down in some measure explains the absence of 
any co-orclinated attemptB to effect that change in the surroundings and 
in the F~ychl)logy of the pe'lsant without which there can be nO hope 
of suhstantially railling his standard of living. 

If the inertia of centuries is to be overcome, it iR eBSential that all the 
resources at the disposal of the State should be brought to bear on the 
problem of rural uplift. What is required. is an organised and sustained 
effort by all those departmentB who"e activities touch the lives and the 
surroundings of the rural populatlOD. 

It is, no douht, the recognition of the need for co-ordination that has 
given rise in many quarters to the view that lasting progress is unlikely 
'0 be achieved unleHR, in all provinces, the activitIes of the various depart
mentl'! concerned are co-ordinated by .development hoards, advisory 
committeeI', or officers charged with the specific duty of securing com
hined action towards a given end. .Development boards exist in some 
provinces, aclviaory committees in all. They are not without their value 
ill bringing departmentB together and in interesting the leaders of public 
opinion iJl depart.mental activities. But there are definite limi~ to the 
t'xtent to which govemmentl'l may properly or usefully ,delegate the 
perform.'1nce of their functions. The respolLsibility for framing policy, and 
for combining the activities of tw(' or more departments in order to 
give eflect to that policy, must remain that of Government and of 
Government alone. 

It ill no part of our duty to make recommendations regarding the 
internal organisation by which governments should seek to effect c.o-:
(}rdination. We would, however, point out that, in Iud1ati conditions, 
a very tlpecial measure of responsibility in this direction falls upon the 
Viceroy and uPon the Governors of province~. Throughout our enquiry, 
we have been much impresfed by the extent to which the Viceroy can, 
by the cfu.play of a personal interest in agricultural matters, forward 
the cause of India's premier ind\lJ!try. But the immediate responsibility 
of provincial Governors in this matter is the heavier, since the services 
most directly concerned with rural development are administered by 
provincial agency, and since it is they alone who. provtde a. link 
between the reserved and the transferred departments .• lThe respon
sibility of the Ministers in charge of the transferred, departments, 
~hich include all those most directly concerned with rural weIfarl.l, ii 
also a heavy one and they will nee~ all the assistance thatll>~tro~ 

J<lQ r 2$11-*3 
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secretariats with senior and experienced administrators at their head 
can give them. 

But though we hold it to be the duty of governments to initiate a 
combined movement 10r the betterment of the rural population, we 
recognise that ~t1ccess on a large scale caA be rendered permanent only 
if the sympathy, intrre9t, and active support of the general public can 
.be ~nliateJ..-· 80 vast is the population and so extensive are the areas 
concerned, that no resources which could conceivably be cOIIlIllanded 
by the State woul.1 be aJequate to the task in hand. 

Our reconunendations extend to so wide a field that it bas not been 
possible for UB to frame any exact est~mate of the cost of such of our 
proposals as involve expenditure or to c1a~sify them in order of urgency. 
We would exprcRs the earnest hope that, as the fundi! necesEary to carry 
out the policy 'of rural de\'elopment we have a.ttempted to outline become 
avail a ble, the various legislatures will be willing to place them at the 
a;,'posal of the appropriate departments. We are confident that the 
members of those If'gislatures will play their part in creating a public 
o!,inion favourable to the advancement of a gn·at endeavour. Our 
enquiry has convinced us that, given the opportunity, the cultiviJ.tors of 
India I\"ill be found willing and able to apply in progressive degree 
the sen lces d science and of organisation to the business of agricultural 
production. 

582. We woul.1 express our sincere gratitude tv Mr. F. Noyce, C.S.!., 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS C.B.E., I.C.S., who, by the Chairman'i! request, was, 

TO STAFF. early in 1927, att. .. ched on special duty to the 
Cmnnllssion. ]\1r. Noyce i1as proved bimself ever willing to place at our 
disposal his wide knowledge and experience of the subjects under 

_ l.eviflW, and his services have proved a sou'r('e of much strength to the 
Collllllil!s!rJI1. 

The prf'pnratioll HIlJ arrangement of the large and diverse mass of 
material collected during om enquiry, in face of the difficulties and 
?fkn the discomforts incidental to a travelling ConunisEion, have 
w\'ulved a heavy strain lJpOn our office, and. we de8ire to record our hirrh . . " 
appreclatJon of the manner in which the staff of the Commission hs 
discharged its arduous dutiCEl. 

In pa~cnlar" our grateful acknowledgments Itre due to our Joint 
SecretarIes, Mr. J. A. Mad:1n, of the Indian Civil Service, and Mr. F. W. 
H. Smith, of the India Office, for the zealous and efficient manner in 
which·t.hey have cn-Tried out their responsibilities, and to ow: Assi8ta,nt 
~cr?ta.ry Mr. J. C. McDougall, of the Indian Agricultural Service, for 
jus valuable help. 
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All of which we submit for Your Majesty's gracious consideration. 

(Signed) LINLITlIGOW, 

Chairman. 

HENRY s. LAWRENCE. 

THOMAS H.1tfiDDLETON. 

J. llicKENN A. 

H.CALVERT. 

K. C. GAJAPATm. 

NAGENDRA N. GANGULEE. 

L. K. HYDER. 

B. S. K.ll1AT. 

(Signed) J. A. MADAY } Joint Secretaries. 
F. W. H. SMITH. 

Dated the Uih day of :1pril1928. 
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QUESTION!AIRE 

PART I 
1. lI .... arcb. 

(a) Have you suggeationa to advance for the hotter organisation, administration and 
financing 01-

(i) AU resparch affecting the welfare of the agriculturist, including research into the 
scientilic value of the indigenous theory and traditional methods of &griculture, 

(ii) Veterinary research? ' 
(b) If in c......,. known to you progress is noL being made because of the want of skilled 

workers, or fielJ or laboratory facilities for study or by reasou of any other handicaps, 
plea ... give particulars. [Su~estion. of .. general kind should be made under (a); 
answers unJer this h."ding should relate to specific subjocts. The purpOflO is to secure a 
liHt of th" problem. met with by scientific investigators in the course of their work which 
are being held over OOt'ause of lack of resources or deticient orgaDisation.].. . 

(e) Cun you suggest any particular subject for ",.""reh not at present bemg lDvest:gated 
to which attention nlight usefuUybe turned ! 

2. Agricultural Education. 

With reference to any fOI'ID of agricultural edncation of which you may have experience, 
plea", .tate your views on the following :-

(i) Is the 8upply of teachers and in.titutions suffioient T 
(ii) Is there an urgent need for extension of teaching facilities in any distriet or 

d iritricts known to you personally 7 
; iii) Should teachers in rural areas be drawn from the agrioultural classes f 
('v) Are the attendances at existing institutions as numerous a8 you would expect 

in present circ,"mstances; if not, state reasons. Can you suggest measures 
Ii kely to stimulate the demand for instruction? 

(v) \Yhat are the main incentives which induce lads to study agrioulture ~, 
(,,;) Are pupil. mainly drawn from the agrioultural classes? 

(t,;i) Are there any modificationJI in existing courses of study which appear to be 
called for; illlO, what are they 7 

(,,;ii) What are your views upon (a) nature study; (b) school plots; (e) school 
farms 7 

(iz) What are the careers of the majority of students who have studied agriculture ? 
(x) How can agriculture be m.'\de attractive to middle class youths ? 

( .... ) Are there recent movements for improving the technical knowledge of students 
who have studied agriculture 7 

( .... i) How can adult education in rural tracts be popularised 7 
(xiii) In suggesting any scheme for better educational facilities in rural areae, please 

give your views for (a) its administration and (b) its finance. 

3. Demonstration and Propaganda. 

(a) What are the measureR which in your view have been successfnl in influencing and 
inlproving the practice of oultivators ? 

(b) Can you make suggBstiona for increasing the effectiveness of field demotistrations ? 
(e) Can you suggest methods whereby cultivators may be induced to adopt expert 

advice? 
(d) If you are aware of any striking inst~ncea of the SUCCCl<8 or the failure of demonstra

tion and propaganda work, please give pa.rtioulara and indicate the reasona for suooess or 
for failure. 

4. Administration. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means towards the better co.ordinatioh of the activities of 
the governments in India or to indicate directions in which the Government of India may 
us~fully supplement the activities of the local governments? 

(b) Is it your opinion that the expert scientific knowledge required in the development .. 
of agriculture in the different provinces could be supplied to a greater extent than is" the' 
oaee at present by increasing the scientific staff of the Government of India Y IfioJ indio 
cate the types of work whioh would benefit by pouling the services of experts, tmd suggest 
how that work should be controlled. 
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(e) Are you ""tisfied frolU the agricultural standpoint with the service'! afforded by
(i) The Agricultural and Veterinary Services, 

(ii) Railway. and 8teamer., 
(iii) Reads, 
(it') Meteorolo"i",,1 ])cpadmellt, 
(v) p(·'Y'.,. ond . 

(vi) Telegraphs, including wireless? 
If not, plea.se indicate riireetioll" in which ~'Oll think these !,prvices might be improved 

01' I'xtended. . 

5. Finance. 

(a) What are your views as to the st~ps that .hould be ta,!<c'n fnr the better financing I)f 
aaricultural operations and for the provision of short and long·term credit to cultivators ! 
o(b) Do you wh;h to suggest means wlwreby cultivators may be induced to make fuller 

use of the got"ernmcnt system of laoe/wi T 

8. Agricultural Indebtedness. 

I1lT'Wfiat iiI-your opinion are :-
(i) the main causes of borrowing, 
(ii) the sources of credit, and 

(iii) the reasons preventing repayment. 
(0) What measures in yonr opinion are nt'cessary for lightening agriculture's burden 

of debt? For example, should ,pedal measures he tu hI! to dpal with rural insolvency, 
to enfore~ the application of the l'surious Loans Act, or to facilitate the redemption of 
Il!ortga ges 1 

(e) Rhould m ..... H1res be taken t·o 1'f'"trict or control the credit of cultivators such as 
limiting the right of mortgage and sale Y Should llI)n·«OrmiDable mortgages be prohibited? 

7. Fragmentation of Holdings. 

(a) Do you wish to suggest means for red1:dng tht' loss in agricultural efficiency attend. 
ant upon the excessive subdivision of holdings? 

(b) Wh,q,t are the obstacles in the way of consolidation ond how can tht'y be ovel'<'ome! 
(c) Do you consider legislation to be necessary to deal with minors, widows with life 

ill«Ore.st, persons legally inr~l'abl~, alienation lind dissentients, and to keep di"l'utes out of 
t l,P courts 1 

PART II 
8. Irrigation. 

(a) Name any diRtri"t or districts in which you advocate the adoption of new irrigation 
schemes, or suggest· extensions or impl'ovementB in the existing systems or methods of 
irrigation by-

(i) Perermial and non· perennial canals, 
(ii) Tanks and pond., 

(iii) Wells. 
What are the obstacles in your distriot or province to the extension of irrigation by 

"",eh of the above methods Y 
(b) Are you satisfied with t.he existing methods of di;;tributing canal water to cultivators' 

Describe the methods that have been .. mploJed to Pt'{"·'.>nt wastage of water by evaporation 
and by absorption ill the soil. Wbat form of outl"t for distribution to cultivators at the 
t,ail end do you regard as the most equita)"le au>! economic&! Y Have these methods and 
devices bet'n stlcces.,{ul, or do yon wish to suggest improvements Y • 

(N.B.-Irrigation charges are not within the terms of reference of the Commission, and 
ahould not· he commented upon.) 

9. Solis. 
(a) Have you 8Ilg!;i>stiollS to make--

(i) for the improvement of soils, whetht'r hy drllilwge or other means, not dealt with 
under other headings in this questionnaire. 

(ii) for the reclaollation of alkali ( .. sar) Of other uncultivable land, 
(iii) for the prevention of the erosion of the surface 80il by flood water? 

(b) Can you give instances of soils known to you which, within YOUf recollection, have-
(i) 'UndeJ'gone marked improvement., • 

'\ ii) sl1ffllred marked deterioration ? 
If so, 'pleas\! give full particulars. 
(e) "'hat measures should Governmhlt tak" to encourage the reclil.!l\ntion of u r<'as of 

cultivable land which have gone out of cultivation? . 
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Ul. fertUliers. 

(II) In your opilli01l, could great.,r u ... be profitably made of natural manures or artificial 
f~rt iIi ....... ? Il80, plea,e indieat" the dire"t;ons in which you think improvement possible. 

(/'1 I.' ... n Y',II "",ge8t Ol.,..."Ul .... to p .... vent the fraudulent adulteration of fertilisers? 
(r) What Ol~th,KIB would you employ to popu18n.e new and improved fertilisers ? 
(dl M~ntion any localities known to yo" iu which a considerable increa ... in the use of 

nlann,'"" h .... recelltly tak~n pla('~, 
(e) 1-1"" dfc. t or manuring with pho'phate., nitrates, sulphate of ammonia, and potash 

man ........ """n 8utlwirntl) investigated! I f so, what. i8 the result of SUdl investigation? 
(j) Wbat JI\(·th",l. would you empluy to discouragp the practice of using cowdung a8 

f"pl T 

11. Crops. 

(<1) Pl ........ g>;ve your views un-
(i) th .. improvement of existing crops, 

(.:.) tht" int rodud,,)'l of Jl('W t'Tf'i-"i illdudihg Ioddf"l crops,. 
(iii) the di8tTibution of seed8, 
(it·) the pre,'ention of damage by wild animals. 

: /,' Can you sUllgest any heavy yielding food craps in replacement of the preeN,t crops' 
Ie) Any succ688ful ~fforts in improving crops or substituting more profitable crops which 

have come-l1n.i,-,r -,"onr own observation &bould be mentioned. 

12. Cultivation. 

Can you sugg~st improvem~nts in
(,) the existing system of tillage, or 
(ii) the cu,tumsry rotations or mixtures of th~ more important crops? 

18. Crop PrU\""Uvn, "' ....... 1 .n" "" ...... 01. 

Please !!ive your views on-
(i) The etlicacy Bnd sufficiency of existing measures for protection of crops from 

external infection. pesta and di'~ases. 
(ii) The desirability of adopting internal measure. against infection. 

14. Implemenl8. 
(<I) Have you /tny suggestion for the improvement of existing, or the introduction of 

ne .. , agricultural implements Bnd machinery! 
(b) \\'hatstep8 do you think maynsefully betaken to hasten the adoption by the culti. 

vatur of improved implementa ? 
(e) Are there a.ny dilficulties which manufacturers have to contend with in the produc

tion of agncultu,al hnpJellients or their distribution for sale throughout the country? 
If 80, can you 8uggest means by which these diffil'ulties may be removed r 

PAltT HI 

15. Veterinary. 

(a) Should the Civil Veterinary Department be under the Director of Agriculture or 
.hould it be independent? 

(b) (i) Are <lispensa.riesunqer th~control of locaJ(di8trict) boards? Doesthissystem 
work well! 

(ii) Is the need for ~xpa.nsion being adequately met? 
(iii) Would you advocate the t,ransfer of control to provincial authority? 
(e) (i) Do agriculturists makt' full use of t,be veterinary dispensaries! If not, can yon 

suggest. improvements to remedy this ! 
(ii) Is full use made of touring <lispensari"" , 
(d) What are the obatades met wit,h in dealing with contagious ,li.eases' Do you 

advocate legislation dealing with notification, segregation, disposal of diseased e&rcases, 
compulsory inoculation of contacts and prohibition of the movement of animaJs exposed 
to infection? Failing legiaIation, Can you suggest other means 'of improving existing 
conditione? 

(e) Is there any difficulty in securing sufficient serum to meet the demand' 
• (f) What are the obstacles in the way of popula.iising preventive inocu18tion'Y Is an) 

fee Charged, and, if so, does this act 88 !" .deterrent , . . . . . , ~.' 
(g) Do you consider that the proVlSloo of further faClhtlE'" for research mtO. anImal 

disease is desirable ? ., 
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If 80, do you advocate that such further facilities should take the form ot
(i) an extension of the Muktesar ~stitute. or 
(ii) the setting up. or E'xtension of. Provincial Veterina.ry Research Institutio ng 1 

(h) Do ,Vou recommend that special investigatiolls should be conducted by-
(i) officers of the 1>Iuktesar Institute. or 
(ii) research officE'rs in the provinces? 

(i) Do you recommend the appointment of a Superior Veterinary Officer with the 
Government of Indio. f What advantages do you expect would result from snch an 
appointment f 

16. AnImal Husbandry. 

(a) Do you wish to make suggestions for
(i) improving the breed.. of Iiveotuck, 

(ii) the iJ.,tterment of the dltirying industry, 
(iii) improving existing practice in animal husbandry. 

(b) Comment on the following as causes of injury te cattle in your district
(i) Overstocking of common pastures, 

(ii) Absence of enclosed pastures, Buch as grass borders in tilled fields, 
(iii) Insufficiency of dry fodder such as the straw of cer..ala or the stems and leaves 

of pulse., 
. (iv) Absence of green fodders in dry seasons, 

(v) Absence of mineral constituents in fodder and feeding stuffs. 
(e) Please mention the months of the year in which fodder shortage is most marked in 

your district. For how many weeks does scarcity of fodder usuaJ.4r ex~~t' After thi" 
period of scarcity ends how many weeks elapse before young growing cattle begin to 
thrive f 

(d) Can you suggest any practicable methods of improving or supplementing the fodder 
supply that would be applicable to your district f 

-. _ (-.) Jlow: cnn landowners be induced to U.kA ... 1<"""",,, l'"""tir.al ;nt ... r""t in tl.""" IDAt6erS ! 

17. Agrl,:ultural Industries. 

(a) Can you give any estimate of the number of days of work done by an average cnlti
vator on his holding during the year f What does he do in f·he ~Iack selLSOn f 

(b) Can you suggest means for encouraging the adoption of subsidiary industries? ('an 
you suggest any neW subsidiary industries te occupy the spare time of the family whi"h 
could be established with government aid f 

(e) What. are the obstacles in the way of expansion of such industries as beekeeping, 
poultry rearing, fruit growing, sericulture, pisciculture, lac culture, rope-making, basket
mnl{ing. etc. , 

(d) ])0 you think that Government should do more to establish industries connected 
with the preparation of agricultural produce for consumption. Buch as oil-pressing, sugar. 
making, cotton.ginning, rice· hulling, util.i.!;ation of wheltt straw for card-board, utilisation 
of cot.ton seed for felt, fodder, oil and fuel, utilisation of rice atraw for paper, etc_ t 

(e) Could su bsidil£ry employment be found b) encouraging industrial concerns to move 
to rllral areas f Can you suggest methods ! 

(I) Do you recommend a more intens.i\"e study of each rural industry in its technioal, 
commercial and financial aspects. with a view to, among other things, introduction of 
improved tools and apl'liance8 f 

(g) Can you suggest any other meRBures which might lead to greater rural employment f 
(h) Can you suggest means whereby the 1.eo1'le could be induced to devote their spare 

time te improving the health conditions of their own environment f 

18. Agricultural Labour. 

(a) What measures, if any, should be taken to attraot agricultural labour from areas 
in which there is a surplus to-

(i) areas under ctLtivation in which there is a shortage of such labour rand 
(li) areas in which large tracts of cultivable land remain uncultivated , 

Please distinguish between suggestions designed to relieve seasonal unemployment and 
proposals for the permanent migration of agricultural population_ 
, (b)' If there is any shortago of agricullul'allabour in your province, what are the cansed 

thereof a...d how could they be remo .ed f 
(e) Can you ~uggest measures design~l to facilitate the occupation and development, 

by surplus agrioulturallabour, of areas not at present under cultivation f 
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111. FOf.lI. 
(a) Do you collJlider that forest landa as such an at present being put to their fullest 

uoe for agricultural purpose. f .For IDSt&n08, are grazing facilities g.ranted to the extent 
cOffi"",tible with the peorer pr"""rvation of forest areas f II not, state the changee 
or developmenta in current practice which you (·onsider advisable. 

(b) Can you suggest means whereby the supply of firewood and fodder in rural areas 
may be inpreaoed 1 

(e) fl."" deterioration of forests led to soil erosion f What remedies would you suggest 
lor erosion &lid damage from Hood. t 

(d) Can you indicate any methods by whioh supply of moisture in the soil, the rainfall 
and lupply of caUJ\1 ' .... ter can be jncreased and regulated ),y afforestation or by tbe in
creased protection of foresta 80 as to benefit agriculture t Would the .;ilie met.hods be 
useful in preventmg the destruction by erosion of agricultural laml 1 

(t) Is there &II o!,,!Wng for Bchemes of aUOl'estation in the neighbourhood of villages t 
!I) Are foreota Butlering deterioration from excessive graziug f Is soil erosion being 

thereby facilitated f 8uggest remedies. 

20. MarkeUng. 
(a) Do you cOllJlider existiflg market facilities to be sntisfactory? Please .pecifyand 

critici"" the markete to which you refer, and make suggestions for their im.,rovement. 
(b) Are you oati.9lied witll the existing system of marketing &Od distribution? If not, 

plense iudicate the produce to which you refer and deseriue and criticiee in detail the 
Qhannela of marketing and distribution from the producer to the cOllilumer in India (or 
exporter in the case !Jf produce exported o,erl!ea..). IState the services rend~red by each 
intermediary and \\"heth~r such intermediary acts in thecaparity ,.r m'Ofchant or commis
aion agent, and comment upon the ellkiency of these services and tbe margins upon which 
snch ultermediaries operate. Please descrioo the method by which each transaction is 
financed, or in tbe case of barter, by which an eXChange is cUucted. 

(e) Do you wu;h to auggest steps whereby the quality, purity, grading or packing of 
agrioultural produce may be inlproVed, distinguishing where po.Bible between produce 
de. tined for-

(i) Indian markets? 
(ii) Expart markets f 

(d) Do you think that more effective steps might be taken to place at the dlsposal of 
onltlvators, merchants and traders informatlOn a8 to market conditions, whether Indian 
or ov~; crop returns; IOOmplaints as to Indian produce from wheresoever originat
ing; and agricultural and marketing new. in general f 

21. Tarilfs and Sea freights. 
Do existing (a) oustoms duties, bot.h import and export, and (b) sea freights 

adversely aJ1ect the prosperity of the Indian oultivator r li so, have you any recom. 
mendatioWl to make t 

22. Co-operaUoD. 
(a) What steps do you thinkahould be taken to encourage the growth of the co.operative 

movement,-
(.) by Government, 

(ii) by non·olhcial agencies f 
(b) Have you any observations to make upon

(i) Credit societies; 
(.i) Purchase societies ; 

(iii) Societies formed for the sale of produce or stock; 
(w) Societies for etlecting improvements-e.g., the digging of wells and the construe. 

tion of hu:n4", wallo and fences, or the· planting oi hedges; 
(v) Societies formed for the aggregation of frllgmented holdings and their redistribu

tion in plota of reasonable size ; 
(vi) Societieil for the co.operative use of agricultural machinery; 

(vii) Societies for joint farming;· 
(vii;) Cattle breeding societies; . 

(iz) 80cieties formed for allY purpose oonnected with agrioultul-6 or with the better. 
ment of village life, but not specified above r 

(e) Where co-operative Bchemes for joint improvement, Buch as co.operative irrigation 
or co-operative fencing or a co.operative consolidatiOn of holdlllgB soheme, cannot be given 
effect to owing to the unwillingness of a small minorit.r ~ join, do you think legislation' 
should be introduced in order to compel such persons to JOll for the common benefit qf all f 

(d) Do you consider that those societies of whiCh you have personal knowledge have, 
ill the main, achieved their object T 
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23. General Education. 

(a) Do you wish to make observations upon existing systNDB of education in their bearing 
upon the agricultural efficiency of the people? If you make suggestions. please distinguish. 
as far as possible. botween-

(i) Higher or collegiate. 
(ii) Middle school. and 
(iii) Elementary school education. 

(b) (i) Can you suggest any methods whereby r11ral education may improve the ability 
and cult.ure of agriculturists of all grades while retaining their interest in the land? 

(ii) What is your experience of compulsory edueation in rural areas? 
(iii) What is the explanation of the small proportion of boys in rural primary sehools 

who pass through the fourth class? 

24. Attraeting Capital. 

(a) What steps are necessary in order to induee a larger number ot men of capital and 
enterprise to take to agriculture? 

(b) What are the factors tending to discourage owners of agricultural land from carrying 
out improvements? 

25. Welfare of Rural Population. 

(a) Outside the subjects enumerated above, have you any suggestions to offer for 
improving hygiene in rural areas and for the promotion of the general well·being and 
prosperity of the rural population T 

(b) Are you. for instance. in favour of Government conducting economic Burveys ill 
typical villages with a view to ascertaining the economic position of tbe cultivators? If 
so. what. in your opinion. should be the scope and methods of such enqniries T 

(e) If yon have oarried out anything in the nature of such intensive enquiry, please state 
the broad conclusions which you reached. 

26. Statistics. 

(a) Dq you wish to make suggestions for the extension or improvement of the existing 
methods of-

(i) ascertaining areas under cultivation and crops; 
(ii) estimating the yield of agricultural produce; 

(iii) enumerating livestock and implements; 
(iv) collecting information on land tenure. the incidence of land revenue and the 

size of the agricultural population; 
(.,) arranging and publishing agri('uItural statistics T 

(b) H&ve yon any other suggestions to make under this heading' 
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APPENDIX 11 ... 
LIST or WlTlCBSSB8 EXAMIlo'ED 

GOfJernme'" oj India. 

I. BIOI KisluU1, Mr., Registrar, Co·operative Societies, Ajmer.Merwara. 
2. Clou.ton, Dr. D., M.A., D.Sc., C.I.E., I.A.S., Agricultural Adviser to the Govern. 

m"nt of India and Director of Agricultural Research lneLtutn, Pu .... 
3. Cowan, Dr. J. M., M.A., D.Sc., Officiating Director, BotaniCAl Survey of India, 

Calcutta. 
4. Cumming, Mr. J. W. N., Retired Extra.A.'i.taut Commissioner in Baluchistan, 

Quetta. 
6. Edwards, DI;. J. T., D.Sc.(London), M.Re. V.S., I.V.S., Director,Imperial Institute 

of Veterinary Research, Muktcsar. 
6. Fie\<l, Mr. J. H., M.A., B.Sc., Director General of Observaturies, !SimI ... 
7. Fletcher, Mr.T. Bainbrigge, RN., F.E.S., F.L.8., F.Z.S., I.A.S., Imperial Ento· 

mologist, Agricultural Research Iustitute, Pusa. 
8. Graham, Lieut.·Colonel J. D., C.I.E., I.M.S., Public Health Commissioner with 

the Government of India. 
II. Hardy, Mr. G. S., I.C.S., Member, Central Board of Revenue. 

10. Herris, Mr. D. G., C.LE., Dip. Ing., Zurich, M.I.E.(lnd.), Deputy Secretary to 
the Govt'rnment of India, Department of Industries and Labour, PubJlo Works 
branch. 

n. 

12. 

13. 
14. 

Ifi. 

17. 

IR. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

Harrison, Dr. W. H., D.Sc., I.A.S., Imperial Agricultural Chemist and JOInt 
Director, Agricultural Research In.titute, Pu .... 

Henderson, Mr. O. S., N.D.A., N.D. D., I.A.S., Imperial Agriculturist, Agricuit.nral 
Research Institute, Pu .... 

Hindley, Sir Clement, Kt., Ohief Commissioner of Railways. 
Jamiat Rai, Dlwan Bahadur Diwan, C.I.E., Retired Extra·Assistant Commis· 

sioner, Quetta. 
Joshi, Mr. N. V., M.Sc., L.Ag., Representative of the Imperial Agricultural 

Department (Pu ... ) Association, Pu .... 
)farriott. I,ieut.·Colonel A. S., Director of Farms, Master General of Supplies 

Branch. 
!licCarrison. Lieut.·Colonel R, C.I.E., M.D., D.Sc., LL.D., F.RC.P., I.M.S., 

Pasteur Institute, Coonoor, S. India. 
)feRae, Dr. W., M.A., D.Se., I.A.S., Officiating Imperial Mycologist, Agricultural 

Research Institute, Puss. 
Meek, Dr. D. B., M.A., D.Sc., O.B.E., Director General of Commercial Intelligence 

and Statistics, C"leutta. . 
Pascoe, Dr. E. H., M.A., Sc.D.(Cantab.), D.Sc.(Lond.), F.G.S., F.A.S.B., Director, 

Geological Survey of India; Calcutta. 
Pitkeathly, Mr. J. S., C.I~E., C.V.O., C.B.E., D.S.O., Chief Controller, Indian 

Stores Department. 
Richey, Mr. J. A., M.A., C.I.E., I.E.S., Educational Commissioner with the 
Go~emment of India. . 

23. Rodl(er, Mr. A., O.B.E., I.F.S., Officiating Inspector General of Forests, Dehra 
DilD. 

24. Sams, !tIr. H. A., C.I.E., I.C.S., Deputy Director General of Posts and Telegraphs. 
25. Sa~, Mr. M. W., B.A., I.A.S., Secretary, Sugar Bureau, Pusa. 
26. Shaw, Dr. F. J. F., D.S"., A.B.C.S., F.L.S., I.A.S., Officiating Imperial Economic 

Botanist, Agricultural. Research .Institute, Pusa •. 
27. Shuldham, Captain W. F. Q., I.A., Assistant Commissioner, Ajmer.Mer\\,&ra.' 

/' ,8. S!Dith. Mr. W., Imperial Dairy Exprrt, IJIlperial Institute of Animal lfll,sbandry 
"nd Dairying, &ngalore. . 
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29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

Vt'nka.troman. Rao 'Bahadur T. S .• B.A., I.A.S., Government Sugarcane 
Expert:: Sugarcane Breeding Station, Coimbatore. 

Walton. Mr. J. H., M.A., M.Sc., I.A.S., Imperial Agricultural Bacteriologist, 
Agricultural Research Institute, Puss.. 

Ware. Mr. F., F. R.C. V.S., I. V.S., Officiating Director, Imperial Institute of Vete
rinary Rt-sear<'h, Muktesar. 

Wart.h, Mr. y. J .• RSc., M.Sc., I.A.S., Physiological Chemist, Imperial Institute 
of Animal Husbandry and Dairying, Bangalore. 

BomiJay 

33. Bha.~wa.t, Mr. K. R., Representative, Irrigators' Central Committee, Deccan 
Canals. 

34. BruEln, Mr. E. J .• I.A.S., Li\"estock Expert. 

35. Burns. Dr. William. D.Sc.(Edin.), I.A.S .•• To;nt Director of Agriculture. 
36. Bllrt. Mr. B.C .• lI!.B.E., RSc., I.A.S., Secretary, Indian Centra.l Cotton Committee. 
37. Calvocorcssi, Mr. Stephen, Head Manager. Ralli Brothers, Bombay. 
38. Collins, Mr. G. F. S., O.RE .• I.C.S., Registrar, Co·operative Societies. 
39. Desai. Rao Sahib Bhirnbhai M .• Deputy Director of Agriculture, Gujarat. 

40. Deo"i. Rae Sahib Dadubhai Purshottamdas, F.R.H.S., M.L.C., Landholder, 
Nadia.d. 

41. DeM;, Ran Bahadur Govindbhai H., Na.ib Dew":n. Baroda. 
42 .. Dn .. dhar. Mr. G. R., M.A., C.lE., President. Bombay Provincial Co-operative 

Institute. 

43. Edie, Mr. A. G., I.F.S., Chief Conserva.tor of Fol't's!s. 
«. Farbrothe~. Mr. E. S., M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S .• Superintendent, Civil Veterinary Depart

ment. 

45. Fotiadi, Mr. A., Manager. RaIIi Brothers, Bomba.y. 
46. Go'lleen, Mr. J. L .• B.A .• Principa.l. Sa.ngli Industrial and AgricuIt.ura.1 School, 

Sangli, and in c.harge, Kolha.pur Farm School, Rolhapur. 
47. Gordon, Yr. R. G., I.C.S., Co1Je~tor, Nasik. 
48. Gurjar, lIL. N. W .• Secr~t.a.ry of Messrs. Kirlosk"r Brothers, Ltd. 
49. H,trrison. Mr. R. T., I.S.E., Secretary aud Chief Engineer for Irrigation, Publio 

Works Dcpru'tment. 

50. Inglis, IIIr. C. C., B.A.I., I.S.E .• Executive Engineer. Special Irrigation Division. 
61. Jenkins. Mr. W. J .• M.A .• B.Sc., I.A.S., Officiating Secretary of the Indian Central 

Cotton Committ.ee. 
62. Karmnrkar, Mr .• S~cretary, Gadag Co-operative Cotton Sale Society, Dharwar. 

63. Kay, Sir .JoSE'ph, Kt., Vice·Pre~idE'nt, Indian Centml Cotton Committee. 

li!. Kembhavi, lIlr. N. R., Managing Agent.. The Bijapur Mahalaxmi C<>mpany. 
55. _Rirloskar.lIIr. L. R., Chief Manl1o!(cr, Messrs. Kirloskar Brothers, Ltd. 
56. Kn ;ght,lIrr. H. F .• B.A .• I.C.S., Colledor of West Kbandesh. 
57. Kothawala.. Mr. Nariman R., Presidl"nt., The ;South Daskroi T&.luka De\"elopment 

Assoeiati(ln. AhmE'dabad. 

58. Lory, lItr. F. R P .• M.A., I.E.S., Director of Public Iustruction. 
59. Lowsley, Mr. C. 0., lS.E., Superintending Engineer ( \ spedal duty). 
60. M"nn, Dr. ~a.rold H .• D.Sc., I.A.S .• Direct.or of Agricdture. 
61. 1I1"x .... oll. Mr. R. M., M.A., C.I.E., I.C.S .• Collector of Kaira. 
62. Meht". 1Ilr. J. 1~ .. Secretary. The Indian Merchauts' Chamber. 
63. Mohta. Sir Laluhba.i Samaldas, Kt.. C.I.E .• Bombay. 
64. Mehta, Mr. V. L., B.A .• lIIanl10ging Director. Bombay Provincial Co.operative Bank, 

Ltd., Bombay. 

66. ~r(:lhlli,.h. Lieut.·Colonel H. M. H .• D.S.O., I.lIf.S., Dil't'ctor of Public Health. 
66. Nagpurkar, Mr. S. D., M.A~h of the Union Agency. Pc,>na :1IIallures). 
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li7. Naik. Rao Bab".)ur Bhimhbai R.. PrP.;d~nt., District Local Eoard, Surat, and 
Meml",r, Indian Central Cotton CommIttee. 

68. Naik, Mr. V. H., M.A., Bar.· .. I·Law. Col1ector of Bijapur. 
{;9. P"lmer, En.ign, reJlre~ting the F .. lv .. tion Army Social Work. 
711. Pat.l. Mr. B. 8.. N.D.D., N.D. A., C.D.A.D., lA.S., Profeesor of Agriculture, 

Agricu! tural C<.lIege, Poona. 
/'11. Pat ii, R&<> Bahll.dur P. C., I •. Ag., M.& .• I.A.S., Professor of Agricultural 

E<,onomire .... d Acting Principal. Agricultural College, Poona. 
72. Peek, Major C. E., representing the S .. lvation Army Social Work. 
73. Ranaing. Mr. B. R., B.A .• LL.B.. H'lDornry Sec""tary, DhuJia Tahl~a Agrirllltural 

AlI8Oti .. tion and Member of the Divisional Board of Agriculture, North C~ntral 
Division. 

74. Rothfield, !llr. Otto, B.A., I.C.S. (Retired), Khn.irpur State. 
'10. Sa'imath. Mr. B. ~ •• B.Ag., Deputy Director of Agriculturp • Eouthcrn Divi";on. 
76. Shirahatti, Ran Sahib G. S., Managin@' Direckr, Hubli Co.operative Cotton St.le 

Sodet.y, Ltd. 
77. /lule, Mr. R. G., L.C.E., I.RE., Executive Engineer. 
7S. Walch"cd Hjrachand, Mr., Pre6ident, IndJan 1Iferd .. 'nt,,' ChAmber. 

Madr/U 

79. AitrbiRon. Mr. D. A. D., M.R.C.V.S., M.P.S., I.V.S., Veterinary Adviser to the 
Government of Madras. 

SfI. An,tead. Mr. RudolVh D .• M.A., C.I.E., I.A.S~, Director of Agriculture. 
S!. ]3",I·ull,,", Khan Bahadllr lL, Sahib Bah .. dur, C.I.E., O.B.E., Director of 

Industries. 
82. <}lampion, Mr. Herbert, !If.A., I.E.S .• Principal, Teachers' Col1q;e, !,~;daret. 
83. Deiva.ukho.lIJC.ni lIlIdaliy .. r, Rao Sahib K., Joint Registrar of Co·operative Societies. 
1>4. Hood, Mr. H. M., I.C.S., Registrar of Ct,·np..,."H_ ~ 
SO. 1I1It'Jhinson, Major.Gffieral F. H. G., C.I.E., I.M.S., Surgeon· General with t.he 

Government Clf Madr ...... 
8il. Keith, Mr. J. W., l'.cpresenthtive of Messrs. P"rry & Co. 
Mi. r..e..ch, i\1r. A. G., I.C.S., Collector of North Areot. 
&8. MacmichM!I,)fr. N., C.S.I., I.C.S., First Member, Board of Revenue. 
89. Mullings, llr. C. T .• I.S.E., Chief Engineer for Irrigation. 
90. Munro. Mr. D. G .• B.Sc •• I.A.S., GM1~ml Scientific Officer, United PllODters' Associa-

tion of Southern India. 
91. Narasimh .. raju, Rao Bahadur C. V. S., M.L.C., Landholder, Viug .. pat&m. 
92. Paddison, Sir George, K.B.E., C.S.I., I.C.S., ('(Jmmissioner of Labour. 
93. P .. ul. Mr. K. T., O.B.E., B.A.,National Secretary, National CounciJ ofthe Y.M.C.A.'s 

of Indi .. , Burma and Ceylon, Salem. 
94. P.aja of KolJengode, Raja SitlV6sudeva, Kt .. , C.I.E., Landholder. Malabar. 
95. Rama Rao,lItr. N., SuperintClident, Sericultural Department, MY80re Government. 
96. Ram ... wami Sivan, Ran Sahib M. R., B.A., I.A.S., Government Lecturing Chemist, 

Agricultural College, Coim bat{)l8. 
97. Ramdns. the Honourable )fr. V., Representative of the M .. dras Provincial Co· 

operative Union. • 
9S. Ranllanatha Mudaliyar, !tlr. A., B.A., B.L., !ttL.C., Madras. 
99. P.eddi Nayudu, Sir K. V., Kt., B.A., B.L., M.L.C., Landholder, lIIadras. 

100. RU88ell, Major A. J. H., C.B.E., M.D .• D.P.H., I.M.S., Director of Pnblic Health. 
101. Sivaswami,)fr. K. G., Representative of tbe Madras Provincial Co·operative Union. 
102. Subbarayan, Dr. P., M.L.C., Zamindar of Kumaramangalam. . 
103. Subramanya Mud .. liyar, 11k M. T., Proprietor of Utt .. maralayam Esta~e. 
lO4. Sutherland, Rev. W. S., B.D., United Free C)lurc)l Mission, Chinglcl'ut. • 
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105. Tireman, Mr. H., C.I.E., I.F.S., Chief Conservator of Forests. 
106. Wood, Mr. C. E., R~presentatiye of Messrs. Parry & Co. 

Bengal 

107. Ahmed, Khan Bahadur Maulvi Emaduddin, B. L., Chairman, District Board, 
Rajshahi. 

108. Ahmed, Khan Bahadur Maulvi Remayat l:ddin, Pleader, Barisa!' 

109. Ahmed, Khan Bahadur Maulvi Wasimuddin, Chairman, District Board, Palma .. 
110. Bentley, Dr. C. A., M.B., D.P.R., D.T.:M. & R., Director of Puhlic Health. 
Ill. Burrows, Mr. L., B.A., Collector'of Faridpur. 

112. Carpenter, Mr. P. R., Represent.ative of the Indian Tea Association. 

113. Chatterjee, Rai Bah .. dur Dr. G. C., Secretary, The Central Co·operative Anti
Malaria Sooiety, Limited, Calcutta. 

114. Chaudhuri, ?tlr. Prabhat Chandra, I.A.S., Deputy Director of Sericulture, Benga!, 
Berhampore (Murshidabad). 

115. Crawford, Mr. T. C., Representative of the Indian Tea Association. 

116. Das, Ra.i Bahadur A. N., B.E., I.S.E., Officiating Chief Engineer and Se~retary 
to the Government of Beng .. l, Irrigation Departm .. nt. 

117. Finlayson, Mr. J. T., Representative of the Indian Jute ~lilIs Association. 
118. Finlow, Mr. R. S., B.Sc., F.I.C., I.A.S., Director of Agriculture. 
119. Hutchiuson, Mr. C. M., C.I.E., Late Imperial Agricultural Bacteriologist, Calcutta. 
120. Kerr, JIlr. P. J., M.R.C.V.S., I.Y.S., Veterinary Advi8E'r to the Government of 

Bengal. 
121. ?tfaurer, ?tlr. F. E., Manager, Fertiliser Department, Messrs. Shaw Wallace and 

Company, Calrtltta. 
I:!Z. Mc~, Mr. K., B.Sc .• I.A.S .• Assistant Director of Agriculture. 
123. M~lligan, Mr. J. A., RepresentAt.ive of tbe Indian Tea Association. 
124. Mitra, Rai Bahadur J. 1\1., :\I.A., Registrar of Co-operative Societies. 

125. Momen, Khan Bahadur M. A., Magistrate-Collector !\Dd late Officiating Director 
of Land Records and Surveys. 

126. Morgan, Mr. G., III.L.C., Proprietor, Morgan Walker and Company, Calcutta. 

127. Mukherjee,lIk Nagendra Nath, B. L., Secretary. R!\Daghat Central C'-o-opemtive 
Bank, Limited, Ranaghat. 

128. Mullick, Rai Bahadur Kumnd Nath, Ranaghat. 
129. Oaten, Mr. E. F., M.A., I.E.S., M.L.C., Director of Public Instruction. 
130. Peddie, Mr. James, M.A., I.C.S., Collector, MaIda. 
131. Ray, Sir P. C., Rt., D.Sc., University C<>Uegc of Science and Technology, Cakutta. 

132. Roy, Mr. S. N., Representative of a Deputation from certain districts. 
133. Shebbeare, Ur. E. 0., I.F.S., Conservat<>r of Forests. 

134. Sime, !\Ir. J., Representative of the Indian Jute Mills Association. 

135. Simpson, Mr. J. W. A., Representative of the Indian Jute Mills Assooiation. 
136. Soutar, Mr. \V. J., Representative of the Ind~n Jute Mills Assoc~tion. 
137. West, Mr. M., M.A., I.E.S., Principal, Teachers' Training College, Dacca. 

AS8am 

138. Barthakur, Srijut Laksheswar, I.A.S., Deputy Director of A~iculture. 
139. Barna, Rai Bnhadur K. L., B.L., Director of Agriculture and Industries a.nd 

Registrar of Co-operative Societies. • 

UO. Barua, Rai Sahib Narayan, Honorary Correspondent, Agricultural Department. 
1.(1 •• Cnakravarty, Mr. Dijesh Chandra, M.A., B.L., Dewan, Gauripur Raj Estate. 
142. Cmningham, Mr. J. R., M.A., C.I.E., Director of Publio Instruction_ . 

\4:1. lhrris, Mr. W., M. R.C. V.S., I. V.G., Superilltendent, Civil Veterinary Department, 
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u.s. Lahiri. Mr. lluhendu M"h&D. RL., Pleader, Gauhati. 

145. McKercher. Alr. W. G .• General Manaf!er, Amgoorie Tea EstaIR., Limited, and 
,'jce·Chairman. Asnm Branch of the Indian Tea Association. 

l4ti. Mitra. Dr. S. K., MS .• Ph.D .. I.A.S .• Economic Botanist. 
14i. lInri.on. Major T. D .• D.P.H .• I.M.S .• Director of Public Health. 

HS. Ito .... Dr. Half()rd. Aaaam Fronti~r Tea Company. Limit"d, Talup. 
149. &ott. l1r. W. L .• I.C.S .• Director of Land Records. 

150. Serna, Luzelru, Representing the 8 .. rna Nag"s (a tribe of the Naga Hills). 

C'mlral l'ro";ncu 

','il. Allan, Mr. H. U .• ~l.A., I.A.S., Prindpal, Agricultural C.,lIege. Nagpur. 
1/;2. Arnanat Ali, Mr., LauJhold"". BlIrhanpur, Khandwa.. 

153. Heckett. Mr. R n .. I.EX. Offic.iating Director of Publio Instruction. 

154. Bhargava, Mr. Shyam Sundar. Managing Proprietor, Measrs. Chandrabhan Behari 
LaU, Jubbulpore. 

165. llrahma. Rao Bahadur K. V., B.A .• LL.B., M.B.E.. President. Berar Co.operative 
Inatilut", Limikd. Amrao!.i. 

15tl. Hurton. Mr. G. P., I.C.S .• Deputy Commill8ioner, Raipur. 
IS7. Chhotelal. lIr., Extra-Assistant Comnlissio~er, Raipur. 
158. Deshpande. Roo llahadur M. G., L&ndholder,'Nagpur. 
IS9. Dokr .... , Mr. M. R .. Pleader. Chandur. Amraoti. 

160. Dubey. Mr. Ramcharan Lal, Retired Agricultural AIl8istant, 'Wara."""i. Bataghat. 
Illl. Dw ... kanath Singh. Rai Sahib Dadu. Talukdar, Sooni. 
162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 

166. 
10/. 

168. 
169. 

170. 

171. 

)72. 

Irwin. Mr. C. J .• C.I.E .• I.C.S .• Commi..,ioner, Jubbulpore Division. 
Khuparde. Mr. B. G., B.A .• LL.B.. M.L.C., Amraoti_ 

Korde. Ran Sahib T. S .• M.L.C., Landlord, Murtizapur, Akola. 
rande. Mr. K. P .• LL.B .• M.L.C •• Representing the Tahsil Agricultural A.:mciation. 

Sihora, JUbbulpore. 
Pandeya. lIlr. l'unnsbott .. m Prasad, Malguzar, Balpur, Bilaspur. 
P"terson. Mr. H. H., B.A .• Secretary. Y. M. C. A., and President. ~L'he Empre8l! 

Milla Co-operative Stores, Limited, Na!,'P'D-~ 

Plymen.lli. ~'. J .• A.C.G.I., I.A.S .• Director of Agriculture. 

Poohory. lli. Kaluram. Represeuting the Agricultural Association, G..d.arw..ra. 

I'oll .. r<i.r ........ loy. Col. H.de L .• C.ll.G .• C.I.E., D.S.O., Chief Engineer. Irrigation. 
Pow .. r. Rai Bahadur Tundi Lal, B.A .• I.A.S., Deputy Director of Agriculture. 

P.aipur. 

Sahasrabudhe, Rao Sahib G. N., Pleader, Ellichpur. Amraoti. 

173. Trivedi. Mr. C. M.. I.C.S., Registrar of Co.operative Sooi~ti('s, Director of 
IndustriE'''' and Registrar, ,Toint Stock Companies. 

174. Webb. Lieut.-Colonel H. G. Stiles, D.r.H., D.T.M. & H (Camb.). I.M.S,. Officiating 

Director of Publio Health. 

175. Wilson, Mr. C. W., M.R.C. V.S .• I. V.S., Veterinary Adviser to Governnlcnt. 

176. Witt. Mr. D. O .• I.F.S .• Chief eo...-vator of Foresta. 

United Pro.-1nce8 

177. Abdul H .. m('od Khan, Rao Sahib Rao. of K .. iri, Lan<lhllider. MU7Affarnasar. 

178. Adirnm Singhal, Bahu, Singhal Dairy Farm, Agra. 

179. Ahmed. Syed 'fofuil, P~tired Sub· Registrar, AIigarh. 

180. Channer. Mr. F. F. R.. I.F.S .• Chief Conservator of.Forests. 

181. Chaudhury. Mukhtar Singh, M.L.A .• Pleader. Meerut. 

182. Chintamani, Mr. C, Y., Editor, .. The Lel\dJlf, " AIlahab"d. 

bfOJ 28fj~ 

., 
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183. 
18-1. 

IS5. 
186. 
187. 
188. 

lSI). 

190. 
191. 

-19Z. 

193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 

Clarke, Mr: G., F.I.C., F.C.S., H.L.S.,C.I.E., M.L.C., I.A.S., Director of Agriculture. 
Darley. Mr. B. D'O, C.I.E., I.S.E., Secreta9' t? the Government of the United 

provinces, Public Works Department, Irnga.tlOn Branch. 
Deerr, Mr,. Noel, Representing Indian Producers' Association, Cawnpore. 
Dunn, Lieut .. Colonel. C. L., D.P.H., I.M.S., Director of Public Health. 
Fa~kes, Mrs. A. K., /Secretary, United Provinces Poultry Association. 
Fowler. Dr. Gilbert, Head of the Research Department, Government Technological 

Institute, Cawnpore. 
Hick .. y. Captain S. G. JIL, M.R.C.V.S., I.V.S., Veterinary Adviser to the Govern· 

ment of the Unit('d l'rovinces. 
Higginbottom, Mr. Sam, Principal, Allahabad Agricultural Institute. 
Ishwar Sabai, Rai Babadur Lala, Landlord, Man Bhawan, Fatehpur. 
Jagannath Baksh Singh, Raja, Landholder, Rahwan, Rae BareJi. 
Keventer, Mr. Edward, of Edward Keventer Ltd .• Aligarh. 
Keventar, 'Mr. 'Verner. of Edward Keventer Ltd., Aligarh. 
Kirpal Singh, Sardar. Landholder, Sardar Nagar, Gorakhpur. 
Kushal Pal Singh, Raja, M.L.C. 
Lane, Mr. H. A., I.C.S., ReveRuc and Judicial Secretary to Government. 

198. Mackenzie, Mr. "A. K., M.A., D.Be., I.E.S., Director of Pul,lic lnstru('tion and 
Deputy Secretary to the Government of n.e United Provinces, Education 
Department, Lucknow. . 

199. Malaviya, Pandit Madan Mohan, M.L.A., Vice. Chancellor of the Benares Hindu 
University. 

200. Misra, The Honourable Mr. Shyam Bihari, Member, Council of State and Registrar, 
Co·operative Societies, Lucknow. 

" 201. -lIlukherjee', Dr. Radbak .. ",al. Ph.D., Professor and Head of the Depa.rtment of 
, Eoonomics and Sociology, University of Lucknow. 

202. Oakden, Mr. R., I.C.S., Commis.ioner, Meerut Division. 
203. Pant, Pundit Govind llallaLh. M.L.C., Naini Tal. 
204. Parr, Dr. A. E., Ph.D., M.A., RSc.,)d.S-.-I.A.S., Deputy Director of AgrkuIture. 
205. Parr, Mr. C. H., B.Sc., I.A, R •• Deputy Director of Agriculture, in charge of cattle" 

breeding operations. 
206. Ryan, Mr. J. G., Secretary. Indian Sugar Producers' Association. 
207. Shakespear, Mr. A. B., C.I.R. Chairman. Indian Sugar Producers' As~ociation. 
208. SlIkhbir Sinha. Th~ Honourable Lala, Representing the United Provinces Zamin· 

dars' Association, Muzaffarnagar. " 
209. Virk, Mr. F. Howard,lII.I. lIfech. E., Agricultural Engineer to GovernmE'nt. 

Punjab 

210. Abal Hussain, Mr. l\foha.mmad, M.So. (Pb.)., M.A. (Cantab.), I.A.S., Entomo· 
logist to the Punjab Government, Agricultural College, Lyallpur. " 

211. AndE'rson, Sir George. Kt., M.A., C.lE., Director of Public Instruction. 
212. Battye, Lieut.·Colonel R C., D.S.O., A.M., R.E., A.I.C.E., A.M.I.E.E., etc., 

Chief Engineer, Publio Works Department, Hydro·Electric Branch. " 
213. Branford, Mr. R., M. R.C. V.S., I. V.S., Livestock Expert to the Government of the 

Punjab and Superintendent, QQvernment Cattle Farm, Hissar. 
214. Brayne, Mr. F. L., M.C., I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Gurgaon. 
215. Brov,'lllie,M·. T. A.MiIler,lII.C.E., 1I1.1.W.E., M.I.M. & C.E., Agricultural Engineer 

to Government of Punjab, and Principal, Agricultural College, Lyallpur. 
216. Bunting, Mr. S. A., of Messrs. Duncan, Stratton & Company, Delhi. 

21,7· Chopra. ~i BB:had~r ~lo. Wazir Chand, B.A., M.I.C.E.,lIf.I.E. (Ind.), F.R.B.A., 
, SUj>IIrmtendmlll Engmeer, Lower Chenab East Circle, Lyallpllr. 

:)18, Cole, Colonel E. H., Coleyana Fstate, l-td., Oko.ra, M\mtgomery. 
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219. Darling. Mr. M. L., LC.S., ConuniBsioner of Income Tax, Punjab and N. W. F. P., 
Lslwre. 

2~1). Fazl Ali. KI..an Bahadur CbAudhri, M.RE., President, Gujrat Central Co.opera. 
tive Bank. 

221. :Forster, ColoDfOI D. C. B.. M.B., D.P.H .• 1M.S., Director of Public Health. 
222. Gbularn Hasan Khan, Mr., Honorary Seoretary, The Mia·nwali Central Oo.operative 

UanK. Ltd., Mianwali. 
2:.!3. OrnodoD. ~[3jor R. E., R.E., M.e., Special Officer, Norlh Western Railway .. 
22.i. GO""n, Mr. R. E. Grant, of Govan Brothers. Ltd. Delhi. 
225. Gul.han Itai, LsI.., M.A .• ProfesfI01'. Sanatan Dharma College. Lahore. 
226. HardH Singh, S., of M(lI!s1'8. Hardit Singh &: Bono, Fruit Farmers and Nurserymen, 

Mona R. D. 
227. Kiug'. Mr. C. M.. C.S.L C.I.E., I.C.S., Financial Commi88ioner. 
228. Lalchand. I~o Babadur Chaudhuri, President, State Council, Bbaratpnr. 
22!l. L&nd~r. Dr. P. E .• M.A. (enntab.). D.Se. (London), A.I.E., L,A.S., Agricultural 

Cbemi.t, Agricultural College, LyaJlpur. 
!!30. Mayes. Mr. W., F.C.H .• I.F.S., Chief Con3ervator of Foresta. 
231. Mebdi Shah, Khau r. .. hadur Sayad Sir, K.C.I.E., O.B.E., Landlord, Gojta. 
232. Milne. Mr. D., C.I.E., I.A.S., Director of Agriculture. ' 
233. Mitchell, Mr. K. G .• A.M.I.C.E .• A.M.Inat.I .• Secretary. Communications Board. 
~3·1. Myles, Mr. W. H., M.A., I.E.S .• Profes80r of Eoonomics, Punjab University, and 

Honorary Secretary. Board of Economio Enquiry. 
235. Naraindra Nath. Dewan Babadur Raja, M.A., M.L.C., Lahore. 
236. Nawaz Khan, Sardar Muhammad, I.A.RO., M.L.A .• of Kot.Fateh·Khan, Attock. 
237. Quirko, Mr. 'r. F., M.Re.V.S., I.V.S., Cbief Superintendent, Civil \'eterinary 

Department. 
2:18. Sa'npuran Singh. Bardsr, Barrister-at·Law. Honorary Secretary, LyallpU" Central 

Co·operative Bank. Ltd., Lyallpur. 
239. Sang4er. Mr. W. P., C.B.I .• C.I.E., Chief Engineer. Irrigation Works. 
240. Rbiv Dev Singh, ~lr., Honorary Magistrate, Siranwali. Sialkot. 
241. Smith, Mr. J. B. G .• Chief Engineer. Irrigation. 
242. Strickland, Mr. C. F .• I.C.S., Registrar of Co.operative Societies. 
243. Taylor. Mr. W .• L V.S., Officiating Principal, Veterinary College. 
2«. Townsend, Mr. C. A. H., C.I.E .• I.C.S., Commissioner, Jullundur Division, Punjab, 

and Ex· Director of Ah'l'icnIture. 
245. Trought, Mr. Trevor, M.A., Cotton Research Botanist, Lyallpur. 
246. Ujjal Singh, Mr., M.A., M.L.C., Lahore. 
247. Walton, Colonel C., D.S.O., R.E., Agent, North Western Railway . 
. 248. VI'hite, Mr. N., Chief Engineer of the Southern Canals and Secretary of the Irriga. 

tion Branch. 
249. Wiledon, Mr. B. H., M.A., D.Se. (Oxon), I.E.S., Scientifio Research Officer attached 

to the Irrigation Research Laboratory. 
250. Wilson, Mr. W. R, I.C.S., Deputy Commissioner, Jhelull\. 

North-We81 Fromier Province 

251. Abdul Matin Khan, Kban Sahib, Landholder, Takhti·BaJ Maroon, Pesbawar. 
252. AbdnI Rahim Khan, Khan Babadur, M.B.E., Barrister.at.La!", GnI Imam. 
263. GHani, Syed Pir Kamal, L.Ag., Landholder, Jangal Khe!, KobAt. 
254. Khushal Khan, Mr., Landbolder, Barikab (Mardan). 
255. Mohammad Aslam Khan, Khan Sahib, Honorary Magistrate and Zalllinda~ of, 

Mardan. . 

256. Noel, Major E. W. C., C.I.E., D.S.O., folitkal .A~ent, Kurrajll, , 

1II0 T 286--44<1 
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257. Robertson·Brown, l\tr. W., l\grir-ultural Officer. 
258. Sadullah Khan, Khan Bahadur, Assistant Commissioner and Landlord, Peshawar. 
259. Walker, Mr. S., B.E., A.M.I.C.E., Secretary for Irrigation. 
260. Wylie, Mr •. F. V., I.C.S., Settlement Officer, Peshawar. 

England 

261. .\dams, l;'rofessor W. G. S., M.A., All Souls College, Oxford, Chairman, National 
Council of Social Service, London. 

262. Anderson, Mr. D. A., of Messrs. Caird (Dundee), Ltd. 
263. narber, Dr. C. A., C.LE., D.Sc., Lecturer on Tropical Agriculture, School of Ab'fi. 

culture, Carubrirlge University. 
264. Biffen, Sir Rowland, Kt., M.A., F.R.S., Director of Plant BI'et'ding Institute, 

and Professor, Agricultural Botany, Cambridge Universit,y. 

,2!l5. Br&d.),', Capt. S. E. J., M.B.E., Board of TraJe. 
266. Buckpitt, Mr. F...J. W., J.P., Representing the Rope, Twine and Net 1Iianufact urers' 

Association. . 

257. Butler, Dr. E. J., C.I.E., D.Se.,lIt.B., F.R.S., Impt'riaJ Bureau of Mycology, K"w, 
Surrey. 

258. Buxton, Professor J. O. S., M.A., F.R.C.V.S., }'ro£e880r of Comparative Pathology 
and Director of Animal Pathology, Univt'rsity of Cambridge. 

269. Carmichael, lIfr. L. T., Representa.tive of Indian Tea Associat,ion, London. 
270. Chadwick, Sir David, C.S.L, C.I.E., Secretary, Imperial Economic Committee. 
271. Demetriadi, Sir Stephen, K.B.E., Representing the London Chamh .. r of Commel'oe 

and Messrs. Ralli Bros. 
272. Elliot, Major Waltar, M.P., M.C., D.Se., Under Secretary of State for Scotland. 
273. Engledow, Mr. F. L., lItA., D!rector of Advanced Students and Lecturer, School 

of Agriculture, Cambridge Univt'rsity. 
274. F;.,.ber, Mr. H., Agricultural Commissioner to the Danish Govl'rnml'nt. 
275. Fagan, Sir Patrick, K.C.I.E., C.S.I.. I.C.S. (Retired). 

276. n(lud, Sir :Francis L.C., K.C.B., Permanent Secf(ltary t-o the Mini.t,ry of 
Agricult,urc and Fisheries. 

277. Foley, Mr. EJward A., Ph.D., Agricultural ComnuSl<ioll('r of th .. l'nitcd t:;tates of 
America. 

278. Frost,lIIr .• 1. E., Director, the British Oil and Cake lllills, Ltd. 

279. Fur_e, Lieut.·General Sir William, KC. B., D.S.O., Dil'ector,lmpE:riallustitute, 
London. 

;.l~U. Gaiger, Professor 8. H., F. R.C.V.S., I'rofessor of Vet~rinary Pathology, t'niversity 
o[ Liverpool. 

281. G~bhie, Sir Frederick, Kt., C.I.E., tz·lnspector Genera) of Irrigation with the 
liovernment of lllilla. 

2~2. Goodwyn, Mr. J. A., Director of Messrs. Ransomes, Sims and Jafferies. 
283. Oouldill6. !Jr. Eo J., St"crl"tary; Representative of the Advisory Commit,t"e on 

\·eget.able Fihr"s, Imperial Institute. 

284. Grantham, Mr. V. A., of M"ssr8. Forbes :Forbes Campbell and Vo., Ltd. 

285. Grooning, Mr. C. D., 1IIanagl'f. Agricultural Division of the }'ertiliser l:iale.s, Ltd. 
2~6. Hall, Sir Daniel, K.C.B.,M.A., F.R.S., Dired-or. John Innes Horticultural Instltutr, 

Merton. 

l!1>7. Henry, Mr. E., re}'resenting th .. London Jute Association. 

288. Howard, Mr~Albf'Tt. C.I.E .• lItA., I.A.S., Direotor, Institute of Plant Industrv, 
Indore, and Agricultural Advisl'r to States in Central India. . 

289. Jarrett, Mr. A. E., of Jarrett Bros., London. 

~ 29~. Jun,·s, lIr. T., Secretary', Committee of Civil Research. 

:!91. ,Tulius, Mr. G. A., Chairman, Australian C.ommonwt'alth Council forScientifio 
and Industrial Rot'search. 
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292. .ke"tinge. ~Ir. G. F .• C.I.E .• I.C.S. (retired). 
293. 

.294. 

2\15. 
29t!. 

21111. 

300. 

301. 

302. 

303. 

304. 
305. 
306. 

307. 
308. 

301). 

310. 

:111. 

312. 

313. 

314. 
315. 

316. 

317. 

318. 

319. 

320. 

321. 

Kpcn, Dr. B. A .• D.Sc., F.Jnst.P., Assistant Diredor. RothamstEd EXFErimental 
Station. 

Knight, Mr. Ja.per. repre""nting lIe ..... Jurgen., Ltd • 
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APPENDIX V 

Forut PoZicy 

(Circular No. 22-F., dated 19th October 1894) 

RESOLUTION.-In Chapter VIII of his r!'port on the improvement of Indian agriculture, 
Dr. Voelcker dwells at length upon the importance of so directing the policy of the :Forest 
Department that it shall serve agricultural interests more directly than at presOlt ; and 
in his .. Review of Forest Administration" for 1892-U3, the ~spector General of :I!'orest~ 
discusses in some detail the principles which should underlie the management of blate 
forest in British India. While agreeing, generally, with the principles thus enunciated 
by the Inspector General of I!'orests, the Government of India think that it will be con
venient to state here the general policy which they desire should be followed in this 
matter; more especially as they are of opinion that an imperfect apprebension of that 
policy has, in some J'ecent instances, been manifested. 

2. The sole object with which State forests are administered iR the public benefit. 
In 80mL cases the public to be benefited are the whole body ot tax-payt:'-5; ill c,then, 
the people of the tract within which the forest i" ,itu:.tw; but in almost all cases the 
constitution aaJ preservation of a f.-'n&t involve, in greater or less degree, the regulatIon 
of rights and the restriction of privileges of user in the forest area which may bnve pre
viously bet'll enjoye-d by the inhabitants of its immediate neighLourhcQrl. This Iegulation 
an1 restriction Me ;u"tified only when the advantage to 10 gained by the pt: blic is great; 
and the cardinal princil'lc to be observed is that the rights and privileges of individuals 
must be limited, otherwise than for their own benefit, only in such degree as is ll.Lsclutely 
necessary to secure that advantage. ._ 

3. The forests of India, being State property, may be broadly clusoed under the 
following headings :-

(a) Forest. the preservation of which is essential on climatic or physiml gl-ound~. 
(b) Forests which afford a supply of valuable timbers for commericial i,nrI,c,,;oo. 
(c) Minor forests. 
(d) Pasture lands. 

It is not intended that any attempt should be marle to class existing State forests under 
one or other of these four heads. Some forests may occupy intermediate positions, 
and parts of one and the same forest may fall under different heads. The classification 
is' u8!'ful only as affording a basis for the indication of the broad policy which should 
govern the treatment of each ('las~, respectively; and, in applying the general policy, 
the fullest condideration must be gi ven to local circumstances. 

4. The first class of forests are generally situated on hill slopes, where the preeervation 
of such vegetation as exists, or the encouragement of further growth, is epsential to the 
protection from the devastating action of hill torrents of the cultivated plains that lie 
below them. Here the interests to be protected are important beyond all comparifon 
with the interests which it may be necebSary to re~trict ; and, so long a6 there is a reason
able hope of the restri"tion being effectual, the lesser iuterests must not be allowed to 
stand iu the way. 

5. The seconJ. class of State forests include the great tracts from which our supply 
of the more valuable timbers-teak, sal, dcodar and the like-is obtained. They are 
for the most part (though not always) essentially forest tracts, and encumbered by very 
limited rights of user; and, when this is the case, they should be managed on mainly 
commerciallinos as valuablo properties of, and sources of revenue to, the State. E\-en 
in these caSt's, however, eu,toms of user will IOr the most part h&ve sprung up on the 
mar~iM of the· fore"t; this user 18 oftcn essential to the prosperity of t~e people who have 
enjoyed it; and the fact that its extent is limited In comparison with the area under 
forest renders it the more easy to continue it in full. The needs of communities dwelling 
on the margins of forest tracts consist maiuly in small timber (or building, wood for fuel, 
leaves for manure and for fodder, thorns for fencing, grass and grazing for their cattle 
and edible forest products fol' their own consumption. Every reaRonable facility should 
be afforded to the people concerned for the full and easy satisfaction of these needs, 
if not free (as may be possible where a system of regular cuttings has been established), 
then at low and not at competitive rates. It should be distinctly understood that 
considerations of forest income are to be subordinated to that satisfaction. 

There is reason to believe that the a.rea which is suitable to tho growth ofvatuable 
timber ha.s been over-estima.ted, and that some of the trac~s which have boon rilserved 
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for this l'urpose might have been managed with greater profit ~oth to the public. and to 
the St.ate, if the efforts of the Forest Department had been directed to supplymg the 
large demand of the agrioultura.1 and general population for email timber, rather than 
the limited demand of merchants for large timber. Even in tracts of which the con· 
ditioTls are suited to ·the growth of large timber, it should be carefully considered in 
eaoh case whether it would not be better, both in the interests of the people and of the 
revenue, to work them with the objt'ct of supplying the requirements of the general, and 
in partioular of the ,agricultural, population. 

6. It should also be remembered that, subject to certain conditions to be referred 
to presently, the olaims of oultivation are stronger than the claims of forest preservation. 
The prtlBSUre of the population upon the soil is one of the greatest difficulties that India 
has to face, and that application of the soil must generally be preferred which will support 
the largest numbers in proportion to the area. Accordingly, wherever an effective demand 
for cultumble land exists and can only be supplied from forest areas, the land should 
ordinarily be relinquished without hesitation; and if this principle applies to the valuable 
olass of forests under considemtion, it applies a fortiori to the less valuable olasses whioh 
are presently to be discussed. When cultivation has been established, it will generally 
be advisable to disforest the newly.settled area. But it should be distinctly understood 
that there is nothing in the Forest Act, or in any rules or orders now in force, which 
limit.s the discretion of local governments, without previous reference to the Government 
of India (though, of course, alway" .ubject to the control of that Government) in diverting 
forest land to agricultural purposes even though that land may have been declared reserved 
forest under the Act. 

7. Mention has been made of certain conditions to which the application ofthl' principle 
laid down in the preceding pa.ragraph should be subject. 1.11ey have for their object 
the utilisation of the forest area to the greatest good of the community. In the first 
place, the honey.combing of a valuable forest by patches of cultivation should not be 
allowed; as the only object it can serve is to substitute somewhat better land in patches 
for sufficiently good land in large blocks, while it renders the proper preservation of the 
remaining forest area almost impossible. The evil here is greater than the good. In 
the second place, the oultivation must be pern.anent. Where the physical conditions 
are suoh that the removal of the protection afforded by for6llt growth must result, after 
a longer or shorter period, in the sterilization or destruction of the soil, the case falls nnder 
the principle discussed in parag .... ph 4 of this Resolution. So, again, a system of shifting 
cultivatio~, which denudes a large area of the forest growth in order to place a small 
area under 01'l)PS, costs more to the community than it is 'Worth, and can only be per. 
mitted, under due regulation, where forest tribes depend on it for their sustenance. In 
the third place, the oultivation in question must. not be merely nominal, and an excuse 
for the oreation of pastoral or semi.past.oral villages, which do more harm to the forest 
than the good they reap from it. And, in the fourth place, cultivation must not be 
allowed so to extend as to encroach upon the minimum area of forest, which is needed 
in order to su pply the general forest needs of the eountry, of the reasonable forest require
ments, present and prospective, of the neighbourhood in which it is situated. In many 
tracts, oultivation is practieally impossible without the assistance of forests, and it must 
not be allowed to destJ:oy that upon whioh its E-xistence depends. 

8. It has been stated above that the forests under consideration are generally, bnt 
not always, free from oustoms of nser. When, &s sometimes happens, they are so inter· 
mill/l:lcd with permanent villl'ges and cultivation that customary rights and privileges 
militate against thE-ir management as revenue.pa.ying properties, the principles laid 
down at the end of p .. ra~aph 5 of this Resolution should be observed, and considerations 
of income should be made secondary to the full satisfaction of loeal needs. Such restrio. 
tif)IlB as mn.y be neoe8sary for thepreservat.ion of the forest, orforthe better enjoyment 
of its benefits, should be imposed; but no restriotion should be placed upon reasonable 
,ocal demands, merely in order to increase the State revenues. 

9. The third clBss of forests include those tract~ which, though true forests, produee 
only the inferior Borts of timber or the smaller growths of the better sorts. In 80me 
oases, the supply of fuel for manufactures, railways, and like purposes, is of such impor
tanee that these foresfs fall more properly under the second class, and must be mainly 
managed as commercial undertakings. But the forests now to be considered are those 
which are useful chiefly as supplying fuel and fodder or grazing for local consumption; 
and these must be ma.r aged mainly in the interests of the population of the tract which 
supplies its forest requirements from this source. The first object to be aimed at is to 
preserve the wood and grass from destruction; for user must not be exercised 80 as to 
annihilate-its subjeet, and the people must be protected against their own improvidence. 
T>,le s .. ~ond 0 bject 8hould be to supply the produce of the forests to the greatest advantage 
and oonvnience of the pt'ople. To these two objects all considerations of revenue should 
ordinari1y be subordinated. . 
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10. It must not be supposed from the preceding remarks that it is the intention of 
th~ Government of India to forego all revenue from the large areas that are valuable 
ch.eliy fo~ the fu~l and fodder which t.hey yield. Cases must be distinguished. Where 
the areaa In qu&hon afJord the only gr&zing and the only supply of fuel to villages which 
ho around or Wlthun them, the nece .. ities of the inhabitants of these villag~s must be 
treated &8 paramount, and they should be satisried at the most moderate r;;h's and with 
&8 little direct official interference as po.,ible, But where the villages of the tract have 
already ample pasture grouuds attached to their cultivation and owned and managed 
by themoe!ve8. and where the Crown lands merely supplement th"se pastures. anrl 
afJord grazing to a nomad pastoral populalum, or to the herds that shift from one porti0n 
of the coul1try.to another ,,~tb the ch .. lIges of the .",,,on, Government mr<y justly expect 
to reap .. f,.,r Income from Its property. Even in 8ucb ('b.S'· •• however, the convenience 
and advanl.a!;e of the graziers .hould be studiously considertd, and the inhabitants of 
tbe locality. or those wbo babitually graze over it, should have a preferential claim 
at r"tel mat.,ri"Uy lower tLan might be obtained in the open mal keto It will often be 
advantageous to fix tbe grazing demand upon a yilla.!!c or a nODl<1d community tnr & 
y~"'r or a term of years. Th~ "~'8tem, like every other. h .. , difficulties that are peculIar 
to it; but it reduces the int"rference of petty officials to the lowe.t point., and minimises 
tbeir opportunities for extortion and oprre •• ion. Where grazing fees are leVled per 
c!lpi/a. free passC8 are often Fiven to" eert.,in n ,jwL .. rof oattle. In such cases the cattle 
which are to graze free should include. not only the oxen ",hi~h are aetlllLllyemployed 
on th" plough. but also a reasonable numbPr of mikh catl'e and (alH~. .l. DO'" or a 
I",U,,)o i. AS much a necc;;ity to a cultiv'ttor, using the word·necessity in a ren"Onahly 
wide .e" .... ,.. i ..... louSh-bullook; .. nd in many parts the oxen are bred in the village. 

11. In the portions of his report 11!,;ch are rderred to In the preamble to this Resoln
tion. Dr, Voekker strongly recommend. the formA.tion of fuel and fodder preeerves. 
and the Govemm~nt of India bave repeatedly urged the snme policy upon local govern
menta. Tbe 'luestion wbether any partiGlIlar area can be ml\de to support a greater 
number of cattle by preserdng the gras. and ontting it for fodder, N by permitting 
grazing upon it.. ;,. one that mnst be decidpd by the local circumstances of each case. 
But when it has been dpcided. the issues are by no means exhI\1.1st .. d. It hits been stated 
in paragraph 9 .. hove that one main ol-ject towards which the mana.gement. of these 
min~r foreat. should be direct.,d is tbe supply of fuel and fodder" to the grMtest 
advantage and eonvenicBceof the people." In doing so. due regard must be had to their 
habib, and WlSbes. It may bp that strict preservatIOn and per;odical dobes, or the 
total prohibition of gr .. zinll. will result in t!lC larrest yield hoth of fuel and of fodder 
in the form of hay. But tbat is of small avail if tbe people will not utilise the increased 
supply in the form in which it is offered thelIl. The oustoms of generation. &Iter slowly 
in India; and though much may and should be done to lead t.he people to their own 
profit, yet it must be done gently and gradually-always remembering that their content
ment is no less important an object th .. n is tbe" materIal &dvantage. It must berem.em. 
ber1Jd. moreover, that the object of excluding grazing from the preserves in question 
is the .. dvantage of the neighbourhood; and that the realisation of a larger income 
than grazing would JIeld. by preserving the produce, only to sell it to the highest bidder 
for oonsumption in large towns at .. distance from the presprve. i. not always in accordance 
with the policy which-the Government of India have inculc&ted. Here again circum
stAnces must decide. It may be tbat the 10c .. 1 s"pply of fuel OT fodder. ind.,pendently 
of the reserved area. is sufticien t in ordinary years for the needs of thE' neigh hoUThood. 
In luch a Oase the produce may legitimately be disposed of in such years to t.he greatest 
advantao:e. reserving it for 100&1 consumption only when the external supply runs short. 
Finally. "the remarks regarding agency in paragraph 12. and tbe more general considera.
tions that are discussed below in paragraph 13 of this Resolution, apply in full force 
to areas thus reserved for the supply (Of fuel and fodder, 

12. The fourth class of forests referred to are pastures &nd grazing grounds proper. 
which a.re usually forests only in na.me. It is often convenient, indeed, to declare them 
forests under the Act, in order to obtain a statutory settlement of tbe rights which the 
State on the one hand. and private individuals or communities on the other, possess 
over them. But it by no Jheans follows as a matter of course that these lands should 
be subjected to any strict syst.em of oonservation. or that they should he placed under 
the management of the Forest Department. The question otageney is purely one of. 
economy and expediency; and the Government of Indio. believe""tbat in some cases wbere 
these lands are managed by the Forest Department, the expenditure on est .. blishmcnt 
exceeds the revenue that is, or at &ny rate the revenue that ought to be, realised from 
them. . . ...., 

'rhe following remarks "pply. not only to forest Ia.nds under the Act, wheth~r a.dmm18-
tered by the Forest Department or not, but &lso to &11 Crown waste, even"tl,lOugh not 
deolared to be forest. Here the interests of the local community re .. ch their maximum, 
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while those ofthe general publio are of the slightest nature •. Itfollow8 that the. principlea 
which have been already laid down for the management of mmor forests apply, if possIble, 
with (:Ven greater force t,o the management of grazing areas, pure and simple. 

13. ,The difficuJt.ies w-hich arise in connection with these are~s are ap~ to prese,nt 
themselves in tbeir most It~gravated form where the tenure of land IS 'yol'll:an. In tam,,!
dari tracts, the Crown lands generallv assn me the second of tbe two .forms indi,cated in 
pa.ra!!mph 10 of this Resolution. But where the settlement 18 'IIo/wan, every 
.urv~y num ber or field that is unoccupied ~r .unas~i!,'lled i~ in th~ possession and at tb.e 
dispt,.al of Governmt'nt, and trespaS8 upon It ISl'"ma Jact~ forbidden. In some cultl
vat.ed tracts, these unoccupied and waste lands are the only 80urce available from which 
tbe grazing rpquirements of the resid"nt populA.tion can be met. The Government 
of India are cle.arly of opinion that tb .. illtermixture of plots of govel"llment land wbicb 
are used for grazing only, but upon which t.respas. is forbidden, with the cultivation of 
occupancy nr proprietary h.,lders, is apt to lead to extJ"t'me abusfs and especially 80 

wben u,..,.o plots are under the mnnagement of the Forest Department. The inferior 
.ITb'-'IJinates d tLe }'orcRt Department are perhaps a8 reliable 90S can be expected on 
the pay which we co.n afford to give; but their morality is no higber than that of the 
ulleducated ciaRS"'8 from which they are drl\wn ; while the enormous area" over wbich 
they are scattered !\lld the sml\lI number of the controlling staff render effective Buper
vision most difficult. It is not right, in order to protect the graR8 or tbe grazing dues 
on plots of waste scattered over the face of a cultivated (hstriet, to put it into the power 

---oran unJerling to pound, or trueR.ten to pound, cattle on the plea that tbey have over
st,epped the bound .. ry between tbeir owner'. field and the np.xt. Still I ..... right ;s it to 

_--1"'1"lnit the exerciBe oI the pou'er of oompoundiug offenceR allowed by section 67 of the 
Forest Act to depend upon the mere report of a subordinate servant, or to e"poee him 
to tbe temptations wbich such a power bolds out. Where the interests invoh'ed are 
sufficiently important, it may perhaps be necesssry to accept the danger of extortion 
while minimising as far as possihle the opportunities for it. But in tbe case under con
sidoration the interests involved are trilling, "hile th", opportunities I\re unlimited. 

14. It is to bo distinctly untlerstood that t.he Government of India do not desire 
that gra7ing should be lool( .. d upon primarily as a source of income. But it by no means 
follows that all revenues from scattered government lands should be re!inquished. It 
is. ind",ed, inadvis .. ble t,hR.! this .hould 00 done, as to do 80 would give theryots an interest 
in opposing allotment and making thinrs unpleasant for ncw occupants. But the objec
tions to direct m,.na~ement which have ju.t been pointed out are reduced to a minimum 
or "l\.o(letbu avoided, when the l1l"nR,gemeI1t, i. p),\cetl in the hands of tbe resident 
oultivnloTS or of rApTI'sentatives from among them. It- wiJI genp.fl<ny be po.sib!e to 
lease or oth~rwise ma.na~e the unorcupied lands of a village through tbe agency of 
the comrnlln;t.y not, indeed. at the highf'st priCl" wLith tbey are ready to pay to escape 
Bucb ev'ls as have jnst been alllldetl to; but, at a moderate ostimate of tbeir val'le to 
them fixed in view of the f,wl that herds and flocks which cannot exist without grRzing, 
a,re "Hen a nt"Ces8ary conditivn of the successful conduct of that cultivat,ion "pan which 
tbe govemm",nt loud revenue is I'R.id. In no rase should fields th .. t have been reI in
qui"hpri l)e let to outsid"fs at a reduced asqessment for grazing purposes for tben we 
might. have speculator!! taking np Buch 6elda, mainly in order to make what tbey can 
out of trespa •• ing ('attle. 

15. One more point of principle remains to be noticed_ The procedore under Chapter 
IV of the Indian Fore.t Act,. wbereby foreste are deolared to be protected, bas been in 
oertain C&8~S regartled by the Government of J odia as a pro,-is'onal and intermediate 
prol'cdiue designed to afford time for consid~ration and dl>cision with the obj .. ct of 
ultimat..,ly con~tituting 80 much of tbe area as it is intended to retain, a resel"Vt'd forest 
und~r ChapYlr II. su.l of relinqllishin!! tbe remai"der a1tl'gether. The Al't provides two 
rJ:~'in~t proeedures. By the more strict onp under Chapter II,. existing rights Dln~' be 
eIther BO~I"·d, tran.ferrpd or commuted and this procedure will ordinarily be appHed to 
fo[<·"I.. I.f the first "nd .""ond claMes indicR.ted in paragraph 3 of tlus Res;llution. By 
t.he 81'C~nd procedure under Chapler IV, rights are recOI·tled and regulated and this procc
d,IITC will ofloen be properl,v followed where the rights to which th" "rea ie SI1 bject are ext-l'n
Slve, Bnd the f"re.t is to bemallal1edmainlyinthpillteres~ofthel(1(.a1community.It 

, WIll ~tdll16rlly be applif'd to foroste of the third And fourth clasRce. 'I1liese'l'ond procf'dure 
~i\y In':eod b", provi"i'lfl"I, and introdoolory· to reservation nnd .. r Chapter II, bllt thl'''' ie 
In the t ore~t A"t notlun!{ repugnant to giving it a larger and evpn 8 permanrnt operation. ---- -~--- --.------

OTI,. r"PN'II"es h.re or. to Ant VII of J87P .,,;~,;;;-,;.d-;;:v Act V-of 1800 ;;-rid-A~tX-II of 180~.--Th. 
Ac'. .t, J> ..... pnt In 10 .... 18 Act XVI of IP~7, <'hop" .. 11 •• ,d IV rl th' Art of 19"~7 delll with 1"1'.'''''..:1 
:md PfOte<'tp,l f"-'rest~ f"Pitp('C'tlVt"ly IHI did Uu; lorlCipondirlg c1ltlpf<-n of the Act of IB7& ant.! th.-
flt.a,~ml'lIt,~ lulitie in the text remR.Jn nnAirecteq. . . , 
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As regards Government, the ohiof difference betw","n the two procedures is that new rights 
may sprmg up III a protected bot not in a reserved forest, and t.hat the record-of-rightrl 
framed undor ChApter II is oonolusive wbilo that framed uniler Chapter IV only carries a 
p ...... umptlon of trJth. It is b·,lieved th"t this presumption offers amllle security where 
tbe objoet of regulating the right is to provido for their more Jxoneficial exercise rather than 
to override. them in th~ publio int .. rest. A. regards the pffiple the chipf difference is 
th".t, 8J?Mking broadly, IU a reoerved foreHt everything is fin offenr" that is not permittpd, 
whIle. to " protected forut, nothing is an offence that i8 not prohibited. In theory it is 
po'l8ible so to frame the permission and the prohibition a. tu m .. ke the results identical in 
the two oaees, but in practice it is almost impossiblt' to do so. Ifit ... erenot so, the distinc
tion drawn by the legislature would be unnt'Cessary and meal1inglet!8. H is only where 
the public interests involvpd are of suffioient importance to justify the ~tricter 
prooodllJ'fl and the more comprehensive definition of forest offences that the latter p.hould 
be adopted. 

The Gov.-mor Gt-neral in CouncU dnsires, therefore, that with regard both to fnel and 
fodder preserve~ And to grazing areas pure and simple, aud espeomUy to such of them 
611 lie in the midst of oult.ivated traets, it may be considered in e .. c.h ."". wheth.er it is 
neces>;a.ry to elBSS thp.m, or if "Ire.~dy so ell,aged, t<) retain tLem !!oS f"rest ...... M; a",1 if 
this 'tuestion i. deridPd in the affirmative, whether it would Dot be better to oOD"titute 
them proteot-ed rather t!Jan reserved fOreflt.. .. 

16. Such &r~ u •• lTp.nprai prlnu.pl08 wweh th", Government of India desire should be 
observed in the adminidtr.lt.ioD of all State forests in Rriti.h India. They are fu!Jy aware· 
thAt the det .. iled application of t heSt· prineil']"" must dppend upon an infinite variety of 
circumitanoes wWch will have to be duly weighed in each case by the local autborities 
to who .... discretion the decision mu.t be left. One of the dangers which it is most diffie.u1t 
to guard ag~inst is the fraudulent abuse of concessions for commercial purposeo, and only 
local consitierations can indicate how this can best be met. The Government of India 
recognise tbe fact thl],t the eaRier treatment in the matter of foreRt produce which His
Excellency in Couneiltlcllires should"'" extended to tbe agricultural classes mo.y, eBpecio.ll~· 
in the C8i18 of tr"e forest areas, ncce.l'8itate more careful supervision in order tb .. t. tJ... <'on· 
o"""ion may he confined within its legitimat .. limits. But, on the ot.her hand, thpy think 
that, in some provin('e9, it will render pos8ible a cODsid .. rable reduction of exist.ing estab
Iishll'ent, and they desire that tWa m .. tter may be· carefully considered with reference to 
what ha.s been said above in po.ro.graph 12. Tbey know also. in some prorinces forest 
policy is o.lread.v framed on the lines wWch they wish to 8ee followed i.n.alI .. But t~e 
Governor General in Council believe. that loca.l governments and admmls~.rat\Ons ~11 
be glad to receive the assurance now gtven them that the Supreme Government wdl 
codially support them in recognising and providin~ for local requirements to the utmost 
point that is conAistent with Imperil<1 interests. Where working-plans or l'lan. of opera. 
tion are framoo for f"rests the previsions necesssry for this pl1fJlose should be embodied 
in them. The exercise of the rights that have been recorded at settlement will necessarily 
be providod for in these plans. Where further concessions are mltde by way of privilege 
and grace, it will be well to grant them for 80me such limited period as ten years, so that 
they may, if nece8AAry, be revieed from tIm .. ttTtjmp. as tbe l'irrumst"'Dl-eB""'wlUeh they __ 
were moulded cho.llge. 
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APPENDIX 'VI 

E . .tinutted value offorest produce givenawayJru oral reduud rates in 1925-26 

llambo()s 

ProvJn('.fl Timber }'uel G1'~M and and other Total Vraziug minor 
produce 

t-------

Its, Ra, Ra. Ra, Ra, 

As~m .. I 39,28~ 6,4,380 19,734 2,00,432 3,13,886 

Bengal 
i 1,747 38,9-13 80.507 35,266 1,06,46:~ 

_-----DJ.ha.r And Or-illJt.a. 39,715 1,45,691 1.09J~7 42,981 3,37,594 

llomhar .. 90,192 2,04,816 6,35,165 D5,292 10,25,165 

Iltunaa- .. 1,30,471 2,695 66,842 3,127 2,08,135 

('{'ntrnl Pro\'incc8 and .lJ.cnu' I 18,023 67,600 11,82,629 27,787 12,96,129 "I I 

)fadras 
I 

38,529 I 18,259 ,. 

I 
1,311 5,262 58,361 

NOl'Lh·"?,,pt Front·jtlr l")rO"in<'C T,23G 43,236 21,9P1 100 72,569 

Punjab .. 83,100 I 6,68,649 20,43,768 41,126 28,42,648 

United Provim.'c8 95,71S 

! 
1,20,056 3,11,35~ 63,152 6,90,279 

Mluor Admln!slraUolIs 3,194 2,636 97,7M 4 ,11M. ~,08,579 

I 
--~-

.. -,-----
1- 69,611,058 'I\lt.al .. 5,47,210 

I 
13,50,108 45;S7,2W 5,25,510 

, .. _-- -----_. --_ . 
• IlIcJn~ •• }'od.rated Shan Statea, 
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APPENDIX VII 

Area in-iqalM/rom _Us i .. B,itiAJo 1M;" 

. 

j" 

Appl?'l1dlX 

Acres 

(in 000'6) 

9,343 

11,374 

11.569 

IO.7M 

9,490 

11,729 

10.!)4!! 

14,160 

12,490 

H,8S1 

10,214 

10."08 

12.361 

13,867 

12.556 

12,550 

12,033 

1l.1:l\l 

.... 216 

12,692 

14,242 

12,127 

11,439 

10,75S 

10.570 

11.7;10 
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APPENDIX Vlll 

All-India Forecasts of Crop8 i8sued by the Department of Commercial 
Intelligence a.nd Statistirs 

Crop }'or ..... t 
Date prescribed for 

Issue 
_________ l __ ~ ____ _ 

Rice 

Wheat 

Cotton 

{

First 

_. Second 

FInal 

{

First 

SecOnd 

•• Tblrd 

Fourth 

Final 

October 20 

"/ December 20 

, '. February 20 

January 31 

March 15 

April 20 

lIIIay 30 

August 10 

1 

First August 15 

Second October 16 

, , Third December 15 

, l'lnal ., February 15 

Supplementary " April 15 

lIIIareh 15 Linseed {:::d 
Rape and Mnstard 

Final June 1 

January 1 

{

FIrst "jseptember 1 

• , Second "j October 20 

Final _, January 15 

l Supplementary " April 20 

8eso.mum 

first 
Auglll;t 20 

Groundnut " Second October 20 

Final February 15 

Castor~!f'6d " (oniyone) "I February 20 

" {First "I October 15 indigo 
FInal ,. December 20 

{FIrst 
" August 20 

Sugarcane " Second October 20 

Final February 5 

, 'I { Prellrnii.ary 
July 7-15 

Jute II 
Final Septcmber 21 

1 __ T_im_e_of_S_O_wlng __ 1 Time 0/ harvesting 

., }MaY-June. ,,!september,. 

"I May-August· "I December-January,· 

,,! January-February,. lIIIay-June. 

,,) i 
,. I i 
" joctober-DeceDlberlllilarCb_May, 

"I 1 

::1 I 

::I.}lIiIarch_Augustt ,.!. October-Aprilt. 

··1 i 

"I 
:: }August.october, January-AprD. 

: :1}MaY-JulY •• 1 October·December • 

•• January.Februaryl May·July. 

"1 : 

::1 }May.Augu.t: •• ! November.January 

•• I 

{ 
May·July 

September 

.. 1 January-FebnlatY·l 

•• ' March·April. 

:: }February.JulY§ •• August-November •• 

:: }FebtuarY-MaY .. i November.January'l 

1 

:: }March.May • '1 August-September. 

• In Madras. tbe fir.t crop Is SOWD bet,,· .. n April and Ootober and the second crop between September 
and March. The first ('"rop Is harvest.ed between September and M.a.rch and the 8econd crop between 
January aDd M"y. The. ~orC8.8t Ie genl~ral for all throo crops. 

t In parts o/southern India, sowing coutlnu .. till December and harv ... tlng till July or later. 
t A OUlumor v .... i.ty Is grown In Madrao which Is SoWD In February-llilarch and barv .. ted In July

Aug,",!. 
, t An Irtlgaled variety ISl(TOWDIn Madras which Ia sown In December·Janueryandbarv .. tedlnMarch·Aprll 

11 (,ecelUber·Mny tn Madrn8. 
D 1saull:\ by tile Director 01 AgrIculture, Dengal. 
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Should be fielected a.s now from an agrioultllral servioe, or, in default of a suitable 

officer, from the educationa.l service, 554. 
Should be Whole·time in a.ll oolleges, 664. 

Other college staff : 
Field of selection might be widened with a.d vantage, 554·6. 

STUDENTS: 

After Careers of, 548. 
Conditions in which they live at the oolleges ... ~actory, 547. 
great Majority seek publio employmeut, 548. 3 

Oponingsin departments other than agricultural for, 657. 

1110 Y 286--4.60 
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES, THE GOVERNMENT-ron/-l. 

'('F.AtonING AND it E.~"Al{(:1I : 

Comhination of. h .. npti"ia\. 005. 

TRA'NING OF NEW SUI'.;KIOR 1'110\'11< 01 AI. S.;RVICES; 

Colleges no't iu a pnsition to provide intensive po,t-graduate tl' .. ining of character 
required, 550·6. . 

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENTS: 

geginllin!(s of. under (iovernlllt'ntof Illdia. 15. 17-211 . 
• undor Pro,·inci .. l Gov('rnmentR.21-9. 

PnoORIo.:"'tS liP 'I'U IHf)fi. ::4J.!I • 

.Assa-tll, .2R. 
Bengnl.20-6. 
BOllihay.21-2. 
Burma: 2S. 
Contral Provill~"B, :!(j. i. 
~[adrllS. 22·4·. 
Punjab. 27. 
United Provinces, 24-0. 

Progress since 1905. 29-35. 
Distriot .taff. rapid expansion in nt""r future, expec .... tion of. 157. 

AHRICULTURAL EDUCATION, .- tinder EDUCATION. 

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERS: 

Hitherto l'tlcruitt'd on terms distillctly inferio[' to those gl'anted to oBkers of Iudian 
Agricultural Service. lOS. 

Officers in charge of Agricultural J;;ngineering Departments .hould be inoluded in 
cadre nf the new Superior Pr<n;ncial Agricultural Service •• WO. 

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING SECTION: 

Diviaion into two bmneh". for agri(,llltural mQchin"I'Y and p",mping and boring J'('. 

commended, HIll. 
IJ.1I8lificatioJls I'Niuin·d fur oftil'er in I'hal'gl' of agl'i<'ultural machi",·ry work, lOll-hi . 
• honld he "olllplet<oly \{,'or/(anisf',1 lIud b(' made inkgral part of Agricult.ural 

Departllll'lIt., 1011. 
has hith~rto .... kun I'l't'lllldary pla{ ... in d"partmental al·tivitie., lilt!. 
work on Wllt .. r lift .•• 1011. 

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS: 

On the whule indi,,~'noll', well AdatJ\.t·d tu local conditiollll. Hli. 
Agriclliturill d~pal't.m('nt" have hal'dly made flllleat. liSe of opportlluiti"8 fol' developing 

impro\'ed, lOi. 
criticism of :\lethods of, II:! . 

. \dapt.atioll of Dynnlllomet,,1' to "'" 1111,1"1' Illtiian (">I1d;tioIl8 should bp t.",.ted, Ill. 
Agricultural En~inl'('rill~. liee, u.",icr thtll lIt'fl.d. 
Improvpml'lIt of exixt.ing. mOl'e promising thau illtmducti"Jl of lIew·. II:!. 
Very groat s"op~ for' I ml",.\,cnlf,nt ill light of mod"rn kllowJedgt' of Snil conditions. Illi. 
lutl'oti,wtioll of new. I'ugj(l'stions re~ .. i\·ed f"r. II:!. . 
MalIS plUdlldiun of ",,,,,dcn pltTt. of, po,;sibility. \tlS. 
I'mpl\gltllda, alld n{'(,d fur l"tl'"oin', i118. Iii:!-;l. 
Hail way f"eight rat·es fo,' the transport. of the raw matedal ful', ".[1(1 the tillisil,",<1 prQdul'! 

shQuld be re-examin<.><l, 114. . 
Iteb .. te of dUI.y on impol'ted iroll and dt",,1 for, sllg[{e~t.ion. 114·16. 
J~p .. iriJlg facilities and Spare parts, In9, l1i3. 
gre_+ scopo for l.tesearch iu. 1I0·J3. 
,"81" of illlp,· ... ,·o,j implE'm~nts infini"",imal cOlUl"'l'ed witb klta.ll)lIl11ber Qr, ill India, )07 
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AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY; Bee al80 .. ~drT AGRICt"LTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 

~·inancj .. 1 difficulty in way of aman cultivator usiug eJ[('''pt ro·operatively suoh, a8 
tnwt"' .... po,.'er .ugarcane rum. and threohers, 113. 

Illveotigatioll of economic" nf .t""m tackle ,,"d tra.ctol's r<"quire<!, especiallV in the 
Cen trw Pro v inees, 114. • • 

Method of pnpularuUng hy hiring out, 153. • 
Railway Freij(ht rate. for th" tmnsport of the raw material for and t,he Ani.hed product 

.hould tw. re·examined, 11-'. 
H,·bate of dIJl~' ou import ... t in.lll .. nd ored. for. o"Y".t.ion, 114.16. 

AGRICULTURAL POUCY : 

(:t:~ Ek_' I. : 

Prior to 1l1li1), \;;·16. 
I .. 1i!!jO-I. 111·17. 
Frum Iti81 to 191)/1. 17·:!U. 
in the I'rovim''''' b"fo .... WHo: 

44.M8DI.20. 
Ilo-ngal,25.1;. 
Bombay, 21.:!:!. 
Burma, :!8. 
Central Pro""in('(>~, :!O-7. 
Madras. 2:?~. 
P'mjab. 27. 
rnitffl Pr()\'ilw.,,-,,, 24·5. 

PU~ITJ()N I~ 1»ur;, 20-1, 2H. 

Rr.OIlOAlifljA.TJON OF 1905: 

ForUlation of Pu"" no_rch J netitut ... , t9.30. 
J);"t·rirt work. 3:j· •. 
Education. cr"Mion of colleg .... 33·,. 
Research. linked witl1 instruction in ('ollel(68, :1:1. 

('nN8T1TUTIOI<AL CRANOR" (oF 19111: 

Effert of, on. 35-6. 
Io'inanoiw relation. twtw<'en Im""ri .. 1 and Provinoi,,1 ili •• ,,,nment., :16. 
(.:en<"ral. 36. 

Agricultural pC>lition, the p"""~nt. 13, I~, 

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, INDIAN : 

REPl'TATJON 01', P.( TRt: WORLD'S :'URKRTR: 

Cotton. 398-11. 
tlroundnut, :WlI. 
Hemp. 399 . 
• Jute, 399. 
Oilaeed .. 399, 
Wbe&t, 399·40n. 

Considerable room for improvement, 401, 
Fault does not necessarily lie with oultivator. 401. 

due sometimes to Natural oaU868. 401. 
Effective pressure to secure improved quaJity from the producer must be &pplied by 

the Agrioultural or Co.operative Departments. 402. 
Premium for superior quality of, most effective W&y of enabling oultivator to secure 

adequate, is by organiaation for purposes of sale. 403, 
.. Quality," definition of, 398. 
Remedial meesures 

Cotton. appropriate a.ction can, .. nd is, being taken by Iudian ~lltr&1 Cotton Com. 
mittee, 402. 

Jute, can be take" by propooed Jute Committee, 402, , 
Other prod ueta : ' , 

Difficulties of Grading under Government regll~&tion would .. t present prove 
insuperable, 402, . ' 

Organized Trode Asaociations can render great &S8istance. 402, 
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AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, ORGANISATION OF : 
Board of Agrioulture, Bee under tlUlt hen.d. 

CENTRAL AND PBOVINOlAL : 
possible methods of establishing cIoser Contaot between: 

Constitution of a new orga.nisa.tion to which both PU"a. a.nd the provincial resea.rch 
institutions would stand in the same relation, 48. 
(for details Bee below under COUNOIL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH.) 

Division of re....a.rch into oompartments and formation of crop committees on the 
model of the Indian Central Cotton Committee, not recommended, 47. 

Transfer of control of Pusa to a quasi. independent body in which the provinces 
wunld he represented, not recommended, 48. 

CENTItA.L RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS: 

Pusa, Bee 'mder that hPlul. 
Question of establishing other: 

Notrecommended in preaenf. conditions, 64. 
Pusa admittedly not very suitable for study of many fundamental problems, 64. 
will be for Council of R68e!1rch to determine how deficiencies of PUM can be-

remedied by formation of su b·stations, 64. 
Constitutional position, 38.9. 

CoUl'IOIL OF AGn !OULTUl!.A.L RESEARCH: 
Committees of : 

Standing Fina.nce Committee, 55. 
Su b·Committees, 56 

Power of Cooption from outside the Council, 56. 
Constitution of, by Act of Imperial Legislature, 49. 

Object of, promotion, guidance and coordination of research, 48. 
Flexibility, feature of proposal, 56. 
Expenditure from central revenues on agricultural research, question 01, 53. 
Functions: • 

Administration of agricultural research fund (q. v.) 
CJearing house of information, 51. 
Convening meetings of experts, 52. 
Publications, 51·2. 
Research: 

Po.iLiun in regard to, 52. 
will inolude Veterinary as well as agricultural, 50. 

Research workers, supervision of training of, 50·1. 
Headquarters of, 56. 

PERSONNEL : 

Chairman, should be "hole-time appointment, 53 
, qualifications required, 53. 

Members, two whole·time, duties, 53·i. 
, thirty.six n>presentatives of various interests, 54. 

Secreta ria t, 54. 
Powers of, regulated by rules iSRued by the Governor General in Council, 50. 

, Scope of the rules, 50. 

FUN D, AORlOULTURAL RESEARCH : 
to be Administered by the Council of Agricultural Research, 49. 
PropOSM for establishment by Aot of Imperial legislature with initial grant of 

liU lakbs, 49. 
part of it should be used to finance Research Scholarships, 50. 

Organisation adopted in: Australia, 42·4: Canada., 311·40; United States of 
America, 40·2. 

Provincial Research committees, relations with, 57. 
Problem of, in lniia, 44. 

PROVINOIAL RESEARCH COMMITTEES: 

Formation of, with ohject of working in dose co·operation with Council, 57 . 
• Functions of: 

should include Preparation of programme of re,/learch to be laid before COlmoiJ 
<. of Research, 67. 

Heports on provinoial applio'ations for grants, 57 .. 
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AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH, ORGANISATION OF-<:OIIId. 

PIlOVIJrClAL RESuBCJI CoMHITTE.ES--COntIl. 

Personnel: 
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Chairman, eelection and appointment should rest with provincial government, 
67. 

Memhers, suggestions. 67. 
hovincial Res.arch Institutes, importance of, 61. 

PeM, 
Not an ordinary research Institute but a group of Institutes, 645. 
Position of, 4.5·6, 

Future : 
as a Reeea.rch cen tre : 

should eel. the Standard for agricultural reeea.rch work throughout India, 
68-9_ 

al an Educational centre: 
ahould provide Facilitiel for post-graduate study in all bra.nches of agricul. 

tural science, 59. 
Present: 

Decline in influence mainly due to : 
Inaccessibility of site, 46. 
Provincial development of research, 46. 

Relation of, with the univeraities : 
Affiliation of Pusa to a univeraity not ceJled for, but Buggestion regarding 

work at Pusa being submitted as a tbesis for 0. degree, 59·60. 
Staff : 

Director, Personality and qualifications of very great importance, 59. 
, Pay mU8t be such aa will attract best man available, 648. 

Ot.her steff, will require to be of the highest calibre, 646. 
, Pay and conditions of service, 648·9. 

'fransfer to another site not recommollded, 46. 

RIISEAIlCH : 

Continuance and expansion of Pusa not in itself sufficient discharge at Govern. 
ment of India.'s responsibilitieB in regard to agrioultural research, 45. 

Specialioation, obsorvations on, 98. 

RESEARCH INSTITUTES: 

Internal coordination: 
Arrangemente at Rothamsted described, 62. 
great Importance of, 62. 
definite Steps should be taken to secure, 61. 

UIUVERSlTIES, POSITION OF, IN REGARD TO: 

Importance of coordinating agricultural with other research, 60. 
Provision for gra.nts from the Agricultural Research Fund for agricultural Research 

work at, 60. 
Representation on Council of Agricultural Research, 60. 
Taking over by, of important schemes of agricultural research, an end to be kept 

steadily in view, 60. 
most valuable Contribution meantime would be raising the standard of scientifio 

teaching, 60. 

AGRICULTURAL SERVICES: 

CENTRAL AORICULTURAL RESEARCH SERVIOJil (IMPERIAL DEPARTMENT OF AORICUL! 
TURE) : 

Superior staff : 
Account of existing Pusa appointments, 645. 

Future arrangements: 
Description of 8uggested, 646.7_ 
Director: 

Pay, 647·8. 
Provident fund, 648. 
Qualifications required for, li9. 

Permanent preferred to short term eh'gagement, 647. 
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AGRICULTURAL SERVlCES-contd. 

CE"TRAL AO&I(;PLTURAI, RESEARCH Sl:RVIOE (IMPERIAl, DEPARTlIoIF.NT OF AOl\IOUL

TURE)-conld. 

l>upeI'ior staff-contd. 

Account of existing Pu"a "l'pointtnents--N)}IJd. 

:Flltur{' a.l~u.ngements---r<»lId. 

~eetiorl"i. H,- .1'l:., of : 
Pay, 648. 
Provident fund, 649. 
Q119lifications reqllirE'd for, &/6. 
[{"'.rultDl~nt, 646. 
should, in existing conditions be Obtained, in the main, from abroad, 646. 

Class I oflkel'l! at,t8l'hed to Head.· of sections anlt bolding other appoint· 
mento : 

Pay, 649. 
Recruitment, 6ill. 
Provident }'und, 649. 
'l'enlll't' of appointment, 647. 

n.its of, to pro,inoos to be en~ourag"d, 650-1. 
CIa;,. II offi(,ers : 

Account. of pI","~nt, 64!J. 
C111SS .hould 00 developed and stalus raided, 649_ 

Advantageous if largely fillelt by junior provin~ial Class I ofliC6l'8 wit.ft Ii H' 

year t"nure. 6511. 
Pay, 650_ 
Pension, 650. 

I:cr.IAN AORICULTURAL SKRYlCR : 

Account of, 33. 36, 626·8. 
Achievements of, 37. 
Recruitment for: 

ceased in 1924, 621>' 
methods of, 626-7. 
still has important Part in directing agricultural development, 626. 

Selection posts. 638 (footnote). 

NEW SUP.;;RIOR PROVmCIAL SERVICES (CLASS I of PROVINCIAL SERVICES): 

Cadre: 
Admulif;t.rativt', teaching, l'esearch, branches, 633·7.' 
I}f.velopment. of, in t.he future in different provinoes a.t varyin/l raUs, queetion of. 

640. 
Interchange bet.ween branchf's, 637. 
I'" ", baai" scale, 638. 

. "pl~dion posts, 638. 
6pccial, 634, 638. 

Pension, 638. 
Prooationary period, 6:17. 

QI1ALIEICATJONS AND RECRUITlIENT FOil: 

.-I.dJllinistrath-e bran~h: 
Duh.'.<, multifarious, faIling to, 636 
Pay,li38. 
V"caneil's, tilling of: 

oy promotion from CI&118 n, 6:111 
hy direct rocruitment, 636-

Post· graduate st.udy, need for in case of candidat-es from Indian agricultural 
college. and universities, 636-7. 

Praetkal experience, an essential qlralification, 6;{7. 
Sch .. 1arsh'l)s for post·graduate study, question of, 637. 
high I;tandard of qualifioations should be required, 636. 

Hesearch !>much : 
Needs of rE'searc.h in India, l'equire men of the highest calibre. 633. 
Pay, 634,638. 
r .lst.gruduate qualitications essential. 6340. 
Promotion froUl Cl&as 11. questWn uf, 636. 
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AGRICULTURAL SERVICES--<:ontd. 

NEW SUPERIOR PBOVlNCIAL 8ERVroES-(Qlttd. 
Qr'ALI1'ICATION8 A~D BECRUlT"'~T FOR-C,mUl. 

Rf>oearch Branch-.umld. 
St,h .. l ...... hip., u'stitutiol1 of sy.t.,m of, fOI·. 635. 

@houlct be .. JwiniHtered by a @ub·committee of the Council of 
Agri('ultural Researcb. tiM. 

TYI"" (If ",orkp.J'S, t\\'() di.tinct, 630. 
T"""hilt{/' branch: 

"t Agri(·ultn .... l colic''';''., 6:1ti. 
f"xiRtiu,: Myllti>Ul, ~:~ti. 

ProJlO""I. for .t .... ngthbning. 636. 
Re"ruitm<'nt and pay, 11311, 1i:1 .... 

Pu81's OOT~ljJB. THK CADRB O¥: 

lIire"c,.)rships of Agric'ulturc, 63u. 
Kf'y po.h in ruml d"v6lol'llltmt,li31. 
""y not "oMidl'wd .utiieicnt. 6:U. 
l'l't''ll.,n. should qualify for higill'r TKte tA addit.i(l(\f\) renRiuD, 63~. 
PJin('i[,k'~ of ~dl.l:tjOJl fl.r, 631. 
IJ".lilil'.tions ff'quired for, 6:30. 
St .. tU8 and pay uf, .hould be phwed on au eqUiliity with head. of such depart· 

ment. us Puhlic In.truction and Forest., 631 . 
. J"illt Diredo"hi!," of Agriculture, 632. 

1,I1l .. ,ti(>ll of Appointment of, and sperial p"y for, 63=!. 
Prinripalshil'. "f Agric-ultural Colleges: 

Jmportam·e "f. fur agriruitur..J devI'loplllent, Hal. 
Pay. propo""d i"eroa"" in, H:31. 
Principled of ..,I.,,,tion for, 654. 
Qualificf&ti4)nS rt'qulft"d fnr, 5f>4. 

SPIIOJAL POSTS, 637, 
Recruitment from abrolid, statement of poli"y regarding, 651.3. 
Holation. h,·t.w"",n, in diff .. ",nt proviners, 640. 
HelatioruJ with Empire St'rvi""s, 640·1. 
Saf .. guard. fol' conditions of "".vi"" in. 1",""illl\ (,f pro"illcial Public &-rvioo. ActM 

a nece ... ity to provid." 638·9. 
St'hol ...... hil'. for P08t-gl'llitllAt<l .tudy, grant of, to ..,Ieded randid .. t"., tI:W,·5. IJ37. 
Htudy !Mve. 641-:3. ' 

EXISTING PROVJNOIAL SERVIl'R (CLAS~ IT o~' NEW PROVIN('IAI. SERvIcr;s): 

Account of pre .... nt position, 628-H. 
Duties : 

Administrative, Re""arch, and Teaching branches, 643. 
Interchange between these brancbes should b .. allowed, 644. 

Promotions and Direct Appointments to, should be made 011 reculliruen,l .. tion of II 
strong 8<'lectionoommittoopendingcon.q titution of Public Sl'rviceR Commisl!ion,lI44. 

I{e(,ruitment aud conditions of servi"" : 
Admini.!ltrative : 

vo.cancies .hould ordinarily bA filled by promotion froll1 up,per grade. of 
8ubordinate services, 643. 

Research and Teaching: 
Direct recruitment will as a rule be confined t<> these vosts. 1144. 

Pu .... 8'" ulI.ur CRNTRAL AGRlOT'J,TT'RAL RERRARCH S.rmVIOR abmNl. 

SUBORDINATII SERVICES: 

Account of existing, 629·31). 
Duties of. 1144. 
Two high .. r grades: 

Proposal to alter designation of, 644. 
source of Recruitment for, 644. 
importsnce of careful Selection for, 644. 

AkLar, 325. 
Akbar, India at the dea.tb of, by W. H. Morelu.nd, 76. 
Ali Mardan Khan, 325. 
All·India Confe .... nce of medical research workel'S: 

RellOlutiu1\8 of 1924 a.nd 1926 on Puhlic Health,481.2. 
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• ANIMAL HUSBANDRY: 

Breeds, High quality of many Indian, 198. 
due to Professional cattle breeders. 198. 

Buffalo: 
Murrah,216. 

Cattle: 
Amrit Mahal, 217,221. 
Dhanni,198. 
Gaolao, 199. 219. 
Gir. 199, 222. 
Hallibr. 221. 
Hadana (Hansi.HissM), 199. 214. 
Kangayam. 198,220. 
Kankrej, 199, 217, 218. 
Kherigarh, 216. 
Malvi. 199, 222. 
Montgomery (Sahiwal). 199.216, 219. 
Nimari, 222. 
Ongole, 199. 
Ponwar, 199. 
Sindhi (Karachi), 199. 217, 222. 
Thar Parkar, 199. 

Prices already paid for, should attract hreeders as prizes, 223. 

BUFFALOES: 

Chief Bource of milk and ghi for markets, 184. 
rather than the cow, the milk producing animal of India. 196. 

Extent to which used for labour, 184. 
Little attention 80 far given to, hy livestock officers, 196. 

o Mak, treatment of, 196. • 
Need for greater attention to breeding, 227. 
Numb~r and distribution of. 177, 181. 

Bullock lI.hour a heavy item in the cost of production, 196. 
Castration, 237·9. 

CUTLB: , 
Cows: 

reason why Breeders keep many moro than should be necessary to provide draught 
bullocks, 183·4. 

Censu8 ligures of, and bullocks, suggest. irregular calving, 183. 
Dry anei in.calf, necessity for better treatment of, in ony policy of ca.ttle improVE>, 

ment.192. 
Doterioration. question of, 191·2. 
Distribut.ion. influence of soils and crops on, 184·8 
influence of Excessive numbers on treatment of, 196. 
Export of, 235·6. 

Head of, India is attempting to maintain an .. "cessive. 191. 
census figures suggest exist(lnoe of a Vicious circle, 191. 

Improvemeut. 8ee -under Livestock Improvement below. 
Management of : 

general Similarity throughout Ineiia, 184-
Summary of present position, 192. 

Plough bullocks: 
Number employed in different provinces, 182. 

deorease in, es.oential point in any policy of cattle improvement, 192. 
Unit of tillage for pair of, 194. 

Plough ca.ttle : . 
Rations of, 102·4? 
Reductilln in number of. essential to adequate fAeding of, and improvement in 

culti va t.or's own position. 196. . 
Resuits of enquiry into cost of feeding, in the Punjab, 195. 
Value plaoed upon, 194 and Appendix IV. 

Popula"ion of India compared with Holland and Egypt. 188·90. 
Products of, external trade in, oonfined to hides and bones, 160. 
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ANIMAL IfOSBANDRY--<onId. 

C~ TTLB--<onId. 
Relative importance of diJferent 01_8 of, 168. 
Transport 01, arrangements for, 379. 

Cattle Bureau, 248. 
Rhould he placed under Council of Agricultural R8Ile&1"cb, 248. 

Ca.ttle Coufcrences, dosirahility of biennial, 248. 
In Inwrvals between. work should be carried out by regional colliu,il_, %415. 

Co-<Jperative milk union, Calcutta, 228. 
El!oewhere, 228. 

Cow., .ee u.nthr C.TTl.E ahtwe. 

DAlBY FADMS : 

Bangalore, 245. 
Karnal, 245. 

future of, 248, 
Wellington, 245. 

D.IRY FARMING: 

Diplcma in, Indian, 245 
Instruction in : 

at Agricultural Colleg~s, 247. 
at Anand Creamery, 246. 
at Imperial Institute of Animal Husbandry and Dairying, Bangalore, 245. 
much Need in all provinces for furth"r extension of, 247. 
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Present arrangements should be regarded as neces.ary provision only durh,g 
transitional stage of develol'm~nt, 246. 

all coU~lIes should Teach clean milk production and making of goud butter and 
ghi, 247. 

existing Organization should be maint .. ined SO long as present Imperial Dairy 
Expert relll3ill8 in service, 247 . 

Future arrangements, 247. 

DAIR, INDUSTRY: 

Catt.le Breeding in relation to, 224.6. 
Effect on ca I ves of sale of milk, 226. 
Limit. within which breeding for dual purpose parmisBible, 225, 226, 2:17. 
LiDOS on which work has been 80 far done in India, 225. 
Policy in other countries, litt.Ie to be g"ined by reference to, 225. 

Cross Breeding: 
Likely to be resorted to by commercial dairy farms, 230. 
should not be Fart of regula.r policy of agricultural departments, 230. 

Opinion of Imperial Dairy Expert reg"rding future of, 224 
Urban milk supply, 227.234. 

Adulteration key to present bad supply, 227. 
Combination of cheap foddar and productive cows required, 226, 229. 
Consumption low because of bad supply, 227. 

estimate of, for Bomb"y, Calcutta, Lahore, and Poona, 227. 
Co.operative milk union, Calcutta, commended, 228. 

but such unions cannot by themselves solve problem of cheap and pure sup1'ly, 
228. 

Gener&! obserntions, 232-4. 
History of, in Bombay, 231. 
Municipal control of, 230-4. 
Suggestion. regarding, 234. 

Possibilities of producing cheap milk from fodders grown on cultivated land, 229 
lessons of Military Dairy Farms, 230. 

FODDER: 

Difficulty of persuading the cultivator to grow, nature of; 210. 
Grazing, in cultivated fields and in current fallows, 177. 
Green crops "8, 209. 
Quality and utilisation of, possibility of improving, 209. 
Silage (8ce 'Unde~ that head). 
Possibilities from introduction of exotic crops, 210. 
Smaller cattle require proportionately l:'l.ore, than larger, 191. 
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GENETIC'S: 

Provision of Institute for, premature, 242-3 . 
. much valuable Prcliminary work can be doue without Institute, 243. 

Infiuf'nop of Military Jo'arms Departm~nt in t.biH connection, 244. 

t}OA .. l'S: 

Breeding, pro"l"'''t., of. 176. 
Number and diHtribut.inn of, 110. 

Graziers. two kjlldR, 20a. 

Character and exteut of natural, 178·9. 
Difficulties arising from oattle of non-cultivators, 21);3. 
J<~stimate of. available in ea"h province. 181. 
Extension of general grazing aft'8S, even if possible. no adequate solutiou. 201 .~. 
Jo~xtension of grazing areas in forests would reBult only in slight additions, 2112. 
Overstocking of, and reasons gh'en by witn .... PR for, H17..1\. 
Regulation of, 203·6 
Typicalconditions in difier(>nt partH lOf India, 21)1. 
\Vater, absen<'!' of, on good nntural. should bp remedi<'d if possible, :W5. 

J,IVE8','OOK IMPROVEMENT, POLICY O~': 

Breeding: 
Co-operative breeding societies, 2:34-5. 
Cr08~ breeding ( .... Ol.",der Dairy ~ndustr~") 
Diffi""ltms f .. oing the cultivator, 199-20L 

Change jn outlook as regards feeding needed, ~1l1. 
can only btl effected by Education and lA.'adcrship, 200. 

Cominon grazing owing to general a b~n~" of <,nclosed fit'\d •• 2uO. 
Contagious diRease, 20u. 

Distribution of bulls: 
Bombav CaHle Committe", recommen,latilln. uf, 21s. 
Policy ;'f, to Di.trict Board~, 22 J. ' 

Dual purpose problem. 224-6. 
Limitations within which dusl purpose htt'Nting p'·TmiA.ibl .. in d .. auj(ht brPNI •• 

226. . 
Place of dUIL\ purpoHe type, 211-2. 

Farms: 
cost· in relation to outpllt, 219. 

Fodd(.r problrm, importance of, 211·:1. 
Grantee farlD8. poli,,), of. 21fl. 
In Indian StaIRs: 

Co-operat.ion of. dosirable, 222. 
·H.eview of work done in t·he stat..,s of Baroda. Dh .. r, GWlllior. Hyd,'rabad. A 11(1 

Mysore, 221-2. 
Intensive brooding in a cont,rolled area right policy, 21M. 
Magrutud .. of t·a.k in India, 191, 240. 
Number of bulls distributed. 213. 

• 

Obstacle to. of epidemic disease, 222. 
Pedigrw herds, task of building up ruust fall on tax-payer. 213.···"· 
Provine.es, review of work don .. in , 

Bombay: 
Bankapllr { .. rm ., 
Chharodi t. ~217-8. 
Phibai .. " J • 
~olicy adop!-"d appear~ satisfactory subject to one reBtll'Vation.217. 
Supply of milk has received much attention, 217. 

Central P!'ovinces : 
" Adhartal farm. 220. 

T .. linklleri farm, 219 . 
• uggt'stion for concentrating on !Jet'ar cattle, 220. 
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Breeding-<Otltd. 

Provinoee, review of work dune in-t·ImM. 
Mad.,..: 

Chintaladevi Farm, :!to. 
(juntur Farm, 220. 
H""ur Farm, 220. 

l'unjBb: 
H .... ntee fanIUI to 8upplement, Hi .... " Farm, 216. 
Hanana breed, 216. 

Remarks on breediug milk int", 215-6. 
Hi ..... r -"'ann, 214. 

Work of CoL Farmer and lIIr. Branford, 214. 
l:nit"d Provincl's : 

:\lKdurilrund farm, 216. 
Manjb .... farm, 21t1. 

{""ntrol of ... s b<>t.ween agricultural and veterinary department •. :!:l9. 
Efleet. of exp<>rt trade on, &r,d recomm"ndation, 235-6. 
J<:xpert, should be one for eat·h distinct type, :l39. 
Herd book •• 236. 
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Livcstock office .... appointment of at "·a.t on" wbole-time, in every Dllljor province 
""",mmended, 23\1. 

Milk recording sodeties, 231;- i. 
Potiey of. two cardinal points in, 1112. 
Scope for work on. by large landowners, 222. 
S<TUb bull pest, 237·9. 

Brahmini bulls, 237. 
Cast .... tion, 238. 

mould be 1'6sorted to Ilt eurli".t .tIlge cun.i.tent wit." animnl's df'velopment, 
238. 

vAhln of Mho\\"fo\ and fairs, 235. 
Livesw.k. we If,,", of. demand. mllcb mure attention from Governm .. nt, 248. 

Mn." : 
agricult.urnl departments .11Ou1J ""nt"" t,h .. ir breoding policy ruund improving milk. 

ing qllRlit,ice of indigenous broeda.. :lao. 

Hulk largf'ly ill dictllry exc~l't am.mg Jluml".o and re-il.h·d peopl~ij, 22:1. 
Conde.-d milk, import of. 223. 
lJcmalid for I{hi, butter alld milk, strt'ngth of. :!~4. 
F ..... b (liquid) milk: 

Climatic difficulti.,. reg .... ding markt'ting, 223. 
COMumption compared witb such connt.ries I" Denmark, Sweden, Switzerland 

and l'nited States of Amp-riea very small. 223 . 
...,latin Demaud. for cuw and buffalo milk, 223. 
I'\llpply of : '. 

in altthe Iargor t·OWII'" .mall. 223. 
in vi1lagt's is stated to b<> d .. fectiv", 223. 

'f .... nsport of 229, 378·9. 

Ih"'I1ESEli'UHVE Oli ANIMAL HtISHA:SI>RY : 

on Imperial (;(,unci! of Agricultural R"l"'ardl, 54, 2511. 
should act as Cbairman of ad hoc e .. mmitt,·e. of "Xr~rt8 convened for .pedal 

problt'IIl,<, 250. 

SKEEl' : 

~reedillg bxperime"ts : 
Curre"t,. 173.5. 
E"rly, results of, 171-2. 

IWasons for failures of, 172·3. 
Number and distribution of, 170. 
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SrLAOE: 

Earthen pit, all that is required, outside waterlogged areas, 207. 
. • size of pit required, 207. 

gre<1t Possibilities of, 206. 
Process of making, very simple, but experience advisable before demonstrating, 208. 
Suit.ability of, for milk and idle stook rather than bullocks in hard work, a real 

difficulty, 208. 
Wide choioe of plants for, 207. 

URBAN MILK SUPPLY (see under Dairy Industry al'ove). 

Annett, Dr., 81. 
Arbitration as an abatement of litigation: 

possibilities of co.operative arbitration societies, 508. 

AVC'£IOlli SALES, by iLgrioultul'al department.s, use~ of, 403. 

, should be taken over as soon as possible by co.ope£ative societies or 
private agencies, 404. 

Australia, organisation for research in, 42.4. 
Barber. Dr., 23. 
BaBu, Mr. B. C., 26. 
Benares University: 

Jodhpur, donation from. Maharaja of, in furtherance of agricultural and veterinary 
research and eduoation, 542. 

found!\tion of " The Lord Irwin Chair" at, 542. 
Benson, :Mr. C. A., 23, 99. 
Bentinok, Lord William, 370. 
Berar Market system, Bee under MARKETS, REGULATAD. 
Better Living sooieties, work of, 506. 

BOARD OF AGRIOULTURB : 

Compositi~ and functions, 64. 
Continuance under legis of Council of Research recommended, 65. 

B, .. mbay Cattle Committee, recolnmendations of, 218. 
Bombay L'\nd Revenue Code. 421. 
Bones and bonemeal, Bee under FERTILISEHS. 
Branford. Mr., 214. 
Brayne. Mr. & Mrs., 488, WI. 
British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Ltd., 91. 

offer of assistanoe for Propaganda and Research in regard to art.ificial fertilisers. 9J. 
BlIck, Sir E., 18. 24. 

BUNDBLKHAND ALIENATION OP'LAND AOT, 418,421. 
Satisfactory working of, 421. 
Enoumbered Estates Aot, 419. 

BurUizzo, Signor, 238. 
Butler, Dr. E. J., 20. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSIT~ : 

COlUlDi"~ion. 542. 
High~r agricultUlal education in. 55!l·9 

Cawnpore Technological Institute, 541. 

CBNTRAL PROVINCES ALIENATrON Olr LAND AOT, 418. 

application limited to aboriginal tribes, 421. 
:::ontral Rural CommlluitJ Board, Punjab, 505.6. 
Dn!\tterjee, Rai Bahadur, Dr. O. C., 489. 

DHAIRS OP' AORIClTL1'{TRE : . 
Benares Q'liversity, 542. 
Calonttar Universit.y, 542. 

Divil Justice Committee, 441, 507, 508. 
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CIVIL VETERlllARY DEPARTMENT~ su a180 SEBVICES "Mer VETERINARY. 
chiefly Concerned with treatment of cattle. 294. 
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proper Function of. alia State Veterinary Service, is control of oontagiousdisease,295 . 
• But in circumstances of India must do non-contagious work 

alBo, 297 • 
• Duty of providing loeal veterinary services for the non-contagiouR 

diseases should re.t with local bodies when nece88&rY arrange
ments can be made, 297. 

control of contagious disease, out"tanding Problem for. 281. 

Stall of: 
, must be a Responsibility of Provincial Governments, 297. 

varying Administrative &rrangements in the difierent provinces, 294. 
Numbel1l.293. 
Functions and training of. required for contagious and ordinary work should be 

Clearly distinguiahed. 297_ 
C1ouston. Dr. D., 1. 
COLD STORAGE .!U VM" lIIAUKRTJNG. 
COMMUNICATIONS. 

Bad, results of, 367. 
Compariaon of Indian, with those of other countries, 369. 
Co-or<iination. should be a policy of, as between roads and rai1wa.ys, 377. 
n.,veloptn~llt of internal and oversea., 10, 11, 370. 
Post and Telegraph offices, 381. 
PltBUNT POSITION, 370. 
R.uLWA.Y9,376. 

Agricultural and Railway Departments, co-operation, 379. 
Cattle, transport of, 8uggestion, 379. 
Conl!truction of Feeder lines, 376. 
Freight rates. general, 377 (fen particular references /lU vMer RAILWAY FREIGHT 

RATES). • 
Fruit and milk traffic, development of, 378-9. 
Progre.sive policy welcomed, 376. 

Roads,370. 
Bridges. 376. 
Classification of, in the Punjab, 371. 
Dminage lines, interference of roads with. 376. 
District Boards, should have the services of qualified engineers, 375. 
Finance altrl management in the Punjab, 371. 
Finance of road devolopment, 374. 
Motor transport, development of, 372. 
Neceasity for developing other than main, 373. 
Policy which local governments should pursue, 380. 
devcl{Jpm~nt of Village, 371-374. 
Road board., 372. 
Road development committee, 372-3. 

TB.t.lIISPORT, OTHER !'ORMS OJ', 380. 
Aerial ropeways. 380. 
Roadle.,. tractors, 380. 
Tramways, 380. 

Waterways. 380. 
Water hyacinth, 381. 

8'peciallegislation, Burma and A.sam, 381 • 
• pecial legislation for Bengal, Advocated. 381. 
further R<>search, urgently needed, and one of the first questions which should . 

be taken up by the Imperial Council of Research, 381. 
Collins, Mr. S. H., 19. 
Community Bollrd. Contral Rural, in Punjab, 505. 
Community Councils, Rura.l. in Punjab. 505. 
COMPOSTS, see under FERTILISERS. 

CO-OPERATION : 
Aot of 1901, framed to meet the nl'6ds of primary credit .ocieties only, 445. . '. 

, not the Out.come of any popular demand, 444. .,. 
Allt of 1912 made provision for the bigher finance of the movement and fllr"'npn-cr<:dit 

/IIctivitUos, H5, ) 
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Oo-OPERATION-c&"td. 

Audit: 

INDEX 

Government contribution, quest.ion of, towards "xpen8e~ Gf, 45S. 
of a Healthy society, not a proper cbarge Gn puhlic fund_, 458. 

Bombay, governed since 1925 by a local Act. 445. 
Burma, governed since 1927 b.va loral Act, 445. 
Claim of socioty on certain propert.y of its IDPmber? qUt'"tion of cOII..-erting " prior 

claim" into "first cbargl'," 459. 
Committee of Enquiry for all India into, not reCOlJlInlm<leu, 473. 

bnt pro~nc.ial, suggestion. 449. 

COMMITTEES 011' EX'-!1!lliY IX 'rHF: PAR,!, : 

All-India 
The Maclagan Committee, 4·18. 

Provincial: 
Central PrOvin('l'., 449. 
~Iadras. 449, 472. 
United Provinces (the Oakdcn Conllnitte"l. oH!l. 

Conce".sions, under the Co·operative ACt9, 458. 
~ extension of certa.in, recommendC'I~. 4J~. 

r.on{erencee of Regist.rars approved, 473. 
Defects in, and romedies for, 448-50. 
Demonstration and Propag8nda III relation to, 158-1!. 
Fignres sho,,;nil extent to whi('h, has r('achen lhe rural population ill tbe diff .. ",mt 

provinces, 447. 
Finance and Supf'rvision should be under '''paratl' ('unt.rol, 4;'6. 

GOVERNMENT AID : 

Principles of, and objects for which it may bo given, 4!i7. 
Education should he primary object, 458 

for Non-Cre~it, by appoint.ml'nt of offic"r of grade of deputy direct •• r of agricl1lt.ure 
under Regtstrar, 472. 

Provision of expert advice. 163,472. 
Government ~ffioers, not directly connected with the Co·operative D"rartment : 

Extent t.o which t.hey .hould a"sist, 459. 

HONORARY WORKERS : 

should be Encouraged by payn,ent (lr 0111 of l",,·k .. t ""I)(,IISl'~ while Ulllior training 
and working.in I.he ficld. 4iii. 

Place of, in the movem,l\lt (451-452.1 • 
Horace Plunkett }<'oIUld"tioll in Lonnon. adv .. nta~o shoul,\ he taken bv ofiil'''''' Oil 

deputat,ion and honorary work",.,. of (ll'porlllniti~s afforded hy,455. • 
IriRh Agricultural organisat.ion in Dublin. advantage should he takl'll by ofti\','r8 QII 

deputation and honorary workers of opportullitie~ offered by, 455. 
lA,nd 1II0rtgage }t"nks, see under tha.I h""d. 
Madagan Committee of 1915, 448-
Main results achil)ved so far by, 447. 
:\Iultiple purpose society nowhere advoeaiA,d as a matter of policy, olliS. 

XON-CREDIT : 

Assislanee for, hy appointment under R"gi,trar of officer of grade of deputy dirootor 
of a~ricl\ltl\1'e to promot.e rur .. 1. and provision of ""pert advi"". 472. 

Importanct' of. gf('at, 468. 
pr,esl'nt Position of. and 1'''''.OIlN for. 446, 467. 

PURCHASE AND SALE: 

Agri~ult\lral Departmpnl,g elm 1>.,.t. Iwlp ."Ie societiPB by assistan('e in grading 
of produce, 4U;l. 

Opposition of t1:>cal v .. st.ed inlerc<t". 471. 
Reasons why 80 little progress has be~n mauo. 470. 
Skilled bu..ines8 lIIanagom('nt. and t.e~hnjc.al advi .. e e"senti"l, '71. 

~GOI'E FOR, from point of viow of nu· .. l dlwelol'ment, 468.70. a, Organisation for the spread of agricultural and vt'.terinary knowledge and illl-
• p~V?ment8, only way in whicp improved 8('ed, artificial manures, ete., tan 11. 

distributed on a really large seale, 1(14, 15S·9, 468.9. . 



C()'OP~BATION~d. 

NON .CUEDIT-<OnId. 
SocrETrES, example! of non.cI'I"dit: 

Anti·~IaI .. ria, 489. 
Detter Farming. 159, 469. 
Better Livin!!', 506. 
C .. ttle Breedmg, 234. 

INDEX 

Consolidation of boldings, 138·39, 158. 
Education, ·5St. 
Irr;gation, 471.472. 
8~le, 15'1.470·71 (see 'lh~ untla PURCHASE AND SALK above). 
Single porro"". to be preferred, 468. 
Wells. sinking of, 344. 

Oakrlen ('omm,U"e I'<'I'0rt, 449. 
PoliCY of 1904,444. 
Preponder .. ting element in, st·ill credit, 445. 

Rea.on. for. 445. 
Pres ... nt position of. 446. 
REOISTRAB! 

at the outset, t.he Foundation of the movement. 453. 
P ... ."un .. lity still of tbe gr~"t"'Bt importance, 453. 
Q·,,,lificatiofl' required. 453·54. 
m;nimum and maximum Tenure of post, 454. 
an office, should be under Training for post of, in all provinces, 455. 
whole· time Registrar in the Central Provinces, suggestion fur, 455. 

S'l AYF, OFFICY,U. ! 

Need for highly educated and well trained, in all the provinces, 451. 
Educational, 455. 
Nced fnr r .. gul", courses of study, 456. 
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Proportion of p .. id. i. insufficiently t.·"in .. d in co·operative law and principles, 455. 
R ... duction inadvimble at preRent otage, 451. 
80le('tion of. from 80ur('~s .. eceptable to people important, 456. .. 
Supervisory and Tn"l'eeting: (8ee alon u .. der SUPERVISJON AND FINANCE.) 

on more satisf .. ctory Btl-i. tban the Educational, 456. 
attempt to make Central Bunk. 9uperviRory bas proved a failure, 456. 
Inspectors ... nt Ollt by provincial and central bank., position, 456. 

Statistics of growth of, 44(1. 
Study in Europe valuabl", if precE\ded by considerable study and experience of the 

movemllllt in India, 455. 

SUl'EUVISIOll' AND FINANCE: 

should be under sel'ar .. te Control, 4/',6. 
attempt to devolve, on Central Banks has proved a failure, 456. 
F~clpr&t.ion of societies into unions for purposes of, 452. 

Local: 
Satisfactory working in Bombay and Jlfaclr&s. 452. 
Success of, depends on efficiency of paid supervisors, 452. 
Suggestion that other provinccs might consider introducing system, 452. 
Unit of area of a union, 452. 

Provincial: 
Differ in constitution and functions in different provinces, 453. 
Efficient, may reaoonably expect grants.in.aid from GOvernment to supplement 

their resources, 453. 
so recently Established and resources so limited that their achievements are. 

at pre .. nt hardly commensurate generally with their aims, 453. 
Thrift, inculcation of habits of, through, 448. 
Visits to provinces other than their own by workers both official and non-official should 

he encoural!'ed, 473. " 
Cotton (8e- uflder cn FS, alld MARKETING). 
Cotton Ginning and Pressing Factories Act (1925), 120. 
Cotton Transport Act (1923). 120, 3li7. 
Cowdung (~U al80 under FERTILISERS). 

Preff'rence for, a. fupl, 6, 82·3. 
Crop Production in India, by Mr. A. RowHd;B5!J. 

~o Y286-4f) 
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CROPS: 

INDEX 

Cotton, question of Detprioration of 4 F, 96. 
concentration of one Variety in given area, 357. 

Exotio, Bee under NEW. . 
orop 1m ~rovem3~t. t,mclency of provincial dElpartments to appoint specialists for 
~~~~~~ .. 

Principal. liBt of, 69. 
Principal. irrigat .. d, Jist of, 69. • 
Pi1,)1>C('1'ION OF, against external and interIml sources of infection, deterioration due 

t.o mixing of seed aItd again.t wild anima!. and vermin, 117·122. 
Improving, work of. cannot ¢ve very rapid results, 97. 

Met.hod.: acclimatisation, hyoridlsation and selection, 97. 

IMPROVED VARIETIES: 

Demonstration of. essential principles which should guide introduction of, 100, 
Illit"racy as obstacle t·o sprE'ad of. 146. 
generally Require more liberal manurial treatment, 81. 
Sprea.d of, 100·1. 

Policy which should guide Agricultural departments in selecting varieties for 
distribution. 100. 

NEW OROPS: 

E"emption of, from Customs duty as an encouragement, suggestion. 99, 
Introdu~tion of, 98·9. 

IZreen fodder. would be of spedal villue, 210. 
Not essential in many cases that introduction of improved varieties should await 

introduction of imnroved methods of cultivation, 116. 
Sea.sons for, two principal (rabi and kharif) in Northern India, Central Provincet 

and greater part of Bombay Presidency, 69. 
CROP COMMITTEES, on lines of Indian CentrahDotton Committee: 

forma tion in case of Jute oonsidered desirable and financial assistance from 
Government recommended, 63. 

formation as a means of Organising research generally not recommended, 47. 
Open to any trade to form and finance. 62. 

CULTIVATION: 

INTENSIVE : 
advantages of, 416. 
best .' industry" for the cultivator, 575. • . 
only possible &8 a rule througb a.pplication of 'IIlpital, 416. 

simultaneous Introduction of improved methods' of, wit.h improved varietiE>S of crops, 
in Many CaRes not essential; 116. 

Probl<'LU8 of, in dry and prccarions tracts, 116·7. 
Rotations: 

Rosearch and experiment may indicate possible improvement. in cnstomary. 
especially introduction 01 leguminous crops, 106·7. 

Cunon, Lord, 29. 
Darling, Mr. M. L., I.C.S., 432, 441. 
David, Sir Sassoon. 50. 
"Da.wson's Bank, Ltd., 422, 428, 461. 

DEMONSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA: 

AGRICUL·tU1IA.L SHOWS: 

Supplementary to Demonstration plots and farms, 153. 
'Ex.hibitions of Liv~stook more effective than those of produce, 154. 
PrIzes: 

Medals. 154. 
other PrizeR hetter p;ivl'n in kind than cnsh. 1M. 

an!lual Repetition in each. locality 68Sential to full effect of, 1114. 
Arra.ngem~nt.s for: 

FQrma.tion of a fund, 154. 
question of Govemllleut contribution, 154. 
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DEMOlfSTRATION AND PROPAGANDA __ nUl. 
CO-OPEIUTtVlIlIIIOVXMEJrT IN B&LATION TO : 
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F.w1ll'6 of .gricultural departments to exploit possibilities of, 159. 
lArgely due to ilQDl&turity of, on non-credit side, e.nd in part due to le.ck of 

sufficiently close touch between agrieultur.l and co-operative departments, 159_ 
Policy in Bombay with regard to, 159_ 
with few exceptions Societies for purchase, production and sale have done little ,to 

adv.nce agricultural improvement, 158. 
Societies for ConllOlidation of fragmented holdings muoh more hopeful, 158 . 
• lllO Bettcr }'arming Societies, 151!!. 

part which District Officer can pmy, 162. 
)Jeputy Director for, in each province, recommended, 163-4. 
Di visional Boards of Agriculture, 160_ 
E.sentials for .u(·c~88ful demonstr.tion, 145. 
lJIi tere.oy, ilIustre.tion of oLste.cle to, 146. 
IVPROVXD IMPLKMENT8 : 

on Demon.tre.tion plots .nd farms, 152. 
by Hiring out, 153. 
by Peripatetic demonstr.tion, 152_ 
Propa/liande. Ahollid .lways be inwnsivb, 108. 

METHOD8: 
Concentration imperative, 163. 
Demonstration trains .nd cars in Beng.l, Punj.b .nd United Provinces, 156. 

other provinces should consider, 156. 
Fe.rms : 

Demonstr.tion F.nns ver8US plots, 147-9, 
Experimental, should not be used for, su bject to one ex('eption, 149. 
No more, should be opened .t present in Bengal 149. 
Seed, can be advantageously used for demonstration, 149-50. 
Self-supporting, question whether such, should be, 150. 
Short courses .t, 150-1. 
in the United Provinces, 148. 

Films: 
to Appeal to oultivators must pOB8688 very special qualities, 156. 
Making, depe.rtments of agrioulture should consider, 156. 
Oflil'er1l for 8u<'h work will require to be selected with utmost care, 156. 

Lecture .. wi th or without lantern slides, 156. 
Motor lorries, use of, 153-156. 
need for Ocuier, in VIew of widespread illiteracy, 145_ 
Plots: 

superiority of demonstration on the small plot: 
Two systems : 

both systems are commended for adoption in all provinces and results should 
be comp8ored, 151. 

question of guarantee ag"inst loBS, 152, 
annual Prizes for agricultural improvement, 164-5_ 
Publiootions: 

issue of brief and popular Annual Account of agricultural departmt'nt's work, 
sUl,(gestion, 156. 

Leaflets of Ii ttle value unless issued with a definite demonstration of their 
IU bject, 155. 

Suooessive Reviews of, by Board of Agriculture bet.ween 1905 and 1917, 145. 
need for frequent Review of, and ree.dineBS to abandon ineffective, 146, 

No more ahould be done than oan be effectively supervised and brought to a 8atisfe.e •• 
tory conclusion, 163. . 

of departments concerned with Rural Welfare, best carried on through co-oper.tive 
bodies and a8llQOiations of • more general ch.re.cter than agricultural or taluka 
development &88Ociation8, 164. . 

Talnka Developm .. nt Associations and Divisional Boards of Agriculture, 159-161. 
Applicability of Bombay system to otber provinces, 161. • 

Veterinary propage.nd8o, Agricultural Associations and ':'aluka Development 
Associations ce.n properly assist, &8 well &8 agricult\ual, ] 64_ 

Work of dep~rtments requiree to be supplemented by other agencies, 157. 
Agricnltural A88ocistions : 

Re&80ns for ee.rlier UDSUCCesS, 157. 
Reviv.l and working of, 1.67. 
Varying size of unit, with tendency to slJ'.ller unit, 157-8, 

Denison, Sir Williani, 22. 

NO Y 286-46" 
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DEPRESSED CLASSES: 

Disabilities of. 508. 
Numbers. !iDS. 

INDEX 

Eduoation of. th~ only completely satisfactory solution. 509.10. 

DIRECTORS OF AGRICULTURE, see unde~ AGRICULTURAL SERVICES. 

DISEASES OF LIVESTOCK: 

Civil VeteriDftry Dep~rtment. 8P-e und~ that head. 
ContA.(!ious. must at prescnt be combated by measures aiming at protecting the indiv 

dual animal. 282. 
Inoculation aga.inst. compulsoI'y, inadvisable in present conditions. 289. 

except for oattle owned by munlcipa.l milk sellers, 288·289. 
Fees for. should be abolished. 289. .' 

. Control of. presents a very difficult problem. 278. • 
Estiml\te of extent to which. impoverish agriculture, not possible, 281. 
LEGISLATION AGAINST. question of: 

Cattle Diseases Act in Madras. 1866. 291. 
Cattle Diseases Rules in Burma. 1914. 291. 
Contltgious Diseases of Animals Act for all British India recommended. 291. 
Form of Act should be an enabling one under whicb provinces could take action, 291·: 
Model rules should be drawn up under it by Government of India. 292. 
Position of Indian States in regard to. 292. 

LOSSES FROM: 

Aimually very heavy. 278. 
Epidemio disease. seriously under· estimated.. 279. 
Figures for: 

Foot and Mouth disease. 278. 
H..,morrhagic septicll.lmia, 278. 
Rinderpest. 278. 

Loans byco·operuti,·e societies for purchase of cattle as index of loss. 279·80. 
Parasitic infe~tion. 280. . 

Prevalence of. a deterrent to hreeding for improvement, 281. 
Research on, Bee ftnder VETERINAR Y. 

RINDERPEST: 

Measures successful in other countries in stamping out. not pra.ctiea ble in India. 282 
Nat.ure of. 282.3. 
Question of establishing Prot.ective zones 8.8 in South Africa, 28:> 
Serum·alone inoculation. principle of. 283 • 

• erious ].imitation to use of. 283. 
Use of. alongside serum simultaneous· inoculation, question of. 288.9. 

Serum·simultaneous inoculation: 
Difficulties of campaigu for. 287. 
History of. in other countries. 284-
should be Popularised by uso in'combating actual outbreaks, 288. 
Principle of. 284. 
Position in Egypt. 284. 
Results of. in Mysore State. 285 • 

. Safl'ty of. 286· 7. 
St.rongly recomml'nded, 287. 

Diseases of plants. protf'Ction against, .oee under PESTS AND DISEASEI'l. 
Divisional Boards of ,Agriculture. Bombay, 160. 
East India Cotton Associa tion. 402. 
Economic Enquiry Roard of. in Punjab. 410. 504. 

EstablJ:lhment of. in each of the provinces of an institution on similar line •• suggestion. 
, 504. 
Ecollomio position. th ... present. 12.13. 
E~ono"liS Rese.arch. Bureau of Rural, 

foundations lQ,id in Punjab by Board of ECOQomio Inquiry. 504. 



INDEX 

EbUCATION: 

ADULT: 

Adv&ntaJeoi from. on .. I&rge 8C&1e, 53u. 
Co·operative societies for. might be financially assisted. 53!. 
}1atter lor non·ollicial activity rather th~n government departments. 530. 
Prog ...... iD Punjab, wil,h statistics. 531. 
Matistic& regardiag Bengal .. nd Bombay. 631. 

A';hICt'LTt'II&L : 

lIroRD; 
Aloosm: 

i25 

May contiaue to ~ly on .. gricultuml oolleges ia other proviaces for staff. 559. 
Bengal: 

ESdOOtial that provitlion should be made for. 558. 
Soope .. t Ca.lcutla \Jniversity for 8ci')ntific trainiag from agricultumlst.andpoint. 

f! uestion of. 558·9. 
BiM.r and Orissa : 

Centre for. slwuh.l be provided in. 509. 

f!; IIICH SCROOl .. : 

Theoretical te&<hing of agriculture in. condemned. 540. 
Combiaation of practical wltb ~tioal where I&rge proportion of boys come 

from rural areas. advantsges of. 540. 
1ll8t1'uction in elemeutary soience, however. the paramount need. 541. 

IN MJDVU SCHooI.S. 53:!. 

Inclusion of elementary agriculture in ourriculum of ordinary rural "econdsry 
schools (Punjn b type). 634·6. 
Advantages of. 537.8. 
School farms _8'U8 school gardens. 53S. 

Vocational (Bombay type). 533·4. 
Criticis.n of. 535·6. 

Agricultural Colleges, the Government. 8f'~ under that heading. 
Agricn.ltural Institutions, affiliatioD to Universities to be welcomed, 543·4. 
AGRICULTURAL SCHOO)'S; AlULkapalle (close.!). Tauparamba, (Madras); Bulandshahr, 

(l'nited) Province~); Chandkhuri (closed). Powarkhera. (Central Provinces); 
Chin.ura (CIOBed). Dacca. (Bengal); Pathra. Mi&>ionary. (Bihar and Orissa); 
Pyinmana. Mi.,ionary. (Uurma); 633·4. 

Conferences of Educational officers: 
Revived 1\)27. 5tlO. 
should be held annual.ly. 660. 

Department. of. rely OD securing elli('iency through aD Inspectorate. 516. 
Division of Institutions into recognised and unrecognised, 615. 
EtJel.'t of, on drift of boys from the village. to towns, 639·40. 
English in vernacular middle schools: 

Advantages seen in meetiag popular demand for. 538. 

FQLU,B: 

F act<>n making for progress in. 62:!. 
Methods of demonstratiag value of. 622. 
Part of co-operative movement ia promoting. 622. . -
PURDAH women, experiment of correspond"""" courses for. m BeagaJ. 522. 
Statibtics of. 618. 622. 

FtmOTION8 011 LoCAL AUTHORITIES I1\ RBGARD TO : 

Chiefly concerned with providing elementary vernacular. 515.
Method nf provisioD differs widely m dlfterent provlllces. 616. 
Efficiency. how the Departments of Education aim at securiag, 516. 

General features of admin.i.3tration of. 5.14·5. , 
General concluding observations on. 5.>9·60. ' 
Illiteracy. rural. mobiliHation of aU available funds. publio and private. f"'fUired for 

attack on. 560. • . 
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EDUCATION-contd. 

tNDE~ 

Importance by means of all· India conferences and. otherwise of cO,mplete interohange 
of opinion in e~ucati0ll:a.! matters th.roughont India, 560. 

Litera(·y m relatIOn to primary education, 519.20 • 
.. I.0ni .. type of agt'icultural education, 533. 
Mission schools, part played by, in pioneering and experimental work, 528. 

PRIMARY: 

COMPUT_SION IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS: 

Que~tion of Introducing, 523. 
Only complete Remedy for present wastage of pupils and money, 523. 

Interim measnres : 
Introduction of a Contract system, question, 524. 
System of co.operative pledge., for regular attendance, 525. 

Goal of, 528. 
Nature study in, 528. 
Remedios for wastage of· pupils and money in: 

Conversion of single teacher into branoh schools wherever pos.~ible, 526.6. 
Conversion of primary into lower middle 8"hools, 526. 
Eilt .. blishmont of central schools, 526. 
Improvement in :-

Text books, 627 ·8. 
Training of teachers, 527. 

Inorease in number of traincd te .. ~hera, 021. 
Progressive adoption of compulsory system only complete remedy, 523. 
Provision of women teachers. 625. . 
Provision of teachers of rural origin and upbringing, 527. 

Unsatisfactory state of, and reasons for, 520. 
Wastage of pupils, figul'6ll of : 

Boys, 521. 
Girls, 522. 

SEOONDARY : 

Position regarding training of tea.chers, ourrioulum, buildings and equipment, 53il. 
an improvement in Elementary Soience Teaching most important from agrioultura.I 

point of view, 532. 
Statistical information, 518. 

TECHl!lIOAL : 

Instruction should be of a high standard, 541. 
Output of trained men should be proportioned to demand, 541. 
government S"holarships should be allocated to subjects in demand, 541. 
Value of, in rura.! industries, 541:'57-i. 

Text book committees, suggestion Yegllrding, 527. 
Training teachers, value of " Maga " system, 528. 
Universities, Me under ".at title. 

Eg,vpt, 188, 189·90, 210, 284, 287, 355. 
Emigration, 8ee under LABOUR. 
Famine Commissions, Indian, 1880, 13, 600: 1898,13: 1901, 13, 437,444, 499. 
'Farm yard manure, 8ee under FERTILISEUS. 
Fanner, Col., 214. 
Fawkes, Mrs., 156,571. 

FERTIUSERS : 

aotive propaganda for use of Artificial, by British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation. 
lM..91. .. 

SULPHATlil 0Jj' AMMONIA: 

marked increase in Condumption and production in India recently, 89. 
Import of, and Pl'Oduction in India, 80. 
Del':efopment of t.hia source of supply very satisfaotoiy, (89) • 

• 
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F£RTlLISERS--<0nt4. 

BoNII8 AND B()JTIl MBAL. 92.3. 

Restrictions on or prohihition of "xport not recommended. 92. 

CoM I'OI'TS. 83-4-

1l.e.",,)ts achieved in Gurgaon District, Punjnh, 83. 
Earth. manurial. from abandoned villages. 84. 

FARM TARD MAliUBB, 82.3. 

Difficulties of stopping burning of, as fuel. 82·a. 
Manufacture of artificial. 83·4. 

Need for introducing a method practical for cultivators, 84. 
Preservation of. little .advance aince Dr. Voelcker's Report (1893) 8a. 

},'j.'JI HANUKE!, 93. 

Restrictions on, or prohibition of, expon not recommended, 93. 

GBlIEN MA.NDBBS: 

ConOOllRions to eDuourage cultivation of, 86. 
More suited in present state of lrnowledge for the larger landhoJdar, Sli. 
Olltlll of, 86. 

I_f mould, 265. 
Legi.lation against adulteration of, quest.ion of, 94. 

LBOUM1NOUS CROP8 : 

Value of, in cultivator's rotation, 85. 
Work to be done in regard to, 85. 1.0_. from bumillg cowdung, 80, 264 .• 

1..0_ from export, 80,87·9,92.93. 
NIUHT SolL, valuable source of combined nitrogen. 84.a 

Activated sludge process, 85. 
AI Poudrette, 84-

NITROGEli : 

Z,Ianufacture of combined, from the air, 90. 

727 

further Investigation into possibilities of manufacture of, not recommended. Ill. 
MMurial problem in India in main one of nitrogen deficiency, 80 • . 

OIL SBED8 AND CAKBS : 

Loss by export of valuable source of combined nitrogen, 87.9. 
Extent of export, 87. 
Restrictions on or prohibition of export not recommended, 88·9. 

Phosphates, deposits of natural. 93. 
Railway ratee on, 94. 

RESEARCH ON : 

question of central Orginisation for, 91. 
ofter of British Sulphate of Ammonia Federation, Ltd .• and Nitram; Ltd .• 91. 

MANUlIIAL EXPEBllIlUT8. 81.2. 

Importa.nce of, especially on unirrigated land, 82. 
Need for continuity and accurate recording. 82. 
Programme should be framed. 82. 

Field, Mr. J. R., 620 (footnote). 

FlRANCE or AGRICULTURE : 
Agre. Tenancy Act XII. 426. 
Agricultural Bank of Egypt, ~3. 
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FINANOEOF AGRICULTURE-contd. 

AGRICULTURISTS LOANS ACT, 1884, 17,417,423, 4:?9. 

Conditions of grant, 429. 
gradual Di.placmnent by co-operative credit system, 430. 
mainly an Enabling Act under which provincial rules can be fraltled, 429. 
has proved of Immense value in times of distress, 429. 
oan never be ,Means for meeting all normal agricultural credit requirements, 

430. 
Rules repeatedly revised and are now a.s elastio as interests of borrower and lender 

permit, 429. 
question of Restriction to occasions of distress, 430. 
Working of Act on the whole satisfactory, 431. 

AORIOULTlJRAL BAlIKS: 

Sohemes for in 1880, 422. 
Sir William Wedderburn's proposal in 18f:.J, 422. 
Characteristio of his scheme and other schemes of 1880, 423. 

ALIENATION 011' LAND: 

Statutory restrict.ions on, by mortgage and sale. 420-!!1. 
Qu .. ",tion of extending principle of :Statutory restriction on, 421. 
Bombay Land Revenue Code, 421. 

ALIENATION OF LAND ACTS: 

Bundelkhand, 418. 
Satiqfactory working, 421. 

Centr&l Provinces, 418, 421. 
. .,\ pplication limited to aboriginal tribel\. 421. 
North·West Frontier Province, 421. 
Punjab, 418, 421. 

AWdes'to chief ancestrall'llltivating clR8I!es, 420. 
in force in North-West Froutier Provin"", 421. 
similar le!(i.lation in other countries, 424. 
Sl.tcces~ of, 421. • 

BuudeJJiliand Enoumbered Est-ates Aot., 419. 

CAPITAL: 

for CURRENT needs, 428. 
Marketing credit, co.operative societies, ide&l sourCe of, 4211. 

in Madras establishing valuable link with commert'i&l banks, 429. 
no Real dJlf~rt'nce between m .. chinery for long .. nd short term capit&l in India, 428. 

V illage moneylender supplies bulk of both, 428. 
FIXED, FOR PEHMANENT IlIlPi<OVEMENT : 
Provi.:>ioll of, by: 

Capitalists not themselves owners of the l .. nd, 425. 
Culti vators usually, 416. 

and no reasun to suppose villag-e Moneylender hesitates too advanee funds, 428, 
the larger L .. nd.!oros' po~tion, 425. 

for Direot expen,litnre in iml'ro,"ements, ready command of financial a .. sistanoe, 
426. 
Eflects uf systems of tenure lind tenancy law in restri~til1g, and importanc.e 

of removing restriction, 425. 
for financiug Tenants' improvements, l .. rge field of al·tivity open to, 426. 

shonld be Encouraged and casefor review oI existing ten alloy law strengthened 
where this creates obstacles, 425. 

1oIon~ylenders an,<! other capitalists in return for the landholders' rights, 425. 
Mort.gage aodit, 418. . 

Agricultw'al Balik of Egypt, 'Iessons to be drawn from, 423. 
very small Amollnt incurred to finance improvements, 418. 

• when Resorted to, and etlect on agricultur&l progress, 418. 
not Hestricted fOi: shortage oI funds, 428. 

mTIj:I1,uEDlATE, for expensive implements, etc., 416." . 
Damdupst, ancient principle oI Hindu Law regarding debt, 439. 
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rtNAHCE OF AGRlCULTtJRE-wntd. 

DEBT. 

imJlOti8ibie to Distinguish with any accuracy between productive and non.proclua. 
tivt',417. 

general opiuion that proportion of procluctive to non· productive is very low. 417. 
Inherited. .. ~ /),-Iow .. "de. lnw.bt~ne811. 

DE<10AIf AGBICl'LTUlb'TS RELIl!!~ Aer. 436. 
Uistory of its working. 436. 
Results of. 437. 

EIICUJdBBBlCD EsTATBS Aor. : 
Bundelkhand. 419. 
8ind.419. 

Expropriation of hereditary cultivating olasses. extent of, enquiry into, proposal. 422. 

FnUl<CB' <see al80 under CAPITAL above). 
of Agricultllr.J operatiollJl by private individuals. policy of State to impose no direct 

restrictiollJl on. 417. 
Failure of borrower to distinguish between productive and non.produotive borrowing. 

417. 
for Peno,.mmt improvement.<, 416, 425-27. 
greater l'roportion supplied by local moneylendel"!!, 417. 
purcha.tle of expensive implements. etc .• 416. 
current Requirements. 416. 428·29. 

Bome fanna, desirability of taking action to permit landlords to establish everywhere. 
426. 

Imperial Bank of India. 422. 464-

IxDBBTEDIf BB8 : 

Co.operative movement greatest hope of escape from. 436. 
Economic servitude, in.tanoes of " 

Artisans in small ind ustries. 430. 
Kamisuti system, 434 • 

. factors involved in, 431. 
compe.rative }'ailure of legislative measures to deal with. 436. 
Hereditary debt. 435, 44u. 
Knowledge of, baa 8teadily increased, 432. 
in relation to Marketing of produce, 388. 
Measures adopted to meet evils of, 432. 

Eucation and develO\Jment of character the sole 8fJecific8, 419. 
attempts at wbolesale Redemption of old debt unaucceosful, 435. 
Solution of problem only to be found in spread of lireracy and in co· operative move. 

ment, 438. 

INSOLVENCY RURAL: 

Civil Justice Committee Report remarks on. 440. 
case for Legislation should be considered in every province, 440. 
Provinciallllllolvency Act, of little benefit to agriculturists. 440. 

Intensive cultivation, advantages of. 416 
• only possible as a rule through application of capital. 416. 

JOUIT STOCK BANK8 : 

make regular Advances against produce in godoWDs, 422. 
Dawson's Bank. Ltd .• only example noticed of Joint Stock Bank supplying fixed 

oredit, 422. 
no reason to believe that effect on general finance of agrioultural operations at all • 

. appreciable. 422. • 
their bU8iness usually co~ed to large~ landholders and planters, 422. 

Kamiauti Agreements Act, Bibar and Ol'lSSa. 434 • 
• system, 434. 

LAND IMPROVEMENT LoANS ACT. 1883. 17,417,423.427. 
mainly an Enabling Act under which provincial rules can be framed, 427. 
Establishing of land mortgage banks. would be alternative to. 427. , 
Working of Act. 427. , 

Land Improvement, progresl' of. careful enquiry needed into why 80 slow. 42/1. 
Land Mortgage Banks (see under tluU head),. 
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FINANCE OF AGRICULTURE-conoid. 

LoNG TERM CAPITAL. 

No real distinotion in machinery for providing, and short term capital in India, 42S. 

MARKETING CREDIT ': 

, Co· operative societies, ideal souree of, 429 • 
. in Madras establishing valuable,lillk with commercial banks, 429. 

Dema-nd for, likely to increase, 429. 

MONEYLENDERS: 

Desirability of periodical review of position, 442. 
a Necessity in present state of India, 433. 
Position strengthened by such measures as the Contract Act, 432. 
Tendency for village moneylender to migrat.e from village to town, 442. 
supply credit for domestic wants, ceremonial expenses and by far the greater propor· 

tioll of Finance for agricuIt.ural operations, 417. 

MONEYLENDERS, LEGISLATION REGULATING: 

British, features of, 439. 
Punjab Moneylenders Bill, 439. 

Principles umkrlying both commended to consideration of local goverumenta, 43l1. 
Restriction of credit from such enactments not apprehended, 439. 

Moneylending, past. history in India, 417. 

MORTGAGE: 

Credit: 
very small Amount incurred to finance improvemeut-s, 418. 
in clroumstances in which usually reso1'te9 to, exer~ise8 most detrimental influence 

on agricultural progres", 418. 
of Land, statutory restricti ons on, 420. 
Non·terJl3.inAble mortgages, 41S. 
f&eilities for Redemption of, 419. 
Redemption of Mortgages Act, 420. 

removal of restrictions on operatiob of, question of, 420. 
Usufruotuary mortgages, 41S. 

, should not be permitted by law except for limited period, 419. 
, maximum period should be twenty years, 419. 

Permanent improvements, 
Finance required for, how obtained, 416. 

Punjab Alienation of Land Act, (see above tI·nder ALJENAl'lON O~' LAND ACTS). 
Redemption of lIIortgages Act, 420. 
Rural Insolvency see abotle tinder Indebtedness and Insolvenoy Rural. 
Sind Encumbered Estates Act, 419. 
Usufructuary mortgages, Bee above tinder MORTGAGE. 
USURIOUS LOANS ACT, 419, 433, 438.9. 

Enquiry in every province into causes of failure recommended, 439. 
important Features of, 43S. 
Practically a dead letter in 11011 provinoes, 43S. 

Firoll Shah, 325. 
FISh, suggestionS for d"v('lol'ing a9 an article of diet, 495 • 

• manures, lee "ntle, Fertiliser&. 

FORESTS: 

Administration, see ""de' FOREST ADMINISTRATION. 

AF:rORE8TAboN : 

p<'l1IlI\uent, 266·7. 
temporary, 267. 

Area, .tati.tics of, administered by the Forest Department, 257.8. 
C:la.sification of, 257, 258. 
De!oresu.t,on, due to shifting cultivation, 267 ·S. 
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FOlmiT5-contd. 

Disa/Jorestat.ion: 
in Central Provine" .. 2t:~. 
in the Punjab, que.Hon of rate of, 269. 
01 land unsuitable for tree. or ordinary cultivation but which may po •• e~B fodder 

po"i bilities, 2':19. 
should be freely I"(>sorted to, when needed to promote email irrigation works. 269. 

FODD'tJI8Ul'PLIES : 

amouut cA. maintained by Bombay Fore&t Department, 263. 
two fUllctions In Ieel-t of, 262 . 

.... I:.c·"""",,. in tlCIlrcity and f .. mine, 2e2. 
aa !Sources of annual, for cultivators. 262. 

PllJ"ch.se, disinclination to, at present. 
may disappear with improvement in quality of cattle, 262. 

Railways should encourage change of attitude by concession rates. 262. 
cost of Tran,,!,ort, a limitin~ fact"., 202. 

Fuu' 

Ik·pot., est&blishmenl> of, ~ Railway stations, 264. 
Use of, £Or. 

TrallRport, cost of, a limiting factor. 263. 
Railways should review their charge. for, 264. 

Whole economics of supply of fuel to cultivator req,uire re-examination. 264. 
l!'ore,st l>t-partment would be most suitable agency fur carrying out re-examination, 

264. 
Need for devising suitable cheap stoves, 264. 
new /sooI'('.es of wuod and charcoal for, re examination should include investigatiOn 

into, 264. 
Gra.a8 cutting, extent of protected aLd reserved, 262. 

GRAzmo: 

Discouragement of. of inferior animals, policy, 261. 
Extent of areas for, in forests, 261. 
Fees for, scale of 261. 
Gra88 cutting preferable. 261. 
Questiou of damage done, 261. 
Resea.roh into proper intensity of. 261. 

Industries Bee under FOREST INDUSTRIES. 
Minor Forests Dimion ,.e UM~ FOREST ADMINISTRATION. 
Minor Forest products Bee under FOREST INDl'STRIES. • 
Polioy, circular of 1894, aee Appendix V_ 
Produce of, value annually taken from. by free grantees acd righf iI.!m'J>riv~dere, 

See ApDendix VL 
Bab system of cultivation, 268. 
Recla.sification of. Bee under Forest Lands • 
.. Shifting cultivat·ion" (tau'll{1!la. lcumri, podu, jhuming) should be brought under 

control, 267-8. 
Situation of, 258-9. 
Supply of leaf mould, 265. 
Timber for general agriculturnl purposes, no dparlb of, 265. 
Utiliaation, circle aee under FOREST INDUSTRIES. 

,officer"., " " .. 
Utili88tion of. for agricultural purposes, general principles, 259·60. 
Villsge: 

most promising Method of forming 270. 
Policy of, Madras Government, 270 • 

• Question of adoption in other pm,a of India. 2.0. 

FOREST ADMINISTRATION: 
Concurrently with reclassification of forest areas a recla8sification of !unctiona of 

forest officers should be attemnted. 27L 
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FOREST ADMINISTRATION-contd. 

Minor Forests Division: 
Formation of, suggested 273. 
Officer on first appointment to, should be attached for a period of not j688 t.han three 

months to the he&dquurters of the provincial agricultural department .• 275.6. 
Quest.ion whet.her such a. Division ~hould remain vart of the FOrl'St Department or 

bo transferred to the He venue Department, 274. 
Somo of the land now cla,Bdcd as "cult umble waste" or" not available for cultiva. 

tion " might. he suitable for placing in charge or such a division, 272, 
work of, 272·3. 

FOREST DEPARTMENT: 

on first Appointmeut to, officer. should w,dergo a course of instruotion at an agricultural 
college, 276. 

!'elutions with agricultural devurtmc,,'s. 275. 

FOREST INDUSTRIES: 

Scope for, 265. 
Utilisation officer should be appointed in every province. 265. 
Vulue of, to oultivators in neighbourbood of forests. 2M.S. 
Work at the Hesearch In.titute. Dehra Dun. 265. 
Work in Bnrma, Central Provinces, Madras. Punjab, 265. 

FOREST LANDS: 

Recl8.l'sification of, suggestion. 268·9. 
I'rincipl". of, 269. 
Forest Panchayats 8ee v.nder FORESTS. Village. 

Fowle~ Dr., 84. 
Freight ra.te~, 8ee under RAILWAY FREIGHT RATES. 
Fruit 8ee under HORTICULTURE. ' 

FUEL: see al",o under FORESTS. 

alternat.ive. to Cowdung, 82·3. 
Plant.ations. 264. 
can ns"bt only in a very limited area. 83. 
Problem of Recuring Ildpquato suppli .. s of, in Sind irrigated area, 357.8. 
Railways should review their oharges for transport, 2b4. 

Fuller, ~ir B.~mfylde, 27. 

FUND, AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH: 

t,o be Administered by the Council of AgricultUl'al Rtlseal'ch, 49. 
1'cop· .... 1 Iv. ".t",b!Jshment by A~-t; of lmp"rial Legislature with initial grant of 

50 lllkhs, 41l. 
part of it should be used to finance research studentshil's. 49. 

Oauga HRm, the late ~ir. 2, 165, 362. 
Gokhalo, the Illto 1IIr., 523. 
Gordon, Major R. E., 404. 
Grain Elevators, 8<. u1/,dcr MARKETING. 
GrAnd trunk Road. 370. 
Green manun's. see under FEHTILISERS. 
Grollndnuts. Bee under MA1:KETS. 
Guiana. British, emigration to, 583. 685. 
(iurgaon uplift, 502·3. 
Hanis. Mr., 348, 
Harrison, Dr., 81. 
Hemp, 8ee u .. der MARKETS. 

HOLDINGS: 

SI;lIOIV}810'N AND i'RA(n.1ENTAl'ION OF: 

Definit·it.n of terms: cult.ivators, fragmentation., rightholders, sub.division, 
. tenant,s, 129·130. 
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F'BAa •• 5TATlOli : 

Cultivators' : 
mOle ntensive and extreme than in case of right holders, 135. 

Right holders' \ 
chiefly due to op"ration of customary methods of division of property, 133. 
influence of Joint Family "Ystem against, 13i. 
Result. of, 132, 13i. 

Evil of first magnitude where soil is fairly uniform, 13i. 
Remedial meuures : 

oon80liriation of holdings only meuure that promiscs relief, 138. 
oonsolidation : 

measures in operation: 
in the Central Province., 140. 

Consolidation of Holding. Act (1928). 140. 
Applies to ChhattiRgarh Division only at present, UO. 
previous work in that Division. 140. 
Deals with right holders' holdinl(s only, 140. 
Features of meaOUre8 and anticipated Results, 140. 

in the Punjab: 138. 
by co-op"'ration, unassiotcd by If,pslation, 138. 
dealt with right holders' holdings only, 139. 
results of, up.to.date, 139. 

pt"opo8ed: 141. 
Bombay Small Holdings Bill, 141. 

Proposal to form impartible holdings, Mr. Keatinge's Bill, 136. 
Objections to, 137. 

Gener .. l obserVations and recommendations, 142. 
Lel{islation, main points t~ be observed, 141. 
Problems of, four distinct, 131. 
SUBDIVISION OP, 131. > 

ehi ... fty due to operation of laws of inlt~31. 
Ut,ll".& aausee, 131. 

Cultivators' hOllli..ue,o. 
more Pronounced than among right holders' holdings, 133. 
while chiefly due to Subdivision of right holders' holdings, aggrav .. ted I>y number 

of cultivators exceeding number of right holders and lack of alternative means 
of livelihood, 133. 

Right holders' holdings: . 
Primog .. niture would stop much further, but would not in itself correct sub. 

division of cultivators' holdings, 130. 
effect of, in a few special esses, 137. . 

Tendency for, to be reflected in corresponding 8ub.divisloll of arel!c cn.li.iva.l:ed, 
130. . .~ .... -. 

Remedial measures: 
Effect of, difficult to estimate owing to various complications, 135. 
Nature of, 80 far takon, 

Bombay. 136. 
Punjab, 136. 

BUjZgest.ions for new: 
the ., economic" holding, 136. 

objections to, 136. 
various proposals designed to secure, 138. 

Holland. numhe .. of cattle per ac .. e compared with numb .... in India and Egyl't, IS!!. 

HORTICULTURE : 

AGRICULTURAT. DEPARTMENT: 

Not much work done hithem on fruits or vejZetables, 595." 
Recognition now of value of both fruits and.vegetables, and propoaals for e:Kpan. 

sion, 595-6. . 
Research work of importance to be done by, 596. 
Rootstocks, need for claasifying and selecting suitable, 596. 

Exotics: introductions in the past, 588, 595. 
possibilities of introducing profitable, sh'luld repa:y investigation, 597. 

Fruit and vegetables, importance of, in view of llrevailing vegetarian diet, 588, 
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HORTICULTU RE-conttl. 

FRUIT: 

All kinds of tempente, suhtropicaland tropical, can be grown in 011e part of India or 
another, 58~. . 

Development of, as an industry must rest mainly on internal demand for fresh fruit, 
592. 

Disposal of fros\l, surplus to market domand, important, 593. 
Drying probably readiest means of, 593. 
Fruit Preserving Institute, Coono"" leseons to be drawn from failure of, 594 
l\1l\Tket for jams and preserved fruits restricted but should expand, 693. 

Home market for, most important, 594. 
serious Obstacles to specialised production for urban markets, 590. 
much Scope for oheap and hardy fruit, for local sale, 590. 

Transport : 
Dovclopml"ut of, 378-9. 
Difficulti"s of. 59l. 
Losses might be much reduced by more careful picking and packing, 591. 

Fruit trl"es, nHmber of, very large, and improvement in quality quite apart from any 
incr(\l1so in number would confer great benefits, 596. 

Government gardens, 695. 
Horticultural societies, 595. 
Investigation into transport and marketing must form an essential part of any active 

encouragement of, 596. 
Larger landholders have great opportunity to popularise growing of fruits and veget. 

ables, if market and transport investigations justify it, 596. 

MARKET GARDENING: \ 

Area under, 589. 
but lit. tie Developed, 589. 
Substitution of, for field orops should msu;rially assist cultivator, wbere favourable 

markets oan be d""cioped, <>,,<1 Ilave Olber Lenefi~ial results, 589, 

< ' !\IARKE'fING : 

Assistanoe from proposed marketing officer, 592. 
Commission agents, 592. 
~'oreign demand, for specially cho!<en fruits should be explored, 592, 
Possibilities of regnlated wholesale markets, 592. 
Retail shop~, 592. 

Nurserymen should be eocoura.ged by "I(ciculturnl department.., 597. 
Seeds men should be eneouraged by agrit:ultllcal departments, 697. 

VEGE'UlILES: 

Increasing demand for high CJ,\8S, in Ul'hall areas, 594. 
Investigation ioto potentialities of home markets. especially important, 594. 

Vegetables and fruit, import.ance of, in view of prevailing vegetarian diet, 588. 
Howard, l\1r., 85, 353, Mr. and Mrs., 146. 

HYDR()'ELECTRIC DEVELOPlJIENT : 

, ('",ntral Information Bureau for Irrigation should also aot 8,S clearing house of informa
tion for, and section of it.a library should be devoted to literature on subject, 363. 

Orderly development of schemt's, importance of, 363-4. 
Position of, from agricultural standpoint, 362. 

Imperial Agricult.ural Conf"rl'Ince, London, 1927,352. 
Imperial Dairy Expert, 224, 246, 247, 248. 
Imp!'ria) Thlvartment of Agrieulture, aotivities of, 30.2. 

Re" a!.w un..fe,. AGRV-;UL'fllltAL SERVICES, CE}OTRAL Ar.RICtlLTURAL RESEARCH 
SERVlCl!. . 

IMPERIALJNSTITUn:: , 

OrganIsation and work of, 668. 
Public grt.leries of, 069. . ' 
Indi~n gallery should be reorganised a"d subsoription for .upkeep rene_d, 669. 
Quarterly bulletip of, 6t19. . 
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Imperial In~titute of Animal Husbandry and Dairying. &ug .. lore. 31. 2'0 
i'" 10<)<.1: of, 8U ·untkr NUTRlTION. AlJIMAr •• and A.."'DlAL HUSBANDRY. 

DAlBY FUMING. 

I ndebteduess. u, U1UUr FlNA..VCE. 
Inrlhn I!lI!l Lute of Science, Ba.n~&l(lre, 641. 
Inrli.n Irri,.!ation <Alumis<ion. 326. 336. 349. 
llmu. a' the dr.~t,h of Akbar. by W. H. Mor~l.nd. 71i 

IND[AN CENTRAL COTTON OOMMI'n'EE : 

Adulteration of <Altton. work of. in preventing. 3\19. '02. 
1J,·(,'ri .. Jr.tion of &",<1. due t() mixing by cultivator, enquiry has Rhown to be 

negligIble. 120 
ForulatioD and functiona of. 32. 
In .... stigations into Cotton marketing in Khandceh. 3M. 

onrl,n\.l) m.;rketicg in B ... mr, 38G. 
Kathillwar StJ,tes. bas under consideration qu ... tion of enlis~ng their interest 

a!,,,inst ent.ry of Sudan boll-worm. US . 
. 1J! Model for proposed administration of fund recommended for Coundi of 

A~icultural Re_reh. '9 . 
... S"p<'rvillinf!; l'rol",,",,d UI~.rket sul"'I"c.I, 410. 
h". fostered Tt'odcncy to appoint specilliista in pattieul ... C)·ops. !lS. 

Indian Cotton Com mitt"", 32. 106. 3!;7. 3116, 401, 

Inw<>A E'",""t 1\£t. 122. l!fl7. 2.58. 
Indian Induat.rial Commission, [916-18, 665. 

INmAN RF.SEAR('11 FL'YD AsSOCI \TlO~ ,-

"" valuable Example of combination of official and nOIl,officia! effort.. 486. 
Org'mil'8tion and work, 486. 

INDIA!f S'IA TES : 

Agriculture (including veterinary matters) in, point~ of contact between. and agriculture 
in British India. 662. 

('"ttle ImprovemeDt. ha va " gruat part to play in. 222. 663. 
(;ontagioU8 dieea_. need for co-operation in stamping oot, 292-3. 663. 
Jrril!atioll. 331.6113-
Plant w"",""". o.nd 1'.:"'8. responsibilities of maritime states in assisting to excludr. 

need for, and hope of. increaaetl ~o-ol"'rntion. 118. 663. 
ltelations with th" Inwan <.:entral Cotton Commitee. 663. 
Representation on Board of Agriculture, 663. 

Indian Sugar Committee, 00, 106. 110.113.116. 119.353,396. 
Indian Taxation Committee, !l2. 373. 
Inwan Trade Commissioner 8,e ultder MARKETING. 

IlfDUSTRlES : 

DIll'.ABTMlIl'IT 01'. III RIILA'l'IOIII TO RURAL INDUSTRIES. 577;9, 

Personnel. 579. 
Director of Industries. qualifications for. 679. 

Policy, 577. 
close collaboration with Co-operative Department necessary. 578. 

Development of. in up-country centres. provides outlet for .'!fplus capital of loclli 
moneylender. 440, '79. 

Distribution of. in British India, 565-6. • 
Factory type in 1'\lI"&1 areas, description. 567·8. 

GOVERl<"HENT ASSIRTANCE TO : 

detailed Advice in organisation and manag"ment of 9msller industries. 578. 
Fa.cilitating mutual adjustment between la;ger ~du.st,ries an!i agricult.u.re. 578. 
Financial. in opecial cases through co-operahve soclehe~. 675 •. 
by a.asuming RespolIsiLility in 80me instan<"('s for pioneer enterprise. 578. 
Supervision of smaller indu.-trie_, 575. 
Technical education, 56'!. 574. 
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Indian Industrial Commission 1916·18, ground covered by, will not be reo 
tra versed, 565. 

Limitations of c\lltivator'a participat.ion in, 564. 
New Industries some Buggestiona recAived for, including: 

Agricultural Implements, 567. 
Fruit preservinll. 1;68. 5D3. 
Oil crushing; SU, 568. 
P .. per manufacture, 568. 

(' 

Policy, special duty of Government to consider effect of gE'ncral industrial, on rural 
pOI.mlation, 5G4. . , 

Po.sib;litieR of improving the condition of the rural population by establishment 
of. extremE'ly limited. 575·6. 

two main Problems from point of view of cultivator: 
Alternative employment where the-re are too Dlllny on the land, 566. 
Employment during time spare from cultivation, 566. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN, AND RURAL POPULATION: 

ordinary,Factory type located in rurAl areas, 566. 
Sale by cultivator of Labour during time unoccupied by cultivation, 567. 
(For de'"i/s see under th~t 1.ead.) 
Village and Domestic, 566. 

VU.LAGli:: 

Artisans, porition and prospE'cts genllrsIly, 56S·9. 
Disposal of products of : 

LOMI demand most Rat.i.fact.orv m('ans of, 575. 
Markets external to locality should not be neglectE'd, 575 

for Sat.i-Iaction of, best advicE' obtaiJ ... bl" (.n commerdal side needed, 575. 
OrganisAt.ion of, on co·operative basis essential to prosperity and evpn to snrvival, 

575. 57€' 
Position and proSpectll of : 

Handloom, 569. 
L ..... , 5;2·3, 

Organil!ation of, 573·4 . 
. Pottt'rv. 56!). 
PoultrY,57l. 
Rope makin!!. 669. 
SE"riculturE'. 570. 

Requil'tlment~ for development: 
stimuillo or New Id~as !!Teatest need, 574. 
next, instruction in 1Il0dem Processes, 574. 

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE AT ROME : 

Const.itution abd work of. 666·7. 
Continued adherence of India to, most de.irable, 667. 
R"P"'''''lll"tion of India on permanent committee of Institute not consid('red necessary, 

667. 
in Statist.ical m'ltt"rs, closer 1'f'll\l.ions with, advocated. 621. 
Visita to, of officers of agricultural and allied departmE"nts fOl' the study of a specific 

subject should be encourag .. d, 668, ' 
World census of production by, in 1931, question of Indian participation, 621, 

IRRIGA110N: 

Aneient work., 3!!5.' 
IN BALUOfTISTAN, 362. 

ExaIl'ination of possibilit.ies of extend in/!', in, recolllm .. nd~d. 362. 
'1 n. RSNOA'. : -

• Prol~"lI.ls of, complex in extreme. 361. 
Appointment of Cummittee of Experts to exaniillE", recommended, 361. 

complete Separate Department for lrrigation advocated, 359. 
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CAiIlALS, POSSIBLB I>EVBLOFI4B:~T8 : 

:Bombav, 332. 
Madn< •• :130-2. 
Punjab. 32~-9. 
Sind. 329-:10. 
United ProviD""', 330. 

Cauvery syoten .. , M..w'as, 331. 

IYDEX 

CIPfTRAL OIlC,"JfISATIOll UNDU GOVEBlnIEIIT 01' bDIA, 347-9. 
l'IIH<D FOB: 

both to lOtTOI'd province" Second Opinion in technical matters. and to advise Govern
ID6nt of India authoritatively in aettl .. ment of int .. r-provincial disputes, 348. 

appointment of Contrallrrigation Board therefore welcomed, 348. 
apl'ointmt'nt of Omtral Bureau of Irrigation recommended, 349. 

Cl ..... i1ioation of worlu!, 327-8. 
Ikterioration of mnd doe to over-watering, 335. 
n.,v.'opment, since 1905-O!I. 325-6. 
Disafforestation for minor irrigation works, 266. 

1>ls'rRiBUTloII OF WATEB : 

AOENCY, 337,R. 
no Advantage seen In t.ransfer from Irrigation to Agricultural Department, 337-38. 
Co-operative. illstance nf, in village of Maiegaon Nira Canal. Bombay Deccan, 338 . 
... betwoon Government. and private, no Practical Alternative at l'rf'sent to 

Government ront.rol down to field distributaries, 338. 
P088ibiUti ... of Panchayat, for field distributariea,,338. 

MIITHODS: 

by Area, 336. 

by Meaeurement : 

Metent and Module., 337. 
experimeontA by cultivators t.hemselvea as to the remtive advantages of these two 

.ystem. advocated, 336·7, 
Volume.ric@vst.em : 

Objecti,.ne to, 336. 
not yet Received a fair trial on its merits and furth .. r investigation and experi. 

ment eminontly desirable, 336-7. 

DBAnfAGE: 353-4. 

Import.anoo of. and damage from failure in pa.et to correlo.te new irrigation schemes 
witb natural drainagp. 353. 

Ms ps. on~e pr.-pared will facilitate control of roo.do, railways, C&wls and embank
ments from drainage aspect, 353. 
will all!O Fo.cihtate preparation of monographs on river systems, 354. 

Godavari sv_tem, Madras 330. 
Hadapsar stlttion, Bombay work at, 350. 
Hv1rolngicalr.aooratory, about to be set up in the Punjab, 350. 
Indian Irrigl>iion Comrniilsion. 325, 336, 349. 

lllRlGATIOll DEP .. RTMElIIT : 

relations witb the Cultivator: 
more direct a pproa.ch to re.ponaible authorities, advocated. 346... , 
cr .. ation of Organisation analogou. to local Railway; Advisory Committees, 
advocated. 346. . 

relat.ions witb AgricultUJ'&l, 345-6. . 
wbpl'6 Conau ltation between heads of tbe department., YJews expre:lSed should 

be formally reeorded, 345. . > ~ 
formal Official Ordera stressing ueed of co.operation should be i&ou~, 346-

KO Y 286-47 
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IRRIGATIOI(-contd. 

IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT-oontd. 

Short Courses ill agrionlture and irrigatjon flJr officers of the departmellt E 

respectively. suggestion, 346. _ 
Khadak Wasla Dam. Bombay, Deccan. 332. 
Kistna system. Madras. 330. 
Lloyd Dam. Bhatgar. Bombay. Deccan. 33? 
Lloyd Barra.ge Bee under Rukkur Barrage be/o,,'. 

MINOR WORKS, 338·40. 

improved Arrangements for technical advice and as!;istance to cultivat.or. for (>on· 
atruction of, needed, 339. 

Disafforestation for, 266. 
Formation of special agency wit,hin the provincial irrigation del'artmelltR 

advooated, 339. 
Existing arrangements in Madras and Bombay, 338-9. 

Scope for. in Madras, United Provinces, etc., 338. 
New schemes, systsmatio review of ontlltanding projects, advocated, 333, 
IN THE NORTH-WEST FRONTIER PnOVINOE, traIl.bference of the most important district 

oanals to Irrigation Department" su!,!ges\.inn, 361. 

OTHER SOUBCES : 

ill the Aggregate of great Importancp to cultivation, 344. 
extending irrigation from, great scope for, 344. 
possibilities of irrigation by Power driven Pumps from smaH streams, 344. 
Reasons why suoh sources not already turned to &oOount in this way: 

difficulty of Combination most serions, 344. 
can best be Overcome by co· operative action, 344. 

Wide field of opportunity for Agrionltural Engineering Department, 344. 
Periyar system, Madras, 331. ' 
.. Phad" system, Bombay, 325. 

PROJIlOTS: 

Bell'ary West (Madras). 332. 
Haveli projeot (Punjab), 329. 
Kistna (Madras), 331. 
Sutlej Dam (Punjab), 329. 
'J'hal (Punjl\b), 329. 
Tlmgabhadra (Madras), 331. 
Upper Bhavllni (l\I~dras), 33:!. 
Woollar Lake (Kashmir and l'lmjab), 3~!1. 

Protective irrigat.ion, l'xtension of, 333-4. 
1t<J)atiYtl import.ance in rural cenn('my of, ill thl' dilT"f(·ut )ll'OviuceI!, 3~r.. 

Establlihment of AIl-}~ml'if(, Resea.rch Station in India, Indian opinion " .. "Id 
welcome, 352. 

Establishment of a C .. ntml Hesearch Station not recommended, 352·3. 
Interohange of specialist officers betwoon provinoes should be em'onragl'd, 353. 
More attentiou should be paid to, in all provinces, 350. 
Opinion of Irrigation Commission in rt·ga.rd to need for, 349, 
Personnel for, and Organisation of, will vary with nat,ure of problem, 350-1. 

should be made clear that organisation of, stillleayes room for Individual, 351. 
suoh IndiYidual, should be enoouragt'd by access to a.plllloratu9 and inforlDatioll 

of, "('search station, 351. . 
. ' 

IN SIND, PROBLEMS AND POSSmILITIES 01' : 

, SUKKtIB BARRAGE, 354.S • 
• C~·tton, possihlityof establishing single variety IItrea, 357, 
. , . 
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IRRIGATION-oontd. 

b SIlI'D, PROBLEMS AlfI) !'OSSIBUJTIBS O. :~nld. 

i>lJKKtTB BARlUGIi: 

Fuol S"ppli€1l, m"aSW't'8 for seouring adequate, 357 -8 . 
. {rnportanc4 01 obtaining timely and 8uthOlltativ6 information for cultivator as 

to agricultural condtt.iona, 355. 
Land. pnn"ipl"s and manner of al\ocatitln of. still at disposal of Government 

sbould be IICttled without delay, 306·7. 
claims of Labourers (loa ..... ) as well as landholders. 306. 
Immigration. recognition of beneficial effect of. 356. 
M"asuf8s to avoid Absenteeism of small holders. 366. 
Provision for Large grants, 356-7. 

agricultural Problems arising out of construction of. 354·5. 
question of Rcat>arcb Stations in tbm connection, 355. 
and appoiutm6nt of Director of Agriculture for Sind, 355. 
uniqul> Opportunity generally to put into practice le •• "ns drawn from experience 

elBewhe .... :154. 
P08BibiliH ... of irr4;atiun tk,vt"lopment in areas outside uf i'iukkur Rarrega should 

not be lo.t sight of. 356. 
Pumping Schemes, 3-~6. 

Tanka, 332. 

TtrBll WKLL8, 340-2. 

Conditions under which tbey can be regarded as profitable vary, 341. 
Investigation into, incluwug systematio surv"y of subsoil water supplies reoom· 

m"nded,341. 
Engineering section of Agrioultural Department best titted to undertake the work, 

342. 
where pumping and boring operations in any province are oonsiderable, separate 

branch of Engineering section of Agricultural Department should be created 
for purpose, 109, 342. 

almost entirely Privately owned, 340. 

Private enterprise in mauuf,.cture of plant where pioneering stage has been p"-'"!<'d 
should not be discollI'Bged by Government, cOlnp"tition, 342. 

Positiou in United Provine.,." 340. -
'f"rmination of subsidy system recommended, a,H. ' 

ltesponsibility of Goftrument, should be limited to : 
Provisions of Boring equipment on payment, 341. 
Expert advice. 341. 
Provision of finam'6 on tacca vi system, 341. 
Supply of data regarding Profit, 341. 

'-olumetric system, ttee u"df'r DIsTRIBUTION OP WATER al"lt'e. 

WAWrAGE O~ WAT>:R, 

:l-:normou8. 335. 
\' olumetrio system as a remedy for, 336.7. 

WKLL8, 34!!.4 (for 1'UBK WELL"; see ,kat heading above). 
Abandoned wen .. , where at all numerous, 6Jlquiry into, 9.dvocated, 344. 
Construction of, essentially a matter for private enterprise, 343. 

Diffionlties of joiut action by landholders, in, might be overcome by small co! 
operative aocieties, 343·4. .' 

Ways in which Agricultlll'&land Irrigation Departments can 1I.I!8ist. 343. 
little PrOgre98 made in sinking and reasons for, 343. 
slow Progress of. calls for enquiry, 428. 

WOBJ[ll 11!WBB CON!lTBUOTJON : 

Cauvery.Mettur project (Madras), 331. 
Sarda canal (United Provinces). 330. 
Sukkur Barrage (Sind), 330, 354·8. 
Sutlej Vall..,. project (Pun)&b), 329. 

110 l' 288-47(1 
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Jacob, Mr. B. M., 620 (footnote), 665. 
Jodhpur, Maharaja of, donation to BenareB University for agricultut'al and veterinary 

res .. arob and educ&t.ion, 642. 
Jute, 80e under CO-OPERATION, MARKETING and MARKETS. 
Keventar, Mr. E., 25. 

LABOUR. 

EMIGRATION OUTSIDE INDIA. : 

Consitlerati,oU limited to tropical and Bub.tropical areas, 684. 
Posit.ion at present, 683. 
future Possibilities, and oonclusion that emigration to BRITISH GUIANA is desernng 

of full investigation, 584·6. 

MIGRATION WITHIN INDIA. : 

MOBILITY OF : 

Advaut&ge~, 580. 
Communinntions sufficiently good and cheap for, over long distances, 581. 
Factors limiting, 581, 
no P.estrietion by Government on, except to Assam, 581. 
Reoommendation in regard to Assam, 681. 

Problem of, peouliarly difficult, 582. 
Schemes for oolonisation in India, consideration of, 582. 

No general dhort.age of agricultural, in India, 679. 
Pn,blorn in certain areas definitely one of superfluity of agricultural, 580. 
Seasonal m.!gration of, from rural to urban areas, 576, 581. 

LA.ND IMPROVEMENT LOANS ACT, 1883, 8ee UMu FINANCE OF AGRICULTt:RE. 

LAND MORTGAGE BANKS: 

DEBENTURES: 
( ( 

Interest on, shnuld be guaranteed by Government, 464. 
Issue of, should be restricted aB far as possible to a single organisation in each pro· 

viINe, 465. 
Shonld be made Trustee securities under proper safeguards, 465. 

E1tent to which such Banks already exist, 461. 

GoVERNMENT AsSISTANom, need for, in earlier stages of co-operative, 462. 

Form of, " 
Government t.aking up a proportion of debentures, not recommended as a general 

policy; simple Loans would be preferable, 46i. 
should Gnara,t.ee interest on debentut"68, 46i. 

Loons for ceremonial expenses should not be given by, 461. 
Committee of Management, should be an official member on, for some years to oome, 466. 
shollId only be Organised after most careful enquiry, 465. 
J>re,.pnt position in regard to land mortgage business under Co·operative Acts, 460. 
should bo Registered under existing Co.operative Societies Act, 463. 
Resolution on, passed by Registrars' Conf.erence, 1926, endorsed; 462.3 
Scope for, to mt'lot demand for long term oredit, 461, 465. 

e" simplicity of working essential if such are to be managed by their members, 466. 
Variety of purposes for which agriculturist requires loans, 460. 
Warning against tendency for, to become possessed of land by foreolosl,re, 466 • 

• Large sea-Ie farmint; in India, absence of, 12. 
Leather, Dr. J. W .• 19. " 
Lefroy, Mr. Maxwell, 20. 
Libraries, 8/)f. under RURAL WELFARE. 
"Litigation and arbitratiO'l, 606.8. 

oo.operative arbitration sooieties, posoibilities of, 508. 
LOCAL-SELF GOVERNMENT: 

Eduoatiou in the principles .. nd aims of. importanoe of; BOlllbay scheme ~Qlllmetided 
- to the not.ce of the other provinces, 663.... " 

London Corn Tra-d~ As.'!ocif\tion. 402. 
M~, Dr. N .• 227. 345, 636. • 
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MARKETING (st. ol.o under AGRICULTURAL PRODUC'l'S a...! uMer :MARKETS): 

AUCl'ION SALlIS : 

Agriclllturai Department should undertake in initial su..g..., 403. 
useful Means of ,securing prioo for qnality of new variety, 403. 

COLD BToaAo]l: 

Dep6t8, at p .... ent on a small 8<ale only in Calcutta .. nd Bombay, 4DS. 
ultemal tl'atlic in fruit, veget .. ble, and fish would be much stimulated by their 

})evelopll1ellt, 408. 
Investigation by Rsil,.'ay Boord with a view to enlistment of privRte capital, 

suggestion, 4u.. 
for Export Trade in Indian fruita, poseibilitieo deserve Inveetigation, 408. 
I'..esearch on subject of, thooe concemed in India with, sh .. ,uld keep abreast of, 408. 

Cul<TAUlIIB8 : 

ExperiUlenta in Bombay for ma.ngooB, 407. 
}'OI'est l.Jepartm"nts will advise as to best typee of wood for, 407. 
Jnformati"n obtained by Empire Marketing Board should be ntilioed by Agricultural 

D .. partm~nt .. , 4u7. 
StandardlBation of, importance of, 407. 

CO·OPERATIVII : 

Agricultural Jlepartment can help in grading produce, 403. 
Most effootive method for 8e3nriug full preminm for quant,y, 403. 

Fruit, Bee tinder HOllTICULTURE. 
80me Gt'neral conRideratieJlls, 382·4. 

GRAIN ELEVATORS: 

Advantag~ claimed for: 
for railway ... Eoonomy in working,404. 
for cultivator, better Prices, 404. 

~ot recommended and no further investigation into possihilities called hr, 407. 
Practicability in rel .. tion to, ' 

External trade, 405. 
Internal trude, 406. 

Difficultiee in using, for, 406. 
Indebtedne...a, in relation to, 38S, 

INDIAS TRADE CoMMISSIONER IN LoYDON I 

.hould be given Assistance of offioer with Inuu.l1 -.gcic .. lhral ..... d uu-vl"'rative 
experience, 411. 
Duties of 8uch officer, 411. 

Officer of similar standing and experience should be attached w staff of Director 
Genera.! of Commercial Intelligence, CaJcutta, 411. 

appointment of separate Trade Comruit;aioners for such are ... as Germany, Southern 
France and Italy a.nd North America ultimately desirable, 412. 
should be Trained under the Indian Trade Commissioner in Londoll, 41'2. 

Information, absence of, regarding conditions, 385. 

)IIDDLlW1ilN : 

Abuses of system, especially when middleman is also moneylender, 383. 
Bad communications e.nd chaotic marketing foster superfluity of, 383·4. 
Co.operative organiastion, good roads, regnlated mark~,ts, principal MtoIIJUI of 

e1iminating unnecessary, 384. . 
entire Elimination, not suggested, 383. 
perform certain essential1!'unctions, 383. 

Railway freight rates, Bee under that head, , 
no systomatic Survey of conditiOll8 of. for a.gricultural produce, in .f\xi.tence~ 3&0. 
t;nrveys. an essent,ial prelimlliary to formula.ting an effective policy for imt'IPvement, 

of, and lines for carrying out, 408·10.' • 
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MARKETING-contd. 

Systems of, ior: 
Cotton in Khallll""h, Bombay, 385. 
Jute in B"ng~l, 3f.6. 
Rico in ThlIma, 387. 

Transportation, an integral part of llIark"tiug, am. 
Vegdablos, 8ee lI71,/"r HOR'l'ICULTliRE. 
Weij!hts and M""",ur"., ."" ft'Iuler lliat Mad. 
Work of Indian C~lItrnl Cotton Committee Oil cottoll. aM. 

MARKETING OFFICER: 

Appoint-ment. of. ill each uf thtl ma.jor Itl'ovilw('H 1(:I'HliIInt;udeJ. 410. 
should be intimately Associated with Board of Economic Enquiry wherev,,! one e:dst8, 

410. 
""0 of hi" specific duties would be oversight of "uggested regulated markets, 410. 
II ollld be member of local railway advisory committee, 411. 
",ould be membtit.."f provillcial road board where olle existed, 411. 
.honld prefera.bly be attaohed to Agrioultural D"p .. rtment, 41 I. 

MARKETS: (Rei< al"" undrr AURICULTVRAT. l'RODUC'l'S and un<l"r MARKl';TrNG.) 

Descriptive, 384. 
I"oraign, reputation of IlI<1ia II produce ill, 3aS-1I 

Cotton, :iHS. 
Uroundnut" 399. 
Hemp, 399. 
,Tute, 399. 
Oil .ceda. 399. 
Wheat" 399. 

IMPORTANCE,Ol' PROPERLY ORGANISED: 3S8. 

Defeo~ of existing market., 388. 
l~movable only by establishment of properly regulated markets, 389. 

Inform\tion, marketing, publication of, 335. 
however limited in scop .. and badly OrganiSt-d, give th .. culti >atOl' a better price than 

the vil1a~e trader, :l8t!. 

I{EOULATED : 

Berar system of, confined almost exclusively to ootton. 380. 
ma.in Criticism against, in regard to the mark .. t, comm ittr",. 3911. 
attempt to Meet this in Bombay Act, 390. 

&mbay Act regRrding provision of, 390. 
should be E.tablished under Provinciallegislatioll, 3111. 

".tablishment should not be Dependent on opinion of local committ""" 39~. 
Extension'~f, to other products than cotton advooated, 391. 

Management of : 
Brokers should be prohibited from acting in a dual "apacity, 395. 
Commit,teos, constitution of, 

should elect their own Chairman, 393, 
])iRputes, ~ettlcment of, 394. 

relations with Municipalities and L""al Bodies, 392. 
should provide Storage accomll'odation on a limited scale where not provided by 

co-operative societies, 395. 

'tHRIFT,. an office of a co-operative cl't'dit society or, failing that, of a post office 
savmgs banks sb"mld be established in every important market, 396. 

e • ., of, for Propaganda and establiohment in, of a permanent agricultural stall, 396. 
installation of Weigh-bridges, 393. 

lllv6'ltually Account .hould be kept of individual Cl\,.t load, 3!)3. 
M'qo, .Lord, 16, 293, 370. 
MdJa.rrisoIJ, Lt.-Col_ R., 24~, 494, 496. 
MIlCay, COl., 493. , 
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METEOROLOGY AND AGRICULTURE : 
Division of work between the &gricultnml and meteorological depltft.ments, 66-1-5. 
I mport&nee of defining, tiM. 

tmnllfer of H....dquartera from Simla to Poona anrl expansi<lll makes suitable 
opportunity for, 666. 

Programme of work in agricultuml m"tt>orolo~y, 
Council of Agr,,~ultnral R_rch should prepare, in consultation with the Director 

('.ener,.) of uhaerv"tori"", and the flirectol' of the Bureau of st"ti.tical information, 
660. 

Two main directiono for enq"iry hy e.gricult,ural d"part.mcnt: Biologic,.) and 
Statatieai, 664. 

P""tegratiuate study, new f""iliti .... fur. gradllat.P.s from e.gricultur,.) coUeg ... should taT.e 
advantage of, 66tl. 

~rch. impotrance of defining r""ponaibility. 6114. 
trall.fer of Headquarto1'll from Simla to Poon .. , allil expansion. mak... suitable 

opportunity for. &;6. 
Rural Community, current noods of, agrj'JUlt.llr") dppnrtmente should keep Meteorolo. 

gioal lIepartment informed of, 6116 • 
.. Second Order" meteorologioal .tat lono should be establish"d by agricliltlll'lll 

deparlmenttl on experimental fnrmo in Certain circulDStan('es, 6115, 

M.iddleton. Sir T .• 18. 

MIGRATION, __ .. nbr LABOUR. , 
.\fILK AND MILK·SUPPLY~ au .. ruler ANIMAL HlH-mANDRY. 

lIaNOR PROVINCES : 

Agricult.u-.l organisation: 
need for a Definite, 659. 
Poasible methods of providing, 660.2. 
Recommendation that ooeh minor province. "xc~pt Delhi. ~hould bliild up an 

agrioultuml organi ... tion of its own., 661. 
Delhi should depend on Punjab organisation, 6{)H. 

Staff, proposals for, 6111. 
I lJ.lICription of: 

.\jmer.Merwara, 1158. 
Andamana. 651>, 
B,.)uchiEltan, 657. 
COOl'g. 65t:1. 
Delhi,659. 

I;mall areas of, make them specWly suitable for trying out experiments of all kinds 
relating to rural welfare, 662. 

Moga Mission, Scheme of training for tea.ob .. rs adopted by Punjab Edu(!ation J).,part. 
ment, 528. 

Mollison, Dr:, 19. 21. 
Moreland. Mr. W. H.. 76, 499. 
~iy80re State. exp .. rience of,in applying Rerum·simultaneous inoculation against rinder. 

pest, 285·6. 

NUTRITION: 

AIiUlAL: 

F.tYorttl should be made to bring together in ono pl .. c .. , or within ea.qy distance, 
workers in, and human nutrition, 242. 

110 one Inatitution can hope to dea.) sllcceasfully with wide range of problems involved. 
24 . 

work begun at Pusa in 1921, 241. 
work at Banga)ore after transfer from Pu ... in 1923,241, 242. 

staff and equipment reqnire enlargement, 24.2. 
work at Lyallpur, 240. 

HUMAli : 

Central Institute of Human, establishment of, recommended, 497. 
clO8e Co.operation between work on human and animal, desirable, 494, 4S'i. 
j,'i.sh. as an article of diet, failure to develop, 495·6. 
Formation of Combi.ned ('pmmittee of the various workers on animal '1nd hutllall 

recommended, 497,' 
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NUTRITION-O()ntd. 

HUMAN-co"lil. 

INDEX 

Malnutrition t,o be distinguished from semi·starvation. 494·5. 
close Relation between nutrition problems and agricultural practice and conditions 
~~ . . 

Res .. .arches by Colonels :McCay and McCarrison on human, 4\)4·5. 
Work on, in India should be linked up with that being carried on in other parts of 

thc Empire, 4117. 
Oil ~eeds and cake &.' source of manure, see under Fertilisers. 
Oils""d •. Iudl/111, reput.',ion on the World's markets (399). 
Ozanll~, 1I1r., E C., 21. 

PESTS AND DISEASES: 

Ex ternal protectiou, 
Cooperation of maritime Indian States needed, l1S. 
Destructive Insects and Pests Act, liS. 

Amendment of Act suggested to meet special necd~ of Burma. lIS. 
Internal, 

lIIadrlts Agricultural Pesta and Diseases Act, 119. 
Application to Cambodia cotton, 119·20. 
Madms legislation eommended to notice of other provinces, 120. 

Two principal method. of dealing with, 118. 
Phipps, Mr. Henry. of Chicago, 29. 50. 

PLAlSTAT101'lS: 

Importance of, in the general agricultural economy of the nountry, 597. 

PLANTING COMMUNITY : 

Importance of close iuttorcommunication between it and ngricultural depa.rtments, 82. 
Pl'esen~e of, in many ways of great service to the local population, 59S. 
Rela.tions with Imperial and Provincial Agricultural Departmellts, 597. 
Rppresen>ati;e of scientifio officers of planters associations, appointment of, on the 

Council of Agricultural Research recommended, 54, 598. 
Plunket j, Sir Horace. 473. 
POPULATioN, if this inoreases proportionately to every enhancement in pUl'(\hasing power 

of the oultivator, no lasting improvement in standard of living of great mass of the 
populu.tion can he attained, 499. 

POST AND TELEORAPR OFFICES, 381. 

PRINCIPALS OF AGRICULTURAL COLLEGES. Bee fl,Wler AG&1CULTUH .• U. 
COLLEGES, STAFF. 

Prizes .for agricultural improvement, 164·5. 

PROPAGANDA. ae.e under DEMONSTRATION: 

Paol'J.:c'noK OF CROPS, ... ,gainst external Itnd iuternal sources of infection, deterioration, 
duf' to mixing 'of seed and again.it wild animals and vermin, 117·122. 

PUBLIC }U:ALTH : 
Administntion of, constitutional position, 483. 
All India Conferences of Medi~al Research Workers: Resolutions of 1924 and 1926 

on, 481. 
Interaction between, and Agricult.ure. 482. 
Madras Distril,t Health Schewe, 484. 

MA.LARIA. : • 
Control of, must hI> effected in the main by oonoerted popular effort, 490. 
Devastation wronght by. 4!J0. 

Q1J'lNiNlil AND CINOHONA. FEBn1FUGES : 

G01'ernmont l'e.ponsibilities in matter of supply, <.90. 
NI>ed for increased scientific invest..'gation into production, 491.2. 
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PUBLIC HEALTH--eontd. 
MAUBIA-rontd. . 

QfJININB A.ND Cni"CHOlilA FEBP.IFUOES-c<>ntd. 

RbIpon8ibility for producti,," .. nd g~neral control of price and distribution should 
be "l!Al1med by (;ovemment of India, 491. 

Medical Aid Scloeme, ViIlagt', 486. 
Midwives, 8cbell1e8 for training, 487. 
Need for awakerung a public health conscience, 483 . 

. Pot.able W8u:r supplies, importanre of prodding, 488. 
Pri,a! .. medical practitioners 8uboidies to, to settle in villages, 486. 
Problems of, forward movement in investigation of, in progress, 483. 
Provincial Public Health lkpartments: 

Obj~ctll of, 483. 
illu8trated by Madras Di.trict Health Scheme, 484·5, 

Organisation of, general outline, 483·4. 
Sanitary conditiolls in rural .. rE .... bad. 482. 
Urgency of developing rural Publio Health and M....Iical Services In the interests of 

Il"eneral proRperity 88 well .... in th06e of the rural p"pulation, 4J13, 
Wdla, importalJce of sanitary, for drinking water, 488. 

Pu blic Services Acts, Provincial, importance of passing before recruitment for the new 
superior provincial agriclJ1~ur81 serviee.. begins, 63!l. 

PVSA, B~ AG RICULTl'RAL RESEARCH, ORG~O\NISATION OF and AGRICULTU
HAL SERViCES, CENTRAL AOllICUiJfUBAL SERVICE. 

RAILWAY FREIGHT RATES: 
GenerAl remnrka on, 377.8. 
Lowest p08Hlble rat..s Buggest..d for: 

Fertilisers, 94. 
Fndder, 262. 
F'uel, 264. 

Mil"h cattle, concession rates for, 8ugg"stion, 379. 
Periodical revision of, re.,.,mruend.,d, 378. 
Rates ror n •. wly bom c"jvea A"companying dAms, question of remittitlg, 378. 
1'1Iould be fw-examined for raw mat..rial for, and transpart of, agricultural machinery 

And implement.!, 114.' ., 
R .. jpipla. Stat", power taken to enforce growing cutton of an a.pprovod va.ricty, 357. 
Redemption of Mortgages A,·t, . 
RESEA1WH. """ AIJl~1CULTURAr. RESEARCH, ORGANISATION OF, AGRICUL~ 

TURAL tiER VICES wnd lJ{RIGATlON. 
Rice, Bee under ~B.RKETL.~G, syst..ms of, 
l~ipon, Lord, 370. 
Robertson, Mr. W. R" 23. 
Rotham.t('d, 61. 84, ill, lll. 
Rowett. HC."&rCh Institute, 494-
Rural Community, Councils, Boards, Punjab, 505. 

RURAL WELFARE (Bee a/80 under PUBLIC HEALTH and VILLAGE LIFE) : 
Arbitration sociotiea .... a means of reducing litigation, 50S. 
l:Iett..r Living Societ:'lea, 606. 
Board of Economic Enquiry, Punja.b, work of, 504. 
Communicat.Jons, effect of go ... d, in promoting Edu,,,;tion, Medi('Alloseistance, Mobility 

of labour, Po.t and Telegraph facilities, !!J~. 
Community Board, Cont ... l Rural, Punjab, 505. 
Community COlmoils, Ruesl, Punjab, 505. 
Economio en'luiry, caee for, 604. 
J..ibrariea, 601, 530. 
Non-offidal agencies, examples of work of : 

Central Co.operative Anti·malaria Society of B .. ngal. 489. 
Ru ... l tP.construction centres of Indian Y, M. C. A., 489·90. 
Bev .. S&dan Soc;"!.y, 489.," 
in ~eneral Agencies for work in Rural Areas will need official encouT."gement and 

Advice for 80me time to come, 603. 'J 

Nutrition, 8ee "nder that head. c' • 

Standard of living, no lasting improvement of, pOBBible for great tna88 of population if 
every enhancement in purchasing power is accompanied by proportionete increabe in 
population, 499. 

Universities, 
influence for good which they can exert lin, 503. , 

Seed, deterioration through mixing of, only marked in Case of cotton, 120. 
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SEED: IMPROVED, DISTRIBUTION OF : 
Problem of, 101. 
possibility of privat,e Agent. for, 102, 106. 
Uo.operative ag"ney offers best prospects of relieving Agricultural department 

in, 104, 101). 
should be As,,;~ted in making storage arrangl'monts, 105. 

~xisting Departmental organisation varies grt'aUy in efficiency, D2. 
Ways in which its work is snpplemented If,:l, 104, lUI). 

Must continue to form one of most iruport"nt. 1""Bnches of u(;partm .. nt..l work, 10:1. 
departmental Organisation must 801.0 provid •• for maintenanc" of .tandard of im· 

proved, 105. • 
. Policy recommended for: 

""parate departmental organisation und"r Dep"ty Director, 106. 
Distribution to be self.supporting bui not an object of departmental prolit. lOr.. 

I'd·um.simultaneQus inoculation ag..mst rinderpl'~t., 8U u"de,. Diseases of Livestock. 
_ iServnnt,s of India Society and Poona Seva Sl~dan &ciety, work of. 489. -

Slier Shah. 370. 
Shah J ehan, 325. 
" Shifting rultivatiull " (lal1'ngYfJ, !rumri. podu,jllum4ng) .ho"ld lx, Lroup;Iot uncler routl'oJ, 

267·8. 
Hind Encumbered Estates Act, 419. 
i-;ingh, Mr. S. K., 195. 
Smith, Mr. W., Imperial Dairy l'~x.pert, 248. 

SOILS: 

Alluvial, 72·3. 
Black Cotton or RegUJ' soils, 71·2. 
Deterioration of, 71)·6. 

no evidence of progressi ve Deterioration, 76. 
Erosion, and remedies, 79.89, 267. 
Information regarding, Couucil of Agri('ultural Research should andertake ("oilection 

and pu blication of, 70. 
Laterit~, 73-4. 

Deficiency in lime, problem of, 78. 
show wif\e iJivergencea in charact~r, 73. 

Rod soils of Cry6taUine tr&<"t, 70·1. 
Regur, 8ee under black cotton abOtJe. 
Rosearoh on soils and soil conditions, 76·9. 

Council of Agricultural Research and, 79. 
Nitrogen deficiency, 77. 
Problems numerous and complex. i8. 
aeod for Specialist offictlrs, 79, 
",ssis(,m"e of Universitil's, 79. 
Work to be done in tlle immediate future, 74, 75, 77, 78. 

Soil 8urveys, 74.1). 
Su b·soiJs of Northflrn India not uniform in texture, 73. 
rice, in Swampy areas, special oharacteristic" of, 78. 
Tillage of. 8ee under Cul ti vation. • 

South Atri(''', efficacy of serum.simultaneous inoculation ag~t rinderpest proved in, 
284. 

STA'tISTICS : 
Agricultural experiment, appointmellt of a spedaJist to Imperi .. 1 Agrku1t.ural ReSl'an,h 

Institute to supply mathematk'al guidance hr, recommended, 617. 
whole Basis of, in India, urgently requires broadening, 621. 
Carts, quinquennial ret,ul'll, in Agricultural Statistirs. 60:1. 
('.antrs.l collatir\g agency, frt'quent chs.nges in, 601. 
Collection of, separate agency from reVl'uue fnr, not re-commonded, 622. 
CVLTIVATION AND CROP: 

Cotton, jmprovemeut in, 610·1. 
.. Culturable waste .. and area .. not s.vailll hI" for cultivation, .. 604·5. 
Factors for : , 

Ar .. a sown, figlll't'8 satisfactory, 601)·6. 
Condition estimate, susceptible of considerable improvement, 6US. 
Normal yield, susceptible of considerable improwment. 606.8. 

Mixed crops, 606. 
rerm9'1Olntly settled i>1't'''S;, difficulti~ arising from, 601),.6. 
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CULTIV ATIOli AliD CBop-c:,mtd. 

Sl'"dal-
Coffee, 8oggestiOll, 009. 
Jute. sug~.,.tion, 609· W. 
l~ubber, 1108 .• , 
'fea, 8u~g:('t.3tion, 6U9. 

lNDFX 

()Itlioulty of 86Curing uniformity throughout hull .. , 600. 

i47 

Oul,es in collecting, cultivators, tb~ general publiC', local ,,"tllOriti~., aud t.rade1'1l have 
.. II defulit", 616·7 . 

• 'OB&CASTS : 

AIl·lndia, i •• ued I.y Commercial Int.elligem:e .1Jt,p",·tm,-,nt exco!'t in ease of .Iute 
"rop, 6112, tlU!<. 

I~d nn information given by Revenu" D~Jlartmellt8, excepi in c"",e of Jute, 602. 
h.oe of, in vernacular, suggestion, 603. 
Prepared by Agricultural Department., ",,""'pi in Ct,lItr .. 1 Provill<'~' and Burma 

and II11!(g .... tion regarding these provances, f,02. 
Publication in Indian Tmde Journal. 6O!l. 
Revival of, 88 separate leaflet •• BD!:!!!"Btion, 602.· 

lndilloD Fam.in" Commission of 18!1O, startmg pomt of modern staust.ic. in Judia. 600. 
Interest" in, of Government, producer, general public and trader, different, 616. 
Internati .. nal Institute of Agri('ulture, Rome, closer relations witb, ,in statistical 

m .. tters, advocated, 621. 
World Census of produotion by, iu 1931, question of Indian part.i(·ipation, 62J. 
Livestock. quinquennu.J, in Agrioultu .... 1 Statistics, 612·4. 

Since I1J11I·20 8ufticient.ly accurate to make comparisons between province and 
province, 613. ' 

Suggestions for further improvement, 613·4. 

ORGAIf18ATlOl< : 

CE:<'fRAoL: 

Present RrrangeUlcnts, 619. _ , 
ne<ld for statistical information of a kind not now avair"),I,,, bll/. 
reconstitution of Department of Statistics as a Central Bure .. u 

InformMion, proposal, 620. 

PILOVllIClAoL : 

of Statistic"l 
• 

Arpoilltmeu~ .. f ... "U-qu .. lified statistical offi""r st, in each province would greatly 
assist economio and BO<Jia.l investigations, 618. 

Nued fur one weU-qnalifit'r! .1.atisti" .. 1 offie"r within each agri"ll!tural department, 
617. - . 
Duties, 617. 
Training, proposal, 617. 

Plough •• quinquemual return in Agricultural StatiAtics, 603 . 
• 

PUBLIOATIONS : 

AORlCULT17BAL : 

Agricultural Statistics of India and Buggestions regarding, 601, 604. 
Jo:.timates of Area and Yield, and suggestions regarding. 602. 
al80 Occasional in : 

Annual report·s of AgricuItllral and Veterinary Departmellts; 
Agricultural .Journal of India; 
Review of Agricultural Operations; and in tbe 
&&son and Crop Reports, 603. 

GENBRaL: 

Administration Reports, 60l. 
Co-operation Reports, 604. • 
Education Reporto, and snggelrtion regardmg, 604, 
Irrigation Reporto, and suggestion regarding, 60~. 
Publio Health Rel,om, 604. 

and Buggt'otion rt'gar9ing, 614. 
f\t .. tistiool Abstract for Britisb Indi" 604~ • 
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STATISTICS---{lontd. 
TRADm: 

Accounts relating to the Seaborne Tra<ie and Navigaticn of India, 611. 
AnnUAl returns of Rail and River borne trade, revival of, and sugt>;estion8, 

r"garding •. 611·2 
Review of the Trade of India, 611. 
internal l~oad tra<ill, q "P,tiOD of recording, 612. 
Transfrontier trade, Btat;stics for, by Road should be revived, 612. 

VITAL: 

Correlation of varioll! data regarding health conditions, valur..ble work to be done 
in,SH. . 

Purposes for which Governmpnt statistics are collectfod, 616. 
Rural "'eHare, (\peirability of properly orga.ni.qed enqUlries into data re.garding, 615. 

Stewnrt, Mr. H. R., 19,;. 
Strachev, Sir .John, 16,24-. 
Studie- 'in Eumpe.an Co.operation, 1I1r. filtrickland,238. 
Sudan, powerta.ken to enforoe growing of only one variety of cotton in a given area. 

357. 
Sugar Bureau, 31. 
Sug .. rcane hreedill!\ station. C'oimhbre. 32. 6il. 
Sukkur Barrage see unde, IRRIGATION. S;nd. 
Surveys, Marketin~. see under MARKETING. 
T&\uk& Development Associations, 159·161. 

TARIFF: 
Heb .. te on dut,v on iron and stepl imported for agricultural machinerY or implements, 

suggestion, 114. 
examination of Tariff sohodule for removal of anomalies in regard to classification of 

implements for &;!:ricultural purpose~, rOl'ommendation, 115. 

TRADE COMMISSIONER, INDIAN, see under MARKETING. 
UNITED SrATES OF AMERICA: 

Grading of agricult.ural produce,.4{)2. 
Syste m of pri "ate licenue.d warehouses in markets, 395. 

UNIVERSITIES : 
general I:..ccount of, 6012·3. 
Act of 1904, 542. 
BEN ARES UmvERSITY-

Jodhpur, donation from Maharaja of, in furtl,p·"nce of agricultural "nd veterinarv 
research and education and foundation of .. The Lord Irwin Chair .. at, 042. . 

Commission of 1902, 542. 
provide ConnitionR mORt c(>ngpnial to research workE>rB, 633. 
J;'acultiea of Agriculture at, 60. 
Cn.I{'utta Cniver,ity : 

.CJuU- ..I-AgrfcuHurc at, 1542. 
- l'orumi"·'ion. 1917 ·19, 542. 

lIi~her a!!1'iou).t,urn.1 education at, 558·9. 
worK on Soils at, 79. 

Importance of, in agricultural dpvelopment 60·1, 6-(2. 
Inter·Ulliver~ity Board, 544. 
Rural development, pot--ntialitie. of influence of, on, 54-4. 
Soils, can &8sist in research on, 79. 
Village guirlallce, pl\\'t "hieh Ullivpr.iti". can pln,v, 503·4. 

JJso"- Loans Act see ..... <I.T FINANCE OF AGRICULTURE. 

VETERINARY : 

VETERINA.~Y AID: 
Ahsence of private'. etennary practitioners, 293. 
llispt>nsaries. staff of, 295·6. ' 
H""pitals, scale of provision, 296. . 
Need for encouragin~ private effort in every way possible, 304-. 
l~n'~I'loyment by: private associations and co·operative societies of veterinary practi-

tlOn, '8, questIon of. 304. . 
Terms on which suoh men m:ght be ottained, 305. 
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VETEBIl'fARY-coDtd. 

EntrCATIO. ~ 

COLLEGES nil CoLLEO. COUBSI!8 : 

namber of coll~g"" adequate. 311. 
two sepa.rate.~oll1ired for SOIrgffinB and Assistant Surgeons, 307. 
for A ... istant Surgeons, observations on, 307.8. 
for Sur~cons, 308. 

749 

I18tabli8hment of a Dew central college not recommcnned, but should be given at 
one Relected College only lOt present, 310 . 

• houln be open only to candi<iates nominated by the Government of India, Provi •• 
cial Governm~nt. and Indian States, 310. 

STAFF: 

Need for a most carefully aelpcW teaching. Sll. 
V.lue of free exchange between provinces uf officers as prof.,.,sors and lectarers, 

3U. . 

RIWiIl.loBCJ[ : 

CENTBAL : 

Imperial Institute of Vetf>rinary Research, Muhto-sar, 312.15. 
Administrative control should paaa to DireciDr of Institute, 3J 8. 
Financial p08ition of. 317. 
Di.pORUl of I'rotito from eera and vaocines, 317. 
~'unds for ....... "reh, 317. 
History of. 312.13. . 
Scale 0'1 which aera and vaccines are produced, 313. 
Situation of Muktes&r, conclusion that it is well suited to work of Institute, 

315. 

CoutiOlL 01' AOBICUL'rUBAL RESIURCH : 

Functiona of, in regard to, 50. • 
should have a 8tau<lina Committee OD veterinary subjects witt the represcDtative 

on the Council of Animal Husbandr, in the ChILir, 250, 318. '. 
Committee should bl" !liven POlrers of oooption, 318. 
m!l.in object of oommittee would be t·o secure co.operation between the provinces 

in controlling conbniou. dj""l',;e, 318. 
l1'or....:..oiluu 01 ~wo other 'oomwtt.we!l .locOD1mended: 

for Serum.simultnneous campI\ign, 318. 
for Veterinary edu~ation, 318. 

l'BOVIl'lOAL : 

VETERIlU RY COLf EO!il@ : 

RMe'lrch at pl'E'seut entire!." Bllbordinate to teaching, nO. ' 
Senior offic"rs at, should bel'xpected and encouraged to "hniertakfl Investiga-

tion in their own spe~ial Sphl'reB, 312. • 
good work smndin!! toO credit of Civil Vet"rinary,Depart.mt'Jfts in, :II? 
scientifio lmowlfl<l\(e bas already in Bome directions outetripped administra-

tive acti()n, 312. . 

SBRVIOES: 

ImfJerial Institute of Veterinary Research. Mnhte ... r: 
Staff : 

Dirt>ctor: 
Assistance in administrative work required. 316-7. 
should bo selected for his scienti60 qualifications) 316. 

SUflerior: 
Inrl'f.'a.e of, Qllelltion of, 315. " 
should always he MILintaint',1 at full strength, 311i. ~.' 
Numbere iDsuffici\lnt to justify formation of Central Veterinary Benice, 

316. . 
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V ETERIN ARY-e,ontd. 
SIIRVIClIs-contd. 

Imperiallnstitute of Veterinary Res6&roh,l~uktesar: 
Staff : 

Superior:, 
Pa)" scale of, for Director al,d superior sl"ff, 316. 
Subordi<1&Ie and menial, 316. 

INDlAN VlUTERINARY SlIiRVIOIII: 

Recruitment oeased in 19:' 4 and place will be taken by new Hupefior provincial 
servioos. 300:' 

NEW SUPERIoR PR0VIKOIAL SERVW);S, 299-301. -
Duties: 

"h .. rge of veterinary oircl1'8 a8 tlep"ty directorR, ;)00. 
Teaching in veterinary ooUclles, 310. 

Pay: 
Present 8e .. l" for Indian Veterinary Service would be appropriate, 300. 
Spenial, may be required for teaching staff, 310. 

Recruitment: 
Administrative, will ordinarily be recruited from exist,ing provin"ial sCI'vi( es, 

300. . 
Direct, should be resorted to when necessary, 300. 
Teaohing, speoial, will as a rule be required, 310. 

POSTS OUTSIDB THE OADRD : 

Directo1'8 of Veterinary Services, 299. 
Principals of Veterinary Colleges, 299. 

Pay should be reconsidered., 300. 
Reoruitment: should be obt-ained frOID abroad if suitable ollieflN not /\Vall

able in India, 299. 

P&OVINOlAL SERVIOBS. 

Cadre of: 
Desicnations and posts, 300. 
Elnould,be greatly Expanded, 298. 
estimates of Minimum expansion required, 298. 

c, PI:eparationA reqnired for successful functioning of expanded, 298. 
Primary duty will be oontrol of epidemic diseases, but will also 811l'erv;sc 

dispensarit's and touring vetRrinary' aS8istant~, 300. 
Pay: present rate of, is Ruit..ble. 301: 

Recruitment, : from paaaacla~~-th~lh.::g-c: ~kut~ rUt +re.i .. i"g Vpf('rtnary 
Surgoons. 30 I. • 

SH'~GUARDS for Veterinary Services in regard to recruitmt>nt. di~cirline an(1 ('Ondi
tions of 'Jervice : pa-wng of provincial Public Servi"~8 Acts a neol'8si t,y to provide 
a~ in C,'se of AgriclIlt,ural Services, 301. 

:-::ll.II0RDINATB ASSISTANT I'lIIRoRON;;: 

Position Wider LoCi\l Allthoriti,,", !lO!. 
Reserve Corp., 301-4. 

Vid~ria Teehni~al Institut,e, 641. .. 
VILLAGE LIFE: 

GKNERAL FKATUltI>S, 5. 6, 477-9_ 
th" cultivator's Characterist,i<-:., 478. 
Self Al1lliciency of village Iif" and goVerlllllNlt, 47S-!I. 

- Signs of t' ha nge : 
Administrative, 480-1. 
Economio, 479-80. 

Need for ,',djusting, to changing conditions. 498. 

VILLAGE GUIDANOE : " 

Agenoies, 500-4. 
Gui'gl\"n uplift, 502., 
Lin~,s betwoon the Village and the tQwn, &\l3, 
, Obje~ tq. 5f10. 
, th~i wrsi tA e., part which, cap play in,,503-4. 



INDEX 

Viahwanath, Mr. B., 240. 
Voelcker, Dr. J. A., 18,83, P9, 268, 699 (Appendix). 701 (Appt,ndix). 
Wadi", Mr. N. M.,C.I.E.,30G,3O)6. 

Warth, Mr., Physiologiual Chemist, Ani/Il&l Nutrition """\iOIl, llallg .. ll)r~, :!40·:!. 

WATER HYACIXTH: 4U lind"" ('~)MMU1flOAT[(OlfS. 

WEIGHTS MiD MEASURES : 

~l"ndardi ... tion of, need for, 396. 
Adv&nce must bt. by ~tel'. within "ach provine" rathor th&ll &1I.I1Id"" 397. 
Beginning made und .. r Cotton Gillnuig a.nd.Pr"s.ing Facto"". Act, 397. 
Burma will ...,quire ""parRte t.-fment. 3U7. 

I"el\turcs of Bill now b<,fore Burma L.·~i8) .. tll"'·, aU7. 
Committee of 1913, 397. . 
Time oome to Re-e""mino <jUt>~tion. 3117. 

751 

Government of India should lay down gHn"r .. 1 pl'illcil')". to which provinc •• 
woul,l adhere as fnr &,. p088ible. 397. 

We-st. Mr. 1If .• 1127. 
Wheat, pos.ibilities of developing .. n Export Trade in Iligh cl .... strong wheats should 

be home in mind, 400·1 (8U a/1If> und ... MARKETS). 
Wild animal., protection against, 121·2 . 

. Wild Birds and Animals Prote~tion Act. (HIl2). 
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